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FROM THE PEACE OF ANTALKIDAS DOWN
TO THE SuBJUGATION OF 0LYNTHUS
BY SPARTA

Peace or convention of Antalkidas.
Its import and character.

SepaTate

partnership between Sparta and
Persia
•
.
•
•
•
•
Degradation in the farm of the con·
vention-a fiat drawn up, issued,
and enforced, by Persia upon Greece
Gradual loss of Pan-Hellenic dignity,
and increased submission towards
Persia as a means of purchasing
Persian hel~n the part of Sparta
Her first application before the Peloponnesian war; subsequent applica-

tions.
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CHAPTER LXXVI
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Active partnership between Spaita
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and Persia against Athens, after the
Athenian catastrophe at Syracuse.
Athens is ready to follow her
example •
• · • : • t ~ t 1 • •6
How Sparta became hostile t<l Ndta
after the battle of .tEgospotami.
The Persian force aids Athens
against her, and breaks up her
maritime empire
•
•
.
•
No excuse for the subservience of
Sparta to the Persians-she was
probably afraid of a revived Athe·
nian empire .
•
•
•
.
Hellenism betrayed to the enemy,
first, by Sparta, next by the other
leading states. Evidence that He!·
lenic independence was not destined
to last much longer •
•
•
•
Promise of universal autonomy popular to the Grecian ear-how
carried out
•
•
•
•
• to
The Spartans never intended to grant,
nor ever really granted, genera\
autonomy. They used the promise

as a means of increased power to
them!;e}ves
•
•
•
•
•
Immediate point made against Corinth
and Thebes-isolation of Athens •
Persian affairs-unavailing efforts of
the Great King to reconquer Egypt
Evagoras, despot of Salam.is·in Cyprus
Descent of Evagoras-condition of the
island of Cyprus
•
•
•
•
Greek princes of Salamis are dispossessed by a Pho:enician dynasty •
Evagoras dethrones the Pho:nician,
and becomes despot of Salamis •
Able and beneficent govornment of
Evagoras •
•
•
•
•
•
His anxiety to revive Hellenism in
Cyprus-he looks to the aid of
Athens
•
•
•
•
•
•
Relatibns of Evagoras with Athens
during the closing years of the Peloponnesian war •
•
•
•
•
Evagoras at war with the Persianshe receives aid both from Athens
and from Egypt-he is at first very
successful, so as even to capture
Tyre.
•
.
•
•
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•
Struggle of Evagoras against the
whole force of the Pers1an empire
after the peace of Antalkidas
.
Evagoras, after a ten years' war, is
reduced, but obtains an honourable
peace, mainly owing to the dispute
between the two satraps jointly
commanding •
•
•
•
•
Assassination of Evagoras, as well as
of his son Pnytagoras, by an eunuch
slave of Nikokreon •
•
•
•
Nikokles, son of Evagoras, becomes
despot of Salamis. •
•
.
.
Condttion of the Asiatic Greeks after
being transferred to Persia-much
changed for the worse. Exposure
of the Ionian is1ands also
.
•
Great power gained by Sparta through
the peace of Antalkidas. She be-
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comes practically mistress of Corinth,
and the Corinthian isthmus. MisoTheban tendencies of Spartaespecially of Agesilaus •
•
•
Sparta organised anti-Theban oligar·
chies in the Breotian cities, with a
Spartan harmost in several. Most
of the cities seem to have been
favourable to Thebes, though Orcho·
menus and Thespice were adverse •
The Spartans restore Platrea. Former
conduct of Sparta towards Platrea •
Motives of Sparta in restoring Platrea.
A politic step, as likely to sever
Thebes from Athens
•
•
•
Plata:a becomes a dependency and
outpost of Sparta. Main object of
Sparta to prevent the reconstitution
of the Breotian federation
•
•
Spartan policy at this time directed by
the partisan spirit of Agesilaus,
opposed by his colleague Agesipolis
Oppressive behaviour of the Spartans
towards Mantineia. They require
the walls of the city to be de·
molished •
.
•
.
•
•
Agesipolis blockades the city, and
forces it to surrender, by damming
up the river Ophis. The Man·
tineians are forced to break up their
city into viUages
•
.
.
•
Democratical leaders of Mantineiaowed their lives to the mediation of
the exiled king Pausanias
.
Mantineia is pulled down and dis:
tributed into five villages
.
•
High-handed despotism of Sparta
towards Mantineia-signal partiality
of Xenophon •
•
•
•
•
Mischievous influence of Sparta, during this period of her ascendency, in
decomposing the Grecian world into
the smallest fragments •
•
•
The treatment of Mantineia was only
one among a series of other acts of
oppressive intervention, committed
by Sparta towards her various allies
Return of the philo-Laconian exiles in
the various cities, as partisans for the
purposes of Sparta-case of Phlius •
Competition of Athens with Sparta for
ascendency at sea. Athens gains
ground, and gets together some
rudiments of a maritime confederacy
Ideas entertained by some of the
Spartan leaders,· of acting against
the Persians for the rescue of the
Asiatic Greeks.-Panegyrical Discourse of Isokrates .
•
•
•
'State of Macedonia and Chalkidikegrowth of Macedonian power during
the last years of the Peloponnesian
war •
•
.
.
.
.
.
Perdikkas and Archelaus-energy and
ability of the latter •
•
•
Contrast of Macedonia and Athens •
Succeeding Macedonian
kings Orestes, Aeropus, Pausanias, Amyntas. Assassination frequent
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Amyntas is expeHed from Macedoni,
by the Illyrians-he makes ove
much of the sea-coast to the Olynthian confederacy .
•
•
•
Chalkidians of Olynthus-they take
into their protection the Macedon ian
cities on the coast, when Amyntas
runs away before the Illytians.
Commencement of the Olynthian
confederacy
•
•
•
•
•
Equal and liberal principles on which
the confederacy was framed from
· the beginning. Accepted willingly
by the Macedonian and Greco·
Macedonian cities •
•
•
.
The Olynthians extend their con.
federacy among the Grecian cities in
Chalkidic Thrace-their liberal procedure-several cities join-others
cling to their own autonomy, but
are afraid of open resistance •
•
Akan\l'us and Apollonia resist the
proposition.
Olynthus. menaces.
They then solicit Spartan intervention against her
•
Speech of Kleigenes the Akar:thia~
envoy at Sparta
•
•
•
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vote aid to the Akanthians against
Olynthus •
•
•
•
•
•
Anxiety of the Akanthians for instant
intervention. The Spartan Eudamidas is sent against Olynthus at
once, with such force as could be
got ready. He checks the career of
the Olynthians.
.
.
•
•
Phcebidas, brother of Eudamidas, re·
mains behind to collect fresh force,
and march to join hi:9 brother in
Thrace. He passes through the
Theban territory and near Thebes •
Conspiracy of Leontiades and the
philo-Laconian party in Thebes, to
betray the town and citadel to
Phce bid as •
•
•
.
.
•
The opposingleaders-Leontiades and
Ismenias-were both Polemarchs.
Leontiades contrives the plot and
introduces Phcebidas into the Kad·
meia.
•
•
•
•
•
•
Leontiades overawes the Senate, and
arrests Ismenias : Pelopidas and the
leading friends of Ismenias go into
exile •
•
•
_
_
•
•
Phcebidas ·in the Kadmeia-terror and
submission at Thebes
•
•
•
Mixed feelings at Sparta-great importance of the acquisition to Spartan interests •
•
•
•
•
Displeasure at Spatta more pretended
than real, against Phcebidas: Age·
silaus defends him •
.
.
•
Leontiades at Sparta -his humble
protestations and assurances- the
Ephors decide that they will retain
the Kadmeia, but at the same time
fine Phcebidas •
.
.
•
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The Lacedremonians cause Ismenias to
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be tried and put to death. Iniquity
of this proceeding •
•
•
• 57
Vigorous action of the Spartans
against Olymhus-Teleutias is sent
there with a large force, including
a considerable Theban contingent.
Derdas co-operates with him .
• sS
Strenuous resistance of the 01ynthians
-excellence of their cavalry .
. t'b.
Teleutias, being at first successful, and
having become over-confident, sus·

tains a terrible defeat from the Olyn·
thians under the walls of their city •
Agesipolis is sent to Olynthus from
Sparta with a reinforcement. He
dtes of a fever
•
•
•
•
Polybiades succeeds Agesipolis as
commander-he reduces Olynthus
to submission- extinction of the
Olynthian federation.
Olynthus
and the other cities are enrolled as
allies of Sparta
•
•
.
.
Great mischief done by S!lj'rt.t' to
Greece by thus crushing Olynthus •
Intervention of Sparta with the
government of Phlius. The Phli·
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asian government favoured hy Agesipolis, persecuted by Agesilaus
. 62
Agesilaus marches an army against
Phlius-reduces the town by block·
ade, after a long resistance. The
Laceda:monians occupy the acropo.
lis, naming a Council of One
Hundred as governors
63

CHA.PTER LXXVII
FROM THE SUBJUGATION OF 0LYNTHUS
BY THE LACED...£MONIANS DOWN TO
THE CoNGRESS AT SPARTA, AND
p .A~Tl.AL PEACE, IN 371 B.C.

Great ascendency of Sparta on land in
379 s.c. •
•
.
•
•
• 65
Sparta is now feared as the great
despot of Greece-her confederacy
with the Persian king, and with
Dionysius of Syracuse .
.
• ib.
Strong complaint of the rhetor Lysias,
expressed at the Olympic festival of
384 B.C. •
•
•
•
•
• 66
Demonstration against the Syracusan
despot Dionysius, at that festival . ib.
Panegyrical oration of Isokrates.
• 67
Censure upon Sparta pronounced by
the pbilo-Laconian Xenophon .
• 69
His manner of marking the point of
transition in his history-from Spar·
tan glory to Spartan disgrace .
. 70
Thebes under Leontiades and the
philo·Spartan oligarchy, with the
Spartan garrison in the Kadmeiaoppressive and tyrannical govern·
ment.
.
.
.
.
.
. 71
Discontent at Thebes, though under
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compression.
Theban exiles at
Athens
.
•
•
•
•
.
The Theban exiles at Athens, after
waiting some time in hopes of a
rising at Thebes, resolve to begin a
movement themselves
.
.
.
Pelopidas takes the lead-he, with
Mellon and five other exiles1 under~
takes the task of destroyml_( the
rulers of Thebes. Co·operatton of
Phyllidas the secretary, and Charon
at Thebes.
.
• . •
•
•
Plans of Phyllidas for admitting the
conspirators into Thebes and the
government·house-be invites the
polemarchs to a banquet
•
•
The scheme very nearly frustratedaccident which prevented Chlidon
from delivering his message .
.
Pelopidas and Mellon get secretly into
Thebes, and conceal themselves in
the bouse of Charon. Sudden sum·
mons sent by the polemarchs to
Charon. Charon places his son in
the bands of Pelopidas as a hostage
-warning to the polemarchs from
Athens-they leave it unread •
Phyllidas brings the conspirators, in
female attire, into the room where
the polemarchs are banquetingArchtas, Philippus, and Kabeirichus
are assassinated
.
.
.
.
Leontiad€s ·and HypatCs are slain in
their houses
.
.
.
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.
Phyllidas opens the prison, and sets
free the prisoners. Epaminondas
and many other citizens appear in
arms.
•
•
.
.
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.
Universal joy among the citizens on
the ensuing morning, when the
event was known. General assem·
bly in the market·place-Pelopidas,
Mellon and Charon are named the
first Boeotarcbs .
•
•
•
•
Aid to the conspirators from private
sympathisers in Attica. Alarm of
the Spartans in the Kadmeia-they
send for reinforcements •
.
.
Pelopidas and the Thebans prepare to
storm the Kadmeia-the Lacedre·
monian garrison capitulate and are
dismissed-several of the oligarchical
The bans are put to death in trying
to go away along with them. The
harmost who surrendered the Kadmeia is put to death by the Spartans
Powerful sensation produced by this
incident throughout the Grecian
world
•
•
•
•
•
.
It alters the balance of power, and the
tenure of Spartan empire
.
.
Indignation in Sparta at the revolution
of Thebes-a Spartan army sent
forth at once, under King Kleombrotus. He retires from Bceotia
without achieving anything .
.
Kleombrotus passes by the Athenian
frontier-alarm at Athens-condemnation of the two Athenian
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gt:nerals who had favoured the
enterprise of Pelopidas .
.
.
Attempt of Sphodrias from Thespire
to surprise the Peirreus by a night·
march. He fails
•
•
.
.
Different constructions put upon this
attempt and upon the character of
Sphodrias •
•
•
.
.
.
Alarm and wrath produced at Athens
by the attempt of Sphodrias. The
Laceda:monian envoys at Athens
seized, but dismissed
.
•
.
Trial of Sphodrias at Sparta. He is
acquitted, greatly through the pri.
vate favour and sympathies of
Agesilaus •
•
•
.
•
•
Comparison of Spartan with Athenian
procedure.
•
•
•
•
•
The Athenians declare war against
Sparta, and contract alliance with
Thebes .
•
•
•
•
•
Exertions of Athens to form a new
maritime confederacy, like the Con·
federacy of Delos. Thebes enrolls
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Citizens not wealthy enough to be
included in the Symmories, yet still
entered jn the schedule and liable to
property-tax. Purpose of the Sym·
88
mories--extension of the princtple
to the trierarchy •
•
•
. 106
Enthusiasm at Thebes in defence of
89
the new government and against
Sparta.
Military training - the
Sacred Band •
•
•
•
• 107
El?"minondas
•
•
.
•
• roS
ih.
Hts previous character and trainingmusical and intellectual, as well as
gymnastic. Conversation with philosophers, Sokratic as well as Pythagorean
.
•
•
.
•
• xog
90
His eloquence-his unambitious disgr
position-gentleness of his political
resentments
.
•
.
•
. rrr
Conduct of Epaminondas at the
92 •
Theban revolution of 379 B.c.-he
acquires influence, through PelopidaSf in the military organisation of
the cit~ •
•
•
•
•
• no
herself aos a member •
•
•
• ib.
Agesilaus marches to attack Thebes
Athens sends round envoys to the
with the full force of the Spartan
islands in the .JEgean. Liberal
confederacy-good system of defence adopted by Thebes-aid from
principles on which the new con·
~Athens under Chabrias •
•
. n4
federacy is formed. The Athenians
Agesilaus retires, leaving Phrebidas in
formally renounce all pretensions to
command at Thespire- desultory
their lost properties out of Attica,
warfare of Phoebidas against Thebes
and engage to abstain from future
-he is defeated and slain. Increase
Kleruchies
•
•
•
•
• 94
of the The ban strength in Breotia,
Envoys sent round by Athens-Cha·
against the philo-Spartan oligarchies
brias, Timotheus, Kallistratus
•. 95
in the Bceotian cities
•
•
. 115
Service of Iphikrates in Thrace after
Second expedition of Agesilaus into
the peace of Antalkidas. He marries
Bceotia-he gains no decisive adthe daughter of the Thracian prince
vantage.
The Tbebans acquire
Kotysl and acquires possession of a
greater and greater str'i'gth. Age.
Ti~~~h~~~· s~a~~ortk~{irs~r~tus_:thei; ib.
silaus retires-he is dJsabled by a
hurt in the leg •
•
.
.
• ib.
great success in winning the islanders
Kleombrotus conducts the Spartan
into confederacy with Athens •
• 99
force to invade Bceotia- he is
Synod of the new confederates as~
stopped by Mount Kithreron, being
sembled at Athens-votes for war on
unable to get over the passes-he
a large scale •
•
•
•
• IOO
retires ~ithout reaching Bceotia
. n6
Members of the confederacy were at
Resolution of Sparta to equip a large
first willing and harmonious-a fleet
fleet,
under
the
admiral
Pollis.
The
is equipped
•
•
•
.
. rot
Athenians .. send out a fleet under
New property·tax imposed at Athens.
Chabrias-victory of Chabrias at
The Solonian census
•
•
• lb.
sea near N axus. Recollection of
The Solonian census retained in the
the battle of Arginusre •
.
• i6.
main, though with modifications, at
Extension of the Athenian maritime
the restoration under the archonship
confederacy,
in
conSequence
of
the
of Eukleides in 403 n.c. •
•
• 102
victory of Naxus •
•
•
. 117
Archonship of N ausinikus in 378 n. c.
Circumnavigation of Peloponnesus by
-New census and schedule then
Timotheus with an Athenian fleetintroduced, of all citizens worth 25
his victory over the Laceda!monian
mime and upwards, distributed into
fleet-his success in. extending the
classes, and entered for a fraction of
Athenian confederacy- his just
their total property; each class for
dealing •
.
•
•
•
. uS
a different fraction •
•
•
• 103
Financial difficulties of Athens •
• 119
All metics, worth more than 25 niinre;
She becomes jealous of the growing .
were registered in the schedule ; all
in one class, each man for one·sixth
strength of Thebes-steady and
of his property. Aggregate schedule ib.
victorious. progress of Thebes in
The Symmories-containing the 1200
Bceotia .
.
•
.
•
. I?.O
wealthiest citizens-the 300 wealth-:Victory of Pelopidas at Tegyra over
iest, leaders of the Symmories.
• 105
the Laced<I!monians •
.
•
• 121
85
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The Thebans expel the Laceda::monians out of all Bceotia, except
Orchomenus-they reorganise the
Bceotian federation •
•
.
. 121
They invade Phokis-Kleombrotus is
sent thither with an army for de~
fence- Athens makes a separate
peace with the Lacedremonians • 122
Demand made upon the Lacedremo·
nians from Thessaly, for aid to
PharsaJus •
•
.
•
.
. z23
Polydamas of Pharsalus applies to
Sparta for aid against Pherre
• £b.
Jason of Pherre-h~s energetic character and formidable power
•
• 124
His prudent dealing with Polydamas - 125
The Lacedremonians find themselves
unable to spare any aid for Thessaly
-they dismiss Polydamas with a
refusal. He comes to terms with
Jason, who beComes Tagus of
'rhessaly •
•
.
.
• • . ib.
Evidence of the decline of ~partan
power during the last eight years • 126
Peace between Athens and Spartabroken off almost immediately. The
Laceda::monians declare war again,
and resume their plans upon Zakynthus and Korkyra •
•
•
• 127
Lacedremonian armament under Mnasippus, collected from all the confederates, invades Korkyra .
. 128
Mnasippus besie,ges the city-high
cultivation of the adjoining lands • 129
The Korkyra::ans blocked up in the
city- supplies intercepted- want
begins-no hope of safety except in
aid from Athens. Reinforcement
arrives from Athens-large Athenian
fleet prepari~g under Timotheus . ib.
Mnasippus becomes careless and in·
so lent from over-confidence- he
offends his mercenaries-the Korkyrreans make a successful sallyh:tnasippus is defeated and slainthe city su'fplied with provisions . 130
Approach o the Atheman reinforcement- Hypermenes, successor of
Mnasippus, conveys away the arma.
ment, leavin~ his sick and much
property hehtnd
•
•
• I 31
Tardy arrival of the Athenian fleetit is commanded not by Timotheus,
but by I phikrates-causes of the
delay-preliminary voyage of Timo·
theus, very long protracted .
• ib.
Discontent at Athens, in consequence
of the absence of Timotheus-distress of the armament assembled at
Kalauria-Iphikrates and Kallistratus accuse Timotheus. I phikrates
named admiral in his place
•
. 132
Return of Timotheus-an accusation
is entered against him, but trial is
postponed until the return of IphikratSs from Korkyra
.
•
. 134
Rapid and energetic movements of
lphikratl!s towards Korkyra-his
excellent management of the voyage.

On reaching Kephalienia, he learns
the flight of tl!e Laceda:monians
from Korkyra .
•
•
• ib.
He goes on to Korkyra, and captures
by surprise the ten Syracusan tri·
remes sent by Dionysius to the aid
of Sparra _
•
•
.
• 135
IphikratCs in want of money-he sends
home Kallistratus to Atheris-he
finds work for his seamen at Kor·
kyra-he obtains funds by service in
Akamania
•
•
•
•
. 136
Favourable tone of public opinion at
Athens, in consequence of the sue·
cess at Korkyra-the trial of Timotheus went off easily-jason and
Alketas come to support him-his
qmestor is condemned to death
. 137
Timotheus had been guilty of delay,
not justifiable under the c~rcum·
stances-though acquitted, his reput·
ation suffered-he accepts com·
mand under Persia •
.
•
• 138
Discouragement of Sparta in cOnse ..·
q uence of her defeat at Korkyra,
and of the triumphant position of
IphikratSs. They are further dismayed by earthquakes and other
divme signs-Helik~ and Bura are
destroyed by an earthquake •
. 140
The Spartans again send Antalkidas
to Per~ia, to sue for a fresh interM
vention-the Persian satrapS: send
down an order that the Grecian
belligerents shall make up their
differences
•
•
•
•
• 14 I
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Sparta, and had become again
jealous of Thebes •
•
•
- i6.
Equivocal position of the restored
Platrea, now that the Lacedremo·
nians had been expelled from
Hceotia. The Plat<eans try to per·
suade Athens to incorporate them
with Attica
.
•
•
•
• 143
The Thebans forestall this negotiation
by seizing Platrea, and expelling the
inhabitants, who again take refuge
at Athens .
•
•
•
•
• ib.
Stron~ feeling excited in Athens
agamst the The bans, on account of
their dealings with Plata::a and
Thespire. The Plataic discourse of
IsokratSs •
•
•
•
•
. 145
Increased tendency of the Athenians
towards peace with Sparta-Athens
and the Athenian confederacy give
notice to Thebes. General congress
for peace at Sparta •
•
•
• 147
Speeches of the Athenian envoys
Kallias, Autokles, Kallistratus
• 148
Kallistratus and his lJOlicy •
•
• ib.
He proposes that Sparta and Athens
shall divide between them the head·
ship of Greece-Sparta on land,
Athens at sea-recognising general
autonomy.
•
.
.
. 149
Peace is concluded. Autonomy of
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each city to be recognised: Sparta
to withdraw her harmosts and

Effect of the news at Sparta-heroic
self·command •
•
•
•
• r65
garrisons •
..
.
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•
• r so
Difference of Athens and SpartaOaths exchanged. Sparta takes the
Athens, equal in active energy
. x67
oath for herself and her allies.
Reinforcements sent from Sparta
. 169
Athens takes it for herself: her
Proceedings in Boeotia after the battle
allies take it after her successively . ib.
of Leuktra. The Theban victory
The oath proposed to the Thebans.
not well received at Athens .
• t"b.
Epaminondas, the Theban envoy,
Jason of Pherre arrives at Leuktrainsists upon taking the oath in the
the Spartan army retires from
name of the Ba:otian federation.
Bceotia under capitulation
.
. 170
Agesilaus and the Spartans require
Treatment of the defeated citizens on
that he shall take it for Thebes
reaching Sparta-suspension of the
alone
.
.
.
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. ib.
law .
.
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THE PEACE OF ANTALKIDAS DOWN TO THE
SUBJ"!!GATION OF OLYNTHUS BY SPARTA

THE peace or convention 1 which bears the name of Antalkidas, was an incident of ·serious and mournful import in
Grecian history. Its true character cannot be better described
than in a brief remark and reply which we find cited in
Plutarch. "Alas for Hellas (observed some one to Agesilaus)
when we see our Laconians medising I"-" Nay (replied the
Spartan kiJ14S), say rather the Medes (Persians) laconising." 2
These two propositio.ns do not exclude each other. Both
were perfectly true. The convention emanated from a separate partnership between 'spartan and Persian interests. It
was solicited by the Spartan Antalkidas, and propounded by
him to Tiribazus on the express ground, ~hat it was exactly
calculated to meet the Persian king's purposes and wishes-as
we learn even from the philo-Laconian Xenophon. 3 While
Sparta and Persia were both great gainers, no other Grecian
state gained anything, as the convention was originally framed.
1 It goes by both names ; Xenophon more commonly speaks of ~ •lp-hv11
-Isokrates of al crvv81!Ka<.
Though we say ·the peace of Antalkidas, the Greek authors say~ br'
'AJI'ra:>..Kl~ov,.lp-hv71: I do not observe that they ever phrase it with the
genitive case 'Avora:>..Kl~ov simply, without a preposition.
i Plutarch, Artaxerxes; c. 22 (compare Plutarch, Agesil. c. 23; and his
Apophtheg. Lacon. p. 2I3 B). '0 p.'fv 'YaP 'A'Y71crl:>..cws, 1rp~s .. ~,.;. ei1r6vora-

~eV Ti}s (EhA..cLOos, {hrou ,U.')}O((ovaw ~p:iv ol Ad.KwVES

t , •• MctAAov,

Mij3o< :>..aKwvl(outrl.
3

Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, I4.
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··But after the first rejection, Antalkidas saw the necessity of
conciliating Athens by the addition of a special article providing that 'Lemnos, Jmbros, and Skyros should be restored to ·
her. 1 This addition seems to have been first made· in the
abortive negotiations which form the subject of the discourse
already mentioned, pronounced by Andokides. It was continued afterwards and inserted in the ·final decree which
Antalkidas and Tiribazus brought down in the' King's name
from Susa; and it doubtless somewhat contributed to facilitate
the adherence of Athens, tl).ough the united forces of Sparta
and Persia had become so overwhelming, that she could hardly
have had the means of standing out, even if the supplementary
article had been omitted. Nevertheless, this condition undoubtedly did secure to Athe~ a certain share in the gain,
conjointly with the far larger shares bo.th of Sparta and Persia.
It is however not less true, that Arhe11s, as well as Thebes, 2
assented to the peace only under fear and compulsion. As
to the other states of Greece, they were interested merely in
the melancholy capacity of partners in the general loss and
degradation. • .,
.
That degradation stood evidently marked in the form, origin,
and transmission of· the convention, even apart from its substance. It was .a fiat issued from the court of Susa; as such
it was ostentatiously proclaimed and " sent down " from thence
to Greece. Its authority was derived from the King's seal, and
its simction from his concluding threat, that he would make
war against all recu9ants. It was brought down by the satrap
Tiribazus (along with Antalkidas), read by him aloud, and
heard with submission by the assembled Grecian envoys, after
he had called their special attention to the regal seal. 3
1 The restoration of these three islands forms the basis of historical truth
in the assertion of Isokrat€s, that the Lacedremonians were so subdued by
the defeat of Knidus, as to come and tender maritime empire to Athens(<17\0<i'v -r~v &.px~v ~durov-rci.s) Orat. vii. (Areopagit.) s. 74; Or. ix. (Evagor.)
s. 83. Bnt the assertion is true respecting a later time ; for the Lacedre-.
monians really did make this proposition to Athens after they had been
enfeebled and humiliated by the battle of Leuktra; but not before (Xenoph.
Hellen. vii. I, 3).
2 :Diodor. xiv. I II.
3 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 30, 31. "D.O'-r' br•l 'II'CLP~"Y"Y"'AEV 6 Ttp(f3a(os 'll'a;peivat
., o Vs /3 ovA o p. Evo v s lr1r aK o Vtrcu, ~v f3cunAeVs elp1JV1JV KO.Ta.7rfp.7rot, Ta.xlws

'll't!.vTEs 'll'ap•-ylvov-ro. 'E'II'•I ~~ ~vviiA8ov, l'll't~e(~a;s & Ttp(fla(os Ta /3aO'tAJws 0'1/p.'eia;. &.v•-ylvwO'KE -ra -y•-ypap.p.eva;· Elx• ~~iii~..
'Ap-ra~<p!1Js /3aO'tAeVs vop.((e• ~fKatov, -ras p.€v lv Tji 'AO'l~ ,.&ll.ets <av·
-roil Elva<, KC<! -rwv v~O'wv KAa(op.evas Kal KV'II'poV' -r~s o€ .llAACLS 'Eli.A1Jv(IJa;s
.,.&ll.ets Kal p.tKpas Kal p.•-yrf.ll.as, ab-rov&p.ovs .Iva•, 'll'll.~v A~p.vov, Kal "'p./3pou Kal

After Peace of Antalkidas ·

3

Such was the convention which Sparta, the ancient president
of the Grecian world, had been the first to solicit at the hands .
of the Persian king, and which she now not only set the example of sanctioning by her own spontaneous obedience, but
even avouched as guarantee and champion against all opponents ; preparing to enforce. it at the point of the sword
against any recusant state, whether party to it or not S,uch
was the convention which was now inscribed on stone, and
placed as a permanent record in the temples of the Grecian
'cities; 1 nay even in the common sanctuaries-the Olympic,
Pythian, and others-the great foci and rallying points of Pani Hellenic sentiment. Though called by the name of a conven1 tion, it was on the very face of it a peremptory mandate proceeding from the ancient enemy of Greece, an acceptance of
which was nothing less t,han an act of obedience. While to
him it was a glorious" trophy, to all Pan-Hellenic patriots it
was the deepest disgrace and insult. 2 Effacing altogether the
idea of an independent Hellenic world, bound together and
regulated by the self-acting forces and common sympathies
of its own members-even the words of the convention proclaimed it as an act of intrusive foreign power, and erected the

l

:::ildpov, -ra6-ras al, C,u1rcp -rb apxa<ov, flvac 'A871valwv. '01rOupoc a• -raVT1jV
'r~V •lp~V1jV f':, alxov-rac, 'COV'COI$ E')'cl> 7rOA•fL~Uw, f'•T" 'rWV -rab-r(,.
f3ou"A.ofL{vwv, Kal 7r<(fl Kal Ka-rr. fJd.}..au<Tav, t(al vau<Tl Kal XPfJfLa<nv.
1 Isokrati!s, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 2II. Kc.l -ra6-ras nf'CiS 1)va')'ICC<UEV (the
Persian kingf €v U'r~Aa&s }..c8lva•s &va.,.pd.l/tav-ras ev 'rOLS I(O&Vo"is 'CWII /•pwv
ava8Etvac, 7rUAV Kd."A"A.cov "Tp07racov 'rWV lv 'rC<LS f'c£Xa&s ')'I')'VOfLlVWV.

The Oralio Panegyrica of Isokrati!s (published about 380 B.C., seven
years afterwards) from which I here copy, is the best evidence of the feelings with which an intelligent and patriotic Greek looked upon this treaty
at the time ; when it was yet recent, but when there had been full time to
see how the Lacedremonians carried it out. His other orations, though
valuable and instructive, were published later, and represent the feelings of
after-time.
Another contemporary, Plato in his Menexenus (c 17, p. 245 D), stigrnatises severely " the base and unholy act (aluxpbv Kal il.voutov lnov) of
surrendering Greeks to ~he foreigner," and asserts that the Athenians
resolutely refused to sanction it. This is a sufficient mark of his opinion
respecting the peace of Antalkidas.
2
Isokrat. Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 207. •A XP~V &va•p•<v, Kal f'11li•f'lav ~ljv
~f'lpav, VofLl(ovTEs 7rpou-rd.')'f'a'ra Kal ob uvv8~1<as Eivac, &c. (s. 213).
Aluxpbv 1Jf'Cis o"A71s -r~s 'E}..J..d.IJos tJ/3pc(ofLiv71s, f'11a•f'lav 1roc~uau8a.c
r<ocv:,v 'rlfLwp!av, &c.
The word -:rpou-rd.')'p.a-ra. exactly corresponds with an expression of Xeno-

phon (put in the mouth of Autokli!s the Athenian envoy at Sparta),
respecting the dictation of the peace of Antalkidas by Artaxerxi!s-Ka.l o-r•
pJv {3au•"A•vs 1rpoul-ra-r-ru ab-rov&p.ovs -rr.s -:ro}..fcs •1va.c, &c. (Xen.
Hellen. vi. 3, 9).
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Barbarian King into a dictatorial settler of Grecian differences; j
a guardian 1 who cared for the peace of Greece more than the
Greeks themselves. And thus, looking to the form alone, it1
was tantamount to that symbol of submission-the cession o(
earth and water-which had been demanded a century before 1
by the ancestor of Artaxerxes from the ancestors of the 1
Spartans and Athenians ; a demand, which both Sparta and
Athens then not only repudiated, but resented so cruelly, as to
put to death the heralds by whom it was brought-stigmatising
the JEginetans and others as traitors to Hellas for complying)
with it.2 Yet nothing more would have been implied in such~
cession than what stood embodied in the inscription on that
"colonna infame," which placed the peace of Antalkidas side
by side with the Pan-Helleilic glories and ornaments at 1
Olympia. 3
•
1

.

Isokrat. Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 205. Kaf.ro1 1rws oiJ XPh 81al\VHV -rav-ras
-ras hpoll.o')llas, ~~ if>v -rota{rr7J 86~a ')'t')lovev, lJ,tr-re b ptv B&pf3apos 1<~8e-ra1 -rils
'Ell.l\&lios Kal </Jvll.a~ -rijs elp~V1JS ltr-rlv, 1}pwv lit -r1vls eltrw o/ l\uJ,W.w&pevol
ICaliCaKWS 1TOloiiVTES ain-{]'V;

The word employed by Photius in his abstract of Theopompus (whether
it be the expression of Theopompus himself, we cannot be certain-see
Fragm. III, ed. Didot), to designate the position taken by Artaxerxes in
reference to this peace, is--rhv elp~v1JV ~v -ro'is "El\li.1J<TIV lf3p&!3•utr•vwhich implies the peremptory decision of an official judge, analogous to
another passage (I39) of the Panegyr. Orat. of Isokratl!s-Nilv li'tKe'iv&s
(Artaxerxl!s) ltr-rw 6 li1o1Kwv -ra -r&v 'Ell.l\~vwv 1<al p6vov ob1< brttr-r&8pous lv
Ta'is 'lrOli.Etfl Ka81trT&s.
llhhv rap TOVTOIJ -rl TWV l!l\l\wv {nr&l\onr&v ttTTIV;
Q(J 1<al -roil 1r0l\tpou KVpws t')'eve-ro, Kal -rhv elp~v1Jv brp,-r&veutre, Kal
-rwv 1rap&v-rwv 7rpa')'p&-rw>' t7rltTTc!T1JS Ka8t<TT1JI<EV;
2 Herodot. vi. 49•
KaT7/')'0peov Al-ytV1JTtwv ri>. 7rE7rOI~I<OieV, 1rpoli6vns -rhv
'Ell.ll.&lia.
3 Isokratl!s, Orat. xii. (Panathen.) s. II2-II4.

Plutarch (Agesil. c. 23; Artaxerxl!s, c. 2I, 22) expresses himself in terms
of bitter and well-merited indignation of this peace-" if indeed (says he)
we are to call this ignominy and betrayal of Greece by the name of peace,
which brought with it as much infamy as the most disastrous war." Sparta
(he Says) lost her headship by her defeat at Leuktra, but her honour had
been lost before, by the convention of Antalkidas.
It is in vain however that Plutarch tries to exonerate Agesilaus from any
share in the peace. From the narrative (in Xenophon'sHellenica, v. I, 33)
of his conduct at the taking of the oaths, we see that he espoused it most
warmly. Xenophon (in the Encomium of Agesilaus, vii. 7) takes credit to
Agesilaus for being 1£1<T07rEp<T1JS, which was true, from the year B.C. 396 to
B.C. 394· But in B.C. 387, at the time of the peace of Antalkidas, he had
become fU<T081J{3a'ios; his hatred of Persia had given place to hatred of
Thebes.
See also a vigorous passage of Justin (viii. 4), denouncing the di>graceful
position of the Greek cities at a later time in calling in Philip of Macedon
as arbiter ; a "'"-Ssage not less applicable to the peace of Antalkidas; and
perhaps borrowed from Theopompus.
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Great must have been the change wrought by the intermediate events, when Sparta, the ostensible president of Greece
-in her own estimation even more than in that of others 1had so lost all Pan-Hellenic conscience and dignity, as to
descend into an obsequious minister, procuring and enforcing
a Persian mandate for political objects of her own. How
insane would such an anticipation have appeared to JEschylus,
or the audience who heard the Persre ! to Herodotus or
Thucydides ! to Perikles and Archidamus ! nay, even to Kallikratidas or Lysander ! It was the last consummation of a
series of previous political sins, invoking more and more the
intervention of Persia to aid her against her Grecian enemies.
Her first application to the Great King for this purpose dates
from the commencement of the Peloponnesian war, and is
prefaced by an apology, little less than humiliating, from King
Archidamus; who, n~t unconscious of the sort of treason
which he was meditating, pleads that Sparta, when the Athenians are conspiring against her, ought not to be blamed for
asking from foreigners as well as from Greeks aid for her own
preservation. 2 From the earliest commencement to the seventh
year of the war, many separate and successive envoys were despatched by the Spartans to Susa ; two of whom were seized in
Thrace, brought to Athens, and there put to death. The rest
reached their destination, but talked in so confused a way,
and contradicted each other so much, that the Persian court,
unable to understand what they meant, 8 sent Artaphernes with
letters to Sparta (in the seventh year of the war) complaining
of such stupidity, and asking for clearer information. Artaphernes fell into the hands of an Athenian squadron at Eion
on the Strymon, and was conveyed to Athens; where he was
treated with great politeness, and sent back (after the letters
1 Compare the language in which the Ionians, on their revolt from
Darius, king of Persia about 500 B.c., had implored the aid of Sparta
( Herodot. v. 49 ). Ta KaTf,KovTa "f&.p ECTT< Tav.,.a· 'I~ vow 'll"aiaas llo6Aovs
•lvat avT' iA<v8epwv-6vEtllos Ka! I£A")'OS p.loytCTTOII p.ev alrroicrt ~p.£v, lT& lie

TWII AGI'Il"WII lJp.£v, 8crtp 7rpoocr'Tea.TE Tijs 'EAAc£1los.

How striking is the contrast between these words and the peace of
Antalkidas ! and what would have been the feelings of Herodotus himself if
he could have heard of the latter event !
8 Thucyd. i. 82.
K&v To6T'f' t<a! Ta ~p.,T<pa a.liTwv iEaPT6ecr8at ~vp.p.&xwv
1rpocra"fw'Yii t<a! 'EAAf,vwvt<a! {3ap/3&pwv, et 7ro6'v Ttva f) vavT&KoiJ f)
XP'TIP.&Twv ll6vap.t111TpocrA71>/IOp.e6a, (&ve,.{.p8ovovlle, Zero& t1Jcr1rep Ka! ~p.iis
l11r' 'A8'Tjvalwv brt/3ovAev6p.e8a., p.tJ ~EAA?wa.s p.ovov, l& A A a 1< a.! /3 a p /3 c£ p o v s
7rpocrAa/30vTa.s lltacrw81;va<), &c. Compare also Plato, Menexenus, c. 14,
p. 243 B.
3 Thucyd. ii. 7, 67 ; iv. 50.
Tf
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which he carried had been examined) to Ephesus. What is
more important to note is, that Athenian envoys were sent
along with him, with a view of bringing Athens into friendly
communication with the Great King; which was only prevented by the fact that Artaxerxes Longimanus just then died.
Here we see the fatal practice, generated by intestine war, of
invoking Persian aid; begun by Sparta as an importunate
solicitor-and partially imitated by Athens, though we do not
know what her envoys were instructed to say, had they been
able to reach Susa.
Nothing more is heard about Persian intervention until the
year of the great Athenian disasters before Syracuse. Elate
with the hopes arising out of that event, the Persians required
no solicitation, but we_re quite a,<> eager to tender interference
for their own purposes, as Sparta was to invite them for hers.
How ready Sparta was to purchase fue~ aid by the surrender
of the Asiatic Greeks, and that too without any stipulations in
their favour, has been recounted in a preceding chapter. 1 She
had not now the excuse-for it stands only as an excuse and
not as a justification-of self-defence against aggression from
Athens, which Archidamus had produced at the beginning of
the war. Even then it was only a colourable excuse, not borne
out by the reality of the case; but now, the avowed as well
as the real object was something quite different-not to repel,
but to crush, Athens. Yet to accomplish that object, not even
of pretended safety, but of pure ambition, Sparta s~crificed unconditionally the liberty of her Asiatic kinsmen; a price which
Archidamus at the beginning of the war would certainly never
have endured the thoughts of paying, notwithstanding the then
formidable power of Athens. Here, too, we find Athens following the example ; and consenting, in hopes of procuring
Persian aid, to the like sacrifice, though the bargain was never
consummated. It is true that she was then contending for her
existence. Nevertheless the facts afford melancholy proof how
much the sentiment of Pan-Hellenic independence became enfeebled in both the leaders, amidst the fierce intestine confl.ic.t
terminated by the battle of 1Egospotami. 2
See vol. ix. ch. lxxv.
Compare the expressions of Demosthen~s (cont. Aristokrat. c. 33, p. 666)
attesting the prevalent indignation among the Athenians of his time, about
this surrender of the Asiatic Greeks by Sparta-and his oration De
Rhodior. Libertate, c. 13, p. 199, where he sets the peace of Kallias, made
by Athens with Persia in 449 B.c., in contrast with the peace of Antalkidas,
contracted under the auspices of Sparta.
2 This is strikingly set forth by Isokrat~s, Or. xii. (Panathen.) s. 167-173.
l
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After that battle, the bargain between Sparta and Persia
would doubtless have been fulfilled, and the Asiatic Greeks
would have passed at once under the dominion of the latterhad not an entirely new train of circumstances arisen out of
the very peculiar position and designs of Cyrus. That young
prince did all in his power to gain the affections of the Greeks,
as auxiliaries for his ambitious speculations; in which specu-lations both Sparta and the Asiatic Greeks took part, compromising themselves irrevocably against Artaxerxes, and still
more against Tissaphernes. Sparta thus became u~inten
tionally the enemy of Persia, and found herself compelled to
protect the Asiatic Greeks against his hostility with which
they were threatened ; a protection easy for her to confer,
not merely from the unbounc)ed empire which she then enjoyed over the Grecian 'Q'Orld, but from the presence of the
renowned Cyreian ~en Thousand, and the contempt for
Persian military strength which they brought home from
their retreat. She thus finds herself in the exercise of a PanHellenic protectorate or presidency, first through the ministry
of Derkyllidas, next of Agesilaus, who even sacrifices at
Aulis, takes up the sceptre of Agamemnon, and contemplates large schemes of aggression against the Great King.
Here however the Persians play against her the same game
which she had invoked them to assist in playing against Athens.
Their fleet, which fifteen years before she had invited for her
own purpo~es, is now brought in against· herself, and with far
more effect, since her empire was more odious as well as more
oppressive than the Athenian. It is now Athens and her allies
who call in Persian aid; without any direct engagement, indeed,
to surrender the Asiatic Greeks, for we are told that after the
battle of Knidus, Konon incurred the displeasure of the
Persians by his supposed plans for re-uniting them with Athens, 1
In this passage, however, he distributes his blame too equally between
Sparta and Athens, whereas the blame belongs of right to the former, in far
greater proportion. Sparta not only began the practice of invoking the
Great King, and purchasing his aid by disgraceful concessions-but she
also carried it, at the peace of Antalkidas, to a more extreme point of
selfishness and subservience. Athens is guilty of following the bad example
of her rival, but to a less extent, and under greater excuse on the plea of
necessity.
Isokrat~s says in another place of this discourse, respecting the various
acts of wrong-doing towards the general interests of Hellas-bn8etiC'T~ov
.,-oh I"~" -'qp.e.,-.!povs lnjt 1 }La 8 e is ahwv 'YE'"fEV'Y/p..!vovs, ll.a1Ce8atJLDVlovs o~ .,.a,
JL~V 'lrprf>.,.ovs, .,.a, 8~ p.ovovs ~~ap.ap.,-&v.,-as (Panath. s. IOJ).
Which is
much nearer the truth than the passage before referred to.
1 Cornelius Nepos, Conon. c. 5·
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and Athenian aid was still continued to Evagoras-yet nevertheless indirectly paving the way for that consummation. If
Athens and her allies here render themselves culpable of an
abnegation of Pan-Hellenic sentiment, we may remark, as
before, that they act under the pressure of stronger necessities
than could ever be pleaded by Sparta ; and that they might
employ on their own behalf, with much greater truth, the
excuse of self-preservation preferred by King Archidamus. ·
But never on any occasion did that excuse find less real
place than in regard to the mission of Antalkidas. Sparta
was at that time so powerful, even after the loss of her maritime empire, that the allies at the Isthmus of Corinth, jealous
of each other and held together only by common terror, could
hardly stand on the defensive a~inst her, and would probably
have been disunited by reasonable .offers on her part ; nor
would she have needed even to recall" Agesilaus from Asia.
Nevertheless the mission was probably dictated in great measure
by a groundless panic, arising from the sight of the revived
Long Walls and re-fortified Peirreus, and springing at once to
the fancy, that a new Athenian empire, such as had existed
forty years before, was about to start into life ; a fancy little
likely to be realised, since the very peculiar circumstances
which had created the first Athenian empire were now totally
reversed. Debarred from maritime empire herself, the first
object with Sparta was, to shut out Athens from the like; the
next, to put down all partial federations or p~itical combinations, and to enforce universal autonomy, or the maximum
of political isolation ; in order that there might nowhere exist
a power capable of resisting herself, the strongest of all individual states. As a means to this end, which was no less
in the interest of Persia than in hers, she outbid all prior
subserviences to the Great King-betrayed to him not only
one entire division of her Hellenic kinsmen, but also the
general honour of the Hellenic name in the most flagrant
manner-and volunteered to medise in order that the Persians
might repay her by laconising. 1 To ensure fully the obedience
of all the satraps, who had more than once manifested dissentient views of their own, Antalkidas procured and brought
down a formal order signed and sealed at Susa; and Sparta
undertook, without shame or scruple, to enforce the same
order-" the convention sent down· by the King "-upon all
1

Isokrat. Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 145. Kct! -rcj) /3ap{3J.p'f' -rcj) -r1is 'Arrl.xs
(the Lacedremonians) 8,-ws ws fWylunw &pxt]v

~<pa-rovv-r• rrvp:rrprl-r-rovrr•
f~OV<TIV.
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her countrymen; thus converting them into the subjects, and
herself into a sort of viceroy or satrap, of Artaxerxes. Such an
act of treason to the Pan-Hellenic cause was far more flagrant
and destructive than that alleged confederacy with the Persian
king, for which the Theban Ismenias was afterwards put to
death, and that too by the Spartans themselves. 1 Unhappily
it formed a precedent for the future, and was closely copied
afterwards by Thebes; 2 foreboding but too clearly the short
career which Grecian political independence had to run.
That large patriotic sentiment, which dictated the magnanimous answer sent by the Athenians 8 to the offers of Mardonius in 479 B.C., refusing, in the midst of ruin present and
prospective, all temptation to betray the sanctity of Pan-Hellenic
fellowship-that sentiment which had been during the two
following generations th~ predominant inspiration of Athens,
and had also been powerful, though always less powerful, at
Sparta-was now, in the former, overlaid by more pressing
apprehensions, and in the latter completely extinguished.
Now it was to the leading states that Greece had to look, for
holding up the great banner of Pan-Hellenic independence;
from the smaller states nothing more could be required than
that they should adhere to and defend it, when upheld. 4 But
so soon as Sparta was seen to solicit and enforce, and Athens
to accept (even under constraint), the proclamation under
the King's hand and seal brought down by Antalkidas-that
banner wa~ no longer a part of the public emblems of Grecian
2 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 33-39·
Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 35·
Herodot. viii. 143·
The explanation which the Athenians give to the Spartan envoys, of the
reasons and feelings which dictated their answer of refusal to Alexander
(viii. 144), are not less impressive than the answer itself.
But whoever would duly feel and appreciate the treason of the Spartans
in soliciting the convention of Antalkidas, should read in contrast with it
that speech which their envoys address to the Athenians, in order to induce
the latter to stand out against the temptations of Mardonius (viii. 142).
t The sixth oration (called Archidamus) of Isokrat&s sets forth emphatically the magnanimous sentiments, and comprehensive principles, on which
it becomes Sparta to model her public conduct-as altogether different
from the simple considerations of prudence and security which are suitable
to humbler states like Corinth, Epidaurus, or Phlius (Archidamus, s. 105,
106, no).
Contrast these lofty pretensions with the dishonourable realities of the
convention of Antalkidas-not thrust upon Sparta by superior for~, but
both originally sued out, and finally enforced, by her for her own pOlitical
ends.
Compare also Isokrat&s, Or. xii. (Panathen.) s. 169-172, about the
dissension of the leading Grecian states, and its baneful effects.
B Z
1

3
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political life. The grand idea represented by it-of collective
self-determining Hellenism-was left to dwell in the bosoms of
individual patriots.
If we look at the conve£ltion of Antalkidas apart from its form
and warranty, and with reference to its substance, we shall find
that though its first article was unequivocally disgraceful, its
last was at least popular as a promise to the ear. Universal
autonomy, to each city, small or great, was dear to Grecian
political instinct. I have already remarked more than once
that the exaggerated force (;if this desire was the chief cause of
the short duration of Grecian freedom: Absorbing all the
powers of life to the separate parts, it left no vital force or
integrity to the whole; especially, it robbed both each and all
of the power of self-defence agaiast foreign assailants. Though
indispensable up to a certain point an,P under certain modifications, yet beyond these modifications, ~ich Grecian political
instinct was far from recognising, it produced a great preponderance of mischief. Although therefore this item of the
convention was in its promise acceptable and popular-and
although we shall find it hereafter invoked as a protection in
various individual cases of injustice-we must inquire how it
was carried into execution, before we can pronounce whether it
was good or evil, the present of a friend or of an enemy.
The succeeding pages will furnish an answer to this inquiry.
The Laced::emonians, as "presidents (guarantees or executors)
of the peace, sent down by the King," 1 undertook .the duty of
execution ; and we shall see that from the beginning they
meant nothing sincerely. They did not even attempt any
sincere and steady compliance with the honest, though undis'tinguishiqg, political instinct of the Greek mind; much less
did they seek to grant as much as was really good, and to
withhold the remainder. They defined autonomy in such
manner, and meted it out in such portions, as suited their
own political interests and purposes. The promise made by
the convention, except in so far as it enabled them to increase
their own power by dismemberment or party intervention;
proved altogether false and hollow. For if we look back to
the beginning of. the Peloponnesian war, when they sent to
Athens to require general autonomy throughout Greece, we

·fi/n.

1.
Hellen. v. I, 36.
'tv 6€ 'Tqi '1r:OAOf''f' p.a71.71.ov aV'T<ppb1r:WS 'T.:JlS lvav-rio<s 1rpc!.'T'TOV'T€S o1 AaKEIia<p.OVIOI, '1r:OAV ~1riiCIJOOtr'T<po1 ~";EVOV'TO ~IC Tijs ~1r' 'AV'TI%Aicfliou
<lp.fJV7JS I<I%A01lf'OV7JS' 7rpOtrTa'Tal ')'dop ')'<Vbp.<VOI Tfis fl'll'~ /Jatr<71.ows
1Ca'Ta'1r<f'</> 8< £0'1) S e/ p{j V1) s, ICI%) TtJV I%VTOVOf<[I%V'TI%tS '1r0A€0'1 7rpc!.T'TOV'T<S, &c.
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shall find that the word had then a distinct and serious import ;
demanding that the cities held in dependence by Athens should
be left free, which freedom Sparta might have ensured for them
herself at the close of the war, had she not preferred to convert
it into a far harsher empire. But in 387 (the date of the peace
of Antalkidas) there were no large body of subjects to be
emancipated, except the allies of Sparta herself, to whom it
was by no means intended to apply. So that in fact, what
was promised, as well as what was realised, even by the most
specious item of this disgraceful convention, was-" that cities
should enjoy autonomy, not for their own comfort and in their
own way, but for Lacedremonian convenience;" a significant
phrase (employed by Perikles,l in the debates preceding the
Peloponnesian war) which fGrms a sort of running text for
Grecian history during t~e sixteen years between the peace of
Antalkidas and the blttle of Leuktra.
I have already mentioned that the first two applications of
the newly-proclaimed autonomy, made by the Lacedremonians,
were to extort from the Corinthian government the dismissal of
its Argeian auxiliaries, and to compel Thebes to renounce
her ancient presidency of the Bceotian federation. The latter
especially was an object which they had long had at heart; 2
and by both, their ascendency in Greece was much increased.
Athens too-terrified by the new development of Persian force
as well as partially bribed by the restoration of her three
islands, i~o an acceptance of the peace--was thus robbed of
her Theban and Corinthian allies, and disabled from opposing
the Spartan projects. But before we enter upon these projects,
it will be convenient to turn for a short time to the proceedings
of the Persians.
Even before the death of Darius Nothus (father of Artaxerxes
and Cyrus) Egypt had revolted from the Persians, under a
native prince named Amyrtreus. To the Grecian leaders who
accompanied Cyrus in his expedition against his brother, this
revolt was well known to have much incemed the Persians ;
so that Klearchus, in the conversation which took place after
the death of Cyrus about accommodation with Artaxerxes,
intimated that the Ten Thousand could lend him effectual aid
1 Thucyd. i. 144.
Nvv ll< -rov-ro<s (to the Lacedremonian envoys) &..,.o1Cp<vap.ovo< ¢.'1f0'1fEfJ.tYWfJ.EJI • • • TCU liE 'lrQAEIS iiTI av-rovop.ovs O.<t>-h<rof1EV, el /Cal
C<VTOJIOfJ.OVS rxoJITES i<r'lrE<Uap.e8a., !Cal lhav IC¢.1<EtJIOI TatS ab-rwv ¢.'1rOOW<fl '1f0AE<fl
fJ.'h <r<f>l<r< TOlS AaKEOitlflOViOIS l'lrl'T'IJOEiws av-rovop.el'u8o<, &.11.11.0:

a.bTo'is E~e&.aTots, &s {3o6hov-ra.l.
2

Xen. Hellen. v. r, 36.

o~1rep 1ral\a< i1re8vp.ovv.
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in reconquering Egypt. 1 It was not merely these Greeks who
were exposed to danger by the death of Cyrus, but also the
various Persians and other subjects who had lent assistance to
him; all of whom made submission and tried to conciliate
Artaxerxes, except Tamos, who had commanded the fleet of
Cyrus on the coasts both of Ionia and of Kilikia. Such was
the alarm of Tamos when Tissaphernes came down in full
power to the coast, that he fled with his fleet and treasures to
Egypt, to seek protection from King Psammetichus, to whom
he had rendered valuable service. This traitor, however, having
so valuable a deposit brought to him, forgot everything else in
his avidity to make it sure, and put to death Tamos with all
his children. 2 About 395 B.C., we find Nephereus king of
Egypt lending aid to the Lacedreutonian fleet against Artaxerxes. 3
Two years afterwards (392-390 B.c.),.:Iuring the years immediately succeeding the victory of Knidus, and the voyage of
Phamabazus across the .A<:gean to Peloponnesus-we hear of
that satrap as employed with Abrokomas and Tithraustes in
strenuous but unavailing efforts to reconquer Egypt. 4 Having
thus repulsed the Persians, the Egyptian king Akoris is found
between 390-380 B.c., 5 sending aid to Evagoras in Cyprus
against the same enemy. And in spite of further efforts made
afterwards by Artaxerxes to reconquer Egypt, the native kings
in that country maintained their independence for about sixty
years in all, until the reign of his successor Ochus.
But it was a Grecian enemy-of means inferior, yet of
qualities much superior, to any of these Egyptians-who
occupied the chief attention of the Persians immediately after
the peace of Antalkidas: Evagoras despot of Salamis in Cyprus.
1

Xen. Anab. ii. 5, 13.
It would appear that the revolt of Egypt from Persia must date between
414-411 B.C. ; but this point is obscure. See Boeckh, Manetho und die
Hundstem-Periode, pp. 358, 363, Berlin 1845 ; and Ley, Fata et Conditio
JEgypti sub Imperio Persarum, p. 55·
M. Rehdantz, Vita: Iphicratis, Timothei, et Chabrire, p. 240, places the
revolt rather earlier, about 414 B.c. ; and Mr. Fynes Clinton (Fasti
Hellen. Appendix, ch. 18, p. 317) countenances the same date.
2 Diodor. xiv. 35·
This Psammetichus is presumed by Ley (in his Dissertation above cited,
p. 20) to be the same person as Amyrtreus the Saite in the list of Manetho,
under a different name. It is also possible, however, that he may have
been king over part of Egypt contemporaneous with Amyrtreus.
3 Diodor. xiv. 79·
4 This is the chronology laid down by M. Rehdantz (Vita: Iphicratis,
Chabrire, et Timothei, Epimetr. ii. pp. 241, 242) on very probable grounds,
principally from Isokrates, Orat. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 161, 162.
5 Diodor. xv. 2, 3·
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Respecting that prince we possess a discourse of the most
glowing and superabundant eulogy, composed after his death
for the satisfaction (and probably paid for with the money) of
his son and successor Nikokles, by the contemporary Isokrates.
Allowing as we must do for exaggeration and partiality,
even the trustworthy features of the picture are sufficiently
interesting
Evagoras belonged to a Salaminian stock or Gens called the
Teukridre, which numbered among its ancestors the splendid
legendary names of Teukrus, Telamon, and lEakus; taking its
departure, through them, from the divine name of Zeus. It
was believed that the archer Teukrus, after returning from the
siege of Troy to (the Athenian) Salamis, had emigrated under
a harsh order .from his father .Telamon, and given commencement to the city of that name on the eastern coast of Cyprus. 1
As in Sicily, so in Cyrru~, the Greek and Phcenician elements
were found in near contact, though in very different proportions.
Of the nine or ten separate city communities, which divided
among them the whole sea-coast, the inferior towns being all
dependent upon one or other of them-seven pass for Hellenic,
the two most considerable being Salamis and Soli ; three for
Phcenician-Paphos, Amathus, and Kitium. Probably, however, there was in each a mixture of Greek and Phcenician
population, in different proportions. 2 Each was ruled by its
1 Isokrat~s, Or. iii. (Nikokl.) s. 50; Or. ix. (Evagoras) s. 21; Pausanias,
ii. 29, 4 ; Diedor. xiv. 98.
The historian Theopompus, when entering upon the history of Evagoras,
seems to have related many legendary tales respecting the Greek Gentes
in Cyprus, and to have represented Agamemnon himself as ultimately
migrating to it (Theopompus, Frag. III, ed. Wichers; and ed. Didot ap
Photium).
The tomb of the archer Teukrus was shown at Salamis in Cyprus. See
the Epigram of Aristotle, Antholog. i. 8, II2.
2 Movers, in his very learned investigations respecting the Phrenicians
(vol. iii. ch. 5, p. 203-221 seq.), attempts to establish the existence of an
ancient population in Cyprus, called Kitians; once extended over the
island, and of which the town called Kitium was the remnant. He
supposes them to have been a portion of the Canaanitish population,
anterior to the Jewish occupation of Palestine. The Phrenician colonies
in Cyprus he reckons as of later date, superadded to, and depressing these
natives. He supposes the Kilikian population to have been in early times
Canaanitish also. Engel (Kypros, vol. i. p. r66) inclines to admit the
same as highly probable.
The sixth century B.c. (from 6oo downwards) appears to have been very
unfavourable to the Phrenicians, bringing upon Tyre severe pressure ·from
the Chaldreans, as it brought captivity upon the Jews. During the same
period, the Grecian commerce with Egypt was greatly extended, especially
by the reign of the phil-Hellenic Amasis, who acquired possession of
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own separate 'prince or despot, Greek or Phcenician. The
Greek immigrations (though their exact date cannot be assigned)
appear to have been later in date than the Phcenician. At the
time of the Ionic revolt (B.c. 496), the preponderance was on
the side of Hellenism ; yet with considerable intermixture of
Oriental custom. Hellenism was however greatly crushed by
the Persian reconquest of the revolters, accomplished through
the aid of the Phcenicians 1 on the opposite continent. And
though doubtless the victories of Kimon and the Athenians
(470--450 B.c.) partially revived it, yet Perikles, in his pacification with the Persians, had prudently relinquished Cyprus a~
well as Egypt; 2 so that the Grecian element in the former,
receiving little extraneous encouragement, became more and
more subordinate to the Phcenicj.an.
It was somewhere about this time that the reigning princes
of Salamis, who at the time of the Ion~c revolt had been Greeks
of the Teukrid Gens, 3 were supplanted and dethroned by a
Phcenician exile who gained their confidence and made himself
despot in their place.4 To ensure his own sceptre, this usurper
did everything in his power to multiply and strengthen the
Phcenician population, as well as to discourage and degrade the
Hellenic. The same policy was not only continued by his successor at Salamis, but seems also to have been imitated in
several of ·the other towns; insomuch that during most part of
the Peloponnesian war, Cyprus became sensibly dis-Hellenised.
The Greeks in the island were harshly oppressed; vew Greek
visitors and merchants were kept off by the most repulsive
treatment, as well as by threats of those cruel mutilations of
the body which were habitually employed as penalties by the
Orientals ; while Grecian arts, education, music, poetry, and
intelligence, were rapidly on the decline. 5
Cyprus. Much of the Grecian immigration into Cyprus probably took place
at this time; we know of one body of settlers invited by Philokyprus to
Soli, under the assistance of the Athenian Solon (Movers, p. 244 seq.).
1 Herodot. v. 109.
Compare the description given by Herodotus of the costume and arms
of the Cypriots in the armament of Xerxes-half Oriental (vii. 90). The
Salaminians nsed chariots of war in battle (v. II3); as the Carthaginians
did, before they learnt the art of training elephants (Diodor. xvi. So ;
Plutarch, Timoleon, c. 27).
2 See vol. v. chap. xlv. of this History.
3 One of these princes however is mentioned as bearing the Phcenician
name of Siromus (Herod. v. 104).
4 'X~ ltl'!fy ~athler this by putting together Herodot. iv. 162; v. 104-114;
witq_,Isokrates, Or: ix. (Evagoras) s. 22.
!'Isokrates, Or. ix. (Evag.) s. 23, 55, 58.
:'napa"AafJwv yd.p (Evagoras) T~v 1TO"A.1v hfJ•fJapfJapwp.Jv1)v, Kal o•a
'

,'{g;\·I~;;J.,:
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Notwithstanding such untoward circumstances; in which the
youth of the Teukrid Evagoras at Salamis was passed, he manifested at an early age so much energy both of mind and body,
and so much power of winning popularity, that he became at
once a marked man both among Greeks and Phcenicians. It
was about this time that the Phcenician despot was slain,
through a conspiracy formed by a Kitian or Tyrian named
Abdemon, who got possession of his sceptre. 1 The usurper,
mistrustful of his position and anxious to lay hands upon all
conspicuous persons who might be capable of doing him
mischief, tried to seize Evagoras; but the latter escaped and
passed over to Soli in Kilikia. Though thus to all appearance
a helpless exile, he found means to strike a decisive blow,
while the new usurpation, stained by its first violences and
rapacity, was surrounded by• enemies, doubters, or neutrals,
without having yet estabTished any firm footing. He crossed
over from Soli in Kilikia, with a small but determined band of
about fifty followers-obtained secret admission by a postern
gate of Salamis-and assaulted Abdemon by night in his palace.
In spite of a vastly superior number of guards, this enterprise
was conducted with such extraordinary daring and judgement,
that Abdemon perished, and Evagoras became despot in his
place. 2
'Tl7V 'TWV <I>OIVLI<WV ll.pxl7v oli'TE 'TOOS ~EAA'I)V«S 1rporr'liexop.EV'I)V, oii'TE 'TEXV«S t'lr<·
rf'T«p.EV'I)V, oliT' tp.1ropL'f' Xpwp.eV'I)V, oli'TE ;\.lp.eva. I<EIC'T'I)fJ-EV'I)V, &c.
nplv p.ev ')li<p ;l.af'li!v Eva-y6pav 'T~V apxfJv, ofl'TWS a'lrporro{O''TWS K«l xaAE'IrWS

dxov, Ware 1eal TWv U.pxOJI'rcvv 'ToV-rous Ev6p.t(ov dvat fjeA,.[u,.ovs ol Ttvt:s
wp.th·a'Ta. 1rpbs 'TO OS .EAA'I)VCU O«ucdp.evo• 'TV')'XctVO<EV, &c.
This last passage receives remarkable illustration from the oration of
Lysias against Andokid~s, in which he alludes to the visit of the latter to
Cyprus-p.eTtt lie Tav'Ta. (-.rA.•vtTev &s Tbv K•nlwv {Jarr<A-ea., Ka.l 1rpoli•lio/Js
A'l)tp8els &-.r' avTov t'lie8'1), Kal ov p.&vov 'TDV 8ctva'TOV ttpof'lii'To, li.A.A.tt Til. Ka8'
1J;.t.Epav alKlup.a'Ta, ol&p.evos .,.d; lt.~tpwT.f]pta. (~vTos 0.1To-rp.7]0~crea'Oat

(s. 26).
Engel (Kypros, vol. i. p. 286) impugns the general correctness of this
narrative of Isokrates. He produces no adequate reasons, nor do I myself
see any, for this contradiction.
Not only Konon, but also his friend Nikophemus, had a wife and family
at Cyprus, besides another family in Athens (Lysias, De Bonis Aristophanis,
Or. xix. s. 38.
1 Theopompus (Fr. III) calls Abdemon a Kitian; Diodorus (xiv. 98)
calls him a Tyrian. Movers (p. 206) thinks that both are correct, and
that he was a Kitian living at Tyre, who had migrated from Salamis
during the Athenian preponderance there. There were Kitians, not natives
of the to" n of Kitium, but belonging to the ancient .RO!l,J1l:}tjpJ.l of the
island, Jiving in the various towns of Cyprus ; and t11,g_~wei"e ll:M~tians
mentioned as resident at Sidon (Diogen. Laert. Vit. ~on. s. 6).
<:~
2 Isokrates, Or. ix. (Evagoras) s. 29-35; ~ Or. iii. (Niko~)
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The splendour of this exploit was quite sufficient to seat Evagoras unopposed on the throne, amidst a population always
accustomed to princely government; while among the Salaminian Greeks he was still further endeared by his Teukrid
descent. 1 His conduct fully justified the expectations entertained. Not merely did he refrain from bloodshed, or spoliation, or violence for the gratification of personal appetite;
abstinences remarkable enough in any Grecian despot to stamp
his reign with letters of gold, and the more remarkable in Evagoras, since he had the susceptible temperament of a Greek,
though his great mental force always kept it under due contro1. 2
But he was also careful in inquiring into, and strict in punishing
crime, yet without those demonstrations of cruel infliction by
which an Oriental prince displ~ed his energy. 8 His government was at the same time highly po~ular and conciliating, as
well towards the multitude as towaras -individuals. Indefatigable in his own personal supervision, he examined everything
for himself, shaped out his own line of policy, and kept watch
over its execution. 4 He was foremost in all effort and in
all danger. Maintaining .undisturbed security, he gradually
doubled the wealth, commerce, industry, and military force
of the city, while his own popularity and renown went on
increasing.
Above all, it was his first wish to renovate, both in Salamis
and in Cyprus, that Hellenism which the Phcenician despots of

•

s. 33; Theopomp. Fragm. III, ed. Wichers and ed. Didot; Diodor.
xiv. g8.
The two latter mention the name, Audymon or Abdemon, which
Isokrates does not specify.
1 Isokrates, Or. iii. (Nikokles) s. 33·
, 2 Aisokrat~s, Or. ix. s. 53· 7ryoop.E110S .,., nliovwv, &~~· 001< &-y6p.EIIOS fnr'
av'TCAJV, &c.
8 Isokr. Or. ix. 51. obli~va p.oll &li<Kwll, orovs
XP7JC1'TOVS "''"'"'"· Kal

a•

u<j>&lipap.ovlr....ci.vorwvlfpxwv, vop.lp.ws lio orovs ~~ap.apor&.vovoras Ko~&.(wv
(s. 58)-fls ob p.ovov .,~, ~avorov ... &~,, ~.tovos &~lav ~7roi7JtTEII, M~?t. Kal orov
701rOII3~ov, 70117rfp<EXOII"Ta T~lllli)tToll, ~1rl 7rpCf077J"Ta Kal p.eorp<077Jora
1rpo-h-ya-yev, &c. : compare s. 81.

...

These epithets, lawful punishment, mild dealing, &c., cannot be fully
understood except in contrast with the mutilations alluded to by Lysias, in
the passage cited in a note of my preceding page ; also with exactly similar
mutilations, mentioned by Xenophon as systematically inflicted upon
offenders by Cyrus the younger (Xenoph. Anabas. i. g, 13). Obliels -y?t.p
np.wll (says Isokrat~s about the Persians) O~TWS a1Kf(eora< TOVS olKETas, cl>s
lK<'ivo< orobs ~~eve€povs Ko~ci.(ovuw-Or. iv. (Paneg.) 142.
4 Isokrates, Or. ix. (Evag.) s. 5o-56.
The language of the encomiast, though exaggerated, must doubtless be
founded in truth, as the result shows.
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the last fifty years had done so much to extinguish or corrupt.
For aid in this scheme, he seems to have turned his thoughts
to Athens, with which city he was connected as a Teukrid, by
gentile and legendary sympathies-and which was then only
just ceasing to be the great naval power of the .tEgean. For
though we cannot exactly make out the date at which Evagoras
began to reign, we may conclude it to have been about 411 or
410 B.c. It seems to have been shortly after that period that
he was visited by Andokides the Athenian; 1 moreover he must
have been a prince not merely established, but powerful, when
he ventured to harbour Konon in 405 B.c., after the battle of
.tEgospotami. He invited to Salamis fresh immigrants from
Attica and other parts of Greece, as the prince Philokyprus of
Soli had done under the auspices of Solon, 2 a century and a
half before. He took e~pecial pains to revive and improve
Grecian letters, arts, • teaching, music, and intellectual tendencies. His encouragement was so successfully administered,
that in a few years, without constraint or violence, the face of
Salamis was changed. The gentleness and sociability, the
fashions and pursuits, of Hellenism, became again predominant ; with great influence of example over all the other
towns of the island.
·
Had the rise of Evagoras taken place a few years earlier,
Athens might perhaps have availed herself of the opening to
turn her ambition eastward, in preference to that disastrous
impulse wh.ich led her westward to Sicily. But coming as he
did only at that later moment when she was hard pressed to
keep up even a defensive war, he profited rather by her weakness than by her strength. During those closing years of the
war, when the Athenian empire was partially broken up, and
when the .tEgean, instead of the tranquillity which it had
enjoyed for fifty years under Athens, became a scene of contest between two rival money-levying fleets-many out-settlers
from Athens, who had acquired property in the islands, the
Chersonesus, or elsewhere, under her guarantee, found themselves insecure in every way, and were tempted to change their
abodes. Finally, by the defeat of .tEgospotami (B.C. 405), all
such out-settlers as then remained were expelled, and forced to
seek shelter either at Athens (at that moment the least attractive
place in Greece), or in some other locality. To such persons,
not less than to the Athenian admiral Konon with his small
remnant of Athenian triremes saved out of the great defeat, the
proclaimed invitations of Evagoras would present a harbour of
1

Lysias cont. Andokid. s. 28.

2

Plutarch, Solon, c. 26.
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refuge nowhere else to be found. Accordingly we learn that
numerqus settlers of the best character, from different parts of
Greece, crowded to Salamis. 1 Many Athenian women, during
the years of destitution and suffering which preceded as well
as followed the battle of JEgospotami, were well pleased to
emigrate and find husbands in that city; 2 while throughout
the wide range of the Laced::emonian empire, the numerous
victims e11iled by the Harmosts and Dekarchies had no other
retreat on the whole so safe and tempting. The extensive
plain of Salamis afforded lands for many colonists. On what
conditions, indeed, they were admitted, we do not know; but
the conduct of Evagoras as a ruler gave universal satisfaction.
During the first years of his reign, Evagoras doubtless paid
his tribute regularly, and t9ok n~ steps calculated to offend the
Persian king. But as his power increased, his ambition increased also. We find him towards lhe•year 390 B.c., engaged
in a struggle not merely with the Persian king, but with
Amathus and Kitium in his own "island, and with the great
Phcenician cities on the mainland. By what steps, or at what
precise period, this' war began, we cannot determine. At the
time of the battle of Knidus (394 B.c.) Evagoras not only paid
his tribute, but was mainly instrumental in getting the Persian
fleet placed under Konon to act against the Lacedremonians,
himself serving aboard. 3 It was in fact (if we may believe
1 Isokrat€s, Or. ix. (Evag.) s. 59-61 : compare Lysias, Or. xix. (De
, _ • _
,
Aristoph. ~on.) s. gS-46; :nd Di~do~. xiv., 98.
2 Isokrates, l. c. 1rat8o1rotELU8tu li< Tovs 7rA€tUTovs auTOW -yvva<t<as A.a}LfJavov-rc:s 1ra.p' T,p.Wv, &c.
For the extreme distress of Athenian women during these trying times,
consult the statement in Xenophon, Memorab. ii. 7, 2-4.
The Athenian Andokid€s is accused of having carried out a young woman
of citizen family-his own cousin, and daughter of an Athenian named
Aristeid€s-to Cyprus, and there to have sold her to the despot of Kitium
for a cargo of wheat. But being threatened with prosecution for this act
before the Athenian Dikastery, he stole her away again and brought her
back to Athens ; in which act however he was detected by the prince,
and punished with imprisonment from which· he had the go9d fortune to
escape. (Plutarch, Vit. X. Orat. p. 834; Photius, Cod. 261 ; Tzetzes,
Chiliad. vi. 367.)
How much there may be of truth in this accusation, we have no means
of determining. But it illustrates the way in which Athenian maidens,
who had no dowry at home, were provided for by their relatives elsewhere.
Probably Andokid€s took this young woman out, under the engagement to
find a Grecian husband for her in Cyprus. Instead of doing this, he sold
her for his own profit to the harem of the prince ; or at least is accused of
having so sold her.
s Thus much appears even from the meagre extract of Ktesias, given by
Photius (Ktesire Persica, c. 63, p. So, ed. Bahr).
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Isokrates) to the extraordinary energy, ability, and power, displayed by him on that occasion in the service of Artaxerxes
himself, that the jealousy and alarm of the latter against him
are to be ascribed. Without any provocation, and at the very
moment when he was profiting by the zealous services of
Evagoras, the Great King treacherously began to manreuvre
against him and forced him into the war in self-defence. 1
Evagoras accepted the challenge, in spite of the disparity of
strength, with such courage and efficiency, that he at first
gained marked successes. Seconded by his son Pnytagoras,
he not only worsted and humbled Amathus, Kitium, and Soliwhich cities, under the prince Agyris, adhered to Artaxerxes
-but also equipped a large fleet, attacked the Phrenicians on
the mainland with so much vi.gour as even to take the great
city of Tyre ; prevailing ~oreover upon some of the Kilikian
towns to declare again!>"!: the Persians. 2 He received powerful
aid from Akoris, the native and independent king in Egypt, as
well as from Chabrias and the force sent out by the Athenians. 3
Beginning apparently about 390 B.c., the war against Evagoras
lasted something more than ten years, costing the Persians
great efforts and an immense expenditure of money. Twice
did Athens send a squadron to his assistance, from gratitude
for his long protection to Konon and his energetic efforts
before and in the battle of Knidus-though she thereby ran
every risk of making the Persians her enemies.
The satra~ Tiribazus saw that so long as he had on his hands
a war in Greece, it was impossible for him to concentrate his
force against the prince of Salamis and the Egyptians. Hence,
in part, the extraordinary effort made by the Persians to dictate,
in conjunction with Sparta, the peace of Antalkidas, and to get
together such a fleet in Ionia as should overawe Athens and
Thebes into submission. It was one of the conditions of that
peace that Evagoras should be abandoned ; 4 the whole island
Both Ktesias and Theopompus (Fr. iii. ed. Wichers, and ed. Dido!)
recounted the causes which brought about the war between the Persian
king and Evagoras.
1 Isokrat~s, Or. ix. (Evag.) s. 71, 73, 74·
wpos li~ TovTov (Evagoras)

o6TWS iK 11"07\7\ov ?rEp<OEWS l<TXE (Artaxerx~s), IJJ<TTE JLETct~O wJ.<TXt'OV eo,
7rOAEJLEiV ?rpOS O.V'I"OV i?rexelp'fi<TE, ofKctLO. JL~V OV 11"01WV1 &c.-brEIOf/'/1 V0.}' IC J. IT 8'fl

(i.e. Evagoras).
Isokr. Or. ix. (Evag.) s. 7 5, 76; Diodor. xiv. 98; Ephorus, Frag.
134, ed. Didot.
3 Cornelius Nepos, Chabrias, c. 2; Demosthen~s adv. Leptinem, p. 479,
s. 84.
4 Isokrat. Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 162.
Eba""f&pcw-&s iv Tals <Tw8/Jraus
lKIJOT6S i<TTLV, &c.
1roJ..•JL•'iv
2
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of Cyprus being acknowledged as belonging to the Persian
king. Though thus cut off from Athens, and reduced to no
other Grecian aid than such mercenaries as he could pay,
Evagoras was still assisted by Akoris of Egypt, and even by
Hekatomnus prince of Karia with a secret present of money. 1
But the peace of Antalkidas being now executed in Asia, the
Persian satraps were completely masters of the Grecian cities
on the Asiatic seaboard, and were enabled to convey round to
Kilikia and Cyprus not only their own fleet from Ionia, but
also additional contingents from these very Grecian cities. A
large portion of the Persian force acting against Cyprus was
thus· Greek, yet seemingly acting by constraint, neither well
paid nor well used, 2 and therefore not very efficient.
The satraps Tiribazus and Orontes commanded the landforce, a large portion of which was transported across to
Cyprus: the admiral Gaos was at tlre head of the fleet, which
held its station at Kitium in the south of the island. It was
here that Evagoras, having previously gained a battle on land,
attacked them. By extraordinary efforts he had got together
a fleet of 200 triremes, nearly equal in number to theirs; but
after a hard-fought contest, in which he at first seemed likely
to be victorious, he underwent a complete naval defeat, which
disqualified him from keeping the sea, and enabled the
Persians to block up Salamis as well by sea as by land. 3
Though thus reduced to his own single city, however, Evagoras
defended himself with unshaken resolution, still sustained by
aid from Akoris in Egypt; while Tyre and sevefal towns in
Kilikia also continued in revolt against Artaxerxes; so that the
efforts of the Persians were distracted, and the war was not
concluded until ten years after its commencement. 4 It cost
We must observe, however, that Cyprus had been secured to the king
of Persia, even under the former peace, so glorious to Athens, concluded
by Perikles about 449 B.c.,. and called the peace of Kallias. It was therefore neither a new demand on the part of Artaxerxes, nor a new concession
on the part of the Greeks, at the peace of Antalkidas.
1 Diodor. xv. 2.
It appears that Artaxerx~s had counted much upon the aid of Hekatomnus
for conquering Evagoras (Diodor. xiv. 98).
About 380 B.c., Isokrat~s reckons Hekatomnus as being merely dependent in name on Persia; and ready to revolt openly on the first opportunity
(Isokrates, Or. iv. (Paneg.) s. 189).
2
Isokrat~s, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 153, 154, 179·
3 Diodor. xv. 4·
4 Compare Isokrates, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 187, 188-with Isokrates,
Or. ix. (Evag.) s. 77·
The war was not concluded-and Tyre as well as much of Kilikia was
still in revolt-when Isokrates published the Panegyrical Oration. At
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them on the whole (if we may believe Isokrates 1 ) 15,ooo
talents in money, and such severe losses in men, that Tiribazus
acceded to the propositions of Evagoras for peace, consenting
to leave him in full possession of Salamis, under payment of a
stipulated tribute, "like a slave to his master:" These last
words were required by the satrap to be literally inserted in
the convention; but Evagoras peremptorily refused his consent, demanding that the tribute should be recognised as paid
by " one king to another." Rather than concede this point of
honour, he even broke off the negotiation, and resolved again
to defend himself to the uttermost. He was rescued, after the
siege had been yet further prolonged, by a dispute which
broke out between the two commanders of the Persian army.
Orontes, accusing Tiribazus of> projected treason and rebellion
against the King, in conj'Uilction with Sparta, caused him to be
sent for as prisoner to"Susa, and thus became sole commander.
But as the besieging army was already wearied out by the
obstinate resistance of Salamis, he consented to grant the
capitulation, stipulating only for the tribute, and exchanging
the offensive phrase enforced by Tiribazus, for the amendment
of the other side.2
that time, Evagoras had maintained the contest six years, counting either
from the peace of Antalkidas (387 B.C.) or from his naval defeat about a
year or two afterwards ; for Isokrat~s does not make it quite clear from
what point of commencement he reckons the six years.
We know that the war between the king of Persia and Evagoras had
begun as earl' as 390 B.C., in which year an Athenian fleet was sent to
assist the latter (Xenoph. Hellen. iv. 8, 24). Both lsokrat@s and Diodorus
state that it lasted ten years ; and I therefore place the conclusion of.it in
380 or 379 B. c., soon after the date of the Panegyrical Oration of Isokrat~s.
I dissent on this point from Mr. Clinton (see Fasti Hellenici, ad annos
387-376 B.c., and his Appendix, No. 12-where the point is discussed).
He supposes the war to have begur. after the peace of Antalkidas, and to
have ended in 376 B.c. I agree with him in making light of Diodorus,
but he appears to me on this occasion to <::ontradict the authority of
Xenophon-or at least only to evade the necessity of contradicting him
by resorting to an inconvenient hypothesis, and by representing the two
Athenian expeditions sent to assist Evagoras in Cyprus, first in 390 B.c.,
next in 388 B.c., as relating to "hostile measures bifore the war began"
(p. z8o). To me it appears more natural and reasonable to include these
as a part of the war.
1 Isokrat~s, Or. ix. s. 73-76.
B Diodor. xv. 8, 9·
This remarkable anecdote, of susceptible Grecian honour on the part of
Evagoras, is noway improbable, and seems safe to admit on the authority
of Diodorus. Nevertheless, it forms so choice a morsel for a panegyrical
discourse such as that of Isokrat~s, that one cannot but think he would
have inserted it had it come to his knowledge. His silence causes great
surprise-not without some suspicion as to the truth of the story.
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It was thus that Evagoras was relieved from his besieging
enemies, and continued for the remainder of his life as
tributary prince of Salamis under the Persians. He was no
further engaged in war, nor was his general popularity among
the Salaminians diminished by the hardships which they had
gone through along with him.l His prudence calmed the
rankling antipathy of the Great King, who would gladly have
found a pretext for breaking the treaty. His children were
numerous, and lived in harmony as well with him as with each
other. Isokrates especially notices this fact, standing as it did
in marked contrast with the family-relations of most of the
Grecian despots, usually stained with jealousies, antipathies,
and conflict, often with actual bloodshed. 2 But he omits to
notice the incident whereby Evagoras perished; an incident
not in keeping with that superhuma,p good fortune and favour
from the gods, of which the Panegyrical Oration boasts as
having been vouchsafed to the hero throughout his life. 3 It
was seemingly not very long after the peace, that a Salaminian
named Nikokreon formed a conspiracy against his life and
dominion, but was detected, by a singular accident, before the
moment of execution, and forced to seek safety in flight. He
left behind him a youthful daughter in his harem, under the
care of an eunuch (a Greek, born in Elis) named Thrasydreus;
who, full of vindictive sympathy in his master's cause, made
known the beauty of the young lady both to Evagoras himself
and to Pnytagoras, the most distinguished of his !il)ns, partner
in the gallant defence of Salamis against the Persians. Both
of them were tempted, each unknown to the other, to make a
secret assignation for being conducted to her chamber by the
eunuch : both of them were there assassinated by his hand. 4
1 Isokrat~s, Or. iii. (Nikokles) s. 40-a passage which must be more
true of Evagoras thau of Nikokles.
2 Isokrat. Or. ix. s. 88.
Compare his Orat. viii. (De Pace) s. 138.
3 Isokrates, ib. s. 85.
ebTvxluTepov ~eal 8ea</Jtli.EO"T<pov, &c.
' I give this incident, in the main, as it is recounted in the fragment of
Theopompus, preserved as a portion of the abstract of that author by
Photius (Theopom. Fr. 111, ed. Wichers and ed. Didot).
Both Aristotle (Polit. v. 8, 10) and Diodorus (xv. 47) allude to th(!
assassination of Evagoras by the eunuch; but both these authors conceive
the story differently from Theopompus. Thus Diodorus says-Nikokles
the eunuch assassinated Evagoras and became "despot of Salamis." This
appears to be a confusion of Nikokles with Nikokreon. Nikokles was the
son of Evagoras, and the manner in which Isokrates addresses him affords
the surest proof that he had no hand in the death of his father.
The words of Aristotle are4 (i1rl8•uts) Tov ebvo6xov Eba")'&pq. Tqi
Ku7rpl'f'· BtC. ")'C.p 'I'~ Ttjll ")'VVaiKa 7rapEli.E0'8cu :~v vl~v abTOV a'lrEIC'I'EIPEJI ci>s
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Thus perished a Greek of pre-eminent vigour and intelligence, remarkably free from the vices usual in Grecian
despots, and forming a strong contrast in this respect with his
contemporary Dionysius, whose military energy is so deeply
stained by crime and violence. Nikokles, the son of Evagoras,
reigned at Salamis after him, and showed much regard, accompanied by munificent presents, to the Athenian Isokrates;
who compliments him as a pacific and well-disposed prince,
attached to Greek pursuits and arts, conversant by personal
study with Greek philosophy, and above all, copying his father
in that just dealing and absence of wrong towards person or
property, which had so much promoted the comfort as well as
the prosperity of the city.I
We now revert from the .episode respecting Evagorasinteresting not less from ~e eminent qualities of that prince
than from the glim~se of Hellenism struggling with the
Ph~nician element in Cyprus-to the general consequences of
the peace of Antalkidas in Central Greece. For the first time
since the battle of Mykale in 479 B.c., the Persians were now
really masters of· all the Greeks on the Asiatic coast. ·The
satraps lost no time in confirming their dominion. In all the
cities which they suspected, they built citadels and planted
permanent garrisons. In some cases, their mistrust or displeasure was carried out so far as to raze the town altogether. 2
And thus these cities, having already once changed their
v{3purp.l.vos. ~o perplexing is the passage in its literal sense, that M.
Barthelemy St. Hilaire, in the note to his translation, conceives <I •iwovxos
to be a surname or sobriquet given to the conspirator, whose real name was
Nikokles. But this supposition is, in my judgement, contradicted by the
fact, that Theopompus marks the same fact, of the assassin being an
eunuch, by another word-E>pauv~alov Toil -/jp.~eJ.ppEVos, tJs ;jv 'H.\E(os·.,.IJ
"(~VOS, &c.
It is evident that Aristotle had heard the story differently from Theopompus, and we have to choose between the two. I prefer the version of
the latter ; which is more marked as well as more intelligible, and which
furnishes the explanation why Pnytagoras-who seems to have been the
most advanced of the sons, being left in command of the besieged Salamis
when Evagoras quitted it to solicit aid in Egypt-did not succeed his
father, but left the succession to Nikokles, who was evidently (from the
representation even of an eulogist like Isokrates) not a man of much
energy. The position of this eunuch in the family of Nikokreon seems to
mark the partial prevalence of Oriental habits.
1 Isokrates, Or. iii. (Nikokles) s, 38-48; Or. ix. (Evagoras) s. zoo; Or.
xv. (Permut.) s. 43· Diodorus (xv. 47) places the assassination of Evagoras
in 374 B.C.
2 Isokrates, Or. iv. (Paneg.) s. 142, 156, 190.
Td.s .,.. ,J.\.. s .,.,h
'E.\Mwl~as olhw 1wpiws ""P•lMJ<P•v, tfJO"TE Tas p.ev KaTauKd.7TTEIV, iv 3€ Ta<s
&.Kp07r0l..<IS iVTEIXibEIV,
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position greatly for the worse, by passing from easy subjection
under Athens to the harsh rule of Lacedremonian harmosts
and native decemvirs-were now transferred to masters yet
more oppressive and more completely without the pale of
Hellenic sympathy. Both in public extortion, and in wrong·
doing towards individuals, the commandant and his mercenaries, whom the satrap maintained, were probably more
rapacious, and certainly more unrestrained, than even the
harmosts of Sparta. Moreover the Persian grandees required
beautiful boys as eunuchs for their service, and beautiful
women as inmates of their harems. 1 What was taken for their
convenience admitted neither of recovery nor redress ; and
Grecian women, if not more beautiful than many of the native
Asiatics, were at least more inte]Jigent, lively, and seductiveas we may read in the history of that Phokrean lady, the companion of Cyrus, who was taken captive at Kunaxa. Moreover,
these Asiatic Greeks, when passing into the hands of Oriental
masters, came under the maxims and sentiment of Orientals,
respecting the infliction of pain or torture-maxims not only
more cruel than those of the Greeks, but also making little
distinction between freemen and slaves. 2 The difference
between the Greeks and Phrenicians in Cyprus, on this point,
has been just noticed; and doubtless the difference between
Greeks and Persians was still more marked. While the
Asiatic Greeks were thus made over by Sparta and the PersoSpartan convention of Antalkidas, to a condition in every
respect worse, they were at the same time tra~sferred, as
reluctant auxiliaries, to strengthen the hands of the Great King
against other Greeks-against Evagoras in Cyprus-and above
all, against the islands adjoining the coast of Asia-Chios,
Samos, Rhodes, &c. s These islands were now exposed to the
1

See Herodot. vi. 9 ; ix. 76.
Isokrat. Or. iv. (Paneg.) s. 142.
ors (to the Asiatic Greeks after the peace of Antalkidas)

2

o~" l{aptcei
liarrp.oll.ry<lrr8a< J<al .,.a~ O.tcpmroll.e<s IJpijv ~b -r6Jv lx8p6Jv Ka-rexop.iva~, 0.71.71.0.
1rpbs -ra'is tcowa'is trvp.cpopa'is lietv&repa 7rcl.rrxovtrL -rwv 1rap' ~p.iv O.nupwv~rwv·
oV3e1s '}'4p fJp.Wv oV-rws a.lKl(~Tcu .,.oVs olK~Ta.s, &s ~~ee'ivot ToVs lAevBfpovs
J<oll.cl.(ovtr<V.

• Isokrat. Or. iv. (Paneg.) s. 143, 154, 189, 190.
How immediately the inland kings, who had acquired possession of the
continental Grecian cities, aimed at acquiring the islands also-is seen in
Herodot. i. 27. Chios and Samos, indeed, surrendered without resisting,
to the first Cyrus, when he was master of the continental towns, though he
had no naval force (Herod. i. 143-169). Even after the victory of Mykale,
the Spartans deemed it impossible to protect these islanders against the
Persian masters of the continent (Herod. ix. 106). Nothing except the
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same hazard, from their overwhelming Persian neighbours, as
that from which they had been rescued nearly a century before
by the Confederacy of Delos, and by the Athenian empire
into which that Confederacy was transformed. All the
tutelary combination that the genius, the energy, and the PanHellenic ardour, of Athens, had first organised, and so long
kept up-was now broken up; while Sparta, to whom its
extinction was owing, in surrendering the Asiatic Greeks, had
destroyed the security even of the islanders. It soon appeared,
however, how much Sparta herself had gained by this surrender
in respect to dominion nearer home. The government of
Corinth-wrested from the party friendly to Argos, deprived of
Argeian auxiliaries, and now in the hands of the restored
Corinthian exiles who were the most devoted partisans of
Sparta-looked to her for support, and made her mistress of
the Isthmus, either for ·offence or for defence. She thus
gained the means of free action against Thebes, the enemy
upon whom her attention was first directed. Thebes was now
the object of Spartan antipathy, not less than Athens had
formerly been; especially on the part of King Agesilaus, who
had to avenge the insult offered to himself at the sacrifice near
Aulis, as well as the strenuous resistance on the field of
Koroneia. He was at the zenith of his political influence ;
so that his intense miso-Theban sentiment made Sparta, now
becoming aggressive on all sides, doubly aggressive against
Thebes. ¥ore prudent Spartans, like Antalkidas, warned
him 1 that hrs persevering hostility would ultimately kindle in
the Thebans a fatal energy of military resistance and organisation. But the warning was despised until it was too fully
realised in the d,evelopment of the great military genius of
Epaminondas, and in the defeat of Leuktra.
I have already mentioned that in the solemnity of exchanging oaths to the peace of Antalkidas, the Thebans had
hesitated at first to recognise the autonomy of the other
Breotian cities; upon which Agesilaus had manifested a fierce
impatience to exclude them from the treaty, and to attack
them single-handed.2 Their timely submission balked him in
his impulse; but it enabled him to enter upon a series of
measures highly humiliating to the dignity as well as to the
power of Thebes.
energy and organisation of the Athenians proved that it was possible to
do so.
1 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 26; Plutarch, Lykurg. c. 13.
2 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 33·
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All the Breotian cities were now proclaimed autonomous
under the convention. As solicitor, guarantee, and interpreter,
of that convention, Sparta either had, or professed to have,
the right of guarding their autonomy against dangers, actual or
contingent, from their previous Vorort or presiding city. For
this purpose she availed herself of this moment of change to
organise in each of them a local oligarchy, composed of
partisans adverse to Thebes, as well as devoted to herself, and
upheld in case of need by a Spartan harmost and garrison.!
Such an internal revolution grew almost naturally out of the
situation ; since the previous leaders, and the predominant
sentiment in most of the towns, seem to have been favourable
to Breotian unity, and to the continued presidency of Thebes.
These leaders would therefore find themselves hampered,
intimidated, and disqualified, undc:.r the new system, while
those who had before been an oppositi~ minority would come
forward with a bold and decided policy, like Kritias and
Theramenes at Athens after the surrender of the city to
Lysander. The new leaders doubtless would rather invite
than repel the establishment of a Spartan harmost in their
town, as a security to themselves against resistance from their
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 46. 'Ev 'll'dO'aiS('ap -ra'is 'II'OAEO'I iiuvaO'-r<tal Ka8wr-rnK<·
<rav, IJJ0'1rep ~~~ e1]{3a<s. Respecting the Breotian city of Tanagra, he saysi!T< f'Ctp T6Te Kal T~v T&va('pav ol 1repl 'T1raT6awpov, cpi71.o< ~vTes Tow AaKeiialflO·
v[wv, eixov (v. 4, 49).

Schneider in his note on the former of these two passage!;, eJCplains the
word iivvaO'TEta< as follows-"Sunt factiones optimatium qui Lacedremoniis
favebant, cum prresidio et harmosta Laconico." This is perfectly just;
but the words IJJ<r1r<p ~~~ 01]/3a<S seem also to require an eJCplanation. These
words allude to the '' factio optimatium" at Thebes, of whom Leontiad@s
was the chief; who betrayed the Kadmeia (the citadel of Thebes) to the
Lacedremonian troops under Phrebidas in 382 B.C. ; and who remained
masters of Thebes, subservient to Sparta and upheld by a standing Lacedremonian garrison in the Kadmeia, until they were overthrown by the
memorable conspiracy of Pelopiclas and Mellon in 3i9 B.c. It is to this
oligarchy under Leontiad@s at Thebes, devoted to Spartan interests and
resting on Spartan support-that Xenophon compares the governments
planted by Sparta, after the peace of Antalkidas, in each of the Breotian
cities. What he says, of the government of Leontiades and his colleagues
at Thebes, is-" that they deliberately introduced the Lacedremonians into
the acropolis, and enslaved Thebes to them, in order that they might
themselves exercise a despotism" -To6s TE TOW 1roli.1Twv elO'a-ya('OVTas els
T~V &.rtp01rOAIV a6ToVs, rtal {3ov71.'1/0EVTas Aart<iJai}LOV[OIS T~V '11'071.111 OOVAEVEIV,
IJJO'-re a6Tol -rvpavve!v (v. 4, I : compare v. 2, 36). This character-con-

veying a strong censure in the mouth of the philo-Laconian Xenophonbelongs to all the governments planted by Sparta in the Breotian cities after
the peace of Antalkidas, and indeed to the Dekarchies generally which she
established throughout her empire.
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own citizens as well as against attacks from Thebes, and as a
means of placing them under the assured conditions of a
Lysandrian Dekarchy. Though most of the Bceotian cities
were thus, on the whole, favourable to Thebes-and though
Sparta thrust upon them the boon, which she called autonomy,
from motives of her own, and not from their solicitation-yet
Orchomenus and Thespire, over whom the presidency of
Thebes appears to have been harshly exercised, were adverse
to her, and favourable to the Spartan alliance. 1 These two
cities were strongly garrisoned by Sparta, and formed her main
stations in Bceotia. 2
The presence of such garrisons, one on each side of Thebes
-the discontinuance of the Bceotarchs, with the breaking up
of all symbols and proceedin[¥> of the Bceotian federationand the establishment of Qligarchies devoted to Sparta in the
other cities-was douHtless a deep wound to the pride of
the Thebans. But there was another wound still deeper, and
this the Lacedremonians forthwith proceeded to inflict-the
restoration of Platrea.
A melancholy interest attaches both to the locality of this
town, as one of the brightest scenes of Grecian glory,-and to
its brave and faithful population, victims of an exposed position
combined with numerical feebleness. Especially, we follow
with a sort of repugnance the capricious turns of policy which
dictated the Spartan behaviour towards them. One hundred
and twenty jears before, the Platreans had thrown themselves
upon Sparta to entreat her protection against Thebes. The
Spartan king Kleomenes had then declined the obligation as
too distant, and had recommended them to ally themselves
with Athens. 3 This recommendation, though dictated chiefly
by a wish to raise contention between Athens and Thebes, was
complied with; and the alliance, severing Platrea altogether
from the Bceotian confederacy, turned out both advantageous
and honourable to her until the beginning of the Peloponnesian
war. At that time, it suited the policy of the Spartans to uphold and strengthen in every way the supremacy of Thebes
over the Bceotian cities. It was altogether by Spartan intervention, indeed, that the power of Thebes was re-established,
after the great prostration as well as disgrace which she had
undergone, as traitor to Hellas and zealous in the service of
1
2

Xenoph. Memorab. iii. 5, 2; Thucyd. iv. 133; Diodor. xv. 79·
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 15-20; Diodor. xv. 32--37; Isokrates, Or. xiv.
(Plataic.) s. 14, 15.
• Herodot. vi. 108.
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Mardonius. 1 Athens, on the other hand, was at that time
doing her best to break up the Bceotian federation, and to enroll its various cities as her allies ; in which project, though
doubtless suggested by and conducive to her own ambition,
she was at that time (460-445 B.c.) perfectly justifiable on
Pan-Hellenic grounds ; seeing that Thebes as their former
chief had so recently enlisted them aU in the service of Xerxes,
and might be expected to do the same again if a second
Persian invasion should be attempted. Though for a time
successful, Athens was expelled from Bceotia by the defeat of
Koroneia ; and at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, the
whole Bceotian federation (except Platcea) was united under
Thebes, in bitter hostility against her. The first blow of the
war, even prior to any declaratK>n, was struck by Thebes in her
abortive nocturnal attempt to sur]_ifise Platcea. In the third
year of the war, King Archidamus, at the head of the full
Lacedcemonian force, laid siege to the latter town; which,
after an heroic defence and a long blockade, at length
surrendered under the extreme pressure of famine ; yet not
. before one half of its brave defenders had forced their way out
over the blockading wall, and escaped to Athens, where all the
Platcean old men, women, and children, had been safely
lodged before the siege. By a cruel act which stands among
the capital iniquities of Grecian warfare, the Lacedcemonians
had put to death all the Platcean captives, two hundred in
number, who fell into their hands; the town of. Platcea had
been razed, and its whole territory, joined to Thebes, had
remained ever since cultivated on Theban account. 2 The
surviving Platceans had been dealt with kindly and hospitably
by the Athenians. A qualified right of citizenship was conceded to them at Athens, and when Skione was recaptured in
420 B.c., that town (vacant by the slaughter of its captive
citizens) was handed over to the Platceans as a residence. 3
Compelled to evacuate Skione, they were obliged, at the close
of the Peloponnesian war, 4 to return to Athens, where the
remainder of them were residing at the time of the peace of
Antalkidas; little dreaming that those· who had destroyed
their town and their fathers forty years before, would now turn
round and restore it.5
Such restoration, whatever might be the ostensible grounds
1

See vol. v. ch. xlv. of this History.
2 Thucyd. iii. 68.
Thucyd. v. 32; . Isokrates, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 126; Or. xii.
(Panathen.) s. ror.
4 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 14.
o Pausanias, ix. I, 3·
3
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on which the Spartans pretended to rest it, was not really undertaken either to carry out the convention of Antalkidas, which
guaranteed only the autonomy of existing towns-or to repair
previous injustice, since the prior destruction had been the
deliberate act of themselves, and of King Archidamus the
father of Agesilaus-but simply as a step conducive to the present political views of Sparta. And towards this object it was
skilfully devised. It weakened the Thebans, not only by wresting from them what had been, for about forty years, a part of
their territory and property; but also by establishing upon it a
permanent stronghold in the occupation of their bitter enemies,
assisted by a Spartan garrison. It furnished an additional
station for such a garrison in Bceotia, with the full consent of
the newly-established inhabitan~. And more than all, it introduced a subject of contegtion between Athens and Thebes,
calculated to prevent the two from hearty co-operation afterwards against Sparta. As the sympathy of the Platreans with
Athens was no less ancient and cordial than their antipathy
against Thebes, we may probably conclude that the restoration
of the town was an act acceptable to the Athenians ; at least at
first, until they saw the use made of it, and the position which
Sparta came to occupy in reference to Greece generally. Many
of the Platreans, during their residence at Athens, had intermarried with Athenian women, 1 who now probably accompanied
their husbands to the restored little town on the north of
Kithreron, rv::ar the southern bank of the river As6pus.
Had the Platreans been restored to a real and honourable
autonomy, such as they enjoyed in alliance with Athens before
the Peloponnesian war, we should have cordially sympathised
with the event. But the sequel will prove-and their own
subsequent statement emphatically sets forth-that they were a
mere dependency of Sparta, and an outpost for Spartan operations against Thebes. 2 They were a part of the great revolution
which the Spartans now brought about in Bceotia; whereby
Thebes was degraded from the president of a federation into
an isolated autonomous city, while the other Bceotian cities,
who had been before 'members of the federation, were elevated
1

Isokrat@s, Or. xiv. (Plataic.) s. 54See the Orat. xiv. (called Plataicus) of Isokrates; which is a pleading
probably delivered in the Athenian assembly by the Platreans (after the
second destruction of their city) and doubtless founded upon their own
statements. The painful dependence and compulsion under which they
were held by Sparta, is proclaimed in the most unequivocal terms (s. 13, 33,
48) ; together with the presence of a Spartan harrnost and garrison in their
town (s. 14).
2
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each for itself into the like autonomy; or rather (to substitute
the real truth 1 in place of Spartan professions) they ·became
enrolled and sworn in as dependent allies of Sparta, under oligarchical factions devoted to her purposes and resting upon her
for support. That the Thebans should submit to such a revolution, and above all, to the sight of Plat<ea as an independent
neighbour with a territory abstracted from themselves-proves
how much they felt their own weakness, and how irresistible at
this moment was the ascendency of their great enemy, in perverting to her own ambition the popular lure of universal
autonomy held out by the peace of Antalkidas. Though compelled-to acquiesce, the Thebans waited in hopes of some turn
of fortune which would enable them to reorganise the Bceotian
federation ; while their hostile) sentiment towards Sparta was
not the less bitter for being supp~ssed. Sparta on her part
kept constant watch to prevent the r~union of Bceotia ; 2 an
object in which she was for a time completely successful, and ·
was even enabled, beyond her hopes, to become possessed of
Thebes itself,S through a party of traitors within-as will
presently appear.
In these measures regarding Bceotia, we recognise the vigorous hand, and the miso-Theban spirit, of Agesilaus. He was
at this time the great director of Spartan foreign policy, though
opposed by his more just and moderate colleague King Agesipolis, 4 as well as by a section of the leading Spartans; who
1

Xenophon says, truly enough, that Sparta made the Bceotian cities

cdrroVO!J.ovs chrb Twv 07J/3alow (v. I. 36), which she had long desired to do.

Autonomy,_ in the sense of disconnexion from Thebes, was ensured to them
-but in no other sense.
2 To illustrate the relations of Thebes, the other Bceotian cities, and Sparta,
between the peace of Antalkidas and the seizure of the Kadmeia by Sparta
(387-382 B.C.)-compare the speech of the Akanthian envoys, and that of
the The ban Leontiades, at Sparta (Xenoph. Hellen. v. 2, 16-34). 'T!J.as
(the Spartans) 'l"i)S IJ.~V Boc ...Tias ~71"Cp.Eli.7J9ijvo.c, 1171"... $ p.~ Ka9' ~v er7J, &c. Ko.l '
v,_,.e'is "))E 'T&Te p.fv Uel wpouelxe-re TlW vofiv, 7r&7E lLKoVdecr8e {3ta(op.Evovs aVTobs
(the Thehans) T~V Boc...,Tlo.v {Hp' o.fiTo<s elvlu · vvv Ill, c171"el Tcl.lle 11"E11"pCI.KTal,
oM€v Op.us llet' 07J/3alovs cpo/3et'<T9ac, &c. Compare Diodor. xv, 20.
3 In the Orat. ( 14) Plataic. of Isokrat~s, s. 30.!..we find it stated among
the accusations against the Thebans, that during this period (i.e. between the
peace of Antalkidas and the seizure of the Kadmeia) they became sworn in
as members of the Spartan alliance and as ready to act with Sparta conjointly against Athens. If we could admit this as true, we might also admit
the story of Epaminondas and Pelopidas serving in the Spartan army at
Mantineia (Plutarch, Pelop. c. 3). But I do not see how it can be even
partially true. If it had been true, I think Xenophon could not have failed
to mention it : all that he does say, tends to contradict it.
4 Diodor. xv. 29.
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reproached Agesilaus with his project of ruling Greece by means
of subservient local despots or oligarchies in the various cities, 1
and who contended that the autonomy promised by the peace
of Antalkidas ought to be left to develop itself freely, without
any coercive intervention on the part of Sparta. 2
Far from any wish thus to realise the terms of peace which
they had themselves imposed, the Lacedremonians took advantage of an early moment after becoming free from their enemies
in..._Breotia and Corinth, to strain their authority ove:: their allies
beyond its previous limits. Passing in review 3 the conduct of
each during the late war, they resolved to make an example of
the city of Mantineia. Some acts, not of positive hostility, but
1 How currently this reproach was advanced against Agesilaus, may be
seen in more than one passage of ~e Hellenica of Xenophon ; whose
narrative is both so partial and so ill constructed, that the .most instructive
information is dropped onl]t in The way of unintentional side wind, where
we should not naturally look for it. Xen. Hellen. v. 3, 16. 1roJ..J..iiw lle
J..eyOvTwv Aal<ella<p.ov[wv ells oJ..i-ywv ~V<I<<V lJ.v8pw1rwv 1rOJ..et (Phlius) lL'II"EX8cf.vo<VTO (Agesilaus) 1rJ..lov 1r<VTal<<<fX<!\lwv ltvopwv. Again, v. 4, 13. ('A-y'1ul-

i\aos) e3 elOC:,s, 8·rt, el t1"rpa'TTJ')'Ol7], AE~eta.v ol woi\i'Tat, &s 'A')17]CTli\aO$, 01rcus
f3o'18f}ITEIE TOtS Tupcf.vvo<S, 1rpcf.-yp.aTa Tj) 7rOJ..et 1ro.plxm, &c.
Compare

Plutarch, Agesil. c. 24-26.
2 Diodorus indeed affirms, that this was really done, for a short time;
that the cities which had before been dependent allies of Sparta were now
emancipated and left to themselves ; that a reaction immediately ensued
against those Dekarchies or oligarchies which had hitherto managed the cities
in the interests of Sparta ; that this reaction was so furious, as everywhere
to kill, banish, or impoverish, the principal partisans of Spartan supremacy;
and that the ae&umulated complaints and sufferings of these exiles drove the
Spartans, after having "endured the peace like a heavy burt hen" (&cr1rep
{3o.pv tpopTlov-xv. 5) for a few months, to shake it off, and to re-establish
by force their own supremacy as well as the government of their friends in
all the various cities. In this statement there is nothing intrinsically improbable. After what we have heard of the Dekarchies under Sparta, no
extent of violence in the reaction against them is incredible, nor can we
doubt that such reaction would carry with it some new injustice, along with
much well-merited retribution. Hardly any but Athenian citizens were
capable of the forbearance displayed by Athens both after the Four Hundred
and after the Thirty. Nevertheless I believe that Diodorus is here mistaken, and that he has assigned to the period immediately succeeding the
peace of Antalkidas, those reactionary violences which took place in many
cities about sixteen years. subsequently, after the battle if Leuktra. For
Xenophon, in recounting what happened after the peace of Antalkidas,
mentions nothing about any real autonomy granted by Sparta to her various
subject allies, and subsequently revoked; which he would never have
omitted to tell us, had the fact been so, because it would have supplied a
plausible apology for the high-handed injustice of the Spartans, and would
have thus lent aid to the current of partiality which manifests itself in his
history.
a Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 1-8. AlcrO&!"evo• TOOs AaKeoa<p.ovlous l'll"<<fi<01rovvTas
'I'OVS ~V/"!"ci.XOUS, 011'0LO( 1'<V€S ~I<O.CfTOL lv 1'rp 'II"OJ..[p.rp alJTols l-ye")'lV'1VTO, &c.
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of equivocal fidelity, were imputed to the Mantineians. They
were accused of having been slack in performance of their
military obligations, sometimes even to the length of withholding their contingent altogether, under pretence of a season of
religious truce ; of furnishing com in time of war to the hostile
Argeians ; and of plainly manifesting their disaffected feeling
towards Sparta-chagrin at every success which· she obtainedsatisfaction, when she chanced to experience a reverse. 1 The
Spartan Ephors now sent an envoy to Mantineia, denouncing
all such past behaviour, and peremptorily requiring that the
walls of the city should be demolished, as the only security for
future penitence and amendment. As compliance was refused,
they despatched an army, summoning the allied contingents
generally for the purpose of .enforcing the sentence. They
entrusted the command to King Agesipolis, since Agesilaus
excused himself from the duty, on• th~ ground that the Mantineians had rendered material service to his father Archidamus
in the dangerous Messenian war which had beset Sparta during
the early part of his reign. 2
Having first attempted to intimidate the Mantineians by
ravaging their lands, Agesipolis commenced the work of
blockade by digging a ditch round the town ; half of his
soldiers being kept on guard, while the rest worked with the
spade. The ditch being completed, he prepared to erect a wall
of circumvallation. But being apprised that. the preceding
harvest had been so good, as to leave a large stock of provision
in the town, and to render the process of starving ~t out tedious
both for Sparta and for her allies,-he tried a more rapid method
of accomplishing his object. As the river Ophis, of considerable breadth for a Grecian stream, passed through the middle
of the town, he dammed up its efflux on the lower side ; 3 thus
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 2. He had before stated, that the Mantineians had
really shown themselves pleased, when the Lacedremonian Mora was
destroyed near Corinth by Iphikrat@s (iv. 5, 18).
2 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 3·
3 In 1627, during the Thirty Years' War, the German town of Wolfenbiittel was constrained to surrender in the same manner, by damming up
the river Ocker which flowed through it : a contrivance of General Count
Pappenheim, the Austrian besieging commander. See Colonel Mitchell's
Life of Wallenstein, p. 107.
The description given by Xenophon of Mantineia as it stood in 385 B.C.,
with the river Ophis, a considerable stream, passing through the middle of
it, is perfectly clear. When the city, after having been now broken up;
was rebuilt in 370 B. c., the site was so far changed that the river no longer
.:an through it. But the present course of the river Ophis, as given by
excellent modern topographical examiners, Colonel Leake and Kiepert, is
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causing it to inundate the interior of the city and threaten the
stability of the walls; which seem to have been of no great
height and built of sun-burnt bricks. Disappointed in their
application to Athens for aid, 1 and unable to provide extraneous
support for their tottering towers, the Mantineians were compelled to solicit a capitulation. But Agesipolis now refused to
grant the 'request, except on condition that not only the fortifications of their city, but the city itself, should be in great part
demolished ; and that the inhabitants should be redistributed
into those five villages, which had been brought together, many
years before, to form the aggregate city of Mantineia. To
this also the Mantineians were obliged to submit, and the
capitulation was ratified.
Though nothing was said in the terms of it about the chiefs
of the Mantineian democratical government, yet these latter,
conscious that they went detested both by their own oligarchical
opposition and by the Laced::emonians, accounted themselves
certain of being put to death. And such would assuredly have
been their fate, had not Pausanias (the late King of Sparta,
now in exile at Tegea), whose good opinion they had always
enjoyed, obtained as a personal favour from his son Agesipolis
the lives of the most obnoxious, sixty in number, on condition
that they should depart into exile. Agesipolis had much difficulty in accomplishing the wishes of his father. His Laced::emonian soldiers were ranged in arms on both sides of the gate
by which the obnoxious men went out; and Xenophon notices
it as a signal mark of Laced::emonian discipline, that they could
keep their spears unemployed when disarmed enemies were thus
within their reach ; especially as the oligarchical Mantineians
at a very considerable distance from the Mantineia rebuilt in 370 B.c. ; the
situation of which is accurately known, since the circuit of its walls still re·
mains distinctly marked. The Mantineia of 370 B.C., therefore, as com·
pared with the Mantineia in 385 ll.C., must have been removed to a considerable distance-or else the river Ophis must have altered its course.
Colonel Leake supposes that the Ophis had been artificially diverted from
its course, in order that it might be brought through the town of Mantineia;
a supposition, which he founds on the words of Xenophon-O'ocp...,-r.!pc.>V
-y<•op.EV"'V TaV'T?I -ye 'Twv av8pcfnr...,v, -rb p.'t) otii 'TE<XWV 'lro-rap.bv 'II"OtEtO'Oat (Hellen.
, v. 2, 7). But it is very difficult to agree with him on this point, when
e look at his own map (annexed to the Peloponnesiaca) of the Mantinice
nd Tegeatis, and observe the great distance between the river Ophis and
antineia; nor do the words of Xenophon seem necessarily to imply any
tificial diversion of the river. It appears easier to believe that the river
as chariged its course. See Leake, Travels in Morea, vol. iii. ch. xxiv. p.
1 ; and Peloponnesiaca, p. 380 ; and Ernst Curtius, Peloponnesos, p. 239
-who still however leaves the point obscure.
1 Diodor. xv. 5·
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manifested the most murderous propensities, and were exceedingly difficult to controi.l As at Peineus before, so here at
Mantineia again-the liberal, but unfortunate, King Pausanias ~
is found interfering in the character of mediator to soften the l
ferocity of political antipathies.
.
l
The city of Mantineia was now broken up, and the inhabit- ]
ants were distributed again into the five constituent villages. •
Out of four-fifths of the population, each man pulled down his
house in the city, and rebuilt it in the village near to which his
property lay. The remaining fifth continued to occupy Mantineia as a village. Each village was placed under oligarchical
government and left unfortified. Though at first (says Xenophon) the change proved troublesome and odious, yet presently, {
when men found themselves. resident upon their landed properties~and still more, when' th~ felt themselves delivered
from the vexatious demagogues-the. new situation became
more popular than the old. The Lacedremonians were still
better satisfied. Instead of one city of Mantineia, five distinct
Arcadian villages now stood emolled in their catalogue of allies.
They assigned to each a separate xenagus (Spartan officer
destined to the command of each allied contingent), and the
military service of all was. henceforward performed with the
utmost regu1arity. 2
Such was the dissection or cutting into parts of the ancient
city Mantineia ; one o'f the most odious acts of high-handed :
Spartan despotism. Its true character is veiled by the parti- .
ality of the historian, who recounts it with a eonfid~nt assurance, j
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 6. OlQp.llloJII o€. a'11"o6ave'iu8a.l 'l;WP q.p')IOAt{&ll'r:Cdv, t<a.l
TWP TOV o1,p.ou 7rpOUTa.TwP, OLE7rpd~a. ..o /) '11"a.Tt1P (see before, v. 2, 3) 7rapa TOV
'AYIIU1'11"0)\.toos, au<f>a}l.etav avrois. (ueu8a.t, a7ra71.71.a.TTOp.lvo<s jk ri)s 1!"0.\tt~s,
~~1,l<OPTa OVUL.
Ka.l ap.<f>orlpCd8EV p.ev r1)s b8ov, ap~&.p.ePOI a11"0 TWV nv71.ti>v,
lxavTes Ta o&paTa. o! Aa.~teoatp.OVIOI ~UIT7jUav, 8er/;p.evc& TOVS j~IOVTas· Ka.l
p.lftOiJJITfS aiJ,TofJs 8,tttA>S Q,11'f[XoJI'TO a,IJ.T[i,V ~-~OJ!, ~ oJ {3JA.TldTOl

-rw.v MU.II·TIVECdll' ~talTo.vTo.p.ev elF'ntr8oo P.E"fa TEI<!LnP<OP ,.••eapx(as.

l have rema~ked more than once, and the reader will here observe a new .
example, how completely the word ,8£71..-<u.-o&-which is applied to the
"'ealthy or aristocratical party in politics, as its equivalent is in other
languages, by wtiters who sympathise with them.-is divested of all genuine
ethi<~al import as to character.
·
2, Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 7·
He says of. this breaking up ofthe city of Mantineia, oup~tlu87J -1) Mav.-[vo _ ·
ore-rpq.xfi, JCa8tf7r<;p. TO apxaiov o/~touv.
Ephorus (Fr. 138, ed. Dido
s.tates. that it was distributed into the .five original villages ; and Strab
affirms. that there were fi.ve or.iginal constituent villages (viii. p. 337). Henc\
it is probable that Mantineia the city was still left, after this owl~t«ns, tc
subsist as one of the five unfortified villages; so that Ephorus, Strabo, and
Xenophon may be thus made to agree, in substance.
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that after the trouble of moving was over, the population felt
themselves decidedly bettered by the change. Such an assurance
is only to be credited, on the ground that, being captives under
the Grecian laws of war, they may have been thankful to escape
the more terrible liabilities of death or personal slavery, at the
price of forfeiting their civic community. That their feelings
towards the change were those of genuine aversion, is shown
by their subsequent conduct after the battle of Leuktra. As
soon as the fear of Sparta was removed, they flocked together
with unanimous impulse, to reconstitute and refortify their
dismantled city. 1 It would have been strange indeed had the
fact been otherwise; for attachment to a civic community was
the strongest political instinct of the Greek mind. The citizen
of a town was averse-often most unhappily averse-to compromise the separate and.autonomous working of his community by joining in a11y larger political combination, however
equitably framed, and however it might promise on the whole
an increase of Hellenic dignity. But still more vehemently did
he shrink from the idea of breaking up his town into separate
villages, and exchanging the character of a citizen for that of a
villager, which was nothing less than great social degradation,
in the eyes of Greeks generally, Spartans not excepted. 2
1 This is mentioned by Xenophon himself (Hellen. vi. 5, 3).
The Lacedremonians, though they remonstrated against it, were at that time too much
humiliated to interfere by force and prevent it. The reason why they did not
interfere by force (according to Xenophon) was that a geneml peace had just
then been swod!, guaranteeing autonomy to every distinct town, so that the
Mantineians under this peace had a right to do what they did-aTpaTevew
")'• JJ.EV'TOI E>r' cb-ro~s ob <!vvaT~V iMK€1 elvc•, br' CT.O'TOVO!J.('} Tfjs elp~V7/S
")'E")'<V'T/JJ.Ov'qs (vi. 5, 5).
Of this second peace, Athens was the originator
and the voucher; but the autonomy which it guaranteed was only the same
as had been professedly guaranteed by the peace of Antalkidas, of which
Sparta had been the voucher.
General autonomy, as interpreted by Athens, was a different thing from
general autonomy as it had been when interpreted by Sparta. The Spartans,
when they had in their own hands both the power of interpretation and the
power of enforcement, did not scruple to falsify autonomy so completely as
to lay siege to Mantineia and break up the city by force; while, when interpretation and enforcement had passed to Athens, they at once recognised
that the treaty precluded them from a much less violent measure of
interference.
We may see by this, how thoroughly partial and philo-Lnconian is the
. 1ccount given by Xenophon of the ~wlK«ns of Mantineia; how completely
. he keeps out of view the odious side of that proceeding.
2 See the remarkable sentence of the Spartans, in which they reject the
claim of the Pisatans to preside over and administer the Olympic festival
(which had been their ancient privilege) because they were xwplm• and
not fit for the task (Xen. Hellen. iii. z, 31): compare xwpmKws (Xen.
Cyrop. iv. 5, 54).
•
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In truth the sentence executed by the Spartans against Man·
tineia was, in point of dishonour as well as of privation, one of
the severest which could be inflicted on free Greeks. All the
distinctive glory and superiority of Hellenism-all the intellec·
tual and artistic manifestations-all that there was of literature
and philosophy, or of refined and rational sociality-depended
upon the city-life of the people. And the influence of Sparta,
during the period of her empire, was peculiarly mischievous
and retrograde, as tending not only to decompose the federations
such as Bceotia into isolated towns, but even to decompose suspected towns such as Mant'ineia into villages ; all for the purpose of rendering each of them exclusively dependent upon
herself. Athens during her period of empire had exercised no
such disuniting influence; still less Thebes, whom we shall
hereafter find coming forward ·actively to found the new and
great cities of Megalopolis and 1\fessttne. The imperial tendencies of Sparta are worse than those of either Athens or
Thebes ; including less of improving or Pan-Hellenic sympathies,
and leaning the most systematically upon subservient factions
in each subordinate city. In the very treatment of Mantineia
just recounted, it is clear that the attack of Sparta was
welcomed at least, if not originally invited, by the oligarchical
party of the place, who sought to grasp the power into their own
hands and to massacre their political opponents. In the first
object they completely succeeded, and their government probably was more assured in the five villages than it would have
been in the entire town. In the second, nothi&g prevented
them from succeeding except the accidental intervention of the
exile Pausanias ; an accident, which alone rescued the Spartan
name from the additional disgrace of a political massacre, over
and above the lasting odium incurred by the act itself-by
breaking up an ancient autonomous city, which had shown no
act of overt enmity, and which was so moderate in its democratical manifestations as to receive the favourable criticism of
judges rather disinclined towards democracy generally. 1 Thirty
years before, when Mantineia had conquered certain neighbouring Arcadian districts, and had been at actual war with
Sparta to preserve them, the victorious Spartans exacted nothing
more than the reduction of the city to its original district ; 2
now, they are satisfied with nothing less than the partition of
the city into unfortified villages, though there had been no
actual war preceding. So much had Spartan power, as well
as Spartan despotic propensity, progressed during this interval.
1

Aristot. i'olit. vi.

2, 2.

2

Thucyd. v. 81.
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The general language of Isokrates, Xenophon, and Diodorus 1 indicates that this severity towards Mantineia was only
the most stringent among a series of severities, extended by
the Lacedremonians through their whole confederacy, and
operating upon all such of its members as gave them ground
for dissatisfaction or mistrust. During the ten years after the
surrender of Athens, they had been lords of the Grecian world
both by land and sea, with a power never before possessed by
any Grecian state ; until the battle of Knidus, and the combination of Athens, Thebes, Argos1 and Corinth, seconded by
Persia, had broken up their empire at sea, and much endangered it on land. lA.t length the peace of Antalkidas,
enlisting Persia on their side (at the price of the liberty of the
Asiatic Greeks), had enabled them to dissolve the hostile combination against them. Tbe general autonomy, of which they
were the authorised interpreters, meant nothing more than a
separation of the Bceotian cities from Thebes, 2 and of Corinth
from Argos-being noway intended to apply to the relation
between Sparta and her allies. Having thus their hands free,
the Lacedremonians applied themselves to raise their ascendency on land to the point where it had stood before the battle
of Knidus, and even to regain as much as possible of their
empire at sea. To bring back a dominion such as that
of the Lysandrian Harmosts and Dekarchies, and to reconstitute a local oligarchy of their most devoted partisans,
in each of .those cities where the government had been
somewhat liberalised during the recent period of war-was
their systematic policy.
Those exiles who had incurred the condemnation of their
fellow-citizens for subservience to Sparta, now found the
season convenient for soliciting Spartan intervention to
procure their return. It was in this manner that a body
of exiled political leaders from Phlius-whose great merit
it was that the city when under their government had been
zealous in service to Sparta, but had now become lukewarm or even disaffected in the hands of their opponents
-obtained from the Ephors a message, polite in form but
authoritative in substance, addressed to the Phliasians, requiring that the exiles should be restored, as friends of
Sparta banished without just cause. 8
1 Isokrat~s, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 133, 134, 146, 206; Or. viii. (DePace)
s. 123; Xen. Hellen. v. 2, r-8; Diodor. xv. 5, 9-19.
2 Xen. Hellen. v. r, 35·
• Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 8-ro.
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While the Spartan power, for the few years succeeding the
peace of Antalkidas, was thus decidedly in ascending movement on land, efforts were also made to re-establish it at
sea. Several of the Cyclades and other smaller islands were
again rendered tributary. In this latter sphere however
Athens became her competitor. Since· the peace, and the
restoration of Lemnos, Imbros, and Skyros, combined with
the refortified Peineus and its Long Walls-Athenian commerce and naval power had been reviving, though by slow
and humble steps. Like the naval force of England compared with France, the warlike marine of Athens rested upon
a considerable commercial marine,Cfhich latter hardly existed
at all in Laconia. Sparta had no seainen except constrained
Helots or paid foreigners; 1 while the commerce of Peirreus
both required and maintained a oomerous population of this
character. The harbour of Peirreus wa"s convenient in respect
of accommodation, and well stocked with artisans-while
Laconia had few artisans, and was notoriously destitute of
harbours. 2 Accordingly in this maritime competition, Athens,
though but the shadow of her former self, started at an advantage as compared with Sparta, and, in spite of the superiority
of the latter on land, was enabled to compete with her in
acquiring tributary dependencies among the smaller islands
of the .IEgean. To these latter, who had no marine of their
own, and who (like Athens herself) required habitual supplies
of imported corn, it was important to obtain b~th access to
Peirreus and protection from the Athenian triremes against that
swarm of pirates, who showed themselves after the peace of
Antalkidas when there was no predominant maritime state :
besides which, the market of Peirreus was often supplied with
foreign corn from the Crimea, through the preference shown
by the princes of Bosphorus to Athens, at a time when vessels
from other places could obtain no cargo. 8 A moderate tribute
paid to Athens would secure to the tributary island greater
advantages than if paid to Sparta~with at least equal protection. Probably the influence of Athens over these islanders
was further aided by the fact, that she administered the festivals, and lent out the funds, of the holy temple at Delos.
We know by inscriptions remaining, that large sums were
borrowed at interest from the temple treasure, not merely by
The consequences of this forced return are not difficult to foresee; they
will appear in a subsequent page.
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 7•
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. r, 3-12.
8 Isokrat@s, Orat. xvii. (Trapezit.) s. 71.
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individual islanders, but also by the island-cities collectively
-Naxos, Andros, Tenos, Siphnos, Seriphos. The Amphiktyonic council who dispensed these loans (or at least the presiding members) were Athenians, named annually at Athens. 1
Moreover these islanders rendered religious homage and attendance at the Delian festivals, and were thus brought within
the range of a central Athenian influence, capable, under
favourable circumstances, of being strengthened and rendered
even politically important.
By such helps, Athens was slowly acquiring to herself a
second maritime confederacy, which we shall presently find to
be of considerable moment, though never approaching the
grandeur of her former empire: so that in the year 380 B.c.,
when Isokrates published his .Panegyrical Discourse (seven
years after the peace of An~lkidas), though her general power
was still slender compar'ed with the overruling might of Sparta, 2
yet her navy had already made such progress, that he claims
for her the right of taking the command by sea, in that crusade
which he strenuously enforces, of Athens and Sparta in
harmonious unity at the head of all Greece, against the Asiatic
barbarians. a.
1 See the valuable inscription called the Marmor Sandvicense, which
contains the accounts rendered by the annual Amphiktyons at Delos, from
377-373 B.c.
Boeckh, Staatshaushaltung der Athener, val. ii. p. 214, ed. 1; val. ii.
p. 78 seq., ed. 2.
The list of cities and individuals who borrowed money from the temple
is given in these accounts, together with the amount of interest either paid
by them, or remaining in arrear.
2 This is the description which Isokrat~s himself gives (Orat. xv.
(Permutat.) s. 61) of the state of the Grecian world when he published
his Panegyrical Discourse-fi-re AaKelia<p.ovw• JLEV ~pxo" -rciiu 'E>..>..1)uwv,
i,jL<Is 8e 'T<Ur<IVWS brpo!r'TO/L<V, &c.
3 The Panegyrical Discourse of Isokrat~s, the date of it being pretty
exactly known, is of great value for enabling us to undet·stand the period
immediately succeeding the peace of Antalkidas.
He particularly notices the multiplication of pirates, and the competition
between Athens and Sparta about tribute from the islands in the £gean
(s. 133). Tis "))itp ttv 'ro<aVTTIS ~ea-rau-r&uews ~ ... ,eu!L~<T<L<v, ~v p tcara7roV'TIIT'Tal
/LEV -r~v B&>..acruau Ka-rexovu•, 1r<A.-rau-ral 8€ -rlu 1rOA.ELs Ka-raA.aJ.'fJ&.vovcr•, &c.

• • • • KalTo< xph ToVs cpvuEL Kal!Lh 8<a 'TVX"'" !Ll-ya. cppovoiiuTas -ro<oVToLS
(p-yo•s ~1rLXELpilv, 1roA.v p.a>..A.ov f) -robs V?JITL~-rrr.s lia~r!Lo>..o-yeiu, o~s
~~IllY l<TTLV ~A.<eiu, opwu-ras 'TOV'TOVS p.h• 8tit IT1raVI0T"'T" Ti/S ')Ins OP?J "))E&>p"))elv
&va-yKa(opeuous, 'I'OQS li' fJ1rttpcbTaS 61' acp8oPiav 'Ti)S xdJpar 'rfl" JLEU 1rAEi<TT1JV
ab'l'ijJ i't.p-y~v r<pwpwvTas. &c. (s. 151)•
• • • • .. n.v 1u.<eis (Athenians and Spartans) obllep.lcw 1rotovp.e8a 1rpovo•o.v,
&>..>..a 1Hpl p. Ev 'TW II K v K Xcf ll &> v utJ<T &>II i't.p.cp I If J3 1J'T o p.E u, -rocrav-ras
aE 'l'b 1rA.ij8os Kal T1J.\IKCIV'Tt1.S -rb p.e-ye8os ouucfjLELS o!i'T&>S ElKp 'Tt'f fJapfJAplf
wapaoe8wKap.ev.
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It would seem that a few years after the peace of Antalkidas,
Sparta became somewhat ashamed of having surrendered the
Asiatic Greeks to Persia ; and that King Agesipolis and other
leading Spartans encouraged the scheme of a fresh Grecian
expedition against Asia, in compliance with propositions from
some disaffected subjects of Artaxerxes. 1 Upon some such
project, currently discussed though never realised, Isokrates
probably built his Panegyrical Oration, composed in a lofty
strain of patriotic eloquence (380 B.c.), to stimulate both
Sparta and Athens in the cause, and calling on both, as joint
chiefs of Greece, to suspend dissension at home for a great
Pan-Hellenic manifestation against the common enemy abroad.
But whatever ideas of this kind the Spartan leaders may have
entertained, their attention wruo taken off, about 382 B.c., by
movements in a more remote re/3ion of the Grecian world,
which led to important consequences.•
Since the year 414 B.c. (when the Athenians were engaged in
the siege of Syracuse), we have heard nothing either of the kings
of Macedonia, or of the Chalkidic Grecian cities in the peninsula of Thrace adjoining Macedonia. Down to that year,
Athens still retained a portion of her maritime empire in those
regions. The Platreans were still in possession of Ski one (on
the isthmus of Pallene) which she had assigned to them; while
the Athenian admiral Euetion, seconded by many hired Thracians, and even by Perdikkas king of Macedonia, undertook a
fruitless siege to reconquer Amphipolis on the Str3mon. 2 But
the fatal disaster at Syracuse having disabled Athens from
maintaining such distant interests, they were lost to her along
with her remaining empire-perhaps earlier ; though we do
not know how. At the same time during the last years of the
Peloponnesian war, the kingdom of Macedonia greatly increased in power ; partly, we may conceive, from the helpless
condition of Athens-but still more from the abilities and
energy of Archelaus, son and successor of Perdikkas.
The course of succession among the Macedonian princes
seems not to have been settled, so that disputes and bloodshed
took place at the death of several of them. Moreover there
were distinct tribes of Macedonians, who, though forming part,
really or nominally, of the dominion of the Temenid princes,
nevertheless were immediately subject to separate but subordinate princes of their own. The reign of Perdikkas had been
Compare Xenoph. Hellen. vi. I, I2-p.1t} els P1]!1'68pta. ii:rro{J"A.browra.s,
&c.
1 Diodor. xv. 9, 19.
2 Thucyd. vii. 9·
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much troubled in this manner. In the first instance, he had
stripped his own brother Alketas of the crown, 1 who appears
(so far as we can make out) to have had the better right to it;
next he had also expelled his younger brother Philippus from
his subordinate principality. To restore Amyntas the son of
Philippus, was one of the purposes of the Thrakian prince
Sitalkes, in the expedition undertaken conjointly with Athens,
during the second year of the Peloponnesian war. 2 On the
death of Perdikkas (about 413 B.c.), his eldest or only legitimate son was a child of seven years old; but his natural sons
Archelaus was of mature age and unscrupulous ambition. The
dethroned Alketas was yet alive, and had now considerable
chance of re-establishing himself on the throne : Archelaus;
inviting him and his son unde; pretence that he would himself
bring about their re-estabij,shment, slew them both amidst the
intoxication of a banl{uet. He next despatched the boy, his
legitimate brother, by suffocating him in a well ; and through
these crimes made himself king. His government however
was so energetic and able, that Macedonia reached a degree of
military power such as none of his predecessors had ever
possessed. His troops, military equipments, and fortified
places, were much increased in numbers; while he also cut
straight roads of communication between the various portions
of his territory-a novelty seemingly everywhere, at that time. 4
Besides such improved organisation (which unfortunately we
l

This is al!tested by Plato, Gorgias, c. 26, p. 471 B.

.,.(J,

• • • • ~Os '"Y• (Archelaus son of Perdikkas) 1rporrov p.ev TouTov aV..o.v
:a.u.,..&nw t<al Oiiov (Alketas) P.ETC<7rEp.>/J&.p.evos, C:.s a7rOOW<TWV Thv apxhv
~V fi.<polKKC<S ctbTOV a<PelA.ETO, &c.

T.his statement of Plato, that Perdikkas expelled his brother Alketas
from the throne, appears not to be adverted to by the commentators.
Perhaps it may help to explain the chronological embarrassments connected
with the reign of Perdikkas, the years of which are assigned by different
authors, as 23, 28, 35, 40, 41. See Mr. Clinton, Fasti Hellen. ch. iv.
p. 222-where he discusses the chronology of the Macedonian kings: also
Krebs, Lection. Diodorere, p. 159.
There are no means of determining when the reign of Perdikkas began
-nor exactJ;y, when it ended. We know from Thucydides that he was
.king in 432, and in 414 B.C. But the fact of his acquiring the crown by
the expulsion of an elder brother, renders it less wonderful that the
beginning of his reign should be differently stated by different authors;
though these authors seem mostly to conceive Perdikkas as the immediate
£Uccessor of Alexander, without any notice of Alketas.
2 Thucyd. i. 57; ii. 97-100.
3 The mother of Archelaus was a female slave belonging to Alketas ; it
is for this reason that Plato calls Alketas 15 e u 1r &.,. '11 v Kal 8e'iov of Archelaus
(Plato, Gorgias, c. 26, p. 471 A).
' Thucyd. ii. 100. hl5oos eVOElas t.,.ep.e, &c.

c
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are not permitted to know in detail), Archelaus founded a
splendid periodical Olympic festival, in honour of the Olympian Zeus and the Muses, 1 and maintained correspondence
with the poets and philosophers of Athens. He prevailed
upon the tragic poets Euripides and Agathon, as well as the
epic poet Chrerilus, to visit him in Macedonia. where Euripides
especially was treated with distinguished favour and munificence,2 remaining there until his death in 406 or 405 B.c.
Archelaus also invited Sokrates, who declined the invitation
-and appears to have shown some favour to Plato. 3 He
perished in the same year as Sokrates (399 B.C.), by a violent
death; two Thessalian youths, Krateuas and Hellanokrates,
together with a Macedonian named Dekamnichus, being his
assassins during a hunting part}' The first two were youths to
whom he was strongly attached, but whose dignity he .had
wounded by insulting treatment an~ non-performance of
promises : the third was a Macedonian, who, for having
made an offensive remark upon the bad breath of Euripides,
had been given up by the order of Archelaus to the poet, in
order that he might be flogged for it. Euripides actually
caused the sentence to be inflicted: but it was not till six
years after his death that Dekamnichus, who had neither forgotten nor forgiven the affront, found the opportunity of taking
revenge by instigating and aiding the assassins of Archelaus. 4
These incidents, recounted on the authority of Aristotle, and
relating as well to the Macedonian king ArchelaliS as to the
Athenian citizen and poet Euripides, illustrate the political
contrast between Macedonia and Athens. The government
of the former is one wholly personal-dependent on the
passions, tastes, appetites, and capacities, of the king. The
1

Artian, i. t 1 ; Diodor. xvii. r6.
Plutarch, De Vitioso Pudore, c. 7, p. 531 E.
Aristotel. Rhetoric. ii. 24 ; Seneca, de Beneficiis, v. 6 ; lElian, V. H.
xiv. 17.
4
See the statements, unfortunately very brief, of Aristotle (Politic. v. 8,
ro-r3). Plato (Alkibiad. ii. c. 5, p. 141 D), while mentioning the
assassination of Archelaus by his 'lrtt!O!Kd, represents the motive of the
latter di'fferently from Aristotle, as having been an ambitious desire to
possess himself of the throne. Diodorus (xiv. 37) represents Krateuas as
having killed Archelaus unintentionally in a hunting party.
2
8

Kal 'T?is 'Apxell.ciov 6' brd!to-e"'s ileKdfLV<xos -f7y<fLOJll iylv<'To, 1rapo~6v"'v
'TOOs ~1rt6EfLEVOVS 1rpw'ros· at•nov o€ 'Tfjs bpyfjs, li'TL ttb-fov i~EO(i)I<E f'C>rf'TLJ'WO'at
El>p<1rllin 'T<j) 'lrO<?J'Tp· 15€ Evp<'lrio?Js ~xali.E'Irawev el1r&v'TOs 'T< av'Tov els livo-wolav
'Tov lr-TlfLtt'Tos (Arist. Pol. l. c.).

o

Dekamnichus is cited by Aristotle as one among the examples of persons
actually scourged; which proves that Euripidi!s availed himself of the
privilege accorded by Archelaus.
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ambition of Archelaus leads both to his crimes for acquiring
the throne, and to his improved organisation of the military
force of the state afterwards ; his admiration for the poets and
philosophers of Athens makes him sympathise warmly with
Euripides, and ensure to the latter personal satisfaction for
an offensive remark ; his appetites, mingling licence with
insult, end by drawing ppon him personal enemies of a
formidable character. L'Etat, cest moz:..._stands marked in the
whole series of proceedings ; the personality of the monarch is
the determining element. Now at Athens, no such element
exists. There is, on the one hand, no easy way of bringing to
bear the ascendency of an energetic chief to improve the
military organisation-as Athens found to her cost, when she
was afterwards assailed by llililip, the successor after some
interval, and in many resp~cts the parallel, of Archelaus. But
on the other hand, neifuer the personal t.ltstes nor the appetites,
of any individual Athenian, count as active causes in the march
of public affairs, which is determined by the established law
and by the pronounced sentiments of the body of citizens.
However gross an insult might have been offered to Euripides
at Athens, the Dikasts would never have sentenced that the
offender should be handed over to him to be flogged. They
would have inflicted such measure of punishment as the nature
of the wrong, and the pre-existing law, appeared to them to
require. Political measures, or judicial sentences, at Athens,
might be well- or ill-judged; but at any rate, they were always
dictated by regard to a known law and to the public
conceptions entertained of state-int~rests, state-dignity, and
state-obligations, without the avowed intrusion of any man's
personality. To Euripides-who had throughout his whole
life been the butt of Aristophanes and other comic writers,
and who had been compelled to hear, in the crowded theatre,
taunts far more galling than what is ascribed to Dekamnichus
-the contrast must have been indeed striking, to have the
offender made over to him, and the whip placed at his
disposal, by order of his new patron. And it is little to his
honour, that he should have availed himself of the privilege,
by causing the punishment to be really administered ;-a
punishment which he could never have seen inflicted, during
the fifty years of his past life, upon any free Athenian citizen.
Krateuas did not survive the deed more than three or four
days, after which Orestes son of Archelaus, a child, was placed
on the throne, under the guardianship of Aeropus. The latter
however, after about four years, made away with his ward, and
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reigned in his stead for two years. He then died of sickness,
and was succeeded by his son Pausanias ; who, after a reign
of only one year, was assassinated and succeeded by Amyntas. 1
This Amyntas (chiefly celebrated as the father of Philip and
the grandfather of Alexander the Great), though akin to the
royal family, had been nothing more than an attendant of
Aeropus, 2 until he made himself king by putting to death
Pausanias. 3 He reigned, though with interruptions, twentyfour years (393-369 B.c.); years, for the most part, of trouble
and humiliation for Macedonia, and of occasional exile for
himself. The vigorous military organisation introduced by
Archelaus appears to have declined; while the frequent dethronements and assassinations of kings, beginning even with
Perdikkas the father of Arch<9laus, and continued down to
Amyntas, unhinged the centr~l alithority and disunited the
various portions of t-he Macedonian name; which naturally
tended to separation, and could only be held together by a
firm hand.
The interior regions of Macedonia were bordered, to the
north, north-east, and north-west, by warlike barbarian tribes,
Thracian and Illyrian, whose invasions were not unfrequent
and often formidable. Tempted probably by the unsettled
position of the government, the Illyrians poured in upon
Amyntas during the first year of his reign: perhaps they may
have been invited by other princes of the interior, 4 and at all
events their coming would operate as a signal for malcontents
to declare themselves. Amyntas-having only acquired the
sceptre a few months before by assassinating his predecessor,
and having little hold on the people-was not only unable to
repel them, but found himself obliged to evacuate Pella, and
even to retire from Macedonia altogether. Despairing of his
position, he made over to the Olynthians a large portion of the
neighbouring territory-Lower Macedonia or the coast and
cities round the Thermaic Gulf. 5 As this cession is repreDiodor. xiv. 84-89.
JE!ian, V. H. xii. 43; Dexippus ap. Syncell. p. 263; Justin, vii. 4·
8 Diodor. xiv. 89.
'Er<li.<VT?)<T< li€ Kal ITau<ravlar o row MaK<o6vwv /3a<Tlll.<vs, ltva<p<O<ls {nrb 'Ap.vvrov li6A.<f, i(p~as ~vtavr6v· r1w li€ /3a<Ttl\<[av
H.O.T~ux.ev , Ap.Vv-ra.s,. &c.
4 See in Thucyd. iv. II2-the relations of Arrhibreus, prince of the
Macedonians called Lynkestre in the interior country, with the Illyrian
invaders-ll.C. 423.
·
Archelaus had been engaged at a more recent period in war with a
prince of the interior named Arrhibreus-perhaps the same person (Aristot.
Polit. v. 8, II).
~ Diodor. xiv. 92; xv. 19. 'A1ro-yvovs li€ r1JY lt.px~v, 'Oll.vv9IolS p.€v r~v
1
2
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sented to have been made at the momen.t of his distress and
expatriation, we may fairly suspect that it was made for some
reciprocal benefit or valuable equivalent; of which Amyntas
might well stand in need, at a moment of so much exigency.
It is upon this occasion that we begin to hear again of the
Chalkidians of Olynthus, and the confederacy which they
gradually aggregated round their city as a centre. The confederacy seems to have taken its start from this cession of
Amyntas-or rather, to speak more properly, from his abdication ; for the cession of what he could not keep was of
comparatively little moment, and we shall see that he tried
to resume it as soon as he acquired strength. The effect of
his flight was, to break up the government of Lower or
maritime Macedonia, and to Jeave the cities therein situated
defenceless against the IUyrians, or other invaders from the
interior. To these cities, the only chance of security, was to
throw themselves upon the Greek cities on the coast, and to
organise in conjunction with the latter a confederacy for mutual
support. Among all the Greeks on that coast, the most
strenuous and persevering (so they had proved themselves in
their former contentions against Athens when at the summit of
her power) as well as the nearest, were the Chalkidians of
Olynthus. These Olynthians now put themselves forwardtook into their alliance and under their protection the smaller
towns of maritime Macedonia immediately near them-and
soon exten!Jed their confederacy so as to comprehend all the
larger townro in this region-including even Pella, the most considerable city of the country. 1 As they began this enterprise
ulweyyvs xci,pav ~owp-{JuaTO, &c. Tcp o-{Jp.rp TWV 'Oll.vv8iwv owp'f/tra.p.evov
'II'Oll.l\1]v Tfis 6p.opou xci,pas, o<a ""'~~" il.?rO')IVWO'IV Tfjs EQU'I"OV OUVQ<T'I"E(a.s, &c.

The flight of Amyntas, after a year's reign, is confirmed by Dexippus
ap. Syncell. p. 263.
1 Xenoph. Hellen. v. 2, I2___!'Q.,-, ).I.EJI -yd.p .,.,,, e7rl ep4tc7]S ).I.E')'lt1''1"7] .,..J]I.IS
Oll.vv8os, uxeoov 'll'aVTES ~11"liTTU.<T8e.
ObTOI TWV .,.Jl\ewv ?rpOIT'Y/')1&-yoVTO
lunv ll.s, ~rp· ~fire TOLS aDTo'is xp'iju8a< v&p.o<S t<al <TUJ.I.1rOAIT<{J€1v• hem• IJ~
Ka.l TWV p.e,(&vwv 7rpoctEJ\.a.fj&v TLVas. ,EK 5~ TOUToV brexelp'l]o-a.v Ka:l -rd.S' Tijs
Mat<Eilovlas 'II'Ol\Ets ~l\EvO•povv {,.,.)> 'Ap.6wrou, Tov /3a<r<:Aews Mat<E/iovwv.
,E1r€l Of elO'-IJKovcrav a.l ~nlrro.Ta abTiiJV, Ta.xV Kal E1rl T?u -rr&~pw Kal1.u:l(ovs
bopeOoVTO't<al tcaTEAE?rop.•vfJp,iis lxovTas fili'YI lfl\l\o:s .,.. ?rol\l\cis, tcal Uel\:Aav,
;j,.•p p.•-yl<TT'I/ TwY ~v Matcellovl!f .,.Jl\ewv. Kal 'Ap.OVTav lie al<T8av&p.e6"'
&... oxc.~povvT& .,-e itc Twv .,.&:Aec.~v, 1<al gqov outc ttc7re?rrwtcOTa 111571 ~" 'll'cl.cr7]s
Mct1ce8ovlas.

We know from Diodorus that Amyntas fled the country in despair, and
ceded a large proportion at least of Lower Macedonia to the Olynthians.
Accordingly the struggle, between the latter and Amyntas (here alluded
to), must have taken place when he came back and tried to resume his
dominion.
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at a time when the I!lyrians were masters of the country so
as to drive Amyntas to despair and flight, we may be sure
that it must have cost them serious efforts, not without great
danger if they failed. We may also be. sure that the cities
themselves must have been willing, not to say eager, coadjutors;
just as the islanders and Asiatic Greeks clung to Athens at the
first formation of the confederacy of Delos. The Olynthians
could have had no means of conquering even the less considerable Macedonian cities, much less Pella, by force and
against the will of the inhabitants.
How the Illyrians were compelled to retire, and by what
steps the confederacy was got together, we are not permitted
to know. Our information (unhappily very brief) comes from
the Akanthian envoy Kleigene&, speaking at Sparta about ten
years afterwards (B.C. 383), and de~ribing in a few words the
confederacy as it then stood. But the~ is one circumstance
which this witness-himself hostile to Olynthus and coming to
solicit Spartan aid against her-attests emphatically; the equal,
generous, and brotherly principles, upon which the Olynthians
framed their scheme from the beginning. They did not pre~ent themselves as an imperial city enrolling a body of
dependent allies, but invited each separate city to adopt
common laws and reciprocal citizenship with Olynthus, with
full liberty of intermarriage, commercial dealing, and landed
proprietorship. That the Macedonian cities near the sea
should welcome so liberal a proposition as this, q>ming from
the most powerful of their Grecian neighbours, cannot at all
surprise us: especially at a time when they were exposed to
the Illyrian invaders, and when Amyntas had fled the country.
. They had hitherto always been subjects: 1 their cities had not
(like the Greek cities) enjoyed each its own separate autonomy
within its own walls : the offer, now made to them by the
Olynthians, was one of freedom in exchange for their past
subjection under the Macedonian Icings, combined with a
force adequate to protect them against Illyrian and other
invaders. Perhaps also these various cities- Anthem us,
Therma, Chalastra, Pella, Alorus, Pydna, &c.-may have contained, among the indigenous population, a certain :proportion
of domiciliated Grecian inhabitants, to whom the proposition
of the Olynthians would be especially acceptable.
We may thus understand why the offer of Olynthus was
gladly welcomed by the Macedonian maritime cities. They
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, I2--'Trts Tijs MC<J<E5ov!C<s ?rOJI.e•s ~il.evOepovv a:II'O
'Ap.ilv'Tov, &c. : compare v. 2, 38.
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were the first who fraternised as voluntary partners in the
confederacy; which the Olynthians, having established this
basis, proceeded to enlarge further, by making the like liberal
propositions to the Greek cities in their neighbourhood.
Several of these latter joined voluntarily; others were afraid
to refuse; insomuch that the confederacy came to include a
considerable number of Greeks-especially Potidrea, situated
on the isthmus of Pallene, and commanding the road of
communication between the cities within Pallene and the
continent. The Olynthians carried out with scrupulous
sincerity their professed principles of equal and intimate
partnership, avoiding all encroachment or offensive preinence in favour of their own city. But in spite of this
~ral procedure, they found ~mong their Grecian neighbours
;tructions which they h~ not experienced from the Mace,;"'1. Each of th~ Grecian cities had been accustomed
own town-autonomy and separate citizenship, with its
ar laws and customs. All of them were attached to this
)f distinct political life, by one of the most tenacious and
sal instincts of the Greek mind : all of them would
1ce it with reluctance, even on consenting to enter the
1ian confederacy, with its generous promise, its enlarged
:y, and its manifest advantages ; and there were even
who, disdaining every prospective consideration, refused
ange their condition at all except at the point of the
ong these last were Akanthus and Apollonia, the largest
:next to Olynthus) in the Chalkidic peninsula, and there~ the least unable to stand alone.
To these the Olynthians
not make application, until they had already attracted
ilin their confederacy a considerable number of other
~cian as well as Macedonian cities. They then invited
anthus and Apollonia to come in, upon the same terms of
1al union and fellow-citizenship. The proposition being
lined, they sent a second message intimating that, unless it
e accepted within a certain time, they would enforce it by
apulsory measures. So powerful already was the military
~e of the Olynthian confederacy, that Akanthus and
ollonia, incompetent to resist without foreign aid, despatched
'oys to Sparta to set forth the position of affairs in the
:tlkidic peninsula, and to solicit intervention against Olynthus.
['heir embassy reached Sparta about B.c. 383, when the
ortans, having broken up the city of Mantineia into villages
l coerced Phlius, were in the full swing of power over
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Peloponnesus-and when they had also dissolved the Bceotian
federation, placing harmosts in Plat;:ea and Thespi;:e as checks
upon any movement of Thebes. The Akanthian Kleigenes,
addressing himself to the assembly of Spartans and their allies,
drew an alarming picture of the recent growth and prospective
tendencies of Olynthus, invoking the interference of Sparta
against that city. The Olynthian confederacy (he said) already
comprised many cities, small and great, Greek as well as
Macedonian-Amyntas having lost his kingdom. Its military
power, even at present great, was growing every day. 1 The
territory, comprising a large breadth of fertile corn-land, could
sustain a numerous population. Wood for ship-building 2 was
close at hand, while the numerous harbours of the confederate
cities ensured a thriving trade aii well as a steady revenue from
customs-duties. The neighbouring. Thracian tribes would be
easily kept in willing dependence, and wt>uld thus augment th
military force of Olynthus; even the gold mines of M
Pang;:eus would speedily come within her assured reach.
that I now tell you (such was the substance of his spee
matter of public talk among the Olynthian people, who
full of hope and confidence. How can you Spartans, wh
taking anxious pains to prevent the union of the Bo
cities,s permit the aggregation of so much more formid·
power, both by land and by sea, as this of Olynthus?
have already been sent thither from Athens and Thebes
the Olynthians have decreed to send an embass~ in ret
for contracting alliance with those cities ; hence your enem1
Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 14·
The number of Olynthian troops is given in Xenophon as Sao hoplites-

1

a far greater number of peltasts-and rooo horsemen, assuming that

Akanthus and Apollonia joined the confederacy. It has been remarked
by Mr. Mitford and others, that these numbers, as they here stand, must
be decidedly smaller than the reality. But we have no means of correction
open to us. Mr. Mitford's suggestion of Sooo hoplites in place of Sao rests
.
upon no authority.
Demosthenes states that Olynthus by herself, and before she had brought
all the Chalkidians into confederacy (oli1rw Xaluaolwv 1r&.vTwv ~ls ~v
<fVV<pH:<O'p.lvwv-De Fals. Leg. c. 75, p. 425) possessed 400 horsemen, and
a citizen population of sooo; no more than this (he says) at the time when
the Lacedremonians attacked them. The historical statements of the great
orator, for a time which nearly coincides with his own birth, are to be
received with caution.
2 Compare Boeckh, Public Economy of Athens, p. 54, s. roo, Eng. Tr.
s Xen. Hellen. v. 2, r6. 'EvvofJO'aTE oe H:al TQOE, 1TWS ~lt«<s, ll,uCis T~S

,uev Bo<wTla.s im,u<li.7J6~va<, 81rws ,un H:a.8' ~v ~r7J, ?Toll.b
Bvvri.,u<ws &,u<li.~O'a.<, &c.

o< ,uel(ovos O.Opo<(o,uev7Js

I translate here the substance of the speech, not the exact words.
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will derive a large additional force. We of Akanthus and
Apollonia, having declined the proposition to join the confederacy voluntarily, have received notice that, if we persist,
they will constrain us. Now we are anxious to retain our
paternal laws and customs, continuing as a city by ourselves.l
But if we cannot obtain aid from you, we shall be under the
necessity of joining them-as several other cities have already
done, from not daring to refuse; cities, who would have sent
envoys along with us, had they not been afraid of offending the
Olynthians. These cities, if you interfere forthwith, and with
a powerful force, will now revolt from the new confederacy.
But if you postpone your interference, and allow time for the
confederacy to work, their sentiments will soon alter. They
will come to be knit together in attached unity, by the coburgership, the intermarria~e, ;,nd the reciprocity of landed
possessions, which havt: already been enacted prospectively.
All of them will become convinced that they have a common
interest both in belonging to, and in strengthening the confederacy-just as the Arcadians, when they follow you,
Spartans, as allies, are not only enabled to preserve their own
property, but also to plunder others. If, by your delay, the
attractive tendencies of the confederacy should come into real
operation, you will presently find it not so much within your
power to dissolve.'' 2
This speech of the Akanthian envoy is remarkable in more
than one res~ect. Coming from the lips of an enemy, it is the
best of all testimonies to the liberal and comprehensive spirit
in which the Olynthians were acting. They are accused-not
of injustice, nor of selfish ambition, nor of degrading those
around them-but literally, of organising a new partnership on
principles too generous and too seductive j of gently superseding, instead of violently breaking down, the barriers, between
the various cities, by reciprocal ties of property and family
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, I4. 'Hfl.iis II.!, & llvop<s l!.a"eoatwivwt, {Joulufwfla
f1.EV 'TOLS "lr<t'Tplots V0f1.0!S xp~crOat, t<al a.b'TO'lTOAL'TQ.! eivat· •' f1.EV'TOI p.'q fJonO{]cre•
TIS, U.vcl-yK"'] Ked ~p.iv p.eT' EKe(vwv -y(-yvea8a.L.
2 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, r8.
AeL' 'Y< p.'qv op.C.s r<al .,-65e elliEvat, &>s, ~v
elp{]~eap.ev 56vap.LV P.•'Yci.A.nv o~uav, oli'lTw 5ucr.,.J.ll.atcrros .,-[s ~urtv· al ')'?.p
l£KOUO'O:L Ti:JV ?r0A.ECI.lJI T1JS 1rO'A.LTE(t;tS KOtVWJIOiJUat, afi-rat, lfv TL tQwaLV

lr.vT[.,...aAov, ,-axV li.wocr-r-hcrovTat·
7"€

el

p.~VTot

O'U'YICAetcrB-I,crovTaL TaZs

l'lT<'}'aiJ.la.LS 1ea.l ~'}'I<T{JCTHfl "Jrap' aA.i\{J;\aLs, &s J.jtn<f><CTf.'EPOI

€lu£-Kal ")'VdJO"OV'TO..l, 8Tt p.eT0. TiJV Kp«TolJVTWJI ~-zrea8at
Ju:.pOaAfoY ~uTlv, tJ.,q"lt'ep 'Ap~<&.Oes, 0Ta.v p.ee, Vp.Wv twcn, .,.cf TE a.U-r&v
aW(ovcn, ~eal TO. &A.i\&Tpta &p7r&.(ovf1'£V-'ta'ws oVKE8' bp.o[ws eVi\vTu.
tcr'TaL.

so
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among the citizens of each ; of uniting them all into a new
political aggregate, in which not only all would enjoy equal
rights, but all without exception would be gainers. The advantage, both in security and in power, accruing prospectively to
all, is not only admitted by the orator, but stands in the front
of his argument. "Make haste and break up the confederacy
(he impresses upon Sparta) before its fruit is ripe, so that the
confederates may never taste it nor find out how good it is ;
for if they do, you will not prevail on them to forego it." By
implication, he also admits-and he says nothing tending even
to raise a doubt-that the cities which he represents, Akanthus
and Apollonia, would share along with the rest in this same
benefit. But the Grecian political instinct was nevertheless
predominant-" We wish to preserve our paternal laws, and to
be a city by ourselves." Thus·na\edly is the objection stated;
when the question was, not whether Akanthus should lose its
freedom and become subject to an imperial city like Athensbut whether it should become a free and equal member of a
larger political aggregate, cemented by every tie which could
make union secure, profitable, and dignified. It is curious to
observe how perfectly the orator is conscious that this repugnance, though at the moment preponderant, was nevertheless
essentially transitory, and would give place to attachment when
the union came to be felt as a reality; and how eagerly he
appeals to Sparta to lose no time in clenching the repugnance,
while it lasted. He appeals to her, not for any beneficial or
Pan-Hellenic objects, but in the interests of her o~n dominion,
which required that the Grecian world should be as it were,
pulverised into minute, self-acting atoms, without cohesion-so
that each city, or each village, while protected against subjection to any other, should further be prevented from equal
political union or fusion with any other; being thus more
completely helpless and dependent in reference to Sparta.
It was not merely from Akanthus and Apollonia, but also
from the dispossessed Macedonian king Amyntas, that envoys
reached Sparta to ask for aid against Olynthus. It seems that
Amyntas, after having abandoned the kingdom and made his
cession to the Olynthians, had obtained some aid from Thessaly
and tried to reinstate himself by force. In this scheme he had
failed, being defeated by the Olynthians. Indeed we find
another person named Arg::eus, mentioned as competitor for
the Macedonian sceptre, and possessing it for two years.l
1 Diodor. xiv. 92 ; xv. 19.
Demosthenes speaks of Amyntas as having been expelled from his
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After hearing these petitioners, the Laceda:monians first
declared their own readiness to comply with the prayer, and to
put down Olynthus ; next, they submitted the same point to the
vote of the assembled allies. 1 Among these latter, there was
no genuine antipathy against the Olynthians, such as that
which had prevailed against Athens before the Peloponnesian
war, in the synod then held at Sparta. But the power of
Sparta over her allies was now far greater than it had been
then. Most of their cities were under oligarchies, dependent
upon her support for authority over their fellow-citizens ; moreover the recent events in Breotia and at Mantineia had operated
as a serious intimidation. Anxiety to keep the favour of Sparta
was accordingly paramount, so that most of the speakers, as
well as most of the votes, declar~d for the war, 2 and a combined
army of ten thousand men ~s voted to be raised.
To make up such l! total, a proportional contingent was
assessed upon each confederate; combined with the proviso,
now added for the first time, that each might furnish money
instead of men, at the rate of three 1Egina:an oboli (half an
1Egin~an drachma) for each hoplite. A cavalry-soldier, to
those cities which furnished such, was reckoned as equivalent
to four hoplites ; a hoplite, as equivalent to two peltasts ; or
pecuniary contribution on the same scale. All cities in default
were made liable to a forfeit of one stater (four drachm~) per
day, for every soldier not sent; the forfeit to be enforced by
Sparta. 3 Sufh licensed substitution of pecuniary payment for
personal service, is the same as I have already described to
have taken place nearly a century before in the confederacy of
Delos under the presidency of Athens. 4 It was a system not
likely to be extensively acted upon among the Spartan allies,
who were at once poorer and more warlike than those of
Athens. But in both cases it was favourable to the ambition
of the leading state ; and the tendency becomes here manifest,
kingdom by the Thessalians (cont. Aristokrat. c. 29, p. 657). If this be
historically correct, it must be referred to some subsequent war in which
he was engaged with the Thessalians; perhaps to the time when Jason of
Pherre acquired dominion over Macedonia (Xenoph. Hellen. vi. r, II).
1 See vol. vi. ch. xlviii. of this History.
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 20.
'E~e TOVTov p.~YTo<, 'lro/\1\ol p.ev ~VV'TI")!Opevov
11"rraT<av 1r01€tll, p.&l\<IJ'Ta a~ ol {Jovll.&p.€11al Aatuliatp.ovlo<s xapl(<IJ'8a<, &c.
Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 21, 22.
Diodorus (xv. 31) mentions the fact that an hoplite was reckoned
equivalent to two peltasts, in reference to a Lacedremonian muster roll of
a few years afterwards ; but it must have been equally necessary to fix the
proportion on the present occasion.
4 See vol. v. ch. xlv. of this History.
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to sanction, by the formality of a public resolution, that
increased Laceda:!monian ascendency which had already grown
up in practice.
The Akanthian envoys, while expressing their satisfaction
with the vote just passed, intimated that the muster of these
numerous contingents would occupy some time, and again
insisted on the necessity of instant intervention, even with a
small force ; before the Olynthians could find time to get their
plans actually in work or appreciated by the surrounding cities.
A moderate Laceda:!monian force (they said), if despatched
forthwith, would not only keep those who had refused to join
Olynthus, steady to their refusal, but also induce others, who
had joined reluctantly, to revolt. Accordingly the Ephors
appointed Eudamidas at once,.assigning to him 2ooo hoplites
-Neodamodes (or enfranchised :ijelots), Peri~ki, and Skirita:!
or Arcadian borderers. Such was the 1Ptlxiety of the Akanthians
for haste, that they would not let him delay even to get together
the whole of this moderate force. He was put in march immediately, with such as were ready; while his brother Ph~bidas
was left behind to collect the remainder and follow him. And
it seems that the Akanthians judged correctly. For Eudamidas, arriving in Thrace after a rapid march, though he was
unable to contend against the Olynthians in the field, yet
induced Potida:!a to revolt from them,. and was able to
defend those cities, such as Akanthus and Apollonia, which
resolutely stood aloof.l Amyntas brought a force to co-operate
with him.
•
The delay in the march of Ph~bidas was productive of consequences no less momentous than unexpected. The direct
line from Peloponnesus to Olynthus lay through the Theban
territory; a passage which the Thebans, whatever might have
been their wishes, were not powerful enough to refuse, though
they had contracted an alliance with Olynthus, 2 and though
proclamation was made that no Theban citizens should join
the Laceda:!monian force. Eudamidas, having departed at a
moment's notice, passed through B~otia without a halt in his
way to Thrace. But it was known that his brother Ph~bidas
was presently to follow; and upon this fact the philo-Laconian
party in Thebes organised a conspiracy.
They obtained from the Ephors, and from the miso-Theban
feelings of Agesilaus, secret orders to Ph~bidas, that he should
co-operate with them in any party movement which they might
1
2

Xen. Hellen. v.
Xen. Hellen. v.

2, 24 ; Diodor.
2, 27-34.

xv.

2I.
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1

find opportunity of executing; and when he halted with his
detachment near the gymnasium a little way without the walls,
they concerted matters as well with him as among themselves.
Leontiades, H ypates, and Archias, were the chiefs of the party
in Thebes favourable to Sparta; a party decidedly in minority,
yet still powerful, and at this moment so strengthened by the
unbounded ascendency of the Spc.rtan name, that Leontiades
himself was one of the polemarchs of the city. Of the antiSpartan, or predominant sentiment in Thebes,-which included
most of the wealthy and active citizens, those who came successively into office as hipparchs or generals of the cavalry 2the leaders were Ismenias and Androkleides. The former
especially, the foremost as well as ablest conductor of the late
war against Sparta, was now in W)ffice as Polemarch, conjointly
with his rival Leontiades. ,
While Ismenias, detesting the Spartans, kept aloof from
Phrebidas, Leontiades assiduously courted him and gained
his confidence. On the day of the Thesmophoria, 3 a religious
1 This is the statement of Diodorus (xv. 20), and substantially that of
Plutarch (Agesil. c. 24), who intimates that it was the general belief of the
time. And it appears to me more probable than the representation of
Xenophon-that the first idea arose when Phcebidas was under the walls of
Thebes, and that the Spartan leader was persuaded by Leontiad~s to act
on his own responsibility. The behaviour of Agesilaus and of the Ephors
after the fact, is like that of persons who had previously contemplated the
possibility of it. But the original suggestion must have come from the
Theban factiort' themselves.
2
Plutarch (De Genio Socratis, c. 5, p. 578 B) states that most of these
generals of cavalry (-row z.,..,.U.PX'l/"6-rwv vof'lf'ws) were afterwards in exile
with Pelopidas at Athens.
·we have little or no information respecting the government of Thebes.
It would seem to have been at this moment a liberalised oligarchy. There
was a senate, and two Polemarchs (perhaps the Polemarchs may have been
more than two in all, though the words of Xenophon rather lead us to suppose only two)-and there seems also to have been a civil magistrate, chosen
by lot (o Kvci.p.ru-ros lfpxwv) and renewed annually, whose office was marked
by his constantly having in his possession the sacred spear of state (-ro l•pov
ii&pv) and the city-seal (Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. c. 31, p. 597-B-C).
At this moment, it must be recollected, there were no such officers as
Bceotarchs ; since the Lacedremonians, enforcing the peace of Antalkidas,
had put an end to the Bceotian federation.
8 The rhetor Aristeides (Or. xix. Eleusin. p. 452 Cant. ; p. 419 Dind.)
states that the Kadmeia was seized during the Pythian festival. This festival
would take place, July or August 382 B.C.; near the beginning of the third
year of the (99th) Olympiad. See above in this History, vol. vii. ch. liv.
Respecting the year and month in which the Pythian festival was held,
there is a difference of opinion among commentators. I agree with those
who assign it to the first quarter of the third Olympic year. And the date
of the march of Phcebidas would perfectly harmonise with this supposition,
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festival celebrated by the women apart from the men, during
which the acropolis or Kadmeia was consecrated to their
exclusive use-Phcebidas, affecting to have concluded his halt,
put himself in march to proceed as if towards Thrace ; seemingly rounding the walls of Thebes, but not going into it. The
Senate was actually assembled in the portico of the agora, and
the heat of a summer's noon had driven every one out of the
streets, when Leontiades, stealing away from the Senate,
hastened on horseback to overtake Phcebidas, caused him to
face about, and conducted the Lacedremonians straight up to
the Kadmeia; the gates of which, as well as those of the town,
were opened to his order as Polemarch. There were not only
no citizens in the streets, but none even in the Kadmeia ; no
male person being permitted. to be present at the feminine
Thesmophoria; so that Phcebida~and his army became possessed of the Kadmeia without the smallest opposition. At
the same time they became possessed of an acquisition of
hardly less importance-the persons of all the assembled
Theban women; who served as hostages for the quiet submission, however reluctant, of the citizens in the town below.
Leontiades handed to Phcebidas the key of the gates, and
then descended into the town, giving orders that no man
should go up without his order. 1
The assembled Senate heard with consternation the occupation of the acropolis by Phcebidas. Before any deliberation
could be taken among the senators, Leontiades c~e down to
resume his seat. The lochages and armed citizens of his party,
to whom he had previously given orders, stood close at hand.
"Senators (said he), be not intimidated by the news that the
Spartans are in the Kadmeia; for they assure us that they have
no hostile purpose against any one who does not court war
against them. But I, as Polemarch, am empowered by law to
seize any one whose behaviour is manifestly and capitally
criminal. Accordingly I seize this man Ismenias, as the great
inflamer of war. Come forward, captains and soldiers, lay
hold of him, and carry him off where your orders direct."
Ismenias was accordingly seized and hurried off as a prisoner
to the Kadmeia; while the senators, thunderstruck and overawed, offered no resistance. Such of them as were partisans
of the arrested polemarch, and many even of the more neutral
Xenophon mentions nothing about the Pythian festival as being in course
of celebration when Phcebidas was encamped near Thebes; for it had no
particular reference to Thebes.
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 28, 29.
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members, left the Senate and went home, thankful to escape
with their lives. Three hundred of them, including Androkleidas, Pelopidas, Mellon, and others, sought safety by voluntary exile to Athens : after which the remainder of the Senate,
now composed of few or none except philo-Spartan partisans,
passed a vote formally dismissing Ismenias, and appointing a
new polemarch in his place. 1
•
This blow of high-handed violence against Ismenias forms a
worthy counterpart to the seizure of Theramenes by Kritias,2
twenty-two years before, in the Senate of Athens under the
Thirty. Terror-striking in itself, it was probably accompanied
by similar deeds of force against others of the same party.
The sudden explosion and complete success of the conspiracy,
plotted by the Executive Chief ilimself, the most irresistible of
all conspirators-the preseR~ee of Phcebidas in the Kadmeia,
and of a compliant Semite in the town-the seizure or flight of
Ismenias and all his leading partisans-were more than sufficient to crush all spirit of resistance on the part of the citizens ;
whose first anxiety probably was, to extricate their wives and
daughters from the custody of the Lacedremonians in the
Kadmeia. Having such a price to offer, Leontiades would
extort submission the more easily, and would probably procure
a vote of the people ratifying the new regime, the Spartan
alliance, and the continued occupation of the acropolis.
Having accomplished the first settlement of his authority,
he proceeded without delay to Sparta, to make known the fact
that "order reigned " at Thebes.
The news of the seizure of the Kadmeia and of the revolution
at Thebes had been received at Sparta with the greatest surprise,
as well as with a mixed feeling of shame and satisfaction.
Everywhere throughout Greece, probably, it excited a greater
sensation than any event since the battle of LEgospotami.
Tried by the recognised public law of Greece, it was a flagitious
iniquity, for which Sparta had not the shadow of a pretence.
It was even worse than the surprise of Platrea by the Thebans
before the Peloponnesian war, which admitted of the partial
excuse that war was at any rate impending; whereas in this case,
the Thebans had neither done nor threatened anything to violate
the peace of Antalkidas. It stood condemned by the indignant
sentiment of all Greece, unwillingly testified even by the philoLaconian Xenophon 8 himself: But it was at the same time an
I Xen. Hellen. ·v. 2, 30, 31.
s Xen. Hellen. ii. 3· See above in this History, vol. viii. ch. lxv.
s Xen. Hellen. v. 4, r.
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immense accession to Spartan power. It had been achieved
with pre-eminent skill and success ; and Phcebidas might well
claim to have struck for Sparta the most important blow since
JEgospotami, relieving her from one of her two really formidable
enemies. 1
Nevertheless, far from receiving thanks at Sparta, he became
the o~ect of wrath and condemnation, both with the Ephors
and the citizens generally. Every one was glad to throw upon
him the odium of the proceeding, and to denounce him as
having acted without orders. Even the Ephors, who had
secretly authorised him beforehand to co-operate generally with
the faction at Thebes, having doubtless never given any specific
instructions, now indignantly disavowed him. Agesilaus alone
stood forward in his defence, ~ntending that the only question
was, whether his proceedings at T~ebes had been injurious or
beneficial to Sparta. If the former, he merited punishment ; if
the latter, it was always lawful to render service, even impromptu
and without previous orders.
Tried by this standard, the verdict was not doubtful. For
every man at Sparta felt how advantageous the aCt was in itself;
and felt it still more, when Leontiades reached the city, humble
in solicitation as well as profuse in promise. In his speech
addressed to the assembled Ephors and Senate, he first reminded
them how hostile Thebes had hitherto been to them, under
Ismenias and the party just put down-and how constantly
they had been in jealous alarm, lest Thebes shoul~ reconstitute
by force the Bceotian federation. "Now (added he) your fears
may be at an end: only take as good care to uphold our
government, as we shall take to obey your orders. For the
future, you will have nothing to do but to send us a short
despatch, to get every service which you require." 2 It was
1 It is curious that Xenophon, treating Phrebidas as a man more warmhearted than wise, speaks of him as if he had rendered no real service to
Sparta by the capture of the Kadmeia (v. 2, 28). The explanation of this
is, that Xenophon wrote his history at a later period, after the defeat at
Leuktra and the downfall of Sparta; which downfall was brought about
by the reaction against her overweening and oppressive dominion, especially
after the capture of the Kadmeia-or (in the pious creed of Xenophon)
by the displeasure of the gods, which such iniquity drew down upon her
(v. 4, I). In this way, therefore, it is made out that Phrebidas had not
acted with true wisdom, and that he had done his country more harm than
good; a criticism which we may be sure that no man advanced, at the time
of the capture itself, or during the three years after it.
2 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 34·
Kal 6p.e'is oy• (says Leontiades to the Lacedremonian Ephors) 'l'&re p.€v &el

wpo11•lxen riiv voiiv, wore &.~to61felf0e /3<a(op.~vuvs auro/Js rfw Bo<wr{av
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resolved by the Lacedremonians, at the instance of Agesilaus,
to retain their garrison now in the Kadmeia, to uphold Leontiades with his colleagues in the government of Thebes, and to
put Ismenias upon his trial. Yet they at the same time, as a
sort of atonement to the opinion of Greece, passed a vote
of censure on Phcebidas, dismissed him from his command,
and even condemned him to a fine. The fine, howev&", most
probably was never exacted; for we shall see by the conduct
of Sphodrias afterwards that the displeasure against Phcebidas,
if at first genuine, was certainly of no long continuance.
That the Lacedremonians should at the same time condemn
Phcebidas and retain the Kadmeia-has been noted as a gross
contradiction. Nevertheless we ought not to forget, that had
they evacuated the Kadmeia. the party of Leontiades at
Thebes, which had compro1ilised itself for Sparta as well as for
its own aggrandisement; would have been irretrievably sacrificed.
The like excuse, if excuse it be, cannot be urged in respect to
their treatment of Ismenias; whom they put upon his trial at
Thebes, before a court consisting of three Lacedremonian commissioners, and one from each allied city. He was accused,
probably by Leontiades and his other enemies, of having
entered into friendship and conspiracy with the Persian king
to the detriment of Greece 1-of having partaken in the Persian
funds brought into Greece by Timokrates the Rhodian-and of
being the real author of that war which had disturbed Greece
from 395 B.C6 down to the peace of Antalkidas. After an unavailing defence, he was condemned and executed. Had this doom
been inflicted upon him by his political antagonists as a consequence of their intestine victory, it would have been too much
in the analogy of Grecian party-warfare to call for any special
remark. But there is something peculiarly revolting in the
prostitution of judicial solemnity and Pan-Hellenic pretence,
which the Lacedremonians here committed. They could have
no possible right to try Ismenias as a criminal at all ; still less
to try him as a criminal on the charge of confederacy with the
atJ7'otS E1VUI' VVV l!', brEl 7'cfl!E ?rbrpaK7'U1 7 obOtv tJp.aS Oft ®'1/fla{ovs <f>of!Et0'6UI'
u/1./1.7 3.pKJ0'€1 {Jp.tll !J.1Kpa O'Kv7'cfll.'l/, {1,0'7'€ ~I<Et0€V ?rcfVT<:t 7rpcf7'7'E0'6al, 30'WJI /tv
li''I/0'6•-U.v, {f,q"•P 7!p.e'ts {Jp.&v, oi$.,.., Kal tlp.ils 7!p.wv, bnp.•/1.~0'6•.

Xenophon mentions the displeasure of the Ephors and the Spartans
generally against Phcebidas (xall.•,.&s txov-ras .,.~ 4>o•13lo<r), but not the fine,
which is certified by Diodorus (xv. 20), by Plutarch (Pelopidas, c. 6, and
De Genio Socratis, p. 576 A), and Cornelius Nepos (Pelopid. c. l).
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 35 ; Plutarch, De Genio Socratis, p. 576 A. Plutarch
in another place (Pelopid. c. 5) represents Ismenias as having been conveyed
to Sparta and tried there.
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Persian king-when theytlad themselves, only five years before,
acted not merely as allies, but even as instruments, of that
monarch, in enforcing the peace of Antalkidas. If Ismenias
had received money from one Persian satrap, the Spartan
Antalkidas had profited in like manner by another-and for
the like purpose too of carrying on Grecian war. The real
motive•of the Spartans was doubtless to revenge themselves
upon this distinguished Theban for having raised against them
the war which began in 395 B.c. But the mockery of justice
by which that revenge was masked, and the impudence of
punishing in him as treason that same foreign alliance with
which they had ostentatiously identified themselves, lends a
deeper enormity to the whole proceeding.
Leontiades and his partisans. were thus established as rulers
in Thebes, with a Lacedremonian "arrison in the Kadmeia to
sustain them and execute their orders. The once-haughty
Thebes was enrolled as a member of the Lacedremonian confederacy. Sparta was now enabled to prosecute her Olynthian
expedition with redoubled vigour. Eudamidas and Amyntas,
though they repressed the growth of the Olynthian confederacy,
had not been strong enough to put it down ; so that a larger
force was necessary, and the aggregate of ten thousand men,
which had been previously decreed, was put into instant requisition, to be commanded by Teleutias, brother of Agesilaus. The
new general; a man of very popular manners, was soon on his
march at the head of this large army, which com.Prised many
Theban hoplites as well as horsemen furnished by the new
rulers in their unqualified devotion to Sparta. He sent forward
envoys to Amyntas in Macedonia, urging upon him the most
strenuous efforts for the purpose of recovering the Macedonian
cities which had joined the Olynthians-and also to Derdas,
prince of the district of Upper Macedonia, called Elimeia,
inviting his co-operation against that insolent city, which would
speedily extend her dominion (he contended) from the maritime
region to the interior, unless she were put down.l
Though the Lacedremonians were masters everywhere and
had their hands free-though Teleutias was a competent officer
with powerful forces-and though Derdas joined with 400
excellent Macedonian horse-yet the conquest of Olynthus
was found no easy enterprise. 2 The Olynthian cavalry, in
Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 38.
(De Fals. Leg, c. 75, p. 425) speaks with proper t:otnmendation of the brave resistance made by the Olynthians against the
great force of Sparta. But his expressions are altogether misleading as to
l

2 Demosthen~s
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particular, was numerous and efficient. Unable as they were
to make head against Teleutias in the field or repress his
advance, nevertheless, in a desultory engagement which took
place near the city gates they defeated the Lacedcemonian and
Theban cavalry, threw even the infantry into confusion, and
were on the point of gaining a complete victory, had not
Derdas with his cavalry on the other wing made a diversion
which forced them to come back for the protection of the city.
Teleutias, remaining master of the field, continued to ravage
the Olynthian territory during the summer, for which however
the Olynthians retaliated by frequent marauding expeditions
against the cities in alliance with him.1
In the ensuing spring, the Olynthians sustained various
partial defeats, especially one. near Apollonia from Derdas.
They were more and more..confined to their walls ; insomuch
that Teleutias became "confident and began to despise them.
Under these dispositions on his part, a body of Olynthian
cavalry showed themselves one morning, passed the river near
their city, and advanced in calm array towards the Lacedcemonian camp. Indignant at such an appearance of daring,
Teleutias directed Tlemonidas with the peltasts to disperse
them ; upon which the Olynthians slowly retreated, while the
peltasts rushed impatiently to pursue them, even when they
recrossed the river. No sooner did the Olynthians see that
half the pcltasts had crossed it than they suddenly turned,
charged the~ vigorously, and put them to flight with the loss
of their commander Tlemonidas and a hundred others. All
this passed in sight of Teleutias, who completely lost his temper.
Seizing his arms, he hurried forward to cover the fugitives with
the hoplites around him, sending orders to all his troops,
hoplites, peltasts, and horsemen, to advance also. But the
Olynthians, again retreating, drew him on towards the city,
with such inconsiderate forwardness, that many of his soldiers
ascending the eminence on which the city was situated, rushed
close up to the walls.2 Here however they were received by a
shower of missiles which forced them to recede in disorder;
upon which the Olynthians again sallied forth, probably from
more than one gate at once, and charged them first with
cavalry and peltasts, next with hoplites. The Lacedcemonians
the tenor and result of the war. If we had no other information than his,
we should be led to imagine that the Olynthians had been victorious, and
the Lacedremonians baffled.
1 Xenoph. Hellen. v. 2, 4D-43·
2 Thucyd. i. 63-with the Scholiast•.
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and their allies, disturbed and distressed by the first, were
unable to stand against the compact charge of the last;
Teleutias himself, fighting in the foremost ranks, was slain,
and his death was a signal for the flight of all around. The
whole besieging force dispersed and fled in different directions
-to Akanthus, to Spartolus, to Potid<ea, to Apollonia. So
vigorous and effective was the pursuit by the Olynthians, that
the loss of the fugitives was immense. The whole army was
in fact ruined; 1 for probably many of the allies who escaped
became discouraged and went home.
At another time, probably, a victory so decisive, might have
deterred the Lacedremonians from further proceedings, and
saved Olynthus. But now, they were so completely masters
everywhere else, that they thought only of repairing the
dishonour by a still more im.r-sing demonstration. Their
king Agesipolis was placed at the head• of an expedition on the
largest scale ; and his name called forth eager co-operation,
both in men and money, from the allies. He marched with
thirty Spartan counsellors, as Agesilaus had gone to Asia ;
besides a select body of energetic youth as volunteers, from
the Perireki, fr;om the illegitimate sons of Spartans, and from
strangers or citizens who had lost their franchise through
poverty, introduced as friends of richer Spartan citizens to
go through the arduous Lykurgean training. 2 Amyntas and
Derdas also were instigated to greater exertions than before, so
that Agesipolis was enabled, after receiving their r(iinforcements
in his march through Macedonia, to present himself before
Olynthus with an overwhelming force, and to confine the
citizens within their walls. He then completed the ravage
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 3, 4-6.
7rO,f.'"lrA"f/8e'is A... ~KTELvav Av8pchovs Kal 3Tc 1rep
15</>e'Aos ~~~ 'TOV'TOV 'TOV C1TpaTEVf.'a'Tos.
Diodorus (xv. 21) states the loss at 1200 men.
B Xen. Hellen. v. 3. 9·
no.>..'ll.ol oe a.b-rrp Ka.l 'TOJV 7rEptalKwv i8e'll.oVTa.l
Ka.'Aol Kcl.")la.8ol f!tco'll.o68ovv, tca.l ~Jvoc TWV -rpo<Pif.'WV tca..>..ov,uJvwv, Kal vo8oc TWJI
~7ra.pTia.-rwv, ,..&.'Aa. ebecoe<s -re tca.l Twv iv -rfi 1r0A.ec tca..>..wv outc lf..recpo<.
The phrase-cevoc Twv -rpo<t>l,..wv-is illustrated by a passage from Phylar·
chus in Athenreus, vi. p. 271 (referred to by Schneider in his note here).
I have already stated that the political franchise of a Spartan citizen
depended upon his being able to furnish constantly his quota to the public
mess-table. Many of the poor families became unable to do this, and thus
lost their qualification and their training ; but rich citizens sometimes paid
their quota for them, and enabled them by such aid to continue their
.training as ~VvTpo<Po•, -rpO</><p.oc, p.o8a.Kes, &c., as companions of their own
sons. The two sons of Xenophon were educa~ed at Sparta (Diog. Laert.
ii. 54), and would thus be cEVOI 'TWV Tpo</>{p.wv Ka.l..ovp.Evwv. If either of them
was now old enough, he might probably have been one among the volunteers
to accompany Agesipolis.
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of their territory, which had been begun by Teleutias; and
even took Torone by storm. But the extreme heat of the
summer weather presently brought upon l\im a fever, which
proved fatal in a week's time; although he had caused himself
to be carried for repose to the shady grove, and clear waters,
near the temple of Dionysus at Aphytis. His body was
immersed in honey and transported to Sparta, where it was
buried with the customary solemnities. 1
Polybiades, who succeeded Agesipolis in the command,
prosecuted the war with undiminished vigour ; and the
Olynthians, debarred from their home produce as well as
froin importation, were speedily reduced to such straits as to
be compelled to solicit peace. They were obliged to break up
their own federation, and to en~oll themselves as sworn members of the Lacedremonian ~nfederacy, with its obligations of
service to Sparta. 2 The- Olynthian union being dissolved, the
component Grecian cities were enrolled severally as allies of
Sparta, while the maritime cities of Macedonia were deprived
of their neighbouring Grecian protector, and passed again
under the dominion of Amyntas.
Both the dissolution of this growing confederacy, and the
reconstitution of maritime Macedonia, were signal misfortunes
to the Grecian world. Never were the arms of Sparta more
mischievously or more unwarrantably employed. That a
powerful Grecian confederacy should be formed in the
Chalkidic peninsula, in the border region where Hellas joined
he non-Hellimic tribes-was an incident of signal benefit to
the Hellenic world generally; It would have served as a
bulwark to Greece against the neighbouring Macedonians and
Thracians, at whose expense its conquests, if it made any,
would have been achieved. That Olynthus did not oppress
her Grecian neighbours-that the principles of her confederacy
were of the most equal, generous, and seducing character-that
she employed no greater compulsion than was requisite to surmount an unreflecting instinct of town-autonomy-and that the
1 very towns who obeyed this instinct would have become
sensible themselves, in a very short time, of the benefits conferred by the confederacy on each and every one-these are
facts certified by the urgency of the reluctant Akanthians, when
they entreat Sparta to leave no interval for the confederacy to
make its working felt. Nothing but the intervention of Sparta
could have crushed this liberal and beneficent promise; nothing
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 3, r8; Pausan. iii. 5, 9·

!

2 Xen. Hellen. v. 3, 26 ; Diodor. xv. 22, 23.
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but the accident, that during the three years from 382 to 379
B.c., she was at the maximum of her power and had her hands
quite free, with Thebes and its Kadmeia under her garrison.
Such prosperity did not long continue unabated. Only a few
months after the submission of Olynthus, the Kadmeia was
retaken by the Theban exiles, who raised so vigorous a war
against Sparta, that she would have been disabled from
meddling with Olynthus-as we shall find illustrated by the
fact (hereafter to be recounted) that she declined interfering in
Thessaly to protect the Thessalian cities against Jason of Pherre.
Had the Olynthian confederacy been left to its natural working,
it might well have united all the Hellenic cities around it .
in harmonious action, so as to keep the sea-coast in possession
of a confederacy of free and self-determining communities,
confining the Macedonian pri;.c~ to the interior. But Sparta
threw in her extraneous force, alike irreiristible and inauspicious,
to defeat these tendencies; and to frustrate that salutary change
-from fractional autonomy and isolated action into integral
and equal autonomy with collective action-which Olyn- ~
thus was labouring to bring about. She gave the victory to
Amyntas, and prepared the indispensable basis upon which hi
son Philip afterwards rose, to reduce not only Olynthus, bt,
Akanthus, Apollonia, and the major part of the Grecian world,
to one common level of subjection. Many of those Akanthians,
who spurned the boon of equal partnership and free communion with Greeks and neighbours, lived to discover ho\1
impotent were their own separate walls as a bu1wark agains ..
Macedonian neighbours; and to see themselves confounded in
that common servitude which the imprudence of their fathers
had entailed upon them. By the peace of Antalkidas, Sparta
had surrendered the Asiatic Greeks to Persia ; by crushing the
Olynthian confederacy, she virtually surrendered the Thracian
Greeks to the Macedonian princes. Never again did the
opportunity occur of placing Hellenism on a firm, consolidated,
and self-supporting basis, round the coast of the Thermaic
Gulf.
·
(
While the Olynthian expedition was going on, the Lacedremonians were carrying on, under Agesilaus, another intervention
within Peloponnesus, against the city of Phlius. It has already ·
been mentioned that certain exiles of this city had recently
been recalled, at the express command of Sparta. The ruling
party in Phlius had at the same time passed a vote to restore
the confiscated property of these exiles ; reimbursing out of the
public treasury, to those who had purchased it, the price which
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they had paid-and reserving all disputed points for judicial
decision.l The returned exiles now again came to Sparta, to
prefer complaint that they could obtain no just restitution
of their property ; that the tribunals of the city were in the
hands of their opponents, many of them directly interested as
purchasers, who refused them the right of appealing to any
extraneous and impartial authority ; and that there were even
in the city itself many who thought them wronged. Such
allegations were probably more or less founded in truth. At
the same time, the appeal to Sparta, abrogating the independence of Phlius, so incensed the ruling Phliasians that they
passed a sentence of fine against all the appellants. The latter
insisted on this sentence as a fresh count for strengthening
their complaints at Sparta ; and as a further proof of antiSpartan feeling, as well as .Pf" high-handed injustice, in the
Phliasian rulers. 2 Their cause was warmly espoused by
Agesilaus, who had personal relations of hospitality with some
of the exiles ; while it appears that his colleague King Agesipolis was on good terms with the ruling party at Phlius-had
received from them zealous aid, both in men and money, for
':lis Olynthian expedition-and had publicly thanked them for
:P,eir devotion to Sparta. s The Phliasian government, emboldened by the proclaimed testimonial of Agesipolis, certifying
their fidelity, had fancied that they stood upon firm ground,
and that no Spartan coercion would be enforced against them.
But the marked favoux: of Agesipolis, now absent in Thrace,
·;old rather against them in the mind of Agesilaus; pursuant to
that jealousy which usually prevaited between the two Spartan
kings. In spite of much remonstrance at Sparta, from many
who deprecated hostilities against a city of sooo citizens, for
the profit of a handful of exiles-he not only seconded the
proclamation of war against Phlius by the Ephors, but also
took the command of the army. 4
The army being mustered, and the border sacrifices favourable, Agesilaus marched with his usual rapidity towards Ph!ius ;
dismissing those Phliasian envoys, who met him on the road
and bribed or entreated him to desist, with the harsh reply
that the government had already deceived Sparta once, and
that he would be satisfied with nothing less than the surrender
1
1

2 Xen. Hellen. v. 3, ro, II.
Xen. Hellen. v. 2, ro.
Xen: Hellen. v. 3, IO. _~ <l>ll.tct<rlwv ....6ll.ts ~-:;a•v•8i!'i<Ta t:<" .5.,.11 Tov
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of the acropolis. This being refused, he marched to the city,
and blocked it up by a wall of circumvallation. The besieged
defended themselves with resolute bravery and endurance,
under a citizen named Delphion ; who, with a select troop
of 300, maintained constant guard at every point, and even
annoyed the besiegers by frequent sallies. By public decree,
every citizen was put upon half-allowance of bread, so that the
siege was prolonged to double the time which Agesilaus, from
the information of the exiles as to the existing stock of provisions, had supposed to be possible. Gradually, however,
famine made itself felt ; desertions from within increased,
among those who were favourable, or not decidedly averse, to
the exiles ; desertions, which Agesilaus took care to encourage
by an ample supply of food, and by enrolment as Phliasian
emigrants on the Spartan side"' At length, after about a
year's blockade, 1 the provisions Within•were exhausted, so that
the besieged were forced to entreat permission from Agesilaus
to despatch envoys to Sparta and beg for terms. Agesilaus
granted their request. But being at the same time indignant
that they submitted to Sparta rather than to him, he sent to ask
the Ephors that the terms might be referred to his dictation.
Meanwhile he redoubled his watch over the city; in spite of
which, Delphian, with one of his most active subordinates,
contrived to escape at this last hour. Phlius was now compelled
to surrender at discretion to Agesilaus, who named a Council
of One Hundred (half from the exiles, half from those within
the city) vested with absolute powers of life and d.eath over all
the citizens, and authorised to frame a constitution for the
future government of the city. Until this should be done, he
left a garrison in the acropolis, with assured pay for six
months. 2
Had Agesipolis been alive, perhaps the Phliasians might
have obtained better terms. How the omnipotent Hekatontarchy named by the partisan feelings of Agesilaus, 8 conducted
themselves, we do not know. But the presumptions are all
1

Xen. Hellen. v. 3, 25.

Kal oril. p.ev 7rEpl <I>A.toilvora alior"'s ali breoreorl,\e(J'TO ~v OI<TW J.'7){}'l t<al ~vtavorcfi.

This general expression "the matters relative to Phlius," comprises not
merely the blockade, but the preliminary treatment and .complaints of the
Phliasian exiles. One year therefore will be as much as we can allow for
the blockade-perhaps more than we ought to allow.
2 Xen. Hellen. v. 3, 17-26.
8 The panegyrist of Agesilaus finds little to commend in these Phliasian
proceedings, except the <P•"-•ratpla or partis~ hero
/
\_
(Xenoph. Agesil. ii. 21).
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unfavourable, seeing that their situation as well as their
power was analogous to that of the Thirty at Athens and the
Lysandrian Dekarchies elsewhere.
The surrender of Olynthus to Polybiades, and of Phlius
to Agesilaus, seem to have taken place nearly at the same
time.
CHAPTER LXXVII
FROM THE SUBJUGATION OF OLYNTHUS BY THE LACEDlEMONIANS
DOWN TO THE CONGRESS AT SPARTA, AND PARTIAL PEACE,
IN

371

B.C.

•

AT the beginning of 379•B.c. the empire of the Lacedcemonians on land 4ad re~ched a pitch never before paralleled.
On the sea, their fleet was but moderately powerful, and they
:em to have held divided empire with Athens over the
naller islands; while the larger islands (so far as we cim
Lake out) were independent of both. But the whole of inland
·reece both within and without Peloponnesus-except Argos,
ttica, and perhaps the more powerful Thessalian cities-was
)W enrolled in the confederacy dependent on Sparta.
Her
:cupation of Thebes, by a Spartan garrison and an oligarchy
' local partisans, appeared to place her empire beyond all
1ance of syccessful attack ; while the victorious close of
Le war against Olynthus carried everywhere an intimidating
:nse of her far-reaching power. Her allies too-governed as
Ley were in many cases by Spartan harmosts, and by oligarchies
hose power rested on Sparta-were much more dependent
J~n her than they had been during the time of the Pelopon~sian war.
Such a position of affairs rendered Sparta an object of the
.me mingled fear and hatred (the first preponderant) as had
~en felt towards imperial Athens fifty years before, when she
as designated as the "despot city." 1 And this sentiment
as further aggravated by the recent peace of Antalkidas, in
rery sense the work of Sparta ; which she had first procured,
1d afterwards carried into execution. That peace was dis·aceful enough as being dictated by the king of Persia, enforced
Lhis name, and ~rrendering to him all the Asiatic Greeks.
ut it became yet more disgraceful when the universal autonomy
hich it promised was seen to be so executed, as to mean nothing
1

VOL. X.
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better than subjection to Sparta. Of all the acts yet committed
by Sparta, not only in perversion of the autonomy promised to
every city, but in violation of all the acknowledged canons of
right dealing between city and city-the most flagrant was, her
recent seizure and occupation of the Kadmeia at Thebes. Her
subversion (in alliance with, and partly for the benefit of,
Amyntas king of Macedonia) of the free Olynthian confederacy
was hardly less offensive to every Greek of large or Pan-Hellenie
patriotism. She appeared as the confederate of the Persian
king on one side, of Amyntas the Macedonian on another, of
the Syracusan despot Dionysius on a third-as betraying the
.independence of Greece to the foreigner, and seeking to put
down everywhere within it, that free spirit which stood in the
way of her own harmosts and p~rtisan oligarchies.
Unpopular as Sparta was, how~Wer, she stood out incontestably as the head. of Greece. No man dared to call in question
her headship, or to provoke resistance against it. The tone of
patriotic and free-spoken Greeks at this moment is manifested
in two eminent residents at Athens-Lysias and Isokrates. Of
these two rhetm;s, the former composed an oration which he
publicly read. at Olympia during the celebration of the 99th
Olympiad, B.C. 384,. three yeaFs after the peace of Antalkidas.
:::n this oration (of which tmhappily only a fragment remains,
preserved by Dionysius of Halikarnassus ), Lysias raises the cry
of danger to Greece, partly from the Persian king, partly from
the despot Dionysius of Syracuse) He calls up~n all Greeks
1 Lysias,. Frag. Orat .. x1.-xiii. (Olympic..) ed. Bekker ap. Dionys. Hal.
Judie. de Ly,sia, p. szo-szs, Reisk.

• •. • • • • 'Opwv o!J-rws a.lcrxpws ti'"""lltv-qv -rhv 'EA.A.cfoa., 1<a.l woA.A.a !ltv
a.v-r;Js ~v-ra.· {nro 'T~ {JapfJ&;p'f') 'lrol\A.as OE ,-6A.ets {;..-'/r -rvpcfvvwv avc:<CT'Tci.Tovs
-ye-yW'f//lti•M.
• • • • • • 'Ofw!lev -yap ..,o~s ~tvo,vv~vs ""~ !l•-rci.A.~vs K«l_ 'lr«V'T~x68ev
,-eptECTT1f/COTas. E..-icr-ra.cr8e tie, o-rt 11 p.ev apxh· Twv Kpa-rovv-rwv T1fS 8a.A.a.CTCT'f/S,
'TWV oe XP'l/P.ci.Twll {Ja.CTtAEVs 'Ta./llas· Ta OE 'TWV 'EA.A.{Jvwv CTdJ/la.'Ta, 'TWV
ti·a.,-a.vil0'8·a.·c ITvva.·!l·lv·wv· vails· IT€ ,-o;l;;l;as a.v-ros KlK'T'f/T<H, 'lrOA.A.C.s IT' o
'TVpavvos -rijs ::;;,l<eA.la.s .•• , , •
• , •••• "ncr-re i!.~tov-Tovs 1rpo-y6vovs ll'P.eicr8a.t, ot 'TOvs p.ev {Jap/3cl.povs
brol71ffav, 'T1}s lt.A:AoTplas. bnOup.oVvTa.s, Tijs crcpeTEpas a.VTWP ~uTep?jCT8at · ToVs
OE 'Tvpcl.vvovs l~EAcfCTaV'I:ES 1 ICO<Vhv ti.1raCTt -r1!v ~/l.ev8eplav tcaTlO'T7JCTaV. 0av/lci.(w
a~ 1\.0:t<EOa!/lOVfovs ... cl.v-rwv p.ci.A.tCT'ra, -rlvt 'lrO'TE "'tiiW!lV XP"'!l•vot, IC U.l 0 !l '11'1/ v
T1!v 'E/1./I.cl.oo: 'lreptopw<Ttv, 1i'Yf!lOVu /Jv-res -rwv 'EA.A.~vow, &c•
• • • • • • Ob Toivvv lJ bnwv Katpos -roil 1rap6v-ros· {Jeft.Tlwv· ov -yap &.MoTpla.s 3ei T?ts 'TfiJV 0.1roA.wA&-rwv CTtJf.'~op?ts vop.l(ew, O..AA~ ol«Eias· ob3' Uvaf.te'ivat,
~ws &.v l ...' U.V'TOVS TJ!lilS a.l tivvcl.!lets ap.<Po-repw~ (of Artaxerx~s and
Dionysius) (/I.OwO'w, al\A.' l!ws lTt (~EIT'Tt, 'Tnv 'TOU'TWII IJ{Jpw ICWAV<Tat.

Ephorus appean to have affirmed that there· was a plan concerted
between the Persian king and Dionysius, for attacking Greece in concert
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to lay aside hostility and jealousies one with the other, and to
unite in making head against these two really formidable
enemies, as their ancestors had previously done, with equal
zeal for putting down despots and for repelling the foreigner.
He notes the number of Greeks (in Asia) handed over to the
Persian king, whose great wealth would enable him to hire an
indefinite number of Grecian soldiers, and whose naval force
was superior to anything which the Greeks could muster ; while
the strongest naval force in Greece was that of the Syracusan
Dionysius. Recognising the Laced<emonians as chiefs of
Greece, Lysias expresses his astonishment that they should
quietly permit the fire to extend itself from one city to another.
They ought to look upon the misfortunes of those cities which
had been destroyed, both by •he Persians and by Dionysius,
as coming home to themselll'es ; not to wait patiently, until the
two hostile powers had' united their forces to attack the centre
of Greece, which yet remained independent.
Of the two common enemies-Artaxerxes and Dionysiuswhom Lysias thus denounces, the latter had sent to this very
Olympic festival a splendid Theory, or legation, to offer solemn
sacrifice in his name ; together with several chariots to contend
in the race, and some excellent rhapsodes to recite poems
composed by himself. The Syracusan legation, headed by
Thearides, brother of Dionysius, were clothed with rich vestments and lodged in a tent of extraordina..ry magnificence,
decorated with gold and purple; such probably as had not
been seen since the .ostentatious display made by Alkibiades 1
in the ninetieth Olympiad (B.c. 420). While instigating the
spectators present to exert themselves as Greeks for the liberation of their fellow-Greeks enslaved by Dionysius, Lysias
exhorted them to begin forthwitH their hostile demonstration
against the latter, by plundering the splendid tent before them,
and dividing it between them (see Ephori Fragm. 141, ed. Didot). The
assertion is made by the rhetor Aristeid~s, and the allusion to Ephorus is
here preserved by the Scholiast on Aristeides (who however is mistaken,
in referring it to Dionysius the younger). Aristeides ascribes the frustration
of this attack to the valour of two Athenian generals, I phikrat@s and
Timotheus; the former of whom captured the fleet of Dionysius, while the
latter defeated the Lacedremonian fleet at Leukas. But these events
happened in 373-372 B.C., when the power of Dionysius was not so formidable or aggressiYe as it had been between 387-382 B.C.; moreover the
ships of Dionysius taken by Iphikrates were only ten in number, a small
squadron. Aristeides appears to me to have misconceived the date to
which the assertion of Ephorus really referred.
1 See Pseudo-Andokides cont. Alkibiad. s. 30; and vol. vii. ch. lv. of this
History.
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which insulted the sacred plain of Olympia with the spectacle
of wealth extorted from Grecian sufferers. It appears that this
exhortation was partially, but only partially, acted upon.l Some
persons assailed the tents, but were probably restrained by the
Eleian superintendents without difficulty.
Yet the incident, taken in conjunction with the speech of
Lysias, helps us to understand the apprehensions and sympathies
which agitated the Olympic crowd in B.c. 384. This was the
first Olympic festival after the peace of Antalkidas ; a festival
memorable, not only because it again brought thither Athenians,
Bceotians, Corinthians, and Argeians, who must have been
prevented by the preceding war from coming either in B.C. 388
or in H.c. 392-but also as it exhibited the visitors and The6ries
from the Asiatic Greeks, for th~ first time since they had been
handed over by Sparta to the Persians-and the like also from
those numerous Italians and Sicilian Greeks whom Dionysius
1

Dionys. Hal. Judie. de Lysia, p. 5I9; Diodor. xiv.

IQ9.

lfuT'TE Twas

'TOAf'TJ<TU.l ~ta.p1rJ.(ew 'Til.S <TIC'l/VJ.s.

Dionysius· does not specify the date of this oration of Lysias ; but
Diodorus places it at Olympiad 98-B.c. 388-the year before the peace
of Antalkidas. On this point I venture to depart from him, and assign it
to Olympiad 99, or 384 B. c., three years after the peace ; the rather as his
Olympic chronology appears not clear, as may be seen by comparing xv. 7
with xiv. ro9.
r. The year 388 B.C. was a year of war, in which Sparta with her allies
on one side-and Thebes, Athens, Corinth, and Argos, on the otherwere carrying on strenuous hostilities. The war would hinder the four
last-mentioned states from sending any public legation to iacrifice at the
Olympic festival. Lysias, as an Athenian metic, could hardly have gone
there at all; but he certainly could not have gone there to make a public
and bold oratorical demonstration.
2. The language of Lysias implies that the speech was delivered after
the cession of the Asiatic Greeks to Persia-opwv 1rol\l\il. f'EP a.vT'iJs ('Eli.M~os)
livTa. ~rro ..q; f3a.p/3rip'f', &c. This is quite pertinent after the peace of
Antalkidas ; but not at all admissible before that peace. The same may be
said about the phrase-oil ")'ap al\l\orpia.s ~·· TaS TWP &...ol\rul\OTWV <Tvp.cpopas
vop.l(«v, b.l\71.' ol~eeia.s; which must be referred to the recent subjection of
the Asiatic Greeks by Persia, and of the Italian and Sicilian Greeks by
Dionysius.
·
3· In 388 B. c.-when Athens and so large a portion of the greater cities
of Greece were at \var with Sparta and therefore contesting her headshipLysias would hardly have publicly talked of the Spart~ns as ~"J'<p.oves rwv
'El\71.-f}vwv, ov/C b.OfH:ws, ~eal ilti"t r1w ~p.cpvrov b.pert]V H:a.l lita r1}v 1rpos 'TOP
1r6l\ep.ov €1rt<Tr1}p.nv.
This remark is made also by Sievers (Geschich.
Griech. bis zur Schlacht von Mantineia, p. r38). Nor would he have
declaimed so ardently against the Persian king, at a time when Athens was
still not despairing of Persian aid against Sparta.
On these grounds (as well as on others which I shall state when I
recount the history of Dionysius), it appears to me that this oration of
Lysias is unsuitable to B.c. 388-but perfectly suitable to 384 B.C.
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The government of Thebes had now been f'Or three years
(since the blow struck by Phcebidas) in the hands of Leontiades
and his oligarchical partisans, upheld by the Spartan garrison
in the Kadmeia. Respecting the details of its proceedings we
have scarce any information. We can only (as above remarked)
judge of it by the analogy of the Thirty tyrants at Athens, and
of the Lysandrian Dekarchies, to which it was exactly similar
in origin, position, and interests. That the general spirit of it
must have been cruel, oppressive, and rapacious-we ·cannot
doubt; though in what degree we bave no means of knowing.
The appetites of uncontrolled rulers, as well as those of a large
foreign garrison, would ensure such a result : besides which,
those rulers must have been in constant fear of risings or
conspiracies amidst a body of high-spirited citizens who saw
their city degraded, from )>eing the chief of the Bceotian
federation, into nothil:!g better than a captive dependency of
Sparta. Such fear was aggravated by the vicinity of a numerous
body of Theban exiles, belonging to the opposite or antiSpartan party; three or four hundred of whom had fled to
Athens at the first seizure of their leader Ismenias, and had
been doubtless joined subsequently by others. So strongly
did the Theban rulers apprehend mischief from these exiles,
that they hired assassins to take them off by private murder at
Athens ; and actually succeeded in thus killing Androkleidas,
chief of the band and chief successor of the deceased Ismenias
-though t~ey missed their blows at the rest. 1 And we may
be sure that they made the prison in Thebes subservient to
multiplied enormities and executions, when we read not only
that 150 prisoners were found in it when the government was
put down, 2 but also that in the fervour of that revolutionary
movement, the slain gaoler was an object of such fierce antipathy,
that his corpse was trodden and spit upon by a crowd of
Theban women. 3 In Thebes, as in other Grecian cities, the
women not only took no part in political disputes, but rarely
even showed themselves in public; 4 so that this furious
1

2
8

Plutarch, Pelopidas,c.6: compare Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. c. 29,p. 596B.
Xenoph. Hellen. v. 4, 14.
Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. c. 33, p. 598 B, C. ,P «al p.•6' -TJp.~pa.v l'lr•rE-

fJ'T/uav /Cal 11:pDUE7rTIJUall ob« o:Ai-ya1 -yvva'i«H.

Among the prisoners was a distinguished Theban of the democratic
party, named Amphitheus. He was about to be shortly executed, and the
conspirators, personally attached to him, seem to have accelerated the hour
of their plot partly to preserve his life (Plutarch, De Gen. Socrat. p. 577 D,
p. 586 F).
4 The language of Plutarch (De Gen. Socrat. c. 33, p. 598 C) is
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demonstration of vindictive sentiment must have been generated
.by the loss or maltreatment of sons, husbands, and brothers.
The Theban exiles found at Athens not only secure shelter,
but genuine sympathy with their complaints against Lacedremonian injustice. The generous countenance which had been
shown by the The bans, twenty-four years before, to Thrasybulus
and the other Athenian refugees, during the omnipotence of the
Thirty-was now gratefully requited under this reversal of
fortune to both cities ; 1 and requited too in defiance of the
menaces of Sparta, who demanded that the exiles should be
expelled-as she had on the earlier occasion demanded that
the Athenian refugees should be dismissed from Thebes. To
protect these The ban exiles, however, was all that Athens could
do. Their restoration was a task beyond her power-and
seemingly yet more beyond •uJ&ir own. For the existing
government of Thebes was firmly seatea, and had the citizens
completely under control. Administered by a small faction,
Archias, Philippus, Hypates, and Leontiades (among whom the
first two were at this moment polemarchs, though the last was
the most energetic and resolute )-it was at the same time
sustained by the large garrison of ISao Lacedremonians and
allies, 2 under Lysanoridas and two other harmosts, in the
Kadmeia-as well as by the Lacedremonian posts in the other
Bceotian citiesaround-Orchomenus, Thespire, Platrea, Tanagra,
&c. Though the general body of Theban sentiment in the

•
illustrated by the description given in the harangue of Lykurgus
cont.
Leokrat. (c. xi. s. 40)-of the universal alarm prevalent in Athens after
the battle of Chreroneia, such that even the women could not stay in their
houses-&.va~lws alrrwv 1<al Ti)s 1r6ll.ews bpwp.lvas, &c.
Compare also the
words of Makaria, in the Herakleidre of Euripid€s, 475; and Diodor. xiii.
55-in his description of the capture of Selinus in Sicily.
1 Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 6.
See this sentiment of gratitude on the part of Athenian democrats,
towards those The bans who had sheltered them at Thebes during the exile
along with Thrasybulus-strikingly brought out in an oration of Lysias, of
which unfortunately only a fragment remains (Lysias, Frag. 46, 47, Bekk.;
Dionys. Hal. Judie. de Isreo, p. 594). The speaker of this oration had
been received at Thebes by Kephiscdotus the father of Pherenikus ; the
latter was now in exile at Athens ; and the speaker had not only welcomed
him (Pherenikus) to his house with brotherly affection, but also delivered
this oration on his behalf before the Dikastery ; Pherenikus having rightful
claims on the property left behind by the assassinated Androkleidas.
2 Diodor. xv, 25; Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 12; Plutarch, De Gen. Socr.

c. r7, P· ss6 E.

In another passage of this treatise (the last sentence but one) he sets
down the numbers in the Kadmeia at 5000; but the smaller number is
most likely to be true.
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city was decidedly adverse to the government, and though the
young men while exercising in the palrestra (gymnasti<; exercises
being more strenuously prosecuted at Thebes than anywhere
else except at Sparta) kept up by private communication tht:
ardour of an earnest, but compressed, patriotism-yet all
manifestation or assemblage was forcibly kept down, and the
commanding posts of the lower town, as well as the citadel,
were held in vigilant occupation by the ruling minority.!
For a certain time, the Theban exiles at Athens waited in
hopes of some rising at home, or some positive aid from the
Athenians. At length, in the third winter after their flight,
they began to despair of encouragement from either quarter,
and resolved to take the initiative upon themselves. Among
them were numbered several :rpen of the richest and highest
families at Thebes, proprietQifs of chariots, of jockeys, and of
training establishments Tor contending at the various festivals :
Pelopidas, Mellon, Damokleidas, Theopompus, Pherenikus,
and others.2
Of these the most forward in originating aggressive measures,
though almost the youngest, was Pelopidas; whose daring and
self-devotion, in an enterprise which seemed utterly desperate,
soon communicated itself to a handful of his comrades. The
exiles, keeping up constant private correspondence with their
friends in Thebes, felt assured of the sympathy of the citizens
generally, if they could once strike a blow. Yet nothing less
would be stjfficient than the destruction of the four rulers,
Leontiades and his colleagues-nor would any one within the
city devote himself to so hopeless a danger. It was this
conspiracy which Pelopidas, Mellon, and five or ten other exiles
(the entire band is differently numbered, by some as seven, by
others, twelve 3 ) undertook to execute. Many of their friends
in Thebes came in as auxiliaries to them, who would not have
embarked in the design as primary actors. Of all auxiliaries,
the most effective and indispensable was Phyllidas, the secretary
1 Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. c. 4, p. 577 B; c. 17, p. 587 B; c. 25,
P· 594 C; c. 27, P· 595 A.
2 Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 7, 8.
Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. c. 17, p. 587 D. Twv Mh.ll.,vos &pp.o.-r1Jll.o.-rwv

brur-rc!-r7Js. • • • • • . "Ap' ob X71.lo6!VO. A.i}'Ets, -rlw 1<lli.7J-rt -ra 'Hpo.t'a Vtlcwwra
1rEpvcnv;
¥ Xenophon says seven (Hellen. v. 4, r, 2); Plutarch and Cornelius
Nepos say twelve (Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. c. 2, p. 576 C; Plutarch,
Pelopidas, c. 8-13; Cornel. Nepos, Pelopidas, c. 2).
It is remarkable that Xenophon never mentions the name of Pelopidas
in this conspiracy ; nor indeed (with one exception) throughout his
Hellenica.
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of the polemarchs ; next to him, Charon, an eminent and earnest
patriot. Phyllidas, having been despatched to Athens on
official b'usiness, entered into secret conference with the
conspirators, concerted with them the day for their coming to
Thebes, and even engaged to provide for them access to the
persons of the polemarchs. Charon not only promised them
concealment in his house, from their first coming within the
gates, until the moment of striking their blow should have
arrived-but also entered his name to share in the armed attack.
Nevertheless, in spite of such partial encouragements, the plan
still appeared desperate to many who wished heartily for its
success. Epaminondas, for example-who now for the first
time comes before us-resident at Thebes, and not merely
sympathising with the political views of Pelopidas, but also
bound to him by intimate frien~hip-dissuaded others from
the attempt, and declined participating in it. He announced
distinctly that he would not become an accomplice in civil
bloodshed. It appears that there were men among the exiles
whose violence made him fear that they would not, like
Pelopidas, draw the sword exclusively against Leontiades and
his colleagues, but would avail themselves of success to
perpetrate unmeasured violence against other political enemies. 1
The day for the enterprise was determined by Phyllidas the
secretary, who had prepared an evening banquet for Archias
and Philippus, in celebration of the period when they were
going out of office as polemarchs-and who had ;romised on
that occasion to bring into their company some women
remarkable for beauty, as well as of the best families in Thebes. 2
In concert with the general body of Theban exiles at Athens,
who held themselves ready on the borders of Attica, together
with some Athenian sympathisers, to march to Thebes the
instant that they should receive intimation-and in concert also
with two out of the ten Strategi of Athens, who took on themselves privately to countenance the enterprise, without any
public vote-Pelopidas and Mellon, and their five companions, 8
crossed Kithreron from Athens to Thebes. It was wet weather,
about December B.c. 379; they were disguised as rustics or
1

Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. c. 3, p. 576 E ; p. 577 A.

2 Xen. Hellen. v. 4. 4·
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Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. c. 4, p. 577 C ; Plutarch, Pelopid. c. 9·
The Theban women were distinguished for majestic figure and beauty
(Dikrearchus, Vit. Grrec. p. 144, ed. Fuhr. ).
8 Plutarch (Pelopid. c. 25; De Gen. Socr. c. 26, p. 595 D) mentions
Menekleides, Damokleidas, and Theopompus among them. Compare
Cornel. Nepos, Pelopid. c. 2.
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hunters, with no other arms than a concealed dagger ; and they
got within the gates of Thebes one by one at nightfall, just
when the latest farming-men were coming home from their
fields. All of them arrived safe at the house of Charon, the
appointed rendezvous.
It was, however, by mere accident that they had not been
turned back, and the whole scheme frustrated. For a Theban
named Hipposthenidas, friendly to the conspiracy, but fainthearted, who had been let into the secret against the will of
Phyllidas-became so frightened as the moment of execution
approached, that he took upon himself, without the knowledge
of the rest, to despatch Chlidon, a faithful slave of Mellon,
ordering him to go forth on horseback from Thebes, to meet
his master on the road, and to j:}esire that he and his comrades
would go back to Attica, sinee circumstances had happened to
render the project for•the moment impracticable. Chlidon,
going home to fetch his bridle, but not finding it in its usual
place, asked his wife where it was. The woman, at first
pretending to look for it, at last confessed that she had lent it
to a neighbour. Chlidon became so irritated with this delay,
that he got into loud altercation with his wife, who on her part
wished him ill-luck with his journey. He at last beat her, until
neighbours ran in to interpose. His departure was thus
accidentally frustrated, so that the intended message of countermand never reached the conspirators on their way. 1
In the hQuse of Charon they remained concealed all the
ensuing day, on the evening of which the banquet of Archias
and Philippus was to take place. Phyllidas had laid his plan
for introducing them at that banquet, at the moment when the
two polemarchs had become full of wine, in female attire, as
being the women whose visit was expected. The hour had
nearly arrived, and they were preparing to play their parts,
when an unexpected messenger knocked at the door, summoning
Charon instantly into the presence of the polemarchs. All
within were thunderstruck with the summons, which seemed
to imply that the plot had been divulged, perhaps by the timid
Hipposthenidas. It was agreed among them that Charon must
obey at once. Nevertheless he himself, even in the perilous
uncertainty which beset him, was most of all apprehensive lest
the friends whom he had sheltered should suspect him of
treachery towards themselves and their cause. Before departing,
therefore, he sent for his only son, a youth of fifteen and of
1 Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 8; Plutarch, De Gen. Socrat. c. 17, p. 586 B;
c. rS, p. 587 D-E.
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conspicuous promise in every way. This youth he placed in
the hands of Pelopidas, as a hostage for his own fidelity. But
Pelopidas and the rest, vehemently disclaiming all suspicion,
entreated Cbaron to put his son away, out of tbe reach of tbat
danger in which all were now involved. Charon, however,
could not be prevailed on to comply, and left his son among
them to share the fate of the rest. He went into the presence
of Archias and Philippus ; whom he found already halfintoxicated, but informed, by intelligence from Athens, that
some plot, they knew not by whom, was afloat. They had sent
for him to question him, as a known friend of the exiles; but
he had little difficulty, aided by the collusion of Phyllidas, in
blinding the vague suspicions of drunken men, anxious only to
resume their conviviality. 1 H~ was allowed to retire and rejoin
his friends. Nevertheless soon after his departure-so many
were the favourable chances which befe,l these improvident men
-a fresh message was delivered to Archias the polemarch,
from his namesake Archias the Athenian Hierophant, giving an
exact account of the names and scheme of the conspirators,
which had become known to the philo-Lacon ian party at Athens.
The messenger who bore this despatch delivered it to Archias
with an intimation, that it related to very serious matters.
"Serious matters for to-morrow," said the polemarch, as he put
the despatch, unopened and unread, under the pillow of the
couch on which he was reclining. 2
Returning to their carousal, Archias and PJ:Vlippus impatiently called upon Phyllidas to introduce the women according
to his promise. Upon this the secretary retired, and brought
the conspirators, clothed in female attire, into an adjoining
chamber; then going back to the polemarchs, he informed
1 Xenophon does not mention this separate summons and visit of Charon
to the polemarchs-nor anything about the scene with his son. He only
notices Charon as having harboured the conspirators in his house, and
seems even to speak of him as a person of little consequence-1rapa Xdpwvl
-rm, &c. (v. 4, 3).
The anecdote is mentioned in both the comoositions of Plutarch (De
Gen. Socr. c. 28, p. 595; and Pelopidas, c. 9), a'nd is too interesting to be
omitted, being perfectly consistent with what we read in Xenophon;
though it has perhaps somewhat of a theatrical air.
2 Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 10; Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. c. 30, p. 596 F.
Els atlptav 'Td. <T1Tov0cla.
This occurrence also finds no place in the narrative of Xenophon.
Cornelius Nepos, Pelopidas, c. 3· lEneas (Poliorcetic. 31) makes a general
reference to the omission of immediate opening of letters arrived, as having
caused the capture of the Kadmeia ; which was however only its remote
consequence.
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them that the women would not come in unless all the
domestics were first dismissed. An order was forthwith given
that these latter should depart, while Phyllidas took care that
they should be well provided with wine at the lodging of one
among their number. The polemarchs were thus left only
with one or two friends at table, half-intoxicated as well as
themselves; among them Kabeirichus, the archon of the year,
who always throughout his term kept the consecrated spear of
office in actual possession, and had it at that moment close to
his person. Phyllidas now conducted the pretended women
into the banqueting-room; three of them attired as ladies of
distinction, the four others following as female attendants.
Their long veils, and ample folds of clothing, were quite sufficient as disguise-even had the guests at table been soberuntil they sat down by the s~e of the polemarchs ; and the
instant of lifting their vei~ was the signal for using their daggers.
Archias and Philippus were slain at once and with little resistance ; but Kabeirichus with his spear tried to defend himself,
and thus perished with the others, though the conspirators had
not originally intended to take his life. 1
1 The description given by Xenophon, of this assassination of the
polemarchs at Thebes, differs materially from that of Plutarch. I follow
Xenophon in the main ; introducing however several of the details found
in Plutarch, which are interesting, and which have the air of being
authentic.
Xenophon himself intimates (Hellen. v. 4, 7), that besides the story
given in the teJtt, there was also another story told by some-that Mellon
and his companions had got access to the polemarchs in the guise of
drunken revellers. It is this latter story which Plutarch has adopted, and
which carries him into many details quite inconsistent with the narrative
of Xenophon. I think the story, of the conspirators having been introduced in female attire, the more probable of the two. It is borne out by
tbe exact analogy of what Herodotus tells us respecting Alexander son of
Amyntas, prince of Macedonia (Herod. v. 20).
Compare Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. ro, ir; Plutarch, De Gen. Socrat. c.
31, p. 597· Polyrenns (ii. 4, 3) gives a story with many different circumstances, yet agreeing in the fact that Pelopidas in female attire killed the
.Spartan general. The story alluded to by Aristotle (Polit. v. 5, ro),
though he names both Thebes and Archias, can hardly refer to this event.
It is Plutarch however who mentions the presence of Kabeirichus the
archon at the banquet, and the curious Theban custom that the archon
during his year of office never left out of his hand the consecrated spear.
As a Breotian born, Plutarch was doubtless familiar with these old customs.
From what other authors Plutarch copied the abundant details of this
revolution at Thebes, which he interweaves in the life of Pelopidas and in
t!>e treatise called De Genic Socratis-we do not know. Some critics
suppose him to have borrowed from Dionysodorus and Anaxis-Breotian
historians whose work comprised this period, but of whom not a single
fragment is preserved (see Fragm. Histor, Grrec. ed. Didot, vol. ii. p. 84).
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Having been thus far successful, Phyllidas conducted three of
the conspirators-Pelopidas, Kephisod6rus, and Damokleidas
-to the house of Leontiades, into which he obtained admittance by announcing himself as the bearer of an order from
the polemarchs. Leontiades was reclining after supper; with
his wife sitting spinning wool by his side, when they entered
his chamber. Being a brave and powerful man, he started up,
seized his sword, and mortally wounded Kephisod6rus in the
throat ; a desperate struggle then ensued between him and
Pelopidas in the narrow doorway, where there was no room for
a third to approach. At length, however, Pelopidas overthrew
and killed him, after which they retired, enjoining the wife with
threats to remain silent, and closing the door after them with
peremptory commands that it should not be again opened.
They then went to the house of"JVpates, whom they slew while
he attempted to escape over the roof.li •
The four great rulers of the philo-Laconian party in Thebes,
having been now put to death, Phyllidas proceeded with the
conspirators to the prison. Here the gaoler, a confidential
agent in the oppressions of the deceased governors, hesitated to
admit him ; but was slain by a sudden thrust with his spear, so
as to ensure free admission to all. To liberate the prisoners,
probably for the most part men of kindred politics with the conspirators-to furnish them with arms taken from the battlespoils hanging up in the neighbouring porticos-and to range
them in battle order near the temple of Amphion-were the
next proceedings; after which they began to feei some assurance of safety and triumph. 2 Epaminondas and Gorgidas,
apprised of what had occurred, were the first who appeared in
arms with a few friends to sustain the cause; while proclamation
was everywhere made aloud, through heralds, that the despots
were slain-that Thebes was free-and that all Thebans who
valued freedom should muster in arms in the market-place.
1 Xen. Hell. v. 4, 9; Plutarch, Pelop. c. II, rz; and De Gen. Socr.
p. 597 D-F. Here again Xenophon and Plutarch differ; the latter represents that Pelopidas got into the house of Leontiades without Phyllidaswhich appears to me altogether improbable. On the other hand, Xenophon
mentions nothing about the defence of Leontiad~s and his personal conflict
with Pelopidas, which I copy from Plutarch. So brave a man as Leontiades,
awake and sober, would not let himself be slain without a defence dangerous
to assailants. Plutarch, in another place, singles out the death of Leontiades
as the marking circumstance of the whole glorious enterprise, and the most
impressive to Pelopidas (Plutarch-Non posse suaviter vivi secundum
Epicurum-p. 1099 A-E).
2 Xenoph. Hellen. v. 4, 8; Plutarch, Pelop. c. 12; De Gen. Socr,
p. 598 B.
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There were at that moment in Thebes many trumpeters who
had come to contend for the prize at the approaching festival of
the Herakleia. Hipposthenidas engaged these men to blow
their trumpets in different parts of the city, and thus everywhere to excite the citizens to arms. 1
Although during the darkness surprise was the prevalent
feeling, and no one knew what to do-yet so soon as day
dawned, and the truth became known, there was but one
feeling of joy and patriotic enthusiasm among the majority of
the citizens. 2 Both horsemen and hoplites hastened in arms to
the agora. Here for the first time since the seizure of the
Kadmeia by Phcebidas, a formal assembly of the Theban
people was convened, before which Pelopidas and his fellowconspirators presented themselves. The priests of the city
crowned them with wreaths, jn•d thanked them in the name of
the local gods; while the assembly hailed them with acclamations of delight and gratitude, nominating with one voice
Pelopidas, Mellon, and Charon, as the first renewed Bceotarchs. s
The revival of this title, which had been dropped since the peace
of Antalkidas, was in itself an event of no mean significance;
implying not merely that Thebes had waked up again into freedom, but that the Bceotian confederacy also had been, or would
be, restored.
Messengers had been forthwith despatched by the conspirators to Attica to communicate their success; upon which
all the remaining exiles, with the two Athenian generals privy
to the plot and a body of Athenian volunteers, or corps fratzcs,
all of whom were ready on the borders awaiting the summons
-flocked to Thebes to complete the work. The Spartan
generals, on their side also, sent to Platrea and Thespire for aid.
During the whole night, they had been distracted and alarmed
by the disturbance in the city; lights showing themselves
here and there, with trumpets sounding and shouts for the
recent sm:cess. 4 Apprised speedily of the slaughter of the
1 This is a curious piece of detail, which we learn from Plutarch (De
Gen. Socr. c. 34, p. 598 D).
The Orchomenian Inscriptions in Boeckh's Collection record the prizes
given to these la71.11"L'YIC'Ta.l or trumpeters (see Boeckh, Corp. Inscr. No.
I 584, 1585, &c.).
2 The unanimous joy with which the consummation of the revolution
was welcomed in Thebes-and the ardour with which the citizens turned
out to support it by armed force-is attested by Xenophon, no very willing
witness-Hellen. v. 4, 9· i1relll' 1}p.epa. ~~~ Kal cpav<pbv ;jv TO 'Y•')'•v1Jp.lvov,

'TO.XO 3~ Ka.l ol b?rli.L'TO.I 1ea.l ol l7me'is <TOV 'TOLS O?rll.o•s i{ef3o~Oovv,

s Plutarch, Pelop. c. 12.
Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. p. 598 E; Pelop. c.
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polemarchs, from whom they had been accustomed to receive
orders, they knew not whom to trust or to consult, while they
were doubtless beset by affrighted fugitives of the now defeated
party, who would hurry up to the Kadmeia for safety. They
reckoned at first on a diversion in their favour from the forces
at Platrea and Thespire. But these forces were not permitted
even to approach the city gate ; being vigorously charged, as
soon as they came in sight, by the newly-mustered Theban
cavalry, and forced to retreat with loss. The Lacedcemonians
in the citadel were thus not only left without support, but saw
their enemies in the city reinforced by the other exiles, and by
the auxiliary volunteers. 1
Meanwhile Pelopidas and the other new Bceotarchs found
themselves at the head of a body of armed citizens, full of
devoted patriotism and unanim~u~ in hailing the recent revolution. They availed themselves of this ~rst burst of fervour to
prepare for storming the Kadmeia without delay, knowing the
importance of forestalling all aid from Sparta. And the citizens
were already rushing up to the assault-proclamation being
made of large rewards to those who should first force their way
in-when the Lacedremonian commander. sent proposals for
a capitulation. 2 Undisturbed egress from Thebes, with the
honoms of war, being readily guaranteed to him by oath, the
Kadmeia was then surrendered. As the Spartans were
marching out of the gates, many The bans of the defeated party
went forth also. But against these latter the exasperation of
the victors was so ungovernable, that several ~f the most
odious were seized as they passed, and put to death; in some
cases, even their children along with them. And more of them
would have been thus despatched, had not the Athenian
auxiliaries, with generous anxiety, exerted every effort to get
them out of sight and put them into safety. 3 We are not told
-nor is it certain-that these Thebans were protected under
1 Xenophon expressly mentions that the Athenians who were invited to
come, and who actually did come, to Thebes, were the two generals and
the volunteers; all of whom were before privy to the plot and were in
readiness on the borders of Attica-Tolls 1r p os .,. o 'is ~ p l o <s 'A81}Ya!wv Kd
TOVs avo TWV tr-rpa'T1}"fWV-ol 'A81}Va'iol a'lrO 'TWV ~plwv 1)111} 7rapf/trav (Hellen.

v. 4, .9, ro).

2 Xen. Hellen. v. 4, IO, I I.
7rpotr€{3ali.Ol' 7rpOs 'T~V aKp67roll.w-'T~V 7rp0·
8vp.lav TWv 1Tpotn&vTwv U:zr&vTwv ~Wpwv, &c.
Diodorus, xv. 25. ~11"€<-ra TOVs 1rol\has hl T~V ~li.Ev8Eplav 7rapaKa71.luav-rEs
(the successful Theban conspirators, Pelopidas, &c.) trvvep-yolis ~ lfXaV
ti1ravTaS Toils 97]{3a.lovs.

s Xen. Hellen. v. 4,
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the capitulation. Even had they been so, however, the wrathful
impulse might still have prevailed against them.
Of the three harmosts who thus evacuated the Kadmeia
without a blow, two were put to death, the third was heavily
fined and banished by the authorities at Sparta. 1 We do not
know what the fortifications of the Kadmeia were, nor how far
it was provisioned. But we can hardly wonder that these officers were considered to have dishonoured the Laced::emonian
arms, by making no attempt to defend it j when we recollect
that hardly more than four or five days would be required to
procure adequate relief from home-and that forty-three years
afterwards, the Macedonian garrison in the same place maintained itself against the Thebans in the city for more than
fourteen days, until the return ~f Alexander from Illyria.; The
first messenger who brough11news to Sparta of the conspiracy
and revolution at Thebl!s, appears to have communicated at the
same time that the garrison had evacuated the Kadmeia and
was in full retreat, with a train of Theban exiles from the
defeated party.s
1

Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 13; Diodor. xv. 27.
Plutarch (Pelopid. c. 13) augments the theatrical effect by saying that
the Lacedremonian garrison on its retreat, actually met at Megara the
reinforcements under King Kleombrotus, which had advanced thus far,
on their march to relieve the Kadmeia. But this is highly improbable.
The account of Xenophon intimates clearly that the Kadmeia was sur·
rendered on the next morning after the nocturnal movement. The
commanders c~pitulated in the first moment of distraction and despair,
2 Arrian, i. 6.
without even standing an assault.
8 In recounting this revolution at Thebes, and the proceedings of the
Athenians in regard to it, I have followed Xenophon almost entirely.
Diodorus (xv. 25, 26) concurs with Xenophon in stating that the The ban
exiles got back from Attica to Thebes by night, partly through the con·
Currence of the Athenians (uvve-;r•ll.a.{3of<EIIWII Twv 'A8rwa.lwv)-slew the
rulers-called the citizens to freedom next morning, finding all hearty in
the cause-and then proceeded to besiege the I 500 Lacedremonians and
Peloponnesians in the Kadmeia.
But after thus much of agreement, Diodorus states what followed, in a
manner quite inconsistent with Xenophon ; thus (he tells us)The Lacedremonian commander sent instant intelligence to Sparta of
what had happened, with request for a reinforcement. The Thebans at
once attempted to storm the Kadmeia, but were repulsed with great loss,
both of killed and wounded. Fearing that they might not be able to take
the fort before reinforcement should come from Sparta, they sent envoys
to Athens to ask for aid, reminding the Athenians that they (the Thebans)
had helped to emancipate Athens from the Thirty, and to restore the
democracy(tnrop.<p.v{]uKOVTH p.€v 8T< 1<al a.vTol uv-yl<a.T{]-ya.-yov Tbv B~p.o~
'fWJI 'A8?)valow 1<a.8' &v I<U.<pbv &n-b TWJI Tp<&!<owra. KaTeBovll.d>8'1ua.v ). The
Athenians, partly from desire to requite this favour, partly from a wish to
secure the Thebans as allies against Sparta, passed a public vote to assist
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This revolution at Thebes came like an electric shock upon
the Grecian world. With a modern reader, the assassination of
them forthwith. Demophon the general got together 5000 hoplites and
500 horsemen, with whom he hastened to Thebes on the next day; and
all the remaining population were prepared to follow, if necessary
(,..,vli11Wl). All the other cities in Bceotia also sent aid to Thebes, too-so that there was assembled there a large force of 12, ooo hoplites and 2000
horsemen. This united force, the Athenians being among them, assaulted
the Kadmeia day and night, relieving each other; but were repelled with
great Joss of killed and wounded. At length the garrison found themselves
without provisions ; the Spartans were tardy in sending reinforcement;
and sedition broke out among the Peloponnesian allies who formed the far
larger part of the garrison. These Peloponnesians, refusing to fight longer,
insisted upon capitulating ; which the Lacedremonian governor was
obliged perforce to do, though both he and the Spartans along with him
desired .to hold out to the death. •The Kadmeia was accordingly surrendered, and the garrison went back to~eloponnesus. The Lacedremonian
reinforcement from Sparta arrived only a little too late.
All these circumstances stated by Diodorus are not only completely
different from Xenophon, but irreconcileable with his conception of the
event. We must reject either the one or the other.
Now, Xenophon is not merely the better witness of the two, but is in
this case sustained by all the collateral probabilities of the case.
1. Diodorus represents the Athenians as having despatched by public
vote, assistance to Thebes, in order to requite the assistance which the
Thebans had before sent to restore the Athenian democracy against the
Thirty. Now this is incorrect in point of fact. The Thebans had nroer
sent any assistance, positive or ostensible, to Thrasybulus and the Athenian
democrats against the Thirty. They had assisted Thrasybulus underhand,
and without any public government-act ; and they had refused to serve
along with the Spartans against him. But they never seQt any force to
help him against the Thirty. Consequently, the Athenians could not now
have sent any public force to Thebes, in requital for a similar favour done
before by the Thebans to them.
2. Had the Athenians passed a formal vote, sent a large public army,
and taken vigorous part in several bloody assaults on the Lacedremonian
garrison in the Kadmeia-this would have been the most flagrant and
unequivocal commencement of hostilities against Sparta. No Spartan
envoys could, after that, have gone to Athens, and stayed safely in the
house of the Proxenus-as we know from Xenophon that they did. Besides-the story of Sphodrias (presently to be recounted) proves distinctly
that Athens was at peace with Sparta, and had committed no act of
hostility against her, for three or four months at least after the revolution
at Thebes. It therefore refutes the narrative of Diodorus about the public
vote of the Athenians, and the public Athenian force under Demophon,
aiding in the attack of the Kadmeia. Strange to say-Diodorus himself, three
chapters afterwards (xv. 29) relates this story about Sphodrias, just in the
same manner (with little difference) as Xenophon; ushering in the story
with a declaration, that the Atlzenians were still at peace with Sparta, and
forgetting that he had himself recounted a distinct rupture of that peace
on the part of the Athenians.
3· The news of the revolution at Thebes must necessarily have taken
the Athenian public completely by surprise (though some few Athenians
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the four leaders, in their houses and at the banquet, raises a
sentiment of repugnance which withdraws his attention from
were privy to the scheme), because it was a scheme which had no chance
of succeeding except by profound secrecy. Now, that the Athenian public,
hearing the news for the first time-having no positive act to complain of
on the part of Sparta, and much reason to fear her power-having had no
previous circumstances to work them up, or prepare them for any dangerous
resolve-shou:d identify themselves at once with Thebes, and provoke war
with Sparta in the impetuous manner stated by Diodorus-this is, in my
judgement, eminently improbable, requiring good evidence to induce us to
believe it.
4· Assume the statement of Diodorus to be true-what reasonable
explanation can be given of the erroneous version which we read in
Xenophon? The facts as he recounts them conflict most pointedly with
his philo-Laconian partialities ; first, the overthrow of the Lacedremonian
power at Thebes, by a handful of ~tiles; still more, the whole story of
Sphodrias and his acquittal.
,
But assume the statement. of Xenophon to be true-and we can give a
very plausible explanation how the erroneous version in Diodorus arose.
A few months later, after the acquittal of Sphodrias at Sparta, the Athenians
really did enter heartily into the alliance of Thebes, and sent a huge public
force (indeed 5000 hoplites, the same number as those of Demophon,
according to Diodorus, c. 32) to assist her in repelling Agesilaus with the
Spartan army. It is by no means unnatural that their public vote and
expedition undertaken about July 378 B.c.-should have been erroneously
thrown back to December 379 B.C. The Athenian orators were fond of
boasting that Athens ha(l saved the Thebans from Sparta; and this might
be said with some truth, in reference to the aid which she really rendered
afterwards. Isokrates (Or. xiv. Plataic. s. 31} makes this boast in general
terms; but Deinarchus (cont. Demosthen. s. 40) is more distinct, and gives
in a few words a version the same as that which we find in Diodorus; so
also does Aristcides, in two very brief allusions (Panathen. p. r 72, and Or.
xxxviii. Socialis, p. 486-498). Possibly Aristeides as well as Diodorus
may have copied from Ephorus; but however this may be, it is easy to
understand the mistake out of which their version grew.
5· Lastly, Plutarch mentions nothing about the public vote of the
Athenians, and the regular division of troops nnder Demophon which
Diodorus asserts to have aided in the storming of the Kadmeia. See
Plutarch (De Gen. Socrat. ad Jin. Agesil. c. 23; Pelopid. 12, 13). He
intimates only, as Xenophon does, that there were some Athenian volunteers
who assisted the exiles.
M. Rehdantz (Vitre Iphicratis, Chabrire, &c. p. 38-43) discusses this discrepancy at considerable length, and cites the opinion of various German
authors in respect to it, with none of whom I altogether concur.
In my judgement, the proper solution is, to reject altogether (as belonging to a later time) the statement of Diodorus, respecting the public vote
at Athens, and the army said to have been sent to Thebes under Demophon ;
and to accept the more credible narrative of Xenophon ; which ascribes to
Athens a reasonable prudence, and great fear of Sparta-qualities such as
Athenian orators would not be disposed to boast of. According to that
narrative, the question about sending Athenians to aid in storming the
Kadmeia could hardly have been submitted for public discussion, since that
citadel was surrendered at once by the intimidated garrison.
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the other features of this memorable deed. Now an ancient
Greek not only had no such repugnance, but sympathised with
the complete revenge for the seizure of the Kadmeia and the
death of Ismenias; while he admired, besides, the extraordinary
personal daring of Pelopidas and Mellon-the skilful forecast of
the plot, and the sudden overthrow, by a force so contemptibly
small, of a government which the day before seemed unassailable.1 It deserves note that we here see the richest men in
Thebes undertaking a risk, single-handed and with their own
persons, which must have appeared on a reasonable estimate
little less than desperate. From the Homeric Odysseus and
Achilles down to the end of free Hellenism, the rich Greek
strips in the palrestra, 2 and exposes his person in the ranks as a
soldier like the poorest citizens ; being generally superior to
them in strength and bodily effici~cy.
As the revolution in Thebes acted <forcibly on the Grecian
mind from the manner in which it was accomplished, so by its
positive effects it altered forthwith the balance of power in
Greece. The empire of Sparta, far from being undisputed and
nearly universal over Greece, is from henceforward only maintained by more or less of effort, until at length it is completely
overthrown. 3
The exiles from Thebes, arriving at Sparta, inflamed both
the Ephors, and the miso-Theban Agesilaus, to the highest
pitch. Though it was then the depth of winter, 4 an expedition
' The daring coup de main of Pelopidas and Mellon, against the government ol Thebes, bears a remarkable analogy to that by which Evagoras got
into Salamis and overthrew the previous despot (Isokrates, Or. ix. Evagor.
s. §4).
See, in illustration of Greek sentiment on this point, Xenophon,
Hellen. iii. 4, 19 ; and Xenophon, Enc. Ages. i. 28.
3 If indeed we could believe Isokrates, speaking through the mouth of
a Platrean, it would seem that the Thebans, immediately after their
revolution, sent an humble embassy to Sparta deprecating hostility, entreating to be admitted as allies, and promising service even against their
benefactors the Athenians, just as devoted as the deposed government had
rendered; an embassy which the Spartans haughtily answered by desiring
them to receive back their exiles, and to cast out the assassins Pelopidas
and his comrades. It is possible that the Thebans may have sent to try
the possibility of escaping Spartan enmity; but it is highly improbable
that they made any such promises as those here mentioned; and it is
certain that they speedily began to prepare vigorously for that hostility
which they saw to be approaching.
See Isokrates, Or. xiv. (Plataic.) s. 31.
This oration is put into the mouth of a Platrean, and seems to be an
assemblage of nearly all the topics which could possibly be enforced, truly
or falsely, against Thebes.
4 Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 14.
p.&l\.a. Xflp.wvos llvTos.
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was decreed forthwith against Thebes, and the allied contingents were summoned.
Agesilaus declined to take the
command of it, on the ground that he was above sixty
years of age, and therefore no longer liable to compulsory
foreign service. But this (says Xenophon 1 ) was not his real
reason. He was afraid that his enemies at Sparta would say" Here is Agesilaus again putting us to expense, in order that
he may uphold despots in other cities "-as he had just done,
and had been reproached with doing, at Phlius ; a second
proof that the reproaches against Sparta (which I have cited
a few pages above from Lysias and Isokrates) of allying herself
with Greek despots as well as with foreigners to put down Grecian freedom, found an echo even in Sparta herself. Accordingly Kleombrotus the other king of Sparta took the command.
He had recently succeedecJ.. tis brother Agesipolis, and had
never commanded bef~re.
Kleombrotus conducted his army along the Isthmus of
Corinth through Megara to Plat::ea, cutting to pieces an outpost of Thebans, composed chiefly of the prisoners set free by
the recent revolution, who had been placed for the defence of
the intervening mountain pass. From Plat::ea he went forward
to Thespi::e, and from thence to Kynoskephal::e in the Tbeban
territory, where he lay encamped for sixteen days; after which
he retreated to Thespi::e. It appears that he did nothing, and
that his inaction was the subject of much wonder in his army,
who are said to have even doubted whether he was really and
earnestly ho;tile to Thebes. Perhaps the exiles, with customary
exaggeration, may have led him to hope that they could provoke a rising in Thebes, if he would only come near. At any
rate the bad weather must have been a serious impediment to
action; since in his march back to Peloponnesus through
Kreusis and .&:gosthen::e the wind blew a hurricane, so that
his soldiers could not proceed without leaving their shields and
coming back afterwards to fetch them. Kleombrotus did not
quit Bceotia, however, without leaving Sphodrias as harmost at
Thespi::e, with one-third of the entire army, and with a considerable sum of money to employ in hiring mercenaries and
acting vigorously against the Thebans. 2
The army of Kleombrotus, in i~s march from Megara to
Plat::ea, had passed by the skirts of Attica; causing so much
1

Xen. Heeen. v. 4, 13.

eli elOdJs S·n, El crrpar1J'YOLTJ, AE~~ta.v ol ?roAlrat,
'rO'is •rupcfVJlOLS, trpcf")'p,CI.Ta. rr7 1r6Aet r.ap€XDL·

&.t 'Af'7}(jlAaos, <hrws {3o1}81]0'ELE
Plutarch, Age5il. c. 242 Xen. Hellen. v. 4, IS -:8.
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alarm to the Athenians, that they placed Chabrias with a body
of peltasts, to guard their frontier and the neighbouring road
through Eleutherce into Bceotia. This was the first time that
a Lacedcemonian army had touched Attica (now no longer
guarded by the lines of Corinth, as in the war between 394
and 388 B.C.) since the retirement of King Pausanias in 404
B.c. ; furnishing a proof of the exposure of the country, such
as to revive in the Athenian mind all the terrible recollections
of Dekeleia and the Peloponnesian war. It was during the
first prevalence of this alarm-and seemingly while Kleombrotus was still with his army at Thespice or Kynoskephalce,
close on the Athenian frontier-that three Lacedcemonian
envoys, Etymokles and two others, arrived at Athens to
demand satisfaction for the p~rt taken by the two Athenian
generals and the Athenian volunreers, in concerting and aiding
the enterprise of Pelopidas and his comrades. So overpowering was the anxiety in the public mind to avoid giving offence
to Sparta, that these two generals were both of them accused
before the Dikastery. The first of them was condemned and
executed; the second, profiting by this warning (since, pursuant
to the psephism of Kannonus, 1 the two would be put on trial
separately), escaped, and a sentence of banishment was passed
against him.2 These two generals had been unquestionably
guilty of a grave abuse of their official functions. They had
brought the state into public hazard, not merely without consulting the senate or assembly, but even witho1Jt taking the
sense of their own board of Ten. Nevertheless the severity of
the sentence pronounced indicates the alarm, as well as the
displeasure, of the general body of Athenians; while it served
as a disclaimer in fact, if not in form, of all political connexion
with Thebes.s
1
2

See this History, vol. viii. ch. lxiv. about the psephism of Kann6nus.
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 19; Plutarch, Pelopid. c. 14.
Xenophon mentions the Lacedremonian envoys at Athens, but does not
expressly say that they were sent to demand reparation for the conduct of
these two generals or of the volunteers. I cannot doubt however that the
fact was so; for in those times there were no resident envoys-none but
envoys sent on special missions.
3 The trial and condemnation of these two generals has served as the
groundwork for harsh reproach against the Athenian democracy. Wachs·
muth (Hellen. Alterth. i. p. 654) denounces it as "a judicial horror, or
abomination-ein Greuel-gericht." Rehdantz (Vitre lphicratis, Chabrire,
&c. pp. 44, 45) says-" Quid? quia invasionem Lacedremoniorum viderant
in Bceotiam factam esse, non puduit eos, damnare imperatores quorum
facta suis deere tis comprobaverant?" . . . "Igitur hanc illius .facinoris
<$Xcusationem habebimus : Rebus qure a Thebanis agebantur (i. e. by the
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Even before the Laced::emonian envoys had quitted Athens,
however, an incident, alike sudden and memorable, completely
propositions of the Thebans seeking peace from Sparta, and trying to get
enrolled as her allies-alleged by Isokrates, which I have noticed above as
being, in my judgement, very inaccurately recorded) cognitis, Athenienses,
quo enixius subvmerant, eo majon pa:nitentid perculsi sunt. . . . Sed
tantum abfuit ut sibimet irascerentur, ut, e more Atheniensium, punirentur
qui peifecerant id quod tum populus exoptaverat."
The censures of \Yachsmuth, Rehdantz, &c. assume as a matter of fact,1. That the Athenians had passed a formal vote in the public assembly to
send assistance to Thebes, under two generals, who accordingly went out in
command of the army and performed their instructions. 2. That the Athe·
nians, becoming afterwards repentant or terrified, tried and condemned these
two generals for having executed the commission entrusted to them.
I have already shown grounds (in a previous note) for believing that the
first of these affirmations is incorrect ,j, the second, as dependent on it, will
,
therefore be incorrect also.
These authors here appea• to me to single out a portion of each of the
two inconsistent narratives of Xenophon and Diodorus, and blend them
together in a way which contradicts both.
Thus, they take from Diodorus the allegation, that the Athenians sent to
Thebes by public vote a large army, which fought along with the Thebans
against the Kadmeia-an allegation, which not only is not to be found in
Xenophon, but which his narrative plainly, though indirectly, excludes.
Next, they take from Xenophon the allegation, that the Athenians tried
and condemned the two generals who were accomplices in the conspiracy of
Mellon against the The han rulers--rw a6o t1''TpC1.T1J/'c{,, &u t1'VP1J1rlfTT&tr61JV -rhP
-roil MJll.ll.wvos brl -rovs 'll"epl Aeov-rui.o1Jv i'll"av&tr-ratrtv (v. 4, 19). Now the
mention of these two generals follows naturally and consistently in Xenophon.
He had before told us that there were two out of the Athenian generals,
who both assisl,ed underhand in organising the plot, and afterwards went
with the volunteers to Thebes. But it cannot be fitted on to the narrative
of Diodorus, who never says a word about tkis condemnation by the Athe1zians-nor ever mentions any two Athenian generals, at all. He tells us
that the Athenian army which went to Thebes was commanded by Demophon; he notices no colleague whatever. He says in general words, that
the conspiracy was organised " with the assistance of the Athenians"
(trvPeorU..CT.,Bo,uevwv 'AB7]VCT.lwv); not saying a word about any two generals as
especial!y active.
Wachsmuth and Rehdantz take it for granted, most gratuitously, that
these two condemned generals (mentioned by Xenophon and not by
Diodorus} are identical with Demophon and another colleague, commanders of an army which went out by public vote (mentioned by
Diodorus and not by Xenophon).
The narratives of Xenophon and Diodorus (as I have before observed)
are distinct and inconsistent with each other. We have to make our option
between them. I adhere to that of Xenophon, for reasons previously
given. But if any one prefers that of Diodorus, he ought then to reject
altogether the story of the condemnation of the two Athenian generals (who
nowhere appear in Diodorus), and to suppose that Xenophon was misinformed upon that point, as upon the other facts of the case.
That the two Athenian generals (assuming the Xenophontic narrative
as true) should be tried and punished, when the consequences of their
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altered the Athenian temper. The Laced~monian harmost
Sphodrias (whom Kleombrotus had left at Thespi~ to prosecute the war against Thebes), being informed that Peir~us on
its land-side was without gates or night-watch-since there
was no suspicion of attack-conceived the idea of surprising
it by a night-march from Thespi~, and thus of mastering at
one stroke the commerce, the wealth, and the naval resources
of Athens. Putting his troops under march one evening after
an early supper, he calculated on reaching the Peir~us the
next morning before day-light. But his reckoning proved
erroneous. Morning overtook him when he had advanced no
. farther than the Thriasian plain near Eleusis ; from whence,
as it was useless to proceed farther, he turned back and retreated to Thespi~; not, l;10wever, without committing various
acts of plunder against the neig~uring Athenian residents.
This plan against Peir~us appears•to have been not illconceived. Had Sphodrias been a man competent to organise
and execute movements as rapid as those of Brasidas, there is
no reason why it might not have succeeded; in which case the
whole face of the war would have been changed, since the
Laced~monians, if once masters of Peir~us, both could and
would have maintained the place. But it was one of those
injustices, which no one ever commends until it has been
successfully consummated- "consilium quod non potest
laudari nisi peractum." 1 As it failed, it has been considered,

.

unauthorised proceeding were threatening to come with severity upon Athens
-appears to me neither improbable nor unreasonable. Those who are
shocked by the severity of the sentence, will do well to read the remarks
which the Lacedremonian envoys make (Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 23) on the
conduct of Sphodrias.
To turn from one severe sentence to another-whoever believes the narrative of Diodorus in preference to that of Xenophon, ought to regard the
execution of those two Lacedremonian commanders who surrendered the
Kadmeia as exceedingly cruel. According to Diodorus, these officers had
done everything which brave men could do ; they had resisted a long time,
repelled many attacks, and were only prevented from further holding out by
a mutiny among their garrison.
Here again, we see the superiority of the narrative of Xenophon over
that of Diodorus. According to the former, these Lacedremonian commanders surrendered the Kadmeia without any resistance at all. Their
condemnation, like that of the two Athenian generals, becomes a matter
easy to understand and explain.
1 Tacit. Histor. i. 38.
Compare (in Plutarch, Anton. c.. 32) the remark of Sextus Pompey to his
captain Menas, when the latter asked his permission to cut the cables of the
ship, while Octavius and Antony were dining on board, and to seize their
persons-" I cannot permit any such thing ; but you ought to have done it
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by critics as well as by contemporaries, not merely as a crime
but as a fault, and its author Sphodrias as a brave man, but
singularly weak and hot-headed. 1 Without admitting the full
extent of this censure, we may see that his present aggression
5rew out of an untoward emulation of the glory which
Phoebidas, in spite of the simulated or transient displeasure
:>f his countrymen, had acquired by seizing the Kadmeia.
That Sphodrias received private instructions from Kleombrotus
(as Diodorus states) is not sufficiently proved; while the
mspicion, intimated by Xenophon as being abroad, that he
was wrought upon by secret emissaries and bribes from his
~nemies the Thebans, for the purpose of plunging Athens into
war with Sparta, is altogether improbable; 2 and seems merely
m hypothesis suggested by tpe consequences of the actwhich were such, that if his et'l'emies had bribed him, he could
:Jot have served them b1!1:ter.
The presence of Sphodrias and his army in the Thriasian
without asking my permission." A reply familiar to the readers of Shak;peare's Antony and Cleopatra.
1 Kallisthen~s, Frag. 2, ed. Didot, apud Harpokration. v. "l<f>ooplas;
Diodor. xv. 29 ; Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 14; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 24- The
:niscalculation of Sphodrias as to the time necessary for his march to Peirreus
s not worse than other mistakes which Polybius (in a very instructive
liscourse, ix. 12, 20, seemingly extracted from his lost commentaries
m Tactics) recounts as having been committed by various other able
:ommanders.
" nelOovtrt .,./,,. iv 'Tats 0EtT?rta!s &pfJ.OrfT'J}V -:E<f>oliptav, XP-hfJ.a'Ta ll&v-res, c!>s

),-onr-reve-ro-Xenoph. Hellen. v. 4, 20 ; Diodor. xv. 29; Plutarch, Pelopid.
:. 14 ; Plntarch, Agesil. c. 24, 25.
Diodorus affirms private orders from Kleombrotus to Sphodrias.
In rejecting the suspicion mentioned by Xenophon-that it was the
rheban leaders who instigated and bribed Sphodrias-we may remark- I.
rhat the plan might very possibly have succeeded; and its success would
1ave been ruinous to the Thebans. Had they been the instigators, they
IVould not have failed to give notice of it at Athens at the same time ; which
.hey certainly did not do. 2. That if the Lacedremonians had punished
3phodrias, no war would have ensued. Now every man would have preiicted, that assuming the scheme to fail, they certainly would punish him.
! . The strong interest taken by Agesilaus afterwards in the fate of Sphoirias, and the high encomium which he passed on the general character of
:he latter-are quite consistent with a belief on his part that Sphodrias (like
Phcebidas) may have done wrong towards a foreign city from over-ambition
n the service of his country. But if Agesilaus (who detested the Thebans
leyond measure) had believed that Sphodrias was acting under the influence
lf bribes from them, he would not merely have been disposed to let justice
:ake its course, but would have approved and promoted the condemnation.
On a previous occasion (Hellen. iii. 5, 3) Xenophon had imputed to the
rhebans a similar refinement of stratagem; seemingly with just as little:~
::ause,
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plain was communicated shortly after daybreak at Athens,
where it excited no less terror than surprise. Every man
instantly put himself under arms for defence ; but news soon
arrived that the invader had retired. When thus reassured,
the Athenians passed from fear to indignation. The Lacedremonian envoys, who were lodging at the house of Kallias the
proxenus of Sparta, were immediately put under arrest and
interrogated. But all three affirmed that they were not less
.astonished, and not less 'exasperated, by the march of Sphodrias
than the Athenians themselves ; adding, by way of confirmation,
that had they been really privy to any design of seizing the
Peirreus, they would have taken caxe not to let themselves be
found in the city, and in their ordinary lodging at the house
of the proxenus, where of course their persons would be at
once seized. They conclud~ by assuring the Athenians,
that Sphodrias would not only be irltiignantly disavowed, but
punished capitally, at Sparta. And their reply was deemed
so satisfactory, that they were allowed to depart; while an
Athenian embassy was sent to Sparta to demand the punishment of the offending general.l
The Ephors immediately summoned Sphodrias home to
Sparta, to take his trial on a capital charge. So much did he
himself despair of his case, that he durst not make his appearance ; while the general impression was, both at Sparta
and elsewhere, that he would certainly be condemned.
Nevertheless, though thus absent and undefended, he was
acquitted, purely through private favour and esteem for his
general character. He was of the party of Kleombrotus, so
that all the friends of that prince espoused his cause as a
matter of course. But as he was of the party opposed to
Agesilaus, his friends dreaded that the latter would declare
against him, and bring about his condemnation. Nothing
saved Sphodrias except the peculiar intimacy between his
son Kleonymus and Archidamus son of Agesilaus. The
mournful importunity of Archidamus induced Agesilaus, when
this important cause was brought before the senate of Sparta,
to put aside his judicial conviction and give his vote in the
following manner-" To be sure, Sphodrias is guilty; upon
that there ·cannot be two opinions. Nevertheless, we cannot
put to death a man like him, who, as boy, youth, and man,
has stood unblemished in all Spartan honour. Sparta cannot
part with soldiers like Sphodrias." 2 The friends of Agesilaus,
1
11

Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 22 ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 24.
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 32. 'Et<<iv6s 7• ('A')'?J<T[l.aos) 'll'pos ?l'cfv-ras ll<ro<s
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following this opinion and coinciding with those of Kleom~
brotus, ensured a favourable verdict. And it is remarkable,
that Etymokles himself, who as envoy at Athens had announced
as a certainty that Sphodrias would be put to death-as
senator and friend of Agesilaus voted for his acquittaJ.l
This remarkable incident (which comes to us from a witness
not merely philo-Laconian, but also personally intimate with
Agesilaus) shows how powerfully the course of justice at Sparta
was overruled by private sympathy and interests-especially
those of the two kings. It especially illustrates what has been
stated in a former chapter respecting the oppressions exercised
by the Spartan harmosts and the dekadarchies, for which no
redress was attainable at Sparta. Here was a case where not
only the guilt of Sphodrias stood confessed, but in which also
is acquittal was sure to be foll~ed by a war with Athens. If,
under such circumstance!;, the Athenian demand for redress
was overruled by the favour of the two kings, what chance was
there of any justice to the complaint of a dependent city or an
"njured individual against the harmost? Thecontrast between
partan and Athenian proceeding is also instructive. Only a
ew days before, the Athenians had condemned, at the instance
of Sparta, their two generals who had without authority lent
id to the Theban exiles. In so doing, the Athenian dikastery
enforced the law against clear official misconduct-and that,
oo, in a case where their sympathies went along with the act,
though their fejir of a war with Sparta was stronger. But the
most important circumstance to note is, that at Athens there is
neither private influence, nor kingly influence, capable of overuling the sincere judicial conscience of a numerous and
independent dikastery.
The result of the acquittal of Sphodrias must have been well
known beforehand to all parties at Sparta. Even by the
general voice of Greece, the sentence was denounced as
, iniquitous. 2 But the Athenians, who had so recently given
~ •• £71.ewrcu, oravTa ll.e-y~c·
M~ lt~ti<ELY p.£v :t<po~pla.Jf lt~6vll.'orov Elvat• llcrorcs
p.ov-roc, wciis ore il>v real wac~Ccrrcos ""l ~$ow, w&.v-ra TO. rca71.lt. 7rocwv liC€-re71.eue,
Xa71.<11"/JV <lvac TOCOVTOV ifvopa lt1roKTCVVOVO:C" "T1!v -yltp l1rcf.p"T1W "TOtQV"TIA>Y lieZu9ac

<TTpaTu.d-r&v.

Xenophon explains at some length (v. 4. 25-33) and in a very interesting
manner, both the relations between Kleonymus and Archidamus, and the
appeal of Archidamus to his father. The statement has all the air of being
derived from personal knowledge, and nothing but the fear of prolixity
hinders me from giving it in full.
Compare Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 25 ; Diodor. xv. 29.
2
1 Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 22-32.
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 24.
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strenuous effect to the remonstrances of Sparta against their own·
generals, were stung by it to the quick ; and only the more
stung, in consequence of the extraordinary compliments to
Sphodrias on which the acquittal was made to turn. They
immediately contracted hearty alliance with Thebes, and made
vigorous preparations for war against Sparta both by land and
sea. After completing the fortifications of Peir<eus, so as to
place it beyond the reach of any future attempt, they applied
themselves to the building of new ships of war and to the.
extension of their naval ascendency at the expense of Sparta.!
From this moment, a new combination began in Grecian
politics. The Athenians thought the moment favourable to.
attempt the construction of a new confederacy, analogous to:
the Confederacy of Delos, formed a century before; the basis
on which had been ultimately ~ared the formidable Athenian .
empire, lost at the close of the Peloponnesian war. Towards
such construction there was so far a tendency, that Athens had
already a small body of maritime allies ; while rhetors like:
Isokrates (in his Panegyrical Discourse, published two years
before) had been familiarising the public mind with larger ideas.
But the enterprise was now pressed with the determination and
vehemence of men smarting under recent insult.. The Athenians
had good ground to build upon; since, while the discontent .
against the ascendency of Sparta was widely spread, the late J
revolution in Thebes had done much to lessen that sentiment1
of fear upon which such ascendency chiefly rested: To Thebes, j
the junction with Athens was pre-eminently welcome, and her·
leaders gladly enrolled their city as a constituent member of the :
new confederacy. 2 They cheerfully acknowledged the pre- J
sidency of Athens-reserving however, tacitly or expressly, '
their own rights as presidents of the Bceotian federation, as soon
as that could be reconstituted ; which reconstitution was at this
moment desirable even for Athens, seeing that the Bceotian
towns were now dependent allies of Sparta under harmosts
· and oligarchies.
The Athenians next sent envoys round to the principal
islands and maritime cities in the lEgean, inviting all of them
to an alliance on equal and honourable terms. The principles
were in the main the same as those upon which the Con- ,
federacy of Delos had been formed against the Persians, almost
a century before. It was proposed that a congress of deputies
1

Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 34-63.
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 34; Xen. De Vectigal. v. 7; Isokrates, Or. xiv. :
(Piataic.) s. zo, 23, 37; Diodor. xv. 29.
9
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should meet at Athens, one from each city, small as well as
great, each with one vote ; that Athens should be president,
yet each individual city autonomous ; that a common fund
should be raised, with a common naval force, through assessment imposed by this congress upon each, and applied as the
same authority might prescribe; the general purpose being
defined to be, maintenance of freedom and security from foreign
aggression, to each confederate, by the common force of all.
Care was taken to banish as much as possible those associations
of tribute and subjection which rendered the recollection of the
former Athenian empire unpopular. 1 And as there were many
Athenian citizens, who, during those times of supremacy, had
been planted out as kleruchs or outsettlers in various depen' dencies, but had been deprived ~f their properties at the close
of the war-it was thought nec~sary to pass a formal decree, 2

•

The contribution was now called CT6v-ra~<s, not cp6pos: see Isokrat~s,
De Pace, s. 37-46 ; Plutarch, Phokion, c. 7 ; Harpokiation, v. l6vra~t>.
Plutarch, De Fortunil. Athen. p. 351. lrT6•jn)cpov a~ro'is .,.~., 'EA.A.&.Ii<&
1

ICO:r€11-r'IJU'U.V.
2 Isokrates, Or. xiv. (Plataic.) s. 47.
Kal Twv }L~V KT7J-}L&..,..,v .,.;;,,
;~}LETEpOJV aOTWV COI"~CTT7]T< 1 {JouA..f}LEVot T~V CTV}L}Lax{av WS }LE"/iCTT7]JI
totl]O'a,, &c.
Diodor. xv. 28, 29. 'Elji7]<j>{CTavTo ~~~ "al .,.;,.. "/EVo}LJvas t<A.7Jpovxlu
~1I"OKaTarTTijCTtU To'is 7rp0Tepov t<vploLS "/E"/OVOCJ't Kal VO}LOV
'47]1l~va TWV 'A87]va£wv "/EWp"/<LV ~KTbs Ti}S 'ATTtt<i}s.
~ta o~ TaVT7JS Ti}s
·PtA.av8pw1rfas avat<T7]CTJ.}LEVot T~V 1rapa TO'is qEJ..J..7}CTllf e6votav, irTXVPOTfpav
l"Zrot~CTavTo T~V 11ilav n"/<}Lov[av.

re.,.,..

Isokrates and ·Diodorus speak loosely of this vote, in language which
might make us imagine that it was one of distinct restitution, giving back
oroperty actually enjoyed. But the Athenians had never actually regained
he outlying private property lost at the close of the war, though they had
' .nuch desired it, and had cherished hopes that a favourable tum of circumstances might enable them to effect the recovery. As the recovery, if
effected, would be at the cost of those whom they were now soliciting as
allies, the public and formal renunciation of such rights was a measure of
much policy, and contributed greatly to appease uneasiness in the islands ;
though in point of fact nothing was given up except rights to property not
really enjoyed.
An Inscription has recently been discovered at Athens, recording the
original Athenian decree, of which the main provisions are mentioned in my
text. It bears date in the archonship of Nausinikus. It stands with the
restorations of M. Boeckh (fortunately a portion of it has been found in
tolerably good preservation), in the Appendix to the new edition of his
work-" Ueber die Staats-haushaltung der Athener-Verbesserungen und
Nachtrage zu den drei Banden der Staats-hanshaltnng der Athener," p. xx.
'A1ro li€ NavrTtvlt<ov llpxovTos }L~ ~~•'ivat }L~TE llll<f }L~Te o7Jp.orrl'f 'A6r,va!wv
p.r,8cvl ~"/IC'T~CTaCT8at ~V TatS "TWV CTV}L}LJ.XWV xd!patS }L-iJTE o1l<fav }L~TE xwp£ov,
IJ.~TE 7rptaJ-LtV<p, f'~Te t\7ro8EJ-LEV'f, }Lrl'TE /1;>,.;>,.'1' Tp07r'f }Lr,8ev£.
'Eav lit TtS
wVi}Tat f) KTUTat f) Tt8lJTCU Tp67r<p bT'fOVV, ~~EtVat T<p {JovAO}LEV<t> TWV CTVp.f"fXWV
cpijvat 7rpos TOVs CTUVEOpous "TWV CTV}L}Laxwv.
Ol
rTvveopot cl.7ro- -}LEPOl
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renouncing and barring all revival of these suspended rights.
It was further decreed that henceforward no Athenian should
on any pretence hold property, either in house or land, in the
territory of any one of the confederates ; neither by purchase,
nor as security for money lent, nor by any other mode of
acquisition. Any Athenian infringing this law was rendered
liable to be informed against before the synod ; who, on proof
of the fact, were to deprive him of the property-half of it
going to the informer, half to the general purposes of the
confederacy.
Such were the liberal principles of confederacy now proposed
by Athens-who, as a candidate for power, was straightforward
and just, like the Herodotean Deiokes 1-and formally ratified,
as well by the Athenians as by the general voice of the con~ c
federate deputies assembled"-'ithin their walls. The formal
decree and compact of alliance was ~scribed on a stone column
and placed by the side of the statue of Zeus Eleutherius or the
Liberator; a symbol, of enfranchisement from Sparta accomplished, as well as of freedom to be maintained against Persia
and other enemies.2 Periodical meetings of the confederate
cbroo6vTwv [TO p.~v l)]p.<uv Tqi <f>~vavn, TO oe lf[A.A.o ""'" ]ov luT"' Tii>v
<1'vp.p.&.xaw. 'Ecl:v
Tts (t?l] hr! 1roA.ep.<p ~'11"! Tovs 7ro<rwap.lvovs T'ryv uvp.p.axlav,
(j ICU.Tcl: -yiiv =/) I<U.Tcl: 8J.A.auuav, /3o1)8ELV 1A81)Vafovs ICU.! TOVs Uvp.,.,.&.xovs T06TO!S
Ked ICa:'T?t. ")'1iV Ked •J(CI/Ta. 8dAatTuav 1TaV'Tl ueevet Ka'Ta. TO 8uvaT&v. ,Ettv a~ 'TU
E1'11"?1 'I) ~7ruJnl<f>{u?1, 'I) lfpx"'v 'I) lotc{,T1)S, 7rapcl: T60e TO ljt~<f>urp.a, &s A.6ew T< oe'i
-row iv Ttjioe Tqi ljt1)tpll1'p.aT< elp1Jp.lvwv, v1rapxeT"' p.ev al!Tqi &.Tlp.rp e1vcu,
Tct
XP~fl.aTa aln-oiJ li1)p.6u<a lifT"' ""'l T7)s 8eoiJ TO lTrt1ilfCaTov· K«l Kpweu8"' iv
'A01)valo<s Kal To'is tfvp.p.&xo<s &s ~<aA.6wv T~V uvp.p.axlav, Z17f1.LOVVTc.JV ~€
abTov 6av&.T<p 'I) <f>v'Yli ·g1rov 'A871va'iot Kal ol lfVp.p.axo< ~~:paTo~tf<.
'Ecl:v o~
6av&.T<p T<f1.1J8p, p.~ Tatp~T"' iv TP 'ATT<Ki! p.7JO~ iv TP Tii>v uvp.p.&.x<Jw.

oe
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Then follows a direction, that the Secretary of the Senate of Five -c
Hundred shall inscribe the decree on a column of stone, and place it by
the side of the statue of Zeus Eleutherius ; with orders to the Treasurers of
the Goddess to disburse sixty drachmas for the cost of so doing.
It appears that there is annexed to this Inscription a list of such citie~
as had already joined the confederacy, together with certain other name
added afterwards, of cities which joined subsequently. The Inscription
itself directs such list to be recorded-els o~ T~v tFdA.7JV TaVT1JV &.va-ypJ.<[>etv
'I'WV Tf! OVtfWJI ?r6AEc.JV uvp.p.o.xt'iiOJv Tel: l>v6p.aTa, !Cal l).,-.s &v lfA.A.1) uvp.p.axos
-yl-yv1)Tat.

Unfortunately M. Boeckh has not annexed this list, which moreover he
states to have been preserved only in a very partial and fragmentary con
clition. He notices only, as contained in it, the towns of Poieessa ar
Koresus in the island of Keos-and Antissa and Eresus in Lesbos ; all fot
as autonomous communities.
1 Herodot. i. g6.
'0 oJ, oTa or) p.vec{,p.evos apx~v, le6s TE t<al'iilt<aws ~v.
9 This is the sentiment connected with Zeh 'EA.ev8Jptos-Pausanias, th
victor of Platrea, offers to Zeus Eleutherius a solemn sacrifice and thanks
giving immediately after the battle, in the agora of the town (Thucyd. ii. 71),

t
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deputies were provided to be held (how often we do not know)
at Athens, and the synod was recognised as competent judge
of all persons, even Athenian citizens, charged with treason
against the confederacy. To give fuller security to the confederates generally, it was provided in the original compact,
that if any Athenian citizen should either speak, or put any
question to the vote, in the Athenian assembly, contrary to
the tenor of that document-he should be tried before the
synod for treason ; and that, if found guilty, he might be
condemned by them to the severest punishment.
Three Athenian leaders stood prominent as commissioners
in the first organisation of the confederacy, and in the dealings
with those numerous cities whose junction was to be won by
amicable inducement-Chabria~, Timotheus son of Konon,
and Kallistratus. 1 The first ofi'the three is already known to
the reader. He and Ip1likrates were the most distiBguished
warriors whom Athens numbered among her citizens. But not
having been engaged in any war, since the peace of Antalkidas
in 387 B.c., she had had no need of their services; hence both
of them had been absent from the city during much of the last
nine years, and Iphikrates seems still to have been absent. At
the time when that peace was concluded, Iphikrates was serving
in the Hellespont and Thrace, Chabrias with Evagoras in
Cyprus ; each having been sent thither by Athens at the head
of a body of mercenary peltasts. Instead of dismissing their
troops, and returning to Athens as peaceful citizens, it was not
less agreeable to the military tastes of these generals than
conducive to their importance and their profit, to, keep together
their bands, and to take foreign service. Accordingly Chabrias
had continued in service first in Cyprus, next with the native
Egyptian king Akoris. The Persians, against whom he served,
found his hostility so inconvenient, that Pharnabazns demanded
of the Athenians to recall him, on pain of the Grea:t King's
displeasure; and requested at the same time that Iphikrates
might be sent to aid the Persian satraps in organising a great
expedition against Egypt. The Athenians, to whom the goodwill of Persia was now of peculiar importance, complied on
both points; recalled Chabrias, who thus became disposable
~for the Athenian service, 2 and despatched Iphikrates to take
'.:ommand along with the Persians.
I Iphikrates, si~ce t~e peace of Antall~idas, had em~loyed his
So the Syracusans Immediately after the expulsiOn of the·Gelon:ran dynastr
(Diodor. xi. 72) and Mreandrius at Samos (Herodot. iii; 142).
1
2 Diodor. "-"'"· 29.
Diodor. xv. 29.
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peltasts in the service of the kings of Thrace : first of Seuthes,
near the shores of the Propontis, whom he aided in the recovery
of certain lost dominions-next of Kotys, whose favour he
acquired, and whose daughter he presently married.l Not only
did he enjoy great scope for warlike operations and plunder,
among the " butter-eating Thracians " 2-but he also acquired,
as dowry, a large stock of such produce as Thracian princes
had at their disposal, together with a boon even more important
-a seaport village not far from the mouth of thee Hebrus,
called Drys, where he established a fortified post, and got
together a Grecian colony dependent on himself. 8 Miltiades,
Alkibiades, and other eminent Athenians had done the same
thing before him j though Xenophon had refused a similar
proposition when made to him by the earlier Seuthes. 4
Iphikrates thus became a great'\nan in Thrace, yet by, no means
abandoning his connexion with Athen~, but making his position
in each subservient to his importance in the other. While he
was in a situation to favour the projects of Athenian citizens
for mercantile and territorial acquisitions in the Chersonese
1

Cornel. Nepos, Iphicrat@s, c. 2; Chabrias, c. 2, 3·
See an interesting Fragment (preserved by Athemeus, iv. p. 131) of the
comedy called Protesilaus-by the Athenian poet Anaxandrid@s (Meineke,
Comic. Grrec. Frag. iii. p. 182). It contains a curious description of the
wedding of Iphikrates with the daugliter of Kotys in Thrace; enlivened by
an abundant banquet and copious draughts of wine given to crowds of
Thracians in the market-place9

a·

.

Oet7TvEtv
O.vOpo.~ {30V'Tllpotf>&.j1oV~
a.Vxp.1Jpo~t0p..a.c; JJ.VptorrA1J9e'ic:, &c.

brazen vessels as large as wine vats, full ofbroth-Kotys himself girt round,
and serving the broth in a golden basin, then going about to taste all the
bowls of wine and water ready mixed, until he was himself the first man
intoxicated. Iphikrat@s brought from Athens several of the best players on
the harp and flute.
The distinction between the butter eaten, or rubbed on the skin, by the
Thracians, and the olive-oil habitually consumed in Greece, deserves notice.
The word abxp.1/p01<6p.as seems to indicate the absence of those scented
unguents which, at the banquet of Greeks, would have been applied to the
hair of the guests, giving to it a shining gloss and moisture. It appears
that the Lacedremonian women, however, sometimes anointed themselves
with butter, and not with oil : see Plutarch, adv. Koloten, p. II09 B.
The number of warlike stratagems in Thrace, ascribed to Iphikrates by
Polyrenus and other Tactic writer~, indicates that his exploits there were (
renowned as well as long-continued.
• 8 Theopomp. Fragm. 175, ed. Didot; Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p. 664.
4 Xenoph. Anab. vii. 2, 38 ; vii. 5, 8 ; vii. 6, 43·
Xen. Hellen. i. · 5,
17 ; Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 36.
See also a striking passage (in Lysias, Orat. xxviii. cont. Ergokl. s. 5)
about the advice given to Thrasybulus by a discontented fellow-citizen,
to seize Byzantium, marry the daughter ofSeuthes, and defy Athens.
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d other parts of Thrace-he could also lend the aid of
henian naval and military art, not merely to princes in
uace, but to others even beyond those limits-since we learn
1t Amyntas king of Macedonia became so attached or indebted
him as to adopt him for his son. 1 When sent by the
:henians to Persia, at the request of Pharnabazus (about 378
:. apparently), Iphikrates had fair ground for anticipating that
::areer yet more lucrative was opening before him. 2
lEschin~s; Fals. Leg. c. 13, p. 249·
As analogy for the adoption of Iphikrat~s, we find Ada queen of Karia
~pting Alexander the Great as her son.
He did not decline the adop·
n. Arrian, i. 23, 12. ..rcilll&. ol ..-c0ep.Ev'1/ 'ME~a.vopov. Kal 'Ali.E~a.vopos
iivop.a. ..-oil 7fa.cobs oim O...r.,~iw<Te. At what time Amyntas took this step,
cannot distinctly make out: Amyntas died in 370 B.C., while from 378B.c., Iphikrates seems to have be»n partly on service with the Persian
raps, partly in command of the A'thenian fleet in the Ionian Sea (see
:hdantz, Vitre Iphicratis, & •. ch. 4). Therefore the adoption took place
some time between 387-378 B.C. ; perhaps after the restoration of
nyntas to his maritime dominions by the Lacedremonian expedition
1inst Olynthus-382-380 B.C. Amyntas was so weak and insecure,
m the Thessalians and other land-neighbours (see Demosth. cont. Aristo·
it. p. 657, s. II2), that it was much to his advantage to cultivate the
'OUr of a warlike Athenian established on the Thracian coast, like
hikrates.
~ From these absences of men like Iphikrates and Chabrias, a conclusion
; been drawn severely condemning the Athenian people. They were so
vious and ill-tempered (it has been said), that none of their generals
lid live with comfort at Athens ; all lived abroad as much as they could.
melius Nepos (Chabrias, c. 3) makes the remark, borrowed originally
m Theopompus (Fr. II7, ed. Didot), and transcribed by many modern
mmentators as if it were exact and literal truth-" Hoc Chabrias nuntio
e. on being recalled from Egypt, in consequence of the remonstrance of
Pharnabazus) Athenas rediit neque ibi diutius est moratus quam fuit necesse.
Non enim libenter erat ante oculos civium suorum, quod et vivebat laute,
et indulgebat sibi liberalius, quam ut invidiam vulgi posset effugere. Est
enim hoc commune vitium in magnis liberisque civitatibus, ut invidia
glorire comes sit, et libenter de his detrahant, quos eminere videant altius;
neque animo requo pauperes alienam opulentium intuentur fortunam.
Haque Chabrias, quoad ei licebat, plurimum aberat. Neque vero solus ille
aberat Athenis libenter, sed omnes fere principes fecerunt idem, quod
tantum se ab invidia putabant abfuturos, quantum a conspectu suorum
recessissent. Itaque Conon plurimum Cypri vixit, Iphicrates in Thracia,
Timotheus Lesbi, Chares in Sigeo."
That the people of Athens, among other human frailties, had their fair
;hare of envy and jealousy, is not to be denied ; but that these attributes
belonged to them in a marked or peculiar manner, cannot (in my judgement)
be shown by any evidence extant-and most assuredly is not shown by the
~vidence here alluded to.
"Chabrias was fond of a life of enjoyment and luxurious indulgence."
[f instead of being an Athenian, .he had been a Spartan, he would
lOdoubtedly have been compelled to expatriate in order to gratify this taste ;
:or it was the express drift and purpose of the Spartan discipline, not to
L
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Iphikrates being thus abroad, the Athenians joined wit!:
Chabrias, in the mission and measures for organising their newl
equalise property, but to equalise the habits, enjoyments, and personal
toils, of the rich and poor. This is a point which the admirers of Lykurgus·
-Xenophon and Plutarch-attest not less clearly tha11 Thucydid~s, Plato,
Aristotle, and others. If then it were considered a proof of envy and illtemper, to debar rich men from spending tb.eir money in procuring
enjoyments, we might fairly consider the reproach as made out againsti
Lykurgus and Sparta. Not so against Athens. 1 There was no city in'
Greece where the means of luxurious and comfortable living were more
abundantly exhibited for sale, nor where a rich man was more perfectly at
liberty to purchase them. Of this the proofs are everywhere to be found.
Even the son of this very Chabrias-Ktesippus-who inherited the appetite
for enjoyment, without the greater qualities of his father-fouhd the means
of gratifying his appetite so unfortunately easy at Athens, that he waste
his whole substance in such expense!~,. (Plutarch, Phokion, c. 7 ; Athenre
iv. p. 165). And Char~s was eveit b~ter liked at Athens in consequen
of his love of enjoyment and licence-if we art to believe another Fragme
(238) of the same Theopompus.
The allegation of Theopompus and Nepos, therefore, is neither true
matter offact, nor sufficient, if it had been true, to sustain the hypothe
of a malignant Athenian public, with which they connect it. Iphikrat
and Chahrias did not stay away from Athens because they loved enjoyment.
or feared the envy of their countrymen ; bnt because both of them wen
large gainers by doin so, in importance, in profit, and in tastes. Both o
them were men ..-o'Aep.<!colKal <f><'A<nro'A.ep.ot ~,x&:rws (to use an expression o
Xenophon respecting the Lacedremonian Klearchus-Anab. ii. 6, 1); botl..
of them loved war and had great abilities for war-qualities quite compatible
with a strong appetite for enjoyment; while neither of them had either taste
or talent for the civil routine and debate of Athens when at peace. Besides, 1
each of them was commander of a body of peltasts, through whose means '
he could obtain lucrative service as well as foreign distinction ; so that we '
can assign a sufficient reason why both of them preferred to be absent from
Athens during most part of the nine years that the peace of Antalkidas continued. Afterwards, Iphikrat~s was abroad three or four years, in service
with the Persian satraps, by order of the Athenians ; Chabrias also went a ,
long time afterwards, again on foreign service, to Egypt, at the same time '
when the Spartan king Agesilaus was there (yet without staying long away,
since we find him going out on command from Athens to the Chersonese in
359-358 B.c.-Demosth. cont. Aristokr. p. 677, s. 204); but neither he,
nor Agesilaus, went there to escape the mischief of envious countrymeh.
Demosthen~s does not talk of Iphikrat~s as being uncomfortable in Athens,
or anxious to get out of it: see Orat. cont. Meidiam. p. 535, s. 83.
Again, as to the case of Konon and his residence in Cyprus : it is truly
•surprising to see this fact cited as an illustration of Athenian jealousy or
ill-temper. Konon went to Cyprus immediately after the disaster of .!Egospotami, and remained there, or remained away from Athens, for eleven
years (405-393 B.c.) until the year after his victory at Knidus. It will be>
recollected that he was one of the six Athenian generals who commanded
the fleet at .!Egospotami. That disaster, while it brought irretrievable ruin ,
upon Athens,. was at the same time such as to brand with well-merited
infamy the generals commanding. Konon was so far less· guilty than his'
-colleagues, as he was in a condition to escape with eight ships ~hen the rest:

j
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:onfederacy, two other colleagues, of whom we now hear for
he first time-Timotheus son of Konon, and Kallistratus the
nost celebrated orator of his time.l The abilities of Kallitratus were not military at all ; while Timotheus and Chabrias
vltre men of distinguished military merit. But in acquiring
tew allies and attracting deputies to her proposed congress,
\.thens stood in need of persuasive appeal, conciliatory dealing,
md substantial fairness in all her propositions, not less than of
~eneraJship. We are told that Timotheus; doubtless popular
LS son of the liberator Konon, from the recollections of the
>attle of Knidus-was especially successful in procuring new
.dhesions; and probably Kallistratus, 2 going round with him
o the different islands, contributed by his eloquence not a
31:ttle to the s!tme result. On their invitation, many cities
santered as confederates. 3 ~ this time (as in the earlier
R::mfederacy of Delos) a11 who joined must have been uncon~;rained members. And we may understand the motives of
a~

frrere captured. But he could not expect, and plainly did not expect, to be
lable to show his face again in Athens, unless he could redeem the disgrace
'by some signal fresh service. He nobly paid this debt to his country, by the
1ictory of Knidas in 394 B. c.; and then came back the year afterwards, to
1 grateful and honourable welcome at Athens.
About a year or more after
this, he went out again as envoy to Persia in the service of his country. He
was there seized and imprisoned by the satrap Tiribazus, but contrived to'
make his escape, and died at Cyprus, as it would appear, about 390 B.C.
Nothing therefore can be more unfounded than the allegation of Theo·
pompus, " that Konen lived abroad at Cyprus, because he was afraid of
undeserved ill-temper from the public at Athens." For what time Timotheus may have lived at Lesbos, we have no means of saying. But from
the year 370 B.c. down to his death, we hear of him so frequently elsewhere,
in the service of his country, that his residence cannot have been long.
1 .iEschin~s, Fals. Leg. c. 40, p. 283.
2 The employment of the new word crvv-r&.~<<s, instead of the unpopular term </>Opovs, is expressly ascribed to Kallistratus-Harpokration in
Voce.
" lsokrates gives the number 24 cities (Or. xv. Permut. s. I2o). So also
Deinarchus cont. Demosthen. s. IS; cont. Philokl. s. I7- The statement
of lEschines, that Timotheus brought 75 cities into the confederacy, appears
large, and must probably include all that that general either acquired or
captured (LEsch. Fals. Leg. c. 24, p. 263). Though I think the number
twenty-four probable enough, yet it is difficult to identify what towns they
were. For Isokrates, so far as he particularises, includes Sames, Sestos,
and Krithoti!, which were not acquired until many years afterwards-in

366-365

B.C.

Neither of these orators distinguish between those cities which Timotheus
brought or persuaded to come into the confederacy, when it was first
formed (among which we may reckon Eubcea, or most part of it-Plutarch,
De Glor. Athen. p. 35 I A)-from those others which he afterwards took
by siege, like Sames.
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their junction, when we read the picture drawn by Isokrate:
(in 38o B.c.) of the tyranny of the Persians on the Asiatic
mainland, threatening to absorb the neighbouring islands:
Not only was there now a new basis of imposing force,
presented by Athens and Thebes in union-but there was also
a wide-spread hatred of imperial Sparta, aggravated since her
perversion of the pretended boon of autonomy, promised by
the peace of Antalkidas; and the conjunction of these senti
ments caused the Athenian mission of invitation to be extremely
successful. All the cities in Eubrea (except Histirea, at the
north of the island)-as well as Chios, Mitylene, Byzantium
and Rhodes-the three former of whom had continue(
favourably inclined to Athens ever since the peace of An-·
talkidas 1-all entered into the confederacy. An Athenian
fleet under Chabrias, sailing ar~:mg the Cyclades and the other
islands of the iEgean, aided in the ~xpulsion of the Lacedcemonian harmosts, 2 together with their devoted local oligarchies,
wherever they still subsisted; and all the cities thus liberated
became equal members of the newly-constituted congress at
Athens. Mter a certain interval there came to be not less than
seventy cities, many of them separately powerful, which sent
deputies to it; 3 an aggregate sufficient to intimidate Sparta, and
even to flatter Athens with the hope of restoration to something
like her former lustre.
The first votes both of Athens herself, and of the nfrWlyassembled congress, threatened war upon the largest scale. A
resolution was passed to equip 2o,ooo hoplites, soc horsemen,
and 200 triremes. 4 Probably the insular and Ionic deputies
promised each a certain contribution of money, but nothing
beyond. vVe do not, however, know how much-nor how far
'the engagements, large or small, were realised-nor whether
Athens was authorised to enforce execution against defaulters
-or was in circumstances to act upon such authority, i;
1 Isokrat~s,
2 Isokrat€s,

Or. xiv. (Plataic.) ·s. 30.
Or. xiv. (Plat.) s. 20.

.

p.~v 7il.p ~cp' ~p.wv "u:ril. !<p&:ros
AA&v-res elJ80s p.Ev O.pf.Lo{fToV Ka1 BouA.das O:rr1JAA.d.-ynuav, v v a~ TOV quveOplov
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~il.ev8eplo.s p.eTe)(ovrnv,
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&c.

The adverb of time here used indicates about 372 B.c., about a year
before the battle of Leuktra.
8 Diodor. xv. 30.
4 Diodor. xv. 29.
Polybius (ii. 62) states that the Athenians sent out (not merely, voted to
send out) ro,ooo hoplites, and manned roo triremes.
Both these authors treat the resolution as if it were taken by the Athenians alone; but we must regard it in conjunction with the newly-assembled
synod of allies.

1
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granted to her by the congress. It was in this way that
. Athens had first rendered herself unpopular in the confederacy
' of Delos-by enforcing the resolutions of the confederate
synod against evasive or seceding members. It was in this
way that what was at first a voluntary association had ultimately
slid into an empire by constraint. Under the new circumstances
of 378 B.c., we may presume that the confederates, though
ardent and full of promises on first assembling at Athens, were
even at the outset not exact, and became afterwards still less
exact, in performance; yet that Athens was forced to be
reserved in claiming, or in exercising, the right of enforcement;
To obtain a vote of contribution by the majority of deputies
present, was only the first step in the process; to obtain
punctual payment, when the Athenian fleet was sent round for
the purpose of collecting-ylt without incurring dangerous
unpopularity-was the sc!cond step, but by far the most doubtful
and difficult.
It must, however, be borne in mind that at this moment,
when the confederacy was first formed, both Athens and
the other cities came together from a spontaneous impulse of
hearty mutuality and co-operation. A few years afterwards,
we shall find this changed ; Athens selfish, and the confederates
reluctant.l
Inflamed as well by their position of renovated headship, as
by fresh animosity against Sparta, the Athenians made important
efforts of their own, both financial and military. Equipping a
fleet, which for the time was superior in the .IEgean, they
ravaged the hostile territory of Histi::ea in Eubcea, and annexed
to their confederacy the islands of Peparethus and Skiathus.
They imposed upon themselves also a direct property-tax; to
what amount, however, we do not know.
It was on the occasion of this tax that they introduced a
• great change in the financial arrangements and constitution of
the city ; a change conferring note upon the archonship of
Nausinikus (B.C. 378-377). The great body of substantial
Athenian citizens as well as metics were now classified anew for
1

Xen. De Vectigal. v. 6.
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In the early years of this confederacy, votive offerings of wreaths or
crowns, in token of gratitude to Athens, were decreed by the Eubceans,
as well as by the general body of allies. These crowns were still to be
seen thirty years afterwards at Athens, with commemorative inscriptions
(Demos then. cont. Androtion. c. 21, p. 616; cont. Timokrat. c. 41, p.

756).
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purposes of taxation. It will be remembered that even from
the time of Solon 1 the citizens of Athens had been distributed
into four classes-Pentakosiomedimni, Hippeis, Zeugitre,
Thetes-distinguished from each other by the amount of their
respective properties. Of these Solonian classes, the fourth, or
poorest, paid no direct taxes ; while the three former were
taxed according to assessments representing a certain proportion
of their actual property. The taxable property of the richest
(or Pentakosiomedimni, including all at or above the minimum
income of soo medimni of corn per :tnnum) was entered in the
tax-book at a sum equal to twelve times their income; that of
the Hippeis (comprising all who possessed between 300 and
soo medimni of annual income) at ten times their income;
that of the Zeugitre (or possessors of an annual income between
200 and 300 medimni) at hve times their income.
A
medimnus of corn was counted as e~uivalent to a drachma;
which permitted the application of this same class-system to
moveable property as well as to land. So that, when an actual
property-tax (or eisphora) was imposed, it operated as an equal
or proportional tax, so far as regarded all the members of the
same class; but as a graduatec or progressive tax, upon all the
members of the richer class as compared with those of the
poorer.
The three Solonian property-classes above named appear to
have lasted, though probably not without modifications, down
to the close of the Peloponnesian war; and to have been in
great part preserved, after the renovation of the democracy in
B.c. 403, during the archonship of Eukleides. 2
Though
eligibility to the great offices of state had before that time
ceased to be dependent on pecuniary qualification, it was still
necessary to possess some means of distinguishing the wealthier
citizens, not merely in case of direct taxation being imposed, ~
but also because the liability to serve in liturgies or burdensome \
offices was consequent on a man's enrolment as possessor of
more than a given minimum of property. It seems, therefore,
that the Solonian census, in its main principles of classification
and graduation, was retained. Each man's property being
valued, he was ranged in one of three or more classes according
to its amount. For each of the classes, a fixed proportion of
1 For the description of the Solonian census, see vol. iii. ch. xi. of
this History.
~ This is M. Boeckh's opinion, seemingly correct, as far as can be made
out of a subject very imperfectly known (Public Economy of Athens, B. iv.
ch. S)·
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taxable capital to each man's property was assumed, and each
was entered in the schedule, not for his whole property, but for
the sum of taxable capital corresponding to his property,
according to the proportion assumed. In the first or richest
class, the taxable capital bore a greater ratio to the actual
property than in the less rich ; in the second, a greater ratio
than in the third. The sum of all these items of taxable capital,
in all the different classes, set opposite to each man's name in
the schedule, constituted the aggregate census of Attica; upon
which all direct property-tax was imposed, in equal proportion
upon every man.
Respecting the previous modifications in the register of
taxable property, or the particulars of its distribution into
classes, which had been introduced in 403 B.c. at the archonship
of Eukleides, we have no info~ation. Nor can we make out
how large or how num'hous were the assessments of direct
property-tax imposed at Athens between that archonship and
the archonship of Nausinikus in 378 B.C. But at this latter
epoch the register was again considerably modified, at the
moment when Athens was bracing herself up for increased
exertions. A new valuation was made of the property of every
man possessing property to the amount of zs min<e (or zsoo
drachmre) and upwards. Proceeding upon this valuation,
every one was entered in the schedule for a sum of taxable
capital equal to a given fraction of what he possessed. But
this fraction was different in each of the different classes. How
many classes there were, we do not certainly know; nor can we
tell, except in reference to the lowest class taxed, what sum was
taken as the minimum for any one of them. There could
hardly have been less, however, than three classes, and there
may probably have been four. But respecting the first or
richest class, we know that each man was entered in the
schedule for a taxable capital equal to one-fifth of his estimated
property: and that possessors of IS talents were included in it.
The father of Demosthenes died in this year, and the boy
Demosthenes was returned by his guardians to the first class,
as possessor of IS talents; upon which his name was entered
on the schedule with a taxable capital of three talents set
against him; being one-fifth of his actual property. The
taxable capital of the second class was entered at a fraction less
than one-fifth of their actual property (probably enough, onesixth, the same as all the registered metics); that of the third,
at a fraction still smaller ; of the fourth (if there was a fourth)
even smaller than the third. This last class descended doWil
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to the minimum of 2 5 mime, or 2 500 drachmre; below which
no account was taken. 1
Besides the taxable capitals of the citizens, tl).us graduated,
the schedule also included those of the metics or resident
aliens; who were each enrolled (without any difference of
greater or smaller property, above 25 minre) at a taxable capital
equal to one-sixth of his actual property ; 2 being a proportion
less than the richest class of citizens, and probably equal to
the second class in order of wealth. All these items summed
up, amounted to 5750 or 6ooo talents, 3 forming the aggregate
schedule of taxable property ; that is, something near about
6ooo talents. A property-tax was no part of the regular ways
and means of the state. It was imposed only on special
occasions; and whenever it was imposed, it was assessed upon
this schedule-every man, ric~ or poor, being rated equally
according to his taxable capital as tht!te entered. A propertytax of 1 per cent. would thus produce 6o talents; 2 per cent.,
120 talents, &c.
It is highly probable that the exertions of
Athens during the archonship of N ausinikus, when this new
schedule was first prepared, may have caused a property-tax to
be then imposed, but we do not know to what amount. 4
1 Demosthen. cont. Aphob. i. pp. 8I5, 8I6; cont. Aphob. ii. p. 836;
cont. Aphob. de Perjur. p. 862. Compare Boeckh, Pub!. Econ. Ath. iv. 7·
In the exposition which M. Boeckh gives of the new property-schedule
introduced under the archonship of N ausinikus, he inclines to the hypothesis
of four distinct Classes, thus distributed (p. 67 I of the new edition of his
Staats-haushaltung der Athener) :I. The first class included all persons who possessed property to the
value of 12 talents and upwards. They were entered on the schedule, each
for one-fifth, or 20 per cent. of his property.
2. The second class comprised all who possessed property to the amount
of 6 talents, but below I 2 talents. Each was enrolled in the schedule for
the amount of I6 per cent. upon his property.
3· The third class included all whose possessions amounted to the value
of 2 talents, but did not reach 6 talents. Each was entered in the schedule
at the figure of I2 per cent. upon his property.
4· The fourth class comprised all from the minimum of 25 mime, but
below the maximum of 2 talents. Each was entered in the schedule for the
amount of 8 per cent. upon his property.
This detail rests upon no positive proof; but it serves to illustrate the
principle of distribution, and of graduation, then adopted.
2 Demosthen. cont. Androtion. p. 6I2, c. 17. -ro ~=ov p.lpos elacp~petv
p.•-ril. -rwv p.e-ro(Kwv.
8 Polybius states the former sum (ii. 62), Demosthenes the latter (De
Symrnoriis, p. 183, c. 6). Boeckh however has shown, that Polybius did
not correctly conceive what the sum which he stated really meant.
4 I am obliged again upon this point to dissent from M. Boeckh, who
l!~.ts it down as positive matter of fact that a property-tax of 5 per cent.,
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Along with this new schedule of taxable capital, a new
distribution of the citizens now took place into certain bodies
called Symmories. As far as we can make out, on a very
obscure subject, it seems that these Symmories were twenty in
number, two to each tribe ; that each contained sixty citizens,
thus making 1200 in all; that these 1200 were the wealthiest
citizens on the schedule-containing, perhaps, the first two
out of the four classes enrolled. Among these 12oo, however,
the 300 wealthiest stood out as a separate body; thirty from
each tribe. These 300 were the wealthiest men in the city,
and were called "the leaders or chiefs of the Symmories."
The 300, and the I 2oo, corresponded, speaking roughly, to
the old Solonian classes of Pentakosiomedimni and Hippeis;
of which latter class there had also been 12oo, at the beginning
of the Peloponnesian war. 1 1 The liturgies, or burdensome
and costly offices, wen! discharged principally by the Three
amounting to 300 talents, was imposed and levied in the archonship of
Nausinikus (Pub!. Econ. Ath. iv. 7, 8, p. 517-521, Eng. Trans!.). The
evidence upon which this is asserted, is, a passage of Demosthen~s
cont. Androtion. (p. 6o6, c. 14). ''rp.<v ?rap?. Tas •lcrcpopas Tas a?rl>
N """' v ( IC o u, ?rap' 1crws Tcfll.avTa TptaiCO<Tta f) p.t1Cp<fi ?rll.dw, (ll.li.Etp.p.u.
TOTTapa Kctl ooKa E<TTl Tcfll.avTa· cliv ~,..,.?. ofiTos {Androtion) •l<Te1rpa~•v.

Now these words imply-not that a property-tax of about 300 talents had
been levied or called for durin!{ the archonship of Nausinikus, but-that
a total sum of 300 talents, or thereabouts, had been levied (or called for) by
all the various property-taxes imposed .from the archonship of Nausinikus
down to the date of the speech. The oration was spoken about 355 B. c. ;
the archonship of Nausinikus was in 378 B.c. What the speaker affirms
therefore, is, that a sum of 300 talents had been levied or called for by all
the various property-taxes imposed between these two dates ; and that the
aggregate sum of arrears due upon all of them, at the time when Androtion
entered upon his office, was 14 talents.
Taylor, indeed, in his note, thinking that the sum of 300 talents is very
small, as the aggregate of all property-taxes imposed for 23 years, suggests
that it might be proper to read €1r l NavcrwlKou instead of ,;.,. o Nau<TtvtKov;
and I presume that M. Boeckh. adopts that reading. But it would be
unsafe to found an historical assertion upon such a change of text, even if
the existing text were more indefensible than it actually is. And surely
the plural number rlu elcrcpopas proves that the orator has in view, not
the single property-tax imposed in the archonship of Nausinikus, but two
or more property-taxes, imposed at different times. Besides, Androtion
devoted himself to the collection of outstanding arrears generally, in whatever year they might have accrued, He would have no motive to single
out those which had accrued in the year 378 ll. c. ; moreover those arrears
would probably have become confounded with others, long before 355 B.C.
Demosthent!s selects the year of Nausinikus as his initial period, because
it was then that the new schedule, and a new reckoning, began.
1 Respecting the Symmories, compare Boeckh, Staats-haushaltung der
Athener, iv. 9, IO; Schiimann, Antiq. Jur. Pub!. Grrecor. s. 78; Parreidt,
De Symmoriis, p. r8 seq.
E 2
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Hundred, but partly also by the Twelve Hundred. It would
seem that the former was a body essentially fluctuating, and
that after a man had been in it for some time, discharging the
burdens belonging to it, the Strategi or Generals suffered him
to be mingled with the Twelve Hundred, and promoted one
of the latter body to take his place in the Three Hundred.
As between man and man, too, the Attic law always admitted
the process called Antidosis or Exchange of Property. Any
citizen who believed himself to have been overcharged with
costly liturgies, and that another citizen, as rich or richer than
himself, had not borne his fair share-might, if saddled with
a new liturgy, require the other to undertake it in his place;
and in case of•refusal, might tender to him an exchange of
properties, under an engagemez;t that he would undertake the
n~w charge, if the property of the other were made over to
h1m.
It is to be observed that besides the 1 2oo wealthiest citizens
who composed the Symmories, there were a more considerable
number of less wealthy citizens not included in them, yet still
liable to the property-tax; persons who possessed property,
from the minimum of 25 mime, up to some maximum that we
do not know, at which point the Symmories began-and who
corresponded, speaking loosely, to the third class or Zeugitre
of the Solonian census. The two Symmories of each tribe
(comprising it~ 120 richest members) superintended the
property-register of each tribe, and collected the contributions
due from its less wealthy registered members. Occasionally,
when the state required immediate payment, the thirty richest
men in each tribe (making up altogether the 3oo) advanced
the whole sum of tax chargeable upon the tribe, having their
legal remedy of enforcement against the other mem hers for
the recovery of the sum chargeable upon each. The richest
citizens were thus both armed with rights and charged with
duties, such as had not belonged to ti1em before the archonship
of Nausinikus. By their intervention (it was supposed) the
schedule would be kept nearer to the truth as respects the
assessment on each individual, while the sums actually imposed
would be more immediately forthcoming, than if the state
directly interfered by officers of its own. Soon after, the
system of Symmories was extended to the trierarchy; a change
which had not at first been contemplated. Each Symmory
had its chiefs, its curators, its assessors, acting under the
general presidency of the Strategi. Twenty-five years afterwards, we also find Demosthenes (then about thirty years of
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age) recommending a still more comprehensive application
of the same principle, so that men, money, ships, and all the
means and forces of the state, might thus be parcelled into
distinct fractions, and consigned to distinct Symmories, each
with known duties of limited extent for the component persons
to perform; and each exposed not merely to legal process, but
also to loss of esteem, in the event of non-performance. .It
will rather appear, however, that, in practice, the system of
Symmories came to be greatly abused, and to produce pernicious
effects never anticipated.
At present, however, I only notice this new financial and
political classification introduced in 378 B.C., as one evidence
of the ardour with which Athens embarked in her projected
war against Sparta. The feeling among her allies the The bans
was no less determined. Th~ government of Leontiades and
the Spartan garrison had left behind it so strong an antipathy,
that the large majority of citizens, embarking heartily in the
revolution against them, lent themselves to all the orders of
Pelopidas and his colleagues; who, on their part had no other
thought but to repel the common enemy. The Theban government now became probably democratical in form; and still
more democratical in spirit, from the ul)animous ardour
pervading the whole mass. Its military force was put under
the best training ; the most fertile portion of the plain north
of Thebes, from which the chief subsistence of the city came,
was surrounded by a ditch and a palisade, 1 to repel the
expected Spartan invasion; and ~the memorable Sacred Band
was now for the first time organised. This was a brigade of·
3oo hoplites, called the Lochus or regiment of the city, as
being consecrated to the defence of the Kadmeia or acropolis. 2
It was put under constant arms and training at the public
expense, like the Thousand at Argos, of whom mention was
made in my fifty-fifth chapter. It consisted of youthful citizens
from the best families, distinguished for their strength and
courage amidst the severe trials of the palcestra in Thebes, and
it was marshalled in such manner that each pair of neighbouring soldiers were at the same time intimate friends ; so that
the whole band were thus kept together by ties which no
dangers could sever. At first its destination, under Gorgidas
its commander (as we see by the select Three Hundred who
fought in 424 B.c. at the battle of Delium 3 ), was to serve as
2 Plutarch, Pelopid. c. r8, 19.
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 38.
s Diodor. xii. 70.
These pairs of neighbours who fought side by side at Delium, were called
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front rank men for the general body of hoplites to follow.
But from a circumstance to be mentioned presently, it came
to be employed by Pelopidas and Epaminondas as a regiment
by itself, and in a charge was then found irresistible.l
We must remark that the Thebans had always been good
soldiers, both as hoplites and as cavalry. The existing enthusiasm therefore, with the more sustained training, only raised
good soldiers into much better. But Thebes was now blest
with another good fortune, such as had never yet befallen her.
She found among her citizens a leader of the rarest excellence.
It is now for the first time that Epaminondas the son of
Polymnis begins to stand out in the public life of Greece.
His family, poor rather than rich, was among the most ancient
in Thebes, belonging to those Gentes called Sparti, whose
heroic progenitors were said to 'have sprung from the dragon's
teeth sown by Kadmus. 2 He seems to have been now of
middle age ; Pelopidas was younger, and of a very rich family;
yet the relations between the two were those of equal and
intimate friendship, tested in a day of battle wherein the two
were ranged side by side as hoplites, and where Epaminondas
had saved the life of his wounded friend, at the cost of several
wounds, and tp.e greatest possible danger, to himself. 3
Heniochi and Parabatre-Charioteers and Side-companions; a name
borrowed from the analogy of chariot-fighting, as described in the Iliad and
probably in many of the lost epic poems; the charioteer being himself an
excellent warrior, though occupied for the moment with other dutiesDiomedes and Sthenelus, Pandarus_,and 1Eneas, Patroklus and Automedon,
&c,
1 Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. IS, I9.
'0 uvvTax8•ls {nro 'E,-a,uE<v~vaov lEpDs Aoxos (Hieronymus apud Athenreum, xiii. p. 602 A). There was a Carthaginian military division which
bore the same title, composed of chosen and wealthy citizens, 2500 in
number (Diodor. xvi. So).
2 Pausan. viii. II, 5·
Dikrearchus, only one generation afterwards, complained that he could
not find out the n;tme of the mother of Epaminondas (Plutarch, Agesil.
c. I9).
3 Plutarch, Pelop. c. 4; Pausan. ix. I3, I.
According to Plutarch,
Epaminondas had attained the age of forty years, before he became publicly
known (De Occult. Vivendo, p. II29 C).
,
Plutarch affirms that the battle (in which Pelopidas was desperately
wounded and saved by Epaminondas) took place at Mantineia, when they
were fighting on the side of the Lacedremonians, under King Agesipolis,
against the Arcadians ; the Thebans being at that time friends of Sparta,
and having sent a contingent to her aid.
I do not understand what battle Plutarch can here mean. The Thebans
were never so united with Sparta, as to send any contingent to her aid,
after the capture of A then (in 404 B. c.). Most critics think that the
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Epaminondas had discharged, with punctuality, those military
and gymnastic duties which were incumbent on every Theban
citizen. But we are told that in the gymnasia he studied to
acquire the maximum of activity rather than of strength; the
nimble movements of a runner and wrestler-not the heavy
muscularity, purchased in part by excessive nutriment, of the
Breotian pugilist. 1 He also learned music, vocal and instrumental, and dancing; by which in those days was meant, not
simply the power of striking the lyre or blowing the flute, but
all that belonged to the graceful, expressive, and emphatic,
management either of the voice or of the body; rhythmical
pronunciation, exercised by repetition of the poets-and
disciplined movements, for taking part in a choric festival
with becoming consonance amidst a crowd of citizen performers.
Of such gymnastic and musi<!al trai11ing, the combination of
which constituted an ac~omplished Grecian citizen, the former
predominated at Thebes, the latter at Athens. Moreover at
Thebes, the musical training was based more upon the flute
(for the construction of which, excellent reeds grew near the
Lake Kopals); at Athens more upon the lyre, which admitted
of vocal accompaniment by the player. The Athenian
Alkibiades 2 was heard to remark, when he threw away his
flute in disgust, that flute-playing was a fit occupation for the
Thebans, since they did not know how to speak; and in
regard to the countrymen of Pindar 3 generally, the remark
was hardly less true than contemptuous. On this capital
point, Epaminondas formed a splendid exception. Not only
war referred to by Plutarch is, the expedition conducted by Agesipolis
against ;'.fantineia, whereby the city was broken up into villages-in
385 B.C. : see Mr. Clinton's Fasti Hellenici ad 385 B.c. But, in the first
place, there cannot have been any Theban contingent then assisting
Agesipolis ; for Thebes was on terms unfriendly with Sparta-and certainly
was not her ally. In the next place, there does not seem to have been any
battle, according to Xenophon's account.
I therefore am disposed to question Plutarch's account, as to this alleged
battle of Mantineia; though I think it probable that Epaminondas may
have saved the life of Pelopidas at some earlier conflict, before the peace
of Antalkidas.
1 Cornel. Nepos, Epamin. c. 2; Plutarch, Apophth. Reg. p. 192 D ;
Aristophan. Acharn. 872.
Compare the citatiot1s in Athenreus, x. p. 417. The perfection of form
1·equired in the runner was also different from that required in the wrestler
(Xenoph. Memor. iii. 8, 4; iii. 10, 6).
2 Plutarch, Alkib. c. 2.
a Pindar, Olymp. vi. go.
O.pxat'ov 0v£tBos--BotwTtav Vv, &c.
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had' he learnt the lyre 1 as well as the flute from the best
masters, but also, dissenting from his brother Kapheisias and
his friend Pelopidas, he manifested from his earliest years an
ardent intellectual impulse which would have been remarkable
even in an Athenian. He sought with eagerness the conversation of the philosophers within his reach, among whom were
the Theban Simmias and the Tarentine Spintharus, both of
them once companions of Sokrates; so that the stirring
influence of the Sokratic method would thus find its way,
partially and at second-hand, to the bosom of Epaminondas.
As the relations between Thebes and Athens, ever since the
close of the Peloponnesian war, had become more and more
friendly, growing at length into alliance and joint war against
the Spartans-we may reasonably presume that he profited by
teachers at the latter city as well as at the former. But the
person to whom he particularly devoteti himself, and whom he
not only heard as a pupil, but tended almost as a son, during
the close of an aged life-was, a Tarentine exile named Lysis;
a member of the Pythagorean brotherhood, who, from causes
which we cannot make out, had sought shelter at Thebes and
dwelt there until his death. 2 With him, as well as with other
philosophers, Epaminondas discussed all the subjects of study
and inquiry then afloat. By perseverance in this course for
some years, he not only acquired considerable positive instruction, but also became practised in new and enlarged intellectual
combinations; and was, like Perikles, 3 emancipated from that
timorous interpretation of nature which rendered so many
Grecian commanders the slaves of signs and omens. His
patience as a listener, and his indifference to showy talk on his
own account, were so remarkable, that Spintharus (the father
of Aristoxenus), after numerous conversations with him,
affirmed that he had never met with any one who understood
more or talked less. 4
1 Aristoxenus mentions the flute, Cicero and Cornelius Nepos the lyre
(Aristoxen. Fr. 6o; ed. Didot ap. Athenre. iv. p. 184; Cicero, Tusc. Disp.
i. 2, 4; Cornel. Nepos, Epamin. c. 2).
2 Aristoxenus, Frag. II, ed. Didot; Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. p. 583;
Cicero, De Offic. i. 44, 155; Pausan. ix. 13, 1 ; lElian, V. H. iii. 17.
The :statement (said to have been given. by Aristoxenus, and copied by
Plutarch as well a<; by Jamblichus) that Lysis, who taught Epaminondas,
had been one of the persons actually present 'in the synod of Pythagoreans
at Kroton when Kylon burnt down the house, and that he with another had
been the only persons who escaped-cannot be reconciled with chronology.
8 Compare Diodor. xv. 52 with Plutarch, Perikles, c. 6, and Plutarch,
Demosthen~s, c. 20.
4
Plutarch, De Gen. Socrat. p. 576 D. J.LeniA.7J</>• 'll'atoelcu otacp&pov 1<al
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Nor did such reserve proceed from any want of ready powers
of expression. On the contrary, the eloquence of Epaminondas,
when he entered upon his public career, was shown to be not
merely pre-eminent among Thebans, but effective even against
the best Athenian opponents. 1 But his disposition was essentially modest and unambitious, combined with a strong
intellectual curiosity and a great capacity; a rare combination
amidst a race usually erring on the side of forwardness and
self-esteem. Little moved by personal ambition, and never
cultivating popularity by unworthy means, Epaminondas was
still more indifferent on the score of money. He remained in
contented poverty to the end of his life, not leaving enough to
pay his funeral expenses, yet repudiating not merely the
corrupting propositions of foreigners, but also the solicitous
tenders of personal friends; 2 ·though we are told that, when
once serving the costly office of choregus, he permitted his
friend Pelopidas to bear a portion of the expense.s As he
thus stood exempt from two of the besetting infirmities which
most frequently misguided eminent Greek statesmen, so there
was a third characteristic not less estimable in his moral
character; the gentleness of his political antipathies-his
. repugnance to harsh treatment of conquered enemies-and
his refusal to mingle in intestine bloodshed. If ever there
585 D) T~ll &.p!O'T'I/11 Tpo<f>~v lv <f>tA.oO'o<f>(q.-(p. 592 F)
lJ TapavTtVOS obH: oA.l')'OII a.bT<p (Epaminondas) O'UII0lU.Tp(1jlas
fvTaU8a xpOvov, &.el 01rrrov AE'Yet, p:YJOevl 1rOV T~)'V KafJ' favTOv &.v8pdnrwv
lvTETfivxEvac, p.~TE 1ri\.eiova I'''YvdJcncovTt IJ.11're ~A.r.l.TTova cp8eyyop.€v'f'. Com·

1TEp1TT1js-(p.
~.... (v8apos

pare Cornel. Nepos, Epamin. c. 3-and Plutarch, De Audiend. c. 3,

P· 39 F.

We may fairly presume that this judgement of Spintharus was communicated by him to his son Aristoxenus, from whom Plutarch copied it; and
we know that Aristoxenus in his writings mentioned other particulars
respecting Epaminondas (Athenreus, iv. p. 184). We see thus that Plutarch
had access to good sources of information respecting the latter- And as
he had composed a life of Epaminondas (Plutarch, Agesil. c. z8), though
unfortunately it has not reached us, we may be confident that he had taken
some pains to collect materials for the purpose, which materials would
naturally be employed in his dramatic dialogue, "De Genio Socratis."
This strengthens our confidence in the interesting statements which that
dialogue furnishes respecting the character of Epaminondas; as well as in
the incidental allusions interspersed among Plutarch's other writings.
1 Cornel. Nepos, Epaminond. c. 5; Plutarch, Prrecept. Reip. Gerend. p.
Srg C. Cicero notices him as the only man with any pretensions to oratorical talents, whom Thebes, Corinth, or Arg.os had ever produced (Brutus,
c. 13, 50).
2 Plutarch (De Gen. Socr. pp. 583, 584; Pelopid. c. 3; Fab. Max. c. 27;
compare Alcibiad. and Corio!. c. 4); Cornel. Nepos, Eparuin. c. 4
8 Plutarch, Aristeides, c. r; Jus tin, vi. 8.
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were men whose conduct seemed to justify unmeasured
retaliation, it was Leontiades and his fellow-traitors. They
had opened the doors of the Kadmeia to the Spartan
Phcebidas, and had put to death the Theban leader Ismenias.
Yet Epaminondas disapproved of the scheme of Pelopidas and
the other exiles to assassinate them, and declined to take part
in it; partly on prudential grounds, but partly also on conscientious scruples.! None of his virtues was found so difficult
to imitate by his subsequent admirers, as this mastery over the
resentful and vindictive passions. 2
Before Epaminondas could have full credit for these virtues,
however, it was necessary that he should give proof of the
extraordinary capacities for action with which they were
combined, and that he should achieve something to earn that
exclamation of praise which we shall find his enemy Agesilaus
afterwards pronouncing, on seeing lim at the head of the
invading Theban army near Sparta-" Oh ! thou man of
great deeds ! " 3 In the year B.c. 3 79, when the Kadmeia was
emancipated, he was as yet undistinguished in public life, and
known only to Pelopidas with his other friends ; among whom,
too, his unambitious and inquisitive disposition was a subject
of complaint as keeping him unduly in the background. 4 But
the unparalleled phrenomena of that year supplied a spur
which overruled all backwardness, and smothered all rival
1 Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. p. 576 F.
'E1rap.etvwv8as 8€, p.'t} 1rel8wv &s
okrat {3.!11.-rtov elvat -rav-ra; p.'t} 7rpcf.crcrew, eltc6-rws &.vn-relvet 1rpbs &. p.'t}
w~q>v~ee, p.1]8€ li01ctp.d(et, 7rapa~ea.Ao6p.evos .
. . . . . . 'E1rel li~ ob 1rel8ec -roVs woAAoVs, &i\i\ct -raVT'J1V &pp.-l,~eap.ev
'T'i}V o86v, ~~~~ a!J-rhv ICEAEVEt cp6vou tca8apbv livra. tca.l &.va.iTtov ~cpecr'Tcf.va.l

'To'is Ka.tpo"is, p.eTfJ. 'Toil OtKalou

-rep

uvjupfpov-rt 1rpocrozo-&p.Evov.

Compare the same dialogue, p. 594 B; and Cornelius Nepos, Pelopidas,
c. 4·
Isokrat@s makes a remark upon Evagoras of Salamis, which may be well
applied to Epaminondas; that the objectionable means, without which the
former could not have got possession of the sceptre, were performed by
others and not by him ; while all the meritorious and admirable functions
of command were reserved for Evagoras (Isokrat@s, Or. ix. (Evag.) s. 28).
2 See the striking statements of Plutarch and Pausanias about Philopcemen
-1Ca.l7rep 'E1ra.p.etvwv8ou /3oull.6p.evos eiva.t p.dll.tcr-ra. (7Jll.w-rfJs, TD 8pa.cr-rf!ptov
ICa.l (fUVETDV a.vTOV ICa.l {nrb XP71P.cf.TWV a7ra.8h lcrxupws Jp.tp.ei-ro, .,.q; a€ 7rpcf.rp
~ea.l {3a.8ei tca.l ¢tll.a.v8pw7r'f 1rapii. -rii.s 1roll.tntcii.s 8ta.tpopii.s lp.p..!vHv ou 8uv&p.evos,
()t' ilp-y'f}v tca.l <f>tli.OVEtlda.v, p.al\l\oV ~061CEI (f'TpaTIWTtiC1jS 'I) 7rOAITtiC1jS ape'T1jS
oltceios eiva.t. To the like purpose Pausanias, viii. 49, 2 ; Plutarch,

Pelopidas, c. 25; Cornel. Nepos, Epamin. c. 3-" patiens admirandum in
n1odum.''
3
4

Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 32. ?.C -roil p.e-ya.ll.o1rp&-yp.ovos &.v8pw1rou.
Plutarch, De Gen. Socr. p. 576 E. 'E1ra.p.etvwv8a.s 81, Botw-rwv &1r&wrwv

'Tql 7rE7ra.t8evcr8a.t 1rpbs apeT~jV a~twv 8ta.¢.!pelV, ap.{3ll.vs lcr'Tt ~ea.l a1rp68up.os.
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inclinations. The Thebans, having just recovered their city
by an incredible turn of fortune, found themselves exposed
single-handed to the full attack of Sparta and her extensive
confederacy. Not even Athens had yet declared in their
favour, nor had they a single other ally. Under such circumstances, Thebes could only be saved by the energy of all her
citizens-the unambitious and philosophical as well as the rest.
As the necessities of the case required such simultaneous
devotion, so the electric shock of the recent revolution was sufficient to awaken enthusiasm in minds much less patriotic than that
of Epaminondas. He was among the first to join the victorious
exiles in arms, after the contest had been transferred from the
houses of Archias and Leontiades to the open market-place ;
and he would probably have been among the first to mount
the walls of the Kadmeia, had the Spartan harmost awaited an
assault. Pelopidas bei~ named Bceotarch, his friend Epaminondas was naturally placed among the earliest and most
forward organisers of the necessary military resistance against
the common enemy ; in which employment his capacities
speedily became manifest. Though at this moment almost an
unknown man, he had acquired, in B.C. 371, seven years
afterwards, so much reputation both as speaker and as general,
that he was chosen as the expositor of The ban policy at Sparta,
and trusted with the conduct of the battle of Leuktra, upon
which the fate of Thebes hinged. Hence we may fairly
conclude, that the well-planned and successful system of
defence, together with the steady advance of Thebes against
Sparta, during the intermediate years, was felt to have been in
the main his work. I
The turn of politics at Athens which followed the acquittal
of Sphodrias was an unspeakable benefit to the Thebans, in
seconding as well as encouraging their defence. The Spartans,
not unmoved at the new enemies raised up by their treatment
1 Bauch, in his instructive biography of Epaminondas (Epaminondas, und
Thebens Kampf urn die Hegemonie: Breslau, !834. p. 26), seems to conceive that Epaminondas was never employed in any public official post
by his countrymen, until the period immediately preceding the battle of
Leuktra. I cannot concur in this opinion. It appears to me that he must
have been previously employed in such posts as enabled him to show his
military worth. For all the proceedings of 37 I B. c. prove that in that year
he actually possessed a great and established reputation, which must have
been acquired by previous acts in a conspicuous position; and as he had no
great family position to start from, his reputation was probably acquired
only by slow degrees.
The silence of Xenophon proves nothing in contradiction of this supposition; for he does not mention Epaminondas even at Leuktra.
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of Sphodrias, thought it necessary to make some efforts on
their side. They organised on a more systematic scale the
military force of their confederacy, and even took some
conciliatory steps with the view of effacing the odium of their
past misrule.! The full force of their confederacy-including,
as a striking mark of present Spartan power, even the distant
Olynthians 2-was placed in motion against Thebes in the
course of the summer under Agesilaus; who contrived, by
putting in sudden requisition a body of mercenaries acting in
the service of the Arcadian town Kleitor against its neighbour the Arcadian Orchomenus, to make himself master
of the passes of Kithceron, before the Thebans and Athenians could have notice of his passing the Lacedcemonian
border. 3 Then crossing Kithceron into Bceotia, he established
}:lis head-quarters at Thespice, a post already under Spartan
occupation. From thence he commenced his attacks upon
the Theban territory, which he found defended partly by a
considerable length of ditch and palisade-partly by the main
force of Thebes, assisted by a division of mixed Athenians and
mercenaries, sent from Athens under Chabrias. Keeping on
their own side of the palisade, the Thebans suddenly sent out
their cavalry, and attacked Agesilaus by surprise, occasioning
some loss. Such sallies were frequently repeated, until, by a
rapid march at break of day, he forced his way through an
opening in the breastwork into the inner country, which he
laid waste nearly to the city wa\ls. 4 The Thebans and Athenians, though not offering him battle on equal terms, nevertheless kept the field against him, taking care to hold positions
advantageous for defence. Agesilaus on his side did not feel
confident enough to attack them against such odds. Yet on
one occasion he had made up his mind to do so ; and was
marching up to the charge, when he was daunted by the firm
attitude and excellent array of the troops of Chabrias. They
had received orders to await his approach, on a high and
advantageous· ground, without moving until signal should be
given ; with their shields resting on the knee, and their spears
protended. So imposing was their appearance that Agesilaus
called off his troops without daring to complete the charge. 5
1
8

2 Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 54; Diodor. xv. 31.
Diodor. xv. 31.
4 Xen. Hellen. vc 4, 4r.
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 36-38.
5 Diodor. xv. 32; Poiyren, ii. r, 2; Cornel. Nepos, Chabrias, c. I . " obnixo genu scuta"-Demosthen. cont. Leptinem, p. 479·
The Athenian public having afterwards voted a statue to the honour of
Chabrias, he made choice of this attitude for the design (Diodor. xv. 33).
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After a month or more of devastations on the lands of Thebes,
and a string of desultory skirmishes in which he seems to have
lost rather than gained, Agesilaus withdrew to Thespire; the
fortifications of whicq he strengthened, leaving Phcebidas with
a considerable force in occupation, and then leading back his
army to Peloponnesus.
Phcebidas-the former captor of the Kadmeia-thus
stationed at Thespice, carried on vigorous warfare against
Thebes; partly with his own Spartan division, partly with the
Thespian hoplites, who promised him unshrinking support.
His incursions soon brought on reprisals from the The bans;
who invaded Thespice, but were repulsed by Phcebidas with
the loss of all their plunder. In the pursuit, however, hurrying
incautiously forward, he was slain by a sudden turn of the
Theban cavalry; 1 upon which all his troops fled, chased
by the The bans to thee very gates of Thespice. Though the
Spartans, in consequence of this misfortune, despatched by sea
another general and division to replace Phcebidas, the cause of
the Thebans was greatly strengthened by their recent victory.
They pushed their success not only against Thespice, but
against the other Bceotian cities, still held by local oligarchies
in dependence on Sparta. At the same time these oligarchies
were threatened by the growing strength of their own popular
or philo-Theban citizens, who crowded in considerable numbers
as exiles to Thebes.2
A second expedition against Thebes, undertaken by
Agesilaus in the ensuing summer with the main army of the
confederacy, was neither more decisive nor more profitable
than the preceding. Though he contrived, by a well-planned
stratagem, to surprise the Theban palisade and lay waste the
plain, he gained no serious victory ; and even showed, more
clearly than before, his reluctance to engage except upon perfectly equal terms. 3 It became evident that the Thebans were
not only strengthening their position in Bceotia, but also acquiring practice in warfare and confidence against the Spartans;
1

Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 42-45; Diodor. xv. 33·
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 46. 'E1< ~€ To6Tov 1rclll.tv ai'i Til. TWV El7Jflalwv
¢.vE(w7rupeiTo, Kal lrJTpa.TeVowro els @EU'lru.ls, Ked els "T(u lfAA.as Td:s
weptoudlias 1r&Aea. ~o p.EvTot 011~-tos ~~ o.ilTWv els TCts ®~!3as lti'rrexWpu· Ev
2

'7l'"duats 'YU.P 'Ta'is 1r6A.ecrt OuvaO'TELat Ka8ettr'T'hKeuav, lfHrrrep iv E>-h/3ats' &(J'Te
1<al 0[ ~v Ta6Tats Ta'is 1r611.Ecn cplll.ot Twv Aal<e~atp.oviwv /3o7J9eias ~O,OVTO.

a Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 47, 5r.
The anecdotes in Poly~nus (ii. I, 18-20), mentioning faint-heartedness
and alarm among the allies of Agesilaus, are likely to apply (certainly in
part) to this campaign.
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insomuch that Antalkidas and some other companions
remonstrated with Agesilaus, against carrying on the war so
as only to give improving lessons to his enemies in military
practice-and called upon him to strike some decisive blow.
He quitted Bceotia, however, after the summer's campaign,
without any such step. 1 In his way he appeased an intestine
conflict which was about to break out in Thespire. Afterwards,
on passing to Megara, he experienced a strain or hurt, which
grievously injured his sound leg (it has been mentioned already
that he was lame of one leg), and induced his surgeon to open
a vein in the limb for reducing the inflammation. When this
was done, however, the blood could not be stopped until he
swooned. Having been conveyed home to Sparta in great
suffering, he was confined to his couch for several months ;
and he remained during a much longer time unfit for active
command. 2
•
The functions of general now devolved upon the other king,
Kleombrotus, who in the next spring conducted the army of
the confederacy to invade Bceotia anew. But on this occasion,
the Athenians and Thebans had occupied the passes of
Kithreron, so that he was unable even to enter the country, and
was obliged to dismiss his troops without achieving anything. 3
His inglorious retreat excited such murmurs among the
allies when they met at Sparta, that they resolved to fit out a
large naval force, sufficient both to intercept the supplies of
imported corn to Athens, and to forward an invading army
by sea against Thebes, to the Bceotian port of Kreusis in
the Krissrean Gulf. The former object was attempted first.
Towards midsummer, a fleet of sixty triremes, fitted out under
the Spartan admiral Follis, was cruising in the .tEgean ;
especially round the coast of Attica, near .tEgina, Keos, and
Andros. The Athenians, who, since their recently renewed
confederacy, had been undisturbed by any enemies at sea,
found themselves thus threatened, not merely with loss of
power, but also with loss of trade and even famine ; since their
corn-ships from the Euxine, though safely reaching Gerrestus
(the southern extremity of Eubrea), were prevented from
doubling Cape Sunium. Feeling severely this interruption,
they fitted out at Peirreus a fleet of So triremes, 4 with crews
1

Diodor. xv. 33, 34; Plutarcl:i, Agesil. c. 26.
3 Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 59·
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 58.
Xen. Hellen. v. 4. 61. tvJ{J-YJ(]"U.V alrrol ds 'TCtS vavs, &c. Boeckh
(followed by Dr. Thirlwall, Hist. Gr. ch. 38, vol. v. p. 58) connects
with this maritime expedition an Inscription (Corp. Insc. No. 84, p. 124)
2
4
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mainly composed of citizens ; who, under the admiral Chabrias,
in a sharply contested action near Naxus, completely defeated
the fleet of Follis, and regained for Athens the mastery of the
sea. Forty-nine Lac;ed<emonian triremes were disabled or
captured, eight with their entire crews. 1 Moreover, Chabrias
might have destroyed all or most of the rest, had he not
suspended his attack, having eighteen of his own ships disabled,
to pick up both the living men and the dead bodies on board,
as well as all Athenians who were swimming for their lives.
He did this (we are told 2) from distinct recollection of the
fierce displeasure of the people against the victorious generals
after the battle of Arginus<e. And we may thus see, that
though the proceedings on that memorable occasion were
stained both by illegality and by violence, they produced a
recording a vote of gratitude,•passed by the Athenian assembly in favour of
Phanokritus, a native of Parium in the Propontis. But I think that the
vote can hardly belong to the present expedition. The Athenians could
not need to be informed by a native of Parium about the movements of a
hostile fleet near .t'Egina and Keos. The information given by Phanokritus
must have related more probably, I think, to some occasion of the transit
of hostile ships along the Hellespont, which a native of Parium would be
the likely person first to discover and communicate.
1 Diodor. xv. 35; Demosthen. cont. Leptin. c. 17, p. 480.
I give the number of prize-ships taken in this action, as stated by
Demosthen@s ; in preference to Diodorus, who mentions a smaller number.
The orator, in enumerating the exploits of Chabrias in this oration, not only
speaks from a written memorandum in his hand, which he afterwards causes
to be read by the clerk-but also seems exact and special as to numbers, so
as to inspire greater confidence than usual.
2 Diodor. xv. 35· Chabrias &."''o-xeTo 7r<tvTeil.ws Tov OLW'Yp.ov, O.vap.v'flo-8els

Tf)s EV >Ap'Y<VOOO'aLs vavp.axlas, EV ?i To/Js VLI<~O"aV'ras O'Tp«T'fi'YOOs 0 of)p.os
O.VTl p.ey&.A.7Js f:bepf'eulcu Oo.vc!T(fl 7rEptEfjaAn', a. L'T 'a; u d p. e v o s 8T t 'To Vs
TE-rEii.EVT'fiKOTas KaTa -r1}v vavp.axla.v olJ" ~8a.l/la.v· Evll.a./3~0'11 oov
(see ~esseling ~nd Stephens's no,te) p.f, 'II'OTE , -rijs 7r~pto-ni.c:_ec•JS IJp.olas
-yEvop.E:''fiS Ktv5v~EV<T1J'II'a8Et~ 'l!'apa.?'il.'l)o-ta.. Ll.tC'trE~ <L7rOO"Ta.s TO~ ot~Ketv,
a.veil.e'YE'TO T'WV 1r0ll.tTWV Tovs OtO.V'fiXOJLEVovs, K«l T'Ovs p.ev (.,.,
(6JvTaS litECTCIJtJ'E, Toils 0~ TETEA.EUT?1JC6TO.S f(Ja;fn:v. El 8~ p.~
wepl 'ra{n·,'f/v E'YEVETO T1}v E7rtp.E'A.etaJI, pq.Olws av G:rral!TO. 'T~)JI 7rOAep.lwv
o-T6il.ov a..</>Betpe.

This passage illustrates what I remarked in my preceding ch. lxiv.
respecting the batt] e of Arginusre and the proceedings at Athens afterwards.
I noticed that Diodorus incorrectly represented the excitement at Athens
against the generals as arising from their having neglected to pick up
the bodies of the slain warriors for burial-and that he omitted the more
important fact, that they left many living and wounded warriors to perish.
It is curious, that in the first of the two sentences above cited, Diodorus
repeats his erroneous affirmation about the battle of Arginusre ; while in the
second sentence he corrects the error, telling us that Chabrias, profiting by
the warning, took care to pick up the living men on the wrecks and in the
water, as well as the dead bodies.
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salutary effect upon the public conduct of subsequent
commanders. Many a brave Athenian (the crews consisting
principally of citizens) owed his life, after the battle of Naxus,
to the terrible lesson administered by the people to their
generals in 406 B.c., thirty years before.
This was the first great victory (in September, 376 B.c. 1 )
which the Athenians had gained at sea since the Peloponnesian
war; and while it thus filled them with joy and confidence, it
led to a material enlargement of their maritime confederacy.
The fleet of Chabrias-of which a squadron was detached under
the orders of Phokion, a young Athenian now distinguishing
himself for the first time and often hereafter to be mentionedsailed victorious round the JEgean, made prize of twenty other
triremes in single ships, brought in 3ooo prisoners with 1 ro
talents in money, and annexed seventeen new cities to the
confederacy, as sending deputies to t~e synod and furnishing
contributions. The discreet and conciliatory behaviour of
Phokion, especially, obtained much favour among the islanders
and determined several new adhesions to Athens. 2 To the
inhabitants of Abdera in Thrace, Chabrias rendered an inestimable service, by aiding them to repulse a barbarous horde
of Triballi, who quitting their abode from famine, had poured
upon the sea-coast, defeating the Abderites and plundering their
territory. The citizens, grateful for a force left to defend their
town, willingly allied themselves with Athens, whose confederacy
thus extended itself to the coast of Thrace. 3
· Having prosperously enlarged their confederacy to the east of
Peloponnesus, the Athenians began to aim at the acquisition of
new allies in the west. The fleet of 6o triremes, which had
recently served under Chabrias, was sent, under the command
of Timotheus, the son of Konon, to circumnavigate Peloponnesus and alarm the coast of Laconia ; partly at the instance of
the Thebans, who were eager to keep the naval force of Sparta
occupied, so as to prevent her from conveying troops across
the Krissrean Gulf from Corinth to the Bceotian port of Kreusis. 4
This Periplus of Peloponnesus-the first which the fleet of
Athens had attempted since her humiliation at JEgospotamicoupled with the ensuing successes, was long remembered by
the countrymen of Timotheus. His large force, just dealing,
1
2
8

Plutarch, Phokion, c. 6; Plutarch, Camillus, c. 19.
Demosthen. cont. Leptin. p. 480; Plutarch, Phokion, c. 7·
Diodor. xv. 36. He states, by mistake, that Chabrias was afterwards
assassinated at Abdi!ra.
4 Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 62.
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and conciliatory professions, won new and valuable allies. Not
only Kephallenia, but the still more important island of Korkyra,
voluntarily accepted his propositions ; and as he took care to
avoid all violence or interference with the political constitution,
his popularity all around augmented every day. Alketas, prince
of the Molossi-the Chaonians with other Epirotic tribes-and
the Akarnanians on the coast-all embraced his alliance.!
While near Alyzia and Leukas oy. this coast, he was assailed
by the Peloponnesian ships under Nikolochus, rather inferior
in number to his fleet. He defeated them, and being shortly
afterwards reinforced by other triremes from Korkyra, he became
so superior in those waters, that the hostile fleet did not dare
to show itself. Having received only I 3 talents on quitting
Athens, we are told that he had great difficulty in paying his
fleet; that he procured ~ advance of money, from each of the
sixty trierarchs in his fleet, of seven mime towards the pay of
their respective ships ; and that he also sent home requests for
large remittances from the public treasury ; 2 measures which
go to bear out that honourable repugnance to the plunder of
friends or neutrals, and care to avoid even the suspicion of
plunder, which his panegyrist Isokrates ascribes to him.s This
was a feature unhappily rare among the Grecian generals on
both sides, and tending to become still rarer, from the increased
employment of mercenary bands.
The demands of Timotheus on the treasury of Athens were
not favourably received. Though her naval position was now
more brilliant and commanding than it had been since the
battle of JEgospotami-though no Laced::emonian fleet showed
itself to disturb her in the JEgean 4-yet the cost of the war
began to be seriously felt. Privateers from the neighbouring
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 64 ; Diodor. xv. 36.
Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 66 ; Isokrates, De Permutat. s. I 16 ; Cornelius
Nepos, Timotheus, c. 2.
The advance of seven minre respectively, obtained by_ Timotheus from
the sixty trierarchs under his command, is mentioned by Demosthenes cont.
Timotheum (c. 3, p. n87). I agree with M. Boeckh (Public Economy of
Athens, ii. 24, p. 294) in referring this advance to his expedition to Korkyra
and other places in the Ionian Sea in 375-374 B.C.; not to his subsequent
expedition of 373 B.C., to which Rehdantz, Lachmann, Schlosser, and
others would refer it (Vitre Iphicratis, &c. P· 89). In the second expedition,
it does not appear that he ever had really sixty triremes, or sixty trierarchs,
under him. Xenophon (Hellen. v. 4, 63) tells us that the fleet sent with
Timotheus to Korkyra consisted of sixty ships ; which is the exact number
of trierarchs named by Demosthenik
8 lsokrates, Oral. De Pennutat. s. 128, 131, I35•
• Isokrates, De Permutat. s. II7; Cornel. Nepos, Timoth. c. 2.
1
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island of h:gina annoyed her commerce, requiring a perpetual
coast-guard; while the contributions from the deputies to the
confederate synod were not sufficient to dispense with the
necessity of a heavy direct property-tax at home. 1
In this synod the Thebans, as members of the confederacy,
were represented. 2 Application was made to them to contribute
towards the cost of the naval war; the rather, as it was partly
at their instance that the fleet had been sent round to the Ionian
Sea. But the Thebans declined compliance, 3 nor were they
probably in any condition to furnish pecuniary aid. Their
refusal occasioned much displeasure at Athens, embittered by
jealousy at the strides which they had been making during the
last two years, partly through the indirect effect of the naval
successes of Athens. At the end of the year 3 77 B.c., after the
two successive invasions of Agesilaus_, the ruin of two homecrops had so straitened the Thebans, that they were forced to
import corn from Pagasre in Thessaly; in which enterprise their
ships ahd seamen were at first captured by the Lacedremonian
harmost at Oreus in Eubrea, Alketas. His negligence however
soon led not only to an outbreak of their seamen who had been
taken prisoners, but also to the revolt of the town from Sparta,
so that the communication of Thebes with Pagasre became
quite unimpeded. For the two succeeding years, there had
been no Spartan invasion o( Breotia; since in 376 B.c.,
Kleombrotus could not surmount the heights of Kithreronwhile in 3 75 B.c., the attention of Sparta had been occupied by
the naval operations of Timotheus in the Ionian Sea. During
these two years, the The bans had exerted themselves vigorously
against the neighbouring cities of Breotia, in most of which a
strong party, if not the majority of the population, was favourable to them, though the government was in the hands of the ,
philo-Spartan oligarchy, seconded by Spartan harmosts and
garrison.4 We hear of one victory gained by the Theban
cavalry near Platrea, under Charon; and of another near
Tanagra, in which PanthOides, the Lacedremonian harmost in
that town, was slain. 5
·
But the most important of all their successes was that of
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, I.
See Isokrat~s, Or. xiv. (Plataic.) s. 21, 23, 37·
3 Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, I. Oi ll' 'ABrwa.'iot, a.b~a.vop.evous p.~v ~pwvTES lltt\
O'cj>as To/..s 8'1)/3a.lous, XP-hfl'>Ta. ll' ov O'v}L/3«'li.'Aop.evous els TO va.vTtK&v, a.bTol
ll' a1TOKVa.tt5p.evot Ka.l XP'f/fi.O.T<OV elt!'<f>opa.'is Ka.l l..pt!'Tela.ts .!~ Al"flV'f/S, KcU
2

<f>v'Aa.Ka.'is .,-ijs x_wpa.s, bre8V}L'I)O'av 1TaVO'a0'8at Tov 1rol..ep.ov.

' Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 46-55.
Plutarch, l'elopidas, c. IS-25·
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Pelopidas near Tegyra. That commander, hearing that the
Spartan harmost, with his two (mone or) divisions in garrison
at Orchomenus, had gone away on an excursion into the Lokrian
territory, made a dash from Thebes with the Sacred Band and
a few cavalry, to surprise the place. It was the season in which
the waters of the Lake Kopais were at the fullest, so that he
was obliged to take a wide circuit to the north-west, and to pass
by Tegyra, on the road between Orchomlnus and the Opuntian
Lokris. On arriving near Orchomenus, he ascertained that
there were still some Lacedcemonians in the town, and that no
surprise could be effected; upon which he retraced his steps.
Bnt on reaching Tegyra, he fell in with the Lacedcemonian
commanders, Gorgoleon and Theopompus, returning with their
troops from the Lokrian excursion. As his numbers were
inferior to theirs by half, they rejoiced in the encounter; while
the troops of Pelopidas "'ere at first dismayed and required all
his encouragement to work them up. But in the fight that
ensued, closely and obstinately contested in a narrow pass, the
strength, valour, and compact charge of the Sacred Band proved
irresistible. The two Lacedcemonian commanders were both
slain ; their troops opened, to allow the The bans an undisturbed
retreat; but Pelopidas, disdaining this opportunity, persisted in
the combat until all his enemies dispersed and fled. The
neighbourhood of Orchomenus forbade any long pursuit, so that
Pelopidas could only erect his trophy, and strip the dead, before
returning to Thebes. 1
This combat, in which the Lacedcemonians were for the first
time beaten in fair field by numbers inferior to their own,
produced a strong sensation in the minds of both the contending parties. The confidence of the Thebans, as well as their
exertion, was redoubled; so that by the year 374 B.c., they had
cleared Breotia of the Lacedcemonians, as well as of the local
oligarchies which sustained them ; persuading or constraining
the cities again to come into union with Thebes, and reviving
the Breotian confederacy. Haliartus, Kor6neia, Lebadeia,
Tanagra, Thespice, Platcea and the rest, thus became again
Breotian ; 2 leaving out Orchomenus alone (with its dependency
1

Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 17; Diodor. xv. 37·
Xenophon does not mention the combat at Tegyra. Diodorus mentions,
what is evidently this battle, near Orchomenus; but he does not name
Tegyra.
Kallisthen<ls seems to have described the battle of Tegyra, and to have
given various particulars respecting the religious legends connected with
that spot (Kallisthen<ls, Fragm, 3, ed. Didot, ap. Stephan. Byz. v. Teyvpa).
2 That the Thebans thus became again presidents of all Bceotia, and
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Chceroneia), which was on the borders of Phokis, and still
continued under Lacedcemonian occupation. In most of these
cities the party friendly to Thebes was numerous, and the
change, on the whole, popular ; though in some the prevailing
sentiment was such, that adherence was only obtained by
intimidation. The change here made by Thebes, was, not to
absorb these cities into herself, but to bring them back to the
old federative systerl\ of Breotia ; a policy, which she had
publicly proclaimed on surprising Platcea in 43 r B.c.! While
resuming her own ancient rights and privileges as head of the
Breotian federation, she at the same time guaranteed to the
other cities-by convention, probably express, but certainly
implied-their ancient rights, their security, and their qualified
autonomy, as members ; the system which had existed down
to the peace of Antalkidas.
The position of the The bans was m!iterially improved by this
re-conquest or re-confederation of Breotia. Becoming masters
of Kreusis, the port of Thespice,2 they fortified it, and built
some triremes to repel any invasion from Peloponnesus by sea
across the Krisscean Gulf. Feeling thus secure against invasion,
they began to retaliate upon their neighbours and enemies the
Phokians; allies of Sparta, and auxiliaries in the recent attacks
on Thebes-yet also, from ancient times, on friendly terms with
Athens. 3 So hard pressed were the Phokians-especially as
Jason of Pherce in Thessaly was at the same time their bitter
enemy 4-that unless assisted, they would have been compelled
to submit to the Thebans, and along with them Orchomenus,
including the Lacedcemonian garrison then occupying it ; while
the treasures of the Delphian temple would also have been laid
open, in case the Thebans should think fit to seize them.
Intimation being given by the Phokians to Sparta, King
revived the Bceotian confederacy-is clearly stated by Xenophon, Hellen.
v. 4, 63; vi. I, I.
l Thucyd. ii. 2. 'Avet7rEV lJ 1chpv~ (the Theban herald after the Theban
troops had penetrated by night into the middle of Platrea) .r TIS {3ooli.ETa.l

«aTCk. T4 'Tf'd.Tpt.a. .,~wv 1r&.vTwv BotooTidv ~uJLp.axetv, .,..£Geu8a.t. 1ra.p'

a.~ToVs .,-c\ 81rll.a., vop.l(ovTES crcplcn p<flilws 'TDO'T'f Tcf .,.p67r'f' 7rpocrxwp{jcrew
'T~!V 11"0AtV.

Compare the language of the Thebans about .,.c,. ...&..,.pta. .,-O,v Botw'Twv
(iii. 61, 65, 66). The description which the Tbebans give of their own
professions and views, when they attacked Platrea in 431 B.c., may be taken
as fair analogy to judge of their professions and views towards the recovered
Bceotian towns in 376-375 B.C.
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 3 : compare Diodor. xv. 53·
8 Diodor. xv. 31 ; Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, I ; iii. 5, 21.
4 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 21-27,
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Kleombrotus was sent to their aid, by sea across the Gulf, with
four Laced::emonian divisions of troops, and an auxiliary body
of allies. 1 This reinforcement, compelling the The bans to retire,
placed both Phokis and Orchomenus in safety. While Sparta
thus sustained them, even Athens looked upon the Phokian
cause with sympathy. When she saw that the Thebans had
passed from the defensive to the offensive-partly by her help,
yet nevertheless refusing to contribute to the cost of her navyher ancient jealousy of them became again so powerful, that
she sent envoys to Sparta to propose terms of peace. What
these terms were, we are not told ; nor does it appear that the
Thebans even received notice of the proceeding. But the
peace was accepted at Sparta, and two of the Athenian envoys
were despatched at once from thence, without even going home,
ito Korkyra; for the purpose of notifying the peace to Timotheus,
md ordering him forthwi\h to conduct his fleet back to Athens. 2
This proposition of the Athenians, made seemingly in a
noment of impetuous dissatisfaction, was much to the advantage
>f Sparta, and served somewhat to countervail a mortifying
·evelation which had reached the Spartans a little before from
L different quarter.
Polydamas, an eminent citizen of Pharsalus in Thessaly,
;arne to·Sparta to ask for aid. He had long been on terms of
10spitality with the Lacedremonians ; while Pharsalus had not
nerely been in alliance with them, but was for some time
I Xen. Hellen. vi. I, I; vi. zr.
This expedition of Kleombrotus to Phokis is placed by Mr. Fynes
:linton in 375 B.c. {Fast. Hel. ad 375 B.c.). To me it seems to belong
·ather to 374 B.c. It was not undertaken until the Thebans had re·
:onquered all the Breotian cities (Xen. Hell. vi. I, I); and this operation
:eems to have occupied them all the two years-376 and 375 B.C. See v.
~' 63, where the words olir' €v ~ T<p.60<os 1r<pdrrll.wue must be understood
o include, not simply the time which Timotheus took in acttJalf;' ct'rcumtavigating Peloponnesus, but the year which he spent afterwards in the
:onian Sea, and the time which he occupied in performing his exploits near
{orkyra, Leukas, and the neighbourhood generally. The '' Peri plus," for
iVhich Timotheus was afterwards honomed at Athens (see JEschines cont.
{tesiphont. c. 90, p. 458) meant the exploits performed by him during the
rear and with the fleet of the "Peri plus."
It is worth notice that the Pythian games were celebrated in this year
174 B.C.-brl ~w~<pa·rioov ll.pxovros; that is, in the first quarter of that
trchon, or the third Olympic year; about the beginning of August.
::habrias won a prize at these games with a chariot and four; in celebration
)f which, he afterwards gave a splendid banquet at the point of seashore
:alled K6Jias, near Athens (Demosthen. cont. Nereram, c. II, p. I356).
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, r, 2.
Kallias seems to have been one of the Athenian envoys (Xen. Hellen. vi.
3· 4).
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occupied by one of their garrisons.l In the usual state of
Thessaly, the great cities Larissa, Pherre, Pharsalus, and others,
each holding some smaller cities in a state of dependent
alliance, were in disagreement with each other, often even in
actual war. It was rare that they could be brought to concur
in a common vote for the election of a supreme chief or Tagus.
At his own city of Pharsalus, Polydamas was now in the
ascendent, enjoying the confidence of all the great family
factions who usually contended for predominance; to such a
degree, indeed, that he was entrusted with the custody of the
citadel and the entire management of the revenues, receipts as
well as disbursements. Being a wealthy man, "hospitable and
ostentatious in the Thessalian fashion," he advanced money~
from his own purse to the treasury whenever it was low, and
repaid himself when public funds came in. 2
But a greater man than Polydamas had now arisen in
Thessaly-Jason, despot of Pherre; whose formidable power,
threatening the independence of Pharsalus, he now came to
Sparta to denounce. Though the force of Jason can hardly
have been very considerable when the Spartans passed through
Thessaly, six years before, in their repeated expeditions against
Olynthus, he was now not only despot of Pherre, but master of
nearly all the Thessaiian cities (as Lykophron of Pherre had
partially succeeded in becoming thirty years before,s) as well
as of a large area of tributary circumjacent territory. The
great instrument of his dominion was, a standing and wellappointed force of 6ooo mercenary troops, from all parts of ,
Greece. He possessed all the personal qualities requisite for
conducting soldiers with the greatest effect. His bodily
strength was great ; his activity indefatigable ; his self-command,
1

I

1
2

Diodor. xiv. Sz.
X en. Hellen. vi. r, 3· Kal <11r6Te

p.~P ~voehs et71, 1rap' ~auTou 7rpoO'eT(8et•
07rOTe a~ 7rEpt-yevotTO Ti/s 7rpo(J'61iou, &:rr•ll.&.p.!3avev· ~v o~ ~eallfll.li.OJs </Jtll.6~•v6s
TE Kal p.e-yail.o1rperr1]s Tl>v 0eTTail.tKI>v .,.p61rov.

Such loose dealing of the Thessalians with their public revenues helps us
to understand how Philip of Macedon afterwards got into his hands th
management of their harbours and customs-duties (Demosthen. Olynth. i.
p. I5; ii. p. 20). It forms a striking contrast with the exactness of the
Athenian people about their public receipts and disbursements, as testifiec'
in the inscriptions yet remaining,
3
Xen. Hellen. ii. 3, 4·
The story (told in Plutarch, De Gen. Socrat. p. 583 F) of Jason sending
a large sum of money to Thebes, at some period anterior to the recapture
of the Kadmeia, for the purpose of corrupting Eparninondas-appears not
entitled to credit. Before that time, Eparninondas was too little known to
be worth corrupting; moreover, Jason did not become tagus of Thessaly
until long after the recapture of the Kadrneia (Xen. Hellen. vi. r, r8, 19)
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both as to hardship and as to temptation, alike conspicuous.
Always personally sharing both in the drill and in the gymnastics
of the soldiers, and encouraging military merits with the utmost
munificence, he bad not only disciplined them, but inspired
them with extreme warlike ardour and devotion to his person.
Several of the neighbouring tribes, together with Alketas prince
of the Molossi in Epirus, had been reduced to the footing of
his dependent allies. Moreover he had already defeated the
Pharsalians, and stripped them of many of the towns which
had once been connected with them, so that it only remained
for him now to carry his arms against their city. But Jason
was prudent as well as daring. Though certain of success, he
wished to avoid the odium of employing force, and the danger
of having malcontents for subjects. He therefore proposed to
Polydamas in a private interview, that he (Polydamas) should
bring Pharsalus under J ~son's dominion, accepting for himself
the second place in Thessaly, under Jason installed as Tagus
or president. The whole force of Thessaly thus united, with
its· array of tributary nations around, would be decidedly the
first power in Greece, superior on land either to Sparta or
Thebes, and at sea to Athens. And as to the Persian king,
with his multitudes of unwarlike slaves, Jason regarded him as
an enemy yet easier to overthrow ; considering what had been
achieved first by the Cyreians, and afterwards by Agesilaus.
Such were the propositions, and such the ambitious hopes,
which the energetic despot of Pher::e had laid before Polydamas ;
who replied, that he himself had long been allied with Sparta,
and that he could take no resolution hostile to her interests.
"Go to Sparta, then (rejoined Jason), and give notice there,
that I intend to attack Pharsalus, and that it is for them to
afford you protection. If they cannot comply with 'the demand,
you will be unfaithful to the interests of your city if you do
not embrace my offers." It was on this mission that Polydamas
was now come to Sparta, to announce that unless aid could be
sent to him, he should be compelled unwillingly to sever
himself from her. "Recollect (he concluded), tbat the enemy
against whom you will have to contend is formidable in every
':vay, both from personal qualities [and from power; so that
.nothing short of a first-rate force and commander will suffice.
Consider and tell me what you can do."
The Spartans, having deliberated on the point, returned a
.reply in the negative. Already a large force had been sent
under Kleombrotus as essential to the defence of Phokis;
.noreover the Athenians were now the stronger power at sea.
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Lastly, Jason had hitherto lent no active assistance to Thebes
and Athens-which he would assuredly be provoked to do, if
a Spartan army interfered against him in Thessaly. Accordingly the Ephors told Polydamas plainly, that they were unable
to satisfy his demands, recommending him to make the best
terms that he could both for Pharsalus and for himself.
Returning to Thessaly, he resumed his negotiation with Jason,
and promised substantial compliance with what was required.
But he entreated to be spared the dishonour of admitting a
foreign garrison into the citadel which had been confidentially
entrusted to his care ; engaging at the same time to bring his
fellow-citizens into voluntary union with Jason, and tendering
his two sons as hostages for faithful performance. All this was
actually brought to pass. The politics of the Pharsalians were
gently brought round, so that Jason, by their votes as well as
the rest, was unanimously elected Tagus of Thessaly. 1
The dismissal of Polydamas implied a mortifying confession
of weakness on the part of Sparta. It marks too an important
stage in the real decline of her power. Eight years before, at the
instance of the Akanthian envoys backed by the Macedonian
Amyntas, she had sent three powerful armies in succession to
crush the liberal and promising confederacy of Olynthus, and
to re-transfer the Grecian cities on the sea-coast to the Macedanian crown. The region to which her armies had been then
sent, was the extreme verge of Hellas. The parties in whose
favour she acted, had scarcely the shadow of a claim, as friends
or allies; while those agaiNst whom she acted, had neither
done nor threatened any wrong to her : moreover the main
ground on which her interference was provoked, was to hinder
the free and equal confederation of Grecian cities. Now, a
claim, and a strong claim, is made upon her by Polydamas of
Pharsalus, an old friend and ally. It comes from a region
much less distant; lastly, her political interest would naturally
bid her arrest the menacing increase of an aggressive power
already so formidable as that of Jason. Yet so seriously has
the position of Sparta altered in the last eight years (382-374 B.c.)
that she is now compelled to decline a demand which justice,
sympathy, and political policy alike prompted her to grant. So
unfortunate was it for the Olynthian confederacy, that their
honourable and well-combined aspirations fell exactly during
those few years in which Sparta was at her maximum of power !
1 See the interesting account of this mission, and the speech of
Polydamas, which I have been compelled greatly to abridge (in Xen.,
Hellen. vi. r, 4-18).
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So unfortunate was such coincidence of time not only for
Olynthus, but for Greece generally :-since nothing but Spartan
interference restored the Macedonian kings to the sea-coast,
while the Olynthian confederacy, had it been allowed to expand,
might probably have confined them to the interior, and averted
the death-blow which came upon Grecian freedom in the next
generation from their hands.
The Laced;emonians found some compensation for their
reluctant abandonment of Polydamas, in the pacific propositions
from Athens which liberated them from one of their chief
enemies. But the peace thus concluded was scarcely even
brought to execution. Timotheus being ordered home from
Korkyra, obeyed and set sail with his fleet. He had serving
along with him some exiles from Zakynthus; and as he passed
by that island in his homeward voyage, he disembarked these
exiles upon it, aiding them in establishing a fortified post.
Against this proceeding the Zakynthian government laid complaints at Sparta, where it was so deeply resented, that redress
having been in vain demanded at Athens, the peace was at
once broken off, and war again declared. A Laced::emoniari
squadron of 2 5 sail was despatched to assist the Zakynthians, 1
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 3 ; Diodor. xv. 45·
The statements of Diodorns are not clear in themselves ; besides that on
some points, though not in the main, they contradict Xenophon. Diodorus
states that those exiles whom Timotheus brought back to Zakynthus, were
the philo-Spartan leaders, who had been recently expelled for their misrule
under the empire of Sparta. The statement must doubtless be incorrect.
The exiles whom Timotheus restored must have belonged to the antiSpartan party in the island.
But Diodorus appears to me to have got into confusion by representing
that universal and turbulent reaction against the philo-Spartan oligarchies,
which really did not take place until after the battle of Leuktra-as if it had
taken place some three years earlier. The events recounted in Diodor. xv.
40, seem to me to belong to a period after the battle of Leuktra.
Diodorus also seems to have made a mistake in saying that the Athenians
sent Ktesikles as auxiliary commander to Zakynthus (xv. 46) ; whereas this
very commander is announced by himself in the next chapter (as well as by
Xenophon, who calls him Sttsiklh) as sent to Korkyra (Hellen. vi. 2, 10).
I conceive Diodorus to have inadvertently mentioned this Athenian
expedition under Stesikles or Ktesikles, twice over ; once as sent to
Zakynthus-then again, as sent to Korkyra. The latter is the truth. No
Athenian expedition at all appears on this occasion to have gone to
Zakynthus ; for Xenophon enumerates the Zakynthians among those who
helped to fit out the fleet of Mnasippus (v. 2, 3).
On the other hand, I see no reason for calling in question the reality of
1
the two Laced~monian exped:tions, in the last half of 374 B. c.-one under
Aristokrates to Zakynthus, the other under Alkidas to Korkyra-which
Diodorus mentions (Diad. xv. 45, 46). It is true that Xenophon does not
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while plans were formed for the acquisition of the mon
important island of Korkyra. The fleet of Timotheus havinE
now been removed home, a malcontent Korkynean party forme(
a conspiracy to introduce the Lacedremonians as friends, anc
betray the island to them. A Lacedremonian fleet of twenty-twc
triremes accordingly sailed thither, under colour of a voyage tc
Sicily. But the Korkyrrean government, having detected th~
plot, refused to receive them, took precautions for defence, and
sent envoys to Athens to entreat assistance.
,
The Lacedremonians now resolved to attack Korkyra openly.
with the full naval force of their confederacy. By the join
efforts of Sparta, Corinth, Leukas, Ambrakia, Elis, Zakynthus
Achaia, Epidaurus, Trcezen, Hermione, and Halieisstrengthened by pecuniary payments from other confederates
who preferred commuting their oblig_ation to serve beyond se1
-a fleet of sixty triremes and a oody of 15oo mercenaq
hoplites, were assembled; besides some Lacedremonians
probably Helots or Neodamodes.I At the same time
application was sent to Dionysius the Syracusan despot, for hi!
co-operation against Korkyra, on the ground that the connexior
of that island with Athens had proved once, and might prov~
again, dangerous to his city.
It was in the spring of 37 3 B.c. that this force proceedec
against Korkyra, under the command of the Lacedremoniar
Mnasippus; who, having driven in the Korkyrrean fleet witl
the loss of four triremes, landed on the island, gained a victory
and confined the inhabitants within the walls of the city. H(
next carried his ravages round the adjacent lands, which wen
found in the highest state of cultivation and full of the riches
produce ; fields admirably tilled-vineyards in surpassin1
condition-with splendid farm-buildings, well-appointed wine
cellars, and abundance of cattle as· well as labouring-slaves
The invading soldiers, while enriching themselves by depreda
tions on cattle and slaves, became so pampered with thl
plentiful stock around, that they refused to drink any winl
that was not of the first quality. 2 Such is the picture given b~
notice either of them ; but they are noway inconsistent with the facts whicl
he does state.
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 3, 5, r6 : compare v. 2, 21-about the com
mutation of personal service for money.
Diodorus (xv. 47) agrees with Xenophon in the main about the expeditim
of Mnasippus, though differing on several other contemporary points.
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 6.
'E,.e•oi) a< a7Te/37J (when Mnasippus landed)
~1<pd-re1 -re -riis -yijs t<al ~o?fov l~e•p-yarrp.eV7JV p.<v 7Ta-y~tdll.ws t<al ,.ecpv-revp.lv7J
Ti)V xwpav, p.e-yall.o7TpE7Teis liE olt<~rFEIS t<al olvwvas t<aTErFICEVarFp.EVOVS lxovrra
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Xenophon, an unfriendly witness, of the democratical Korkyra,
fin respect of its landed economy, at the time when it was invaded
iby Mnasippus; a picture not less memorable than that presented
'by Thucydides (in the speech of Archidamus ), of the flourishing
agriculture surrounding democratical Athens, at the moment
when the hand of the Peloponnesian devastator was first felt
there in 431 B.c. 1
With such plentiful quarters for his soldiers, Mnasippus
rncamped on a hill near the city walls, cutting off those within
from supplies out of the country, while he at the same time
blocked up the harbour with his fleet. The Korkyrreans soon
began to be in want. Yet they seemed to have no chance of
safety except through aid from the Athenians ; to whom they
had sent envoys with pressing entreaties, 2 and who had now
reason to regret their hasty consent (in the preceding year) to
summon home the fleet Of Timotheus from the island. However, Timotheus was again appointed admiral of a new fleet
to be sent thither; while a division of 6oo peltasts, under
Stesikles, was directed to be despatched by the quickest route,
to meet the immediate necessities of the Korkyrreans, during
the delays unavoidable in the preparation of the main fleet
and its circumnavigation of Peloponnesus. These peltasts
were conveyed by land across Thessaly and Epirus, to the
coast opposite Korkyra; upon which island they were enabled
to land through the intervention of Alketas solicited by the
Athenians. They were fortunate enough to get into the
town ; where they not only brought the news that a large
Athenian fleet might be speedily expected, but also contributed
much to the defence. Without such encouragement and aid,
~7rl

T&v O.'YpiJv• l/;ur' lcpaO"aV -roVs lTTparldJTa.s Els ToVro -rpucpfjs EAOelv, l/;(J'T'

.r'TJ.

oe

oinc €8oAEIP .,.[PE!V, el P.fJ O.v8ocrp.!o.s
Ko.l &vop&.11"000.
/CO.] /3oui<{Jp.o.TO.
w&.p.7TOAA0. 1)A.!<J'ICETO "" TWP &-ypwv.
Olvov, implied in the antecedent word oivwvo.s, is understood after .,..(vew.
1 Thucyd. i. 82.
(Speech of Archidamus) p.'l} -yap &A.A.o TL vop.lu'f/u TfJV
-y~v o.~Twv (of the Athenians) ~ 8p.'T/pov lx••v, 1<al o~x ~<J'<J'ov ou<p &p.e•vov
·~e[p-yo.O"TO.I,

Compare the earlier portion of the same speech (c. So), and the second
speech of the same Archidamus (ii. I I).
To the same purpose Thucydides speaks, respecting the properties of the
wealthy men established throughout the area of Attica-ol o€ ovvo.Tol /Co.A.a
ICT{Jp.o.TO. ICO.Ta TfJV xr.!Jpo.v oltcooop.lo.LS TE /Cal 7rOAVTEAtO'I /CO.TO.O'ICEVO.LS a'II'OAWAE·
/COTEs (i.e. by the invasion)-Thucyd. ii. 65.
2 The envoys from Korkyra to Athens (mentioned by Xenophon, v. z,
) would probably cross Epirus and Thessaly, through the aid of Alketas.
his would be a much quicker way for them than the circumnavigation of
eloponnesus ; and it would sug,;est the same way for the detachment of
tesikles presently to be mentioned.
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the Korkyrreans would hardly have held out; for the famine.
within the walls increased daily; and at length became S(J,
severe, that many of the citizens deserted, and numbers oi
slaves were thrust out. Mnasippus refused to receive them,
making public proclamation that every one who deserted
should be sold into slavery; and since deserters nevertheless
continued to come, he caused them to be scourged back to the
city-gates. As for the unfortunate slaves, being neither received
by him nor re-admitted within, many perished outside of the'
gates from sheer hunger.!
Such spectacles of misery portended so visibly the approaching hour of surrender, that the besieging army became careJess, and the general insolent. Though his military chest was
well filled, through the numerous pecuniary payments which
he had received from allies in commutation of personal service
-yet he had dismissed several of •his mercenaries without
pay, and had kept all of them unpaid for the last two months.
His present temper made him not only more harsh towards
his own soldiers, 2 but also less vigilant in the conduct of the
siege. Accordingly the besieged, detecting from their watchtowers the negligence of the guards, chose a favourable
opportunity and made a vigorous sally. 'Mnasippus, on seeing
his outposts driven in, armed himself and hastened forward
with the Lacedremonians around him to sustain them ; giving
orders to the officers of the mercenaries to bring their men
forward also. But these officers replied, that they could not
answer for the obedience of soldiers without pay; upon which
Mnasippus was so incensed, that he struck them with his
stick and with the shaft of his spear. Such an insult inflamed
still further the existing discontent. . Both officers and soldiers
came to the combat discouraged and heartless, while the
Athenian peltasts and the Korkyrcean hoplites, rushing out of
several gates at once, pressed their attack with desperate
energy. Mnasippus, after displaying great personal valour,
was at length slain, and all his troops, being completely
routed, fled back to the fortified camp in which their stores
were preserved. Even this too might have been taken, and
the whole armament destroyed, had the besieged attacked it
at once. But they were astonished at their own success.
1
2

Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 15.
Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 16.
fO 0' aV Mvdcrnr1ros, OpWv 'taiiTa, Ev&ru(E

T€ 8crov olm 1]07] lxetv T~W 1r&Ant .
Kal 7rEpl roVs p.urBorpOpovs EJ(awoVp')lt:l, Kal ToVs p..~v 'TLVCt.s alrrWv Ct:rro,uluBovs
~7r<'1rol-hK<I, -ro'is ll' olicn Kal lluo'iv i)ll'l) p.'l)vo'iv C:.,cp<~!l.< TI>V p.!<T8ov, o&H: &.1ropow,
&s ~!l.e"(ETO, XP'1P.ci.Twv, &c.
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;Mistaking the numerous camp-followers for soldiers in reserve,
they retired back to the city.
Their victory was however so complete, as to re-open easy
communication with the country, to procure sufficient temporary
supplies, and to afford a certainty of holding out until reinforcement from Athens should arrive. Such reinforcement,
indeed, was already on its way, and had been announced as
approaching to Hypermenes (second under the deceased
\inasippus), who had now succeeded to the command.
Terrified at the news, he hastened to sail round from his
station-which he had occupied with the fleet to block up
the harbour-to the fortified camp. Here he first put the
slaves, as well as the property, aboard of his transports, and
sent them away ; remaining himself to defend the camp with
the soldiers and marines-but remaining only a short time,
and then taking these iatter also aboard the triremes. He
thus completely evacuated the island, making off for Leukas.
But such had been the hurry-and so great the terror lest the
Athenian fleet should arrive-that much corn and wine, many
slaves, and even many sick and wounded soldiers, were left
behind. To the victorious Korkyr::eans, these acquisitions
were not needed to enhance the value of a triumph which
rescued them from capture, slavery, or starvation.!
The Athenian fleet had not only been tardy in arriving, so
as to incur much risk of finding the island already taken-but
when it did come, it was commanded by Iphikrates, Chabrias,
and the orator Kallistratus 2-not by Timotheus, whom thEl
original vote of the people had nominated. It appears that
Timotheus-who (in April 3 73 B.C.), when the Athenians first
learnt that the formidable Laced::emonian fleet had begun to
attack Korkyra, had been directed to proceed thither forthwith
with a fleet of 6o triremes-found a difficulty in manning his
ships at Athens, and therefore undertook a preliminary cruise
to procure both seamen and contributory funds, from the
maritime allies. His first act was to transport the 6oo
peltasts under Stesikles to Thessaly, where he entered into
relations with Jason of Pherre. He persuaded the latter to
become the ally of Athens, and to further the march of
Stesikles with his division by land across Thessaly, over the
passes of Pindus, to Epirus; where Alketas, who was at once
the ally of Athens, and the dependent of Jason, conveyed
them by night across the strait from Epirus to Korkyra.
1

2

X en. Hellen. vi. 2, 18-26; Diodor. xv. 47·
Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 39·
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Having thus opened important connexion with the powerful
Thessalian despot, and obtained from him a very seasonabl
service, together (perhaps) with some seamen from Pagasre to
man his fleet-Timotheus proceeded onward to the ports o
Macedonia, where he also entered into relations with Amyntas,
receiving from him signal marks of private favour-and the
to Thrace as well as the neighbouring islands. His voyage
procured for him valuable subsidies in money and supplies
of seamen, besides some new adhesions and deputies to the
Athenian confederacy.
This preliminary cruise of Timotheus, undertaken with the
general purpose of collecting means for the expedition toi
Korkyra, began in the month of April or commencement ofl
May 373 B.c,l On departing, it appears, he had given orders
1 The manner in which I have describ<'!tl the preliminary cruise of
Timotheus, will be found (I think) the only way of uniting into one consistent narrative the scattered fragments of information which we possess
respecting his proceedings in this year.
The date of his setting out from Athens is exactly detetmined by
Demosthenes, adv. Timoth. p. rr86-the month Munychion, in the
archonship of Sokratides-April 373 B.c. Diodorus says that he proceeded
to Thrace, and that he acquired several new members for the confederacy
(xv. 47); Xenophon states that he sailed towards the islands (Hellen. vi.
2, 12) ; two statements not directly the same, yet not incompatible with
each other. In his way to Thrace, he would naturally pass up the Eubrean 1
strait and along the coast of Thessaly.
We know that Stesikles and his peltasts must have got to Korkyra, not
by sea circumnavigating Peloponnesus, but by land across Thessaly and
Epirus ; a much quicker way. Xenophon tells us that the Athenians
"asked Alketas to help them to cross over from the mainland of Epirus to
the opposite island of Korkyra; and that they were in consequence carried
across by night"-'Al.ICeTov oe ~o.~8110'a.v O'vvota./3t/3ci.O'a.t T06Tovs· t<a.l
OOTOI p.ev IIVI<T b s ata.t<O p.' 0' 8€ liT € s 'II'OV T1js xrf>pa.s, <l0'1ji1.8ov Els T~ll '1r0At71.
Now these troops could not have got to Epirus without crossing
Thessaly; nor could they have crossed Thessaly without the permission and
escort of Jason. Moreover, Alketas himself was the dependent of Jason,
whose good-will was therefore doubly necessary (Xen. Hellen. vi.,I, 7).
1
We further know that in the year preceding (374 B.C.), Jason was not
yet in alliance with Athens, nor even inclined to become so, though the :
Athenians were very anxious for it (Xen. Hellen. vi. I, 10), But in
November 373 B.c., Jason (as well as Alketas) appears as the established
ally of Athens ; not as then becoming her ally for the first time, but as so
completely an established ally, that he comes to Athens for the express
purpose of being present at the trial of Timotheus and of deposing in his
favour-'AcJ>tiCop.evov "Yttp 'Al.t<eTov t<a.l 'Ici.crovos &s TOVTOII (Timotheus) ~~~ Ttf
Ma.tp.a.t<T1/p<wvt p.1/vl Ttji ~ ...• 'AO'T<iov 15.pxovTos, ~ ... l T bv &"Yw vo; T b v ToV'I'ov,
1Jo118110'&v.,."'" a.vTrp t<a.l t<a.Ta."YOP.E""'" •ls .,.~" olt<ia.v T~v ~~~ IT••pa.tei', &c.
(Demosthen. adv. Timoth. c. 5, p. II90). Again-Ahbv oe TOV'I'ovl'
(Timotheus) l{a.tTovp.evwv !''" Twv ,.,.,.,.11o•lwv t<a.l ol~eel"'" a.vT9 a. ...&.v.,."'"•
~'1'1 Of t<a.l 'Al.t<ETOV t<a.l 'Ici.crovos, O'Vp.p.ci.xwv ~IIT(A)JI flp.'iv, p.Jl.tS
p.h i'll'ei0'81IT• &cp•'tva.t (Demosthen. ib. c. 3, p. u87). We see from hence
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to such of the allies as were intended to form part of the
expedition, to assemble at Kalauria (an island off Trcezen,
consecrated to Poseidon), where he would himself come and
take them up to proceed onward. Pursuant to such order,
several contingents mustered at this island; among them the
Bceotians, who sent several triremes, though in the preceding
year it had been alleged against them that they contributed
nothing to sustain the naval exertions of Athens. But Timotheus stayed out a long time. Reliance was placed upon
him, and upon the money which he was to bring home, for
the pay of the fleet; and the unpaid triremes accordingly fell
into distress and disorganisation at Kalauria, awaiting his
retum. 1 In the mean time, fresh news reached Athens that
Korkyra was much pressed ; so that great indignation was
felt against the absent admiral, for employing in his present
cruise a precious interva'l essential to enable him to reach the
island in time. Iphikrates (who had recently come back from
serving with Phamabazus, in an unavailing attempt to reconquer
Egypt for the Persian king) and the orator Kallistratus, were
especially loud in their accusations against him. And as the
very salvation of Korkyra required pressing haste, the Athenians
cancelled the appointment of Timotheus even during his
absence-naming Iphikrates, Kallistratus, and Chabrias, to
equip a fleet and go round to Korkyra without delay. 2
therefore that the first alliance between Jason and Athens had been
contracted in the early part of 373 B.C.; we see further that it had been
contracted by Timofheus in his preliminary cruise, which is the only
reasonable way of explainingJh_e strong interest felt by Jason as well as by
Alketas in the fate of Timotheus, inducing them to take the remarkable
step of coming to Athens to promote his acquittal. It was Timotheus who
had first made the alliance of Athens with Alketas (Diodor. xv. 36; Cornel.
Nepos, Timoth. c. 2), a year or two before.
Combining all the circumstances here stated, I infer with confidence,
that Timotheus, in his preliminary cruise, visited Jason, contracted alliance
between him and Athens, and prevailed upon him to forward the division
of Stesikles across Thes<aly to Epirus and Korkyra.
In this oration of Demosthenes, there are three or four exact dates
mentioned, which are a great aid to the understanding of the historical
events of the time. That oration is spoken by Apollodorus, claiming from
Timotheus the repayment of money lent to him by Pasion the banker,
father of Apollodorus; and the dates specified are copied from entries made
by Pasion at the time in his commercial books (c. I, p. JI86; c. 9, p. II97).
1 Demosthen. adv. Timoth. c. 3, p. I r88.
lXp.ur8ov p.€v 'TO <1'Tp&..,.•vp.a.
Ka.'Ta./\e/\{"r8at <v Ka./\avpl~, &c.-ibid. c. 10, p. I 199, 1rpoa-'qt<e -yii.p 'Tlf p.€v
Bo1<.,.,.['1' IXpxov'Tt 1rapii. TOVTov (Timotheus) Ttl" 'Tpo<J>hv Tots <v 'Tats vavO'l

1ra.pa./\a.p.fJd.v•w· EK 'Yii.P 'Twv Kotvwv O'vvT&.~•wv ~ p.tl1'8o<J>opla. ?!v .,.re
U''Tpa.'T<Vp.U.'Tl' .,-ii. ~- Xp.fJp.aTa. crv (Timothens) li.1ra.v'Ta. i~ell.<~as
EK 'TWV crvp.p.&.xwv· t<al O'E lliet av'TWV ll.tl"tOV a'lrOOOVVU.l.
2

Xenoph. Hellen. vi. z,

12,

13, 39; Demosthen. adv. Timoth. c. 3, p. I I88.
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Before they could get ready, Timotheus returned ; bringing
several new adhesions to the confederacy, with a flourishing
account of general success.! He went down to Kalauria to
supply the deficiencies of funds, and make up for the embarrassments which his absence had occasioned. But he
could not pay the Breotian trierarchs without borrowing money
for the purpose on his own credit; for though the sum brought
home from his voyage was considerable, it would appear that
the demands upon him had been greater still. At first an
accusation, called for in consequence of the pronounced displeasure of the public, was entered against him by Iphikrates
and Kallistratus. But as these two had been named joint
admirals for the expedition to Korkyra, which admitted of no
delay-his trial was postponed until the autumn; a postpone-ment advantageous to the accused, and doubtless seconded
by his friends. 2
•
Meanwhile Iphikrates adopted the most strenuous measures
for accelerating the equipment of his fleet In the present
temper of the public, and in the known danger of Korkyra,
he was allowed (though perhaps Timotheus, a few weeks
earlier, would not have been allowed) not only to impress
seamen in the port, but even to coerce the trierarchs with
severity, 3 and to employ all the triremes reserved for the
coast-guard of Attica, as well as the two sacred triremes called
Paralus and Salaminia. He thus completed a fleet of seventy
sail, promising to send back a large portion of it directly, if
matters took a favourable tum at Korkyra.- Expecting to find
on the watch for him a Laced::emonian -fleet fully equal to his
own, he arranged his voyage so as to combine the maximum
of speed with training to his seamen, and with preparation for
naval combat. The larger sails of an ancient trireme were
habitually taken out of the ship previous to a battle, as being
inconvenient aboard: Iphikrates left such sails at Athens,employed even the smaller sails sparingly-and kept his
seamen constantly at the oar ; which greatly accelerated his
progress, at the same time that it kept the men in excellent
1
2

Diodor. xv. 47.
I collect what is here stated from Demosthen. adv. Timoth. c. 3,
p. u88 ; c. ro, p, II99· It is there said that Timotheus was about
to sail home from Kalauria to take his trial ; yet it is certain that his
trial did not take place until the month l\1;emakterion or November.
Accordingly the trial must have been postponed, in consequence of the
necessity for Iphikrates and Kallistratus going away at once to preserve
Korkyra.
8
, X;n; He!len. ~vi., 2, 14:
'o o€ (~phikrat~s) brel, IC~T,(f7"1) O'Tpa'T'I)")'Os,

p.a./l.a. O~EWS TaS VClVS €'11'/l.'l)pOUTO,

Kal

TOUS Tpt'l)papxouS 'I)Va.")'Ka(e.
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trammg. Every day he had to stop, for meals and rest, on
an enemy's shore; and these halts were conducted with such
extreme dexterity as well as precision, that the least possible
time was consumed, not enough for any local hostile force to get
together. On reaching Sphakteria, Iphikrates learnt for the first
time the defeat and death of Mnasippus. Yet not fully trusting
the correctness of his information, .he still persevered both in
his celerity and his precautions, until he reached Kephallenia,
where he first fully satisfied himself that the danger of Korkyra
was past. The excellent management of Iphikrates throughout this expedition is spoken of in terms of admiration by
Xenophon.l
Having no longer any fear of the Lacedremonian fleet, the
Athenian commander probably now sent back the homesquadron of Attica which he had been allowed to take, but
which could ill be spa!ed from the defence of the coast.2
After making himself master of some of the Kephallenian
cities, he then proceeded onward to Korkyra; where the
squadron of ten triremes from Syracuse was now on the point
of arriving; sent by Dionysius to aid the Lacedremonians, but
as yet uninformed of their flight. Iphikrates, posting scouts
on the hills to give notice of their approach, set apart twenty
triremes to be ready for moving at the first signal. So excellent
was his discipline (says Xenophon), that "the moment the
signal was made, the ardour of all the crews was a fine thing
to see ; there was not a man who did not hasten at a run to
take his place aboard." 3 The ten Syracusan triremes, after
their voyage across from the Iapygian cape, had halted to rest
their men on one of the northern points of Korkyra; where
they were found by Iphikrates and captured, with all their
crews and the admiral Anippus ; one alone escaping, through
the strenuous efforts of her captain, the Rhodian Melanopus.
Iphikrates returned in triumph, towing his nine prizes into the
harbour of Korkyra. The crews, being sold or ransomed,
yielded to him a sum of 6o talents; the admiral Anippus was
retained in expectation of a higher ransom, but slew himself
shortly afterwards from mortification. 4
Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 27, 32.
Compare vi. 2, q-with vi. 2, 39·
8 Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 34·
4 Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 35, 38; Diodor. xv. 47.
We find a story recounted by Diodorus (xvi. 57), that the Athenians
under Iphikrat~s captured, off Korkyra, some triremes of Dionysius,
carrying sacred ornaments to Delphi and Olympia. They detained and
1

2
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Though the sum thus realised enabled Iphikrates for the~
time to pay his men, yet the suicide of Anippus was a pecuniary
disappointment to him, and he soon began to need money.
This consideration induced him to consent to the return of
his colleague Kallistratus ; who-an orator by profession, and
not on friendly terms with Iphikrates-had come out against
his own consent. Iphikrates had himself singled out both
Kallistratus and Chabrias · as his colleagues. He was not
indifferent to the value of their advice, nor did he fear the
criticisms, even of rivals, on what they reaily saw in his proceedings. But he had accepted the command under hazardous
circumstances ; not only from the insulting displacement of
Timotheus, and the provocation consequently given to a
powerful party attached to the son of Konon-but also under
great doubts whether he could succeed in relieving Korkyra,
in spite of the rigorous coercion whica he applied to man his
fleet. Had the island been taken and had Iphikrates failed,
he would have found himself exposed to severe crimination,
and multiplied enemies, at Athens. Perhaps Kallistratus and
Chabrias, if left at home, might in that case have been among
his assailants-so that it was important to him to identify both
of them with his good or ill success, and to profit by the
military ability of the latter as well as by the oratorical talent
of the former. I As the result of the expedition, however, was
altogether favourable, all such anxieties were removed. Iphikrates could well afford to part with both his colleagues ; and
appropriated the valuable cargo, of which Dionysius afterwards loudly
complained.
This story (if there be any truth in it) can hardly allude to any other
triremes than those under Anippus. Yet Xenophon would probably have
mentioned the story, if he had heard it; since it presents the enemies of
Sparta as committing sacrilege. And whether the triremes were carrying
sacred ornaments or not, it is certain that they were coming to take part in
the war, and were therefore legitimate prizes.
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 39· The meaning of Xenophon here is not very
clear, nor is even the text perfect.
'E')'W IL~v 5h Ta6r1JV .,.hv <T'Tpa'T1J')'iav

.,.r;"'

'Itf>cF<pchovs obx ~IC<0'1'a brawor

lf,.E<.,.a «al.,.~ ?rpo<TeJ..J<T8ac KeJ..ev<Tac ~a.v1'cji (this shows that Iphikrates
himself singled them out) KaJ..J..i<TTpa1'civ ore or~v 51J/L'f/')'Opov ob p.cf.J..a ~mor~5ecov
livora, F<al Xa(3plav, p.cf.J..a <Torpa1'1J')'<IC~JI vop.c(cip.evov. Etore -yitp tf>povlp.ovs ab1'oVs
7J-yo6p.evos elva<, <Tvp.(3o6J..ovs J..a{Jeiv ~{Jo6J..eoro, <Twtpp&v p.oc 501Ce£ 5ca?rpcf.~a<T8cu,
e1ore lt.v1'c7rcf.J..ovs vop.l(wv, oiJ.,.., 8pa<T'•JS (some words in the text seem
to be wanting) . . . . . p.~ore F<aTa.pp<f8vp.wv p.~1'e /Caora.p.eJ..wv cpalve<T8ac
p.1JIJ~v, p.e-ya"Aocf>povovvoros ~cp' ~aVTrP Tovorcl p.oc IJoiC<t lt.v'/Jp~s .Ivac.
I follow Dr. Thirlwall's translation of oil p.cf."Aa ~?r<T~5ecov, which appears

to me decidedly preferable. The word 'i!cpiec (vi. 3, 3) shows that
Kallistratus was an unwilling colleague.
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Kallistratus engaged, that if permitted to go home, he would
employ all his efforts to keep the fleet well-paid from the public
treasury; or if this were impracticable, that he would labour to
procure peace.1 So terrible are the difficulties which the
Grecian generals now experience in procuring money from
Athens (or from other cities in whose service they are acting),
for payment of their troops ! Iphikrates suffered the same
embarrassment which Timotheus had experienced the year
before-and which will be found yet more painfully felt as we
advance forward in the history. For the present he subsisted
his seamen by finding work for them on the farms of the
Korkyrreans, where there must doubtless have been ample
necessity for repairs after the devastations of Mnasippus ; while
he crossed over to Akarnania with his peltasts and hoplites,
and there obtained service with the townships friendly to
Athens against such oth~rs as were friendly to Sparta; especially against the warlike inhabitants of the strong town called
Thyrieis. 2
The happy result of the Korkyrrean expedition, imparting
universal satisfaction at Athens, was not less beneficial to
Timotheus than to Iphikrates. It was in November 373 B.c.,
that the former, as well as his qurestor or military treasurer
Antimachus, underwent each his trial. Kallistratus, having
returned home, pleaded against the qurestor, perhaps against
Timotheus also, as one of the accusers; 8 though probably in
a spirit of greater gentleness and moderation, in consequence
of his recent joint success and of the general good temper
prevalent in the city. And while the edge of the accusation
against Timotheus was thus blunted, the defence was strengthened not merely by numerous citizen friends speaking in
his favour with increased confidence, but also by the unusual
phrenomenon of two powerful foreign supporter~. At the
request of Timotheus, both Alketas of Epirus, and Jason of
Pherre, came to Athens a little before the trial, to appear as
witnesses in his favour. They were received and lodged by
him in his house in the Hippodamian Agora, the principal
square of the Peirreus. And as he was then in some embarrassment for want of money, he found it necessary to borrow
various articles of finery in order to do them honour-clothes,
bedding, and two silver drinking-bowls-from Pasion, a wealthy
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, 3· tnroux&p.evo• -yap 'I<f><t<pchec (Kallistratus) e l
-1} rp le •, 'I) XP~P.aTa "''P..Y•w 'TqJ vav'Tct<qi, 1) <lp~V'IJV "'"'~uecv, &c.
Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 37, 38.
Demosthen. cont. Timoth. c. 9, pp. II97, rrg8.
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banker near at hand. These two important witnesses would
depose to the zealous service and estimable qualities of
Timotheus ; who had inspired them with warm interest, and
had been the means of bringing them into alliance with
Athens ; an alliance, which they had sealed at once by conveying Stesikles and his division across Thessaly and Epirus
to Korkyra. The minds of the Dikastery would be powerfully
affected by seeing before them such a man as Jason of Pher:;e,
at that moment the most powerful individual in Greece; and
we are not surprised to learn that Timotheus was acquitted.
His treasurer Antimachus, not tried by the same Dikastery,
and doubtless not so powerfully befriended, was less fortunate.
He was condemned to death, and his property confiscated ;
the Dikastery doubtless believing, on what evidence we do
not know, that he had been guilty of fraud in dealing with the
public money, which had caused shious injury at a most
important crisis. Under the circumstances of the case, he
was held responsible as treasurer, for the pecuniary department
of the money-levying command confided to Timotheus by the
people.
As to the military conduct, for which Timotheus himself
would be personally accountable, we can only remark that
having been invested with the command for the special purpose
of relieving the besieged Korkyra, he appears to have devoted
an unreasonable length of time to his own self-originated cruise
elsewhere ; though such cruise was in itself beneficial to Athens ;
insomuch that if Korkyra had really been taken, the people
would have had good reason for imputmg the misfortune to
his delay. 1 And although he was now acquitted, his reputation
1 The narrative here given of the events of 373 B.C., so far as they concern Timotheus and Iphikrat@s, appears to me the only way of satisfying
the exigencies of the case, and following the statements of Xenophon and
Demosthenes.
Schneider in his note, indeed, implies, and Rehdantz (Vitre Iphicratis,
&c. p. 86) contends, that Iphikrat@s did not take the command of the fleet,
nor depart from Athens, until after the trial of Timotheus. There are
some expressions in the oration of DemosthenSs, which might seem to
countenance this supposition ; but it will be found hardly admissible, if we
attentively study the series of facts.
I. Mnasippus arrived with his armament at Korkyra, and began the
siege, either before April, or at the first opening of April, 373 B.C. For
his arrival there, and the good condition of his fleet, was known at Athens
bifore Timotheus received his appointment as admiral of the fleet for the
relief of the island (X en. Hellen. vi. 2, ro, rr, 12).
2. Timotheus sailed from Peirreus on this appointed voyage, in April,

373

B.C.
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suffered so much by the whole affair, that in the ensuing spring
he was glad to accept an invitation of the Persian satraps, who
3· Timotheus was tried at Athens in November 373 B.C. ; Alketas and
Jason being then present, as allies of Athens and witnesses in his favour.
Now, if the truth were that Iphikrates did not depart from Athens with
his fleet until after the trial of Timotheus in November, we must suppose
that the siege of Korkyra by Mnasippus lasted seven months, and the
cruise of Timotheus nearly five months. Both the one and the other are
altogether improbable. The Athen!ans would never have permitted Korkyra to incur so terrible a chance of capture, simply in order to wait for
the trial of Timotheus. Xenophon does not expressly say how long the
siege of Korkyra lasted ; but from his expressions about the mercenaries of
Mnasippus (that already pay was owing to them for as much as two
months-Ko.l lluoZv i7o71 !t'YJVoZv-vi. 2, 16), we should infer that it could
hardly have lasted more than three months in all. Let us say, that it
lasted four months ; the siege would then be over in August ; and we know
that the fleet of lphikrates arrived just after the siege was concluded.
Besides, is it credible, that"Timotheus-named as admiral for the express
purpose of relieving Korkyra, and knowing that Mnasippus was already
besieging the place with a formidable fleet-would have spent so long a
time as jive months in his preliminary cruise?
I presume Timotheus to have stayed out in this cruise about two months;
and even this length of time would be quite sufficient to raise strong
displeasure against him at Athens, when the danger and privations of
Korkyra were made known as hourly increasing. At the time when
Timotheus came back to Athens, he found all this displeasure actually
afloat against him, excited in part by the strong censures of Iphikrates and
Kallistratus (Dem. cont. Tirnoth. p. II87, c. 3). The adverse orations in
the public assembly, besides inflaming the wrath of the Athenians against
liim, caused a vote to be passed deposing him from his command to
Korkyra, and nominating in his place Iphikrates, with Chabrias and
Kallistratus. Probably those who proposed this vote would at the same
time give notice that they intended to prefer a judicial accusation against
Timotheus for breach or neglect of duty. But it would be the interest of
all parties to postpone actual trial until the fate of Korkyra should be
determined, for which purpose the saving of time would be precious.
Already too much time had been lost, and Iphikrat~s was well aware that
his whole chance of success depended upon celerity ; while Timotheus and
his friends would look upon postponement as an additional chance of
softening the public displeasure, besides enabling them to obtain the
attendance of Jason and Alketas. Still, though trial was postponed,
Timotheus was from this moment under impeachment. The oration
composed by Demosthen~s therefore (delivered by Apollodorus as plaintiff,
several years afterwards)-thongh speaking loosely, and not distinguishing
the angry speeches against Timotheus in the public assembly (in June 373
B.c., or thereabouts, whereby his deposition was obtained), from the
accusing speeches against him at his actual trial in November 373 B.c.,
before the dikastery-is nevertheless not incorrect in saying-l,.etah a•
&1TEX<tpO'TOV~81) p.ev {up' Q}J.WV O''TpO.'T1)"tbs at~ Tb ~th 7rept7rll.evO'O.t lleli.01rOJIV7)0'0V,

ETl kplD'Et OE 1ra.peOJOo-ro els T0v 51j}.'oV, ahlas T1]s p.ey(uT'TlS TvxdJv
{c. 3, p. 1187)-and again respecting his coming from Kalauria to Athens
-p.ell.li.Mv .-oiVVP Ko.Ta.1rll.e'iv i1rl Thv Kpluw, iv Ka.ll.a.vpl<f llo.vel(• .-o.,, &c.
(p. u88-u8g). :rhat Timotheus had been handed over to the people for
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offered him the command of the Grecian mercenaries in their
service for the Egyptian war ; the same command from which
· Iphikrates had retired a little time before.l
That admiral, whose naval force had been reinforced· by a
large number of Korkyrcean triremes, was committing withtrial-that he was sailing back from Kalauria for hz"s trial-might well be
asserted respecting his position in the month of June, though his trial did
not actually take place until November. I think it cannot be doubted that
the triremes at Kalauria would form a part of that fleet which actually went
to Korkyra under I phikrates ; not waiting to go thither until after the trial
of Timotheus in November, but departing as soon as Iphikrates could get
ready, probably about July 373 B.c.
.
Rehdantz argues that if Iphikrates departed with the fleet in July, he
must have returned to Athens in November to the trial of Timotheus,
which is contrary to Xenophon's affirmation that he remaif\ed in the Ionian
sea until371 B.C. But if we look attlmtive1y at the oration of Demosthenes,
we shall see that there is no certain ground fo~affirming Iphikrates to have
been present in Athens in November, during the actual trial of Timotheus.
The phrases in p. I r87-~tpetu-r~K<t li' o.V-r,P Ko./1.1\(u-rpo.-ros 1<o.l 'ltptt<p&.-r71s

• • . . . oU'T~ a~ Otf8€CTQ.V vf.'aS ICO.T1JJ'OpoVvTes -roV-rov a.V-ro( 'TE teal ol (J'UJIQ.•
-yopevovTEs o.b-ro"is, &c., may be well explained, so far as Iphikrates is con-

cerned, by supposing them to allude· to those pronounced censures in the
public assembly whereby the vote of deposition against Timotheus was
obtained, and whereby the general indignation against him was first excited.
I therefore see no reason for affirming that Iphikrates was actually present
at the trial of Timotheus in November. But Kallistratus was really present
at the trial (see c. 9, pp. II97, II98) ;'which consists well enough with
the statement of Xenophon, that this orator obtained permission from
Iphikrates to leave him at Korkyra and come back to Athens (vi. 3, 3J·
Kallistratus directed his accusation mainly against Antimachus, the
treasurer of Timotheus. And it appears to me that under the circumstances
of the case, Iphikrates, having carried his point of superseding Timotheus
in the command and gaining an important success at Korkyra-might be
well pleased to be dispensed from the obligation of formally accusing him
before the Dikastery, in opposition to Jason and Alketas, as well as to a
powerful body of Athenian friends.
Diodorus (xv. 47) makes a statement quite different from Xenophon.
He says that Timotheus was at first deposed from his command, but afterwards forgiven and re-appointed by the people Gointly with Iphikrates) in
·consequence of the great accession of force which he had procured in his
preliminary cruise. Accordingly the fleet, 130 triremes in number, was
·despatched to Korkyra under the joint command of Iphikrates and
Timotheus. Diodorus makes no mention of the trial of Timotheus. This
.account is evidently quite distinct from that of Xenophon; which latter is
on all grounds to be preferred, especially as its main points are in
.conformity with the Demosthenic oration.
1 Demosth. cont. Timoth. c. 6, p. II9I; c. 8, p. II94·
We see from another passage of the same oration that the creditors of
-Timotheus reckoned upon his making a large sum of money in the Persian
service (c. I, p. rr85). This further illustrates what 1 have said in a
previous note, about the motives of the distinguished Athenian officers to
take service in foreign parts away from Athens.
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out opposition incursions against Akarnania, and the western
coast of Peloponnesus ; insomuch that the expelled Messenians,
in their distant exile at Hesperides in Libya, began to conceive
hopes of being restored by Athens to N aupaktus, which they
had occupied under her protection during the Peloponnesian
war.l And while the Athenians were thus masters at sea both
east and west of Peloponnesus, 2 Sparta and her confederates,
discouraged by the ruinous failure of their expedition against
Korkyra in the preceding year, appear to have remained·
inactive. With such mental predispositions, they were powerfully affected by religious alarm arising from certain frightful
earthquakes and inundations with which Peloponnesus was
visited during this year, and which were regarded as marks of
the wrath of the god Poseidon. More of these formidable
visitations occurred this year in Peloponnesus than had ever
before been known ; especially one, the worst of all, whereby
the two towns of Helike and Bura in Achaia were destroyed,
together with a large portion of their population. Ten
Lacedcemonian triremes, which happened to be moored on
this shore on the night when the calamity occurred, were
destroyed by the rush of the waters. 3
Under these depressing circumstances, the Lacedcemonians
had recourse to the same manamvre which had so well served
their purpose fifteen years before, in 388-387 B.C. They sent
Antalkidas again as envoy to Persia, to entreat both pecuniary
aid, 4 and a fresh Persian intervention enforcing anew the peace
which bore his name ; which peace had now been infringed
(according to Lacedcemonian construction) by the reconstitution
of the Bceotian confederacy under Thebes as president. And
it appears that in the course of the autumn or winter, Persian
envoys actually did come to Greece, requiring that the belligerents should all desist from war, and wind up their dissensions
on the principles of the peace of Antalkidas. 5 The Persian
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 2, 38 ; Pausanias, iv. 26, 3·
See a curious testimony to this fact in Demosthen. cont. Nereram. c.
12, p. 1357·
3 Diodor. xi. 48, 49 ; Pausan. vii. 25; JElian. Hist. Animal. xi. 19.
Kallisthenes seems to have described at large, with appropriate religious
comments, numerous physical portents which occurred about this time (see
Kallisthen. Fr~gm. 8, ed. Didot).
4 This second mission of Antalkidas is sufficiently verified by an indirect
allusion of Xenophon (vi. 3, 12). His known philo-Laconian sentiments
sufficiently explain why he avoids directly mentioning it.
G Diodor. xv. 50.
Diodorus had stated (a few chapters before, xv. 38) that Persian envoys
had also come into Greece a little before the peace of 374 B.C., and had
2
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satraps, at this time renewing their efforts against Egypt, were
anxious for the cessation of hostilities in Greece, as a means of
enlarging their numbers of Grecian mercenaries; of which
troops Timotheus had left Athens a few months before to
take the command.
Apart, however, from this prospect of Persian intervention,
which doubtless was not without effect-Athens herself was becoming more and more disposed towards peace. That common
·fear and hatred of the Lacedremonians, which had brought her
into alliance with Thebes in 378 B.c., was now no longer predominant. She was actually at the head of a considerable
maritime confederacy ; and this she could hardly hope to
increase by continuing the war, since the Lacedremonian naval
power had already been humbled. Moreover she found the
expense of warlike operations very burdensome, nowise defrayed either by the contributions of h~r allies or by the results
of victory. The orator Kallistratus-who had promised either
to procure remittances from Athens to Iphikrates, or to recommend the conclusion of peace-was obliged to confine himself
to the latter alternative, and contributed much to promote the
pacific dispositions of his countrymen. 1
Moreover, the Athenians had become more and more
alienated from Thebes. The ancient antipathy, between these
two neighbours, had for a time been overlaid by common fear
of Sparta. But as soon as The,bes had re-established her
authority in Breotia, the jealousies of Athens again began to
arise. In 374 B.c., she had concluded a peace with the
Spartans, without the concurrence of Thebes; which peace was
broken almost as soon as made, by the Spartans themselv'es, in
consequence of the proceedings of Timotheus at Zakynthus.
The Phokians-against whom, as having been active allies of
Sparta in her invasions of Breotia, Thebes was now making war
-had also been ancient friends of Athens, who sympathised
with their sufferings. 2 Moreover the Thebans on their side
probably resented the unpaid and destitute condition in which
been the originators of that previous peace. But this appears to me one of
the cases (not a few altogether in his history) in which he repeats himself,
or gives the same event twice over under analogous circumstances. The
intervention of the Persian envoys bears much more suitably on the period
immediately preceding the peace of 371 B.C., than upon that which preceded the peace of 374 B. c.-when, in point of fact, no peace was ever
fully executed.
.
Dionysius of Halikarnassus also (Judie. de Lysiil, p. 479) represents the
king of Persia as a party to the peace sworn by Athens and Sparta in 37 r B.c •
. I Xen. Hellen. vi. 3,. 3·
. 2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, r.
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their seamen had been left by Timotheus at Kalauria, during
the expedition for the relief of Korkyra, in the preceding year; 1
an expedition, of which Athens alone reaped both the glory and
the advantage. Though they remained members of the confederacy, sending deputies to the congress at Athens, the unfriendly spirit on both sides continued on the increase, and was
further exasperated by their violent proceeding against Platrea in
.
the first half of 372 B.c.
During the last three or four years, Platc.ea, like the other
towns of Bceotia, had been again brought into the confederacy
under Thebes. Re-established by Sparta after the peace of
Antalkidas as a so-called autonomous town, it had been garrisoned by her as a post against Thebes, and was no longer able
to maintain a real autonomy after the Spartans had been excluded from Bceotia in 876 B.c. While other Bceotian cities
were glad to find themselves emancipated from their philoLaconian oligarchies and rejoined to the federation under
Thebes, Platc.ea-as well as Thespic.e-submitted to the union
only by constraint; awaiting any favourable opportunity for
breaking off, either by means of Sparta or of Athens. Aware
probably of the growing coldness between the Athenians and
Thebans, the Platc.eans were secretly trying to persuade Athens
to accept and occupy their town, annexing Platc.ea to Attica : 2 a
project hazardous both to Thebes and Athens, since it would
place them at open war with each other, while neither was yet at
peace with Sparta.
This intrigue, coming to the knowledge of the Thebans, determined them to strike a decisive blow. Their presidency,
over more than one of the minor Bceotian cities, had always
been ungentle, suitable to the roughness of their dispositions.
Towards Platc.ea, especially, they not only bore an ancient antipathy, but regarded the re-established town as little better than
a Lacedc.emonian encroachment, abstracting from themselves a
portion of territory which had become Theban, by prescriptive
enjoyment lasting for forty years from the surrender of Platrea
in 427 B.C. As it would have been to them a loss as well as
embarrassment, if Athens should resolve to close with the
tender of Platc.ea-they forestalled the contingency by seizing
the town for themselves. Since the re-conquest of Bceotia by
Thebes, the Platreans had come again, though reluctantly, under
the ancient constitution of Bceotia : they were living at peace
1
2

Demosthen. cont. Timoth. p. u88, s. 17.
Diodor. xv. 46. I do not know from whom Diodorus copied this
statement ; but it seems extremely reasonable.
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with Thebes, acknowledging her rights as president of the
federation, and having their own rights as members guaranteed
in return by her, probably under positive engagement-that is,
their security, their territory, and their qualified autonomy, subject to the federal restrictions and obligations. But though
thus at peace with Thebes, 1 the Plata!ans knew well what was
her real sentiment towards them, and their own towards her.
If we are to believe, what seems very probable, that they were
secretly negotiating with Athens to help them in breaking off
from the federation-the consciousness of such an intrigue
tended still further to keep them in anxiety and suspicion.
Accordingly being apprehensive of some aggression from
Thebes, they kept themselves habitually on their guard. But
their vigilance was somewhat relaxed, and most of them went out
1 This seems to me what is meant by the ~!abean speaker in Isokrates,
when he complains more than once that Platrea had been taken by the
Thebans in time of peace-elp1w1Js oilu1Js. The speaker, in protesting
against the injustice of the Thebans, appeals to two guarantees which they
have violated; for the purpose of his argument, however, the two are not
clearly distinguished, but run together into one. T:he first guarantee was,
the peace of Antalkidas, under which Platrea had been restored, and to
which Thebes, Sparta, and Athens were all parties. The second guarantee
was, that given by Thebes when she conquered the Bceotian cities in 377376 B. c., and reconstituted the federation ; whereby she ensured to the
Platreans existence as a city, with so much of autonomy as was consistent
with the obligations of a member of the Bceotian federation. When the
Platrean speaker accuses the The bans of having violated H the oaths and
the agreements" (3pKovs Kal ~vvO'htcas), he means the terms of the peace of
Antalkidas, subject to the limits afterwards imposed by the submission of
Platrea to the federal system of Bceotia. He calls for the tutelary. interference of Athens, as a party to the peace of Antalkidas.
.
•·
Dr. Thirlwall thinks (Hist. Gr. vol. v. ch. 38, p. 7o-72) that the Thebans were parties to the peace of 374 B.C. between Sparta and Athens;
that they accepted it, intending deliberately to break it ; and that under
that peace, the Lacedremonian harmosts and garrisons were withdrawn from
Thespire and other places in Bceotia. I am unable to acquiesce in this
view ; which appears to me negatived by Xenophon, and neither affirmed
nor implied in the Plataic discourse of Isokrat@s. In my opinion, there
were no Lacedremonian harmosts in Bceotia (except at Orchomenus in the
north) in 374 B.c. Xenophon tells us (Hellen. v. 4, 63; vi. r, I) that the
Thebans "were recovering the Bceotian cities-had subdued the Bceotian
cities "-in or before 375 B.C., so that they were able to march out of
Bceotia and invade Phokis; which implies the expulsion or retirement of
all the Lacedremonian forces from the southern part of Bceotia.
The reasoning in the Plataic discourse of Isokrat@s is not very clear or
discriminating; nor have we any right to expect that it should be, in the
pleading of a suffering and passionate man. But the expression •lp-hv1Js
oiiu1Js and •lp-ht'1J may always (in my judgement) be explained, without
referring it, as Dr. Thirlwall does, to the peace of 374 B.c., or supposing
Thebes to have been a party to that peace.
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of the city to their farms in the country, on the days, well known
beforehand, when the public assemblies in Thebes were held.
Of this relaxation the Bceotarch Neokles took advantage. 1 He
conducted a Theban armed force, immediately from the
assembly, by a circuitous route through Hysi:£ to Plat:£a;
which town he found deserted by most of its male adults and
unable to make resistance. The Plat:£ans-dispersed in the
fields, finding their walls, their wives, and their families, all in
possession of the victor-were under the necessity of accepting
the terms proposed to them. They were allowed to depart in
safety and to carry away all their moveable property; but their
town was destroyed and its territory again annexed to Thebes.
The unhappy fugitives were constrained for the second time to
seek refuge at Athens, where they were again kindly received,
and restored to the sam.e qualified right of citizenship as they
had enjoyed prior to the peace of Antalkidas. 2
It was not merely with Platrea, but also with Thespi~, that
Thebes was now meddling. Mistrusting the dispositions of the
Thespians, she constrained them to demolish the fortifications
of their town; 3 as she had caused to be done fifty-two years
Pausanias, ix. I, 3Diodor. xv. 47·
Pausanias (ix. I, 3) places this capture of Platrea in the third year (counting the years from midsummer to midsummer) before the battle of Leuktra;
or in the year of the archon Asteius at Athens ; which seems to me the true
date, though Mr. Clinton supposes it (without ground, I think) to be contradicted by Xenophon. The year of the archon Asteius reaches from midsummer 373 to midsummer 372 B.C. It is in the latter half of the year of
Asteius (between January and July 372 B. c.) that I suppose Platrea to have
been taken.
s I infer this from Isokrates, Or. xiv. (Plataic.) s. 2I-38: compare also
sect. ro. The Platrean speaker accuses the Thebans of having destroyed
the walls of some Breotian cities (over and above what they had done to
Platrea), and I venture to apply this to Thespire. Xenophon indeed states
that the Thespians were at this very period treated exactly like the Platreans ; that is, driven out of Breotia, and their town destroyed ; except that
they had not the same claim on Athens (Hellen. vi. 3, r-cbr&.\cllas 1'•vol'-lvovs: compare also vi. 3, 5). Diodorus also (xv. 46) speaks of the
Thebans as having destroyed Thespire. But against this, I gather, from
the Plataic Oration of Isokrates, that the Thespians were not in the same
plight with the Platreans when that oration was delivered; that is, they
were not expelled collectively out of Breotia. Moreover Pausanias also
expressly says that the Thespians were present in Breotia at the tin;~e of the
battle of Leuktra, and that they were expelled shortly afterwards. Pausanias at the same time gives a distinct story, about the conduct of the
Thespians, which it would not be reasonable to reject (ix. IJ, 3 ; ix. 14, I).
I beheve therefore that Xenophon has spoken inaccurately in saying that
the Thespians were (br&.\clles biforc the battle of Leuktra. It is quite
possible that they might have sent supplications to Athens (1K<TEowras1
2
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before, after the victory of Delium,l on suspicion of leanings
favourable to Athens.
Such proceedings on the part of the Thebans in Bceotia excited strong emotion at Athens ; where the Plat::eans not only
appeared as suppliants, with the tokens of misery conspicuously
displayed, but also laid their case pathetically before the
assembly, and invoked aid to regain their town of which they
had been just bereft. On a question at once so touching and
so full of political consequences, many speeches were doubtless
composed and delivered, one of which bas fortunately reached
us ; composed by Isokrates, and perhaps actually delivered by a
Plat::ean speaker before the public assembly. The hard fate of
this interesting little community is here impressively set forth;
including the· bitterest reproaches, stated with not a little of
rhetorical exaggeration, against the m\lltiplied wrongs done by
Thebes, as well towards Athens as towards Plat::ea. Much of
his invective is more vehement than conclusive. Thus when
the orator repeatedly claims for Plat::ea her title to autonomous
existence, under the guarantee of universal autonomy sworn at
the peace of Antalkidas 2-the The bans would doubtless reply,
that at the time of that peace, Plat::ea was no longer in existence ;
but had been extinct for forty years, and was only renovated
afterwards by the Laced::emonians for their own political purposes. And the orator intimates plainly, that the The bans were
noway ashamed of their proceeding, but came to Athens to
justify it, openly and avowedly ; moreover several of the most
distinguished Athenian speakers espoused the same side. 3
That the Plat::eans had co-operated with Sparta in her .recent
operations in Bceotia against both Athens and Thebes, was an
undeniable fact; which the orator himself can only extenuate
by saying that they acted under constraint from a present
Spartan force -but which was cited on the opposite side as a
proof of their philo-Spartan dispositions, and of their readiness
again to join the common enemy as soon as he presented himXen. Hell. vi. 3, I) in consequence of the severe mandate to demolish
their walls.
1 Thucyd. iv. 133.
2 Isokrates, Or. xiv. (Piat!lic.) s. II, 13, 18, 42, 46, 47, 68.
3 Isokrates, Or. xiv. (Plat.) s. 3·
El p.€v oov p.~ 011flo.lovs lwpwp.•v l((

1rav-ros Tpo1rov 1raperncevaup.evovs 1rdOetv Op.as C:.s oM<v •is -YJp.iis £~1/P.I%fYTfrJCacn,
OLa_ flpaxewll &;v ~1r0L'1/U&p.e8a; "rOVs l\6"fOVS' breto~ o' EiS 'TOVT' OoTVX[a;s 1j71.8op.E71,
lLuTE p.~ p.6vov -YJp.'iv elva< TOll Oo"fWVa 1rpos TOVTOVS al\l\a_ JCal TWV p1/T6pw11
'ToVs OvvaTC&JT&rovs, oils &.1rO TiiJv 7]p.eT€pfAJV CIJJToLs oDTo' 7r«pElTKEvc!aavTo avv'J}..
')'6povs, &c.

Compare sect. 36.
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self.l The The bans would accuse Platrea of subsequent treason
to the confederacy ; and they even seem to have contended,
that they had rendered a positive service to the general Athenian
confederacy of which they were members,2 by expelling the inhabitants of Platrea and dismantling Thespire; both towns being
not merely devoted to Sparta, but also adjoining Kithreron, the
frontier line whereby a Spartan army would invade Bo:otia. Both
in the public assembly of Athens, and in the general congress of
the confederates at that city, animated discussions were raised
upon the whole subject ; s discussions, wherein, as it appears,
Epaminondas, as the orator and representative of Thebes, was
found a competent advocate against Kallistratus, the most distinguished speaker in Athens; sustaining the The ban cause with
an ability which greatly enhanced his growing reputation. 4
But though the TheQans and their Athenian supporters,
having all the prudential arguments on their side, carried the
point so that no step was taken to restore the Platreans, nor any
hostile declaration made against those to whom they owed their
expulsion-yet the general result of the debates, animated by
keen sympathy with the Platrean sufferers, tended decidedly to
poison the good feeling, and loosen the ties, between Athens and
Thebes. This change showed itself by an increased gravitation
towards peace with Sparta; strongly advocated by the orator
Kallistratus, and now promoted not merely by the announced
Persian intervention, but by the heavy cost of war, and the
absence of all prospective gain from its continuance. The
resolution was at length taken-first by Athens, and next probably, by the majority of the confederates assembled at Athens
1 Isokr. Or. xiv. (Plat.) S. 12, 13, 14, 16, 28, 33, 48.
2
Isokrat. Or. xiv. (Plat.) s. 23-27. li.E"fOVtiW &s {rn·'Ep -roil tcowov -riiw

tiV/"I"&.xwv -rail.-' ~...pa~a.v-<J>atil rl> ®17/3a.lovs lxuv rlJV -i]p.<Tifpa.v, -rovro
uvp.rpopov •iva.• 'Tats uvp.p.&.xo•s, &c.
3 Jsokrat. Or. xiv. (Plat.} s. 23, 24.
4 Diodorus (xv. 38) mentions the parliamentary conflict between Epaminondas and Kallistratus, assigning it to the period immediately antecedent
to the abortive peace concluded between Athens and Sparta three years
before. I agree with Wesseling (see his note ad toe.) in thinking that these
debates more properly belong to the time immediately preceding the peace
of 371 B.C. Diodorus has made great confusion between the two; sometimes repeating twice over the same antecedent phrenomena-as if they
belonged to both-sometimes assigning to one what properly belongs to
the other.
The altercation between Epaminondas and Kallistratus (lv -rr;J l<atvriJ
uvv<lipl'f') seems to me more properly appertaining to debates in the
assembly of the confederacy at Athens-rather than to debates at Sparta,
in the preliminary discussions for peace, where the altercations between
Epaminondas and Agesilaus occurred.
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-to make propositions of peace to Sparta, where it was
well known that similar dispositions prevailed towards peace.
Notice of this intention was given to the Thebans, who were
invited to send envoys thither also, if they chose to become
parties. In the spring of 371 B.c., at the time when the
members of the Lacedremonian confederacy were assembled
at Sparta, both the Athenian and Theban envoys, and those
from the various members of the Athenian confederacy, arrived
there. Among the Athenian envoys, two at least-Kallias (the
hereditary Daduch or Torchbearer of the Eleusinian ceremonies) and Autoldes-were men of great family at Athens;
and they were accompanied by Kallistratus the orator.1 From
the Thebans, the only man of note was Epaminondas, then one
of the Bceotarchs.
Of the debates which took place a~ this important congress,
we have very imperfect knowledge ; and of the more private
diplomatic conversations, not less important than the debates,
we have no knowledge at all. Xenophon gives us a speech
from each of the three Athenians, and from no one else. That
of Kallias, who announces himself as hereditary proxenus of
Sparta at Athens, is boastful and empty, but eminently philoLaconian in spirit ; 2 that of Autokles is in the opposite tone,
full of severe censure on the past conduct of Sparta; that of
Kallistratus, delivered after the other two-while the enemies
of Sparta were elate, her friends humiliated, and both parties
silent, from the fresh effect of the reproaches of Autokles 3is framed in a spirit of conciliation ; admitting faults on both
sides, but deprecating the continuance of war, as injurious to
both, and showing how much the joint interests of both pointed
towards peace. 4
This orator, representing the Athenian diplomacy of the time,
recognises distinctly the peace of Antalkidas as the basis upon
which Athens· was prepared to treat-autonomy to each city,
small as well as great ; and in this way, coinciding with the
views of the Persian king, he dismisses with indifference the
menace that Antalkidas was on his way back from Persia with
money to aid the Lacedremonians in the· war. It was not from
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, 3·
It seems doubtful from the language of Xenophon, whether Kallistratus
was one of the envoys appointed, or only a companion.
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, 4-6.
3
Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, 7-10. ;av.,.: el"'!"~"' ~,.,,.~W fl:.~" 1rapa 1rdii"Tw11
~1I'OiTJff<ll (Autokl~s), TJOOJJ.EIIOVS OE TOVS ax6op.evovs TOIS Aa1CE0<¥1JJ.OP{OIS

broi71ffE.
4

Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, I0-17,
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fear of the Persian treasures (he urged)-as the enemies of
peace asserted-that Athens sought peace. 1 Her affairs were
now so prosperous both by sea and land, as to prove that she
only did so on consideration of the general evils of prolonged
war, and on a prudent abnegation of that rash confidence which
was always ready to contend for extreme stakes 2-like a
gamester playing double or quits. The time.had come for both
Sparta and Athens now to desist from hostilities. The former
had the strength on land, the latter was predominant at sea ;
so that each could guard the other; while the reconciliation of
the two would produce peace throughout the Hellenic world,
since in each separate city, one of the two opposing local parties
rested on Athens, the other on Sparta.3 But it was indispensably
necessary that Sparta should renounce that system of aggression
(already pointedly deno~nced by the Athenian Autokles) on
which she had acted since the peace of Antalkidas; a system,
from which she had at last reaped bitter fruits, since her unjust
seizure of the Kadmeia had ended by throwing into the arms
of the Thebans all those Breotian cities, whose separate
autonomy she had bent her whole policy to ensure. 4
Two points stand out in this remarkable speech, which takes
a judicious measure of the actual position of affairs : first,
autonomy to every city ; and autonomy in the genuine sense,
not construed and enforced by the separate interests of Sparta,
as it had been at the peace of Antalkidas; next, the distribution
of such pre-eminence or headship, as was consistent with this
universal autonomy, between Sparta and Athens ; the former
on land, the latter at sea ; as the means of ensuring tranquillity
in Greece. That "autonomy perverted to Lacedremonian
purposes"-which Perikles had denounced before the Peloponnesian war as the condition of Peloponnesus, and which had
been made the political canon of Greece by the peace of
Antalkidas-was now at an end. On the other hand, Athens and
Sparta were to become:mutual partners and guarantees; dividing
the headship of Greece by an ascertained line of demarcation,
yet neither of them interfering with the principle of universal
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, 12, 13.
Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, 16.
3 Xen. Hellen. vi. 3. 14. Kal -yap llij l<a'rCt 'Yl1V IJ.EV Tls llv, up.wv <f>{il.ow

2

lJvTcrw, 1"av0s 'Yivm-ro i?,uas Junr7;trat ; ILarU. 8dA.arrdv oye: p.1JV 'Tis ltv Vp.&ts
/3i1.&1)ta.• '7"1, 171J.wv UIJ.iV E?ri'T?)Oelwv ~VTWV;
4 Xen. Hellen. vi. 3. 11. Kal UIJ.LV 0~ t'YW'YE opw OICt .,.o. lt.'Yvwp.&vws ?rpa·
xelVTa ltrTLV 8Te Kal 1ro:>..il.a av'TlTU7rC1. 'Y<'Yv&p.<VC!." J,v ~V l<al 17 ICC1.To.:>..7)cf>8e'icra.
lv S~/3a1s Kallp.ela· vi!v 'Yovv, &Is (?) Etr?rovll&craTe avTov&p.ovs Tas 1r6il.«s
-yl'Yveu6a•, 1riitra.1 ,..&l1.1v, E7rEl ~OI1<~6rwav ol 07)/3a'io<, l1r' iKelvots 'Y•'YEV7)V'Tet.l.
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autonomy. Thebes, and her claim to the presidency of Breotia,
were thus to be set aside by mutual consent.
It was upon this basis that the peace was concluded. The
armaments on both sides were to be disbanded; the harmosts
and garrisons everywhere withdrawn, in order that each city
might enjoy full autonomy. If any city should fail in observance
of these conditions, and continue in a career of force against
any other, all were at liberty to take arms for the support of
the injured party; but no one who did not feel disposed, was
bound so to take arms. This last stipulation exonerated the
Lacedremonian allies from one of their most vexatious chains.
To the conditions here mentioned, all parties agreed; and
on the ensuing day, the oaths were exchanged. Sparta took
the oath for herself and her allies ; Athens took the oath for
herself only; her allies afterwards took it severally, each city
for itself. Why such difference was ~ade, we are not told; for
it would seem that the principle of severance applied to both
confederacies alike.
Next came the tum of the Thebans to swear ; and here the
fatal hitch was disclosed. Epaminondas, the Theban envoy,
insisted on taking the oath, not for Thebes separately, but for
Thebes as president of the Breotian federation, including all the
Breotian cities. The Spartan authorities, on the other hand,
and Agesilaus as the foremost of all, strenuously opposed him.
They required that he should swear for Thebes alone, leaving
the Breotian cities to take the oath each for itself.
Already in the course of the preliminary debates, Epaminondas bad spoken out boldly against the ascendency of
Sparta. While most of the deputies stood overawed by her
dignity, represented by the energetic Agesilaus as spokesmanhe, like the Athenian Autokles, and with strong sympathy from
many of the deputies present, had proclaimed that nothing
kept alive the war except her unjust pretensions, and that no
peace could be durable unless such pretensions were put
aside.! Accepting the conditions of peace as finally determined,
he presented himself to swear to them in the name of the
Breotian federation. But Agesilaus, requiring that each of the
Breotian cities should take the oath for itself, appealed to
those same principles of liberty which Epaminondas himself
had just invoked, and asked him whether each of the Breotian
cities had not as good a title to autonomy as Thebes. Epaminondas might have replied by asking, why Sparta had just
1

Plutarch, Agesil. c. 27.
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been permitted to take the oath for her allies as well as for
herself. But he took a higher ground. He contended that
the presidency of Breotia was held by Thebes on as good a
title as the sovereignty of Laconia by Sparta. 1 He would
remind the assembly that when Breotia was first conquered and
settled by its present inhabitants, the other towns had all been
planted out from Thebes as their chief and mother-city ; that
the federal union of all, administered by Breotarchs chosen
by and from all, with Thebes as president, was coeval with the
first settlement of the country ; that the separate autonomy of
each was qualified by an established institution, devolving on
the Breotarchs and councils sitting at Thebes the management
of the foreign relations of all jointly. All this had been already
pleaded by the Theban orator fifty-six years earlier, before the
five Spartan commissioners assembled to determine the fate of
the captives after the sl!rrender of Platrea; when he required
the condemnation of the Platreans as guilty of treason to the
ancestral institutions of Breotia ; 2 and the Spartan commissioners had recognised the legitimacy of these institutions by a
sweeping sentence of death against the transgressors. Moreover, at a time when the ascendency of Thebe$ over the
Breotian cities had been greatly impaired by her anti-Hellenic
co-operation with the invading Persians, the Spartans themselves had assisted her with all their power to re-establish it, as
a countervailing force against Athens. 3 Epaminondas could
show, that the presidency of Thebes over the Breotian cities
was the keystone of the federation; a right not only of
immemorial antiquity, but pointedly recognised and strenuously
vindicated by the Spartans themselves. He could show further
that it was as old, and as good, as their own right to govern
the Laconian townships ; which latter was acquired and held
(as one of the best among their own warriors had boastfully
Plutarch, Agesil. c. 28.
Thucyd. iii. 6r. 71/.t.wv (the The bans) K-r«rav-rwv ITll.a-ra•av /Jrr-repov -r~s
/!.71.71.7/S Bo•w-rlas llal lfll.ll.a X'·Jpla p.e-r' av'1'~S, &. ~up.p.ill'1'0US &veprf,11'ovs ~~ell.a
rrav-res trrxop.ev, ou1< fl~iouv oho1 (the Platreans), ff,rr1rep eTaX811 ,.b 7rpw-rov, 7J-yep.oveverr8a1 {up' 1Jp.wv, t~w liE -rwv ll.ll.ll.wv Bo1w-rwv 7rapafJal1
2

vov-ros -ra 'l'cl.-rp•a, e7relli~ 'B'porr'llva-y~<a(ov-ro, 11porrexrf,p'1rrav 'B'pbs 'AB'Ivalovs, &c.

Again (c. 65) he says respecting the oligarchical Platreans who admitted
the Theban detachment when it came by night to surprise Platrea-el II/;
/l.JK;pes Op.wv o! 7rpW'TOl llal xp{]p.arrl Kal ")'EV€1, flou71.6(.t.evol '1'~S p.tv r~., ~vp.p.a
xCcu Vp.«,_s 'lJ'ctiJ~at, ls, 0~ 'T~ ICOtvd. T~JI 7r&.VTCIJJI Bot{&)T&V 7r&.Tpta
KU.'TU.f1'T7J a'a.t, E1r€1(Q.l\EUC%VTO EI!JV'TES,

Again (c. 66), ~<aTa
s Diodor. xi. Sr.

&c.

,.a, -rwv 11'avn"v Bo•w-rwv ...cl.,.p•a,

&c.

Compare ii.
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proclaimed 1) by nothing but Spartan valour and the sharpness
of the Spartan sword.
An emphatic speech of this tenor, delivered amidst the
deputies assembled at Sparta, and arraigning the Spartans not
merely in their supremacy over Greece, but even in their
dominion at home-was as it were the shadow cast before, by
coming events. It opened a question such as no Greek had
ever ventured to raise. It was a novelty startling to allextravagant probably in the eyes of Kallistratus and the
Athenians-but to the Spartans themselves, intolerably poignant
and insulting. 2 They had already a long account of antipathy
to clear off with Thebes ; their own wrong-doing in seizing
the Kadmeia-their subsequent humiliation in losing it and
being unable to recover it-their recent shortcomings and
failures, in the last seven years of war against Athens and
Thebes jointly. To aggravate this de~p-seated train of hostile
associations, their pride was now wounded in an unforeseen
point, the tenderest of all. Agesilaus, full to overflowing of
the national sentiment, which in the mind of a Spartan passed
for the first of virtues, was stung to the quick. Had he been an
Athenian orator like Kallistratus, his wrath would have found
vent in an animated harangue. But a king of Sparta was
anxious only to close these offensive discussions with scornful
abruptness, thus leaving to the presumptuous Theban no
middle ground between humble retractation and acknowledged
hostility. Indignantly starting from his seat, he said to
Epaminondas-" Speak plainly--will you, or will you not,
.leave to each of the Bceotian cities' its separate autonomy ? "
To which the other replied-"Will you leave each of the
Thucyd. iv. 126.
Brasidas, addressing his soldiers when serving in Macedonia, on the
approach of the Illyrians : 1

'A-ya9o'is ')lap .Iva• 1rpou.f,1ceL ilp.'iv 'Ta 1ro"A~p.La, o~ 1ila ~up.p.dxwv 1rapouu£av
~KaU'TO'T<, a"AA.a /it' olKe(av ape'T.f,V, Kal fJ.'I]OEV 1r"A.i)8os 1rE<{lofJi)u8a! ~'T~pwv· oZ
')IE p.'I]OE a?ro ?rOAL'T«WV 'TOLOV'TWV ~K<'T<, iv afs o~ 1ro"A"Aol b"A['YwV l'tpxouULV,
a,\,\a 1rA<L6vwv p.uMov i.\auuous· olJK l'tll..\'f' 'T!Vl K'T'I]Udp.<Vol 'Thv
ouvau'Tdav 'f/ 'T<iJ p.ax6p.<VO! Kpa'T<LV,
2 One may judge of the revolting effect produced by such a proposition,
before the battle of Leuktra-by reading the language which Isokrat~s puts
into the mouth of the Spartan prince Archidamus, five or six years after
that battle, protesting that all Spartan patriots ought to perish rather than
consent to the relinquishment of Messenia-1repl p./;v l'tll..\wv 'TLvwv ii.p.<{l•ufl'll-·
'TfJU<Ls, ~'Y[')IVOV'TO, 1r•pl o€ M<<T<T.f,v'l]s, olin {3a<TL.\e6s, oli8' 17 'TWV 'A8'1]valwv
"'rd.\•s, obo€ "'<f>.,.o8' -hp.<v ~v•Kali.<<T<v C:.s ii.olKws KEK'T'fJp.~vo•s ab'T.f,v (Isok. Arch.
s. 32). In the spring of 371 B.c., what had once been Messenia was only
a portion of Laconia, which no one thought of distinguishing from the
other portions (see Thucyd. iv. 3, II).
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Laconian towns autonomous?" Without saying another word,
Agesilaus immediately caused the name of the Thebans to be
struck out of the roll, and proclaimed them excluded from
the treaty. 1
Such was the close of this memorable congress at Sparta in
June 371 B.C. Between the Spartans and Athenians, and their
respective allies, peace was sworn. But the Thebans were
excluded, and their deputies returned home (if we may believe
Xenophon 2) discouraged and mournful. Yet such a man as
1 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 28; Pausanias, ix. 13, I : compare Diodor. xv.
51. Pausanias erroneously assigns the debate to the congress preceding
the peace of Antalkidas in 387 B.C. ; at which time Epaminondas was an
unknown man.
Plutarch gives this interchange of brief questions, between Agesilaus and
Epaminondas, which is in substance the same as that given by Pausanias,
and has every appearance of. being the truth. But he introduces it in a
very bold and abrupt way, such as cannot be conformable to the reality.
To raise a question about the right of Sparta to govern Laconia, was a
most daring novelty. A courageous and patriotic Theban might venture
upon it as a retort against those Spartans who questioned the right of
Thebes to her presidency of Bceotia ; but he would never do so without
assigning his reasons to justify an assertion so startling to a large portion of
his hearers. The reasons which I here ascribe to Epaminondas are such
as we know to have formed the Theban creed, in reference to the Bceotian
cities; such as were actually urged by the Theban orator in 427 B.C., when
the fate of the Platrean captives was under discussion. After Epaminondas
had once laid out the reasons in support of his assertion, he might then, if
the same brief question were angrily put to him a second time, meet it
with another equally brief counter-question or retort. It is this final interchange of thrusts which Plutarch has given, omitting the arguments previously statecl. by Epaminondas, and necessary to warrant the seeming
paradox which he advances. We must recollect that Epaminondas does
not contend that Thebes was entitled to as much power in Bceotia as Sparta
in Laconia. He only contends that Bceotia, under the presidency of
Thebes, was as much an integral political aggregate, as Laconia under
Sparta-in reference to the Grecian world.
Xenophon differs from Plutarch in his account of the conduct of the
The ban envoys. He does not mention Epaminondas at all, nor any envoy
by name; but he says that "the Thebans, having entered their name
among the cities which had taken the oaths, came on the next day and
requested, that the entry might be altered, and that 'the Ba!otians' might
be substituted in place of the Thebans, as having taken the oath. Agesilaus
told them that he could make no change ; but he would strike their names
out if they chose, and he accordingly did strike them out" (vi. 3, 19). It
seems to me that this account is far less probable than that of Plutarch,
and bears every mark of being incorrect. Why should such a man as
Epaminondas (who doubtless was the envoy) consent at first to waive the
presidential pretensions of Thebes, and to swear for her alone? If he did
consent, why should he retract the next day? Xenophon is anxious to
make out Agesilaus to be as much in the right as may be ; since the fatal
consequences of his proceedings manifested themselves but too soon.
2 Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 3, 20.
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Epaminondas must have been well aware that neither his
claims nor his arguments would be admitted by Sparta. If
therefore he was disappointed with the result, this must be
because he had counted upon, but did not obtain, support
from the Athenians or others.
The leaning of the Athenian deputies had been adverse
rather than favourable to Thebes throughout the congress.
They were disinclined, from their sympathies with the Platceans,
to advocate the presidential claims of Thebes, though on the
whole it was the political interest of Athens that the Bc:eotian
federation should be maintained, as a bulwark to herself against
Sparta. Yet the relations of Athens with Thebes, after the
congress as before it, were still those of friendship, nominal
rather than sincere. It was only with Sparta, and her allies,
that Thebes was at war, without a si~gle ally attached to her.
On the whole, Kallistratus and his colleagues had managed the
interests of Athens in this congress with great prudence and
success. They had disengaged her from the alliance with
Thebes, which had been dictated seven years before by common
fear and dislike of Sparta, but which had no longer any
adequate motive to countervail the cost of continuing the war;
at the same time, the disengagement had been accomplished
without bad faith. The gains of Athens, during the last seven
years of war, had been considerable. She had acquired a great
naval power, and a body of maritime confederates; while her
enemies the Spartans had lost their naval power in the like
proportion. Athens was now the ascendent leader of maritime
and insular Greece-while Sparta still continued to be the
leading power on land, but only on land ; and a tacit partnership was now established between the two, each recognising
the other in their respective halves of the Hellenic hegemony. 1
Moreover, Athens had the prudence to draw her stake, and
quit the gam~, when at the maximum of her acquisitions,
without taking the risk of future contingencies.
On both sides, the system of compulsory and indefeasible
confederacies was renounced; a renunciation, which had already
been once sworn to, sixteen years before, at the peace of
Antalkidas, but treacherously perverted by Sparta in the
execution. Under this new engagement, the allies of Sparta
or Athens ceased to constitute an organised permanent body
voting by its majority, passing resolutions permanently binding
upon dissentients, arming the chief state with more or less
power of enforcement against all, and forbidding voluntary
1

Diodor. xv. 38-82.
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secessions of individual members. They became a mere
uncemented aggregate of individuals, each acting for himself;
Itaking counsel together, as long as they chose, and co-operating
f so far as all were in harmony ; but no one being bound by any
decision of the others, nor recognising any right in the others
to compel him even to performance of what he had specially
promised, if it became irksome. By such change, therefore,
both Athens and Sparta were losers in power; yet the latter to
a much greater extent than the former, inasmuch as her reach
tof _power over her allies had been more comprehensive and
stnngent.
We here see the exact point upon which the requisition
addressed by Sparta to Thebes, and the controversy between
Epaminondas and Agesilaus, really turned. Agesilaus contended
that the relation between ]hebes and the other Breotian cities,
was the same as what subsisted between Sparta and her allies;
that accordingly, when Sparta renounced the indefeasible and
ompulsory character of her confederacy, and agreed to deal
with each of its members as a self-acting and independent unit,
he was entitled to demand that Thebes should do the same
m reference to the Breotian towns. Epaminondas, on tlie
contrary, denied the justice of this parallel. He maintained
that the proper subject of comparison to be taken, was the
relation of Sparta, not to her extra-Laconian allies, but to the
Laconian townships; that the federal union of the Breotian
towns under Thebes was coeval with the Breotian settlement,
and among the most ancient phren omena of Greece; that in
reference to other states, Breotia, like Laconia or Attica, was
the compound and organised whole, of which each separate city
was only a fraction; that other Greeks had no more right to
meddle with the internal constitution of these fractions, and
convert each of them into an integer-than to insist on separate
ndependence for each of the townships of Laconia. Epami1ondas did not mean to contend that the power of Thebes over
he Breotian cities was as complete and absolute in degree, as
hat of Sparta over the Laconian townships; but merely that
1er presidential power, and the federal system of which it
"ormed a part, were established, indefeasible, and beyond the
nterference of any Hellenic convention-quite as much as the
nternal government of Sparta in Laconia.
Once already this question had been disputed between Sparta
md Thebes, at the peace of Antalkidas. Once already had it
been decided by the superior power of the former, extorting
mbmission from the latter. The last sixteen years had reversed
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the previo?s de.cisi<;>n, and e~abled the Thebans to reconquer
those prestd~nttal nghts of whtch t~e former peace had deprived(
them. Ag~tn therefore the questiOn stood for decision, with
keener antipathy on both sides-with diminished power in
Sparta-but with increased force, increased confidence and a .
new leader whose inestimable worth was even yet but hall-known
-~n Thebes. The A~henians-friendly with both, yet allies of
neither-suffered the dtspute to be fought out without interfering.
How it was settled will appear in the next chapter.

CHAPTER LXXVIII
BATTLE OF LEUKTRA AND n;s CONSEQUENCES
IMMEDIATELY after the congress at Sparta in June 371 B.c., j
both the Athenians and Lacedxmonians took steps to perforrr(
the covenants sworn respectively to each other as well as to thL\
allies generally. The Athenians despatched orders to Iphikrates,
who was still at Korkyra or in the Ionian Sea, engaged in
incursions against the Lacedxmonian or Peloponnesian coasts ,
-that he should forthwith conduct his fleet home, and that if ·
he had made any captures subsequent to the exchange of oaths
at Sparta they should all be restored; 1 so as to prevent the
misunderstanding which had occurred fifty-two years before
with Brasidas, 2 in the peninsula of Pallene. The Lacedxmonians
on their side sent to withdraw their harmosts and their garrisons
from every city still under occupation. Since they had already
made such promise once before at the peace of Antalkidas, but
had never performed it-commissioners, 3 not Spartans, were
now named from the general congress, to enforce the execution
of the agreement.
No great haste, however, was probably shown in executing
this part of the conditions; for the whole soul and sentiment of
the Spartans were absorbed by their quarrel with Thebes. Th{
miso-Theban impulse now drove them on with a fury whid.
overcame all other thoughts ; and which, though doubtless
Agesilaus and others considered it at the time as legitimate
2 Thucyd. iv.
Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, I.
Diodor. xv. 38. i~a'Yw'Yei's, Xen. Hellen. l. c.
Diodorus refers the statements in this chapter to the peace between
Athens and Sparta in 374 B.c. I have already remarked that they belonf
properly to the peace of 37 I B. c. ; as Wesseling suspects in his note.
1
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patriotic resentment for the recent insult, appeared to the philoLaconian Xenophon, when he looked back upon it from the
subsequent season of Spartan humiliation, to be a misguiding
inspiration sent by the gods 1-like that of the Homeric Ate.
Now that Thebes stood isolated from Athens and all other
allies out of Bceotia, Agesilaus had full confidence of being able
to subdue her thoroughly. The same impression of the superiority
of Spartan force was also entertained both by the Athenians
and by other Greeks ; to a great degree even by the Thebans
themselves. It was anticipated that the Spartans would break
up the city of Thebes into villages (as they had done at
Mantineia)-or perhaps retaliate upon her the fate which she
had inflicted upon Plat::ea-or even decimate her citizens and
her property to the profit of the Delphian god, pursuant to the
vow that had been takoo more than a century before, in
consequence of the assistance lent by the Thebans to Xerxes. 2
Few persons out of Breotia doubted of the success of Sparta.
To attack Thebes, however, an army was wanted; and as
3parta, by the peace just sworn, had renounced everything like
imperial ascendency over her allies, leaving each of them free
to send or withhold assistance as they chose-to raise an army
was no easy task ; for the allies, generally speaking, being not
at all inflamed with the Spartan antipathy against Thebes,
desired only to be left to enjoy their newly-acquired liberty.
But it so happened, that at the moment when peace was sworn,
the Spartan king Kleombrotus was actually at th~ head of an
army, of Laced::emonians and allies, in Phokis, on The northwestern frontier of Breotia. Immediately on hearing of the
peace, Kleombrotus sent home to ask for instructions as to his
future proceedings. By the unanimous voice of the Spartan
authorities and assembly, with Agesilaus as the most vehement
of all, 3 he was directed to march against the The bans, unless
they should flinch at the last moment (as they had done at the
peace of Antalkidas), and relinquish their presidency over the
other Bceotian cities. One citizen alone, named Prothous,
interrupted this unanimity. He protested against the order,
first, as a violation of their oaths, which required them to
disban'd the army and reconstitute it on the voluntary principlenext, as imprudent in regard to the allies, who now looked upon
such liberty as their right, and would never serve with cordiality
unless it were granted to them. But Prothi:ius was treated
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 3·
l7o17 -yc!p, C:.s ~ott<E, TO llcu}.!Ovwv ~-yev, &c.
'
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Xen. Hellen. vi. 3· 20; Plutarch, Pelopid. c.
Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 28.

20;

Diodor.
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with disdain as a silly alarmist,! and the peremptory order was
despatched to Kleombrotus; accompanied, probably, by a
reinforcement of Spartans and Laced[emonians, the number o1
whom, in the ensuing battle, seems to have been great6r than
can reasonably be imagined to have been before serving in
Phokis.
Meanwhile no symptoms of concession were manifested at
Thebes. 2 Epaminondas, on his return, had found cordial
sympathy with the resolute tone which he had adopted both in
defence of the Bceotian federation and against Sparta. Though
every one felt the magnitude of the danger, it was still hoped
that the enemy might be prevented from penetrating out of
Phokis into Bceotia. Epaminondas accordingly occupied with
a strong force the narrow pass near Koroneia, lying between a
spur of Mount Helikon on one side.and the Lake Kopais on
the other; the same position as had been taken by the Bceotians,
and forced by the army returning from Asia under Agesilaus,
twenty-three years before. Orchomenus lay northward (that is,
on the Phokian side) of this position; and its citizens, as well
as its Laced[emonian garrison, now doubtless formed part of
the invading army of Kleombrotus. That prince, with a degree
of military skill rare in the Spartan commanders, baffled all the
Theban calculations. Instead of marching by the regular road
from Phokis into Bceotia, he turned southward by a mountain
road scarcely deemed practicable, defeated the Theban aivision
under Ch[ereas which guarded it, and crossed the ridge of
Helikmrto the Bceotian port of Kreusis on the Kriss[ean Gulf.
Coming upon this place by surprise, he stormed it, capturing twelve
Theban triremes which lay in the harbour. He then left a
garrison to occupy the port, and marched without delay over
the mountainous ground into the territory of Thespi[e on thf
eastern declivity of Helikon; where he encamped on the higr
ground, at a place of ever-memorable name, called Leuktra. s
Here was an important success, skilfully gained ; not only
placing Kleombrotus within an easy march of Thebes, but also
opening a sure communication by sea with Sparta, through the
port of Kreusis, and thus eluding the difficulties of Mount
Kith[eron. Both the king and the Laced[emonians around him
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 2, 3·
~J<iivov p.~v <!>J\vapiiv ~yhrraTo, &c.
2 It is stated that either the Laced::emonians from Sparta or Kleom·
brotus from Phokis, sent a new formal requisition to Thebes, that the
Bceotian cities should be left autonomous; and the requisition was repudiated {Diodor. xv. SI; Aristeid~s, Orat. (Leuktr.) ii. xxxiv. p. 644, eil
Dindorf). But such mission seems very doubtful.
3 Xen. Ht:l!en. vi. 4, 3, 4; Diodor. xv. 53; Pausan. ix. IJ, 2.
,'
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were full of joy and confidence; while the The bans on their
side were struck with dismay as well as surprise. It required
all the ability of Epaminondas, and all the daring of Pelopidas,
to uphold the resolution of their countrymen, and to explain
away or neutralise the terrific signs and portents, which a
dispirited Greek was sure to see in every accident of the road.
At length, however, they succeeded in this, and the Thebans
with their allied Breotians were marched out from Thebes to
Leuktm, where they were posted on a declivity opposite to the
Spartan camp. They were commanded by the seven Breotarchs,
of whom Epaminondas was one. But such was the prevalent
apprehension of joining battle with the Spartans on equal terms,
that even when actually on the ground, three of these Bceoiarchs
refused to concur in the order for fighting, and proposed to
shut themselves up in Tjlebes for a siege, sending their wives
and families away to Athens. Epaminondas was vainly combating their determination, when the seventh Breotarch,
Branchylides, arrived from the passes of Kitha!ron, where he
had been on guard, and was prevailed upon to vote in favour
of the bolder course.
Though a majority was thus secured for fighting, yet the
feeling throughout the Theban camp was more that of brave
despair than of cheering hope; a conviction that it was better
to perish in the field, than to live in exile with the Lacedremonians masters of the Kadmeia. Some encouraging omens,
however, were transmitted to the camp, from the temples in
Thebes as well as from that of Trophonius at Lebadeia: 1 and
a Spartan exile named Leandrias, serving in the Theban ranks,
ventured to assure them that ·they were now on the very spot
foredoomed for the overthrow of the Lacedremonian empire.
Here stood the tomb of two females (daughters of a Leuktrian
named Skedasus) who had been violated by two Lacedremonians
and had afterwards slain themselves. Skedasus, after having
in vain attempted to obtain justice from the Spartans for this
outrage, came back, imprecating curses on them, and slew
himself also. The vengeance of these departed sufferers would
now be sure to pour itself out on Sparta, when her army was
in their own district and near their own tomb. And the
Theban leaders, to whom the tale was full of opportune
encouragement, crowned the tomb with wreaths, invoking the
aid of its inmates against the common enemy now present. 2
Kallisthen@s, apud Cic. de Divinatione, i. 34, Fragm. 9, ed. Didot.
Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 7; Diodor. xv. 54; Pausan. ix. 13, 3; Plutarch,
elopid. c. 20, 21 ; Polyrenus, ii. 3, 8.
1
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While others were thus comforted by the hope of super·
human aid, Epaminondas, to whom the order of the coming
battle had been confided, took care that no human precautions
should be wanting. His task was arduous; for not only were
his troops dispirited, while those of the enemy were confident
-but their numbers were inferior, and some of the Breotians
present were hardly even trustworthy. What the exact numbers
were on either side we are not permitted to know. Diodorus
assigns about 6ooo men to the The bans; Plutarch states the
numbers of Kleombrotus at u,ooo. 1 Without placing faith in
these figures, we see good reason for believing that the Theban
total was decide~ly inferior. For such inferiority Epaminondas
strove to make up by skilful tactics, and by a combination at
that time novel as well as ingenious. In all former Grecian
battles, the opposite armies had beep drawn up in line, and
had fought along the whole line; or at least such had been
the intention of the generals-and if it was not realised, the
cause was to be sought in accidents of the ground, or backwardness or disorder on the part of some division of the
soldiers. Departing from this habit, Epaminondas now arrayed
his troops so as to bring his own left to bear with irresistible
force upon the Spartan right, and to keep back the rest of his
army comparatively out of action. Knowing that Kleombrotus,
with the Spartans and all the official persons, would be on the
right of their own line, he calculated that, if successful on this
point against the best troops, he should find little resistance
from the remainder. Accordingly he placed on his own left
wing chosen Theban hoplites, to the prodigious depth of fifty
shields, with Pelopidas and the Sacred Band in front. His
The latter relates that Pelopidas in a dream saw Skedasus, who directed :
him to offer on this tomb "an auburn virgin" to the deceased females. 1
Pelopidas and his friends were greatly perplexed about the fulfilment of ·
this command ; many urged that it was necessary for some maiden to
devote herself or to be devoted by her parents, as a victim for the safety of
the country, like Mencekeus and Makaria in the ancient legends ; others
denounced the idea as cruel and inadmissible. In the midst of the debate,
a mare, with a chestnut filly, galloped up, and stopped not far off; upon
which the prophet Theokritus exclaimed-" Here comes the victim required,
sent by the special providence of the gods." The chestnut filly was caught i
and offered as a sacrifice on the tomb ; every one being in high spirits from'
a conviction that the mandate of the gods had been executed.
The prophet Theokritus figures in the treatise of Plutarch De Genic
Socratis (c. 3, p. 576 D) as one of the companions of Pelopidas in th{e
conspiracy whereby the Theban oligarchy was put down and the
Lacedremonians expelled from the Kadmeia.
1 Diodor. xv. 52-56 ; Plutarch, Pelop. c. 20.
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order of advance was disposed obliquely or in echelon, so that
the deep column on the left should join battle first, while the
centre and right kept comparatively back and held themselves
more in a defensive attitude.
In 3 7 I B.c., such a combination was absolutely new, and
betokened high military genius. It is therefore no disgrace to
Kleombrotus that he was not prepared for it, and that he
adhered to the ordinary Grecian tactics of joining battle at
once along the whole line. But so unbounded was the confidence reigning among the Spartans, that there never was any
occasion on which peculiar precautions were less thought of.
When, from their entrenched camp on the Leuktrian eminence,
they saw the Thebans encamped on an opposite eminence,
separated from them by a small breadth of low ground and
moderate declivities-th~ir only impatience was to hurry on
the decisive moment, so as to prevent the enemy from escaping.
Both the partisans and the opponents of Kleombrotus united
in provoking the order for battle, each in their own language.
The partisans urged him, since he had never yet done anything against the Thebans, to strike a decisive blow, and clear
himself from the disparaging comparisons which rumour
instituted between him and Agesilaus; the opponents gave it
· to be understood, that if Kleombrotus were now backward,
their suspicions would be confirmed that he leaned in his
heart towards the Thebans.l Probably the king was himself
sufficiently eager to fight, and so would any other Spartan
general have been; under the same circumstances, before the
battle of Leuktra. But even had he been otherwise, the
impatience, prevalent among the Laced::.emonian portion of
his army, left him no option. Accordingly, the decided
resolution to fight was taken. The last council was held, and
the final orders issued by Kleombrotus after his morning meal,
where copious libations of wine both attested and increased
the confident temper of every man. The army was marched
out of the camp, and arrayed on the lower portion of the
declivity; Kleombrotus with the Spartans and most of the
.aced::.emonians being on the right, in an order of twelve deep.
orne Laced::.emonians were also on the left, but respecting
1e order of the other parts of the line, we have no information.
'he cavalry was chiefly posted along the front.
:Meanwhile, Epaminondas also marched down his declivity,
1 his own chosen order of battle ; his left wing being both
>rward, and strengthened into very deep order, for desperate
1
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attack. His cavalry too were posted in front of his line. But
before he commenced his march, he sent away his baggage
and attendants home to Thebes; while at the same time he
made proclamation that any of his Bceotian hoplites, who 1
were not hearty in the cause, might also retire if they chose. 1
Of such permission the Thespians immediately availed themselves; 1 so many were there, in the The ban camp, who estimated
the chances to be all in favour of Lacedaomonian victory.
But when these men, a large portion of them unarmed, were
seen retiring, a considerable detachment from the army of
Kleombrotus, either with or without orders, ran after to prevent
their escape, and forced them to return for safety to the main
Theban army. The most zealous among the allies of Sparta
present-the PhokMms, the Phliasians, and the' Herakleots,
together with a body of mercenaries--executed this movement;
which seems to have weakened the Lacedaomonians in the
main battle, without doing any mischief to the Thebans.
The cavalry first engaged, in front of both lines; and here
the superiority of the Thebans soon became manifest. The .
Lacedaomonian cavalry-at no time very good, but at this i
moment unusually bad, composed of raw and feeble novices,
mounted on horses provided by the rich.:_was soon· broken
and driven back upon the infantry, whose ranks were disturbed
by the fugitives. To re-establish the battle, Kleombrotus gave
the word for the infantry to advance, himself.personally leading
the right. The victorious The ban cavalry probably hung upon
the Lacedaomonian infantry of the centre· and left, and prevented them from making much forward movement; while
Epaminondas and Pelopidas with their left, advanced according
to their intention to bear down Kleombrotus and his right
wing. The shock here was terrible ; on both sides victory
was resolutely and desperately disputed, in a close handcombat, with pushing of opposite shields and opposite masses.
But such was the overwhelming force of the Theban chargewith the Sacred Band or chosen warriors in front, composed
of men highly trained in the palaostra, 2 and the deep column
of fifty shields propelling behind-that even the Spartans, with
all their courage, obstinacy, and discipline, were unable to
stand up against it. Kleombrotus, himself either in or near
the front, was mortally wounded, apparently early in the
battle; and it was only by heroic and unexampled efforts, on
the part of his comrades around, that he was c~rried off yet'
1
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alive, so as to preserve him from falling into the hands of the
enemy. Around him also fell the most eminent members of
the Spartan official staff; Deinon the polemarch, Sphodrias
with his son Kleonymus, and several others. After an obstinate
resistance, and a fearful slaughter, the right wing of the Spartans
was completely beaten, and driven back to their camp on the
higher ground.
It was upon this Spartan right wing, where the Theban left
was irresistibly strong, that all the stress of the battle fell-as
Epaminondas had intended that it should. In no other part
of the line does there appear to have been any serious fighting;
partly through his deliberate scheme of not pushing forward
either his centre or his right-partly through the preliminary
victory of the Theban cavalry, which probably checked in
part the forward march •of the enemy's line-and partly also,
through the lukewarm adherence, or even suppressed hostility,
of the allies marshalled under the command of Kleombrotus. 1
The Phokians and Herakleots-zealous in the cause from
hatred of Thebes-had quitted the line to strike a blow at
the retiring baggage and attendants; while the remaining allies,
after mere nominal fighting and little or no loss, retired to the
camp as soon as they saw the Spartan right defeated and
driven back to it. Moreover, even some Lacedcemonians on
the left wing, probably astounded by the lukewarmness of
those around them, and by the unexpected calamity on their
own right, fell back in the same manner. The whole Lacedcemonian force, with the dying king, was thus again assembled
and formed behind the entrenchment on the higher ground,
where the victorious Thebans did not attempt to molest them.2
But very different were their feelings as they now stood
arrayed in the camp, from that exulting boastfulness with
which they had quitted it an hour or two before ; and fearful
was the loss when it came to be verified. Of seven hundred
Spartans who had marched forth from the camp, only three
hundred returned to it. 3 One thousand Lacedcemonians,
1 Pausanias (ix. 13, 4: compare viii. 6, I) lays great stress upon this indifference or even treachery of the allies. Xenophon says quite enough to
.tuthenticate the reality of the fact (Hellen. vi. 4, 15-24): see also Cicero
, le Offic. ii. 7, 26.
Polyrenus has more than one anecdote respecting the dexterity of Agesilaus in dealing with fainthearted conduct or desertion on the part of the
allies of Sparta (Polyren. ii. I, r8-2o).
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 13, 14.
s Xen. Hellen. l. c. Plutarch (Agesil. c. 28) states rooo Lacedremonians
to have been slain; Pausanias (ix. 13, 4) gives the number as more than
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besides, had been left on the field, even by the admission of
Xenophon; probably the real number was even larger. Apart
from this, the death of Kleombrotus was of itself an event
impressive to every one, the like of which had never occurred
since the fatal day of Thermopylre. But this was not all.
The allies who stood alongside of them in arms were now
altered men. All were sick of their cause, and averse to
further exertion; some scarcely concealed a positive satisfaction
at the defeat. And when the surviving polemarchs, now commanders, took counsel with the principal officers as to the
steps proper in the emergency, there were a few, but very
few, Spartans who pressed for renewal of the battle, and for
recovering by force their slain brethren in the field, or perishing
in the attempt. All the rest felt like beaten men ; so that the
polemarchs, giving effect to the genera~ sentiment, sent a herald
to solicit the regular truce for burial of their dead. This the
Thebans granted, after erecting their own trophy. 1 But
Epaminondas, aware that the Spartans would practise every
stratagem to conceal the magnitude of their losses, coupled
the grant with a condition that the allies should bury their
dead first. It was found that the allies had scarce any dead
to pick up, and that nearly every slain warrior on the field
was a Lacedremonian. 2 And thus the Theban general, while
he placed the loss beyond possibility of concealment, proclaimed at the same time such public evidence of Spartan
courage, as to rescue the misfortune· of Leuktra from all
aggravation on the score of dishonour. What the Theban
loss was, Xenophon does not tell us. Pausanias states it at
forty-seven men, 3 Diodorus at three hundred. The former
number is preposterously small, and even the latter is doubtless
under the truth; for a victory in close fight, over soldiers like
the Spartans, must have been dearly purchased. Though the
bodies of the Spartans were given up to burial, their arms
were retained; and the shields of the principal officers were
seen by the traveller Pausanias at Thebes soo years afterwards. 4
Twenty days only had elapsed, from the time when
rooo; Diodorus mentions 4000 (xv. 56), which is doubtless above the
truth, though the number given by Xenophon may be fairly presumed as
somewhat below it. Dionysius of Halikarnassus (Antiq. Roman. ii. 17)
states that I 700 Spartans perished.
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, r 5·
2 Pausan. ix. 13, 4; Plutarch, Apophtheg. Reg .. p; 193 B; Cicero, de
Officiis, ii. 7·
3 Pausan. ix. 13, 4; Diodor. xv. 55·
4 P<1usan. ix. I 6, 3·
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, Epaminondas quitted Sparta after Thebes had been excluded
, from the general peace, to the day when he stood victorious
on the field of Leuktra. 1 The event came like a thunderclap
upon every one in Greece, upon victors as well as vanquished
-upon allies and neutrals, near and distant, alike. The
general expectation had been that Thebes would be speedily
overthrown and dismantled ; instead of which, not only she
had escaped, but had inflicted a crushing blow on the military
majesty of Sparta.
It is in vain that Xenophon-whose account of. the battle is
obscure, partial, and imprinted with that chagrin which the
event occasioned to him 2-ascribes the defeat to untoward
accidents, 8 or to the rashness and convivial carelessness of
Kleombrotus; upon whose generalship Agesilaus and his
party at Sparta did not tJcruple to cast ungenerous reproach, 4
while others faintly exculpated him by saying that he had fought
contrary to his better judgement, under fear of unpopularity.
1
This is au important date preserved by Plutarch (Agesil. c. 28). The
congress was broken up at Sparta on the fourteenth of the Attic month
Skirrophorion (June), the last month of the year of the Athenian archon
Alkisthencs ; the battle was fought on the fifth of the Attic month of Hekatombreon, the first month of the next Attic year, of the archon Phrasikleid~s;
about the beginning of July.
2
Diodorus differs from Xenopholl' on one important matter connected
with the battle ; affirming that Archidamus son of Agesilaus was present
and fought, together with various other circumstances, which I shall
discuss presently, in a future note. I follow Xenophon.
3
Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 8. E1s o' o~v Thv p.&.X'IIV TOLS P.EV Ll.a.H:EOU.tp.ovlo<S
...&vTa. Tava.vTla. ~-yl-yv<ro, rols o< (to the Thebans) ""-""" ""l {,,1, .,.~,

T6xns

Ka.TwpfJoUTo.

4

Isokrates, in the Oration vi. called Archidamus (composed about five
years after the battle, as if to be spoken by Archidamus son of Agesilaus),
puts this statement distinctly into the mouth of Archidamus-p..!xp< p.Ev

Tp

..a.vT'II<Tl T~s 7)p.£p"s liEou<TrVX'IIKeva.t oo«olip.ev ~v
p.&xv .,.!1 1rpl>s ®rrf3alovs,
""l Tois p.~v <TcfJp.u.IT• Kpa.r'll6~vat Ola TOV OUH: op6ws 1i'Y'IIITcf.p.EVOJI, &c.

(s. g).

I take his statement as good evidence of the real opinion entertained
both by Agesilaus and by Archidamus ; an opinion the more natural, since
the two contemporary kings of Sparta were almost always at variance, and
at the head of opposing parties ; especially true about Agesilaus and
Kleombrotus, during the life of the latter.
Cicero (probably copying Kallisthenes or Ephorns) says, de Officiis, i.
24, 84-" Illa plaga (Lacedremoniis) pestifera, quit, qnum Cleombrotns
invidiam timens temere cum Epaminond:1 conflixisset, Lacedremoniorum
opes cornrerunt." Polybius remarks (ix. 23, we know not from whom he
borrowed) that all the proceedings of Kleombrotus during the empire of
Sparta, were marked with a generous regard for the interests and feelings
of the allies; while the proceedings of Agesilaus were of the opposite
character.
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Such cnticisms, coming from men wise after the fact, and
consoling themselves for the public calamity by censuring the ·
unfortunate commander, will not stand examination. Kleombrotus represented on this occasion the feeling universal among
his countrymen. He was ordered to march against Thebes
with the full belief, entertained by Agesilaus and all the Spartan
leaders, that her unassisted force could not resist him. To
fight the Thebans on open ground was exactly what he and
every other Spartan desired. While his manner of forcing the
entrance of Breotia, and his capture of Kreusis, was a creditable
manreuvre, he seems to have arranged his order of battle in
the manner usual with Grecian generals at the time. There
appears no reason to censure his generalship, except in so far
as he was unable to divine-what no one else divined-the
superior combinations of his adversa~, then for the first time
applied to practice.
To the discredit of Xenophon, Epaminondas is never named
in his narrative of the battle, though he recognises in substance
that the battle was decided by the irresistible Theban force
brought to bear upon one point of the enemy's phalanx; a fact
which both Plutarch and Diodorus 1 expressly refer to the
.genius of the general. All the calculations of Epaminondas
turned out successful. The bravery of the Thebans, cavalry
as well as infantry, seconded by the training which they had
received during the last few years, was found sufficient to carry
his plans into full execution. To this circumstance, principally, ~
was owing the great revolution of opinion throughout Greece l
which followed the battle. Every one felt that a new military 1·
power had arisen, and that the Theban training, under the
generalship of Epaminondas, had proved itself more than a ·
match on a fair field, with shield and spear, and with numbers
on the whole inferior-for the ancient Lykurgean discipline~
which last had hitherto stood without a parallel as turning out ,
artists and craftsmen in war, against mere citizens in the !
opposite ranks, armed, yet without the like training. 2 Essentially
stationary and old-fashioned, the Lykurgean discipline was now
overborne by the progressive military improvement of other
1

Diodor. xv. 55·

Epaminondas, lo[q. 7'tvl Kal ....P,,.,.jl

,.&~" XP1J<1ap.•vos,

l),(l T1js l5las uTpar7]'}'la.s 7r€pte7rot.f,tTa.To Ti}v 7rEpti361JTOV v(rc7JV . • . • . BtO
K«l Ao~i}v 7rot1,cras Tf]v <f>c!Aa"'('Ya, TcjJ ToVs bnJ....lKTous txown KEpa-rt t'}'VUJ

Kplv•w or~v p.d.x1Jv, &c.

Compare Plutarch, Pelop. c. 23.
See Aristotel. Politic. viii. 3, 3, 5·
Compare Xenophon, De Repub. Laced. xiii. 5· Tal's p.€v lfll.ll.ous a~7'o·
<TXEOta<17'ttS Elvat 7'0JV <T7'pa7'LW7'LKwv, AaKEOatp.ovfous o€ p.6vous TtP 6v7't
7'Exvl7'as ,..,, 7roli.EJ.L<Kwv-and Xenoph. Memorab. iii. 5, 13, 14.
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states, handled by a pre-eminent tactician ; a misfortune
predicted by the Corinthians 1 at Sparta sixty years before, and
now realised, to the conviction of all Greece, on the field of
Leuktra.
But if the Spartan system was thus invaded and overpassed in
its privilege of training soldiers, there was another species of
teaching wherein it neither was nor could be overpassedthe hard lesson of enduring pain and suppressing emotion.
Memorable indeed was the manner in which the news of this
fatal catastrophe was receivetl at Sparta. To prepare the reader
by an appropriate contrast, we may turn to the manifestation
at Athens twenty-seven years before, when the trireme called
Paralus arrived from LEgospotami, bearing tidings of the capture
of the entire Athenian fleet. "The moan of distress (says
the historian 2) reached ail up the Long Walls from Peirreus to
Athens, as each man communicated the news to his neighbour:
on that night, not a man slept, from bewailing for his lost
fellow-citizens and for his own impending ruin." Not such
was the scene at Sparta, when the messenger arrived from the
field of Leuktra, although there was everything calculated to
render the shock violent. For not only was the defeat
calamitous and humiliating beyond all former parallel, but it
came at a moment when every man reckoned on victory. As
soon as Kleombrotus, having forced his way into Bceotia, saw
the unassisted The bans on plain ground before him, no Spartan
entertained any doubt of the result. Under this state of feeling,
a messenger arrived with the astounding revelation, that the
army was totally defeated, with the loss of the king, of 400
Spartans, and more than Iooo Lacedremonians; and that defeat
stood confessed, by having solicited the truce for interment of
the slain. At the moment when he arrived, the festival called
the Gymnopredia was actually being celebrated on its last day ;
and the chorus of grown men was going through its usual
solemnity in the theatre. In spite of all the poignancy of the
intelligence, the Ephors would not permit the solemnity to be
either interrupted or abridged. " Of necessity, I suppose they
were griez1ed,-but they went through the whole as if nothing
had happened, only communicating the names of the slain to
their relations, and issuing a general order to the women, to
1 Thucyd. i. 71.
i'x.pxo.uhpo1ru. flp.wv (of you Spartans) 'Ttt l7r<T1JOE6p.o.'Tu.
1rpbs abToQs ~11TW. 'AvJ.')'H:1J o' {},f17rEp T€XV1JS i'tel Ttt l7ri')'I'J'V6p.evo.
KpO.TE'iv· Kal f7uuxa.(o6uv p.'Ev 1r6li.Et 'Ta i'x."(v1)Ta v6p.tp.a. /£puna, 1<pbs 1roll.;>..a
b.va')'Ka(oJJ.fVots
1t"oi\A-ijs Kal T1js €1rtTex-v-h(J"E(I)S Oe:l, &c.
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make no noise or \vailing, but to bear the misfortune in silence."~ ..
That such an order should be issued, is sufficiently remarkable ;
that it should be issued and obeyed, is what could not be
expected; that it should not only be issued and obeyed, but
overpassed, is what no man could believe if it were not
expressly attested by the contemporary historian. "On the
morrow (says he) you might see those whose relations had
been slain, walking about in public with bright and cheerful
countenances ; but of those whose relatives survived, scarce
one showed himself; and the few· who were abroad, looked
mournful and humbled." 1
In comparing this extraordinary self-constraint and obedience
to orders, at Sparta, under the most trying circumstances-with
the sensitive and demonstrative temper, and spontaneous
outburst of feeling, at Athens, so muclo! more nearly approaching to the Homeric type of Greeks-we must at the same time
remark, that in reference to active and heroic efforts for the
purpose of repairing past calamities and making head against
preponderant odds, the Athenians were decidedly the better of
the two. I have already recounted the prodigious and unexpected energy displayed by Athens, after the ruinous loss of
her two armaments before Syracuse, when no one expected
that she could have held out for six months : I am now about
to recount the proceedings of Sparta, after the calamity at
Leuktra-a calamity great and serious indeed, yet in positive
amount inferior to what had befallen the Athenians at Syracuse.
The reader will find that, looking to the intensity of active
effort in both cases, the comparison is all to the advantage of
Athens ; excusing at least, if not justifying, the boast of Perikles 2
in his memorable funeral harangue-that his countrymen,

o

revop.€vwv o~ -ro6-rwv,
p.h els T~v Aai(EOat·
-r0 1rJ.Oos 'ltcf>tKVE'iTa.t, ru,UV01rat0JC'dV 'TE oVaWv T1js TEJ\EUTO.[a.s,
""~ TOV avop!I<DV xopov lvoov ~YTOS" Ol 0~ lcpopo•,
1)1(0UlTaY 'TO ,.cfeos,
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-ra11"€lVOVs 11"<pli"&v-ras-and Plutarch, Agesil. c. 29.
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See a similar statement of Xenophon, after he has recounted the cuttincr
in pieces of the Lacedremonian mora near Lechreum, about the satisfactio~
and even triumph of those in the Lacedremonians who had lost relations in
the battle; while every one else was mournful (Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, ro).
Compare also Justin, xxviii. 4-the behaviour after the defeat of Sellasia.
2
Tbucyd. ii. 39·
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without the rigorous drill of Spartans, were yet found noway
inferior to Spartans in daring exertion, when the hour of actual
trial arrived.
It was the first obligation of the Ephors to provide for the
safety of their defeated army in Bceotia ; for which purpose
they put in march nearly the whole remaining force of Sparta.
Of the Lacedoemonian Mor<e, or military divisions (seemingly
six in the aggregate), two or three had been sent with
Kleombrotus; all the remainder were now despatched, even
including elderly citizens up to near sixty years of age, and
all who had been left behind in consequence of other public
offices. Archidamus took the command (Agesilaus still continuing to be disabled), and employed himself in getting
together the aid promised from Tegea-from the villages
representing the disinteg~ated Mantineia-from Corinth, Sikyon,
Phlius, and Achaia; all these places. being still under the
same oligarchies which had held them under Lacedoemonian
patronage, and still adhering to Sparta. Triremes were
equipped at Corinth, as a means of transporting the new army
across to Kreusis, and thus joining the defeated troops at
Leuktra ; the port of Kreusis, the recent acquisition of Kleombrotus, being now found inestimable, as the only means of
access in_to Bceotia.I
Meanwhile the defeated army still continued in its entrenched
camp at Leuktra, where the Thebans were at first in no hurry
to disturb it. Besides that this was a very arduous enterprise,·
even after the recent victory-we must recollect the actual
feeling of the The bans themselves, upon whom their own victory
had come by surprise, at a moment when they were animated
more by despair than by hope. They were doubtless absorbed
in the intoxicating triumph and exultation of the moment, with
the embraces and felicitations of their families in Thebes,
rescued from impending destruction by their valour. Like
the Syracusans after their last great victory 2 over the Athenian
fleet in the Great Harbour, they probably required an interval
to give loose to their feelings of ecstasy, before they would
resume action. Epaminondas and the other leaders, aware
how much the value of Theban alliance was now enhanced,
endeavoured to obtain reinforcement from without, before they
proceeded to follow up the blow. To Athens they sent a
herald, crowned with wreaths of triumph, proclaiming their
recent victory. They invited the Athenians to employ the
present opportunity for taking full revenge on Sparta, by joining
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 17-19.

2

See Thucyd. vii. 73·
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their hands with those of Thebes. But the sympathies of the
Athenians, were now rather hostile than friendly to Thebes,
besides that they had sworn peace with Sparta, not a. month
before. The Senate, who were assembled in the acropolis
when the herald arrived, heard his news with evident chagrin,
and dismissed him without even a word of courtesy ; while the
unfortunate Plat<eans, who were doubtless waiting in the city in
expectation of the victory of Kleombrotus, and of their own
speedy re-establishment, found themselves again struck down
and doomed to indefinite exile.
To Jason of Pher<e in Thessaly, another Theban herald was
sent for the same purpose, and very differently received. That
despot sent back word that he would come forthwith by sea,
and ordered triremes to be equipped for the purpose. But this
was a mere deception ; for at the sa~ time, he collected the
mercenaries and cavalry immediately near to him, and began
his march by land. So rapid were his movements, that he
forestalled all opposition-though he had to traverse the
territory of the Herakleots and Phokians, who were his bitter
enemies-and joined the Thebans safely in Bceotia.l But
when the Theban leaders proposed that he should attack the
Laced<emonian camp in flank, from the high ground, while
they would march straight up the hill and attack it in front
-Jason strongly dissuaded the enterprise as too perilous ;
recommending that they should permit the enemy's departure
under capitulation. "Be content (said he) with the great
victory which you have already gained. Do not compromise
it by attempting something yet more hazardous, against Laced<emonians driven to despair in their camp. Recollect that a
few days ago, you yourselves were in despair, and that your
recent victory is the fruit of that very feeling. Remember that
the gods take pleasure in bringing about these sudden changes
of fortune." 2 Having by such representations convinced the
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, zo, zr.
However, since the Phokians formed part of the beaten army at Leuktra,
it must be confessed that Jason had less to fear from them at this moment,
than at any other.
2 Pausanias states that immediately after the battle, Epaminondas gave
permission to the allies of Sparta to depart and go home, by which permission they profited, so that the Spartans now stood alone in the camp
(Paus. ix. 14, 1). This however is inconsistent with the account of
Xenophon (vi. 4, z6), and I think improbable.
.
Sievers (Geschichte, &c. p. 247) thinks that Jason preserved the Spartans
by outwitting and deluding Epaminonrlas. But it appears to me that the
storming of the Spartan camp was an arduous enterprise wherein more
The bans than Spartans would have been slain: moreover, the Spartans
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Thebans, he addressed a friendly message to the Lacedremonians, reminding them of their dangerous position, as
well as of the little trust to be reposed in their allies-and
offering himself as mediator to negotiate for their safe retreat.
Their acquiescence was readily given ; and at his instance, a
truce was agreed to by both parties, assuring to the Lacedremonians the liberty of quitting Breotia. In spite of the
agreement, however, the Lacedremonian commander placed
little faith either in the Thebans or in Jason, apprehending a
fraud for the purpose of inducing him to quit the camp and
of attacking him on the march. Accordingly, he issued public
orders in the camp for every man to be ready for departure
after the evening meal, and to march in the night to Kithreron,
with a view of passing that mountain on the next morning.
Having put the enemy Oil this false scent, he directed his real
night-march by a different and not very easy way, first to
Kreusis, next to JEgosthena in the Megarian territory.! The
Thebans offered no opposition ; nor is it at all probable that
they intended any fraud, considering that Jason was here the
guarantee, and that he at least had no motive to break his
word.
It was at JEgosthena that the retreating Lacedremonians
met Archidamus, who had advanced to that point with the
Laconian forces, and was awaiting the junction of his Peloponnesian allies. The purpose of his march being now completed,
he advanced no farther: The armament was disbanded, and
Lacedremonians as well as allies returned home.2
were masters of the port of Kreusis, so that there was little chance of starving out the camp before reinforcements arrived. Tbe capitula6on granted
by Epaminond as seems to have been really the wisest proceeding.
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 22-25.
The road from Kreusis to Leuktra, however, must have been that by
which Kleombrotus arrived.
2 This is the most convenient place for noticing the discrepancy, as to the
battle of Leuktra, between Diodorus and Xenophon. I have followed
Xenophon.
Diodorus (xv. 54) states both the arrival of Jason in Bceotia, and the outmarch of Archidamus from Sparta, to have taken place, not after the battle
of Leuktra, but bifore it. Jason (he says) came with a considerable force
to the aid of the The bans. He prevailed upon Kleombrotus, who doubted
the sufficiency of his own numbers, to agree to a truce and to evacuate
Bceotia. But as Kleomhrotus was marching homeward, he met Archidamus with a second Lacedremonian army, on his way to Bceotia, by order
of the Ephors, for the purpose of reinforcing him. Accordingly Kleombrotus, finQing himself thus unexpectedly strengthened, openly broke the
truce just concluded, and marched back with Archidamus to Leuktra,
Here they fought the battle, Kleombrotus comman(!ing the right wing.
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In all communities, the return of so many defeated soldiers,
liberated under a capitulation by the enemy, would have been
a scene of mourning. But in Sparta it was pregnant with
grave and dangerous consequences. So terrible was the scorn
and ignominy heaped upon the Spartan citizen who survived a
defeat, that life became utterly intolerable to him. The mere
fact sufficed for his condemnation, without any enquiry into
justifying or extenuating circumstances. No citizen at home
would speak to him or be seen consorting with him in tent,
game, or chorus; no other family would intermarry with his;
if he was seen walking about with an air of cheerfulness, he
was struck and ill-used by the passers-by, until he assumed
and Archidamus the left. They sustained a complete defeat, in which
Kleombrotus was slain ; the result being the same on both statements.
We must here make our election between die narrative ofXenophon and
that of Diodorus. That the authority of the former is greater, speaking
generally, I need hardly remark; nevertheless his philo-Laconian partialities become so glaring and preponderant, during these latter books of
the Hellenica (where he is discharging the mournful duty of recounting the
humiliation of Sparta}, as to afford some colour for the suspicions of Palmerius, Morns, and Schneider, who think that Xenophon has concealed the
direct violation of truce on the part of the Spartans, and that the facts really
occurred as Diodorus has described them. See Schneider ad Xen. Hellen.
vi. 4, !;, 6.
It will be found, however, on examining the facts, that such suspicion
ought not here to be admitted, and that there are grounds for preferring
the narrative of Xenophon.
I. He explains to us how it happened that the remains of the Spartan
army, after the defeat of Leuktra, escaped ouJ: of Boeotia. Jason arrives
after the battle, and prevails upon the Thebans to allow them to retreat
under a truce; Archidamus also arrives after the battle to take them
up. If the defeat had taken place under the circumstances,mentioned by
Diodorus-Archidamus and the survivors would have found it scarcely
possible to escape out of Boeotia.
2. If Diodorus relates correctly, there must have been a violation of truce
on the part of Kleombrotus and the Lacedremonians, as glaring as any that
occurs in Grecian history. But such violation is never afterwards alluded
to by any one, among the misdeeds of the Lacedremonians.
3· A part, and an essential part, of the story of Diodorus, is, that Archidamus was present and fought at Leuktra. But we have independent
evidence rendering it almost certain that he was not there. "Vhoever reads
the Discourse of Isokrates called A rchldamus (Or. vi. sect. 9, IO, I 29 ), will
see that such observations could not have been put into the mouth of Archidamus, if he had been present there, and (of course) in joint command with
K\eombrotus.
·
4· If Diodorus be correct, Sparta must have levied a new army from her
allies, just after having sworn the peace, which peace exonerated her allies
from everything like obligation to follow her headship; and a new army,
not for the purpose of extricating defeated comrades in Boeotia, but for pure
aggression against Thebes. This, to say the least, is eminently improbable.
On these grounds, I adhere to Xenophon and depart from Diodorus.
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that visible humility which was supposed to become his
degraded position. Such rigorous treatment (which we learn
from the panegyrist Xenophon 1) helps to explain the satisfaction of the Spartan father and mother, when they learnt that
their son was among the slain and not among the survivors.
Defeat of Spartan troops had hitherto been rare. But in the
case of the prisoners at Sphakteria, when released from
captivity and brought back to a degraded existence at Sparta,
some uneasiness had been felt, and some precautions deemed
necessary to prevent them from becoming dangerous malcontents. 2 Here was another case yet more formidable. The
vanquished returning from Leuktra were numerous, while the
severe loss sustained in the battle amply attested their bravery.
Aware of the danger of enforcing against them the established
custom, the Ephors referred the case to Agesilaus; who
proposed that for that time and case the customary penalties
should be allowed to sleep ; but should be revived afterwards
and come into force as before. Such was the step accordingly
taken; 3 so that the survivors from this fatal battle-field were
enabled to mingle. with the remaining citizens without dishonour or degradation. The step was indeed doubly necessary,
considering the small aggregate number of fully-qualified
citizens; which number always tended to decline-from the
nature of the Spartan political franchise combined with the
exigencies of Spartan training 4-and could not bear even so
great a diminution as that of the four hundred slain at Leuktra.
"Sparta (says Aristotle) could not stand up against a single
defeat, but was ruined through the small number of her
citizens." 5
The cause here adverted to by Aristotle, as explaining the
utter loss of ascendency abroad, and the capital diminution
both of power and of inviolability at home, which will now be
1

Xenoph. Rep. Lac. c. ix. ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 30.
Thucyd. v. 34·
3 Plutarch, Agesil, c. 30; Plutarch, Apophtheg. Lacon. p. 214 B;
Apophtheg. Reg. p. 191 C; Poiyrenus, ii. I, 13.
A similar suspension of penalties, for the special occasion, was enacted
after the great defeat of Agis and the Lacedremonians by Antipater, B:c.
330. Akrotatus, son of King Kleomen@s, was the only person at Sparta
who opposed the suspension (Diodor. xix. 70). He incurred the strongest
unpopularity for such opposition. Compare also Justin, xxviii. 4-describing the public feeling at Sparta after the defeat at Sellasia.
4 The explanation of Spartan citizenship will be found in an earlier part
of this History, ch. vi.
5 Aristotel. Politic. ii. 6, 12.
Mio.v ')'i'l.p 7rii.7J-yhv oux v7r~V<"}'K<V ~ ,.6ii.<S,
2
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found to come thick upon Sparta, was undoubtedly real and
important. But a fact still more important was, the alteration
of opinion produced everywhere in Greece with regard to
Sparta, by the sudden shock of the battle of Leuktra. All the
prestige and old associations connected with her long-established
power vanished ; while the hostility and fears, inspired both
by herself and by her partisans, but hitherto reluctantly held
back in silence-now burst forth into open manifestation.
The ascendency, exercised down to this time by Sparta north
of the Corinthian Gulf, in Pholds and elsewhere, passed away
from her, and became divided between the victorious Thebans
and Jason of Pherre. The Thebans, and the Bceotian confederates who were now in cordial sympathy with them, excited
to enthusiasm by their recent success, were eager· for fresh
glories, and readily submitted to the fflll exigencies of military
training ; while under a leader like Epaminondas, their ardour
was turned to such good account, that they became better
soldiers every month. 1 The Phokians, unable to defend
themselves single-handed, were glad to come under the protection of the Thebans-as less bitterly hostile to them than
the Thessalian Jason-and concluded with them obligations
of mutual defence and alliance. 2 The cities of Eubcea, together
with the Lokrians (both Epiknemidian and Opuntian), the
Malians and the town of Heraklea, followed the example.
The latter town was now defenceless ; for Jason, in returning
from Bceotia to Thessaly, had assaulted it and destroyed its
fortifications; since by its important site near the pass of
Thermopylre, it might easily be held as a position to bar his
entrance into Southern Greece. 3 The Bceotian town of
Orchomenus, which had held with the Lacedremonians even
until the late battle, was now quite defenceless; and the
Thebans, highly exasperated against its inhabitants, were
disposed to destroy the city, reducing the inhabitants to slavery.
Severe as this proposition was, it would not have exceeded the
customary rigours of war : nor even what might have befallen
Thebes herself, had Kleombrotus been victorious at Leuktra.'
But the strenuous remonstrance of Epaminondas prevented it
from being carried into execution. Alike distinguished for
-·
1

.

Xen. Hellen. vi. 5. 2J. Kctl -yap ol }J.EV Bo<ru'Tol 'll"ci.V'TES eyup.v&(owro
'II"Epl .,.a li1rll.a, a')'all.ll.6,u•vot "'V lv A•vwrpo•s vDcy, &c.
These are remarkable words from the unwilling pen of Xenophon:
compare vii. 5, 12.
2
Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 23; vii. 5, 4; Diodor. xv. 57·
8 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 27 ; vi. 5, 23.
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mild temper and for long-sighted views, he reminded his
countrymen that in their present aspiring hopes towards
ascendency in Greece, it was essential to establish a character
for moderation of dealing 1 not inferior to their military courage,
as attested by the recent victory. Accordingly, the Orchomenians were pardoned upon submission, and re-admitted as
members of the Bceotian confederacy. To the Thespians,
however, the same lenity was not extended. They were
expelled from Bceotia, and their territory annexed to Thebes.
It will be recollected that immediately before the battle of
Leuktra, when Epaminondas caused proclamation to be made
that such of the Bceotians as were disaffected to the Theban
cause might march away, the Thespians had availed themselves
of the permission and departed. 2 The fugitive Thespians
·
found shelter, like the I'latreans, at Athens. 3
While Thebes was commemorating her recent victory by the
erection of a treasury-chamber, 4 and the dedication of pious
offerings at Delphi-while the military organisation of Bceotia
was receiving such marked improvement, and the cluster of
dependent states attached to Thebes was thus becoming larger,
under the able management of Epaminondas-Jason in
Thessaly was also growing more powerful every day. He was
tagus of all Thessaly; with its tributary neighbours under
complete obedience-with Macedonia partially dependent on
him-and with a mercenary force, well paid and trained,
greater than had ever been assembled in Greece. By dismantling Heraklea, in his return home from Bceotia, he had
laid open the strait of Thermopylre, so as to be sure of access
into Southern Greece whenever he chose. His personal ability
and ambition, combined with his great power, inspired universal
alarm ; for no man knew whither he would direct his arms ;
whether to Asia, against the Persian .king, as he was fond of
boasting ~-or northward against the cities in Chalkidike-or
southward against Greece.
The last-mentioned plan seemed the most probable, at the
beginning of 370 B.c., half a year after the battle of Leuktra:
for Jason proclaimed distinctly his intention of being present at
the Pythian festival (the season for which was about August 1,
370 B.c., near Delphi), not only with splendid presents and
1

2 Pausan. ix. 13, 3; ix. 14, r.
Diodor. xv. 57·
Xen. Hellen. vi. J, I.
·
I have already given my reasons (in a note on the preceding chapter) for
believing that the Thespians were not l.,r&l-t~e~ before the battle of Leuktra.
' Pausanias, x. n, 4·
' Isokrates, Or. v. (Philipp.) s. 141.
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sacrifices to Apollo, but also at the head of a numerous army.
Orders had been given that his troops should hold themselves
ready for military service 1-about the time when the festival
was to be celebrated; and requisitions had been sent round,
demanding from all his tributaries victims for the Pythian
sacrifice, to a total of not less than rooo bulls, and ro,oo6
sheep, goats, and swine; besides a prize-bull to take the lead
in the processiOn, for which a wreath of gold was to be given.
Never before had such honour been done to the god ; for those
who came to offer sacrifice were usually content with one or
more beasts bred on the neighbouring plain of Kirrha. 2 We
must recollect, however, that this Pythian festival of 3 70 B.c.
occurred under peculiar circumstances ; for the two previous
festivals in 374 B.C. and 378 B.c. must have been comparatively
unfrequented ; in consequence of the .war between Sparta and
her allies on one side, and Athens and Thebes on the otherand also of the occupation of Phokis by Kleombrotus. Hence
the festival of 370 B.c., following immediately after the peace,
appeared to justify an extraordinary burst of pious magnificence,
to make up for the niggardly tributes to the god during the two
former; while the hostile dispositions of the Phokians would
be alleged as an excuse for the military force intended to
accompany Jason.
But there were other intentions, generally believed though
not formally announced, which no Greek could imagine without
uneasiness. It was affirmed that Jason was about to arrogate
to himself the presidency and celebration of the festival, which
belonged of right to the Amphiktyonic assembly. It was
feared, moreover, that he would lay hands on the rich treasures
of the Delphian temple; a scheme said to have been conceived
by the Syracusan despot Dionysius fifteen years before, in conI Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 30.
7ra.p1ry-yetl>.e o€ Ka.l &s u-rpa:revuopivots els -r~v
1repJ -ra nvOta XPOVOV 0e-r-ral>.ols 7rapauKevd(eu0a.t. ·

I agree with Dr. Arnold's construction of this passage (see his Appendix
ad Thucyd. v. r, at the end of the second volume of his edition of Thucydides) as opposed to that of Mr. Fynes Clinton. At the same time, I do not
think that the passage proves much either in favour of his view, or against
the view of Mr. Clinton, about the month of the Pythian festival ; which I
incline to conceive as celebrated about August r ; a little later than Dr.
Arnold, a little earlier than Mr. Clinton, supposes. Looking to the lunar
months of the Greeks, we must recollect that the festival would not always
coincide with the same month or week of our year.
I cannot concur with Dr. Arnold in setting aside the statement of Plutarch respecting the coincidence of the Pythian festival with the battle of
Koroneia.
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 29, 30.
/3ovv .;,-yep.Jva, &c.
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junction with the Epirot Alketas, who was now dependent upon
Jason. 1 As there were no visible means of warding off this
blow, the Delphians consulted the god to know what they were
to do if Jason approached the treasury; upon which the god
replied, that he would himself take care of it-and he kept his
word. This enterprising despot, in the flower of his age and
at the summit of his power, perished most unexpectedly before
the day of the festival arrived. 2 He had been reviewing his
cavalry near Pherre, and was sitting to receive and answer
petitioners, when seven young men approached, apparently in
hot dispute with each other, and appealing to him for a
settlement. As soon as they got near, they set upon him and
slew him. 3 One was killed on the spot by the guards, and
another also as he was mounting on horseback ; but the
remaining five contrived •to reach horses ready prepared for
them and to gallop away out of the reach of pursuit. In most
of the Grecian cities which these fugitives visited, they were
received with distinguished honour, as having relieved the
Grecian world from one who inspired universal alarm, 4 now
that Sparta was unable to resist him, while no other power had
as yet taken her place.
Jason was succeeded in his dignity, but neither in his power,
nor ability, by two brothers-Polyphron and Polydorus. Had
he lived longer, he would have influenced most seriously the
subsequent destinies of Greece. What else he would have
done, we cannot say; but he would have interfered materially
with the development of Theban power. Thebes was a great
gainer by his death, though perfectly innocent of it, and
though in alliance with him to the last ; insomuch that his
widow went to reside there for security. 5 Epaminondas was
1
2

o'

Diodor. xv. 13.
Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 30.

o~v av{Jp,
oVp.€Vos, &c.

s.,.,

i'moteplvacr8at .,.bv 6<ov,
av.,.ti) J.L<ii.-!Ju<~. '0
'TT]ll.tteOV'TOS l!Jv, teal 'TOG'aU'Ta teal 'TOtaV'Ta litavo-

Xenophon evidently considers the sudden removal of Jason as a consequence of the previous intention expressed by the god to take care of his
own treasure.
a Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 31, 32.
The cause which provoked these young men is differently stated :
compare Diodor. xv. 6o; Valer. Maxim. ix. 10, 2.
4 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 32.
The death of Ja~on, in the spring or early summer of 370 B.c., refutes
the compliment which Cornelius Nepos (Timoth. c. 4) pays to Timotheus;
who can never have made war upon Jason after 373 B.c., when he received
the latter at Athens in his house.
5 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 37·
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relieved from a most formidable rival, while the body of
Theban allies north of Bceotia became much more dependent
than they would have remained, if there had been a competing
power like that of Jason in Thessaly. The treasures of the god
were preserved a few years longer, to be rifled by another hand.
While these proceedings were going on in Northern Greece,
during the months immediately succeeding the battle of
Leuktra, events not less serious and stirring had occurred in
Peloponnesus. The treaty sworn at Sparta twenty days before
that battle, bound the Lacedremonians to disband their forces,
remove all their harrnosts and garrisons, and leave every
subordinate city to its own liberty of action. As they did not
scruple to violate the treaty by the orders sent to Kleombrotus,
so they probably were not zealous in executing the remaining
conditions ; though officers were named, for the express
purpose of going round to see that the evacuation of the
cities was really carried into effect.l But it probably was not
accomplished in twenty days; nor would it perhaps have been
ever more than nominally accomplished, if Kleombrotus had
been successful in Bceotia. But after these twenty days carne
the portentous intelligence of the fate of that prince and his
army. The invinCible arm of Sparta was broken ; she had
not a man to spare for the mai):ltenance of foreign ascendency.
Her harmosts disappeared at once (as they had disappeared
from the Asiatic· and insular cities twenty-three years before,
immediately after the battle of Knidus 2 ) and returned home.
Nor was: this all. The Lacedremonian ascendency had been
maintained everywhere by local oligarchies or dekarchies,
which had been for the most part violent and oppressive.
Against these governments, now deprived of their foreign
support, the long-accumulated flood of internal discontent
burst with irresistible force, stimulated probably by returning
exiles. Their past misgovernment was avenged by severe
sentences and proscription, to the length of great reactionary
injustice; and the parties banished by this anti-Spartan
revolution became so numerous, as to harass and alarm
seriously the newly-established governments. Such were the
commotions which, during the latter half of 371 B.c., disturbed
many of the Peloponnesian towns-Phigaleia, Phlius, Corinth,
Sikyon, Megara,, &c., though with great local difference both
of detaii·'iu:id
result. 8 .
.
'
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2 Xenoph. Hellen. iv. 8, I-5·
Diodor. xv. 38, l~aywy<i's.
Diodor. xv. 39, 40.
Diodorus mentions these commotions as if they had taken place after the
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But the city where intestine ~ommotion took place in its
most violent form was Argos. We do not know how this fact
was connected with the general state of Grecian politics at the
time ; for Argos had not been in any way subject to Sparta,
nor a member of the Spartan confederacy, nor (so far as we
know) concerned in the recent war, since the peace of Antalkidas in 387 B.C. The Argeian government was a democracy,
and the popular leaders were vehement in their denunciations
against the oligarchical opposition party-who were men of wealth
and great family position. These last, thus denounced, formed
a conspiracy for the forcible overthrow of the government.
But the conspiracy was discovered prior to execution, and
some of the suspected conspirators were interrogated under
the torture to make them reveal their accomplices ; under
which interrogation; one "of them deposed against thirty conspicuous citizens. The people, after a hasty trial, put these
thirty men to death, and· confiscated their property, while
others slew themselves to escape the same fate. So furious
did the fear and wrath of the people become, exasperated by
the popular leaders, that they continued their executions until
peace concluded in 374 B.C., and not after the peace of 37t B.C. But it is
impossible that they can have taken place after the former, which, in point
of fact, was broken off almost as soon as sworn-was never carried into
effect-and comprised no one but Athens and Sparta. I have before
remarked that Diodorus seems to have confounded, both in his mind and his
history, these two treaties of peace together, and has predicated of the
former what really belongs to the latter. The commotions which he
mentions come in most naturally and properly, immediately after the battle
of Leuktra.
He affirms the like reaction against Lacedremonian supremacy and its
local representatives in the various cities, to have taken place even after the
peace of Antalkidas in 387 B. c. (xv. 5). But if such reaction began at that
time, it must have been promptly repressed by Sparta, then in undiminished
and even advancing power.
Another occurrence, alleged to have happened after the battle of Leuktra,
may be properly noticed here. Polybius (ii. 39), and Strabo seemingly
copying him (viii. p. 384), assert that both Sparta and Thebes agreed to
leave their di>puted questions of power to the arbitration of the Achreans,
and to abide by their decision. Though I greatly respect the authority of
Polybius, I am unable here to reconcile his assertion either with the facts
which unquestionably occurred, or with general probability. If any such arbitration was ever consented to, it must have come to nothing; for the war
went on without interruption. But I cannot bring myself to believe that it was
even consented to, either by Thebes or by Sparta. The exuberant confidence of the former, the sense of dignity on the part of the latter, must have
indisposed both to such a proceeding; especially to the acknowled~ment of
umpires like the Achrean cities, who enjoyed little estimation in 370 B.c.,
though they acquired a good deal a century and a half.afteiwards.
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they had put to death I 200 (or as some say, I soc) of the
principal citizens. At length the popular leaders became
themselves tired and afraid of what they had done ; upon
which the people were animated to fury against them, and
put them to deat\1 also. 1
This gloomy series of events was termed the Skytalism, or
Cudgelling, from the instrument (as we are told) by which
these multiplied executions were consummated; though the
name seems more to indicate an impetuous popular insurrection than deliberate executions. We know the facts too
imperfectly to be able to infer anything more than the brutal
working of angry political passion amidst a population like
that of Argos or Korkyra, where there was not (as at Athens)
either a taste for speech, or the habit of being guided by
speech, and of hearing both sides of• every question fully discussed. Cicero remarks that he had never heard of any
Argeian orator. The acrimony of Demosthenes and JEschines
was discharged by mutual eloquence of vituperation, while the
assembly or the dikastery afterwards decided between them.
We are told that the assembled Athenian people, when they
heard the news of the Skytalism at Argos, were so shocked
at it, that they caused the solemnity of purification to be
performed round the assembly. 2
Though Sparta thus saw her confidential partisans deposed,
expelled, or maltreated, throughout so many of the Peloponnesian cities-and though as yet there was no Theban interference within the isthmus, either actual or prospective-yet
she was profoundly discouraged, and incapable of any effort
either to afford protection or to uphold ascendency. One
single defeat had driven her to the necessity of contending for
home and family; 3 probably too the dispositions of her own
Periceki and Helots in Laconia, were such as to require all her
force as well as all her watchfulness. At any rate, her empire
and her influence over the sentiments of Greeks out of Laconia,
became suddenly extinct, to a degree which astonishes us,
when we recollect that it had become a sort of tradition in the
Greek mind, and that, only nine years before, it had reached
1

Diodor. xv. 57, 58.
Plutarch, Reipubl. Gerend. Prrecept. p. 8I4 B; Isokrat&s, Or. v.
(Philip.) s. 58: compare Dionys. Halic. Antiq. Rom. vii. 66.
a Xen. Hellen. vii. I, IO.
The discouragement of the Spartans is revealed by the unwilling, though
indirect, intimations of Xenophon-not less than by their actual conductHellen. vi. 5, 2I ; vii. I, 30-32 : compare Plutarch, Agesil. c. 30.
2
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as far as Olynthus. How completely her ascendency had
passed away, is shown in a remarkable step taken by Athens,
seemingly towards the close of 3 7 r B.C., about four months
after the battle of Leuktra. Many of the Peloponnesian cities,
though they had lost both their fear and their reverence for
Sparta, were still anxious to continue members of a voluntary
alliance under the presidency of some considerable city. Of
this feeling the Athenians took advantage, to send envoys and
invite them to enter into a common league at Athens, on the
basis of the peace of Antalkidas, and of the peace recently
sworn at Sparta.! Many of them, obeying the summons,
entered into an engagement to the following effect : "I will
adhere to the peace sent down by the Persian king, and to the
resolutions of the Athenians and the allies generally. If any
of the cities who have sworn this oath shall be attacked, I will
assist her with all my might." What cities, or how many,
swore to this engagement, we are not told; we make out
indirectly that Corinth was one ; 2 but the Eleians refused it,
on the ground that their right of sovereignty over the Marganeis, the Triphylians, and the Skilluntians, was not recognised.
The formation of the league itself, however, with Athens as
president, is a striking fact, as evidence of the sudden dethronement of Sparta, and as a warning that she would henceforward
have to move in her own separate orbit, like Athens after the
Peloponnesian war. Athens stepped into the place of Sparta
as president of the Peloponnesian confederacy, and guarantee
of the sworn peace; though the cities which entered into this
new compact were not for that reason understood to break
with their ancient president. 3
Another incident too, apparently occurring about the present
time, though we cannot mark its exact date-serves to mark
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 1-3.
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In this passage, Moms and some other critics maintain that we ought to
read o!l.,.., (which seems not to be supported by any MSS.), in place of
oikw. Zeune and Schneider have admitted the ne\Y reading into the text ;
yet they doubt the propriety of the change, and I confess that I share their
doubts. The word oiJ,.., will construe, and gives a clear sense ; a very
different sense from otl,...,, indeed-yet one more likely to have been intended
by Xenophon.
2
Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 37·
3
Thus the Corinthians still continued allies of Sparta (Xen. Hellen. vii.
4, 8).
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the altered position of Sparta. The Thebans preferred in the
assembly of Amphiktyons an accusation against her, for the
unlawful capture of their citadel the Kadmeia by Phcebidas,
while under a sworn peace; and for the sanction conferred by
the Spartan authorities on this act, in detaining and occupying
the place. The Amphiktyonic assembly found the Spartans
guilty, and condemned them to a fine of soo talents. As the
fine was not paid, the assembly, after a certain interval, doubled
it ; but the second sentence remained unexecuted as well as
the first, since there were no means of enforcement.l Probably
neither those who preferred the charge, nor those who passed
the vote, expected that the Lacedremonians would really submit
to pay the fine. The utmost which could be done, by way of
punishment for such contumacy, would be to exclude them
from the Pythian games, which were celebrated under the
presidency of the Amphiktyons; and we may perhaps presume
that they really were thus excluded.
The incident however deserves peculiar notice, in more than
one point of view. First, as indicating the lessened dignity of
Sparta. Since the victory of Leuktra and the death of Jason,
Thebes had become preponderant, especially in Northern
Greece, where the majority of the nations or races voting in
the Amphiktyonic assembly were situated. It is plainly
through the ascendency of Thebes, that this condemnatory
vote was passed. Next, as indicating the incipient tendency,
which we shall hereafter observe still further developed, to
extend the functions of the Amphiktyonic assembly beyond
its special sphere of religious solemnities, and to make it the
instrument of political coercion or revenge in the hands of the
predominant state. In the previous course of this history, an
entire century has passed without giving occasion to mention
the Amphiktyonic assembly as taking part in political affairs.
Neither Thucydides nor Xenophon, though their united
histories cover seventy years, chiefly of Hellenic conflict, ever
speak of that assembly. The latter, indeed, does not even
notice this fine imposed upon the Lacedremonians, although it
falls within the period of his history. We know the fact only
from Diodorus and Justin; and unfortunatdy, merely as a
Diodor. xvi. 23-29 ; Justin. viii. 1.
W.e may fairly suppose that both of them borrow from Theopompus,
who treated at large of the memorable Sacred War against the Phokians,
which began in 355 B.c., and in which the conduct of Sparta was
partly determined by this previous sentence of the Amphiktyons. See
Theopompi Fragrn. 182-184, ed. Didot.
1
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naked fact, without any collateral or preliminary details.
During the sixty or seventy years preceding the battle of.
Leuktra, Sparta had always had her regular political confederacy and synod of allies convened by herself : her political
ascendency was exercised over them eo nomine, by a method
more direct and easy than that of perverting the religious
authority of the Amphiktyonic assembly, even if such a
proceeding were open to her.l But when Thebes, after the
battle of Leuktra, became the more powerful state individually,
she had no such established confederacy and synod of allies to
sanction her propositions and to share or abet her antipathies.
The Amphiktyonic assembly, meeting alternately at Delphi
and at Thermopyhe, and composed of twelve ancient races,
principally belonging to Northern Greece, as well as most of
them inconsiderable in pcfwer-presented itself as a convenient
instrument for her purposes. There was a certain show of
reason for considering the seizure of the Kadmeia by Phrebidas as a religious offence ; since it was not only executed
during the Pythian festival, but was in itself a glaring violation
of the public law and interpolitical obligations recognised
between Grecian cities; which, like other obligations, were
believed to be under the sanction of the gods ; though probably,
if the Athenians and Plat<eans had preferred a similar complaint
to the Amphiktyons against Thebes for her equally unjust
attempt to surprise Plat<ea under full peace in the spring of 431
B.c.- both Spartans and The bans would have resisted it. In
the present case, however, the Thebans had a case against
Sparta sufficiently plausible, when combined with their overruling ascendency, to carry a majority in the Amphiktyonic
assembly, and to procure the imposition of this enormous fine.
In itself the sentence produced no direct effect-which will
explain the silence of Xenophon. But it is the first of a series
of proceedings, connected with the Amphiktyons, which will
be found hereafter pregnant with serious results for Grecian
stability and independence.
Among all the inhabitants of Peloponnesus, none were more
powerfully affected, by the recent Spartan overthrow at Leuktra,
than the Arcadians. Tegea, their most important city; situated
on the border of Laconia, was governed by an oligarchy
wholly in the interest of Sparta; Orchomenus was of like
sentiment; and Mantineia had been broken up into separate
villages (about fifteen years before) by the Laced<emonians
1 See Tittmann, Ueber den Bund der Amphiktyonen, p.
(Berlin, 1812).
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themselves-an act of high-handed injustice committed at the
zenith of their power after the peace of Antalkidas. The
remaining Arcadian population were in great proportion
villagers; rude mew, but excellent soldiers, and always ready to
follow the Laced<emonian banners, as well from old habit and
military deference, as from the love of plunder .I
The defeat of Leuktra effaced this ancient sentiment. The
Arcadians not only ceased to count upon victory and plunder
in the service of Sparta, but began to fancy that their own
military prowess was not inferior to that of the Spartans ; while
the disappearance of the harmosts left them free to follow their
own inclinations. It was by the Mantineians that the mQvement was first commenced. Divested of Grecian city life,
and condemned to live in separate villages, each under its •
own philo-Spartan oligarchy, they aad nourished a profound
animosity, which manifested itself on the first opportunity of
deposing these oligarchies and coming again together. The
resolution was unanimously adopted to re-establish Mantineia
with its walls, and resume their political consolidation ; while
the leaders banished by the Spartans at their former intervention, now doubtless returned to become foremost in the work. 2
As the breaking up of Mantineia had been one of the most
obnoxious acts of Spartan omnipotence, so there was now
. a strong sympathy in favour of its re-establishment. Many
Arcadians from other quarters came to lend auxiliary labour.
Moreover the Eleians sent three talents as a contribution
towards the cost. Deeply mortified by this proceeding, yet too
weak to prevent it by force, the· Spartans sent Agesilaus with a
friendly remonstrance. Having been connected with the city
by paternal ties of hospitality, he had declined the command of c
the army of coercion previously employed against it; nevertheless, on this occasion, the Mantineian leaders refused to convene their public assembly to hear his communication, desiring
that he would make known his purpose to them. Accordingly,
he intimated that he had come with no view of hindering the
re-establishment of the city, but simply to request that they
would defer it until the consent of Sparta could be formally
given; which (he promised) should soon be forthcoming,
together with a handsome subscription to lighten the cost.
But the Mantineian leaders answered, that compliance was impossible, since a public resolution had already been taken to
prosecute the work forthwith. Enraged at such a rebuff, yet (
without power to resent it, Agesilaus was compelled to return
1

Xen. Hellen. v.

2,

19.

2

Xen. Hellen. v.

2,

6 ; vi. 5, 3·
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home.! The :VIantineians persevered and completed the rebuilding of their city, on a level site, and in an elliptical form,
surrounded with elaborate walls and towers.
The affront here offered, probably studiously offered, by
Mantineian leaders who had either been exiles themselves, or
sympathised with the exiles-was only the prelude to a series of
others (presently to be recounted) yet more galling and intolerable. But it was doubtless felt to the quick both by the
Ephors and by Agesilaus, as a public symptom of that prostration into which they had so suddenly fallen. To appreciate
fully such painful sentiment, we must recollect that an exaggerated pride and sense of dignity, individual as well as
collective, founded upon military excellence and earned by
incredible rigour of training-was the chief mental result
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 4, 5·
Pausanias (viii. 8, 6 ; ix. 14, 2) states that the Thebans re-established the
city of Mantineia. The act emanated from the spontaneous impulse of the
Mantineians and other Arcadians, before the The hans had yet begun to interfere actively in Peloponnesus, which we shall presently find them doing.
But it was doubtless done in reliance upon Thehan support, and was in all
probability made known to, and encouraged by, Epaminondas. It formed
the first step to that series of anti-Spartan measures in Arcadia, which I
shall presently relate.
Either the city of Mantineia now built was not exactly in the same situation as the one dismantled in 385 B.C., since the river Ophis did not run
through it, as it had run through the former-or else the course of the
Ophis has altered. If the former, there would be three successive sites, the
oldest of them being on the hill called Ptolis, somewhat north of Gurzuli.
Ptolis was perhaps the larger of the primary constituent villages. Ernst
Curtius (Peloponnesos, p. 242) makes the hill Gurzuli to be the same as the
hill called Ptolis ; Colonel Leake distinguishes the two, and places Ptolis
on his map northward of Gurzuli (Peloponnesiaca, p. 378-381). The
summit of Gurzuli is about one mile distant from the centre of Mantineia
(Leake, Peloponnes. p. 383).
The walls of Mantineia, as rebuilt in 370 B.c., form an ellipse of about
eighteen stadia, or a little more than two miles in circumference. The
greater axis of the ellipse points north and south. It was surrounded with
a wet ditch, whose waters join into one course at the west of the town, and
form a brook which Sir William Gel! calls the Ophis (Itinerary of the
Morea, p. 142). The face of the wall is composed of regularly cut square
stones ; it is about ten feet thick in all-four feet for an outer wall, two feet
for an inner wall, and an intermediate space of four feet filled up with
rubbish. There were eight principal double gates, each with a narrow
winding approach, defended by a round tower on each side. There were
quadrangttlar towers, eighty feet apart, all round the circumference of the
walls (Ernst Curtius, Peloponnesos, pp. 236, 237).
These are instructive remains, indicating the ideas of the Greeks respecting fortification in the time of Epaminonclas. It appears that Mantineia
was not so large as Tegea, to which last Curtius assii:nS a circumference of
more than three miles (p. 253).
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imbibed by every pupil of Lykurgus, and hitherto ratified as
legitimate by the general testimony of Greece. This was his
principal recompense for the severe fatigue, the intense selfsuppression, the narrow, monotonous, and unlettered routine
wherein he was born and died. As an individual, the Sparta~
citizen was pointed out by the finger of admiration at the
Olympic and other festivals; 1 while he saw his city supplicated
from the most distant regions of Greece, and obeyed almost
everywhere near her own border, as Pan-Hellenic president.
On a sudden, with scarce any preparatory series of events, he
now felt this proud prerogative sentiment not only robbed of its
former tribute, but stung in the most mortifying manner.
Agesilaus, especially, was the more open to such humiliation,
since he was not only a Spartan to the core, but loaded with
the consciousness of having exercised. more influence than any
king before him-of having succeeded to the throne at a
moment when Sparta was at the maximum of her powerand of having now in his old age accompanied her, in part
brought her by his misjudgements, into her present degradation.
Agesilaus had moreover incurreq unpopularity among the
Spartans themselves, whose chagrin took the' form of religious
scruple and uneasiness. It has been already stated that he was,
and had been from childhood, lame ; which deformity had been
"vehemently insisted on by his opponents (during the dispute between him and Leotychides in 398 B.C. for the vacant throne)
as disqualifying him for the regal dignity, and as being the
precise calamity against which an ancient oracle-" Beware of
a lame reign "-had given warning. Ingenious interpretation
by Lysander, combined with superior personal merit in Agesilaus and suspicions about the legitimacy of Leotychides, had
caused the objection to be then overruled. But there had
always been a party, even during the palmy days of Agesilaus,
who thought that he had obtained the crown under no good
auspices. And when the humiliation of Sparta arrived, every
man's religion suggested to him readily the cause of it 2_" See
what comes of having set at nought the gracious warning of the
gods, and put upon ourselves a lame reign ! " In spite of such
untoward impression; however, the real energy and bravery of
Agesilaus, which had not deserted even an infirm body and an
age of seventy years, was more than ever indispensable to his
country. He was still the chief leader of her affairs, condemned
1
2

Isokrates, Or. vi. (Archidamus) s.
Plutarch, Agesil. c. 30, 31, 34-
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to the sad necessity of submitting to this Mantineian affront,
and much worse that followed it, without the least power of
hindrance.
The re-establishment of Mantineia was probably completed
during the autumn and winter of B.C. 3 7 r-:no. Such coalescence of villages into a town, coupled with the predominance of
feelings hostile to Sparta, appears to have suggested the idea of
a larger political union among all who bore the Arcadian name.
As yet, no such union had ever existed ; the fractions of the
Arcadian name had nothing in common, apart from other
Greeks, except many legendary and religious sympathies, with
a belief in the same heroic lineage and indigenous antiquity. 1
But now the idea and aspiration, espoused with peculiar ardour
by a leading Mantineian named Lykomedes, spread itself
rapidly over the country, to form a "commune Arcadum," or
central Arcadian authority, composed in certain proportions out
of all the sections now autonomous-and invested with peremptory power of determining by the vote of its majority. Such
central power, however, was not intended to absorb or set aside
the separate governments, but only to be exercised for certain
definite purposes; in maintaining unanimity at home, together
with concurrent, independent, action as to foreign states. 2
This plan of a Pan-Arcadian federation was warmly promoted
by the Mantineians, who looked to it as a protection to themselves in case the Spartan power should revive ; as well as by
the Thebans and Argeians, from whom aid was expected in
case of need. It found great favour in most parts of Arcadia,
· especially in the small districts bordering on Laconia, which
stood most in need of union to protect themselves against the
Spartans-the Msenalians, Parrhasians, Eutresians, LEgytes,s &c.
1 It seems however doubtful whether there were not some common
Arcadian coins struck, even hefore the battle of Leuktra.
! Some such are extant ; but they are referred to by K. 0. MUller, as well
I as by M. Boeckh (Metrologisch. Untersuchungen, p. 92) to a later date
' subeequent to the foundation of Megalopolis.
On the other hand, Ernst Curtius (Beytrage zur Aeltern Mlinzkunde,
p. 85-90, Berlin, 1851) contends that there is a great difference in the style
and execution of these coins, and that several in all probability belong to a
date earlier than the battle of Leuktra. He supposes that these older coins
were struck in connexion with the Pan-Arcadian sanctuary and temple of
Zeus Lykreus, and probably out of a common treasury at the temple of that
god for religious purposes ; perhaps also in connexion with the temple of
Artemis Hymnia (Pausan. viii. 5, II) between Mantineia and Orchomenus.
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 6.
uvvi)yov brl 'TO J"VV<evo.< ,.av 'TO 'ApKo.ouc&v, Ko.l,
l 8,T, vtKce'rJ Ev Trfi IWLvcp, Toil-ro ~e6p,ov elva.L Kal T&v w&A.Eoov, &c.
· Compare Diodor. xv. 59-62.
8 See Pausanias, viii. 27, 2, 3·
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But the jealousies among the more considerable cities made
some of them adverse to any scheme emanating from Mantineia. Among these unfriendly opponents were Herrea, on the
west of Arcadia bordering on Elis-Orchomenus,l conterminous
with Mantineia to the north-and Tegea, conterminous to the
south. The hold of the Spartans on Arcadia had been always
maintained chiefly through Orchomenus and Tegea. The
former was the place where they deposited their hostages
taken from other suspected towns ; the latter was ruled by
Stasippus and an oligarchy devoted to their interests. 2
Among the population of Tegea, however, a large proportion
were ardent partisans of the new Pan-Arcadian movement, and
desirous of breaking off their connexion with Sparta. At the
head of this party were Proxenus and Kallibius ; while Stasippus
and his friends, supported by a senate, composed chiefly of their
partisans, vehemently opposed any alteration of the existing
system. Proxenus and his partisans resolved to appeal to the
assembled people, whom accordingly they convoked in arms:
pacific popular assemblies, with free discussion, forming seemingly no part of the constitution of the city. Stasippus and his
friends appeared in armed numbers also ; and a conflict ensued,
in which each party charged the other with bad faith and with
striking the first blow. 3 At first Stasippus had the advantage.
Proxenus with a few of the opposite party were slain, while
Kallibius with the remainder maintained himself near the townwall, and in possession of the gate, on the side towards Mantineia. To that city he had before despatched an express,
entreating aid, while he opened a parley with the opponents.
Presently the Mantineian force arrived, and was admitted
within the gates j upon which Stasippus, seeing that he could
no longer maintain himself, escaped by another gate towards
Pallantium. He took sanctuary with a few friends in a neighbouring temple of Artemis, whither he was pursued by his
adversaries, who removed the roof, and began to cast the
tiles down upon them. The unfortunate men were obliged to
Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, I I.
For the relations of these Arcadian cities, with Sparta and with each
other, see Thucyd. iv. 134 ; v. 61, 64, 77.
s Xenophon in his account represents Stasippus and his friends as being
quite in the right, and as having behaved not only with justice but with
clemency. But we learn from an indirect admission, in another place, that
there was also another story, totally different, which represented Stasippus
as having begun unjust violence. Compare Hellenic. vi. 5, 7, 8 with vi. 5, 36.
The manifest partiality of Xenophon, in these latter books, greatly
diminishes the value of his own belief on such a matter.
1
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surrender. Fettered and placed on a cart, they were carried
back to Tegea, and put on their trial before the united Tegeans
and Mantineians, who condemned them and put them to death.
Eight hundred Tegeans, of the defeated party, fled as exiles to
Sparta.l
Su,ch was the important revolution which now took place at
Tegea ; a struggle of force on both sides and not of discussion
-as was in the nature of the Greek oligarchical governments,
where scarce any serious change of policy in the state could be
brought about without violence. It decided the success of the
Pan-Arcadian movement, which now proceeded with redoubled
enthusiasm. Both Mantineia and Tegea were cordially united
in its favour; though Orchomenus, still strenuous in opposing
it, hired for that purpose, as well as for her own defence, a body
of mercenaries from Corinth under Polytropus. A full assembly
of the Arcadian name was convoked at a small town called
Asea, in the mountainous district west of Tegea. It appears to
have been numerously attended; for we hear of one place,
Eutrea (in the district of Mount Mrenalus, 2 and near the
borders of Laconia), from whence every single male adult went
to the assembly. It was here that the consummation of the
Pan-Arcadian confederacy was finally determined; though
Orchomenus and Herrea still stood aloof. 3
There could hardly be a more fatal blow to Sparta than this
loss to herself, and transfer to her enemies, of Tegea, the most
powerful of her remaining allies. 4 To assist the exiles and
avenge Stasippus, as well as to arrest the Arcadian movement,
she resolved on a march into the country, in spite of her present
, dispirited condition ; while Herrea and Lepreum, but no other
places, sent contingents to her aid. From Elis and Argos, on
the other hand, reinforcements came to Mantineia and Tegea.
Proclaiming that the Mantineians had violated the recent peace
by their entry into Tegea, Agesilaus marched across the border
against them. The first Arcadian town which he reached was
Eutrea, 5 where he found that all the male adults had gone to
2 Pausanias, viii. 27, 3·
Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 8, 9, ro.
Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 1 r, 12.
4 Xen. Hellen. vii. 2, 2.
See the prodigious anxiety manifested by the Lacedremonians respecting
the sure adhesion of Tegea (Thucyd. v. 64).
5 I cannot but think that Eutrea stands marked upon the maps of Kiepert
at a point too far from the frontier of Laconia, and so situated in reference
to Asea, that Agesilaus must have passed very near Asea in order to get to
it · which is difficult to suppose, seeing that the Arcadian convocation was
ao;embled at Asea. Xenophon calls Eutrea 1r6li.<V Sf'opov with reference to
1

3
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the great Arcadian assembly. Though the feebler population,
remaining behind, were completely in his power, he took
scrupulo~s care to respect both person and property, and
even lent aid to rebuild a decayed portion of the wall. At
Eutcea he halted a day or two, thinking it prudent to wait for
the junction of the mercenary force and the Bceotian exiles
under Polytropus, now at Orchomenus. Against the latter
place, however, the Mantineians had. marched under Lykomedes, while Polytropus, coming forth from the walls to meet
them, had been defeated with loss and slain. I Hence Agesilaus was compelled to advance onward with his own unassisted
forces, through the territory of Tegea up to the neighbourhood
of Mantineia. His onward march left the way from Asea to
Tegea free, upon which the Arcadians assembled at Asea broke
up, and marched by night to Tegea ;• from whence on the next
day they proceeded to Mantineia, along the mountain range
eastward of the Tegeatic plain; so that the whole Arcadian
force thus became united.
Agesilaus on his side, having ravaged the fields and encamped
within little more than two miles from the walls of Mantineia,
was agreeably surprised by the junction of his allies from
Orchomenus, who had eluded by a night-march the vigilance
of the enemy. Both on one side and on the other, the forces
were thus concentrated. Agesilaus found himself on the first
night, without intending it, embosomed in a recess of the
mountains near Mantineia, where the Mantineians gathered
on the high ground around, in order' to attack him from
above the next morning. By a well-managed retreat, he
extricated himself from this inconvenient position, and regained
the plain ; where he remained three days, prepared to give 1
battle if the enemy came forth, in order that he might "not
seem (says Xenophon) to hasten his departure through fear." 2 ,
Laconia (Hellen. vi. 5, 12); this will hardly suit with the position marked
by Kiepert.
The district called Mrenalia must have reached farther southward than
Kiepert indicates on his map. It included Oresteion, which was on the
straight road from Sparta to Tegea (Thucyd. v. 64; Herodot. ix. II).
Kiepert has placed Oresteion in his map agreeably to what seems the meaning of Pausanias, viii. 44, 3· But it rather appears that the place
mentioned by Pausanias must have been Oresthasion, and that Orestei01t
must have been a different place, though Pausanias considers them, the
same. See the geographical Appendix to K. 0. MUller's Dorians, vol. ii.
p. 442-Germ. edit.
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 13, 14; Diodor. xv. 62.
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 20.
37!"ws p.~ ooKOL71 cpo/3oVp.•vos <nrevo•w T~v
li.cpooov.
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As the enemy kept within their walls, he marched homeward
on the fourth day to his former camp in the Tegean territory.
The enemy did not pursue, and he then pushed on his march,
though it was late in the evening, to Eutcea; "wishing (says
Xenophon) to get his troops off before even the enemies' fires
could be seen, in order that no one might say that his return
was a flight. He thought that he had raised the spirit of Sparta
out of the previous discouragement, by invading Arcadia and
ravaging the country without any enemy coming forth to fight
him." 1 The army was then brought back to Sparta and
disbanded.
It had now become a matter of boast for Agesilaus (according
to his own friendly historian) to keep the field for three or
four days, without showing fear of Arcadians and Eleians! So
fatally had Spartan pride I!Jroken down, since the day (less than
eighteen months before) when the peremptory order had been
sent to Kleombrotus, to march out of Phokis straight against
Thebes! ·
Nevertheless it was not from fear of AgesilaU:s, but from a
wise discretion, that the Arcadians and Eleians had kept within
the walls of Mantineia. Epaminondas with the Theban army
was approaching to their aid, and daily expected ; a st}m of ten
talents having been lent by the Eleians to defray the cost. 2 He
had been invited by them and by others of the smaller Peloponnesian states, who felt the necessity of some external protector
against Sparta-and who even before they applied to Thebes
for aid, had solicited tl!e like interference from Athens (probably
under the general presidency accepted by Athens, and the oaths
interchanged by her with various inferior cities, since the battle
of Leuktra), but had experienced a refusal. 3
Epaminondas had been preparing for this contingency ever
since the battle of Leuktra. The first use made of his victory
had been, to establish or confirm the ascendency of Thebes both
over the recusant Ba:otian cities and over the neighbouring
See Leake's Travels in the Morea, vol. iii. c. xxiv. pp. 74, 75· The exact
spot designated by the words TOV 15,.,u8ev 1l6A.1rov Tiis MavnV<Iliis, seems
hardly to be identified.
1 Xen. Hellen. vi.
21. {JouA.&p.evos a1fct')'a')'EtV 'TOVS ~11"AiTas, 1rplv llal
'T?t 1rvpO. T@v -rroAep.(wv lOeLv, Lva p.1] 'T'LS et1rp, &s cpe{rywv &'7Ta')'d'YoL. 'EK 'Yap

s,

Ti)s 1r~Ou8ev a8up.las iB6iCE< T< aVE<A7)cj>~va< Ti)V 11"dA<V, 3-r< Kal lve{Je{JA.~KE< els
-riw 'ApKaOiav, ~eal BpovvT< T~v xdJpav oboels ~8eA.~"" p.r5.xeu8at : compare
Plutarch, Agesil. c. 30.
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, rg.
3 Diodor. xv. 62.
Compare Demosthen~s, Orat. pro Megalopolit. p. 205-207, s. 12-23.
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Phokians and Lokrians, &c. After this had been accomplished, he must have. been occupied (during the early part
of ·370 B.c.) in anxiously watching the movements of Jason of
Pherre ; who had already announced his design of marching
with an opposing force to Delphi for the celebration of the
Pythian games (about August I). Though this despot was the
ally of Thebes, yet as both his power, and his aspirations
towards the headship of Greece, 1 were well known, no Theban
general, even of prudence inferior to Epaminondas, could
venture in the face of such liabilities to conduct away the
Theban force into Peloponnesus, leaving Bceotia uncovered.
The assassination of Jason relieved Thebes from such apprehensions, and a few weeks sufficed to show that his successors
were far less formidable in power as well as in ability.
Accordingly, in the autumn of 370 n.c., Epaminondas had his
attention free to turn to Peloponnesus, for the purpose both of
maintaining the anti-Spartan revolution which had taken place
in Tegea, and of seconding the pronounced impulse among
the Arcadians towards federative coalition.
But the purposes of this distinguished man went farther still ;
embracing long-sighted and permanent arrangements, such as
should fQr ever disable Sparta from recovering.her prominent
station in the Grecian world. While with one hand he
organised Arcadia, with the other he took measures for replacing
the exiled Messenians on their ancient territory. To achieve
this, it was necessary to dispossess the Spartans of the region
once known as independent Messenia, undh its own line of kings,
but now, for near three centuries, the best portion of Laconi~,
tilled by Helots for the profit of proprietors at Sparta. While
converting these Helots into free Messenians, as their forefathers
had once been, Epa'j'1inondas proposed to invite back all the
wanderers· of the same race who were dispersed in various
portions of Greece; so as at once to impoverish Sparta by loss
of territory, and to plant upon her flank a neighbour bitterly
hostile. It bas been already mentioned, that during the
Peloponnesian war, the exiled Messenians had been among the
most active allies of Athens against Sparta-at Naupaktm;, at
Sphakteria, at ·Pylus, in Kephallenia, and elsewhere. Expelled
at the close of that war by the triumphant Spartans, 2 not only
from Peloponnesus but also from Naupaktus and Kephallenia,
these exiles had sine~ been dispersed among various Hellenic
colonies ; at Rhegium in Italy, at Messene in Sicily, at
Hesperides in Libya. From 404 B.c. (the close of the war) to
' Diodor. xv. 6o.

2

Diodor. xiv. 34·
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37 3 B.c., they had remained thus without a home. At length,
about the latter year (when the Athenian confederate navy
again became equal or superior to the Laceda!monian on the
west coast of Peloponnesus), they began to indulge the hope of
being restored to Naupaktus.l Probably th(!ir request may
have been preferred and discussed in the synod of Athenian
allies, where the Thebans sat as members. Nothing however
had been done towards it by the Athenians-who soon became
fatigued with the.war, and at length made peace with Spartawhen the momentous battle of Leuktra altered, both completely
and suddenly, the balance of power in Greece. A chance of
protection was now opened to the Messenians from Thebes,
far more promising than they had ever had from Athens.
Epaminondas, well aware of the loss as well as humiliation that
he should inflict upon Sparta by restoring them to their ancient
territory, entered into communication with them, and caused
them to be invited to Peloponnesus from all their distant places
of emigration. 2 By the time of his march into Arcadia in the
late autumn of 370 B.c., many of them had already joined
him, burning with all their ancient hatred of Sparta, and contributing to aggravate the same sentiment among Thebans
and allies.
With the scheme of restoring the Messenians, was combined
in the mind of Epaminondas another for the political consolidation of the Arcadians ; both being intended as parts of one
strong and self-supporting organisation against Sparta on her own
border. Of course he could have accomplished nothing of the
kind, if there had not been a powerful spontaneous movement
towards consolidation among the Arcadians themselves. But
without his guidance and protection, the movement would have
proved abortive, through the force of local jealousies within the
country, fomented and seconded by Spartan aid from without.
Though the general vote for federative coalition had been
passed with enthusiasm, yet to carry out such a vote to the
satisfaction of all, without quarrelling on points of detail, would
have required far more of public-minded sentiment as well as
of intelligence, than could be reckoned upon among the
Arcadians. It was necessary to establish a new city; since the
standing jealousy between Mantineia and Tegea, now for the
first time embarked in one common cause, would never have
permitted that either should be preferred as the centre of the
new consolidation. 3 Besides fixing upon the new site required, it
2 Diodor. xv. 66; Pausanias, iv. 26, 3, 4·
1 Pausanias, iv. 26, 3·
a To illustrate small things by great-at the first formation of the
VOL. X.
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was indispensable also to choose between conflicting exigencies,
and to break up ancient habits, in a way such as could hardly
have been enforced by any majority purely Arcadian. The
authority here deficient was precisely supplied by Epaminondas;
who brought with him a victorious army and a splendid personal
name, combined with impartiality as to the local politics of
Arcadia, and single-minded hostility to Sparta.
It was with a view to found these two new cities, as well as to
expel Agesilaus, that Epaminondas now marched the Theban
army into Arcadia ; the command being voluntarily entrusted
to him by Pelopidas and the other Bceotarchs present. He
arrived shortly after the retirement of Agesilaus, while the
Arcadians and Eleians were ravaging the lands of the recusant
town of Hen-ea. As they speedily came back to greet his
arrival, the aggregate confederate bo<!y-Argeians, Arcadians,
and Eleians, united with the Thebans and their accompanying
allies-is said to have amounted to 4o,ooo, or according to
some, even to 7o,ooo men.l Not merely had Epaminondas
brought with him a choice body of auxiliaries-Phokians,
Lokrians, Eubceans, Akarnanians, Herakleots, Malians, and
Thessalian cavalry and peltasts-but the Bceotian bands themselves were so brilliant and imposing, as to excite universal
admiration. The victory of Leuktra had awakened among
them an enthusiastic military ardour, turned to account by the
genius of Epaminondas, and made to produce a finished
discipline which even the unwilling Xenophon cannot refuse to·
acknowledge. 2 Conscious of the might• of their assembled
force, within a day's march of Laconia, the Arcadians, Argeians,
and . Eleians pressed Epaminondas to invade that country,
now that no allies could approach the frontier to its aid. At
first he was unwilling to comply. He had not come prepared
for the enterprise; being well aware, from his own journey
to Sparta (when the peace congress was held there prior
to the battle of Leuktra), of the impracticable nature of the
intervening country, so easy to be defended,· especially during
Federal Constitution of the United States .of America, the rival pretensions
of New York and Philadelphia were among the principal motiv ~ for
cre'ating the new federal city of Washington.
1 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 3I; and Compar. Agesil. and Pomp. '
4;
Diodor. xv. 62. Compare Xeuophon, Agesilaus, ii. 24.
2 Xen. Hellen. vi.
23. Ol o€ 'Ap!<&.oes Kal 'Ap'YELOl Kal 'HA.eio< {11 ·6ov

s.

avToOs 7rye'iu8a< &s .,.cJ.x<uTa els Thv ll.aKwvtwfw, brtoetKvVvTes !'Ell TO <auTwv
'lrA.1j8os, {nrepE1rCIIVOVV'TES o€ TO TWV 01}/3a!wv O'Tprf.-reul'"· Kal 'Yttp ol }LEV
Bo<wTol ~-yu}Lv&.(ovTo "Jrrf.VTES 1repl Ttl 81rA.a, &-yaA.A.6JLevo• -rji ~v Ae6wrpots
vl«p, &c.
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the winter season, by troops, like the Lacedremonians, whom
he believed to be in occupation of all the passes. Nor was his
reluctance overcome until the instances of his allies were
backed by assurances from the Arcadians on the frontier, that
the passes were not all guarded ; as well as by invitations from
some of the discontented Periceki in Laconia. These Periceki
engaged to revolt openly, if he would only show himself in the
country. They told him that there was a general slackness
throughout Laconia in obeying the military requisitions from
Sparta; and tendered their lives as atonement if they should
be found to speak falsely. By such encouragements, as well as
by the general impatience of all around him to revenge upon
Sparta her long career of pride and abused ascendency, Epaminondas was at length induced to give the order of invasion. 1
That he should have <hesitated in taking this responsibility,
will not surprise us, if we recollect, that over and above the real
difficulties of the country, invasion of Laconia by land was an
unparalleled phrenomenon-that the force of Sparta was most
imperfectly known-that no such thought had been entertained
when he left Thebes-that the legal duration of command,
for him~elf and his colleagues, would not permit it-and
that though his Peloponnesian allies were forward in the
scheme, the rest of his troops and his countrymen might well
censure him, if the unknown force of resistance turned out as
formidable as their associations from old time led them to
apprehend.
The invading army was distributed into four portions, all
penetrating by different p~sses. The Eleians had the westernmost and easiest road, the Argeians the easternmost ; 2 while
the Thebans themselves and the Arcadians formed the two
central divisions. The latter alone experienced any serious
resistance. More daring even than the Thebans, they
encountered Ischolaus the Spartan at I urn or Oeum in the
district called Skiritis, attacked him in the village, and overpowered him by vehemence of assault, by superior numbers,
and seemingly also by some favour or collusion 3 on the part of
the inhabitants. After a desperate resistance, this brave Spartan
witn nearly all his division perished. At Kary::e, the Thebans
als-:~ found and surmounted some resistance; but the victory of
2 Diodor. xv. 64Xen; Hellen. vi. 5, 24, 25.
See Colonel Leake's Travels in the Morea, vol. iii. ch. 23, p. 29.
3 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 26.
When we read that the Arcadians got on the
roofs of the houses to attack Ischolaus, this fact seems to imply that they
were admitted into the houses by the villagers.
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the Arcadians over Ischolaus operated as an encouragement to
all, so that the four divisions reached Sellasia 1 and were again
united in safety. Undefended and deserted (seemingly) by
the Spartans, Sellasia was now burnt and destroyed by the
invaders; who, continuing their march along the plain or valley
towards the Eurotas, encamped in the sacred grove of Apollo.
On the next day they reached the Eurotas, at the foot of the
bridge which crossed that river and Jed to the city of Sparta.
Epaminondas found the bridge too well guarded to attempt
forcing it ; a strong body of Spartan hoplites being also discernible on the other side, in the sacred ground of Athene Alea.
He therefore marched down the left bank of the river burning
and plundering the houses in his way, as far as Amyklre,
between two and three miles below Sparta. Here he found a
ford, though the river was full, from .the winter season ; and
accomplished the passage, defeating, after a severe contest, a
body of Spartans who tried to oppose it. He was now on the
same side of the river as Sparta, to which city he slowly and
cautiously made his approach; taking care to keep his Theban
troops always in the best battle order, and protecting them,
when encamped, by felled trees ; while the Arcadians and other
Peloponnesian allies dispersed around to plunder the neighbouring houses and property. 2
Great was the consternation which reigned in the city ;
destitute of fortifications, yet hitherto inviolate in fact and
unassailable even in idea. Besides their own native force, the
Spartans had no auxiliaries except, those mercenaries from
Orchomenus who had come back with Agesilaus ; nor was it
certain beforehand that even these troops would remain with
them, if the invasion became formidable. 3 On the first
assemblage of •the irresistible army on their frontier, they had
despatched one of their commanders of foreign contingents
(called Xenagi) to press the instant coming of such Pelopon1 Respecting the site of Sellasia, Colonel Leake thinks, and advances
various grounds for supposing, that Sellasia was on the road from Sparta to
the north-east, towards the Thyreatis ; and that Karyre was on the road
from Sparta northward, towards Tegea. The French investigators of the
Morea, as well as Professor Ross and Kieper!, hold a different opinion, and
place Sellasia on the road from Sparta northward towards Tegea (Leake,
Peloponnesiaca, p. 342-352 ; Ross, Reisen im Peloponnes. p. 187 ; Berlin,
1841),
Upon such a point, the authority of Colonel Leake is very high; yet the
opfosite opinion re~pecting the_ site of Sellasia seems to me preferable.
Xen. Hellen. v1. 5, 30 ; Dwdor. xv. 65.
3 This I apprehend to be the meaning of the phrase-~'ll'el p.ev'tot 'lp.evov

. p./ov ol ~ 'Opxop.evov p.t0"8orp&po•, &c.
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nesian allies as remained faithful to them ; and also envoys to
Athens, entreating assistance from that city. Auxiliaries were
obtained, and rapidly put under march, from Pellene, Sikyon,
Phlius, Corinth, Epidaurus, Trrezen, Hermione, and Halieis. 1
But the ordinary line of march into Laconia was now impracticable to them ; the whole frontier being barred by Argeians and
Arcadians. Accordingly they were obliged to proceed first to
the Argolic peninsula, and from thence to cross by sea (embarking probably at Halieis on the south-western coast of the
peninsula to Prasire on the eastern coast of Laconia); from
whence they made their way over the Laconian mountains to
Sparta. Being poorly provided with vessels, they were forced
to cross in separate detachments, and to draw lots for priority. 2
By this chance the Phliasian contingent did not come over
until the last ; while the xenagus, eager to reach Sparta, left
them behind, and conducted the rest thither, arriving only just
before the confederate enemies debouched from Sellasia. The
Phliasians, on crossing to Prasire, found neither their comrades
nor the xenagus, but were obliged to hire a guide to Sparta.
Fortunately they arrived there both safely and in time, eluding
the vigilance of the enemy, who were then near Amyklre.
These reinforcements were no less seasonable to Sparta, than
creditable to the fidelity of the allies. For the bad feeling
which habitually reigned in Laconia, between the Spartan
citizens on one side, and the Perireki and Helots on the other,
produced in this hour of danger its natural fruits of desertion,
alarm, and weakness. Not only were the Perireki and Helots
in standing discontent, but even among the Spartan citizens
themselves, a privileged fraction (called Peers) had come to
monopolise political honours; while the remainder-poorer
men, yet ambitious and active, and known und~ the ordinary
name of the Inferiors~were subject to a degrading exclusion,
and rendered bitterly hostile. The account (given in a previous
chapter) of the conspiracy of Kinadon, will have disclosed the
fearful insecurity of the Spartan citizen, surrounded by so many
disaffected companions ; Perireki and Helots in Laconia,
inferior citizens at Sparta. On the appearance of the invading
enemy, indeed, a certain feeling of common interest arose,
Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 29 ; vii. 2, 2.
Xen. Hellen. vii. 2, 2. Kal li<a/3a{vE<v Tei\ev'Tcttot i\axovTes
(the Phliasians) els llpa<Tttts 'TWV uvp./3o1JB1Jud.vrow • ·• • • • ob 'YttP 1r,tfnrore
l

2

i't<f>~U'TaUctv, l!.i\i\' ~vii', ~"'.•l, d ~EV<l'YOS, 'I'OVS ,"'P~~tct/3e/3w'l'as i\a/3~11'
a'lrOi\l'lrl.ll' ab'TOVs 'f X<To, OVO llJs ct'lrEIT'Tpa.<f>'(/UaV, cti\i\ 7j')'fJ.'OVa J.'lf!BwurJ.p.<VOI
~K llpaCrlwV, gV'I'WV 'TWV 1I'Oi\ep.£wv 1rEpl 'Ap.{n£i\cts, lhrws ~lJVVrJ.V'I'O 8trJ.OVV1'ES os
~rrcl.pnJV ll.<f>[J<ovro.
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since even the disaffected might reasonably imagine that a
plundering soldiery, if not repelled at the point of the sword,
would make their condition worse instead of better. And
accordingly, when the Ephors made public proclamation, that
any Helot who would take heavy armour and serve in the
ranks as an hoplite, should be manumitted-not less than
6ooo Helots gave in their names to serve. But a body thus
numerous, when seen in arms, became itself the object of
mistrust to the Spartans ; so that the arrival of their new allies
from Prasire was welcomed as a security, not less against the
armed Helots within the city, than against the Thebans
without.l Open enmity however was not wanting. A considerable number both of Periceki and Helots actually took
arms on behalf of the Thebans ; others remained inactive, disregarding the urgent summons from !he Ephors, which could
not now be enforced. 2
Under such wide-spread feelings of disaffection, the defence
even of Sparta itself against the assailing enemy was a task
requiring all the energy of Agesilaus. After having vainly tried
to hinder the Thebans from crossing the Eurotas, he was
forced to abandon Amyklre and to throw himself back upon
the city of Sparta, towards wh~ch they immediately advanced.
1

tcal

Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 28, 29.

ll.(a;v Ui&~eovv 1rol\l\ol •lva<,

lJ,trTE <f>oflov ali ofiTo< 1rapeixov trvvTeTa'Yf.l.~vo<,

&c.
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Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 25; vi. 5, 32; vii. 2, 2.
It is evident from the last of these three passages, that the number of
Periceki and Helots who actually revolted was very considerable : and the
contrast between the second and third passages evinces the different feelings
with which the two seem to have been composed by Xenophon.
In the second, he is recounting the invasion of Epaminondas, with a wish
to soften the magp.itude of the Spartan disgrace and calamity as much as he
can. Accordingry, he tells us no more than this-" there were some among
the Periceki, who even took active service in the attack of Gythium, and
fought along with the The bans" -;jtrav o~ TLVES Til>v ITepwE~ec.w, ot /Cal br~OEVTO
tcal trlJVEtrTpaTEIJOVTO 'TOLS f.I.ET!i. 8?)/3a!r.w.
But in the third passage (vii. 2, 2: compare his biography called Agesilaus,
ii. 24) Xenophon is extolling the fidelity of the Phliasians to Sparta, under
adverse circumstances of the latter. Hence it then suits his argument, to
magnify these adverse circumstances, in order to enhance the merit of the
Phliasians ; and he therefore tells us-" Many of the Periceki, all the
Helots, and all the allies except a few, had revolted from Sparta"tr<f>al\~nruv o' avTii>V TP ~v Ae6tcTpo<s f.l.c!xv. /Cal lt7rotrTdVTWV J.t(V 7T071.l\il>v

IIepto[JC(I)V, &.7roO"TdvrCc.lv 0~ 1rcfwroov TWv ElAd,rCc.lv, l·n 0~ TE;,v uup.p.&.x(A)v 7rA1w
1rdvv 6A.l')'(I)V, brtcrTpaq-Eu6v-rc.JV 0' airro't~ Ws el1rElv rdvrwv Ti;w (EAA:f]vwv,

(the Phliasians).
I apprehend that both statements depart from the reality, th<:mgh in
opposite directions. I have adopted. in- the -text something between
the two.

7TitrTol odf.I.EtVav
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More than one conspiracy was on the point of breaking out,
had not his vigilance forestalled the projects. Two hundred
young soldiers of doubtful fidelity were marching without orders
to occupy a strong post (sacred to Artemis) called the Issorium.
Those around him were about to attack them, but Agesilaus,
repressing their zeal, went up alone to the band, addressed them
in language betokening no suspicion, yet warning them that
they had mistaken his orders ; their services were ·needed, not
at the Issorium, but in another part of the city. They obeyed
his orders, and moved to the spot indicated; upon which he
immediately occupied the Issorium with troops whom he could
trust. In the ensuing night, he seized and put to death fifteen
of the leaders of the two hundred. Another conspiracy, said
to have been on the point of breaking out, was repressed by
seizing the conspirators in the house where they were assembled,
and putting them to death untried; the first occasion (observes
Plutarch) on which any Spartan was ever put to death untried 1
-a statement which I hesitate to believe without knowing from
whom he borrowed it, but. which, if true, proves that the
Spartan kings and Ephors did not apply to Spartan citizens
the same measure as to Periceki and Helots.
By such severe proceedings, disaffection was kept under ;
while the strong posts of the city were effectively occupied, and
the wider approaches barricaded by heaps of stones and earth. 2
Though destitute of walls, Sparta was extremely defensible by
position. Epaminondas marched slowly up to it from Amykl<e;
the Arcadians and others in his army spreading themselves to
bum and plunder the neighbourhood. On the third or fourth
day his cavalry occupied the Hippodrome (probably a space of
level ground near the river, under the hilly site of the town),
where the Spartan cavalry, though inferior both in number and
in goodness, gained an advantage over them, through the help
of 300 chosen hoplites whom Agesilaus had planted in ambush
hard by, in a precinct sacred to the Dioskuri. Though this
action was probably of little consequence, yet Epaminondas
did not dare to attempt the city by storm. Satisfied with
having defied the Spartans and manifested his mastery of the
field even to their own doors, he marched away southward down
the Eurotas. To them, in their present depression, it was
matter of consolation and even of boasting, a that he had not
1
2

Plutarch, AgesiL c. 32; Polyrenus, ii. r, I4; JElian, V. H. xiv. 27,
JEneas, Poliorceticus, c. 2, p. r6.
Xen. Hellen. vi.
32.. Kal ... ~ f'EJI f'~ 7rpbs T1]V 7rOll.tJI 7rporrfJall.ftV av
(.,., alrrous, 1/o7J n eoOKEt ~appall.•dJnpov elvat.
3
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dared to assail them in their last stronghold. The agony of
their feelings-grief, resentment, and wounded honour-was
intolerable. Many wished to go out and fight, at all hazard ;
but Agesilaus resisted them with the same firmness as Perikles
had shown at Athens, when the Peloponnesians first invaded
Attica at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war. Especially
the Spartan women, who had never before beheld an enemy,
are said to have manifested emotions so furious and distressing, as to increase much the difficulty of defence. 1 We
are even told that Antalkidas, at that time one of the Ephors,
sent his children for safety away from Sparta to the island of
K ythera. Epaminondas knew well how desperate the resistance
of the Spartans would be if their city were attacked ; while to
himself, in the midst of a hostile and impracticable country,
repulse would be absolute ruin. 2
•
On leaving Sparta, Epaminondas carried his march as far as
Helos and Gythium on the sea-coast ; burning and plundering
This passage is not very clear, nor are the commentators unanimous
either as to the words or as to the meaning. Some omit f'~, construe ~5&""
as if it were ~OOKfl Tois li!J71/3alots, and translate Oappall.eWTEpov "excessively
rash."
I agree with Schneider in dissenting from this alteration and construction.
I have given in the text what I believe to be the meaning.
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 28; Aristotel. Politic. ii. 6, 8; Plutarch, Agesil.
c. 32, 33 ; Plutarch, comp. Agesil. and Pomp. c. 4·
2 Aristotle (in his Politica, iv. 10, 5), discussing the opinion of those
political philosophers who maintained that a city ought to have no walls,
but to be defended only by the bravery of its inhabitants-gives various
reasons against such opinion, and adds "that these are old-fashioned
thinkers ; that the cities which made such ostentatious display of personal
courage have been proved to be wrong by actual results" -1\lav apxalws
inroll.af</3rl.vovrrt, Kal -Tai!O' l!piA>vTes ~1\e-yxof<evas tn'f' T<ts ~1<elvws
l<all.ll.w11'trTaf'<vas.•

The commentators say (see the note of M. Barth. St. Hilaire) that
Aristotle has in his view Sparta at the moment of this Theban invasion.
I do not see what else he can mean ; yet at the same time, if such be his
meaning, the remark is difficult to admit. Epaminondas came close up to
Sparta, but did not dare to attempt to carry it by assault. If the city had
had walls like those of Babylon, they could not have procured for her any
greater protection. To me the fact appears rather to show (contrary to the
assertion of Aristotle) that Sparta was so strong by position, combined
with the military character of her citizens, that she could dispense with
walls.
Polyrenus (ii. 2, 5) has an anecdote, I know not from whom borrowed,
to the effect that Epaminondas might have taken Sparta1 but designedly
refrained from doing so, on the ground that the Arcadmns and others
would then no longer stand in need of Thebes. :e-reither ,the alleged
matter of fact, nor the reason, appear to me worthy of any credit. .!Elian
(V. H. iv. 8) has the same story, but with a different reason assigned; •
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the country, and trying for three days to capture Gythium,
which contained the Lacedcemonian arsenal and ships. Many
of the Laconian Periceki joined and took service in his army ;
nevertheless his attempt on Gythium did not succeed; upon
which he turned back, and retraced his steps to the Arcadian
frontier. It was the more necessary for him to think of
quitting Laconia, since his Peloponnesian allies, the Arcadians
and others, were daily stealing home with the rich plunder
which they had acquired, while his supplies were also becoming
deficient. 1
Epaminondas had thus accomplished far more than he had
projected when quitting Thebes; for the effect of the expedition on Grecian opinion was immense. The reputation of his
army, as well as his own, was prodigiously exalted; and even
the narrative of Xenophon, unfriendly as well as obscure, bears
involuntary testimony both to the excellence of his generalship
and to the good discipline of his troops. He made his The bans
keep in rank and hold front against the enemy, even while their
Arcadian allies were dispersing around for plunder. Moreover,
the insult and humiliation to Sparta was still greater than that
inflicted by the battle of Leuktra ; which had indeed shown
that she was no longer invincible in the field, but had still left
her with the admitted supposition of an inviolable territory and
an unapproachable city.
The resistance of the Spartans indeed (except in so far as
regards their city) had been far less than either friends or
enemies expected; the belief in their power was thus proportionally abridged. It now remained for Epaminondas to
complete their humiliation by executing those two enterprises
which had formed the special purpose of his expedition ; the
re-establishment of Messene, and the consolidation of the
Arcadians.
The recent invasion of Laconia, victorious as well as lucrative,
had inspired the Arcadians with increased confidence and
antipathy against Sparta, and increased disposition to listen
to Epaminondas. When that eminent man proclaimed the
necessity of establishing a strong frontier against Sparta on the
side of Arcadia, and when he announced his intention of
further weakening Sparta by the restoration of the exiled
Messenians-the general feeling of the small Arcadian communities, already tending in the direction of coalescence,
became strong enough to overbear all such impediments of
detail as the breaking up of ancient abode and habit involves.
1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 50; Diodor. xv. 67.
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Respecting early Athenian history, we are told by Thucydides, 1
that the legendary Theseus, "having become powerful, in
addition to•his great capacity," had effected the discontinuance
of those numerous independent governments which once divided
Attica, and had consolidated them all into one common government at Athens. Just such was the revolution now operated
by Epaminondas, through the like combination of intelligence
and power. A Board of CEkists or Founders was named to
carry out the resolution taken by the Arcadian assemblies at
Asea and Tegea, for the establishment of a Pan-Arcadian
city and centre. Of this Board, two were from Tegea, two from
Mantineia, two from Kleitor, two from the district of Ma:nalus,
two from that of the Parrhasians. A convenient site being
chosen upon the river Helisson (which flowed through and
divided the town in two), about twenty miles west of Tegea,
well fitted to block up the marches of Sparta in a north-westerly
direction-the foundation of the new Great City (Megalopolis)
was laid by the CEkists jointly with Epaminondas. Forty
distinct Arcadian townships, 2 from all sides of this centre, were
persuaded to join the new community. Ten were from the
Mrenalii, eight from the Parrhasii, six from the Eutresii ; three
great sections of the Arcadian name, each an aggregate of
villages. Four little townships, occupying a portion of the area
intended for the new territory, yet being averse to the scheme,
were constrained to join ; but in one of them, Trapezus, the
aversion was so strong, that most of the inhabitants preferred
to emigrate and went to join the Trapezuntines in the Euxine
Sea (Trebizond), who received them kindly. Some of the
leading Trapezuntines were even slain by the violent temper of
the Arcadian majority. The walls of the new city enclosed an
area fifty stadia in circumference (more than five miles and a
half) ; while an ample rural territory was also gathered round
it, extending northward as much as twenty-four miles from the
city, and conterminous on the east with Tegea, Mantineia,
Orchomenus, and Kaphya:-on the west with Messene, 3
Phigalia, and Hera:a.
1

Thucyd. ii.

rs.

~uve'Tov Kal liuva'T6s,
2 Diodor. xv. 72.

'E7ret0~

OE

07]1J'€VS

l{3aiJ'[}..etJ(I'e, -yev6p.evos p.era 'TOV

&c.

a Pausan. viii. p. '27 ; viii. 35, 5 ; Diodor. xv. 63.
See Mr. Fynes Clinton, Fasti Hellenici, Appendix, p. 418, where the
facts respecting Megalopolis are brought together and discussed.
It is remarkable that though Xenophon (Hellen. v. 2, 7) observes that
the capture of Mantineia by Agesipolis had made the Mantineians see the
folly of having a river run through their town-yet in choosing the site of
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The other new city-Messene-was founded under the joint
auspices of the Thebans and their allies, Argeians and others;
Epiteles being especially chosen by the Argeians for that
purpose. 1 The Messenian exiles, though eager and joyful at
the thought of regaining their name and nationality, were averse
to fix their new city either at CEchalia or Andania, which had
been the scenes of their calamities in the early wars with Sparta.
Moreover the site of Mount !thorne is said to have been
pointed out by the hero Kaukon, in a dream, 'to the Argeian
general Epiteles. The local circumstances of this mountain (on
which the last gallant resistance of the revolted Messenians
against Sparta had been carried on, between the Persian and
Peloponnesian wars) were such, that the indications of dreams,
prophets, and religious signs, coincided fully with the deliberate
choice of a judge like Epaminondas. In after-days, this hill,
!thOrne (then bearing the town and citadel of Messene),
together with the Akrocorinthus, were marked out by Demetrius of Pharus as the two horns of Peloponnesus ; whoever
held these two horns, was master of the bull. 2 I thorne was near
2500 feet above the level of the sea, having upon its summit an
abundant spring of water, called Klepsydra. Upon this summit
the citadel or acropolis of the new town of Messene was built ;
while the town itself was situated lower down on the slope,
though connected by a continuous wall with its acropolis.
First, solemn sacrifices were offered, by Epaminondas, who was
recognised as CEkist or Founder, 3 to Dionysus and Apollo
Ismenius-by the Argeians, to the Argeian Here and Zeus
N emeius-by the Messenians, to Zeus Ithomates and the
Dioskuri. Next, prayer was made to the ancient Heroes and
Heroines of the Messenian nation, especially to the invincible
warrior Aristomenes, that they would now come back and again
take up their residence as inmates in enfranchised Messene.
After this, the ground was marked out and the building was
begun, under the sound of Argeian and Breotian flutes, playing
the strains of Pronomus and Sakadas. The best masons and
architects were invited from all Greece, to lay out the streets
with regularity, as well as to ensure a proper distribution and
construction of the sacred edifices. 4 In respect of ~he fortificaMegalopolis, this same feature was deliberately reproduced ; and in this
choice the ;'.f antineians were parties concerned.
1 Pausan. iv. 26, 6.
2 Strabo, ~ii. p. 361 ; Polybius, vii. II.
3 Pausan. ix. 14, 2 : compare the inscription on the statue of Epaminondas
4
(ix. :r-5, 4).
Pausan. iv. 27, 3·
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tions, too, Epaminondas was studiously provident. Such was
their excellence and solidity, that they exhibited matter for
admiration even in the after-days of the traveller Pausanias.l
From their newly-established city on the hill of Ith6me, the
Messenians enjoyed a territory extending fifteen miles southward
down to the Messenian Gulf, across a plain, then as well as now,
the richest and most fertile in Peloponnesus ; while to the eastward, their territory was conterminous with that of Arcadia and
the contemporary establishment of Megalopolis. All the newly
appropriated space was land cut off from the Spartan dominion.
How much was cut off in the direction south-east of !thorne
(along the north-eastern coast of the Messenian Gulf), we
cannot exactly say. But it would appear that the Periceki of
Thuria, situated in that neighbourhood, were converted into
an independent community, and protected by the vicinity of
Messene. 2 What is of more importance to notice, however, is
-that all the extensive district westward and south-westward of
!thorne-all the south-western corner of Peloponnesus, from
the river Neda southward to Cape Akritas-was now also subtracted from Sparta. At the beginning of the Peloponnesian
war, the Spartan Brasidas had been in garrison near Methane 8
(not far from Cape Akritas); Pylus-where the Athenian
Demosthenes erected his hostile fort, near which the important
capture at Sphakteria was effected-had been a maritime point
belonging to Sparta, about forty-six miles from the city; 4
Aulon (rather farther north, near the river Neda) had been at
the time. of the conspiracy of Kinadon a township of Spartan
Periceki, of very doubtful fidelity. 5 Now all this wide area,
from the north-eastern corner of the Messenian Gulf westward,
the best half of the Spartan territory, was severed from Sparta
to become the property of Periceki and Helots, converted into
freemen; not only sending no rent or tribute to Sparta, as
before, but bitterly hostile to her from the very nature of their
tenure. It was in the ensuing year that the Arcadian army cut
to pieces the Lacedremonian garrison at Asine, 6 killing the
Spartan polemarch Geranor ; and probably about the same
time the other Lacedremonian garrisons in the south-western
peninsula must have been expelled. Thus liberated, the
Periceki of the region welcomed the new Messene as the
guarantee of their independence. Epaminondas, besides confirming the independence of Meth6ne and Asine, reconstituted
1
3
ll

Pausan. iv. 31, 5·
Thucyd. ii. 25.
Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 8.

2
4

6

Pausan. iv. 31, 2,
Thucyd. iv. 3· ·
Xen. Hellen. vii. r, 25. •
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towns, 1

some other
which under Lacedremonian dominion had
probably been kept unfortified and had dwindled away.
In the spring of 425 B.c., when Demosthenes landed at Pylus,
Thucydides considers it a valuable acquisition for Athens, and a
serious injury to Sparta, to have lodged a small garrison of
Messenians in that insignificant post, as plunderers of Spartan
territory and instigators of Helots to desertion 2-especially as
their dialect could not be distinguished from that of the
Spartans themselves. How prodigious must have been the
impression throughout Greece, when Epaminondas, by planting
the Messenian exiles and others on the strong frontier city and
position of Ithome, deprived Sparta in a short time of all the
wide space between that mountain and the western sea, enfranchising the Periceki and Helots contained in it! We must
recollect that the name Messene had been from old times
applied generally to this region, and that it was never bestowed
upon any city before the time of Epaminondas. When therefore
the Spartans complained of" the liberation of Messene "-"the
loss of Messene "-they included in the word, not simply the
city on Mount I thOrne, but all this territory besides; though it
was not all comprised in the domain of the new city.
They complained yet more indignantly, that along with the
genuine Messenians, now brought·back from exile-a rabble of
their own emancipated Periceki and Helots had been domiciled
1
Pausan. iv. 27, 7· O.v,P«<(ov o€ «al lf!l.!l.a ?ro!l.lcr}'«Ta, &c. Pausanias,
following the line of coast from the mouth of the river Pamisus in the
1\Iessenian Gulf, round Cape Akritas to the mouth of the Neda in the
Western Sea-enumerates the following towns and places-K8rone,
Kol8nides, Asine, the Cape Akritas, the Harbour Phcenikus, Methiln~ or
Moth8n@, Pylus, Anion (Pausan. iv. 34, 35, 36). The account given by
Skylax (Periplus, c. 46, 47) of the coast of these regions, appears to me
confused and unintelligible. He reckons Asine and Mothilne as cities of
Laconia; but he seems to have conceived these cities as being in the cmtral
southern projection of Peloponnesus (whereof Cape T<enarus forms the
extremity); and not to have conceived at all the south·western projection,
whereof Cape Akritas forms the extremity. He recognises Messen~, but
he -pursues the Para plus of the Messenian coast from the mouth of the river
Neda to the coast of the Messenian Gulf south of ltMm~ without interruption. Then after that, he mentions Asine, Moth8n@, Achilleios Limen,
and Psamathus, with Cape Trenams between them. Besides, he introduces
in Messenia two different cities-one called Messen€!, the other called
Ith8m€!; whereas there was only one Messen€! situated on Mount lthl'lme.
I cannot agree with Niebuhr, who, resting mainly upon this ace<;m~t of
Skylax, considers that the south· western corner of Peloponnesus r~mamed
a portion of Laconia and belonging to Sparta, long after the estabhshment
of the city of Messene. See the Dissertation of Niebuhr on the age of
Skylax of Karyanda-in his Kleine Schriften, p. I rg.
2 Thucyd. iv. 3, 42.
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on their
Herein were included, not only such of these
two classes as, having before dwelt in servitude throughout the
territory westward of Ith6me, now remained there in a state of
freedom-but also doubtless a number of others who deserted
from other parts of Laconia. For as we know that such desertions had been not inconsiderable, even when there was no
better shelter than the outlying posts of Pylus and Kytheraso we may be sure that they became much more numerous,
when the neighbouring city of Messene was founded under
adequate protection, and when there was a chance of obtaining,
westward of the Messenian Gulf, free lands with a new home.
Moreover, such Periceki and Helots as had actually joined the
invading army of Epaminondas in Laconia, would be forced
from simple insecurity to quit the country when he retired, and
would be supplied with fresh residences in the newly-enfranchised territory. All these men would pass at once, out of a
state of peculiarly harsh servitude, into the dignity of free and
equal Hellens, 2 sending again a solemn Messenian legation or
Theory to the Olympic festival, after an interval of more than
three centuries B-out doing their former masters in the magni1 The Oration (vi.) called Archidamus, by Isokrat@s, exhibits powerfully
the Spartan feeling of the time, respecting this abstraction of territory, and
emancipation of serfs, for the pnrpose of restoring Mess~n~. s. 30. Kal el
"'~" -ro!Js &s ail.'ll8ws MEO'O''I/Vlovs KaTij>yov (the Thebans), 1!oiKOVV "'~" ltv,

iltJ.ws li' ebil.o"'fwTipws &.v els 1JtJ.iiS ~~'llfJ.&.pT«vov· vilv li~ TOVs Elil.o\Tas btJ.Opous
7]p.tv 7rO.pa1Ca.TOUcl(ou(]'LJI, &cr-re p.1} TOVT' dvo.L xaAE7rcfJTaTOV, el "tijs xdJpas
O'TEp'I/O'O}'E8a ?tapa Tb olKawv, a]\.71.' el TOVs liovll.ous 1}}'ETEpovs brotJtop.e8a Kvplous
aVrijs 6v-ras.

Again-s. IOI. ~~~ ')lap 7rapaKaTO<K<O'C:,fJ.e8a Tol.s E171.wTas, Kal T~v 1r6ll.<v
TaVT'I/V 7repdliwfJ.EV a~~718iiO'av, Tis o~JC olliev 8n 1r&.vTa .,-bv {Jiov iv Tapaxats
Kal K<vlivvo<s li<aTEil.ovp.ev 6vTES; compare also s~ctions 8 and 102.
2 Isokrat~s, Orat. vi. (Archidam.) s. II I. • A~wv
Kal T~v 'Oll.vfJ.71'<cl.lia
JCC1.l Tas ltll.ll.as alO'xvv8ijva< 71'C1.V'I/')1Vp«s, EP aTs ~KaO'TOS ntJ.WV (Spartans)
('llii.WTOTEpOS ;jv Kal 8aVfJ.C1.0''TOTEpOS 'TWV &.871.'1/TWV 'TWV EV 'TOtS a')IWO'I TaS v(KaS
ava<pOVfJ.EVWV,
Els as Tis ltv l71.8etV TOAfJ.~O'EIEV, avTl fJ.EJI 'TOU 'Tlp.a0'8a<
JCaTatj>poV'I/8'1/0'hfJ.EVOS-(1'1
7rp0s 'TOVTOIS cnpbfJ.EVOS fJ.Ev TOJ.s o!K~'TC1.S
a 71' b 'T ij s X c:, pas ~s ol 71'C1.TtpES ntJ.tV Ka'Teil.mov a7rapxi'x.s Kal 8vO'Ias tJ.Ei(ovs
1JtJ.WV 71'010VfJ.EVOVS, aKOVO'bf'EVOS li' a~TWV T0"1.VTC1.tS fJll.aO'</>'IItJ.(a<s
XPWfJ.EVWV, o1C1.1S 71'Ep Elt<bs 'TOOS xaii.E71'W'TEpov TWV lt71.A.6lV lieliou71.EVK1h«s, l~ tO'ov
vilv Tas O'vv8~KaS Tots oe0'71'6Ta<S 'lr<7I'O<'I/f<Evovs.

lie

lie

o<

This oration, composed only five or six years after the battle of Leuktra,
is exceedingly valuable as a testimony of the Spartan feeling under such
severe humiliations.
a The freedom of the Messenians had been put down by the first Messenian
war, after which they became subjects of Sparta. The second Messenian
war arose from their revolt.
No free Messenian legation could therefore have visited Olympia since
!he termination of the first wa~; which is placed by Pausanias (~v- 13, 4)
m 723 B. c ; though the date ts not to be trusted. Pausanias (l;v. 27, 3)
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tude of their offerings from the same soil-and requiting them
for previous ill-usage by words of defiance and insult, instead of
that universal deference and admiration which a Spartan had
hitherto been accustomed to look upon as his due.
The enfranchisement and re-organisation of all Western
Laconia, the renovation of the Messenian name, the foundation
of the two new cities (Messene and Megalopolis) in immediate
neighbourhood and sympathy-while they completed the degradation of Sparta, constituted in all respects the most interesting
political phrenomena that Greece had witnessed for many years.
To the profound mortification of the historian-he is able to
recount nothing more than the bare facts, with such inferences
as these facts themselves warrant. Xenophon, under whose
eyes all must have passed, designedly omits to notice them ; I
Pausanias, whom we have to thank for most of what we know,
is prompted by his religious imagination to relate many ,divine
signs and warnings, but little matter of actual occurrence.
Details are altogether withheld from us. We know neither
gives 287 years between the end of the second Messenian war and the
foundation of 11essl'nl' by Epaminondas. See the note of Siebelis on this
passage. Exact dates of these early wars cannot be made out.
1 The partiality towards Sparta, visible even from the beginning of
Xenophon's history, becomes more and more exaggerated throughout the
two latter books wherein he recounts her misfortunes ; it is moreover
intensified by spite against the The bans and Epaminondas as her conquerors.
But there is hardly any instance of this feeling, so glaring or so discreditable
as the case now before us. In describing the expedition of Epaminonda~
into Peloponnesus in the winter of 370-369 B. c., he totally omits the
foundation both of Messl'n@ and of Megalopolis ; though in the after part
of his history, he alludes (briefly) both to one and to the other as facts
accomplished. He represents the Thebans to have come into Arcadia
with their magnificent army, for the simple purpose of repelling Agesilaus
and the Spartans, and to have been desirous of returning to Bceotia as
soon as it was ascertained that the latter had already returned to Sp~rta
(vi. 5, 23). Nor does he once mention the name of Epaminondas as
general of the Thebans in the expedition, any more than he mentions him
at Leuktra.
Considering the momentous and striking character of these facts, and the
eminence of the Theban general by whom they were achieved-such silence
on the part of an historian, who professes to recount the events of the time,
is an inexcusable dereliction of his duty to state the whole truth. It is
plain that Messene and Megalopolis wounded to the quick the philo-Spartan
sentiment of Xenophon. They stood as permanent evidences of the
degradation of Sparta, even after the hostile armies had withdrawn from
Laconia. He prefers to ignore them altogether. Yet .he can find space
to recount, with disproportionate prolixity, the two applications of the
Spartans to Athens for aid, with the favourable reception which they
obtained-also the exploits of the Phliasians in their devoted attachment
to Sparta.
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how long a time was occupied in the building of the two cities,
nor who furnished the cost; though both the one and the other
must have been considerable. Of the thousand new arrangements, incident to the winding up of many small townships,
and the commencement of. two large cities, we are unable to
render any account. Yet there is no point of time wherein
social phrenomena are either so interesting or so instructive.
In describing societies already established and ancient, we find
the force of traditional routine almost omnipotent in its influence
both on men's actions and on their feelings. Bad as well as
good is preserved in one concrete, since the dead weight of the
past stifles all constructive intelligence, and leaves little room
even for improving aspirations. But the forty small communities which coalesced into Megalopolis, and the Messenians and
other settlers who came for the first time together on the hill of
Ithome, were in a state in which new exigencies of every kind
pressed for immediate satisfaction. There was no file to afford
a precedent, nor any resource left except to submit all the
problems to discussion by those whose character and judgement was most esteemed. Whether the problems were well or
ill solved, there must have been now a genuine and earnest
attempt to strike out as good a solution as the lights of the
time and place permitted, with a certain latitude for conflicting
views. Arrangements must have been made for the apportionment of houses and lands among the citizens, by purchase, or
grant, or both together; for the political and judicial constitution ; for religious and recreative ceremonies, for military
defence, for markets, for the security and transmission of
property, &c. All these and many other social wants of a
nascent community must now have been provided for, and it
would have been highly interesting to know how. Unhappily
the means are denied to us. We can record little more than
the bare fact that these two youngest members of the Hellenic
brotherhood of cities were born at the same time, and under
the auspices of the same presiding genius, Epaminondas;
destined to sustain each other in neighbourly sympathy and in
repelling all common danger from the attacks of Sparta; a
purpose, which, even two centuries afterwards, remained
engraven on the mind of a Megalopolitan patriot like Polybius. 1
Megalopolis was intended not merely as a great city in itself,
but as the centre of the new confederacy; which appears to
have comprised all Arcadia, except Orchomenus and Herrea.
1 See a striking passage in Polybius, iv. 32,
29, 3 ; and viii. 27, 2.

Compare also Pausan. v.
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It was enacted that a synod or assembly, from all the separate
members of the Arcadian name, and in which probably every
Arcadian citizen from the constituent communities had the
right of attending, should be periodically convoked there.
This assembly was called the Ten Thousand, or the Great
Number. A body of Arcadian troops, called the Epariti,
destined to uphold the federation, and receiving pay when on
service, was also provided. Assessments were levied upon
each city for their support, and a Pan-Arcadian general (probably also other officers) was named. The Ten Thousand,
on behalf of all Arcadia, received foreign envoys-concluded
war, or peace, or alliance-and tried all officers or other
Arcadians brought before them on accusations of public
misconduct. 1 The great Athenian orators, Kallistratus, Demosthenes, .!Eschines, on various occasions pleaded before it. 2
What were its times of meeting, we are unable to say. It
contributed seriously, for a certain time, to sustain a PanArcadian communion of action and sentiment which had never
before existed ; 8 and to prevent, or soften, those dissensions
which had always a tendency to break out among the separate
Arcadian cities. The patriotic enthusiasm, however, out of
which Megalopolis had first arisen, gradually became enfeebled.
The city never attained that pre-eminence or power which its
founders contemplated, and which had caused the city to be
laid out on a scale too large for the population actually
inhabiting it. 4
Not only was the portion of Laconia west of the Messenian
Gulf now rendered independent of Sparta, but also much of
the territory which lies north of Sparta, between that city and
Arcadia. Thus the Skiritre (hardy mountaineers of Arcadian
race, heretofore dependent upon Sparta, and constituting a
valuable contingent to her armies 5 ), with their territory forming
the northern frontier of Laconia towards Arcadia, became from
this time independent of and hostile to Sparta.6 The same is
the case even with a place much nearer to Sparta-Sellasia ;
though this latter was retaken by the Lacedremonians four or
five years afterwards. 7
1
2

Xenoph. Hellen. vii. I, 38 ; vii. 4, 2, 33, 34 ; vii. 3, I.
Demosthen. Fals. Legat. p. 344, s. II, p. 403, s. 220; JEschines, Fals.
Leg. p. 296, c. 49; Cornel. Nepos, Epamin. c. 6.
" Xenoph. Hellen. vii. I, 38; vii. 4, 33; Diodor. xv. 59; Aristotle'ApKc!.3wv llo;l.<Tela-ap. Harpokration, v. Mvp<o<, p. I06, ed. Neumann.
4
6
Polybius, ii. 55·
Thucyd. v. 66.
6 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 21.
'
7 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, I2; Diodor. xv. 64.
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Epaminondas remained about four months beyond the legal
duration of his command in Arcadia and Laconia.I The
sufferings of a severe mid-winter were greatly mitigated to his
soldiers by the Arcadians, who, full of devoted friendship,
pressed upon them an excess of hospitality which he could not
permit consistently with their military duties.~ He stayed long
enough to settle all the preliminary debates and difficulties,
and to put in train of serious execution the establishment
of Messene and Megalopolis. For the completion of a work
thus comprehensive, which changed the face and character of
Peloponnesus, much time was of course necessary. Accordingly, a Theban division under Pammenes, was left to repel
all obstruction from Sparta ; 8 while Tegea also, from this time
1 The exact number of eighty live days, given by Diodorus (xv. 67)
seems to show that he had copied literally from Ephorus or some other
older author.
Plutarch, in one place (Agesil. c. 32), mentions "three entire months,"
which differs little from eighty-five days. He expresses himself as if
Epaminondas spent all this time in ravaging Laconia. Yet again, in the
Apophth. Reg. p. 194 B (compare Elian, V. H. xiii. 42), and in the life
of Pelopidas (c. 25), Plutarch states, that Epaminondas and his colleagues
held the command four whole months over and above the legal time,
being engaged in their operations in Laconia and Messenia. This
seems to me the more probable interpretation of the case ; for the
operations seem too large to have been accomplished in either three or
four months.
2 See a remarkable passage in Plutarch-An Seni sit gerenda Respublica
(c. 8, p. 788 A).
3 Pausan. viii. 27, 2.
Pammen~s is said to have been an earnest friend
of Epaminondas, but of older political standing ; to whom Epaminondas
partly owed his rise (Plutarch, Reip. Ger. Prrecep. p. 805 F).
Pausanias places the foundation of Megalopolis in the same Olympic
year as the battle of Leuktra, and a few months after that battle, during
the archonship of Phrasikleid~s at Athens ; that is, between Midsummer
371 and Midsummer 370 B.C. (Pausan. viii. 27, 6). He places the foundation ofMessi)n~ in the next Olympic year, under the archonship of Dyskin~tus
at Athens; that is, between Midsummer 370 and Midsummer 369 B.C. (iv.
27, 5).
.
The foundation of Megalopolis would probably be understood to date
from the initial determination taken by the assembled Arcadians, soon after
the revolution at Tegea, to found a Pan-Arcadian city and federative league.
This was probably taken before Midsummer 370 B.C., and the date of
Pausanias would thus be correct.
The foundation of Messene would doubtless take its rera from the
expedition of Epaminondas-between November and 1\hrch 370-369 B.C. ;
which would be during the archonship of Dyskinetus at Athens, as Pausanias
affirms.
What length of time was required to complete the erection and establishment of either city, we are not informed.
·
Diodorus places the foundation of Megalopolis in 368 B.C. (xv. 72).
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forward, for some years, was occupi~d as a post by a Theban
harmost and garrison. 1
Meanwhile the Athenians were profoundly affected by these
proceedings of Epaminondas in Peloponnesus. The accumulation of force against Sparta was so powerful, that under a
chief like him, it seemed sufficient to crush her: and though
the Athenians were now neutral in the contest, such a prospect
was not at all agreeable to them, 2 involving the aggrandisement
of Thebes to a point inconsistent with their security. It was
in the midst of the successes of Epaminondas that envoys came
to Athens from Sparta, Corinth and Phlius, to entreat her aid.
The message was one not merely humiliating to the Laced~
monians, who had never previously sent the like request to any
Grecian city-but also difficult to handle in reference to Athens.
History showed abundant acts of jealousy and hostility, little
either of good feeling or consentient interest, on the part of
the Laced~monians towards her. What little was to be found,
the envoy dexterously brought forward; going back to the
dethronement of the Peisistratids from Athens by Spartan
help, the glorious expulsion of Xerxes from Greece by the joint
efforts of both cities-and the auxiliaries sent by Athens into
Laconia in 465 B.c., to assist the Spartans against the revolted
Messenians on Mount lth6me. In these times (he reminded
the Athenian assembly) Thebes had betrayed the Hellenic
cause by joining Xerxes, and had been an object of common
hatred to both. Moreover the maritime forces of Greece had
been arrayed under Athens in the Confederacy of Delos, with
full sanction and recommendation from Sparta; while the
headship of the latter by land had in like manner been
accepted by the Athenians. He called on the assembly, in the
name of these former glories, to concur with Sparta in forgetting
all the deplorable hostilities which had since intervened, and
to afford to her a generous relief against the old common
enemy. The Thebans might even now be decimated (according to the vow said to have been taken after the repulse of
Xerxes), in spite of their present menacing ascendency-if
Athens and Sparta could be brought heartily to co-operate ;
and might be dealt with as Thebes herself had wished to
deal with Athens after the Peloponnesian war, when Sparta
refused to concur in pronouncing the sentence of utter ruin. 3
This appeal from Sparta was earnestly seconded by the
I

2
3

Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 36.
Isokrates (Archidamus); Or. vi. s.
Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 34, 35·

129.
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envoys from Corinth and Phlius. The Corinthian speaker
contended, that Epaminondas and his army, passing through
the territory of Corinth, and inflicting damage upon it in their
passage into Peloponnesus, had committed a glaring violation
of the general peace, sworn in 3 7 r B.c., first at Sparta and
afterwards at Athens, guaranteeing universal autonomy to
every Grecian city. The envoy from Phlius-while complimenting Athens on the proud position which she now held,
having the f?-te of Sparta in her hands- dwelt on the meed of
honour which she would earn in Greece, if she now generously
interfered to rescue her ancient rival, forgetting past injuries
and remembering only past benefits. In adopting such policy,
too, she would act in accordance with her own true interests ;
since, should Sparta be crushed, the Thebans would become
undisputed heads of Greece, and more formidable still to
Athens. 1
It was not among the least marks of the prostration of
Sparta, that she should be compelled to send such an embassy
to Athens, and to entreat an amnesty for so many untoward
realities during the past. The contrast is indeed striking,
when we set her present language against that which she had
held respecting Athens, before and through the Peloponnesian
war.
At first, her envoys were heard with doubtful favour; the
sentiment of the Athenian assembly being apparently rather
against than for them. "Such language from the Spartans
(murmured the assembled citizens) is intelligible enough during their present distress ; but so long as they were in good
circumstances, we received nothing but ill-usage from them." 2
Nor was the complaint of the Spartans, that the invasion of
Laconia was contrary to the sworn peace guaranteeing universal autonomy, admitted without opposition. Some said
that the Lacedcemonians had drawn the invasion upon themselves, by their previous interference with Tegea and in
Arcadia; and that the intervention of the Mantineians at
Tegea had been justifiable, since Stasippus and the philoLaconian party in that city had been the first to begin unjust
violence. On "the other hand, the appeal made by the envoys
to the congress of Peloponnesian allies held in 404 B.c., after
the surrender of Athens-when the Theban deputy had pro1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 38-48.
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posed that Athens should be totally destroyed, while the
Spartans had strenuously protested against so cruel a sentence
-made a powerful impression on the assembly, and contributed
more than anything else to determine them in favour of the
proposition_! " As Athens was then, so Sparta is now, on the
brink of ruin, from the fiat of the same enemy : Athens was
then rescued by Sparta, and shall she now leave the rescue
unrequited?'' Such was the broad and simple issue which
told upon the feelings of the assembled Athenians, disposing
them to listen with increasing favour both to the envoys from
Corinth and Phlius, and to their own speakers on the same side.
To rescue Sparta, indeed, was prudent as well as generous.
A counterpoise would thus be maintained against the excessive aggrandisement of Thebes, which at this moment
doubtless caused serious alarm and jealousy to the Athenians.
And thus, after the first ebullition of resentment against Sparta,
naturally suggested by the history of the past, the philo-Spartan
view of the situation gradually became more and more predominant in the assembly. Kallistratus 2 the orator spoke
eloquently in support of the Lacedremonians ; while the adverse
speakers were badly listened to, as pleading in favour of Thebes,
whom no one wished to aggrandise further. A vote, decisive
and enthusiastic, was passed for assisting the Spartans with the
full force of Athens ; under the command of Iphikrates, then
residing as a private citizen 3 at Athens, since the peace of the
preceding year, which had caused him to be recalled from
Korkyra.
As soon as the sacrifices, offered in contemplation of this
enterprise, were announced to be favourable, I phikrates made
proclamation that the citizens destined for service should equip
themselves and muster in arms in the grove of Akademus
(outside the gates), there to take their evening meal, and to
march the next morning at daybreak. Such was the general
ardour, that many citizens went forth from the gates even in
advance of Iphikrates himself; and the total force which
followed him is said to have been 12,ooo men-not named
under conscription by the general, but volunteers. 4 He first
1

Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 35·

~oOICfL •1vat, &c.
2
Demosthen~s

ME")'lO"'TOV

o€ 'TWV li.•XBEVT<I!V 7rapd AU.IC€0U.tp.ovlwv

cont. Nerer. p. I353·
Xenokleides, a poet, spoke in opposition to the vote for supporting
Sparta (ib. ).
3
Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 49; Dionys. Hal. Judie. de Lysia, p. 479·
• This number is stated by Diodorus (xv. 63).
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marched to Corinth, where he halted some days ; much to the
discontent of his soldiers, who were impatient to accomplish
their project of carrying rescue to Sparta. But Iphikrates was
well aware that all beyond Corinth and Phlius was hostile
ground, and that he had formidable enemies to deal with.
After having established his position at Corinth, and obtained
information regarding the enemy, he marched into Arcadia,
and there made war without any important result. Epaminondas and his army had quitted Laconia, while many of the
Arcadians and Eleians, had gone home with the plunder
acquired ; so that Sparta was for the time out of danger.
Impelled in part by the recent manifestation of Athens, 1 the
The ban general himself soon commenced his march of return
into Breotia, in which it was necessary for him to pass the line
of Mount Oneium between Corinth and Kenchre;:e. This line
was composed of difficult ground, and afforded good means of
resistance to the passage of an army ; nevertheless Iphikrates,
though he occupied its two extremities, did not attempt directly
to bar the passage of the Thebans. He contented himself
with sending out from Corinth all his cavalry, both Athenian
and Corinthian, to harass them in their march. But Epaminondas beat them back with some loss, and pursued them to
the gates of Corinth. Excited by this spectacle, the Athenian
main body within the town were eager to march out and
engage in general battle. Their ardour was however repressed
by Iphikrates; who, refusing to go forth, suffered the Thebans
to continue their retreat unmolested. 2
1 To this extent we may believe what is said by Cornelius Nepos
(Iphicrates, c. 2).
2 The account here given in the text coincides as to the matter of fact
with Xenophon, as well as with Plutarch ; and also (in my belief) with
Pausanias (Xen. Hell. vi. 5, 5I ; Plutarch, Pelop. c. 24; Pausan. ix. r4, 6).
But though I accept the facts of Xenophon, I cannot accept either his
suppositions as to the purpose, or his criticisms on the conduct, of Iphikrates.
Other modern critics appear to me not to have sufficiently distinguished
Xenophon'sfacts from his suppositions.
Iphikrates (says Xenophon), while attempting to guard the line of Mount
Oneium, in order that the Thebans might not be able to reach Bceotialeft the excellent road adjoining to Kenchrere unguarded. Then-wishing
to inform himself, whether the The bans had as yet passed the Mount Oneium,
he sent out as scouts all the Athenian and all the Corinthian cavalry. Now
(observes Xenophon) a few scouts can see and report as well as a great
number ; while the great number find it more difficult to get back in safety.
By this foolish conduct of Iphikrates, in sending out so large a body, several
horsemen were lost in the retreat ; which would not have happened if he
had only sent out a few.
•
This criticism here made by Xenophon appears unfounded, It is plain,,
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On returning to Thebes, Epaminondas with Pelopidas and
the other Bceotarchs, resigned the command. They had already
from the facts which he himself states, that Iphikrates never intended to bar
the passage of the The bans; and that he sent out his whole body of cavalry,
not simply as scouts, but to harass the enemy on ground which he thought
advantageous for the purpose. That so able a commander as Iphikrates
should have been guilty of the gross blunders with which Xenophon here
reproaches him, is in a high degree improbable; it seems to me more
probable that Xenophon has misconceived his real purpose. Why indeed
should Iphikrates wish to expose the whole Athenian army in a murderous
conflict for the purpose of preventing the homeward march of the Thebans?
His mission was, to rescue Sparta ; but Sparta was now no longer in
danger; and it was for the advantage of Athens that the Thebans should
go back to Breotia, rather than remain in Peloponnesus. That he should
content himself with harassing the The bans, instead of barring their retreat
directly, is a policy which we should expect from him.
There is another circumstance in this retreat which has excited discussion
among the commentators, and on which I dissent from their views. It is
connected with the statement of Pausanias, who says-'.ns wporwv -r<P
0'-rpa-rr!J (Epaminondas) Ka-ra A<xawv i-yive-ro, Kal ~«~<Eva• -ri)s ooov -ru
O'TEVtt Kal o~O'fjaTa tp.eA."Aev, 'Icp11<pcf.T7]S o T•p.o8<ov 'II"<"A-ra.O'Tas Kal ll"A"A7JV
'A87]vaiwv txwv o~vap.w, l?riXetp<t 'TOtS 07]/3aioLs. 'Ewap.ELvwvoas 8~ -rolls
€m8ep.EVOVS -rp,'II"E'Ta<, Kal wpos auTO a<j>IKOp.EVOS 'A87]valwv TO tlO'TV,
&s bre~•<va• p.axavf.Levovs -roO. 'A87]valovs tKw"Avev 'I<j><~<pcf.-r7]s, 6 o~ aM•s is

@-l,/3as &1r~A.a.vve.
In this statement there are some inaccuracies, as that of calling I phikrates
"son of Timotheus ; " and speaking of Lech,zum, where Pausanias ought to
have named Kench.-em. For Epaminondas could not have passed Corinth
on the side of Lechreum, since the Long Walls, reaching from one to the
other, would prevent him ; moreover the "rugged ground" was between
Corinth and Kenchrere, not between Corinth and Lechreum.
But the words which occasion most perplexity are those which follow :
" Epaminondas repulses the assailants, and having come to the dty itseif '!f
the Athenians, when Iphikrates forbade the Athenians to come out and
fight, he (Epaminondas) again marched away to Thebes."
What are we to understand by th~ city '!f the Athmians? The natural
sense of the words is certainly Athens ; and so most of the commentators
relate. But when the battle was fought between Corinth and Kenchrere,
can we reasonably believe that Epaminondas pursued the fugitives to
Athens-through the city of Megara, which lay in the way, and which
seems then (Diodor. xv. 68) to have been allied with Athens? The
station of Iphikrates was Corinth; from thence he had marched out-and
thither his cavalry, when repulsed, would go back, as the nearest shelter.
Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Greece, val. v. ch. 39, p. 141) understands Pausanias
to mean, that Iphikrates retired with his defeated cavalry to Corinth-that
Epaminondas then marched straight on to Athens-and that Iphikrates
followed him. "Possibly (he says) the only mistake in this statement is,
that it represents the presmce of I phikrates, instead of his absmce, as
the cause which prevented the Athenians from fighting. According to
Xenophon, Iphikrates must have been in the rear of Epaminondas.''
I cannot think that we obtain this from the words of Xenophon. Neither
he nor Plutarch countenances the idea that Epaminondas marched to the
walls of Athens, which supposition is derived solely from the words of
Pausanias. Xenophon and Plutarch intimate only that Iphikrates interposed
-r?ts
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retained it for four months longer than the legal expiration of
their term. Although, by the constitutional law of Thebes, any
general who retained his functions longer than the period fixed
by law was pronounced worthy of death, yet Epaminondas, while
employed in his great projects for humiliating Sparta and founding the two hostile cities on her border, had taken upon himself
to brave this illegality, persuading all his colleagues to concur
with him. On resigning the command, all of them had to
undergo that trial of accountability which awaited every retiring
magistrate, as a matter of course-but which, in the present
case, was required on special ground, since all had committed
an act notoriously punishable as well as of dangerous precedent.
Epaminondas undertook the duty of defending his colleagues
as well as himself. That he as well as Pelopidas had political
enemies, likely to avail themselves of any fair pretext for
accusing him-is not to be doubted. But 11·e may well doubt,
whether on the present occasion any of these enemies actually
came forward to propose that the penalty legally incurred
should be inflicted ; not merely because this proposition, in the
face of a victorious army, returning elate with their achievements
and proud of their commanders, was full of danger to the
mover himself-but also for another reason-because Epaminondas would hardly be imprudent enough to wait for the case
to be stated by his enemies. Knowing that the illegality
committed was flagrant and of hazardous example-having also
the reputation of his colleagues as well as his own to protecthe would forestall accusation by coming forward himself to
some opposition, and not very effective opposition, near Corinth, to the
retreating march of Epaminondas, from Peloponnesus into Bceotia.
That Epaminonclas should have marched to Athens at all, under the circumstances of the case, when he was returning to Bceotia, appears to me in
itself improbable, and to be rendered still more improbable by the silence
of Xenophon. Nor is it indispensable to put this construction even upon
Pausanias; who may surely have meant by the words-1rpl>s auTO 'A81)Valwv
'TO llu'Tv-not Athens, but the city then occupied by the Athenians engagedthat is, Corinth. The city qftlze Athenians, in reference to this battle, wa>
Corinth ; it was the city out of which the troops of I phikrales had just
marched, and to which, on being defeated, they naturaliy retired for safety,
pursued by Epaminondas to the gates. The statement of Pausanias-that
Iphikrates would not let the Athenians in the town (Corinth) go out to
fight-then follows naturally. Epaminondas, finding that they would not
come out, drew back his troops, and resumed his march to Thebes.
The stratagem of Iphikrates noticed by Polyrenus (iii. 9, 29), can hardly
be the same incident as this mentioned by Pausanias. It purports to be a
nocturnal surprise planned by the Thebans against Athens; which certainly
must be quite different (if it be in itself a reality) from this march
Epaminondas. And the stratagem ascribed by 'Polyrenus to Iphikrate;;.
is of a strange and highly improbable character.
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explain and justify the proceeding. He set forth the glorious
results of the expedition just finisl;ed; the invasion and devastation of Laconia, hitherto unvisited by any enemy-the confinement of the Spartans within their walls-the liberation of all
Western Laconia, and the establishment of Messene as a city
-the constitution of a strong new Arcadian city, forming, with
Tegea on one flank and Messene on the other, a line of defence
on the Spartan frontier, so as to ensure the permanent
depression of the great enemy of Thebes-the emancipation of
Greece generally, from Spartan ascendency, now consummated.
Such justification-whether delivered in reply to a substantive
accuser, or (which is more probable) tendered spontaneously
by Epaminondas himself-was not merely satisfactory, but
triumphant. He and the other generals were acquitted by
acclamation ; without even going through the formality of
collecting the votes. 1 And it appears that ·both Epaminondas
and Pelopidas were immediately re-appointed among the
Bceotarchs of the year. 2
Plutarch, Pel<;>pid~s, c. 25; Ph:tarch, Ap<;>phtheg~. p. 194 B; .~ausan.
7, 8; JEhan, V. H. xm. 42.
Pausanias states the fact plainly and clearly; the others, especially Nepos
and JE!ian, though agreeing in the main fact, surround it with colours
exaggerated and false. They represent Epaminondas as in danger of being
put to death by ungrateful and malignant fellow-citizens ; Cornelius Nepos
puts into his mouth a justificatory speech of extreme insolence (compare
Arist. Or. xlvi. 1repl -rov 7rapa<f>8~-yp.aTos-p. 385 Jebb. ; p. 520 Dindorf);
which, had it been really made, would have tended more than anything
else to set the public against him-and which is moreover quite foreign to
the character of Epaminondas. To carry the exaggeration still further,
Plutarch (De Vitioso Pudore, p. 540 E) describes Pe!opidas as trembling
and begging for his life.
Epaminondas had committed a grave illeg,tlity, which could not be passed
over without notice in his trial of accountability. But he had a good
justification. It was necessary that he should put in the justification ;
when put in, it passed triumphantly. What more could be required?
The facts, when fairly stated, will not serve as an illustration of the alleged
inljlratitude of the people towards great men.
2 Diodorus (xv. 81) states that Pelopidas was Bceotarch without inter·
ruption, annually re-appointed, from the revolution of Thebes down to his
decease. Plutarch also (Pelopid. c. 34) affirms that when Pelopidas died,
he was in his thirteenth year of the appointment; which may be understood
as the same assertion in other words. Whether Epaminondas was re-chosen,
does not appear.
Sievers denies the re-appointment as well of Pelopidas as of Epaminondas.
But I do not see upon what grounds ; for, in my judgement, Epaminondas
appears again as commander in Peloponnesus during this same year (369
B.c.). Sievers holds Epaminondas to have commanded without being
Bceotarch ; but no reason is produced for this (Sievers, Geschicht. Griech.
his zur Schlacht von Mantineia, p. 277).
•

1

1x. 14, 4; Cornelius Nepos, Epammond. c.
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CHAPTER LXXIX
FROM THE FOUNDATION OF MESSENE AND MEGALOPOLIS
TO THE DEATH OF PELOPIDAS
PRODIGIOUS was the change operated throughout the
Greci,an world during the eighteen months between June 3 7 r
B.C. (when the general peace, including all except Thebes, was
sworn at Sparta, twenty days before the battle of Leuktra), and
the spring of 369 B.c., when the Thebans, after a victorious
expedition into Peloponnesus, were reconducted home by
Epaminondas.
How that change worked in Peloponnesus, amounting to a
partial reconstitution of the peninsula, has been sketched in
the preceding chapter. Among most of the cities and districts
hitherto dependent allies of Sparta, the local oligarchies whereby Spartan influence had been maintained, were overthrown,
not without harsh and violent reaction. Laconia had been
invaded and laid waste, while the Spartans were obliged to
content themselves with guarding their central hearth and
their families from assault. The western and best half of
Laconia had been wrested from them ; Messene had been
constituted as a free city on their frontier ; a large proportion of
their Periceki and Helots had been converted into independent
Greeks bitterly hostile to them; moreover the Arcadian
population had been emancipated from their dependence, and
organised into self-acting, jealous neighbours, in the new city
of Megalopolis, as well as in Tegea and Mantineia. The once
philo-Laconian Tegea was now among the chief enemies of
Sparta; and the Skiritre, so long numbered as the bravest of
the auxiliary troops of the latter, were now identified in
sentiment with Arcadians and Thebans against her.
Out of Peloponnesus, ·the change wrought had also been
considerable; partly, in the circumstances of Thessaly and
Macedonia, partly in the position and policy of Athens.
At the moment of the battle of Leuktra (July, 371 B.c.)
Jason was tagus of Thessaly, and Amyntas king of Macedonia.
Amyntas was dependent on, if not tributary to, Jason, whose
dominion, military force, and revenue, combined with extraordinary personal energy and ability, rendered him decidedly
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i the first potentate in Greece, whose aspirations were known to
'be unbounded ; so that he inspired more or less alarm everywhere, especially to weaker neighbours like the Macedonian
. prince. Throughout a reign of twenty-three years, full of
:trouble and peril, Amyntas had cultivated the friendship both
~of Sparta and of Athens,! especially the former. It was by
·Spartan aid only that he had been enabled to prevail over the
Olynthian confederacy, which would otherwise have proved an
overmatch for him. At the time when Sparta aided him to
crush that promising and liberal confederacy, she was at the
maximum of her power (382-379 B.c.), holding even Thebes
under garrison among her subject-allies. But the revolution of
Thebes, and the war against Thebes and Athens (from 378 B.C.
downward) had sensibly diminished her power on land ; while
the newly-organised naval force and maritime confederacy of
the Athenians had overthrown her empire at sea. Moreover,
the great power of Jason in Thessaly had so grown up
(combined with the resistance of the Thebans) as to cut off the
:communication of Sparta with Macedonia, and even to forbid
,her (in 374 B.c.) from assisting her faithful ally, the Pharsalian
:Polydamas, against him. 2 To Amyntas, accordingly, the
ifriendship of Athens, now again the greatest maritime potentate
1in Greece, had become more important than that of Sparta.
[~Ve know that he tried to conciliate the powerful Athenian
lbenerals, Iphikrates and Timotheus. He adopted the former
~s his son ; 3 at what exact period, cannot be discovered; but
:I have already stated that Iphikrates had married the daughter
of Kotys king of Thrace, and had acquired a maritime settlement called Drys on the Thracian coast. In the years 3 73-3 7 2
B.c., we find Timotheus also in great favour with Amyntas,
testified by a valuable present sent to him at Athens; a cargo
of timber, the best produce of Macedonia. 4 Amyntas was at
this period on the best footing with Athens, sent his deputies

1

lEschin~s,

De Fals. Leg. c. IJ, p. 249;

Isokrat~s,

Or. v. (Philipp.) s.

I24. '0 -yap 11'C<'T'tJP (J'OV (lsokratt!s to Philip) 7rpos rO.s 71'6ll.m ravras (Sparta,
~t?ens, fr~os,

curo.uas

OlKE£CdS

_and Thebes), aTs (J'Ot 1rapatvw 1rpo(J'ixew rov vovv, 1rpos
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The connexion of Amyntas with Thebes could hardly have been considerable; that with Argos was based upon a strong legendary and ancestral
sentiment rather than on common political grounds ; with Athens it was
both political and serious ; with Sparta, it was attested by the most
essential military aid and co-operation.
2 X en. Hellen. vi. I, I 7.
3 A3:schin.;s, De Fals. Leg. c. IJ, p. 249. See above, ch. Jxxvii.
4
Demosthen. cont. Timotheum, c. 8, p. II94; Xenoph. Hellen.
vi. I, II.
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as a confederate to the regular synod there assembled, and was:
1
treated with considerable favour.l
The battle of Leuktra (July 371 B.c.) tended to knit more
closely the connexion between Amyntas and the Athenians,.
who were now the auxiliaries most likely to sustain him against-l
the ascendency of Jason. It produced at the same time the 1
more important effect of stimulating the ambition of Athens in i
every direction. Not only her ancient rival, Sparta, beaten in!
the field and driven from one humiliation to another, was i
disabled from opposing her, and even compelled to solicit her
aid-but new rivals, the Thebans, were suddenly lifted into an
ascendency inspiring her with mingled jealousy and apprehension. Hence fresh hopes as well as fresh jealousies conspired
to push Athens in a career of aspiration such as had never
appeared open to her since the disasters of 404 B.C. Such
enlargement of her views was manifested conspicuously by the
step taken two or three months after the battle of Leuktra
(mentioned in my preceding chapter)-of causing the peace,
which had already been sworn at Sparta in the preceding month
of June, to be re-sworn under the presidency and guarantee of
Athens, by cities binding themselves mutually to each other as
defensive allies of Athens ; 2 thus silently disenthroning Sparta
and taking her place.
On land, however, Athens had never held, and could hardly
expect to hold, anything above the second rank, serving as a
bulwark against Theban aggrandisement. At sea she already
occupied the first place, at the head of an extensive confederacy;
and it was to further maritime aggrandisement that her present
chances, as well as her past traditions, pointed. Such is the
new path upon which we now find her entering. At the first
formation of her new confederacy, in 378 B.c., she had distinctly
renounced all idea of resuming the large amount of possessions,
public and private, which had been snatched from her along
with her empire at the close of the Peloponnesian war; and
had formally proclaimed that no Athenian citizen should for
the future possess or cultivate land out of Attica-a guarantee '
against renovation of the previous kleruchies or out-possessions. II
This prudent self-restraint, which had contributed so much
during the last seven years to raise her again into naval pre1

1 JEschin@s, De Fals. Leg. c. 13, p. 248.
·dw 1ra:rp<K~V •iivo<av, Kal -ril.s
Ebep')IECTias &s flp.eis fJ1r~p~aTE 'Ap.OVT'f, TqJ <f>tAi'lr'lrOV 1ra-rpl, &c.
Demosthen@s cont. Aristokrat. c. 30, p. 66o. -r~v 'lraTp<K~v <J>tA.lav
avaV€0VCT8at (Philip to the Athenians): compare ibid. c~ 29, P· 657·
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 2,
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eminence, is now gradually thrown aside, under the tempting
circumstances of the moment. Henceforward, the Athenian
maritime force becomes employed for the recovery of lost
possessions as well as f9r protection or enlargement of the
confederacy. The prohibition against kleruchies out of Attica
will soon appear to be forgotten. Offence is given to the
prominent members of the maritime confederacy ; so that the
force of Athens, misemployed and broken into fragments, is
found twelve or thirteen years afterwards unable to repel a new
aggressor, who starts up, alike able and unexpected, in the
Macedonian prince, Philip son of Amyntas.
Very different was·the position of Amyntas himself towards
Athens, in 371 B.C. He was an unpretending ally, looking
for her help. in case of need against Jason, and sending his
envoy to the meeting at Athens about September or October
.1.71 B.C., when the general peace was re-sworn under Athenian
auspices. It was at this meeting that Athens seems to have
first put forth her new maritime pretensions. While guarantee'ng to every Grecian city, great and small, the enjoyment of
autonomy, she made exception of some cities which she
claimed as belonging to herself. Among these was certainly
Am phipolis; probably also the towns in the Thracian Cher>onesus, and Potidrea; all which we find a few years afterwards
Jccupied by Athenians.! How much of their lost possessions
the Athenians thought it prudent now to reclaim, we cannot
:iistinctly make out. But we know that their aspirations
5rasped much more than Am phi polis; 2 and the moment
.vas probably thought propitious for making other demands
besides. Amyntas through his envoy, together with the rest
)f the assembled envoys, recognised without opposition the
right of the Athenians to Amphipolis. 3
1 Demosthen. (Philippic. ii. c. 4, p. 71 ; De Halonneso, c. 3, p. 79; De
Rebus Chersones. c. 2, p. 91) ; also Epistol. Philipp. ap. Demosthen. c. 6,
p. 163.
2 Compare the aspirations of Athens, as stated in 391 B. c., when the
propositions of peace recommended by Andokides were under consideration-aspirations, which were then regarded as beyond all hope of
1ttainment, and imprudent even to talk about (Andokides, De Pace, s. 15).

<J>fpE, a,\},a XEppOV1JUOV Kal TaS a'!rOtK[as Kal Ta ''/l<'r~fJ.<t'r<t Kal Ta xp£a 1va
~7rol.tf./3wp.ev; 'Al.l.' otiTe {:Jautl.eus, olin o/ uup.p.axoc, uv-yxwpovucv ~p.lv, p.e8'
[;v o.{rr(L
3

aEt

'1r'oA~}.'OiJVTas KT-I]U'a.u8a.c.

.tEschines, De Fals. Leg. c. 14, p. 250.

lvp.p.ax(as -yap il.aKe8acp.ov(wv Kal Twv IL\l.wv 'El.l.~vwv uvvel.8ouu1Js, eTs
~V '1"00'1"lJJV 'Ap.OV'ras lJ <f>tl\('!r11"0V 7r<t'1"~p, Kal 1rffJ.1rWV <fUV<8poV, Kal Tl)S 1<a8'
;aV'rOV ljt~<J>ov KUp<Os (/)v, ~l/11J<J>luaTo 'Ap.<J>[7rol\cv T~v 'A61Jvaiwv
rvvf~a 1 p €!v !J.f '1" a '1" w v li.l\l.w v 'E l. l\ ~ vw v 'A 611 valoIs.
Kal TOV'TO
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Such recognition was not indeed in itself either any loss to
Amyntas, or any gain to Athens: for Amphipolis, though
bordering on his kingdom, had never belonged to him, nor
had he any power of transferring it. Originally an Athenian
colony, 1 next taken from Athens in 424-423 B.C. by Brasidas,
through the improvidence of the Athenian officers Eukles and
Thucydides, then re-colonised under Laceda;monian auspices
-it had ever since remained an independent city j though
Sparra had covenanted to restore it by the peace of Nikias
(42 r B.c.), but had never performed her covenant. Its unparalleled situation, near to both the bridge and mouth of
the Strymon, in the midst of a fertile territory, within reach
of the mining district of Panga;us-rendered it a tempting
prize : and the right of Athens to it was indisputable ; so far
as original colonisation before the capture by Brasidas, and
formal treaty of cession by Sparta after the capture, could
Tb l<otvbv a&-y!La Twv 'E71.71.~vwv, 1<al Tovs 1/111'/><<Ta!Livovs, l1< Twv 01J!LO<Tlwv
')'paiL !L aT 6>11 /Lrf.pTvpas 1t'«pE<TXO!L1JV.

The remarkable event to which &schines here makes allusion, must
have taken place either in the congress held at Sparta, in the month
preceding the battle of Leuktra, where the general peace was sworn,
with universal autonomy guaranteed-leaving out only Thebes; or else,
at the subsequent congress held three or four months afterwards at Athens,
where a peace, on similar conditions generally, was agaiq sworn under the
auspices of Athens as president.
My conviction is, that it took place on the latter occasion-at Athens.
First, the reference of &schines to the 01J!LO<Tta -ypd./L!La:ra leads us to con.
elude that the affair was transacted in that city; secondly, I do not think
that the Athenians would have been in any situation to exact such a reserve
in their favour, prior to the battle of Leuktra; thirdly, the congress at
Sparta was held, not for the purpose of <TV!L!Laxia or alliance, but for that
of ierminating the war and concluding peace; while the subsequent congress ,
at Athens formed the basis of a defensive alliance, to which, either then or
soon afterwards, Sparta acceded.
1 The pretensions advanced by Philip of Macedon (in his Epistola ad
Athenienses, ap. Demosthen. p. 164), that Amphipolis or its locality
originally belonged to his ancestor Alexander son of Amyntas, as having
expelled the Persians from it-are unfounded, and contradicted by Thucy. ,
dides. At least, if (which is barely possible) Alexander ever did acquire
the spot, he must have lost it afterwards ; for it was occupied by the
Edonian Thracians, both in 465 B.c., when Athens made her first
unsuccessful attempt to plant .a colony there-and in 437 B.c., when she
tried again with better success under Agnon, and established Amphipolis
(Thucyd. iv. 102).
The expression of &schines, that Amyntas in 371 B.C. "gave up or
receded from" Amphipolis (Jiv li' 'AfJ.avTas &:7r4<TT'I-De Fals. Leg. l. c.) can
at most only be construed as referring to rights which he may have claimed,
since he was never in actual possession of it ; though we cannot wonder
that the orator should use such language in addressing Philip son of
Amyntas, who was really master of the town.
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confer a right. But this treaty, not fulfilled at the time, was
now fifty years old. The repugnance of the Amphipolitan
population, which had originally prevented its fulfilment, was
strengthened by all the sanction of a long prescription; while
the tomb and chapel of Brasidas their second founder, consecrated in the agora, served as an imperishable admonition
to repel all pretensions on the part of Athens. Such pretensions,
whatever might be the r:ight, were deplorably impolitic unless
Athens was prepared to back them by strenuous efforts of men
and money; from which we shall find her shrinking now, as
she had done (under the unwise advice of Nikias) in 421 B.c.,
and. the years immediately succeeding. In fact, the large
renovated pretensions of Athens both to Amphipolis and to
other places on the Macedonian and Chalkidic coast, combined
with her languor and inertness in military action-will be
found henceforward among the greatest mischiefs to the
general cause of Hellenic independence, and· among the most
effective helps to "the well-conducted aggressions of Philip of
Macedon.
Though the claim of Athens to the recovery of a portion
of her lost transmarine possessions was thus advanced and
recognised in the congress of autumn 37 I B.c., she does not
seem· to have been able to take any immediate steps for
prosecuting it. Six months afterwards, the state of northern
Greece was again completely altered by the death, nearly at
the same time, of Jason in Thessaly, and of Amyntas in
Macedonia.l The former was cut off (as has been mentioned
in the preceding chapter) by assassination, while in the plenitude of his vigour ; and his great power could not be held
together by an inferior hand. His two brothers, Polyphron
and Polydorus, succeaded him in the post of tagus of Thessaly.
Polyphron, having put to death his brother, enjoyed the
dignity for a short time; after which he too was slain by a
third brother, Alexander of Pherre ; but not before he had
committed gross enormities, by killing and banishing many of
the most eminent citizens of Larissa and Pharsalus ; among
them the estimable Polydamas. 2 The Larissrean exiles, many
belonging to the great family of the Aleuadre, took refuge in
1

Diodor. xv. 6o.
Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 4, 33, 34·
Diodorus (xv. 61) calls Alexander of Phene brother of Polydorus; Plut'arch (Pelopid. c. 29) calls him nephew. Xenophon does not expressly say
,which; but his narrative seems to countenance the statement of Diodorus
'rather than that of Plutarch.
2
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Macedonia, where Amyntas (having died in 370 B.c.) had been 1
succeeded in the throne by his youthful son Alexander. The
latter, being persuaded to invade Thessaly for the purpose of
restoring them, succeeded in getting possession of Larissa and
Krannon; both which cities he kept under- his own garrisons,
in spite of unavailing resistance from Polyphron and Alexander
of Phene.I
·
This Alexander, who succeeded to Jason's despotism in
l'hene, and to a considerable portion of his military power,
was nevertheless unable to keep together the whole of it, or
to retain Thessaly and its circumjacent tributaries in one
united dominion. The Thessalian cities hostile to him invited
assistance, not merely from Alexander of Macedon, but also
from the The bans; who despatched Pelopidas into the country,
seemingly in 369 B.c., soon after the return of the army under
Epaminondas from its victorious progress in Laconia and
Arcadia. Pelopidas entered Thessaly at the head of an army,
and took Larissa with various other cities into Theban protection; apparently under the acquiescence of Alexander of j
Macedon, with whom he contracted an alliance. 2 A large
portion of Thessaly thus came under the protection of Thebes,
in hostility to the dynasty of Pher::e and to the brutal tyrant
Alexander who now ruled in that city.
Alexander of Macedon found that he had difficulty enough
in maintaining his own dominion at home, without holding
Thessalian towns in garrison. He was harassed by intestine
dissensions, and after a reign of scarcely two years, was assassinated (368 B.c.) by some conspirators of Alorus and Pydna,
two cities (half Macedonian, half Hellenic) near the western
coast of the Thermaic Gulf. Ptolem::eus (or Ptolemy) of
Alorus is mentioned as leader of the enterprise, and Apollophanes of Pydna as one of the agents. 3 But besides these

l

1

Diodor. xv. 61.
Diodor. xv. 67.
The transactions of Macedonia and Thcssaly at this period are dif11cullto
make out clearly. \\'hat is stated in the text comes from Diodorus ~who
affirms, however, further-that Pelopidas marched into Macedonia, and
brought back as an hostage to Thebes the youthful Philip, brother of
Alexander. This latter affirmation is incorrect ; we know that Philip was
in Macedonia, and free, after the death of Alexander. And I believe that
the march of Pelopidas into Macedonia, with the bringing back of Philip
as a hostage, took place in the following year 368 B. c.
Justin also states (vii. 5), erroneously, that Alexander of Macedon gave
his brother Philip as a hostage, first to the Illyrians, next to the Thebans.
3 Demosthen. De Fals. Leg. c. 58, p. 402; Diodorus, xv. 71.
Diodorus makes the mistake of calling this Ptolemy son of Amyntas
I

2
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conspirators, there was also another enemy, Pausanias-a man
of the royal lineage and a pretender to the throne ; 1 who,
having been hitherto in banishment, was now returning at
the head of a considerable body of Greeks, supported by
numerous partisans in· Macedonia-and was already master
of Anthemus, Therme, Strepsa, and other places in or near
the Thermaic Gulf. He was making war both against Ptolemy
and against the remaining family of Amyntas. Eurydike, the
widow of that prince, was now left with her two younger
children, Perdikkas, a young man, and Philip, yet a youth.
She was in the same interest with Ptolemy, the successful
conspirator against her son Alexander, and there was even
a tale which represented her as his accomplice in the deed.
Ptolemy was regent, administering her affairs, and those of
her minor children, against Pausanias.2
Deserted by many of their most powerful friends, Eurydike
and Ptolemy would have been forced to yield the country to
Pausanias, had they not found by accident a foreign auxiliary
near at hand. The Athenian admiral Iphikrates, with a
squadron of moderate force, was then on the coast of Macedonia. He had been sent thither by his countrymen (369 B.c.)
(soon after his partial conflict near Corinth with the retreating
army of Epaminondas, on its way from Peloponnesus to Breotia),
for the purpose of generally surveying the maritime region of
and brother of Perdikkas ; though he at the same time describes him as
ll-ro;>..ep.u.'Los 'AAwpi-r1}s, which description would hardly be applied to one of
the royal brothers. Moreover, the passage of .tEschini!s, Fals. Leg. c. 14,
p. 250, shows that Ptolemy was not son of Amyntas; and Dexippus (ap.
Syncellum, p. 263) confirms the fact.
See these points discussed in Mr. Fynes Clinton's Fasti Hellenici,
' Appendix, c. 4·
1 Diodor. xvi. 2.
1 .tEschini!s, Fals. Legat. c. 13, 14, pp. 249, 250; Justin, vii. 6.
.tEschines mentions Ptolemy as regent, on behalf of Eurydike and her
two younger sons. .tEschines also mentions Alexander as having recently
died, but says nothing about his assassination. Nevertheless there is no
~~ason to doubt that he was assassinated, which we know both from
lemosthenes and Diodorus ; and assassinated by Ptolemy, which we
now from Plutarch (Pelop. c. 27), Marsyas (ap. Athenreum, xiv. p. 629),
~d Diodorus. Jus tin states that Eurydik€! conspired both against her
usband Amyntas, and against her children, in concert with a paramour.
'he statements of .tEschines rather tend to disprove the charge of her
aving been concerned in the death of Amyntas, but to support that of her
aving been accomplice with Ptolemy in the murder of Alexander.
Assassination was a fate which frequently befell the Macedonian kings.
i'hen we come to the history of Olympias, mother of Alexander the
:reat, it will be seen that Macedonian queens were capable of greater
rimes than those imputed to Eurydike.
VOL. X.
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Macedonia and Thrace, opening negotiations with parties in
the country, and laying his plans for future military operations.
At the period when Alexander was slain, and when Pausanias
was carrying on his invasion, Iphikrates happened to qe on
the Macedonian coast. He was there visited by Eurydike
with her two sons Perdikkas and Philip; the latter seemingly .
about thirteen or four(een years of age, the former somewhat
older. She urgently implored him to assist the family in their
present emergency, reminding him that Amyntas had not only
throughout his life been a faithful ally of Athens, but had also
adopted him (Iphikrates) as his son, and had thus constituted
him brother to the two young princes. Placing Perdikkas in
his hands, and causing Philip to· embrace his knees, she
appealed to his generous sympathies, and invoked his aid as
the only chance of restoration, or even of personal safety, to
the family. Iphikrates, moved by this affecting supplication,
declared in her favour, acted so vigorously against Pausanias
as to expel him from Macedonia, and secured the sceptre to
the family of Amyntas; under Ptolemy of Alorus as regent for
the time.
This striking incident is described by the orator .tEschines 1 '
in an oration delivered many years afterwards at Athens. The
boy, who then clasped the knees of Iphikrates, lived afterwards
to overthrow the independence, not .of Athens alone, but of
Greece generally. The Athenian general had not been sent
to meddle in the disputes of succession to the Macedonian
crown. Nevertheless, looking at the circumstances of the
time, his interference may really have promised beneficial
consequences to Athens ; so that we have no right to blame !
him for the unforeseen ruin which it was afterwards found to
occasion.
Though the interference of Iphikrates maintained the family
of Amyntas, and established Ptolemy of Alorus as regent, it
did not procure to Athens the possession of Amphipolis;
which was not in the power of the Macedonian kings to
bestow. Amphipolis was at that time a free Greek city,
inhabited by a population in the main seemingly Chalkidic,
and in confederacy with Olynthus. 2 I phikrates prosecuted

1

1 A!~chin~s, Fals. Leg. c. 13, 14, pp. 249, 250; Cornelius. Nepos,
lphicrates, c. 3·
2 Demos then. cont. Aristokrat. p. 669, s. I

so.

• • • • • fi.UT8ot ,.c£;~.w a~'T'OII (Charid~mus) 'T'o'is 'O;I.uvOlo<s, 'T'OtS Of1.€7tpot:
ix8pois Kal 'T'OlS txouow 'AfJ.<f>(1!'o;\.<V Ka'T'a 'T'OV'T'OV 'T'I!V XPOVOV,

Demosthenes is here speaking of the time when Timotheus superseded
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his naval operations on the coast of Thrace and Macedonia
for a period of three years (368-365 B.C.). We make out very
imperfectly what he achieved. He took into his service a
general named Charidemus, a native of Oreus in Eubrea; one
of those Condottieri (to use an Italian word familiar in the
fourteenth century), who, having a band of mercenaries under
his command, hired himself to the best bidder and to the
most prom1smg cause. These mercenaries served under
Iphikrates for three years, 1 until he was dismissed by the
Athenians from his command and superseded by Timotheus.
What successes they enabled him to obtain for Athens, is
not clear; but it is certain that he did not succeed in taking
Amphipolis. He seems to have directed one or two attempts
against the town by other officers, which proved abortive ; but
he got possession of some Amphipolitan prisoners or hostages,2
which opened a prospect of accomplishing the surrender of
the town.
It seems evident, however, in spite of our great dearth of
information, that Iphikrates during his command between
369-36 5 B.C. did not satisfy the expectations of his countrymen.
At tha~ time, those expectations were large, as testified by
sending out not only Iphikrates to Macedonia and Thrace, but
also Timotheus (who had returned from his service with the
Persians in 372-371 B.c.) to Ionia and the Hellespont, in
conjunction with Ariobarzanes the satrap of Phrygia. 3 That
satrap was in possession of Sestos, as well as of various ~ther
towns in the Thracian Chersonesus, towards which Athenian
ambition now tended, according to that new turn, towards
lphikrates in the command, that is, about 365-364 B.C. But we are fairly
entitled to presume that the same is true of 369 or 368 B. c.
1 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 669, s. 149, c. 37.
2 Demosth. cont. Aristokr. p. 669, s. 149,c. 37·
The passage in which the orator alludes to these hostages of the Amphipolitans. in the hands of Iphikrates, is unfortunately not fully intelligible
without further information.
(Charidemus) llpw'TOV p.ev 'TOVs 'Ap.tf>t7rolU'TWV ~p.~povs, oils 7rU.p'
<Ap1f'~hov ~aS...ltJv ,'Icp~Kfd.TfiS t~wKE ,cpvA&.~rEt v a,v,.cp, !f'l'J</>Lv p. w v ws up.as ~eop.(crat, 7rapeow1CEV
p.h ll.ct/3€iv 'Ap.<f>hro/\tv, TouT' ~p.-rr6otov ICct'TEUT'T/.

<r ct p. • v w v

Ap.tf>t7ro/\t'Tctts• ~eal 'TOV

Who Harpalus was-or what is meant hy Iphikrates "obtaining (or
captaring) from _him the Amphipolitan hostages ''-we cannot determine.
Possibly Harpalus may have been commander of a body of Macedonians
or Thracians acting as auxiliaries to the Amphipolitans, and in this
character exacting hostages from. them as security. Charidemus, as we
see afterwards, when acting for Kersobleptes, received hostages from the
(inhabitants of Sestos (Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p. 679, c. 401 s. 177).
B Demosthen. De Rhodior. Libertat. c. 5, p. 193·
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more special and separate acquisitions for Athens, which it
had taken since the battle of Leuktra. But before we advert
to the achievements of Timotheus (366-365 B.c.) in these
regions, we must notice the main course of political conflict in
Greece Proper, down to the partial pacification of 366 B.c.
Though the Athenians had sent Iphikrates (in the winter of
3 70-369 B.c.) to rescue Sparta from the grasp of Epaminondas,
the terms of a permanent alliance had not yet been settled
between them. Envoys from Sparta and her allies visited
Athens shortly afterwards for that purpose.l All pretensions
to exclusive headship on the part of Sparta were now at an end.
Amidst abundant discussion in the public assembly, all the
speakers, Lacedremonian and others as well as Athenian,
unanimously pronounced that the headship must be vested
jointly and equally in Sparta and Athens ; and the only point
Xen. Hellen. vii. I, I.
The words -rqJ fln'p'f l-rEL must denote the year beginning in the spring
of 369 B.C. On this point I agree with Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Gr. vol. v. ch.
40, p. 145 note); differing from him however (p. 146 note), as well as from
Mr. Clinton, in this-that I place the second expedition of Epaminondas
into Peloponnesus (as Sievers places it, p. 278) in 369 B.C. ; not in
368 B.C.
The narrative of Xenophon carries to my mind conviction that this is
what be meant to affirm. In the beginning of Book VII. he says, -r<f 8'
1

flu-r,prp l-ret Aa~ee8a<p.oviwv ~eal -rwv uvp.p.&xwv 1rp,ul3ets ~l\8ov ain-o!Cptt-rop<s
'A8{jva(•, 13ovl\evuop.<vo• 1<a8' II, -rt 7, uvp.p.axla luo•-ro Aat«8a<p.ovio<S Kal
'A87)valots.
Now the words Tqi ll' il<T'T,P'I' r..., denote the spring of 369 B.C.

Xenophon goes on to describe the assembly and the discussion at Athens,
respecting the terms of alliance. This description occupies, from vii. r; I
to vii. I, 14, where the final vote and agreement is announced.
Immediately after this vote, Xenopbon goes on to say-:i.TpaT<vop.,vwv o'
ap.<J>OT,pwv aln-wv «al 'TWV uvp.p.&xwv (Laceda!monians, Athenians, and
allies) •ls Kopw8ov, flio~E «owp <J>vl\d.-r-r<tv -ro ~Ov<wv. Kal t1r<l l1ropevovTo
ol 07){3a'Lot «al ol uvp.p.axo<, 1rapa-ra~&p.evo1 lcpvl\aT-rov &1\l\os ifl\l\o8ev -roil
'Ov<iov.

I conceive that the decision of the Athenian assembly-the march of the
Atheni::tns and Lacedremonians to guard the lines of Oneium-and the march
of the Thebans to enter Peloponnesus-are here placed by Xenophon as
events in immediate sequence, with no long interval of time between them.
I see no ground to admit the interval of a year between the vote of the
assembly and the march of the The bans; the more so, as Epaminondas
might reasonably presume that the building of Megalopolis and Messene,
recently begun, would need to be supported by another Theban army in
Peloponnesus during 369 B.C.
It is indeed contended (and admitted even by Sievers) that Epaminondas
could not have been re-elected Bceotarch in 369 B.C. But in this point I
do not concur. It appears to me that the issue of the trial at Thebes was
triumphant for him ; thus making it more probable-not less probablethat he and Pelopidas were re-elected Bceotarchs immediately.

'
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in debate was, how such an arrangement could be most
suitably carried out. It was at first proposed that the former
should command on land, the latter at sea; a distribution,
which, on first hearing, found favour both as equitable and
convenient until an Athenian named Kephisodotus reminded
his countrymen, that the Laced~monians had few ships of war,
and those manned chiefly by Helots ; while the land-force of
Athens consisted of her horsemen and hoplites, the choice
citizens of the state. Accordingly, on the distribution now
pointed out, Athenians, in great numbers and of the best
quality, would be placed under Spartan command ; while few
Laced~monians, and those of little dignity, would go under
Athenian command ; which would be, not equality, but the
reverse. Kephisodotus proposed that both on land and at sea,
the command should alternate between Athens and Sparta, in
periods of five days; and his amendment was adopted.!
Though such amendment had the merit of perfect equality
between the two competitors for headship, it was by no means
well calculated for success in joint operations against a
general like Epaminondas. The allies determined to occupy
Corinth as a main station and to guard the line of Mount
Oneium between that city and Kenchre~, 2 so as to prevent the
Thebans from again penetrating into Peloponnesus. It is one
mark of the depression in the fortunes of Sparta, that this very
station, now selected for the purpose of keeping a Theban
invader from her frontier, had been held, during the war from
394-387 B.c., by the Athenians and Thebans against herself,
to prevent her from breaking out of Peloponnesus into Attica
and Breotia. Never since the invasion of Xerxes had there
been any necessity for defending the Isthmus of Corinth
against an extra-Peloponnesian assailant. But now, even to
send a force from Sparta to Corinth, recourse must have been
had to transport by sea, either across the Argolic Gulf from
Prasi~ to Halieis, or round Cape Skyll~um to the Saronic Gulf
and Kenchre~; for no Spartan troops could march by land across
Arcadia or Argos. This difficulty however was surmounted,
and a large allied force (not less than 2o,ooo men according to
Diodorus)-consisting of Athenians with auxiliary mercenaries
under Chabrias, Laced~monians, Pellenians, Epidaurians,
Megarians, Corinthians, and all the other allies still adhering
to Sparta, was established in defensive position along the line
ofOneium.
1
2

Xen. Hellen. vii. I, ro- I 4·
Xen. Hellen. vii. I, IS, I6; Diodor. xv. 68.
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It was essential for Thebes to reopen communication with
her Peloponnesian allies. Accordingly Epaminondas, at the
head of the Thebans and their northern allies, arrived during
the same summer in front of this position, on his march into
Peloponnesus. His numbers were inferior to those of his
assembled enemies, whose position prevented him from joining
his Arcadian, Argeian, and Eleian allies, already assembled in
Peloponnesus. After having vainly challenged the enemy to
come down and fight in the plain, Epaminondas laid his plan
for attacking the position. Moving from his camp a little
before daybreak, so as to reach the enemy, just when the
night-guards were retiring, but before the general body had yet
risen and got under arms 1-he directed an assault along the
whole line. But his principal effort, at the head of the chosen
Theban troops, was made against the Laceda:monians and
Pellenians, who were posted in the most assailable part of the
line. 2 So skilfully was his movement conducted, that he
completely succeeded in surprising them. The Laceda:monian
polemarch, taken unprepared, was driven from his position,
and forced to retire to another point of the hilly ground. He
presently sent to solicit a truce for burying his dead; agreeing
to abandon the line of Oneium, which had now become indefensible. The other parts of the Theban army made no
impression by their attack, nor were they probably intended
to do more than occupy attention, while Epaminondas himself
vigorously assailed the weak point of the position. Yet
Xenophon censures the Laceda:monian polemarch as fainthearted, for having evacuated the whole line as soon as his
own position was forced; alleging, that he might easily have
found another good position on one of the neighbouring
1

Xen. Hellen. vii. I, I6; Polyrenus, ii. 2, g.
This was an hour known to be favourable to sudden assailants, affording
a considerable chance that the enemy might be off their guard. It was at
the same hour that the Athenian Thrasybulus surprised the troops of the
Thirty, near Phyle in Attica (Xen. Hellen. ii. 4, 6).
2 Xen. Hellen. ib. ; Pausanias, ix. 15, 2.
Pausanias describes the battle as having been fought 1repl Mxa<ov; not
very exact, topographically, since it was on the other side of Corinth,
between Corinth and Kenchrere.
Diodorus (xv. 68) states that the whole space across, from Kenchrere on
one sea to Lechreum on the other, was trenched and palisaded by the
Athenians and Spartans. But this cannot be true, because the Long Walls
were a sufficient defence between Corinth and Lechreum ; and even between
Corinth and Kenchrere, it is not probable that any such continuous line
of defence was drawn, though the assailable points were probably thus
guarded. Xenophon does not mention either trench or palisade.
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eminences, and might have summoned reinforcements from his
allies-and that the Thebans, in spite of their partial success,
were so embarrassed how to descend on the Peloponnesian side
of Oneium, that they were half disposed to retreat. The
criticism of Xenophon indicates doubtless an unfavourable
judgement pronounced by many persons in the army; the
justice of which we are not in a condition to appreciate. But
whether the Lacedremonian commander was to blame or
not, Epaminondas, by his skilful and victorious attack upon
this strong position, enhanced his already high military
renown. 1
Having joined his Peloponnesian allies, Arcadians, Eleians,
and Argeians, he was more than a match for the Spartan and
Athenian force, which appears now to have confined itself to
Corinth, Lechreum, and Kenchrere. He ravaged the territories
of Epidaurus, Trcezen, and Phlius ; and obtained possession
of Sikyon as well as of Pellene. 2 At Sikyon, a vote of the
people being taken, it was resolved to desert Sparta, to
form alliance with Thebes, and to admit a Theban harmost
and garrison into the acropolis; Euphron-a citizen hitherto
preponderant in the city by means of Sparta, and devoted to
her interest-now altered his politics and went along with the
stronger tide.s We cannot doubt also that Epaminondas went
into Arcadia to encourage and regulate the progress of his two
great enterprises-the foundation of Messene and Megalopolis;
nor does the silence of Xenophon on such a matter amount to
any disproof. These new towns having been commenced less
than a year before, cannot have been yet finished, and may
probably have required the reappearance of his victorious army.
The little town of Phlius-situated south of Sikyon and west
of Corinth-which was one of the most faithful allies of Sparta,
was also in great hazard of being captured by the Phliasian
exiles. When the Arcadians and Eleians were marching
through N emea to join Epaminondas at Oneium, these exiles
entreated them only to show themselves near Phlius; with the
assurance that such demonstration would suffice to bring about
the capture of the town. The exiles then stole by night to the
1

Xen. Hellen. vii. r, 14-17; Diodor. xv. 68.
Xen. Hellen. vii. r, r8; vii. 2, II ; Diodor. xv. 69.
This march against Sikyon seems alluded to by Pausanias (vi. 3, r);
the Eleian horse were commanded by Stomius, who slew the enemy's
commander with his own hand.
The stratagem of the Bceotian Pammen~s in attacking the harbour of
Sikyon (Polyrenus, v. r6, 4) may perhaps belong to this undertaking.
8 Xen. Hellen. vii. r, rS, 22, 44; vii. 3, z-8.
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foot of the town walls with scaling-ladders, and there lay hid,
until, as day began to break, the scouts from the neighbouring
hill Trikaranum announced that the allied enemies were in
sight. While the attention of the citizens within was thus
engaged on the other side, the concealed exiles planted their
ladders, overpowered the few unprepared guards, and got
possession of the acropolis. Instead of contenting themselves
with this position until the allied force came up, they strove
also to capture the town ; but in this they were defeated by
the citizens, who, by desperate efforts of bravery, repulsed both
the intruders within and the enemy without; thus preserving
their town.! The fidelity of the Phliasians to Sparta entailed
upon them s~vere hardships through the superiority of their
enemies in the field, and through perpetual ravage of their
territory from multiplied hostile neighbours (Argos, Arcadia,
and Sikyon), who had established fortified posts on their
borders ; for it was only on the side of Corinth that the
Phliasians had a friendly neighbour to afford them the means
of purchasing provisions. 2
Amidst general success, the Thebans experienced partial
reverses. Their march carrying them near to Corinth, a party
of them had the boldness to rush at the gates, and to attempt
a surprise of the town. But the Athenian Chabrias, then
commanding within it, disposed his troops so skilfully, and
made so good a resistance, that he defeated them with loss
and reduced them to the necessity of asking for the ordinary
truce to bury their dead, which were lying very near to the
walls. a This advantage over the victorious Thebans somewhat
raised the spirits of the Spartan allies; who were still further
encouraged by the arrival in Lecha!um of a squadron from
Syracuse, bringing a body of 2ooo mercenary Gauls and Iberians,
with fifty horsemen, as a succour from the despot Dionysius.
Such foreigners had never before been seen in Peloponnesus.
Their bravery, and singular nimbleness of movement, gave
them the advantage in several partial skirmishes, and disconcerted the Thebans. But the Spartans and Athenians were
not bold enough to hazard a general battle, and the Syracusan
I Xen. Hellen. vii. 2, 5-9·
This incident must have happened in 369 B.c., just about the time when
Epaminondas surprised and broke through the defensive lines of Mount
Oneium. In the second chapter of the seventh Book, Xenophon takes up
the history of Phlius, and carries it on from the winter of 370-369 B.c.,
when Epaminondas invaded Laconia, through 369, 368, 367 B.C.
H Xen. Hellen. vii. 2, 17.
8 Xen. Hellen. vii. 1, 19; Diodor. xv. 69.
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detachment returned home after no very long stay; 1 while the
Thebans also went back to Breotia.
One proceeding of Epaminondas during this expedition
merits especial notice. It was the general practice of the
Thebans to put to death all the Breotian exiles who fell into
their hands as prisoners, while they released under ransom all
other Greek prisoners. At the capture of a village named
Phrebias in the Sikyonian territory, Epaminondas took captive
a considerable body of Breotian exiles. With the least possible
delay, he let them depart under ransom, professing to regard
them as belonging to other cities.2 We find him always trying to mitigate the rigorous dealing then customary towards
political opponents.
Throughout this campaign of 369 B.c., all the Peloponnesian
allies had acted against Sparta cheerfully under Epaminondas
and the Thebans. But in the ensuing year the spirit of the
Arcadians had been so raised, by the formation of the new
Pan-Arcadian communion, by the progress of Messene and
Megalopolis, and the conspicuous depression of Sparta-that
they fancied themselves not only capable of maintaining their
independence by themselves, but also entitled to divide headship with Thebes, as Athens divided it with Sparta. Lykomedes
the Mantineian, wealthy, energetic, and able, stood forward as
the exponent of this new aspiration, and as the champion of
Arcadian dignity. He reminded the Ten Thousand (the PanArcadian synod)-that while all other residents in Peloponnesus
1

Xen. Hellen. vii. 1, 22; Diodor. xv. 70.
Diodorus states that these mercenaries had been furnished with pay for
five months ; if this is correct, I presume that we must understand it as
comprehending the time of their voyage from Sicily and back to Sicily.
Nevertheless, the language of Xenophon would not lead us to suppose that
they remained in Peloponnesus even so long as three months.
I think it certain however that much more must have passed in this
campaign than what Xenophon indicates. Epaminondas would hardly
have forced· the passage of the Oneium for such small objects as we find
mentioned in the Hellenica.
An Athenian Inscription, extremely defective, yet partially restored and
published by M. Boeckh (Corp. Inscr. No. 85 a. Addenda to vol. i. p.
897), records a vote, of the Athenian people and of the synod of Athenian
confederates-praising Dionysius of Syracuse-and recording him with his
two sons as benefactors of Athens. It was probably passed somewhere
near this time ; and we know from Demosthen<ls that the Athenians
granted the freedom of their city to Dionysius and his descendants
(Demosthenl!s ad Philipp. Epistol. p. 161, as well as the Epistle of Philip,
on which this is a comment). The Inscription is too defective to warrant
any other inferences.
2 Pausanias, ix. r 5, z.
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were originally immigrants, they alone were the indigenous
occupants of the peninsula; that they were the most numerous
section, as well as the bravest and hardiest men, who bore the
Hellenic name-of which, proof was afforded by the fact, that
Arcadian mercenary soldiers were preferred to all others; that
the Lacedremonians had never ventured to invade Attica, nor
the Thebans to invade Laconia, without Arcadian auxiliaries.
"Let us follow no man's lead (he concluded), but stand up for
ourselves. In former days, we built up the power of Sparta
by serving in her armies; and now, if we submit quietly to
follow the Thebans, without demanding alternate headship for
ourselves, we shall presently find them to be Spartans under
another name." 1
Such exhortations were heard with enthusiasm by the
assembled Arcadians, to whom political discussion and the
sentiment of collective dignity was a novelty. Impressed with
admiration for Lykomedes, they chose as officers every man
whom he recommended; calling upon him to lead them into
active service, so as to justify their new pretensions. He
conducted them into the territory of Epidaurus, now under
invasion by the Argeians; who were however in the greatest
danger of being cut off, having their retreat intercepted by a
body of troops from Corinth under Chabrias-Athenians and
Corinthians. Lykomedes with his Arcadians, fighting his way
through enemies as well as through a difficult country, repelled
the division of Chabrias, and extricated the embarrassed
Argeians. He next invaded the territory south of the new city
of Messene and west of the Messenian Gulf, part of which was
still held by Spartan garrisons. He penetrated as far as Asine,
where the Spartan commander, Geranor, drew out his garrison
to resist them, but was defeated with loss, and slain, while
the suburbs of Asine were destroyed. 2 Probably the Spartan
mastery of the south-western corner of Peloponnesus was
terminated by this expedition. The indefatigabl€ activity
which these Arcadians now displayed under their new commander, overpowering all enemies, and defying all hardships
and difficulties of marching over the most rugged mountains, by
1
ll

Xen. Hellen. vii.
Xen. Hellen. vii.

I, 2 3·
I,

25.

lorpanvO"d.p.evol Of Kal eis 'Ao-{v'IIV orljs Actt<WVIJC1js, tv(H:'IIO"ci.V "TE "T~]V -r&iv
Aatcella•p.ovlwv rppovpcl.v, t<al orhv repd.vopa, Thll "Tro"Aep.apxov l"TraporLd."T'IIV
"fE"fEV'IIP.EVov, 4"TrEK"TeLvav, t<ctl oro 1rpod.o-nwv or&v 'Ao-1valwv l7rOp6"1/0"«Y.
Diodorus states that Lykomed~s and the Arcadians took Pell~n~, which

is in a different situation and can hardly refer to the same expedition (xv.
67)·
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night as well as by day, throughout the winter season-excited
everywhere astonishment and alarm; not without considerable
jealousy even on the part of their allies the Thebans. 1
While such jealousy tended to loosen the union between the
Arcadians and Thebes, other causes tended at the same time
to disunite them from Elis. The Eleians claimed rights of
supremacy over Lepreon and the other towns of Triphylia,
which rights they had been compelled by the Spartan arms
to forego thirty years before. 2 Ever since that period, these
towns had ranked as separate communities, each for itself as a
dependent ally of Sparta. Now that the power of the latter
was broken, the Eleians aimed at resumption of their lost
supremacy. But the formation of the new "commune Areadum " at Megalopolis interposed an obstacle never before
thought of. The Triphylian towns, affirming themselves to be
of Arcadian origin, and setting forth as their eponymous Hero
Triphylus son of Arkas, 3 solicited to be admitted as fullyqualified members of the incipient Pan-Arcadian communion.
They were cordially welcomed by tlie general Arcadian body
(with a degree of sympathy similar to that recently shown by
the Germans towards Sleswick-Holstein), received as political
brethren, and guaranteed as independent against Elis.4 The
Eieians, thus finding themselves disappointed of the benefits
which they had anticipated from the humiliation of Sparta,
became greatly alienated from the Arcadians.
Ariobarzanes, the satrap of Phrygia, with whom the Athenians
had just established a correspondence, now endeavoured (perhaps at their instance) to mediate for peace in Greece, sending
over a citizen of Abydus named Philiskus, furnished with a
large sum of money. Choosing Delphi as a centre, Philiskus
convoked thither, in the name of the Persian king, deputies from
all the belligerent parties, Theban, Lacedremonian, Athenian,
&c., to meet him. These envoys never consulted the god as
to the best means of attaining peace (says Xenophon), but
merely took counsel among themselves ; hence, he observes,
little progress was made towards peace ; since the Spartans 5
peremptorily insisted that Messene should again be restored to
them, while the Thebans were not less firm in resisting the
proposition. It rather seems that the allies of Sparta were
willing to concede the point, and even tried, though in vain, to
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 26.

8 Polyb. iv. 77.

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 30, 31.
4 Xen. Hellen. vii. r, 26; vii. 4, r2.
,Ek~t' OE ,~A.86zn·es, Tr# p.Ev Beef oVOEv E«owtfJ·
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overcome her reluctance. The congress accordingly broke up ·
while Philiskus, declaring himself in favour of Sparta and Athens:
employed his money in levying mercenaries for the professed
purpose of aiding them in the war. 1 We do not find, however,
that he really lent them any aid. It would appear that his
mercenaries were intended for the service of the satrap himself,
who was then organising his revolt from Artaxerxes ; and that
his probable purpose in trying to close the war was, that he
might procure Grecian soldiers more easily and abundantly.
Though the threat of Philiskus produced no immediate result,
however, it so alarmed the Thebans as to determine them to
send an embassy up to the Great King; the rather, as they
learnt that the Laced(emonian Euthykles had already gone up
to the Persian court, .to solicit on behalf of Sparta. 2
How important had been the move made by Epaminondas
in reconstituting the autonomous Messenians, was shown,
among other evidences, by the recent abortive congress at
Delphi. Already this formed the capital article in Grecian
political discussion ; an ·article, too, on which Sparta stood
nearly alone. For not only the Thebans (whom Xenophon a
specifies as if there were no others of the same sentiment), but
all the allies of Thebes, felt hearty sympathy and identity of
interest with the newly-enfranchised residents in Mount Ith6me
and in Western Laconia; while the allies even of Sparta were,
at most, only lukewarm against them, if not positively inclined
in their favour.4
A new ph(enomenon soon presented itself, which served as a
sort of recognition of the new-born, or newly-revived, Messenian
community, by the public voice of Greece. At the 103rd
Olympic festival (Midsummer 368 B.c.)-which occurred within
less than two years after Epaminondas laid the foundation-stone
of Messene-a Messenian boy named Damiskus gained the
wreath as victor in the foot-race of boys. Since the first
Messenian war, whereby the nation became subject to Sparta,5
Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 27 ; Diodor. xv. 70.
Diodorus states that Philiskus was sent by Artaxerx@s ; which seems not
exact; he was sent by Ariobarzanes in the name of Artaxerxes. Diodorus
also says that Philiskus left 2000 mercenaries with pay provided, for the
service of the Lacedremonians ; which troops are never afterwards
mentioner1..
3 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 27.
2 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 33·
4 See this fact indicated in Isokrat@s, Archidamus (Or. vi.), s. 2-II.
5 Pausanias, vi. 2, 5·
Two Messenian victors had been proclaimed during the interval ; but
they were inhabitants of Messene in Sicily. And these two were ancient
1
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no Messenian victor had ever been enrolled ; though before
that war, in the earliest half-century of recorded Olympiads,
several Messenian victors are found on the register. No
competitor was admitted to enter the lists, except as a free
Greek from a free community; accordingly so long as these
Messenians had been either enslaved, or in exile, they would
never have been allowed to contend for the prize under that
designation. So much the stronger was the impression produced, when, in 368 B.c., after an interval of more than three
centuries, Damiskus the Messenian was proclaimed victor.
No Theory (or public legation for sacrifice) could have come
to Olympia from Sparta, since she was then at war both
with Eleians and Arcadians; probably few individual Laceda:!monians were present; so that the spectators, composed
generally of Greeks unfriendly to Sparta, would hail the
proclamation of the new name as being an evidence of her
degradation, as well as from sympathy with the long and severe
oppression of the Messenians.l This Olympic festival-the
first after the great revolution occasioned by the battle of
Leuktra-was doubtless a scene of earnest anti-Spartan
emotion.
During this year 368 B.c., the Thebans undertook to march
into Peloponnesus ; the peace-congress at Delphi probably
occupied their attention, while the Arcadians neither desired
nor needed their aid. But Pelopidas conducted in this year a
The ban force into Thessaly, in order to protect Larissa and the
other cities against Alexander of Phera:!, and to counterwork the
ambitious projects of that despot, who was soliciting reinforcement from Athens. In his first object he succeeded. Alexander
was compelled to visit him at Larissa, and solicit peace. This
despot, however, alarmed at the complaints which came from
all sides against his cruelty-and at the language, first, admonitory, afterwards, menacing, of Pelopidas-soon ceased to
think himself in safety, and fled home to Phera:!. Pelopidas
established a defensive union against him among the other
Thessalian cities, and then marched onward into Macedonia,
where the regent Ptolemy, not strong enough to resist, entered
into alliance with the The bans; surrendering to them thirty
citizens of Zankle, the name which the Sicilian Mess~n~ bore before
Anaxilaus the despot chose to give to it this last-mentioned name.
1 See the contrary, or Spartan, feeling-disgust at the idea of persons
who had recently been their slaves, presenting themselves as spectators and
competitors in the plain of Olympia-set forth in Isokrates, Or. vi.
(Archidamus) s. III, II2.
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hostages from the most distinguished families in Macedonia, as
a guarantee for his faithful adherence. Among the hostages
was the youthful Philip son of Amyntas, who remained in this
character at Thebes for some years, under the care of
Pammenes. 1 It was thus that Ptolemy and the family of
Amyntas, though they had been maintained in Macedonia by
the active intervention of Iphikrates and the Athenians not
many months before, nevertheless now connected themselves
by alliance with the Thebans, the enemies of Athens. JEschines
the Athenian orator denounces them for ingratitude ; but
possibly the superior force of the Thebans left them no option.
Both the Theban and Macedonian force became thus enlisted
for the protection of the freedom of Amphipolis against Athens. 2
And Pelopidas returned to Thebes, having extended the
ascendency of Thebes not only over Thessaly, but also over
Macedonia, assured by the acquisition of the thirty hostages.
Such extension of the Theban power, in Northern Greece,
disconcerted the maritime projects of Athens on the coast of
1

Plutarch, Pelopid. c. 26.
.tEschin@s, De Fals. Leg. c. 14, p. 249·
• • • • • • 15L0cJ.O'J<wv, 8TL 1rpw'Toll p.ev v1rep 'Ap.</JL'IrDl\€ws lt.vTe7rpa.Tn
(Ptolemy) ry 'lrDli.<L (to Athens), J<a.l 1rpbs 0rtf3o.lous li•a.<j!epofJ.E""'" 'Ail7wa.lwv,
O'up.p.a.xla.v ~'lroL-hO'a.To, &c.
Neither Plutarch nor Diodorus appear to me precise in specifying and
distinguishing the different expeditions of Pelopidas into Thessaly. I
cannot but think that he made four different expeditions; two before his
embassy to the Persian court (which embassy took place in 367 B.C.: see
Mr. Clinton, Fast. Hellen. on that year, who rightly places the date of the
embassy), and two after it.
r. The first was, in 369 B.C., after the death of Amyntas, but during the
short reign, less than two years, of his son Alexander of Macedon.
Diodorus mentions this fact (xv. 67), but he adds, what is erroneous,
that Pelopidas on this occasion brought back Philip as a hostage.
2. The second was in 368 B.C.; also mentioned by Diodorus (xv. 71)
and by Plutarch (Pelop. c. 26).
Diodorus (erroneously, as I think) connects this expedition with the
seizure and detention of Pelopidas by Alexander of Pherre. But it was
really on this occasion that Pelopidas brought back the hostages.
3· The third (which was rather a mission than an expedition) was in
366 B.c., after the return of Pelopidas from the Persian court, which
happened seemingly in the beginning of 366 B.C. In this third march,
Pelopidas was seized and made prisoner by Alexander of Pherre, until he
was released by Epaminondas. Plutarch mentions this expedition, clearly
distinguishing it from the second (Pelopidas, c. 27-fLE'Ta oe Ta.vTa. 'lrci.ll.w,
&c.) ; but with this mistake, in my judgement, that he places it before the
journey of Pelopidas to the Persian court; whereas it really occurred after
and in consequence ofthat journey, which dates in 367 B.C.
4· The fourth and last, in 364-363 B.C.; wherein he was slain (Diodor.
xv. So ; Plutarch, Pelopid. c. 32).
2
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Macedonia, at the same time that it laid the foundation of an
alliance between her and Alexander of Phene. While she was
thus opposing the Thebans in Thessaly, a second squadron
and reinforcement arrived at Corinth from Syracuse, under
Kissidas, despatched by the despot Dionysius. Among the
synod of allies assembled at Corinth, debate being held as to
the best manner of employing them, the Athenians strenuously
urged that they should be sent to act in Thessaly. But the
Spartans took an opposite view, and prevailed to have them
sent round to the southern co'ast of Laconia, in order that they
might co-operate in repelling or invading the Arcadians.!
Reinforced by the Sicilians and other mercenaries, Archidamus
led out the Lacedremonian forces against Arcadia. He took
Karyre by assault, putting to death every man whom he captured
in the place; and he further ravaged all the Arcadian territory,
in the district named after the Parrhasii, until the joint Arcadian
and Argeian forces arrived to oppose him ; upon which he
retreated to an eminence near Midea. 2 Here Kissidas, the
Syracusan commander, gave notice that he must retire, as
the period to which his orders reached had expired. He
accordingly marched back to Sparta; but midway in the march,
in a narrow pass, the Messenian troops arrested his advance,
and so hampered him, that he was forced to send to Archidamus
for aid. The latter soon appeared, while the main body of
Arcadians and Argeians followed also ; and Archidamus
resolved to attack them in general battle near Midea. Imploring
his soldiers, in an emphatic appeal, to rescue the great name of
Sparta from the disgrace into which it had fallen, he found
them full of responsive ardour. · They rushed with such fierceness to the charge, that the Arcadians and Argeians were
thoroughly daunted, and fled with scarce any resistance. The
pursuit was vehement, especially by the Gallic mercenaries, and
the slaughter frightful. Ten thousand men (if we are to believe
Diodorus) were slain, without the loss of a single Lacedremonian.
Of this easy and important victory-or, as it came to be called,
" the tear less battle "-news was forthwith transmitted by the
herald Demoteles to Sparta. So powerful was the emotion
produced by his tale, that all the Spartans who heard it burst
1
2

Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 28.
Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 28. The place here called Midea cannot be
identified. The only place of that name known, is in the territory of
Argos, quite different from what is here mentioned. 0. MUller proposes
to substitute Malrea for Midea; a conjecture, which there are no means of
verifying.
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into tears ; Agesilaus, the Senators, and the Ephors, setting the
example; 1-a striking proof how humbled, and disaccustomed
to the idea of victory, their minds had recently become !-a
striking proof also, when we compare it with the inflexible selfcontrol which marked their reception of the disastrous tidings
from Leuktra, how much more irresistible is unexpected joy
than unexpected grief, in working on these minds of iron
temper!
So offensive had been the insolence of the Arcadians, that
the news of their defeat was not unwelcome even to their allies
the Thebans and Eleians. It made them feel that they were
not independent of The ban aid, and determined Epaminondas
again to show himself in Peloponnesus, with the special view
of enrolling the Achreans in his alliance. The defensive line.
of Oneium was still under occupation by the Lacedremonians
and Athenians, who had their head-quarters at Corinth. Yet
having remained unattacked all the preceding year, it was now
so negligently guarded, that Peisias, the general of Argos,
instigated by a private request of Epaminondas, was enabled
suddenly to seize the heights above Kenchrere, with a force of
2000 men and seven days' provision. The The ban commander,
hastening his march, thus found the line of Oneium open near
Kenchrere, and entered Peloponnesus without resistance ; after
which he proceeded, joined by his Peloponnesian allies, against
the cities in Achaia. 2 Until the battle of Leuktra, these cities
1

Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 28-32; Diodor. xv. 72; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 33·
I think that this third expedition of Epaminondas into Peloponnesus
belongs to 367 B.C. ; being simultaneous with the embassy of Pelopidas to
the Persian court. Many chronologers place it in 366 B.c., after the conclusion of that embassy; because the mention of it occurs in Xenophon
after he has brought the embassy to a close. But I do not conceive that
this proves the fact of subsequent date. For we must recollect that the
embassy lasted several months; moreover the expedition was made while
Epaminondas was Boeotarch ; and he ceased to be so during the year 366
B.C. Besides, if we place the expedition in 366 B.C., there will hardly be
time left for the whole career of Euphron at Sikyon, which intervened
before the peace of 366 B.c. between Thebes and Corinth (see Xen. Hellen.
vii. I, 44seq.).
The relation of contemporaneousness between the embassy of Pelopidas
to Persia, and the expedition of Epaminondas, seems indicated when we
compare vii. I, 33 with vii. I, 48-::Svvexws o€ /3ov/l.evop.evo• ol 07)/3a'io<,
2

g,.,.,s &.v .,.t,v ~f'•p.ovlav /l.rJ./3o<EV orijs 'E/1./I.rJ.oos, ~vop.u:rav, •l,.lp.o/••av ?l'pos orov
flepcr&v {3acr</l.ea, &c. Then Xenophon proceeds to recount the whole

embassy, together with its unfavourable reception on returning, which
takes up the entire space until vii. I, 4I, when he says-AliOIS 0' 'E,.ap.••·
vwvlias, /3ov/1.7)6Els 'TOVs 'AXO.IOVs 1l'pOCI'V1l'O.f'O.f'ECI'6a<, g'll'WS p.a/1./l.ov cr<f>(crl Kal o/
'Apdlies Kal o/ lt/1./1.01 UV}'}'O.XOI ?l'por:rtxo<EV 'TOV vovv, ff'VW/C€ crorpa'T€V'T,OJI
•Iva• ,,.l or1)v 'Axa:lav.
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had been among the dependent allies of Sparta, governed by
local oligarchies in her interest. Since that event, they had
broken off from her, but were still under oligarchical governments (though doubtless not the same men), and had remained
neutral without placing themselves in connexion with either
Arcadians or Thebans.l Not being in a condition to resist
so formidable an invading force, they opened negotiations with
Epaminondas, and solicited to be enrolled as allies of Thebes ;
engaging to follow her lead whenever summoned, and to do
their duty as members of her synod. They tendered securities
which Epaminondas deemed sufficient for the fulfilment of
their promise. Accordingly, by virtue of his own personal
ascendency, he agreed to accept them as they stood, without
requiring either the banishment of the existing rulers or
substitution of democratical forms in place of the oligarchical. 2
Such a proceeding was not only suitable to the moderation of
dealing so remarkable in Epaminondas, but also calculated to
strengthen the interests of Thebes in Peloponnesus, in the
present jealous and unsatisfactory temper of the Arcadians, by
attaching to her on peculiar grounds Achreans as well as
Eleians ; the latter being themselves half-alienated from the
Arcadians. Epaminondas further liberated Naupaktus and
Kalydon, 3 which were held by Achrean garrisons, and which he
enrolled as separate allies of Thebes; whither he then returned,
without any other achievements (so far as we are informed) in
Peloponnesus.
But the generous cd1culations of this eminent man found
little favour with his countrymen. Both the Arcadians, and
the opposition party in the Achrean cities, preferred accusations
against him, alleging that he had discouraged and humiliated
all the real friends of Thebes; leaving power in the hands of
men who would join Sparta on the first opportunity. T'he
accusation was further pressed by Menekleidas, a Theban
This fresh expedition of Epaminondas is one of the modes adopted by
the Thebans of manifesting their general purpose expressed in the former
&c. •
·
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. r, 42-44.
The neutrality before observed, is implied in the phrase whereby
Xenophon describes their conduct afterwards: ~?r<l 8~ J(a:r<ll.86vtu ovJ(eTt
Ep.Jaevov, &c.
2 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 42.
His expression marks how completely these terms were granted by the
personal determination of Epaminondas, overruling opposition-h&vva-

words-uvv<xws {3ovli.Ev6p.<vo•,

o

O"T<{,.,
'E?ra.p.ftV~voas, {l,(f'TE Jl~ <f'v')'aliEVITI1.1 Tali£ J(pa.T[UTOVS, fJ.'I}OE Tci.s
11"0l\.ITE£a.s fJ.E'TQ.U'TfjUat, &c.
3

Diodor. xv. 75·
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speaker of ability, strongly adverse to Epaminondas, as well
as to Pelopidas. So pronounced was the displeasure of the
Thebans-partlyperhaps from reluctance to offend the Arcadians
-that they not only reversed the policy of Epaminondas in
Achaia, but also refrained from re-electing him as Breotarch
during the ensuing year.l They sent harmosts of their own to
each of the Achrean cities-put down the existing oligarchiessent the chief oligarchical members and partisans into exileand established democratical governments in each. Hence a
great body of exiles soon became accumulated; who, watching
for a favourable opportunity and combining their united forces
against each city successively, were strong enough to overthrow
.the newly-created democracies, and to expel the Theban
harmosts. Thus restored, the Achrean oligarchs took decided
and active part with Sparta; 2 vigorously pressing the Arcadians
on one side, while the Lacedremonians, encouraged by the
recent Tearless Battle, exerted themselves actively on the
other.
The town of Sikyon, closely adjoining to Achaia, was at this
time in alliance with Thebes, having a Theban harmost and
garrison in its acropolis. But its government, which had
, always been oligarchical, still remained unaltered. The recent
" counter-revolution in the Achrean cities, followed closely by
their junction with Sparta, alarmed the Arcadians and Argeians,
lest Sikyon also should follow the example. Of this alarm
a leading Sikyonian citizen named Euphron, took advantage.
He warned them that if the oligarchy were left in power, they
would certainly procure aid from the garrison at Corinth, and
Xenoph. Hellen. vii. I, 43 ; Plutarch, Pelopid. c·. 25.
Diodorus (xv. 72) refers the displeasure of the Thebans against Epaminondas to the events of the preceding year. They believed (according to
Diodoms) that Epaminondas had improperly spared the Spartans and not
pushed his victory so far as inight have been done, when he forced the
lines of Mount Oneium in 369 B.C. But it is scarcely credible that the
Thebans should have been displeased on this account; for the forcing of
the lines was a capital exploit, and we may see from Xenophon that
Epaminondas achieved much more than the Spartans and their friends
believed to be possible.
Xenophon tells us that the Thebans were displeased with Epaminondas,
on complaint from the Arcadians and others, for his conduct in Achaia two
years after the action at Oneium ; that is, in 367 B.C. This is much more
probable in itself, and much more consistent with the general series of
facts, than the cause assigned by Diodorus.
2 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 23.
For a similar case, in which exiles from many different cities, congregating
in a body, became strong enough to carry their restoration in each city
successively, see Thucyd. i. IIJ.
1
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embrace the interests of Sparta. To prevent such defection (he
said) it was indispensable that Sikyon should be democratised.
He then offered himself, with their aid, to accomplish the
revolution, seasoning his offer with strong protestations of
disgust against the intolerable arrogance and oppression of
Sparta: protestations not unnecessary, since he had himself,
prior to the battle of Leuktra, carried on the government of his
native city as local agent for her purposes and interest. The
Arcadians and Argeians, entering into the views of Euphron,
sent to Sikyon a large force, under whose presence and countenance he summoned a general assembly in the market-place,
proclaimed the oligarchy to be deposed, and proposed an equal
democracy for the future. His proposition being adopted, he
next invited the people to choose generals ; and the persons
chosen were, as might naturally be expected, himself with five
partisans. The prior oligarchy had not been without a previous
mercenary force in their service, under the command of
Lysimenes ; but these men were overawed by the new foreign
force introduced. Euphron now proceeded to re-organise
them, to place them under the command of his son Adeas
instead of Lysimenes, and to increase their numerical strength.
Selecting from them a special body-guard for his own personal
safety, and being thus master of the city under the ostensible
colour of chief of the new democracy, he commenced a career
of the most rapacious and sanguinary tyranny.! He caused
several of his colleagues to be assassinated, and banished others.
He expelled also by wholesale the wealthiest and most eminent
citizens, on suspicion of Laconism ; confiscating their properties
to supply himself with money, pillaging the public treasure,
and even stripping the temples of all their rich stock of
consecrated gold and silver ornaments. He further procured
for himself adherents by liberating numerous slaves, exalting
them to the citizenship, and probably enrolling them among
his pa:d force. 2 The power which he thus acquired became
very great. The money seized enabled him not only to keep
in regular pay his numerous mercenaries, but also to bribe the
leading Arcadians and Argeians, so that they connived at his ·
enormities; while he was further ready and active in the field
to lend them military support. The Theban harmost still held
the acropolis with his garrison, though Euphron was master of
the town and harbour.
During the height of Euphron's power at Sikyon, the neigh1
2

Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 44-46; Diodor. xv. 70.
Xen. Hellen. vii. 3, 8.
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bouring city of Phlius was severely pressed. The Phliasians
had remained steadily attached to Sparta throughout all her
misfortunes; notwithstanding incessant hostilities from Argos,
Arcadia, Pellene, and Sikyon, which destroyed their crops and
inflicted upon them serious hardships. I have already recounted,
that in the year 369 B.c., a little before the line of Oneium was
forced by Epaminondas, the town of Phlius, having been
surprised by its own exiles with the aid of Eleians and
Arcadians, had only been saved by the desperate bravery and
resistance of its citizens.l In the ensuing year, 368 B.c., the
Argeian and Arcadian force again ravaged the Phliasian plain,
doing great damage; yet not without some loss to themselves
in their departure, from the attack of the chosen Phliasian
hoplites and of some Athenian horsemen from Corinth. 2 In
the ensuing year, 367 B.c., a second invasion of the Phliasian
territory was attempted by Euphron, with his own mercenaries
to the number of 2ooo-the armed force of Sikyon and Pellene
-and the Theban hannost and garrison from the acropolis of
Sikyon. On arriving near Phlius, the Sikyonians and Pellenians
were posted near the gate of the city which looked towards
Corinth, in order to resist any sally from within ; while the
remaining invaders made a circuit round, over an elevated line
of ground called the Trikaranum (which had been fortified by
the Argeians and was held by their garrison), to approach and
ravage the Phliasian plain. But the Phliasian cavalry and
hoplites so bravely resisted them, a:s to prevent them from
spreading over the plain to do damage, until at the end of the
day they retreated to rejoin the Sikyonians and Pellenians.
From these last, however, they happened to be separated by a
ravine which forced them to take a long circuit; while the
Phliasians, passing by a shorter road close under their own
walls, were beforehand in reaching the Sikyonians and Pellenians, whom they vigorously attacked and defeated with loss.
Euphron with his mercenaries, and the The ban division, arrived
too late to prevent the calamity, which they made no effort to
repair.3
An eminent Pellenian citizen named Proxenus having been
here made prisoner, the Phliasians, in spite of all their sufferings,
released him without ransom. This act of generosity-coupled
with the loss sustained by the Pellenians in the recent engagement, as well as with the recent oligarchical counter-revolutions
which had disjoined the other Achrean cities from Thebes1 Xen. Hellen. vii. 2, 6-9.
s Xen. Hellen. vii. 2, II-15.

2

Xen. Hellen. vii.

2, 10.
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altered the politics of Pellene, bringing about a peace between
that city and Phlius.l Such an accession afforded sensible
relief-it might almost be said, salvation-to the Phliasians, in
the midst of cruel impoverishment; since even their necessary
subsistence, except what was obtained by marauding excursions
from the enemy, being derived by purchase from Corinth, was
found difficult to pay for, and still more difficult to bring home
in the face of an enemy. They were now enabled, by the aid
of the Athenian general Chares and his mercenary troops from
Corinth, to escort their families and their non-military population to Pellene, where a kindly shelter was provided by the
citizens. The military Phliasians, while escorting back a stock
of supplies to Phlius, broke through and defeated an ambuscade
of the enemy in their way; and afterwards, in conjunction with
Chares, surprised the fort of Thyamia, which the Sikyonians
were fortifying as an aggressive post on their borders. The
fort became not only a defence for Phlius, but a means of
aggression against the enemy, affording also great facility for
the introduction of provisions from Corinth. 2
Another cause, both of these successes and of general relief
to the Phliasians, arose out of the distracted state of affairs in
Sikyon. So intolerable had the tyranny of Euphron become,
that the Arcadians, who had helped to raise him up, became
disgusted. h:neas of Stymphalus, general of the collective
Arcadian force, marched with a body of troops to Sikyon,
joined the The ban harmost in the acropolis, and there summoned
1 This change of politics at Pe11~n~ is not mentioned by Xenophon, at
the time, though it is noticed afterwards (vii. 4, 17) as a fact accomplished;
but we must suppose it to have occurred now, in order to reconcile sections
u-14 with sections 18-20 of vii. 2.
The strong Laconian partialities of Xenophon induce him to allot not
only warm admiration, but a space disproportionate compared with other
parts of his history, to the exploits of the brave little Phliasian community.
Unfortunately, here, as elsewhere, he is obscure in the description of
particular events, and still more perplexing when we try to draw from him
a clear idea of the general series.
With all the defects and partiality of Xenophon's narrative, however, we
must reco1lect that it is a description of real events by a contemporary
author who had reasonable means of information. This is a precious
ingredient, which gives value to all that he says; inasmuch as we are so
constantly obliged to borrow our knowledge of Grecian history either from
authors who write at second-hand and after the time-or from orators
whose purposes are usually different from those of the historian. Hence I
have given a short abridgement of these Phliasian events as described by
Xenophon, though they were too slight to exercise influence on the main
course of the war.
1! Xen. Hellen. vii. 2, 18-23.
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the Sikyonian 11otables to an assembly. Under his protection,
the intense sentiment against Euphron was freely manifested,
and it was resolved to recall the numerous exiles, whom he
had banished without either trial or public sentence. Dreading
the wrath of these numerous and bitter enemies, Euphron
thought it prudent to retire with his mercenaries to the harbour;
where he invited Pasimelus the Lacedremonian to come, with
a portion of the garrison of Corinth, and immediately declared
himself an open partisan of Sparta. The harbour, a separate
town and fortification at some little distance from the city (as
Lechreum was from Corinth), was thus held by and for the
Spartans ; while Sikyon adhered to the The bans and Arcadians.
In Sikyon itself, however, though evacuated by Euphron, there
still remained violent dissensions. The returning exiles were
probably bitter in reactionary measures; the humbler citizens
were fearful of losing their newly-acquired political privileges;
and the liberated slaves, yet more fearful of forfeiting that
freedom, which the recent revolution had conferred upon them.
Hence Euphron still retained so many partisans, that having
procured from Athens a reinforcement of mercenary troops, he
was enabled to return to Sikyon, and again to establish himself
as master of the town in conjunction with the popular party.
But as his opponents, the principal men in the <place, found
shelter along with the Theban garrison in the acropolis, which
he vainly tried to take by assault 1-his possession even of the
town was altogether precarious, until such formidable neighbours
could be removed. Accordingly he resolved to visit Thebes,
in hopes of obtaining from the authorities an order for expelling
his opponents and handing over Sikyon a second time to his
rule. On what grounds, after so recent a defection to the
Spartans, he rested his hopes of success, we do not know;
except that he took with him a large sum of money for the
purpose of bribery.2 His Sikyonian opponents, alarmed lest
he should really carry his point, followed him to Thebes,
where their alarm was still further increased by seeing him in
familiar converse·with the magistrates. Underthe first impulse
of terror and despair, they assassinated Euphron in broad daylight-on the Kadmeia, and even before the doors of the
Theban Senate-house, wherein both magistrates and Senate
were sitting.
For an act of violence thus patent, they were of course
seized forthwith, and put upon their trial before the Senate.
The magistrates invoked upon their heads the extreme' penalty
1

Xen. Hellen. vii. 3, 9·

2

Xen. Hellen. vii. 3, 4-6,
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of death, insisting upon the enormity and even impudence of
the outrage, committed almost under the eyes of the authorities
-as well as upon the sacred duty of vindicating not merely the
majesty, but even the security, of the city, by exemplary
punishment upon offenders who had despised its laws. How
many in number were the persons implicated, we do not know.
All, except one, denied actual hand-participation; but that one
avowed it frankly, and stood up to justify it before the Theban
Senate. He spoke in substance nearly as follows-taking up
the language of the accusing magistrates : "Despise you I cannot, men of Thebes ; for you are masters
of my person and life. It was on other grounds of confidence
that I slew this man : first, I had the conviction of acting justly;
next, I trusted in your righteous judgement. I knew thatyou
did not wait for trial and sentence to slay Archias and H ypates, 1
whom you caught after a career similar to that of Euphronbut punished them at the earliest practicable opportunity,
under the conviction that men manifest in sacrilege, treason,
and despotism, were already under sentence of death by all
men. Well! and was not Euphron too guilty of all these
crimes ? Did not he find the temples full of gold and silver
offerings, and strip them until they were empty? How can
there be a traitor more palpable than the man, who, favoured
and upheld by Sparta, first betrayed her to you; and then
again, after having received every mark of confidence from you,
betrayed you to her-handing over the harbour of Sikyon to
your enemies? Was not he a despot without reserve, the man
who exalted slaves, not only into freemen, but into citizens ?
the man who despoiled, banished, or slew, not criminals, but
all whom he chose, and most of all, the chief citizens ? And
now, after having vainly attempted, in conjunction with your
enemies the Athenians, to expel your harmost by force from
Sikyon, he has collected a great stock of money, and come
hither to turn it to account. Had he assembled arms and soldiers
against you, you would have thanked me for killing him. How
then can you punish me for giving him his due, when he has
come with money to corrupt you, and to purchase from you
1 This refers to the secret expedition of Pelopidas and the six other
Theban conspirators from Athens to Thebes, at the time when the Laced::emonians were masters of that town and garrisoned the Kadmeia. The
cons_Pirators, through the contrivance of the secretary Phyllida>, got access
in diSguise to the oligarchical leaders of Thebes, who were governing under
Laced::emonian ascendency, and put them to death. This event is described
in a former chapter, ch. lxxvii.
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again the mastery of Sikyon, to your own disgrace as well as
mischief? Had he been my enemy and your friend, I should
undoubtedly have done wrong to kill him in your city; but as
he is a traitor playing you false, how is he more my enemy than
yours? I shall be told that he came hither of his own accord,
confiding in the laws of the city. Well! you would have
thanked me for killing him anywhere out of Thebes; why not
in Thebes also, when he had come hither only for the purpose
of doing you new wrong in addition to the past ? Where
among Greeks has impunity ever been assured to traitors,
deserters, or despots? Recollect, that you have passed a vote
that exiles from any one of your allied cities might be seized as
outlaws in any other. Now Euphron is a condemned exile, who
has ventured to come back to Sikyon without any vote of the
general body of allies. How can any one affirm that he has
not justly incurred death ? I tell you in conclusion, men of
Thebes-if you put me to death, you will have made yourselves
the avengers of your very worst enemy-if you adjudge me to
have done right, you will manifest yourselves publicly as just
avengers, both on your own behalf and on that of your whole
body of allies." 1
This impressive discourse induced the Theban Senate to
pronounce that Euphron had met with his due. It probably
came from one of the principal citizens of Sikyon, among whom
were most of the enemies as well as the victims of the deceased
despot. It appeals, in a characteristic manner, to that portion
of Grecian morality which bore upon men, who by their very
crimes procured for themselves the means of impunity; against
whom there was no legal force to protect others, and who were
therefore considered as not being entitled to protection themselves, if the daggers of others could ever be made to reach
them. The tyrannicide appeals to this sentiment with confidence,
as diffused throughout all the free Grecian cities. It found
responsive assent in the Theban Senate, and would probably
have found the like assent, if set forth with equal emphasis, in
most Grecian Senates or assemblies elsewhere.
Very different however was the sentiment in Sikyon. The
body of Euphron was carried thither, and enjoyed the distinXen. Hellen. vii. 3, 7-I I.
To the killing of Euphron, followed by a defence so characteristic and
emphatic on the part of the agent-Schneider and others refer, with great
probability, the allusion in the Rhetoric of Aristotle (ii. 24, z)~~<al '~~'•pl
ToV ®1]{3pcnv lt.7ro6a.v6vTos, 1rep~ oii E1dAeue «p'ival, d OlK.a.tos ?)v lt1ro6avelv,
1
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guished pre-eminence of being buried in the market-place. 1
There, along with his tomb, a chapel was erected in which he
was worshipped as Archegetes, or Patron-hero and Second
Founder, of the city. He received the same honours as had
been paid to Brasidas at Amphipolis. The humbler citizens
and the slaves, upon whom he had conferred liberty and
political franchise-or at least the name of a political franchise
-remembered him with grateful admiration as their benefactor,
forgetting or excusing the atrocities which he had wreaked
upon their political opponents. Such is the retributive Nemesis
which always menaces, and sometimes overtakes, an oligarchy
who keep the mass of the citizens excluded from political
privileges. A situation is thus created, enabling some
ambitious and energetic citizen to confer favours and earn
popularity among the many, and thus to acquire power, which,
whether employed or not for the benefit of the Many, goes
along with their antipathies when it humbles or crushes the
previously monopolising Few.
We may presume from these statements that the government
of Sikyon became democratical. But the provoking brevity of
Xenophon does not inform us of the subsequent arrangements
made with the Theban harmost in the acropolis-nor how the
intestine dissensions, between the democracy in the town and
the refugees in the citadel, were composed-nor what became
of those citizens who slew Euphron. \Ye learn only that not
long afterwards, the harbour of Sikyon, which Euphron had
held in conjunction with the Lacedremonians and Athenians,
was left imperfectly defended by the recall of the latter to
Athens ; and that it was accordingly retaken by the forces
from the town, aided by the Arcadians. 2
It appears that these proceedings of Euphron (from his first
proclamation of the democracy at Sikyon and real acquisition
of despotism to himself, down to his death and the recovery of
the harbour) took place throughout the year 367 B.C. and the
earlier half of 366 B.C. No such enemy, probably, would have
arisen to embarrass Thebes, unless the policy recommended by
Epaminondas in Achaia had been reversed, and unless he
himself had fallen under the displeasure of his countrymen.
His influence too was probably impaired, and the policy of
Thebes affected for the worse, by the accidental absence of his
friend Pelopidas, who was then on his mission to the Persian
court at Susa. Such a journey and return, with the transaction
of the business in hand, must have occupied the greater part
1

Xen. Hellen. vii. 3,

12.

2

Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, r.
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of the year 367 B.c., being terminated probably by the return
of the envoys in the beginning of 366 B.c.
The leading Thebans had been alarmed by the language 0f
Philiskus~who had come over a few months before as envoy
from the satrap Ariobarzanes and had threatened to employ
Asiatic money in the interest of Athens and Sparta against
Thebes, though his threats seem never to have been realisedas well as by the presence of the Lacedremonian Euthykles
(after the failure of Antalkidas 1 ) at the Persian court, soliciting
aid. Moreover Thebes had now pretensions to the headship
of Greece, at least as good as either of her two rivals; while
since the fatal example set by Sparta at the peace called by the
name of Antalkidas in 387 B.c., and copied by Athens after the
battle of Leuktra in 3 71 B. c.-it had become a sort of recognised
fashion that the leading Grecian state should sue out its title
from the terror-striking rescript of the Great King, and proclaim
itself as enforcing terms which he had dictated. On this ground
of borrowed elevation Thebes now sought to place herself.
There was in her case a peculiar reason which might partly
excuse the value set upon it by her leaders. It had been
almost the capital act of her policy to establish the two new
cities, Megalopolis and Messene. The vitality and chance for
duration, of both-especially that of the latter, which had the
inextinguishable hostility of Sparta to contend with-would be
materially improved, in the existing state of the Greek mind, if
they were recognised as autonomous under a Persian rescript.
To attain this object, 2 Pelopidas and Ismenias now proceeded
as envoys to Susa ; doubtless under a formal vote of the allied
synod, since the Arcadian Antiochus, a celebrated pankratiast,
the Eleian Archidamus, and a citizen from Argos, accompanied
them. Informed of the proceeding, the Athenians also sent
Timagoras and Leon to Susa ; and we read with some surprise
that these hostile envoys all went up thither in the same
company. 3
1

Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. 22.
It is plain that Messene was the great purpose with Pelopidas in his
mission to the Persian court; we see this not only from Cornelius Nepos
(Pelop. c. 4) and Diodorus (xv. Sr), but also even from Xenophon, Hellen.
vii. r, 36.
.
• Xen. Hellen. vii. r, 33-38; Plutarch, Peloptdas, c. 30; Plutarch,
Artaxerx. c. 22.
The words of Xenophon f!~<oll.o68.. ll~ ~<al 'Ap-y•7os must allude to some
Argeian envoy ; though the name is not mentioned, and must probably
have dropped out-or perhaps the word .,.,., as Xenophon may not have
heard the name.
2
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Pelopidas, though he declined to perform the usual ceremony
of prostration,! was favourably received by the Persian court.
Xenophon-who recounts the whole proceeding in a manner
unfairly invidious towards the Thebans, forgetting that they
were now only copying the example of Sparta in courting
Persian aid-affirms that his application was greatly furthered
by the recollection of the ancient alliance of Thebes with
Xerxes, against Athens and Sparta, at the time of the battle of
Plat:ea; and by the fact that Thebes had not only refused to
second, but had actually discountenanced, the expedition of
Agesilaus against Asia. We may perhaps doubt whether this
plea counted for much ; or the straightforward eloquence of
Pelopidas, so much extolled by Plutarch, 2 which could only
reach Persian ears through an interpreter. But the main fact
for the Great King to know was, that the Thebans had been
victorious at Leuktra ; that they had subsequently trodden
down still further the glory of Sparta, by carrying their arms
over Laconia, and emancipating the conquered half of the
country; that when they were no longer in Peloponnesus, their
allies the Arcadians and Argeians had been shamefully defeated
by the Laced:emonians (in the Tearless Battle). Such boasts
on the part of Pelopidas-confirmed as matters of fact even by
the Athenian Timagoras-would convince the Persian ministers
that it was their interest to exercise ascendency over Greece
through Thebes in preference to Sparta. Accordingly Pelopidas
being asked by the Great King what sort of rescript he wished,
obtained his own terms. Messene was declared autonomous
and independent of Sparta: Am phi polis also was pronounced
to be a free and autonomous city : the Athenians were directed
to order home and lay up their ships of war now in active
service, on pain of Persian intervention against them, in case
of disobedience. Moreover Thebes was declared the head
city of Greece, and any city refusing to follow her headship
was menaced with instant compulsion by Persian force.3 In
It would appear that in the mission which Pharnabazus conducted up to
the Persian court (or at least undertook to conduct) in 408 B.c., envoys
from hostile Greek cities were included in the same company (Xen. Hellen.
i. 3, 13), as on the present occasion.
l Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. 22.
His colleague, Ismenias, ~ow~ver, i~ said I? have dropped his ring, and
then to have stooped to p1ck 1t up, 1mmed1ately before the King; thus
going through the prostration.
2 Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 30.
8 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 36. 'E1< Ti~ To{rrov lpwTW/l<Vos 01rb {3a.utl\lws .S
U<l\o7rllia.s T{ {Jool\otTo ~a.vnp -ypa.cpfjva.t, d1rev lin M<uu,)v'l)v TE a.im)vop.ov
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reference to the points in dispute between Elis and Arcadia
(the former claiming sovereignty over Triphylia, which professed
itself Arcadian and had been admitted into the Arcadian
communion), the rescript pronounced in favour of the Eleians; 1
probably at the instance of Pelopidas, since there now subsisted
much coldness between the Thebans and Arcadians.
Leon the Athenian protested against the Persian rescript,
observing aloud when he heard it read-" By Zeus, Athenians,
I think it is time for you to look out for some other friend than
the Great King." This remark, made in the King's hearing
and interpreted to him, produced the following addition to the
rescript: "If the Athenians have anything juster to propose,
let them come to the King and inform him." So vague a
modification, however, did little to appease the murmurs of
the Athenians. On the return of their two envoys to Athens,
Leon accused his colleague Timagoras of having not only
declined to associate with him during the journey, but also of
having lent himself to the purposes of Pelopidas, of being
implicated in treasonable promises, and receiving large bribes
from the Persian King. On these charges Timagoras was
condemned and executed. 2 The Arcadian envoy Antiochus
dva.L &7T0 Aa.~eeOa.Lp.ovlwv, Ka.l ,A671valovs &.vlA1eew Tlr.s vails· el 0€ Ta.Vra
p.1] we(8ozwro, t1'Tpare6eLV E7r' a.VToVs· er T Ls s 1T &A'$ p. >q E8 ~A 0 I.
AK o A o v 8 e Lv, Er.l Ta.{,T'TJV 'lrpWTov Uvat.
It is clear that these are not the exact words of the rescript of 367 B. c. ;
though in the former case of the peace of Antalkidas (387 B.C.) Xenophon

e

seems to have given the rescript in its exact words (v. r, 31).
What he states afterwards (vii. I, 38) about Elis and Arcadia proves that
other matters were included. Accordingly I do not hesitate to believe
that Amphipolis also was recognised as autonomous. This we read in
Demosthenes, Fals. Leg. p. 383, c. 42. Kal -yci.p .,.., "Pii>Tov p.ev 'Ap.<J>l?Toil.w
1J"Oil.tv TJf.LE'TEpav aovii.1)V Ka'TE<T'T1J<TEV (the king of Persia), ~ v 'TOTE <TV p.p.axov av'Ttj) Kal tpli1.1]V f-ypalf;Ev. Demosthenes is here alluding to the
effect produced on the mind of the Great King, and to the alteration in his
proceedings, when he learnt that Timagoras ·had been put to death on
returning to Athens; the adverb of time TOTE alludes to the rescript given
when Timagoras was present.
In the words ofXenophon-EfT<S a€ woil.ts p.h tOJil.o• &.Koil.ovOEZv-the
headship of Thebes is declared or implied. Compare the convention
imposed by Sparta upon Olynthus, after the latter was subdued (v. 3, z6).
1 X en. Hellen. vii. I, 38.
Twv a€ l!.il.il.wv 1rpecrf3ewv b p.'<v 'Hil.eZos 'ApxlOap.os, g.,., 7rpoVTlf.L71U'E -r'l}v -;-HAtv wpO TWv 'Ap«.d.Owv, E7r?fvet TC£
TOV {3acrtii.Jws· b a· 'Av.,.(oxos,
-/jil.aT'TOV'TO '7"0 'ApKaatKOV, oii'TE 'Ta
owpa ,a.~a'To, &c.
~ Demosthen. Fals. Leg. c. 42, p. 383.
In another passage of the same oration (c. 57, p. 400), Demosthen;;s says
that Leon had been joint envoy with Timagoras for ffJUr years. Certainly
this mission of Pelopidas to the Persian court cannot have lasted four years;

g.,.,
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was equally indignant at the rescript; refusing even to receive
such presents of formal courtesy as were tendered to all, and
accepted by Pelopidas himself, who however strictly declined
everything beyond. The conduct of this eminent Theban
thus exhibited a strong contrast with the large acquisitions of
the Athenian Timagoras. 1 Antiochus, on returning to Arcadia,
made report of his mission to the Pan-Arcadian synod, called
the Ten Thousand, at Megalopolis. He spoke in the most
contemptuous terms of all that he had seen at the Persian court.
There were (he said) plenty of bakers, cooks, wine-pourers,
porters, &c., but as for men competent to fight against Greeks,
though he looked out for them with care, he could see none;
and even the vaulted golden plane-tree was not large enough
to furnish shade for a grasshopper. 2
On the other hand, the Eleian envoy returned with feelings
of satisfaction, and the The bans with triumph. Deputies from
each of their allied cities were invited to Thebes, to hear the
Persian rescript. It was produced by a native Persian, their
official companion from Susa-the first Persian probably ever
seen in Thebes since the times immediately preceding the
battle of Platrea-who, after exhibiting publicly the regal seal,
read the document aloud ; as the satrap Tiribazus had done on
the occasion of the peace of Antalkidas. 3
But though the Theban leaders thus closely copied the
conduct of Sparta both as to means and as to end, they by no
means found the like ready acquiescence, when they called on
the deputies present to take an oath to the rescript, to the
Great King, and to Thebes. All replied that they had come
with instructions, authorising them to hear and report, but no
more; and that acceptance or rejection must be decided in
and Xenophon states that the Athenians sent the two envoys when they
heard that Pelopidas was going thither. I imagine that Leon and Timagoras may have been sent up to the Persian court shortly after the battle of
Leuktra, at the time when the Athenians caused the former rescript of the
Persian king to be re-sworn, putting Athens as head into the place of Sparta
(Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, I, 2). This was exactly four years before (37I-367
B.c.).
Leon and Timagoras having jointly undertaken and perhaps
recently returned from their first embassy, were now sent jointly on a
second. Demosthenes has summed up the time of the two as if it were
one.
1 Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 30.
Demosthen~s speaks of the amount received, in money, by Timagoras
from the Persian king as having been 40 talents, ws /l.o')'ETa< (Fals. Leg. p.
383), besides other presents and conveniences. Compare also Plutarch,
Artaxerx. c. 22.
3 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 30.
2 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 38.
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their respective cities. Nor was this the worst. Lykomedes
and the other deputies from Arcadia, already jealous of Thebes,
and doubtless further alienated by the angry report of their
envoy Antiochus, went yet further, and entered a· general
protest against the headship of Thebes; affirming that the
synod ought not to be held constantly in that city, but in the
seat of war, wherever that might be. Incensed at such
language, the Thebans accused Lykomedes of violating the
cardinal principle of the confederacy; upon which he and his
Arcadian comrades forthwith retired and went home, declaring
that they would no longer sit in the synod. The other
deputies appear to have followed his example. Indeed, as
they had refused to take the oath submitted to them, the
special purpose of the synod was defeated.
Having thus failed in carrying their point with the allies
collectively, the Thebans resolved to try the efficacy of applications individually. They accordingly despatched envoys,
with the Persian rescript in hand, to visit the cities successively,
calling upon each for acceptance with an oath of adhesion. '
Each city separately (they thought) would be afraid to refuse,
under peril of united hostility from the Great King and from
Thebes. So confident were they in the terrors of the King's
name and seal, that they addressed this appeal not merely to
the cities in alliance with them, but even to several among
their enemies. Their envoys first set forth the proposition at
Corinth ; a city, not only at variance with them, but even
serving as a centre of o.Peration for the Athenian and Lacedremonian forces to guard the line of Oneium, and prevent the
entrance of a Theban army into Peloponnesus. But the
Corinthians rejected the proposition altogether, declining formally to bind themselves by any common oaths towards the
Persian king. The like refusal was experienced by the envoys
as they passed on to Peloponnesus, if not from all the cities
visited, at least from so large a proportion, that the mission was
completely frustrated. And thus the rescript, which Thebes
had been at such pains to procure, was found practically inoperative in confirming or enforcing her headship ; I though ·
doubtless the mere fact, that it comprised and recognised
Messene, contributed to strengthen the vitality, and exalt the
dignity, of that new-born city.
In their efforts to make the Persian rescript available towards
the recognition of their headship throughout Greece, the
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. 1, 40. Kal aii-r11 }Lt~ 1J fiell.o,.[/iov Kal -rwv li:>1Jf3aiwv -rijs
apxijs 1rEp</3o11.1} oihw litell.v81J.
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Thebans would naturally visit Thessaly and the northern
districts as well as Peloponnesus. It appears that Pelopidas
and Ismenias themselves undertook this mission; and that in
the execution of it they were seized and detained as prisoners
by Alexander of Pher~. That despot seems to have come
to meet them, under pacific appearances, at Pharsalus. They
indulged hopes of prevailing on him as well as the other
Thessalians to accept the Persian rescript ; for we see by the
example of Corinth, that they had tried their powers of
persuasion on enemies as well as friends. But the Corinthians,
while refusing the application, had nevertheless respected the
public morality held sacred even between enemies in Greece,
and had dismissed the envoys (whether Pelopidas was among
them, we cannot assert) inviolate. Not so the tyrant of Pher~.
Perceiving that Pelopidas and Ismenias were unaccompanied
by any military force, he seized their persons, and carried
them off to Pher~ as prisoners.
Treacherous as this proceeding was, it proved highly profitable to Alexander. Such was the personal importance of
Pelopidas, that his imprisonment struck terror among the
partisan;; of Thebes in Thessaly, and induced several of them
to submit to the despot of Pher~; who moreover sent to
apprise the Athenians of his capture, and to solicit their aid
against the impending vengeance of Thebes. Greatly impressed
with the news, the Athenians looked upon Alexander as a
second Jason, likely to arrest the menacing ascendency of their
neighbour and rivaJ.l They immediately despatched to his
aid thirty triremes and rooo hoplites under Autokles; who,
unable to get through the Euripus, when Breotia and Eubrea
were both hostile to Athens, were forced to circumnavigate the
latter island. He reached Pher~ just in time ; for the Thebans,
incensed beyond measure at the seizure of Pelopidas, had
despatched without delay Sooo hoplites and 6oo cavalry to
recover or avenge him. Unfortunately for them, Epaminondas
had not been re-chosen commander since his last year's proceedings in Achaia. He was' now serving as an hoplite in the
1 The strong expressions of Demosthenes show what a remarkable effect
was produced by the news at Athens (cont. Aristokrat. p. 66o, s. 14::!).
Tl 5' ; 'AAl~av5pov E1<e'ivov 'TOV 0E'T'Ta,\ov, -iivl~<' elxe p.ev alxp.J.,\wTov 6~<Tas

fie,\o,.[liav, lxOpos li' &s obliels ~v ®71f3alo<s, vp.'iv 1l' ol1<elws lltel<et'To, oiho.·s
wap' vp.wv IT'TpaT'1/J'O• al'TE'iv, lf3o718ii'T• 6' ah<f 1eal wci.V'T' ~v 'AAe~avlipos,

11><TTf

&c.

· Alexander is said to have promised to the Athenians so ample a supply
of cattle as should keep the price of meat very low at Athens (Plutarch,
Apophtheg. Reg. p. 193 E).
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r.anks, while Kleomenes with other Bceotarchs had the command.
On entering Thessaly, they were joined by various allies in the
country. But the army of Alexander, aided by the Athenians,
and placed under the command of Autokles, was found exceedingly formidable, especially in cavalry. The Thessalian
allies of Thebes, acting with their habitual treachery, deserted
in the hour of danger ; and the enterprise, thus difficult and
perilous, was rendered impracticable by the incompetence of
the Bceotarchs. Unable to make head against Alexander and
the Athenians, they were forced to retreat homeward. But
their generalship was so unskilful, and the enemy's cavalry so
active, that the whole army was in imminent danger of being
starved or destroyed. Nothing saved them now, but the
presence of Epaminondas as a common soldier in the ranks.
Indignant as well as dismayed, the whole army united to
depose their generals, and with one voice called upon him to
extricate them from their perils. Epaminondas accepted the
duty-marshalled the retreat in consummate order-took for ·
himself the command of the rear-guard, beating off all the attacks
of the enemy-and conducted the army safely back to Thebes.l
This memorable exploit, while it disgraced the unsuccessful
Bceotarchs, who were condemned to fine and deposition from. j
their office, raised higher than ever the reputation of Epaminondas among his countrymen. But the failure of the ex- ·
pedition was for the time a fatal blow to the influence of j
Thebes in Thessaly ; where Alexander now reigned victorious 1
and irresistible, with Pelopidas still in his dungeon. The ·
cruelties and oppressions, at all times habitual to the despot of
Phene, were pushed to an excess beyond all former parallel.
Besides other brutal deeds of which we read with horror, he is
said to have surrounded by his military force the unarmed
citizens of Melibcea and Skotussa, and slaughtered them all in
mass. In such hands, the life of Pelopidas hung by a thread ;
yet he himself, with that personal courage which never forsook
him, held the language of unsubdued defiance and provocation
against the tyrant. Great sympathy was manifested by many
Thessalians, and even by Thebe the wife of Alexander, for so
illustrious a prisoner ; and Alexander, fearful of incurring the
implacable enmity of Thebes, was induced to spare his life,
though retaining him as a prisoner. His confinement, too,
appears to have lasted some time, before the Thebans, discouraged by their late ill-success, were prepared to undertake
a second expedition for his release.
1 Diodor. xv. 71 ; Plutarch, Pelop. c. 28; Pausanias, ix. I 5, I,
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At length they sent a force for the purpose; which was
placed, on this occasion, under the command of Epaminondas.
The renown of his name rallied many adherents in the country;
and his prudence, no less than his military skill, was conspicuously exhibited, in defeating and intimidating Alexander, yet
without reducing him to such despair as might prove fatal to
the prisoner. The despot was at length compelled to send
an embassy excusing his recent violence, offering to restore
Pelopidas, and soliciting to be admitted to peace and alliance
with Thebes. But Epaminondas would grant nothing more
than a temporary truce, 1 coupled with the engagement of
evacuating Thessaly ; while he required in exchange the
release of Pelopidas and Ismenias. His terms were acceded
to, so that he had the delight of conveying his liberated friend
in safety to Thebes. Though this primary object was thus
effected, however, it is plain that he did not restore Thebes to
the same influence in Thessaly which she had enjoyed prior to
the seizure of Pelopidas. 2 That event with its consequences
1 Plutarch (Pelopidas, c. 29) says, a truce for thirty days; but it is diffi.
cult to believe that Alexander would have been satisfied with a term so very
short.
2
The account of the seizure of Pelopidas by Alexander, with its con·
sequences, is contained chiefly in Diodorus, xv. 71-7 5 ; Plutarch, Pelopidas,
c. 27-29; Cornel. Nep. Pelop. c. 5; Pausanias, ix. 15, I. Xenophondoes
not mention it.
I have placed the seizure in the year 366 B.c., after the return of Pelo·
pidas from his embassy in Persia; which embassy I agree with Mr. Fynes
Clinton in referring to the year 367 B. c. Plutarch places the seizure before
the embassy; Diodorus places it in the year between Midsummer 368 and
Midsummer 367 B.C. ; but he does not mention the embassy at all, in its
regular chronological order ; he only alludes to it in summing up the
exploits at the close of the career of Pelopidas.
Assuming the embassy to the Persian court to have occurred in 367 B.c.,
the seizure cannot well have happened before that time.
The year 368 B.C. seems to have been that wherein Pelopidas made his
second expedition into Thessaly, from which he returned victorious,
bringing back the hostages.
The seizure of Pelopidas was accomplished at a time when Epaminondas
was not Breotarch, nor in command of the Theban army. Now it seems to
have been not until the close of 367 B.C., after the accusations arising out
of his proceedings in Achaia, that Epaminondas missed being re-chosen as
general.
Xenophon, in describing the embassy of Pelopidas to Persia, mentions his
grounds for expecting a favourable reception, and the matters which he had
to boast of (Hell. vii. I, 35). Now if Pelopidas, immediately before, had
, been seized and detained for some months in prison by Alexander ofPherre,
surely Xenophon would have alluded to it as an item on the other side. I
know that this inference from the silence of Xenophon is not always to be
trusted. But in this case we must recollect that he dislikes both the
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still remained a blow to Thebes and a profit to Alexander ;
who again became master of all or most part of Thessaly,
together with the Magnetes, the Phthiot Ach::eans, and other
tributary nations dependent on Thessaly-maintaining unimpaired his influence and connexion at Athens. 1
While the The ban arms were thus losing ground in Thessaly,
an important point was gained in their favour on the other
side of Bceotia. Oropus, on the north-eastern frontier of
Attica adjoining Bceotia, was captured and wrested from
Athens by a party of exiles who crossed over from Eretria in
Eubcea, with the aid of Themison, despot of the last-mentioned
town. It had been more than once lost and regained between
Athens and Thebes; being seemingly in its origin Bceotian,
and never incorporated as a Deme or equal constituent member
of the Athenian commonwealth, but only recognised as a
dependency of Athens ; though, as it was close on the frontier,
many of its inhabitants were also citizens of Athens, demots
of the neighbouring Deme Gr::ea. 2 So recently before as the
period immediately preceding -the battle of Leuktra, angry
remonstrartces had been exchanged between Athens and
Thebes respecting a portion of the Oropian territory. At that
time, it appears, the Thebans were forced to yield, and their
partisans in Or opus were banished. 3 It was these partisans
who, through the aid of Themison and the Eretrians, now
effected their return, so as to repossess themselves of Oropus,
Theban leaders ; and we may fairly conclude, that where he is enumerating
the trophies of Pelopidas, he would hardly have failed to mention a signal
disgrace, if there had been one, immediately -preceding.
Pelopidas was taken prisoner, by Alexander, not in battle, but when in
pacific mission, and under circumstances in which no man less infamous
than Alexander would have seized him (1rapau1rovo1)8els- Plutarch,
Apophth. p. I94 D ; Pausan. ix. r 5, I ; "legationis jure satis tectum
se arbitraretur "-Corn. Nep. ). His imprudence in trusting himself under
any circumstances to such a man as Alexander, is blamed by Polybius
(viii. I) and others. But we must suppose such imprudence to be partly
justified or explained by some plausible circumstances ; and the proclamation of the Persian rescript appears to me to present the most reasonable
explanation of his proceeding.
On these grounds, which, in my judgement, outweigh any probabilities
on the contrary side, I have placed the seizure ofPelopidas in 366 B.c., after
the embassy to Persia; not without feeling, however, that the chronology
of this period cannot be rendered absolutely certain.
1 Plutarch, Pelopid. c. 3I-35·
2 See the instructive Inscription and comments published by Professor
Ross, in which the Deme rpa~s, near Or6pus, was first distinctly made
known (Ross, Die Demen von Attika, pp. 6, 7-Halle, I846).
8 Isokrat~s, Orat. xiv. {Plataic.) s. 22-40.
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and doubtless to banish the principal citizens friendly to
Athens.l So great was the sensation produced among the
Athenians, that they not only marched with all their force to
recover the place, but also recalled their general Chares with
that mercenary force which he commanded in the territories
of Corinth and Phlius. They further requested aid from the
Corinthians and their other allies in Peloponnesus. These
allies did not obey the summons; but the Athenian force
alone would have sufficed to retake Oropus, had not the
Thebans occupied it so as to place it beyond their attack.
Athens was obliged to acquiesce in their occupation of it;
though under protest, and with the understanding that the
disputed right should be referred to impartial arbitration.2
This seizure of Oropus produced more than one material
consequence. Owing to the recall of Chares from Corinth,
the harbour of Sikyon could no longer be maintained against
the Sikyonians in the town; who, with the aid of the Arcadians,
recaptured it, so that both town and harbour again came into
the league of Thebans and Arcadians. Moreover, Athens
became discontented with her Peloponnesian allies, for having
neglected her summons on the emergency at Or6pus, although
Athenian troops had been constantly in service for the protection of Peloponnesus against the Thebans. The growth of
such dispositions at Athens became known to the Mantineian
Lykomedes ; the ablest and most ambitious leader in Arcadia,
who was not only jealous of the predominance of the Thebans,
but had come to a formal rupture with them at the synod held
for the reception of the Persian rescript. 3 Anxious to disengage
the Arcadians from Thebes as well as from Sparta, Lykomedes
now took advantage of the discontent of Athens to open
negotiations with that city; persuading the majority of the
Arcadian Ten Thousand to send him thither as ambassador.
1

Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, I ; Diodor. xv. 76.
The previous capture of Or6pus, when Athens lost it in 411 B.C., was
accomplished under circumstonces very analogous (Thucyd. viii. 6o).
2 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, I ; Diodor. xv. 76.
Compare Demosthen. De Coronft, p. 259, s. 123; <Eschin~s cont.
Ktesiphont. p. 397, s. 85.
It would seem that we are to refer to this loss of Or6pus the trial of
Chabrias and Kallist.-atus in Athens, together with the memorable harangue
of the latter which Demosthenes heard as a youth with such strong admiration. But our information is so vague and scanty, that we can make out
nothing certainly on the point. Rehdantz (Vitre Iphicratis, Chabrire, et
Timothei, p. I09-114) brings together all the scattered testimonies, in
an instructive chapter.
3 Xen. Hellen. vii. 1, 39 ; vii. 4, 2.
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There was difficulty among the Athenians in entertaining his
proposition, from the alliance subsisting between them and
Sparta. But they were reminded, that to disengage the
Arcadians from Thebes, was no less in the interest of Sparta
than of Athens; and a favourable answer was then given to
Lykomedes. The latter took ship at Peirreus for his return,
but never reached Arcadia; for he happened to land at the
spot where the Arcadian exiles of the opposite party were
assembled, and these men put him to death at once.l Ir
spite of his death, however, the alliance between Arcadia and
Athens was still brought to pass, though not without opposition.
Thebes was during this year engaged in her unsuccessful
campaign in Thessaly (alluded to already) for the rescue of
Pelopidas, which disabled her from effective efforts in Peloponnesus. But as soon as that rescue had been accomplished,
Epaminondas, her greatest man and her only conspicuous
orator, was despatched into Arcadia to offer, in conjunction
with an envoy from Argos, diplomatic obstruction to the
proposed Athenian alliance. He had to speak against Kallistratus, the most distinguished orator at Athens, who had been
sent by his countrymen to plead their cause amidst the
Arcadian Ten Thousand, and who, among other arguments,
denounced the enormities which darkened the heroic legends
both of Thebes and Argos. "Were not Orestes and AlkmreoQ,
both murderers of their mothers (asked Kallistratus), natives
of Argos? Was not (Edipus, who slew his father and married
his mother, a native of Thebes ? "-"Yes (said Epaminondas,
in his reply), they were. But Kallistratus has forgotten to tell
you, that these persons, while they lived at home, were innocent
or reputed to be so. As soon as their crimes became known,
Argos and Thebes banished them ; and then it was that
Athens received them, stained with confessed guilt." 2 This
I Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 3·
Xenophon notices the singularity of the accident. There were plenty of
vessels m Peirreus ; Lykomedes had only to make his choice, and to
determine where he would disembark. He fixed upon the exact spot where
the exiles were assembled, not knowing that they were there-oatJLOVtW'Ta'Ta

a7ro6v.fJI1'KEI.
2 Cornelius Nepos, Epaminond. c. 6; Plutarch, Reipub. Ger. Prrec. p.
810 F ; Plutarch, A pophtheg. Reg. p. 193 D.
Compare a similar reference, on the part of others, to the crimes embodied in Theban legend (Justin, ix. 3).
Perhaps it may have been during this embassy into Peloponnesus, that
Kallistratus addressed the discourse to the public assembly at Messene,
to which Aristotle makes allusion (Rhetoric, iii. 17, 3); possibly enough,
against Epaminondas also.
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clever retort told much to the credit of the rhetorical skill of
Epaminondas, but his speech as a whole was not successful.
The Arcadians concluded alliance with Athens ; yet without
formally renouncing friendship with Thebes.
As soon as such new alliance had been ratified, it became
important to Athens to secure a free and assured entrance into
Peloponnesus; while at the same time the recent slackness of
the Corinthians, in regard to the summons to Or6pus, rendered
her mistrustful of their fidelity. Accordingly it was resolved
in the Athenian assembly, on the motion of a citizen named
Demotion, to seize and occupy Corinth; there being already
some scattered Athenian garrisons, on various points of the
Corinthian territory, ready to be concentrated and rendered
useful for such a purpose. A fleet and land-force under
Chares was made ready and despatched. But on reaching
the Corinthian port of Kenchre::e, Chares found himself shut
out even from admittance. The proposition of Demotion, and
the resolution of the Athenians, had become known to the
Corinthians; who forthwith stood upon their guard, sent
soldiers of their own to relieve the various Athenian outposts
on their territory, and called upon these latter to give in any
complaints for which they might have ground, as their services
were no longer needed. Chares pretended to have learnt that
Corinth was in danger. But both he and the remaining
:~.thenians were dismissed, though with every expression of
thanks and politeness. 1
The treacherous purpose of Athens was thus baffled, and
the Corinthians were for the moment safe. Yet their position
was precarious and uncomfortable; for their enemies, Thebes
and Argos, were already their masters by land, and Athens had
now been converted from an ally into an enemy. Hence they
resolved to assemble a sufficient mercenary force in their own
pay; 2 but while thus providing for military security, they sent
envoys to Thebes to open negotiations for peace. Permission
Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 4-6.
The public debates of the Athenian assembly were not favourable to the
success of a scheme, like that proposed by Demotion, to which secrecy was
indispensable. Compare another scheme, divulged in like manner, in
Thucydides, iii. 3·
2 It seems probable that these were the mercenaries placed by the Corinthians under the command of Timophanes, and employed by him afterwards as instruments for establishing a despotism.
Plutarch (Timoleon, c. 3, 4) alludes briefly to mercenaries equipped
about this time (as far as we can verify his chronology) and to the Corinthian
mercenaries now assembled, in connexion with Timoleon and Timophanes
-of whom I shall have to say much in a fttture chapter.
1
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was granted to them by the Thebans to go and consult their
allies, and to treat for peace in conjunction with as many
as could be brought to share their views. Accordingly the
Corinthians went to Sparta and laid their case before the full
synod of allies, convoked for the occasion. " We are on the
point of ruin (said the Corinthian envoy), and must make·
peace. We shall rejoice to make it in conjunction with you,
if you will consent ; but if you think proper to persevere in I
the war, be not displeased if we make peace without you."j
The Epidaurians and Phliasians, reduced to the like distress, i
held the same language of weariness and impatience for'
peace. 1
It had been ascertained at ·Thebes, that no propositions for
peace could be entertained, which did not contain a formal
recognition of the independence of Messene. To this the
Corinthians and other allies of Sparta had no difficulty in
agreeing. But they vainly endeavoured to prevail upon Sparta
herself to submit to the same concession. The Spartans
resolutely refused to relinquish a territory inherited from
victorious forefathers, and held under so long a prescription.
They repudiated yet more indignantly the idea of recognising
as free Greeks and equal neighbours, those who had so long
been their slaves. They proclaimed their determination of
continuing the war, even single-handed and with all its hazards,
to regain what they had lost; 2 and although they could not
directly prohibit the Corinthians and other allies, whose sickness of the war had become intolerable, from negotiating a
separate peace for themselves-yet they gaye only a reluctant
consent. Archidamus son of Agesilaus even reproached the
allies with timorous selfishness, partly in deserting their benefactress Sparta at her hour of need, partly in recommending
her to submit to a sacrifice ruinous to her honour. 3 The
1 Compare Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 8, 9 with Isokrat~s, Or. vi. (Archidamus)
s. xo6.
2 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 9·
8 This sentiment of dissatisfaction against the allies is strongly and
repeatedly set forth in the Oration of Isokrat€s called Archidamus, composed as if to be spoken in this synod-and good evidence (whether actually
spoken or not) of the feelings animating the prince and a large party at
Sparta. Archidamus treats those allies who recommended the Spartans to
surrender Mess€n@, as worse enemies even than those who had broken off
altogether. He specifies Corinthians, Phliasians, and Epidaurians, sect.

ll-13-els 'TOV'TO 3' -1\KOUITI 'l!"ll.eove~(as, leal 'TOIT«OT1}V iJf.<wV IC<1.'TE'YVWIC«IT<V
ava.v8p(av, {f,IT'Tf 'll"Oll.ll.a!<IS 7)p.as a~<WO"aV'TfS 01r~p 'Tf/S aOrwV 'lroll.ep.eiv, W~p
MeO"O"f}V7}S OVI< o!ovral li•<v 1Jp.iis 1<1VIiuve6EIV" all.ll.' 'lv', avrol TflV IT<f>E'Tipav
O.O'TWV lJ.O"tpo.ll.ws 1<"-p?rWV'TO.I, 1re1pwv-ra1 818&1TKEIV i)p.'O.s ws Xpt, 'TOtS ~X6poi"s 'Tijs
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Spartan prince conjured his countrymen, in the name of all
their ancient dignity, to spurn the mandates of Thebes ; to
shrink neither from effort nor from peril for the re-conquest
of Messene, even if they had to fight alone against all Greece ;
and to convert their military population into a permanent
camp, sending away their women and children to an asylum in
friendly foreign cities.
Though the Spartans were not inclined to adopt the
desperate suggestions of Archidamus, yet this important congress ended by a scission between them and their allies. The
Corinthians, Phliasians, Epidaurians, and others, went to
Thebes, and concluded peace; recognising the independence
of Messene, and affirming the independence of each separate
city within its own territory, without either obligatory alliance,
or headship on the part of any city. Yet when the Thebans
invited them to contract an alliance, they declined, saying that
this would be only embarking in war on the other side;
whereas that which they sighed for was peace. Peace was
accordingly sworn, upon the terms indicated in the Persian
rescript, so far as regarded the general autonomy of each
separate town, and specially that of Messene; but not including
any sanction, direct or indirect, of Theban headship. 1
This treaty removed out of the war, and placed in a position
of neutrality, a considerable number of Grecian states; chiefly
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We may infer from this discourse of Isokrates, that the displeasure of the
Spartans against their allies, because the latter advised them to relinquish
Messene-was much greater than the narrative ofXenophon (Hellen. vii. 4,
8-II) would lead us to believe.
In the argument prefixed to the discourse, it is asserted (among various
other inaccuracies), that the Spartans had sent to Thebes to ask for peace,
and that the Thebans had said in reply-peace would be granted, •l
M<rrrr~v71v &vo11drrwrrc Ka.l avr6vop.ov U.rrwrrc. Now the Spartans had never
sent to Thebes for this purpose ; the Corinthians went to Thebes, and there
learnt the peremptory condition requiring that Messene should be recognised. Next, the The bans would never require Sparta to recolonise or
reconstitute (&vocKirrcu) Messene ; that had been already done by the
Thebans themselves.
1 Diodorus (xv. 76) states that the Persian king sent envoys to Greece,
who caused this peace to be concluded. But there seems no ground for
believing that any Persian envoys had visited Greece since the return of
Pelopidas, whose return with the rescript did in fact constitute a Persian
intervention. The peace now concluded was upon the general basis of that
rescript: so far, but no farther (as I conceive); the assertion of Diodorus
about Persian intervention is exact.
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those near the Isthmus-Corinth, Phlius, Epidaurus; probably
Trcezen and Hermione, since we do not find them again
mentioned among the contending parties. But it left the
more powerful states, Thebes and Argos-Sparta and Athens 1
-still at war; as well as Arcadia, Achaia, and Elis. The
relations between these states however were now somewhat
complicated : for Thebes was at war with Sparta, and in
alliance, though not altogether hearty alliance, with the
Arcadians; while Athens· was at war with Thebes, yet in
alliance with Sparta as well as with Arcadia. The Argeians
were in alliance with Thebes and Arcadia, and at war with
Sparta; the Eleians were on unfriendly terms, though not yet
at actual war, with Arcadia-yet still (it would appear) in
alliance with Thebes. Lastly, the Arcadians themselves were
losing their internal co-operation and harmony one with
another, which had only so recently begun. Two parties were
forming among them, under the old conflicting auspices of
Mantineia and Tegea. Tegea, occupied by a Theban harmost
and garrison, held strenuously with Megalopolis and Messene
as well as with Thebes, thus constituting a strong and united
frontier against Sparta.
As the Spartans complained of their Peloponnesian allies,
for urging the recognition of Messene as an independent state
-so they were no less indignant with the Persian king; who,
though still calling himself their ally, had inserted the same
recognition in the rescript granted to Pelopidas. 2 The Athenians also were dissatisfied with this rescript. They had (as
has been already stated) condemned to death Timagoras, one
of their envoys who had accompanied Pelopidas, for having
received bribes. They now availed themselves of the opening
left for them in the very words of the rescript, to send a fresh
embassy up to the Persian court, and solicit more favourable
terms. Their new envoys, communicating the fact that Timagoras had betrayed. his trust and had been punished for it,
obtained from the Great King a fresh rescript, pronouncing
Amphipolis to be an Athenian possession instead of a free
city.s Whether that other article also in the former rescript,
1 Diodorus (xv. 76) is further inaccurate in stating the peace as universally
accepted, and as being a conclusion of the Bceotian and Lacedremonian war,
which had begun with the battle of Leuktra.
~ Xenopbon, Enc. Agesil. ii. 29. ~v6p.t(e-'Trfi n~P"J? B!K'I)v l.,.•&hue.v ~tal
'TOJV
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s This second mission of,the Athenians to the Persian court (pursuant to
the invitation contained in the rescript given to Pelopidas, Xen. Hellen. vii.
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which commanded Athens to call in all her armed ships, was
now revoked, we cannot say; but it seems probable.
At the same time that the Athenians sent this second
embassy, they also despatched an armament under Timotheus
to the coast of Asia Minor, yet with express instructions not
to violate the peace with the Persian king. Agesilaus, king of
Sparta, went to the same scene, though without any public
force; availing himself only of his long-established military
reputation to promote the interests of his country as negotiator.
Both Spartan and Athenian attention was now turned, directly
and specially, towards Ariobarzanes the satrap of Phrygia;
who (as has been already related) had sent over to Greece,
two years before, Philiskus of Abydus, with the view either of
obtaining from the Thebans peace on terms favourable to
Sparta, or of aiding the latter against them.l Ariobarzanes
was then preparing, and apparently had since openly consummated, his revolt from the Persian king, which Agesilaus
employed all his influence in fomenting. The Athenians,
however, still wishing to avoid a distinct breach with Persia,
instructed Timotheus to assist Ariobarzanes-yet with a formal
proviso, that he should not break truce with the Great King.
They also conferred both upon Ariobarzanes (with his three
sons), and upon Phi1iskus, the gift of Athenian citizenship.2
That satrap seems now to have had a large mercenary force,
and to have been in possession of both sides of the Hellespont, as well as of Perin thus on the Propontis; while Philiskus,
as his chief officer, exercised extensive ascendency, disgraced
by much tyranny and brutality, over the Grecian cities in that
region.
Precluded by his instructions from openly aiding the revolted
I, 37), appears to me implied in Demosthenes, Fals. Leg. p. 384, s. ISO;
p. 420, s. 283 ; Or. De Halonneso, p. 84, s. 30.
If the king of Persia was informed that Timagoras had been put to death
by his countrymen on returning to Athens-and if he sent down («a.-ro'll"EJ.u}•v) a fresh rescript about Amphipolis-this information can only
have been communicated, and the new rescript only obtained, by a second
embassy sent to him from Athens.
Perhaps the Lacedremonian Kal!ias may have accompanied this second
Athenian mission to Susa ; we hear of him as having come back with a
friendly letter from the Persian king to Agesilaus (Xenophon, Enc. Ages.
viii. 3; Plutarch, Apophth. Lacon. p. I2I3 E), brought by a Persian
messenger. But the statement is too vague to enable us to verify this as the
actual occasion.
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 27.
2 Demosthen. De Rhodior. Libert. p. I93, s. ro, cont. Aristokrat. p. 666,
s. I65; P· 68], s. 242.
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Ariobarzanes, Timotheus turned his force against the island of
Samos ; which was now held by Kyprothemis, a Grecian chief
with a military force in the service of Tigranes, Persian satrap
on the opposite mainland. How or when Tigranes had acquired
it, we do not know; but the Persians, when once left by the
peace of Antalkidas in quiet possession of the continental
Asiatic Greeks, naturally tended to push their dominion over
the neighbouring islands. After carrying on his military operations in Samos, with 8ooo peltasts and 30 triremes, for ten or
eleven months, Timotheus became master of it. His success
was the more gratifying, as he had found means to pay and
maintain his troops during the whole time at the cost of
enemies; without either drawing upon the Athenian treasury,
or extorting contributions from allies. 1 An important possession was thus acquired for Athens, while a considerable number
of Samians of the opposite party went into banishment, with
the loss of their properties. Since Samos was not among the
legitimate possessions of the king of Persia, this conquest was
not understood to import war between him and Athens. Indeed
it appears that the revolt of Ariobarzanes, and the uncertain
fidelity of various neighbouring satraps, shook for some time
the King's authority, and absorbed his revenues in these
regions. Autophradates, the satrap of Lydia-and Mausolus,
native prince of Karia under Persian supremacy-attacked
Ariobarzanes, with the view, real or pretended, of quelling his
revolt; and laid siege to Assus and Adramyttium. But they
are said to have been induced to desist by the personal
influence of Agesilaus. 2 As the latter had no army, nor any
means of allurement (except perhaps some money derived
from Ariobarzanes), we may fairly presume that the two
besiegers were not very earnest in the cause. Moreover, we
shall find both of them, a few years afterwards, in joint revolt
1 Demos then. ut sup, ; Isokrat~s, Or. xv. (De Permut.) s. r r8; Cornel.
Nepos, Timoth. c. I.
The stratagems whereby Timotheus procured money for his troops at
Samos, are touched upon in the Pseudo-Aristoteles, CEconomic. ii. 23 ;
and in Polyren. iii. ro, 9; so far as .we can understand them, they
appear to be only contributions, levied under a thin disguise, upon the
inhabitants.
Since Ariobarzan~s gave money to Agesilaus, he may perhaps have given
some to Timotheus during this siege.
2 Xenoph. Enc. Ages. ii. 26 ; Polyrenus, vii. 26.
I do not know whether it is to this period that we are to refer the siege
of Atarneus by Autophradat~s, which he was induced to relinquish by an
ingenious proposition of Eubulus, who held the place (Aristot. Politic. ii.
4, IO).
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wi1:h Ariobarzanes himself against the Persian king.I Agesilaus
obtained, from all three, pecuniary aid for Sparta. 2
The acquisition of Samos, while it exalted the reputation
of Timotheus, materially enlarged the maritime dominion of
Athens. It seems also to have weakened the hold of the
Great King on Asia Minor-to have disposed the residents,
both satraps and Grecian cities, to revolt-and thus to have
helped Ariobarzanes, who rewarded both Agesilaus and
Timotheus. Agesilaus was enabled to carry home a sum of
money to his embarrassed countrymen; but Timotheus, declining pecuniary aid, obtained for Athens the more valuable
boon of re-admission to the Thracian Chersonese. Ariobarzanes made over to him Sestus and Krith6te in that peninsula;
possessions doubly precious, as they secured to the Athenians a
partial mastery of the passage of the Hellespont ; with a large
circumjacent territory for occupation. 3
Samos and the Chersonese were not simply new tributary
confederates aggregated to the Athenian synod. They were, in
large proportion, new territories acquired to Athens, open to be
occupied by Athenian citizens as out·settlers or kleruchs.
Much of the Chersonese had been possessed by Athenian
citizens, even from the time of the first Miltiades and afterwards down to the destruction of the Athenian empire in
405 B.c. Though all these proprietors had been then driven
home and expropriated, they had never lost the hope of a
favourable turn of fortune and eventual re-entry. 4 That
moment had now arrived. The formal renunciation of all
private appropriations of land out of Attica, which Athens
had proclaimed at the formation of her second confederacy
in 378 B.c., as a means of conciliating maritime allies-was
1 It is with the greatest difficulty that we make out anything like a
thread of events at this period; so miserably scanty and indistinct are our
authorities.
Rehdantz (Vita: Iphicratis, Chabrire, et Timothei, chap. v. p. u8-r3o)
is an instructive auxiliary in putting together the scraps of information :
compare also Weissenborn, Hellen. p. 192-194 (Jena, 1844).
2 Xen. Enc. Ages. ii. 26, 27.
8 Isokrates, Or. xv. (De Pcrmut.) s. II5-II9; Cornelius Nepos,
Timotheus, c. r.
Isokrates particularly dwells upon the fact that the conquests of Timotheus
secured to Athens a large circumjacent territory-wv il.'f/<f>8etufiw l:i.11'as b

'T011'0S 11'Ep<txwv olKe'ios -i)va-yK&.u8'f/ -rjl11'6il.et -yevlu8at, &c: (s.
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From the value of the Hellespont to Athens as ensunng a regular supply
of corn imported from the Euxine, Sestus was sometimes called ''the flourboard of the Peirreus "--ry 'T'f/il.[a Tov II•tpatws (Ari>tot. Rhetor. iii. ro, 3).
4 See Andokides de Pace, s. 15.
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forgotten, now that she stood no longer in fear of Sparta. The
same system of kleruchies, which had so much discredited her
former empire, was again partially commenced. Many kleruchs,
or lot-holders, were sent out to occupy lands both at Samos and
in the Chersonese. These men were Athenian citizens, who
still remained citizens of Athens even in their foreign domicile,
and whose properties formed part of the taxable schedule of
Athens. The particulars of this important measure are unknown to us. At Samos the emigrants must have bee!l new
men; for there had never been any kleruchs there before. 1
But in the Chersonese, the old Athenian proprietors, who had
been expropriated forty years before (or their descendants),
doubtless now went back, and tried, with more or less of success,
to regain their previous lands ; reinforced by bands of new emigrants. And Timotheus, having once got footing at Sestus and
Krith6te, soon extended his acquisitions to Elreus and other
places ; whereby Athens was emboldened publicly to claim the
whole Chersonese, or at least most part of it, as her own ancient
possession-from its extreme northern boundary at a line drawn
across the isthmus north of Kardia, down to Elreus at its
southern extremity. 2
This transfer of lands in Samos to Athenian proprietors, com1 That the Athenian occupation of Samos (doubtless only in part) by
kleruchs, began in 366 or 365 B. c.-is established by Diodorus, xviii. 8-18
-when he mentions the restoration of the Samians forty·three years afterwards by the Macedonian Perdikkas. This is not inconsistent with the
fact that additional detachments of kleruchs were sent out in 361 and in
352 B.C., as mentioned by the Scholiast on A<:schines cont. Timarch. p. 31,
c. 12; and by Philochorus, Fr. 131, ed. Didot. See the note of Wesseling,
who questions the accuracy of the date in Diodorus. I dissent from his
criticism, though he is supported both by Boeckh (Public Econ. of Athens,
b. iii. p. 428) and by Mr. Clinton (F. H. ad ann. 352). I think it highly
improbable that so long an interval should have elapsed between the
capture of the island and the sending of the kleruchs, or that this latter
measure, offensive as it was in the eyes of Greece, should have been .first
resorted to by Athens in 352 B.c., when she had been so much weakened
both by the Social War, and by the progress of Philip. Strabo mentions
2000 kleruchs as having been sent to Samos.
But whether he means the
first batch alone, or all the different batches together, we cannot say
(Strabo, xiv. p. 638). The father of the philosopher Epikurus was among
these kleruchs : compare Diogen. Laert. x. I.
Rehdantz (Vitre Iphicratis, Chabrire, et Timothei, p. 127) seems to me to
take a just view of the very difficult chronology of this period.
Demosthenes mentions the property of the kleruchs, in his general
review of the ways and means of Athens ; in a speech delivered in Olym.
xo6, before 352 B.C. {De Symmoriis, p. 182, s. 19).
2 See Demosthenes, De Halonneso, p. 86, s. 40-42; 1Eschines, De Fals.
Legat. 264, s. 74·
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bined with the resumption of the Chersonese, appears to have
excited a strong sensation throughout Greece, as a revival of
ambitious tendencies on the part of Athens, and a manifest
departure from those disinterested professions which she had
set forth in 378 B.c. Even in the Athenian assembly, a citizen
named Kydias pronounced an emphatic protest against the
emigration of the kleruchs to Samos.l However, obnoxious as
the measure was to criticism, yet having been preceded by a
conquering siege and the expulsion of many native proprietors,
it does not seem to have involved Athens in so much real
difficulty as the resumption of her old rights in the Chersonese.
Not only did she here come into conflict with independent
towns, like Kardia, 2 which resisted her pretensions-and with
resident proprietors whom she was to aid her citizens in dispossessing-but also with a new enemy, Kotys, king of Thrace.
That prince, claiming the Chersonese as Thracian territory, was
himself on the point of seizing Sestus, when Agesilaus or Ariobarzanes drove him away, 3 to make room for Timotheus and
the Athenians.
It has been already mentioned, that Kotys 4-the new Thracian enemy, but previously the friend and adopted citizen, of
Athens-was father-in-law of the Athenian general Iphikrates,
whom he had enabled to establish and people the town and
settlement called Drys, on the coast of Thrace. Iphikrates had
been employed by the Athenians for the last three or four years
on the coasts of Macedonia and Chalkidike, and especially
against Amphipolis ; but he had neither taken the latter place,
nor obtained (so far as we know) any other success; though he
had incurred the expense for three years of a mercenary general
named Charidemus with a body of troops. How so unprofitable
a result, on the part of an energetic man like Iphikrates, is to be
explained-we cannot tell. But it naturally placed him before
the eyes of his countrymen in disadvantageous contrast with
Timotheus, who had just acquired Samos and the Chersonese.
An additional reason for mistrusting Iphikrates, too, was presented by the fact, that Athens was now at war with his fatherin-law Kotys. Hence it was now resolved by the Athenians to
recall him, and appoint Timotheus 5 to an extensive command,
Aristotel. Rhetoric. ii. 8, 4·
Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 677, s. 201; p. 679, s. 209.
Xenophon, Enc. Agesil. ii. 26.
' Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat, p. 66o, s. 141.
~ Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 669, s. 174. 'E,.e•o~ "Tov p.€v'Icpu<p&..,. 11 v
luro<T"Tpa.,.rryov ~,.ot.fware, T<floJ<ov li' £,.' 'Ap.cp[,.oA.•v Kal X•pp&v.,<Tov €~e,.<p.·
1
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including Thrace and Macedonia as well as the Chersonese.
Perhaps party enmities between the two Athenian chiefs, with
their respective friends, may have contributed to the change.
As Iphikrates had been the accuser of Timotheus a few years
before, so the latter may have seized this opportunity of retaliating.1 At all events the dismissed general conducted himself in
such a manner as to justify the mistrust of his countrymen ;
taking part with his father-in-law Kotys in the war, and actually
fighting against Athens. 2 He had got into his possession some
hostages of Amphipolis, surrendered to him by Harpalus;
which gave great hopes of extorting the surrender of the town.
These hostages he had consigned to the custody of the mercenary general Charidemus, though a vote had been passed in
the Athenian assembly that they should be sent to Athens. 3
As soon as the appointment of Iphikrates was cancelled, Charidemus forthwith surrendered the hostages to the Amphipolitans
themselves, thus depriving Athens of a material advantage.
And this was not all. Though Charidemus had been three
years with his band in the service of Athens under Iphikrates,
yet when the new general Timotheus wished to re-engage him,
he declined the proposition; conveying away his troops in
Athenian transports, to enter into the pay of a decided enemy
of Athens-Kotys; and in conjunction with Iphikrates himself. 4
1

See Demosthen. cont. Timoth. pp. u87, u88, s. 10-15.
Timotheus swore and pledged himself publicly in the Athenian assembly,
on one occasion, to prefer against Iphikrat@s a -ypa<t>hv ~·vlas; but he never
realised this engagement, and he even afterwards became so far reconciled
with I phikrat@s, as to give his daughter in marriage to the son of the latter
(ibid. p. 1204, s. 78).
To what precise date, or circumstance, this sworn engagement is to be
referred, we cannot determine. Possibly the -ypa.p1, ~·vlas may refer to the
connexion of Iphikrat@s with Kotys, which might entail in some manner
the forfeiture of his right of citizenship : for it is difficult to understand
how -ypa.p1, ~•vias, in its usual sense (implying the negation of any original
right of citizenship), could ever be preferred as a charge against Iphikrat@s ;
who not only performed all the active duties of a citizen, but served in the
highest post, and received from the people distinguished honours.
2 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 663, s. 153.
lr&il.p:quev fl1r~p 'TWII
K&'Tuos wpa-yp.&.'Twv lvavrla 'TOtS {,p.e'T€po<s urpaT1J")'OLS vaup.axe<v.
3 Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p. 669, s. 174-177.
Respecting these
hostages, I can do nothing more than repeat the brief and obscure notice
of Demosthenes. Of the various conjectures proposed to illustrate it, none
appear to me at all satisfactory. Who Harpalus was, I cannot presume to
say.
4 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 669, s. 17 5·
The orator refers to letters written by lphikrates and Timotheus to the
Athenian people, in support of these allegations. Unfortunately these
!etters are not cited in substance.
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He was subsequently coming by sea from Kardia to take service
under her other enemies, Olynthus and Amphipolis, when he
was captured by the Athenian fleet. Under these circumstances, he was again prevailed on to serve Athens_
It was against these two cities, and to the general coast of
Macedonia and the Chalkidic Thrace, that Timotheus devoted
his first attention, postponing for the moment Kotys and the
Chersonese. In this enterprise he found means to obtain the
alliance of Macedonia, which had been hostile to his predecessor Iphikrates. Ptolemy of Alorus, regent of that country,
who had assassinated the preceding king, Alexander ·son of
Amyntas, was himself assassinated (365 B.c.) by Perdikkas,
brother of Alexander. 1 Perdikkas, during the first year or two
of his reign, seems to have been friendly and not hostile to
Athens. He lent aid to Timotheus, who turned his force
against Olynthus and other towns both in the Chalkidic Thrace
and on the coast of Macedonia. 2 Probably the Olynthian confederacy may have been again acquiring strength during the
years of recent Spartan humiliation ; so that Perdikkas now
found his account in assisting Athens to subdue or enfeeble it,
just as his father Amyntas had invoked Sparta for the like
purpose. Timotheus, with the assistance of Perdikkas, was
very successful in these parts; making himself master of
Torone, Potidcea, Pydna, Methone, and various other places.
As he mastered many of the Chalkidic towns allied with
Olynthus, the means and adherents still retained by that city
became so much diminished, that Timotheus is spoken of
loosely as having conquered it. 8 Here, as at Samos, he obtained his successes not only without cost to Athens, but also
(as we are told) without severities upon the allies, simply from
the regular contributions of the Thracian confederates of Athens,
1
Diodorus, xv. 77; JEschines, De Fals. Leg. p. 250, c. 14.
2 Demosthenes (Olynth. r, p. 21, s. 14) mentions the assistance of the
Macedonians to Timotheus against Olynthus. Compare also his oration
ad Philippi Epistolam (p. 154, s. g). This can hardly allude to anything
else than the war carried on by Timotheus on those coasts in 364 B.c. See
also Polyren. iii. ro, 14.
8 Diodor. xv. 8r ; Cornelius Nepos, Timoth. 1 ; Isokrates, Or. xv, (De
Permut.) s. II5-II9; Deinarchus cont. Demosth. s. 14, cont. Philokl.
s. 19.
I give in the text what I apprehend to be the real truth contained in the
large assertion of Isokrates-X"Amoei's tl:zravTas KaTnroA.€p.'1/<t•v (s. IIg).
The orator states that Timotheus acquired twenty-four cities in all ; but
this total probably comprises his conquests in other times as well as in
other places. The expression of Nepos-"Olynthios bello subegit"-is
vague.
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assisted by the employment of a temporary coinage of base
metal. 1 Yet though Timotheus was thus victorious in and near
the Thermaic Gulf, he was not more fortunate than his predecessor in his attempt to achieve that which Athens had most at
heart-the capture of Amphipolis; although, by the accidental
capture of Charidemus at sea, he was enabled again to enlist
that chief with his band, whose services seem to have been
gratefully appreciated at Athens. 2 Timotheus first despatched
Alkimachus, who was repulsed-then landed himself and
attacked the city. But the Amphipolitans, aided by the
neighbouring Thracians, in large numbers (and perhaps by the
Thracian Kotys), made so strenuous a resistance, that he was
forced to retire with loss ; and even to burn some triremes,
which, having been carried across to assail the city from the
wide part of the river Strymon above, could not be brought off
in the face of the enemy. 8
1

Isokrati!s, !. c. ; Aristotel. CEconomic. ii. 22; Polyren. iii. 10, 14Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 669, s. 177.
8 Polyrenus (iii. ro, 8) mentions this fact, which is .explained by comparing (in Thucydides, vii. 9) the description of the attack made by the
Athenian Euetion upon Amphipolis in 414 B. c.
These ill-successes of Timotheus stand enumerated, as I conceive, in
that catalogue of nine defeats, which the Scholiast on .lEschines (De Fals.
Leg. p. 755, Reiske) specifies as having been undergone by Athens at the
territory called Nine Ways ('Evvea 'Oool), the previous name of the spot
where Amphipolis was built. They form the eight~ and ninth items of
the catalogue.
The third item is the capture of Amphipolis by Brasidas. The fourth
is the defeat of Kleen by Brasidas. Then come,5· ol ~vouwiiv-res br' 'Hl'6va 'A811vaio• ~~ell.d811rrav. The only way in
which I can make historical fact out of these words is by supposing that
they allude to the driving in of all the out-resident Athenians to Athens,
after the defeat of JEgospotami. We know from Thucydides that when
Amphipolis was taken by Brasidas, many of the Athenians who were there
settled retired to Eion ; where they probably remained until the close of
the Peloponnesian war, and were then forced back to Athens. We should
then have to construe ol ivoucoiiv-res br' 'Hl'6va 'A871vaio•-" the Athenians
residing at Eion;" which, though not an usual sense of the preposition e'll'l
with an accusative case, seems the only definite meaning which can be
made out here.
•
6. o/ p.e-r!i l<p.p.£xov rT";P",T11")'0VVT?S owp8dp11~""· , ,
7· 8-re ITpw-r6p.axos a'ITe-rvxev ( Ap.qmroll.•-rwv av-rovs '1Tapao6v-rwv TOIS
bp.6po•s 0prt~l, these last words are inserted by Bekker from a MS.). These
two last-mentioned occurrences are altogether unknown. We may perhaps
suppose them to refer to the period when Iphikrates was commanding the
forces of Athens in these regions, from 368-365 B. c.
8. i1<1rep.tp8els 61r'b Tlp.oOeov 'AA~<lp.axos &,,.l-ruxev av-roii, 1rapao&v-rwv all-rolls
E>pa~lv E'll'l T•p.o~<pd-rous 'A8-i}vprr•v lipxov-ros.
The word T<p.oeEou is here inserted by Bekker from a MS., in place of
Tlp.orr8evovs, which appeared in Reiske's edition.
~
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Timotheus next turned his attention to the war against
K.otys in Thrace, and to the defence of the newly-acquired
Athenian possessions in the Chersonese, now menaced by the
appearance of a new and unexpected enemy to Athens in the
eastern waters of the h:gean-a Theban fleet.
I have already mentioned that in 366 B.c., Thebes had
sustained great misfortunes in Thessaly. Pelopidas had been
fraudulently seized and detained as prisoner by Alexander of
Pher~; a The ban army had been sent to rescue him, but had
been dishonourably repulsed, and had only been enabled to
effect its retreat by the genius of Epaminondas, then serving as
a private, and called upon by the soldiers to take the command.
Afterwards, Epaminondas himself had been sent at the head of
a second army to extricate his captive friend, which he had
accomplished, but not without relinquishing Thessaly and
leaving Alexander more powerful than ever. For a certain
time after this defeat, the Thebans remained comparatively
humbled and quiet. At length, the aggravated oppressions of
the tyrant Alexander occasioned such suffering, and provoked
such missions of complaint on the part of the Thessalians to
Thebes, that Pelopidas, burning with ardour to revenge both
his city and himself, prevailed on the Thebans to place him
at the head of a fresh army for the purpose of invading
Thessaly.l
·
At the same time, probably, the remarkable successes of the
9· Tt,..&8eos lrr<rTTpu:rdHtu.s 1)•pr.f,871 i1rl Ku.li.U.f'lwvos.
Here are two defeats of Timotheus specified, one in the archonship of
Timokrates, which exactly coincides with the command of Timotheus in
these regions (Midsummer 364 to Midsummer 363 B.c.). But the other
archon Kalamion, is unknown in the Fasti of Athens. Winiewski (Comment.
in Demosth. de Coronll., p. 39), Bohnecke, and other commentators follow
Corsini in representing Kalamion to be a corruption of Kallimedh, who
was archon from Midsummer 36o-359 B.c. ; and Mr. Clinton even inserts
the fact in his tables for that year. But I agree with Rehdantz (Vit. I ph.
Chab. et Tim. p. 153) that such an occurrence after Midsummer 360 B.C.
can hard!y be reconciled with the proceedings in the Chersonese before
and after that period, as reported by Demosthenes in the Oration against
Aristokrates. Without being able to explain the mistake about the name
of the archon, and without determining whether the real mistake may not
consist in having placed ~.,..( in place of 011"0-l cannot but think that
Timotheus underwent two repulses, one by his lieutenant, and another by
himself, near Amphipolis-both of them occurring in 364 or the early part
of 363 B.C. During great part of 363 B.c., the attention of Timotheus
seems to have been turned to the Chersonese, Byzantium, Kotys, &c.
My view of the chronology of this period agrees generally with that of
Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Gr. vol. v. ch. 42, p. 244-257),
1 Plutarch, Pelopid. c. 31 ; Diodor. xv. So.
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Athenians under Timotheus, at Samos and the Chersonese,
had excited uneasiness throughout Greece, and jealousy on the
part of the Thebans. Epaminondas ventured to propose to
his countrymen that they should grapple with Athens on her
own element, and compete for the headship of Greece not only
on land but at sea. In fact the rescript brought down by
Pelopidas from the Persian court sanctioned this pretension,
by commanding Athens to lay up her ships of war, on pain of
incurring the chastisement of the Great King; 1 a mandate,
which she had so completely defied as to push her maritime
efforts more energetically than before. Epaminondas employed
all his eloquence to impress upon his countrymen, that, Sparta
being now humbled, Athens was their actual and prominent
enemy. He reminded them-in language such as had been
used by Brasidas in the early years of the Peloponnesian war,
and by Hermokrates at Syracuse 2-that men such as the
The bans, brave and trained soldiers on land, could soon acquire
the like qualities on shipboard; and that the Athenians themselves had once been mere landsmen, until the exigencies of
the Persian war forced them to take to the sea.s "We must
put down this haughty rival (he exhorted his countrymen); we
must transfer to our own citadel, the Kadmeia, those magnificent Propylrea which adorn the entrance of the acropolis at
Athens." 4
Such emphatic language, as it long lived in the hostile recollection of Athenian orators, so it excited at the moment extreme
ardour on the part of the Theban hearers. They resolved to
build and equip one hundred triremes, and to construct docks
with ship-houses fit for the constant maintenance of such a
number. Epaminondas himself was named commander, to
sail with the first fleet, as soon as it should be ready,.to the
Hellespont and the islands near Ionia; while invitations were
at the same time despatched to Rhodes, Chios, and Byzantium,
encouraging them to prepare for breaking with Athens. 5 Some
opposition however was made in the Theban assembly to the
new undertaking; especially by Menekleidas, an opposition
speaker, who, being frequent and severe in his criticisms upon
the leading men such as Pelopidas and Epaminondas, has
1

2 Thucyd. ii. 87; vii. 21.
Xen. Hellen. vii. 1, 36.
s Diodor. xv. 78.
4 A':schin~s, Fals. Leg. p. 276, c. 32, s. II 1.
'E1Tap.Etvwvlias, obx

b1ro1TT~~as TO Twv 'ABr,va[wv &.~lwp.a,

El1TE

litappM'flv ~v Trf 'lrll.i)IJEL Twv

0n/3alwv~ &s ~el -rCt T-1}; ,A8rwalwv O)~por.6?--.eoos 7rpo1r6Aata
wpouTarnav T'f/S Kalip.Etas.
5

Diodor. xv. 78, 79·

p.ereVE')'KE'iv
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been handed down by Nepos and Plutarch in odious colours.
Demagogues like him, whose power resided in the public
assembly, are commonly represented as if they had a natural
interest in plunging their cities into war, in order that there
might be more matter of accusation against the leading men.
This representation is founded mainly on the picture which
Thucydides gives of Kleon in the first half of the Peloponnesian
war: I have endeavoured in a former volume to show,I that it
is not a fair estimate even of Kleon separately, much less of
the demagogues generally, unwarlike men both in taste and
aptitudes. Menekleidas at Thebes, far from promoting warlike
expeditions in order that he might denounce the generals when
they came back, advocated the prudence of continued peace,
and accused Epaminondas of involving his country in distant
and dangerous schemes, with a view to emulate the glories of
Agamemnon by sailing from Aulis in Bceotia, as commander
of an imposing fleet to make conquests in the Hellespont.
"By the help of Thebes (replied Epaminondas) I have already
done more than Agamemnon. He, with the forces of Sparta
and all Greece besides, was ten years in taking a single city ;
while I, with the single force of Thebes and at the single day of
Leuktra, have crushed the power of the Agamemnonian Sparta. " 2
While repelling the charge of personal motives, Epaminondas
contended that peace would be tantamount to an abnegation
of the headship of Greece; and that, if Thebes wished to
maintain that ascendent station, she must keep her citizens in
constant warlike training and action.
To err with Epaminondas may be considered, by some
readers, as better than being right with Menekleidas. But on
the main point of this debate, Menekleidas appears to have
been really right. For the general exhortations ascribed to
Epaminondas resemble but too closely those feverish stimulants,
which Alkibiades administered at Athens to wind up his
countrymen for the fatal expedition against Syracuse. 3 If we
See vol. vii. ch. liv.
Cornelius Nepos, Epaminond. c. 5; Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 25;
Plutarch, De Sui Laude, p. 542 A.
Neither of these two authors appear to me to conceive rightly either the
attack, or the reply, in which the name of Agamemnon is here brought
forward. As I have given it in the text, there is a real foundation for the
attack, and a real point in the reply; as it appears in Cornelius Nepos,
there is neither one nor the other.
That the Spartans regarded themselves as having inherited the leadership
of Greece from Agamemnon, may be seen by Herodotus, vii. 159·
3 Thucyd. vi. 17, 18.
1
2
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should even grant his advice to be wise, in reference to landwarfare, we must recollect that he was here impelling Thebes
into a new and untried maritime career, for which she had
neither aptitude nor facilities. To maintain ascendency on
land alone, would require all her fore~, and perhaps prove
too hard for her; tp maintain ascendency by land and sea at
<>nee would be still more impracticable. By grasping at both,
she would probably keep neither. Such considerations warrant
us in suspecting, that the project of stretching across the JEgean
for ultramarine dependencies was suggested to this great man
not so much by a sound appreciation of the permanent interests
<>f Thebes, as by jealousy of Athens-especially since the recent
conquests of Timotheus. 1
The project however was really executed, and a large The ban
fleet under Epaminondas crossed the JEgean in 363 B.C. In
the same year, apparently, Pelopidas marched into Thessaly,
at the head of a Theban land-force, against Alexander of
Pherre. What the fleet achieved, we are scarcely permitted to
know. It appears that Epaminondas visited Byzantium; and
we are told that he drove off the Athenian guard-squadron
under Laches, prevailing upon several of the allies of Athens
to declare in his favour. 2 Both he and Timotheus appear to
have been in these seas, if not at the same time, at least with
no great interval of time between. Both were solicited by the
<>ligarchy of the Pontic Herak~eia against the people; and both
declined to furnish aid. 8 Titnotheus is said to have liberated
the besieged town of Kyzikus; by whom it was besieged, we
1 Plutarch (Philopcemen, c. I4) mentions that some authors represented
Epaminondas as having consented unwillingly to this maritime expedition.
He explains such reluctance by reference to the disparaging opinion expressed by Plato about maritime service. But this opinion of Plato is
founded upon reasons foreign to the character of Epaminondas ; and it
seems to me evident that the authors whom Plutarch here followed,
introduced the opinion only as an hypothesis to explain why so great a
general on land as Epaminondas had accomplished so little at sea, when
he took command of a fleet ; putting himself in a function for which he
had little capacity, like Philopcemen (Plutarch, Rei public. Gerend. Prrecept.
p. 8r2 E).
Bauch (in his tract, Epaminondas und Thebens Kampf urn die Hegemonie,
Breslau, 1834, pp. 70, 71) maintains that Epaminondas was constrained
against his own better judgement to undertake this maritime enterprise. I
.cannot coincide in his opinion. The oracle which Bauch cites from
Pausanias (viii. rr, 6) proves as little as the above extract from Plutarch.
2 Isokrat~s, Or. v. (Philip.) s. 53; Diodor. xv. 79·
!alas 'Tas ..-ol\e.s
..,-o'is em/3alots brol71crev. I do not feel assured that these general words
apply to Chios, Rhodes, and Byzantium, which had before been mentioned.
Jus tin, xvi. 4·
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do not certainly know, but probably by the Theban fleet. 1
Epaminondas brought back his fleet at the end of the year,
without having gained any splendid victory, or acquired any
tenable possession for Thebes; yet not without weakening
Athens, unsettling her hold upon her dependencies, and
seconding indirectly the hostilities carried on by Kotys; insomuch that the Athenian affairs in the Chersonese and Thrace
were much less prosperous in 362 B.C. than they had been in
364 B.c. Probably Epaminondas intended to return with his
fleet in the next year (362 B.C.), and to push his maritime
enterprises still further; 2 but we shall find him imperatively
called elsewhere, to another and a fatal battle-field. And thus
the first naval expedition of Thebes was likewise the last.
Meanwhile his friend and colleague Pelopidas had marched
into Thessaly against the despot Alexander; who was now at
the height of his power, holding in dependence a large portion
of Thessaly together with the Phthiot Achreans and the
Magnetes, and having Athens as his ally. Nevertheless, so
revolting had been his cruelties, and so numerous were the
malcontents who had sent to invite aid from Thebes, that
Pelopidas did not despair of overpowering him. Nor was he
daunted even by an eclipse of the sun, which is said to have
occurred just as he was commencing his march, nor by the
gloomy warnings which the prophets founded upon it; though
this event intimidated many of his fellow-citizens, so that his
force was rendered less numerous as well as less confident.
Arriving at Pharsalus, and strengthening himself by the junction
of his Thessalian allies, he found Alexander approaching te>
meet him at the head of a well-appointed mercenary force,
greatly superior in number. The two chiefs contended whe>
should occupy first the hills called Kynos Kephalre, or the
Dog's Heads. Pelopidas arrived there first with his cavalry,
beat the cavalry of the enemy, and pursued them to some
distance; but he thus left the hills open to be occupied by the
numerous infantry of the enemy, while his own infantry, coming
up later, were repulsed with loss in their attempt to carry the
position. Thus unpromising did the battle appear, when
Pelopidas returned from the pursuit. Ordering his victorious
cavalry to charge the infantry on the hill in flank, he immediately dismounted, seized his shield, and put himself at the
head of his own discouraged infantry, whom he again led up
the hill to attack the position. His presence infused so much
1
2

Diodor. xv. 8r; Cornel. Nepos, Timotheus, c. r.
Diodor. xv. 79·
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fresh ardour, that his troops, in spite of being twice repulsed,
succeeded in a third attempt to drive the enemy from the
summit of the hill. Thus master of the hill, Pelopidas saw
before him the whole army of the enemy, retiring in some
disorder, though not yet beaten; while Alexander in person
was on the right wing, exerting himself to rally and encourage
them. When Pelopidas beheld, as it were within his reach,
this detested enemy-whose treacherous arrest and dungeon
he had himself experienced, and whose cruelties filled every
one's mouth-he was seized with a transport of rage and madness, like Cyrus the younger on the field of Kunaxa at the
sight of his brother Artaxerxes. Without thinking of his duties
as a general, or even looking to see by whom he was followed,
he rushed impetuously forward, with loud cries and challenges
to Alexander to come forth and fight. The latter, declining
the challenge, retired among his guards, into the midst of
whom Pelopidas plunged, with the few who followed him, and
there, while fighting with desperate bravery, met his death. So
rapidly had this rash proceeding been consummated, that his
army behind did not at first perceive it. But they presently
hastened forward to rescue or avenge him, vigorously charged
the troops of Alexander, and put them to flight with severe loss.l
Yet this victory, though important to the Thebans, and still
more important to the Thessalians, was to both of them robbed
of all its sensible value by the death of Pelopidas. The
demonstrations of grief throughout the army were unbounded
and universal. The soldiers yet warm from their victory, the
wounded men with wounds still untended, flocked around the
corpse, piling up near to it as a trophy the arms of the slain
enemies. Many, refusing either to kindle fire, or to touch
their evening meal, testified their affliction by cutting off their
own hair as well as the manes of their horses. The Thessalian
cities vied with each other in tokens of affectionate respect,
and obtained from the Thebans permission to take the chief
share in his funeral, as their lost guardian and protector. At
Thebes, the emotion was no less strikingly manifested. Endeared to his countrymen first as the head of that devoted
handful of exiles who braved every peril to rescue the city from
the Lacedremonians, Pelopidas had been re-elected without
interruption to the annual office of Bceotarch during all the
years that had since elapsed 2 (378-364 B.c.). He had taken
1

For the description of this memorable scene, see Plutarch, Pelopidas,

c. 31, 32; Diodor. xv. So, 81; Cornel. Nepos, Pelopid. c. 5·
2

Diodor. xv. Sr.

Plutarch (Pelop. c. 34) states substantially the same.
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a leading part in all their struggles, and all their glories ; he
had been foremost to cheer them in the hour of despondency ;
he had lent himself, with the wisdom of a patriot and the
generosity of a friend, to second the guiding ascendency of
Epaminondas, and his moderation of dealing towards conquered
enemies. 1
All that Thebes could do, was, to avenge the death of
Pelopidas. The Theban generals, Malkitas and Diogeiton, 2
1

Plutarch, Compar. Pelopid. and Marcell. c. I.
Diodorus (xv. 78) places in one and the same year both-x. The
maritime project of Epaminondas, including his recommendation of it, the
equipment of the fleet, and the actual expedition. 2. The expedition 01
Pelopidas into Thessaly with its immediate consequences.-He mentions
first the former of the two, but he places both in the first year of Olympiad
104, the year in which Timokrati!s was archon at Athens; that is, from
Midsummer 364 to Midsummer 363 B.C. He passes immediately from the
maritime expedition into an allusion to the battle of Mantineia, which (he
says) proved fatal to Epaminondas and hindered him from following up his
ideas of maritime activity.
The battle of Mantineia took place in June or July 362 B.C. The
maritime expedition, immediately preceding that battle, would therefore
naturally take place in the summer of 363 B.C.; the year 364 B.C. having
been occupied in the requisite naval equipments.
I incline to think that the march of Pelopidas into Thessaly also took
place during 363 B.c., and that his death thus occurred while Epaminondas
was absent on shipboard. A probable 1·eason is thus supplied why the
second Theban army which went to avenge Pelopidas, was commanded,
not by his friend and colleague Epaminondas, but by other generals. Had
Epaminondas been then at home, this would hardly have been.
The eclipse of the sun, which both Plutarch and Diodorus mention to
have immediately preceded the out-march of Pelopidas, does not seem to
have been as yet certainly identified. Dodwell, on the authority of an
astronomical friend, places it on the 13th of June, 364 B.c., at five o'clock
in the morning. On the other hand, Calvisius places it on the 13th of
July in the same Julian year, at a quarter before eleven o'clock in the day
(see L'Art de verifier les dates, tom. i. p. 257). We may remark, that
the day named by Dod well (as he himself admits) would not fall within the
Olympic year 364-363 B.C., but during the month preceding the commencement of that year. Moreover Dodwell speaks as if there were no other
months in the year, except June, July, and August, fit for military expeditions ; an hypothesis not reasonable to admit.
Both Siever~ and Dr. Thirlwall accept the eclipse mentioned by Dod well,
as marking the time when the expedition of Pelopidas commenced-June
364 B. c. But against this, Mr. Clinton takes no notice of it in his Tables;
which seems to show that he was not satisfied as to the exactness of
Dodwell's statement or the chronological identity. If it should turn out,
on further astronomical calculations, that there occurred no eclipse of the
sun in the year 363 B.c., visible at Thehes-I should then fix upon the
eclipse mentioned by Calvisius (13 July 364 B.C.) as identifying the time of
the expedition of Pelopidas ; which would, on that supposition, precede by
eight or nine months the commencement of the transmarine cruise of
Epaminondas. The eclipse mentioned by Calvisius is preferable to that
2
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conducted a powerful force of 7ooo hoplites into Thessaly, and
put themselves at the head of their partisans in that country.
With this united army, they pressed Alexander hard, completely
worsted him, and reduced him to submit to their own terms.
He was compelled to relinquish all his dependencies in Thessaly; to confine himself to Pherre, with its territory near the
Gulf of Pagasre; and to swear adherence to Thebes as a leader.
All Thessaly, together with the Phthiot Achreans and the
Magnetes, became annexed to the headship of the Thebans,
who thus acquired greater ascendency in Northern Greece
than they had ever enjoyed before. 1 The power of Alex!.l.nder
was effectually put down on land; but he still continued both
powerful and predatory at sea, as will be seen in the ensuing
year.
CHAPTER LXXX
FROM THE DEATH OF PELOPIDAS TO THE BATTLE OF
MANTINEIA

IT was during this period-while Epaminondas was absent
with the fleet, and while Pelopidas was engaged in that
Thessalian campaign from whence he never returned-that the
'Thebans destroyed Orchomenus. That city, the second in the
Bceotian federation, had always been disaffected towards
'Thebes. The absence of the two great leaders, as well as of a
.large Theban force in Thessaly, seems to have been regarded
!by the Orchomenian Knights or Horsemen (the first and richest
among the citizens, 300 in number) as a favourable moment
for attack. Some The ban exiles took part in this scheme, with
..a view to overthrow the existing government; and a day,
.appointed for a military review near Thebes, was fixed for
execution. A large number of conspirators joined, with
.apparent ardour. But before the day arrived, several of them
.repented and betrayed the plot to the Bceotarchs ; upon which
the Orchomenian horsemen were seized, brought before the
Theban assembly, condemned to death, and executed. More·over, the resolution was taken to destroy the town, to kill the
.male adults, and to sell the women and children into slavery. 2
.mentioned by Dod well, because it falls within the Olympic year indicated
by Diodorus.
But it appears to me that further astronomical information is here
,re~uired.

Plutarch, Pelopid. c. 35·

2

Diodor. xv. 79.
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This barbarous decree was executed, though probably a certain
fraction found means to escape, forming the kernel of that
population which was afterwards restored. The full measure
of ancient Theban hatred was thus satiated ; a hatred, tracing
its origin even to those mythical times when Thebes was said
to have paid tribute to Orchomenus. But the erasure of this
venerable city from the list of autonomous units in Hellas, with
the wholesale execution and sale of so many free kinsmen into
slavery, excited strong sympathy throughout the neighbours, as
well as repugnance against The ban cruelty; 1 a sentiment
probably aggravated by the fact, which we must presume to
have been concurrent-that the Thebans appropriated the
territory among their own citizens. It would seem that the
neighbouring town of Koroneia shared the same fate ; at least
the tw~ are afterwards spoken of together in such manner as to
make us suppose so. 2. Thebes thus absorbed into herself these
two towns and territories to the north of her own city, as well
as Plat:£a and Thespia! to the south.
We must recollect that during the supremacy of Sparta and
the period of Theban struggle and humiliation, before the
battle of Leuktra, Orchomenus had actively embraced the
Spartan cause. Shortly after that victory, the Thebans had
been anxious under their first impulse of resentment to destroy
the city, but had been restrained by the lenient recommendations
of Epaminondas. 8 All their half-suppressed wrath was revived
by the conspiracy of the Orchomenian Knights ; yet the
extreme severity of the proceeding would never have been
consummated, but for the absence of Epaminondas, who was
deeply chagrined on his return. 4 He well knew the bitter
1 See the sentiment expressed by Demosthen@s 'cont. Leptinem, p. 489,
s. 121-an oration delivered in 355 B.C. ; eight years after the destruction
of Orchomenus.
2 Demosth. De Pace, p. 62, s. 2I ; Philippic. II. p. 69, s. IS; Fals.
Leg. p. 375, s. I22; p. 387, s. 162 ; p. 445, s. 373·
3 Diodor. xv. 57·
' Pausan. ix. 15, 2.
Diodorus places in the same year all the three facts :-I. The maritime
expedition of Epaminondas. 2. The expedition of Pelopidas into Thessaly,
his death, and the following Theban victories over Alexander of Pherre.
3· The conspiracy of the Orchomenian Knights and the destruction of
Orchomenus.
The year in which he places them is, the archonship of Timokratesfrom Midsummer 364 to Midsummer 363 B.C.
That the destruction of Orchomenus occurred during the absence of
Epaminondas, and that he was greatly distressed at it on his return-is
distinctly stated by Pausanias; who however is (in my judgement) so far
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censures which Thebes would draw upon herself by punishing
the entire city for the conspiracy of the wealthy Knights, and
in a manner even more rigorous than Plat<ea and Thespi<e ;
since the inhabitants of these two latter were expelled with their
families out of Bceotia, while the Orchomenian male adults
were slain, and the women and children sold into slavery.
On returning from his maritime expedition at the end of 363
B.c., Epaminondas was re-elected one of the Bceotarchs. He
had probably intended to renew his cruise during the coming
year. But hi~ chagrin for the Orchomenian affair, and his grief
for the death of Pelopidas-an intimate friend, as well as a
political colleague whom he could trust-might deter him from
a second absence; while the affairs of Peloponnesus also were
now becoming so complicated as to render the necessity of
renewed Theban interference again probable.
Since the peace concluded in 366 B.c. with Corinth, Phlius,
&c., Thebes had sent no army into that peninsula; though her
harmost and garrison still continued at Tegea, perhaps at
Megalopolis and Messene also. The Arcadians, jealous of her
as well as disunited among themselves, had even gone so far as
to contract an alliance with her enemy Athens. The main
conflict however now was, between the Arcadians and the
Eleians, respecting the possession of Triphylia and the Pisatid.
The Eleians about this time (36 5 B.c.) came into alliance
again with Sparta, 1 relinquishing their alliance with Thebes;
while the Ach<eans, having come into vigorous co-operation with
Sparta 2 ever since 36 7 B.C. (by reaction against the The bans,
who reversing the judicious and moderate policy of Epaminondas, violently changed the Ach<ean governments), allied
themselves with Elis also, in or before 365 B.c. 3 And thus
Sparta, though robbM by the pacification of 366 B.c. of the
aid of Corinth, Phlius, Epidaurus, &c., had now acquired in
exchange Elis and Achaia-confederates not less valuable.
Triphylia, the territory touching the western sea of Peloponnesus, immediately north of the river Neda-and the Pisatid
(including the lower course of the river Alpheius and the plain
of Olympia), immediately north of Triphylia-both of them
mistaken, that he refers the absence of Epaminondas to that previous
occasion when he had gone into Thessaly to rescue Pelopidas from the
dungeon of Alexander, 366 B.c.
This date is not so probable as the date assigned by Diodorus ; nor do
the chronological conceptions of Pausanias seem to me exact.
2
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, rg.
Xen. Hellen. vii. r, 43·
8 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 17.
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between Messenia and Elis-had been in former times
conquered and long held by the Eleians, but always as
discontented subjects. Sparta, in the days of her unquestioned
supremacy, had found it politic to vindicate their independence,
and had compelled the Eleians, after a war of two or three
years, to renounce formally all dominion over them. 1 No
sooner, however, had the battle of Leuktra disarmed Sparta,
than the Eleians reclaimed their lost dominion ; 2 while the
subjects on their side found new protectors in the Arcadians,
and were even admitted, under pretence of kindred race, into
the Pan-Arcadian confederacy. a The Persian rescript brought
down by Pelopidas (367-366 B.c.) seems to have reversed this
arrangement, recognising the imperial rights" of the Eleians. 4
But as the Arcadians had repudiated the rescript, it remained
for the Eleians to enforce their imperial rights by arms, if they
could. They found Sparta in the same interest as themselves ;
not only equally hostile to the Arcadians, but also complaining
that she had been robbed of Messene, as they complained of
the loss of Triphy lia. Sparta had just gained a slight advantage
over the Arcadians, in the recapture of Sellasia; chiefly through
the aid of a Syracusan reinforcement of twelve triremes, sent to
them by the younger Dionysius, but with orders speedily to
return. 5
Besides the imperial claims over Triphylia and the Pisatid,
which thus placed Elis in alliance with Sparta and in conflict
with Arcadia-there was also a territory lying north of the
Alpheius (on the hilly ground forming the western or Eleian
side of Mount Erymanthus, between Elis and the north-western
portion of Arcadia), which included Lasion and the highland
townships called Akroreii, and which was disputed between
Elis and Arcadia. At this moment, it was included as a portion
of the Pan-Arcadian aggregate; 6 but the Eleians, claiming it as
their own, and suddenly marching in along with a body of
Arcadian exiles, seized and occupied Lasion as well as some of
the neighbouring Akroreii. The Arcadians were not slow in
avenging the affront. A body of their Pan-Arcadian militia
called the Epariti, collected from the various cities and districts,
marched to Lasion, defeated the Eleian hoplites with considerable loss both of men and arms, and drove them out
2 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 2.
Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 30, 31.
4 Xen. Hellen. vii. I, 38.
Xen. Hellen. vii. 2, 26.
Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 12.
6 It had been taken from Elis by Agis, at the peace of 399 B.C. after his
victorious war (Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 31).
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of the district. The victors recovered both Lasion and all the
Akroreii, except Thraustus; after which they proceeded to the •
sacred ground of Olympia, and took formal possession of it, i
planting a garrison, protected by a regular stockaded circle, on j'
the hill called Kronion. Having made good this position, they
marched on even to the city of Elis itself, which was unfortified
(though it had a tenable acropolis), so that they were enabled
to enter it, finding no resistance until they reached the agora.
Here they found mustered the Eleian horsemen and the
chosen hoplites, who repulsed them with some loss. But Elis
was in great consternation ; while a democratical opposition
now manifested itself against the ruling oligarchy-seizing the
acropolis in hopl!s of admitting the Arcadians. The bravery
of the horsemen and hoplites, however, put down this internal
movement, recovered the acropolis, and forced the malcontents,
to the number of 400, to evacuate the city. Thus expelled,
the latter seized and established themselves at Pylus (in the
Eleian territory, about nine miles from Elis towards the
Arcadian border 1 ), where they were reinforced not only by a
body of Arcadians, but also by many of their partisans who
came from the city to join them. From this fortified post,
planted in the country like Dekeleia in Attica, they carried on ~
harassing war against the EJeians in the city, and reduced
them after some time to great straits. There were even hopes
of compelling the city to surrender, and a fresh invasion of the
Arcadians was invited to complete the enterprise. The Eleians
were only rescued by a reinforcement from their allies in Achaia,
who came in large force and placed the city in safety; so that
the Arcadians could do nothing more than lay waste the
territory around. 2
Retiring on this occasion, the Arcadians renewed their
invasion not long afterwards; their garrison still occupying
Olympia, and the exiles continuing at Pylus. They now
marched all across the country, even approaching Kyllene, the
harbour of Elis on the western sea. Between the harbour and
the city, the Eleians ventured to attack them, but were
defeated with such loss, that their general Andromachus (who
had prompted the attack) fell upon his sword in despair. The
distress of the Eleians became greater than ever. In hopes of
drawing off the Arcadian invaders, they sent an envoy to Sparta,
entreating that the Laced<emonians would make a diversion
on their side of Arcadia. Accordingly the Spartan prince
1
2

Pausanias, vi. 22, 3·
Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 13-18; Diodor. xv. 77·
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Archidamus (son of King Agesilaus), invading the south-western
portion of Arcadia, occupied a hill-town or post called Kromnus
(seemingly in the territory of Megalopolis, and cutting off the
communication between that city and Messene), which he
fortified and garrisoned with about 200 Spartans and Perireki.
The effect which the Eleians contemplated was produced. The
Arcadian army (except the garrison of Olympia), being withdrawn home, they had leisure to act against Pylus. The
Pylian exiles had. recently made an abortive attempt upon
Thalamre, on their return from which they were overtaken
and worsted by the Eleians, with severe loss in killed, and 200
of their number ultimately made prisoners. Among these
latter, all the Eleian exiles were at once put to death; all the
remainder sold for slaves.l
Meanwhile the main Arcadian force, which had returned
from Elis, was joined by allies-Thebans, 2 Argeians, and Mesenians-and marched at once to Kromnus. They there
blocked up the Lacedremonian garrison by a double palisade
carried all round, which they kept a numerous force to occupy.
In vain did Archidamus attempt to draw them off, by carrying
his devastations into the Skiritis and other portions of Arcadia ;
for the Skiritre, in former days dependents of Sparta and among
the most valuable constituents of the Lacedremonian armies, 3
had now become independent Arcadians. The blockade was
still continued without interruption. Archidamus next tried
to get possession of a hill-top which commanded the Arcadian
position. But in marching along the road up, he encountered
the enemy in great force, and was repulsed with some loss;
himself being thrust through the thigh with a spear, and his
relatives Polyrenidas and Chilon slain. 4 The Lacedremonian
troops retreated for some space into a wider breadth of ground,
where they were again formed in battle order, yet gno:atly discouraged both by the repulse and by the communication of
the names of the slain, who were among the most distinguished
soldiers of Sparta. The Arcadians on the contrary were
advancing to the charge in high spirits, when an ancient Spartan,
stepping forth from the ranks, shouted with a loud voice,

~

1 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 26.
a Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 27.
The The bans who are here mentioned must have been soldiers in garri·
son at Tegea, Megalopolis, or Mess~n~. No fresh Theban troops had come
into Peloponnesus.
s Thucyd. v. 68 ; Xen. Rep. Laced. xii. 3 ; xiii. 6.
4 The seizure of Kromnus by the Lacedremonians, and the wound
received by Archidamus, are alluded to by Justin, vi. 6.
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"What need to fight, gentlemen? Is it not better to conclude
a truce and separate ? " Both armies accepted the proposition
joyfully. The truce was concluded ; the Lacedremonians
took up their dead and retired : the Arcadians also retreated
to the spot where they had gained their advantage, and there,
erected their truphy.l
Under the graphic description here given by Xenophon,
seems to be concealed a defeat of the Lacedremonians more
serious than he likes to enunciate. The Ar~adians completely
gained their point, by continuing the blockade without interruption. One more attempt was made by the Lacedremonians for the relief of their countrymen. Suddenly assailing
the palisade at night, they succeeded in mastering the portion
of it guarded by the Argeians. 2 They broke down an opening,
and called to the besieged to hasten out. But the relief had
come unexpected, so that only a few of those near at hand)
could profit by it to escape. The Arcadians, hurrying to the~
spot in large force, drove off the assailants and re-enclosed the
besieged, who were soon compelled to surrender for want of
provisions. More than roo prisoners, Spartans and Perireki
together, were distributed among the captors-Argeians,
Thebans, Arcadians and Messenians-one share to each. 3
Sixty years before, the capture of 2 20 Spartans and Lacedremonians in Sphakteria, by Kleon and Demosthenes, had
excited the extreme of incredulous wonder throughout all
Greece; emphatically noted by the impartial Thucydides. 4
Now, not a trace of such sentiment appears, even in the philo- J
Laconian Xenophon. So sadly had Spartan glory declined ! I
Having thus put an end to the Spartan attack, the Arcadians
resumed their aggression against Elis, in conjunction with a
new project of considerable moment. It was now the spring
immediately preceding the celebration of the great quadrennial
Olympic festival, which came about midsummer. The presidency over this sacred ceremony had long been the cherished
privilege of the Eleians, who had acquired it when they
conquered the Pisatans-the inhabitants of the region
immediately around Olympia, and the first curators of the
festival in its most primitive state. These Pisatans, always
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 20-25. '!ls 8~, wA.7)ufov llvTO>v, &va/3o11uas TIS Twv
wpeu{JvTEpO>v e111"<-T[ oei' 1Jp.as, if> lfvopes, p.cfxeu8at, &71.71.' ou U'II"WTap.lvouS
1ltall.v8i)va• ;-l!.up.eVOI o1J lt.p.rp6Tepo1 &1w6rrav'Tes, EU'II"eluav'To.
2 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 27.
The conjecture of Palmerius-Tov l(a'Ta Tovs
•An•lovs-seems here just and necessary,
3

Xen. Hellen. vii. 4 1 27.

4

Thucyd. iv. 40.
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reluctant subjects of Elis, had never lost the conviction that
the presidency of the festival belonged to them of right ; and
had entreated Sparta to restore to them their right, thirty-five
years before, when Agis as conqueror imposed terms of peace
upon the Eleians.l Their request had been then declined,
on the ground that they were too poor and rude to do worthy
honour to the ceremony. But on now renewing it, they found
the Arcadians more compliant than the Spartans had been.
The Arcadian garrison, which had occupied the sacred plain
of Olympia for more than a year, being strongly reinforced,
preparation was made for celebrating the festival by the
Pisatans under Arcadian protection. 2 The Grecian states
would receive with surprise, on this occasion, two distinct
notices from official heralds, announcing to them the commencement of the hieromenia or sacred season, and the precise
day when the ceremonies would begin: since doubtless the
Eleians, though expelled by force from Olympia, still asserted
their rights and sent round their notices as usual.
It was evident that this memorable plain, consecrated as it
was to Hellenic brotherhood and communion, would on the
present occasion be dishonoured by dispute and perhaps by
bloodshed : for the Arcadians summoned to the spot, besides
their own military strength, a considerable body of allies ;
2000 hoplites from Argos, and 400 horsemen from Athens.
So imposing a force being considered sufficient to deter the
unwarlike Eleians from any idea of asserting their rights by
arms, the Arcadians and Pisatans began the festival with its
ordinary routine of sacrifice and matches. Having gone
through the chariot-race, they entered upon the pentathlon, or
quintuple contest, wherein the running match and the wrestling
match came first in order. The running match had already
been completed, and those who had been successful enough
in it to go on contending for the prize in the other four points,
had begun to wrestle in the space between the stadium and thegreat altar 3-when suddenly the Eleians were seen entering
1
2

Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 31.
Xen. Hellen. vii. 2, 29. Compare Pausanias, vi. 22, 2.
a Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 29. Kal T1)v p.ev i1r1roopof<lav 11a11

~7rE7rOt~KHrav,
~~:al Ta apop.tll:a TOV 7rEVTcl871.ov. oi
els 7rclA71V a<J>t11:6p.evot 0 b I< ET' ~ v T <jj
p 6p.<f, a71.71.a p.ETa~o TOV ap&p.ov Kal 'TOV f3.,p.ov l ...clxawv. 01 -yap 'H AEt 0'

a

a·

1rapf;crav 11a11, &c.

:

Diodorus erroneously represents (xv. 78) the occurrence as if the Eleians.
had been engaged in celebrating the festival, and as if the Pisatans and
Arcadians had marched up and attacked them while doing so. The Eleians
· were really the assailants.
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the sacred ground in arms, accompanied by their allies the :
Achreans, and marching up to the opposite bank of the little river~
Kladeus-which flowed at a little distance to the westward of
!he Altis, or interior enclosed precinct of Zeus, falling afterwards
mto the Alpheius. Upon this the Arcadians drew up in armed
order, on their own side of the Kladeus, to resist the farther
approach of the Eleians. 1 The latter, with a boldness for which
no one gave them credit, forded the rivulet, headed by
Stratolas with his chosen band of 3oo, and vigorously charged
first the Arcadians, next the Argeians; both of whom were
defeated and driven back. The victorious Eleians forced their
way into the Altis, and pressed forward to reach the great altar. ;
But at every step of their advance the resistance became
stronger, aided as it was by numerous buildings-the Senatehouse, the temple of Zeus, and various porticos-which both
deranged their ranks, and furnished excellent positions of
defence for darters and archers on the roofs. Stratolas was
here slain, while his troops, driven out of the sacred ground,
were compelled to re-cross the Kladeus. The festival was then
resumed and prosecuted in its usual order. But the Arcadians
were so afraid of a renewed attack on the following day, that
they not only occupied the roofs of all the buildings more
completely than before, but passed the night in erecting a
palisade of defence; tearing down for that purpose the
1 X en. Hellen. !. c.
ol -yap 'HAELOI ?rap~O'tlV <TIJV 'TOLS 011"AOIS E l s 'T 0
rrlp.tvos. Oi 8€ JApKd0Es woppCAJ-r,poo p.Ev ol11c &:tr1WT7Jcrav, brl OE Toil
KAaodov 11"0'Tap.oii 1rape-rd{av'To, &s ?rapa T~v ~AATIV Ka-rappl"'v els -rbv 'A;>.tpe•lw
~p./3dAAfl.
Kal p.~v ol 'HA<i'o<Ta7rl 9dupa Toii ?rO'Tap.oii 7ra.pe'T d~ a. v-r o, <Ttpa.-y<a.<Tdp.evo• olo •~9os lxwpovv.
The TEp.evos must here be distinguished from the Allis ; as meaning the

entire breadth of consecrated ground at Olympia, of which the Altis formed
a smaller interior portion enclosed with a wall. The Eleians entered into
the •rip.<vos before they crossed the river Kladeus, which flowed through
the Tlp.evosbut alongside of the Allis. The tomb of CEnomaus, which was
doubtless included in the ·rip.<vos, was on the right bank of the Kladeus
{Pausan. vi. 21, 3); while the Altis was on the left bank of the river.
Colonel Leake (in his Peloponnesiaca, pp. 6, 107) has given a copious
and instructive exposition of the ground of Olympia, as well as of the
notices left by Pausanias respecting it. Unfortunately, little can be made
out certainly, except the position of the great temple of Zeus in the Altis.
Neither the positions assigned to the various buildings, the Stadion, or the
Hippodrome, by Colonel Leake-nor those proposed by Kieper! in the 1
plan comprised in his maps-nor by Ernst Curtius, in the plan annexed to
his recent Dissertation called Olympia (Berlin, 1852)-rest upon very sufficient evidence. Perhaps future excavations may hereafter reveal. much that ·
is now unknown.
.
I cannot agree with Colonel Leake however in supposing that Pisa was 1
at any time a city, and afterwards deserted.
l

j
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!temporary booths which had been carefully put up to accom·modate the crowd of visitors. 1 Such precautions rendered the
place unassailable, so that the Eleians were obliged to return
home on the next day; not without sympathy and admiration
among many of the Greeks, for the unwonted boldness which
they had displayed. They revenged themselves by pronouncing
the 104th Olympiad to be no Olympiad at all, and by registering it as such in their catalogue, when they regained power;
preserving however the names of those who had been proclaimed
victors, which appear in the lists like the rest.2
.
Such was the unholy combat which dishonoured the sanctuary
of Pan-Hellenic brotherhood, and in which the great temple,
with its enthroned inmate the majestic Zeus of Pheidias, was
for the first time turned into a fortress against its habitual
presidents the Eleians. It was a combat wherein, though both
Thebes and Sparta, the competing leaders of Greece, stand clear,
Athens as well as most of the Peloponnesian chief states were
implicated. It had been brought on by the rapacious ambition
of the Arcadians, and its result seemed to confirm them, under
colour of Pisatan presidency, in the permanent mastery of
Olympia. But in spite of such apparent promise, it was an
event which carried in itself the seeds of violent reaction. We
cannot doubt that the crowd of Grecian spectators present were
not merely annoyed by the interruption of the proceedings and
by the demolition of their tents, but also deeply shocked by
the outrage to the sacred ground-"imminentium templorum
religio." 3 Most of them probably believed the Eleians to be
the rightful presidents, having never either seen or heard of
any one else in that capacity. And they could hardly help
feeling strong sympathy for the unexpected courage of these
dispossessed presidents ; which appeared so striking to Xenophon (himself perhaps a spectator) that he ascribes it to a
special inspiration of the gods. 4
1

-rd.

Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 32.
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Oto.7rE1rOV1Jp.Eva. l1'K1Jvd,p.aru., &c.
2

Diodor. xv. 78; Pausanias, vi. 8, z.
Tacitus, Hist. i. 40. He is describing the murder of Galba in theForum at Rome, by the Othonian soldiers : " Igitur milites Romani, quasi Vologesen aut Pacorum avito Arsacidarum
solio depulsuri, ac non Imperatorem suum, inermem et senem, trucidare
pergerent-disjecta plebe, proculcato Senatu, truces armis, rapidis equis,
forum irrumpunt: nee illos Capitolii aspectus, et imminentium templorum
religio, et priores et futuri Principes, terruere, quominus facerent scelus,,
cujus ultor est quisquis successit."
4 Xen. Hell,en. vii. 4, 32.
3
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If they disapproved of the conduct of the Arcadians andl
Pisatans as an unjust intrusion, they would disapprove yet morej
of that spoliation of the rich temples at Olympia, whereby the,
intruders rewarded themselves. The Arcadians, always on the
look-out for plunder and pay as mercenary soldiers, found
themselves supplied with both, in abundant measure, from this
war ; the one from the farms, the stock, and the field-labourers,
of the Eleian neighbourhood generally, more plentiful than
in any part of Peloponnesus ; 1 the other from the ample
accumulation, both of money and of precious offerings, distributed over the numerous temples at Olympia. The Pisatans,
now installed as administrators, would readily consent to
appropriate these sacred treasures to the pay of their own
defenders, whom they doubtless considered as acting in the
services of the Olympian Zeus. Accordingly the Epariti, the
militia of joint Arcadia, were better paid than ever they had
been before, so that the service attracted numerous volunteers ·
of the poorer class. 2
At the outset of the Peloponnesian war, the Corinthians and
Spartans had talked of prosecuting it in part by borrowed money
from the treasuries of Delphi and Olympia. 3 How far the
project had ever been executed, we have no information. But
at least, it had not been realised in any such way as to form a
precedent for the large sums now appropriated by the Pisatans
and Arcadians; which appropriation accordingly excited much.
outcry, as flagrant rapacity and sacrilege. This sentiment was
felt with peculiar force among many even of the Arcadians
themselves, the guilty parties. Moreover some of the leaders
employed had made important private acquisitions for themselves, so as to provoke both resentment and jealousy among
their rivals. The Pan-Arcadian communion, recently brought
together and ill-cemented, was little calculated to resist the effect
of any strong special cause of dissension. It was composed of
cities which had before been accustomed to act apart and even
in hostility to each other; especially Mantineia and Tegea.
These two cities now resumed their ancient rivalry. 4 The
Mantineians, jealous both of Tegea and Megalopolis, began to
labour underhand against Arcadian unity and the Theban
1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 26; Polybius, iv. 73·
2

Xen. Helleu. vii. 4, 33, 34·

3 Thucyd. i. I2I.
Perikl~s in his speech

at Athens alludes to this understood purpose of
the Spartans and their confederacy (Thucyd. i. 143).
4 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 33, 34 ; Diodor. xv. 82; Pausanias, viii. 8, 6.
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alliance-with a view to renewed connexion with Sparta ;
though only five years before they had owed to Thebes the
re-establishment of their own city, after it had been broken up
into villages by Spartan force. The appropriation of the sacred
funds, offensive as it was to much of sincere sentiment, supplied
them with a convenient ground for commencing opposition.
In the Mantineian assembly, a resolution was passed, renouncing all participation in the Olympic treasures; while at the
same time an adequate sum was raised among the citizens, to
furnish pay for all members of the Epariti who came from their
city. This sum was forwarded to the officers in command;
who however not only refused to receive it, but even summoned
the authors of the proceeding to take their trial before the
Pan-Arcadian assembly-the Ten Thousand at Megalopolison the charge of breaking up the integrity of Arcadia. 1 The
Mantineian leaders thus summoned, having refused to appear,
and being condemned in theirs bsence by the Ten Thousanda detachment (}f the Epariti was sent to Mantineia to secure
their persons. But the gates were found shut, and the order
was set at defiance. So much .sympathy was manifested in
Arcadia towards the Mantineians, that many other towm copif<d
their protest. Nay, even the- majority of the Ten Thousand
themselves, moved by repeated appeals made to them in the
name of the offended gods, were gradually induced to adopt it
also, publicly renouncing and interdicting all further participation in the Olympian treasures.
Here was a just point carried, and an important advantage
gained, in desisting from a scandalous misappropriation. The
party which had gained it immediately sought to push it farther.
Beginning as the advocates of justice and of the Olympian
Zeus, the Mantineians speedily pronounced themselves more
clearly as the champions of oligarchy; friendly to Sparta and
adverse to Thebes. Supplies from Olympia being no longer
obtained, the means presently failed, of paying the Epariti or
public militia. Accordingly, such members of that corps as
were too poor to continue without pay, gradually relinquished
the service ; while on the other hand, the more wealthy and
powerful citizens, by preconcerted understanding with each
other, enrolled themselves in large numbers, for the purpose
of getting the national force out of the hands of the opposite
party and into their own. 2 The leaders of that opposite party
,

1

Xer;_. Hel,len. ;vii. 4, 33·
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saw plainly, that this oligarchical movement would not only
bring them to severe account for the appropriation of the
sacred treasure, but would also throw Arcadia again into'
alliance with Sparta. Accordingly they sent intimation to the
Thebans of the impending change of policy, inviting them to
prevent it by an immediate expedition into Arcadia. Informed
of this proceeding, 1 the opposite leaders brought it before the
Pan-Arcadian assembly; in which they obtained a resolution,
that envoys should be despatched to Thebes, desiring that no
The ban army might enter into Arcadia until formally summoned
-and cancelling the preceding invitation as unauthorised.
At the same time, the assembly determined to conclude peace
with the Eleians, and to restore to them the locality of Olympia
with all their previous rights. The Eleians gladly consented,
and peace was accordingly concluded. 2
The transactions just recounted occupied about one year
and nine or ten months, from Midsummer 364 B.c. (the time
of the battle at Olympia) to about April 362 B.c. The peace
was generally popular throughout Arcadia, seemingly even
among the cities which adhered to Thebes, though it had
been concluded without consulting the Thebans. Even at
Tegea, the centre of Theban influence, satisfaction was felt at
the abandonment of the mischievous aggression and spoliation
of Olympia, wherein the Thebans had had no concern.
Accordingly when the peace, having been first probably sworn
in other Arcadian cities, came to be sworn also at Tegea--not
only the city authorities, but also the Theban harmost, who
occupied the town with a garrison of 300 Bceotians, were
present and took part in the ceremony. After it had been
finished, most of the Mantineians went home; their city being
both unfriendly to Tegea and not far distant. But many other
Arcadians passed the evening in the town, celebrating the
peace by libations, p~ans, and feasting. On a sudden the
gates were shut by order, and the most prominent of the
oligarchical party were arrested as they sat at the feast, by
the Bceotian garrison and the Arcadian Epariti of the opposite
party. The leaders seized were in such considerable number,
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 35·
O[ liE .,-(!; KpchtO'Ta TV ITeil.orrovvf!O'r~
fJ o u A e v 6 p.~ 11 o t t'Tietcrav 70 KotvOv TWV 'ApKd.OwJJ, 1r',U.t/ta.VTaS 7rpEu{3tts f=i7rf"iv
To'is 01)/3alots, &c.
The phrase here u.sed by Xenophon, to describe the oligarchical party,
marks his philo-Laconian sentiment. Compare vii. 5, r, oi K7Ja6wvot .,-;;s
ITeil.orrovvf!O"ov, &c.
2 Xen. Hellen. l. c.
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'as to fill both the prison and the government-house ; though
there were few Mantineians among them, since most of these
last had gone home. Among the rest the consternation was
extreme. Some let themselves down from the walls, others
escaped surreptitiously by the gates. Great was the indignation
excited at Mantineia on the following morning, when the news
of this violent arrest was brought thither. The authoritieswhile they sent round the intelligence to the remaining Arcadian
cities, inviting them at once to arms-despatched heralds to
Tegea, demanding all the Mantineian prisoners there detained.
They at the same time protested emphatically against the
arrest or the execution of any Arcadian, without previous
trial before the Pan-Arcadian community; and they pledged
themselves in the name of Mantineia, to answer for the
appearance of any Arcadian against whom charges might be
preferred. 1
Upon receiving this requisition, the Theban harmost forthwith released all his prisoners. He then called together an
assembly-seemingly attended by only a few persons, from
feelings of mistrust 2-wherein he explained that he had been
misled, and that he had ordered the arrest upon a false report
that a Lacedremonian force was on the borders, prepared to
seize the city in concert with treacherous correspondents within.
A vote was passed accepting the explanation, though (according
to Xenophon) no one believed it. Yet envoys were immediately sent to Thebes, probably from the Mantineians and other
Arcadians, complaining loudly of his conduct, and insisting that
·he should be punished with death.
On a review of the circumstances, there seems reason for
believing that the Theban officer gave a true explanation of
the motives under which he had acted. The fact of his
releasing the prisoners at the first summons, is more consistent
with this supposition than with any other. Xenophon indeed
says that his main object was to get possession of the Mantineians, and that, when he found but few of the latter among the
persons seized, he was indifferent to the detention of the rest.
But if such had been his purpose, he would hardly have set
about it in so blind and clumsy a manner. He would have
done it while the Mantineians were still in the town, instead
of waiting until after their departure. He would not have
perpetrated an act offensive as well as iniquitous, without
1
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assuring himself that it was done at a time when the determining purpose was yet attainable. On the other hand,
nothing can be more natural than the supposition that
the more violent among the Arcadian Epariti believed in
the existence of a plot to betray Tegea to the Lacedremonians,
and impressed the Theban with a persuasion of the like
impending danger. To cause a revolution in Tegea, would be
a great point gained for the oligarchical party, and would be
rendered comparatively practicable by the congregation of a
miscellaneous body of Arcadians in the town. It is indeed
not impossible, that the idea of such a plot may really have
been conceived; but it is at least highly probable, that the
likelihood of such an occurrence was sincerely believed in
by opponents. 1
The explanation of the Theban governor, affirming that his
order for arrest had either really averted, or appeared to him
indispensable to avert, a projected treacherous betrayalreached Thebes at the same time as the complaints against
him. It was not only received as perfectly satisfactory, but
Epaminondas even replied to the complainants by countercomplaints of his own-" The arrest (he said) was an act more
justifiable than the release of those arrested. You Arcadians
have already committed treason against us. It was on your
account, and at your request, that we carried the war into
Peloponnesus-and you now conclude peace without consulting
us ! Be assured that we shall presently come in arms into
Arcadia, and make war to support our partisans in the
country." 2
Such was the peremptory reply which the Arcadian envoy
brought back from Thebes, announcing to his countrymen
that they must prepare for war forthwith. They accordingly
concerted measures for resistance with the Eleians and Achreans.
They sent an invitation to the Lacedremonians to march into
Arcadia, and assist in repelling any enemy who should approach
for the purpose of subjugating Peloponnesus-yet with the
proviso, as to headship, that each state should take the lead
when the war was in its own territory; and they further sent
to solicit aid from Athens. Such were the measures taken by
the Mantineians and their partisans, now forming the majority
in the Pan-Arcadian aggregate, who (to use the language of
1 The representation of Diodorus {xv. 82), though very loose and vague,-~
gives us to understand that the two opposing parties at Tegea came to an
actual conflict of arms, on occasion of the peace.
2 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 40.
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Xenophon) "were really solicitous for Peloponnesus." 1 "Why
do these Thebans (said they) march into our country when we
desire them not to come? For what other purpose, except to
do us mischief? to make us do mischief to each other, in
order that both parties may stand in need of them? to enfeeble
Peloponnesus as much as possible, in order that they may hold
it the more easily in slavery?" 2 Though this is the language
which Xenophon repeats, with a sympathy plainly evincing his
philo-Laconian bias-yet when we follow the facts as he
himself narrates them, we shall find them much more in
harmony with the reproaches which he puts into the mouth
of Epaminondas. Epaminondas had first marched into Peloponnesus (in 369 B.c.) at the request of both Arcadians and
Eleians, for the purpose of protecting them against Sparta. He
had been the first to give strength and dignity to the Arcadians,
by organising them into a political aggregate, and by forming
a strong frontier for them against Sparta, in Messene and
Megalopolis. When thus organised, the Arcadians had manifested both jealousy of Thebes, and incompetence to act
wisely for themselves. They had caused the reversal of the
gentle and politic measures adopted by Epaminondas towards
the Achrean cities, whom they had thus thrown again into the
arms of Sparta. They had, of their own accord, taken up the
war against Elis and the mischievous encroachment at Olympia.
On the other hand, the Thebans had not marched into
Peloponnesus since 367 B.c.-an interval now of nearly five
years. They had tried to persuade the Arcadians to accept
the Persian rescript, and to desist from the idea of alliance
with Athens; but when refused, they had made no attempt
to carry either of these points by force. Epaminondas had
a fair right now to complain of them for having made peace
with Elis and Achaia, the friends and allies of Sparta, without
any consultation with Thebes. He probably believed that
there had been a real plot to betray Tegea to the Lacedremonians, as one fruit of this treacherous peace; and he saw
plainly that the maintenance of the frontier line against Sparta
-Tegea, Megalopolis, and Messene-could no longer be
assured without a new Theban invasion.
This appears to me the reasonable estimate of the situation
in Peloponnesus, in June 36z B.c.-immediately before the
last invasion of Epaminondas. We cannot trust the unfavourable judgement of Xenophon with regard either to this great
1
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man or to the Thebans. It will not stand good, even if
compared with the facts related by himself; still less probably
would it stand, if we had the facts from an impartial witness.
I have already recounted as much as can be made out of
the proceedings of the Thebans, between the return of Pelopidas from Persia with the rescript (in the winter 367-366 B.c.)
to the close of 363 B.c. In 366-365 B.c., they had experienced
great loss and humiliation in Thessaly connected with the
detention of Pelopidas, whom they had with difficulty rescued
from the dungeon of Phene. In 364-363 B.c., Pelopidas had
been invested with a fresh command in Thessaly, and though
he was slain, the Theban arms had been eminently successful,
acquiring more complete mastery of the country than ever
they possessed before; while Epaminondas, having persuaded
his countrymen to aim at naval supremacy, had spent the
summer of 363 B.C. as admiral of a powerful Theban fleet on
the coast of Asia. Returning to Thebes at the close of
363 B.c., he found his friend Pelopidas slain; while the
relations of Thebes, both in Peloponnesus and in Thessaly,
were becoming sufficiently complicated to absorb his whole
attention on land, without admitting further aspirations towards
maritime empire. He had doubtless watched, as it went on,
the gradual change of politics in Arcadia (in the winter and
spring of 363-3 6 2 B. c.), where by the Mantineian and oligarchical
party, profiting by the reaction of sentiment against the proceedings at Olympia, had made itself a majority in the PanArcadian assembly and militia, so as to conclude peace with
Elis, and to present the prospect of probable alliance with
Sparta, Elis, and Achaia. This political tendency was doubtless
kept before Epaminondas by the Tegean party in Arcadia,
opposed to the party of Mantineia; being communicated to
him with partisan exaggerations even beyond the reality. The
danger, actual or presumed, of Tegea, with the arrest which
had been there operated, satisfied him that a powerful Theban
intervention could be no longer deferred. As Bceotarch, he
obtained the consent of his countrymen to assemble a Bceotian
force, to summon the allied contingents, and to conduct this
joint expedition into Peloponnesus.
The army with which he began his march was numerous
and imposing. It comprised all the Bceotians and Eubceans,
with a large number of Thessalians (some even sent by
Alexander of Pherre, who had now become a dependent ally of
Thebes), the Lokrians, Malians, JEnianes, and probably various
other allies from Northern Greece ; though the Phokians
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declined to join, alleging that their agreement with Thebes
was for alliance purely defensive.! Having passed the line of
Mount Oneium-which was no longer defended, as it had
been at his former entrance-he reached Nemea, where he
was probably joined by the Sikyonian contingent, 2 and where
he halted, in hopes of intercepting the Athenian contingent in
their way to join his enemies. He probably had information
which induced him to expect them ; 3 but the information
turned out false. The Athenians never appeared, and it was
understood that they were preparing to cross by sea to the
eastern coast of Laconia. After a fruitless halt, he proceeded
-onward to Tegea, where his Peloponnesian allies all presently
joined him : the Arcadians of Tegea, Pallantium, Asea, and
Megalopolis, the Messenians-(all these forming the line of
frontier against Laconia)-and the Argeians.
The halt at Nemea, since Epaminondas missed its direct
purpose, was injurious in another way, as it enabled the main
body of his Peloponnesian enemies to concentrate at Mantineia;
which junction might probably have been prevented, had he
entered Arcadia without delay. A powerful Peloponnesian
army was there united, consisting of the Mantineians with the
major part of the other Arcadians-the Eleians-and the
Ach~ns. Invitation had been sent to the Spartans ; and old
Agesilaus, now in his eightieth year, was in full march with
the Lacedremonian forces to Mantineia. Besides this, the
Athenian contingent was immediately expected; especially
valuable from its cavalry, since the Peloponnesians were not
strong in that description of force-some of them indeed
having none at all.
Epaminondas established his camp and place of arms within
the walls of Tegea; a precaution which Xenophon praises, as
making his troops more secure and comfortable, and his
motions less observable by the enemy. 4 He next marched to
Mantineia, to provoke the enemy to an action before the
Spartans and Athenians joined ; but they kept carefully on
their guard, close to Mantineia, too strongly posted to be
forced. 5 On returning to his camp in Tegea, he was apprised
that Agesilaus with the Spartan force, having quitted Sparta
on the march to Mantineia, had already made some progress
1

2 Diodor. xv. 85.
Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, 5; Diodor. xv. 85.
The explanation which Xenophon gives of this halt at Nemea-as if
Epaminondas was determined to it by a peculiar hatred of Athens (Hellen.
vii. 5, 6)-seems alike fanciful and ill-tempered.
4 Xen: Hellen. vii. 5, 8.
5 Plutarch, De Gloriit Athen. p. 346 B.
3
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and reached Pellene. Upon this he resolved to attempt the
surprise of Sparta by a sudden night-march from Tegea, which
lay in the direct road from Sparta to Mantineia, while Agesilaus in getting from Sparta to Mantineia had to pursue a
more circuitous route to the westward. Moving shortly after
the evening meal, Epaminondas led the Theban force with all
speed towards Sparta; and he had well-nigh come upon that
town, "like a nest of unprotected young birds," at a moment
when no resistance could have been made. Neither Agesilaus,
nor any one else, expected so daring and well-aimed a blow,
the success of which would have changed the face of Greece.
Nothing saved Sparta except the providential interposition of
the gods,! signified by the ·accident that a Kretan runner
hurried to Agesilaus, with the news that the Thebans were in
full march southward from Tegea, and happened to arrest
in time his farther progress towards Mantineia. Agesilaus
instantly returned back with the troops around him to Sparta,
which was thus put in a sufficient posture of defence before the
Thebans arrived. Though sufficient for the emergency, however, his troops were not numerous ; for the Spartan cavalry
and mercenary forces were still absent, having been sent
forward to Mantineia. Orders were sent for the main army
.at that city to hasten immediately to the relief of Sparta. 2
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, IO.
Ka! .I p.:q Kp~<, 8•iq. 'Ttv! p.olpq. 1rp011'Eli.86Jv,
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Diodorus coincides in the main fact (xv. 82, 83), though with many inaccuracies of detail. He gives a very imperfect idea of this narrow escape
<Jf Sparta, which is fully attested by Xenophon, even against his own
partialities.
Kallisthen@s asserted that the critical intelligence had been conveyed to
Agesilaus by a Thespian named Euthynus {Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 34).
2 Xenophon (Hellen. vii. 5, 10, I r) describes these facts in a manner
different on several points from Polybius (ix. 8), and from Diodorus (xv.
S3). Xenophon's authority appears to me better in itself, while his narra·
tive is also more probable. He states distinctly that Agesilaus heard the
news of the Theban march while he was yet at Pellene (on the road to
Mantineia, to which place a large portion of the Spartan troops had
already gone forward)-that he turned :back forthwith, and reached Sparta
before Epaminondas, with a division not numerous, yet sufficient to put the
town in a state of defence. Whereas Polybius affirms, that Agesilaus heard
'the news when he was at M:antineia-that he marched from thence with
the whole army to Sparta, but that Epaminondas reached Sparta before
him, had already attacked the·town and penetrated into the ·market-place,
· when Agesilaus arrived and drove him back. Diodorus relates that Agesi·
.laus never left Sparta, but that the other ki!lg Agis, who had been sent
with the army to Mantineia, div:ining the plans of Epaminondas, sent word
by some swift Kretan runners to Agesilaus and ·put him upon his ·guard.
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The march of Epaminondas had been undertaken only Olli
the probability, well-nigh realised, of finding Sparta undefended.
He was in no condition to assault the city, if tolerably occupied
-still less to spend time before it ; for he knew that the
enemy from Mantineia would immediately follow him into·
Laconia, within which he did not choose to hazard a general
action. He had found it impracticable to take this unfortified,
yet unassailable city, Sparta, even at his former invasion of
370-369 B.C.; when he had most part of Peloponnesus in
active co-operation with him, and when the Lacedremonians.
had no army in the field. Accordingly, though he crossed the
Eurotas and actually entered into the city of Sparta 1 (which
"had no walls to keep him out), yet as soon as he perceived the
roofs manned with soldiers and other preparations for resistance,
he advanced with great caution, not adventuring into the streets.
and amidst the occupied houses. He only tried to get
possession of various points of high ground commanding the
city, from whence it might be possible to charge down upon
the defenders with advantage. But even here, though inferior
in number, they prevented him from making any impression.
And Archidamus son of Agesilaus, sallying forth unexpectedly
beyond the line of defence, with a small company of 100
hoplites, scrambled o~·er some difficult ground in his front, and
charged the Thebans even up the hill, with such gallantry,
that he actually beat them back with some loss ; pursuing them
for a space until he was himself repulsed and forced to retreat. 2:
The bravery of the Spartan Isidas, too, son of Phcebidas the
captor of the Theban Kadmeia, did signal honour to Sparta,
in this day of her comparative decline. Distinguished for
beauty and stature, this youth sallied forth naked and unshielded,
with his body oiled as in the palrestra. Wielding in his right
hand a spear and in his left a sword, he rushed among the
enemy, dealing death and destruction ; in spite of which he
was suffered to come back unwounded ; so great was the awe·
\'Vesseling remarks justly, that the mention of Agis must be a mistake ;:
that the second king of Sparta at that time was named Klcome~JeS.
Poly~nus (ii. 3, ro) states correctly that Agesilaus reached Sparta before
Epaminondas; but he adds many other details which are too uncertain to·
copy.
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, II. 'E1rel 8~ ~rlvero 'E1rap.etvC:,v8as ~v 'Tjl 1r6ll.et
'Tii>V ~?rap'Tia'Twv, &c.
2 Xen. Hellen. vii.

5, 12, 13.
Justin (vi. 7) greatly exaggerates the magnitude al)d violence of the contest. He erroneously represents that Agesilaus did not reach Sparta til£
after Epaminondas.
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inspired by his singular appearance and desperate hardihoo'cl.
The Ephors decorated him afterwards with a wreath of honour,
but at the same time fined him for exposing himself without
defensive armour.l
Though the Spartans displayed here an honourable gallantry,
yet these successes, in themselves trifling, are magnified into
importance only by the partiali'ty of Xenophon. The capital
fact was, that Agesilaus had been accidentally forewarned so as
to get back to Sparta and put it in defence before the Thebans
arrived. As SOOIJ as Epaminondas ascertained this, he saw
that his project was no longer practicable ; nor did he do more
than try the city round, to see if he could detect any vulnerable
point, without involving himself in a hazardous assault.c:
Baffled in his first scheme, he applied himself, with equal
readiness of resource and celerity of motion, to the execution
of a second. He knew that the hostile army from Mantineia
would be immediately put in march for Sparta, to ward off all
danger from that city. Now the straight road from Mantineia
to Sparta (a course nearly due south all the way) lying through
Tegea, was open to Epaminondas, but not to the enemy, who
would be forced to take another and more circuitous route,
probably by Asea and Pallantion; so that he was actually
nearer to Mantineia than they. He determined to return to
Tegea forthwith, while they were on their march towards Sparta,
and before they could be apprised of his change of purpose.
Breaking up accorqingly, with scarce any interval of rest,
he marched back to Tegea ; where it became absolutely
indispensable to give repose to his hoplites, after such severe
fatigue. But he sent forward his cavalry without any delay, to
surprise Mantineia, which would be now (he well knew) unprepared and undefended; with its military force absent on the
march to Sparta, and its remaining population, free as well as
slave, largely engaged in the fields upon the carrying of harvest.
Nothing less than the extraordinary ascendency of Epaminondas-coupled with his earnestness in setting forth the
importance of the purpose, as well as the probable plunder:___.
could have prevailed upon the tired horsemen to submit to
such additional toil, while their comrades were enjoying
refreshment and repose at Tegea. 2
1
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Everything near Mantineia was found in the state which
Epaminondas anticipated. Yet the town was preserved, and
his well-laid scheme defeated, by an unexpected contingency
which the Mantineians doubtless ascribed to the providence of
the gods--as Xenophon regards the previous warning given to
Agesilaus. The Athenian cavalry had arrived, not an hour
before, and had just dismounted from their horses within the
walls of Mantineia. Having departed from Eleusis (probably
after ascertaining that Epaminondas .no longer occupied
Nemea), they took their evening meal and rested at the
Isthmus of Corinth, where they seem to have experienced
,.c;ome loss or annoyance.! They then passed forward through
WK.leon~ to Mantineia, arriving thither without having yet
broken fast, either themselves or their horses, on that day. It
was just after they reached Mantineia, and when they had yet
taken no refreshment-that the Theban and Thessalian cavalry
suddenly made their appearance, having advanced even to the
temple of Poseidon, within less than a mile of the gates. 2
The Mantineians were terror-struck at this event. Their
military citizens were absent on the march to Sparta, while the
remainder were dispersed about the fields. In this helpless
condition, they implored aid from the newly-arrived Athenian
cavalry; who, though hungry and tired, immediately went forth
-and indeed were obliged to do s~, since their own safety
depended upon it. The assailants were excellent cavalry.
Thebans and Thessalians, and more numerous than the
Athenians. Yet such was the gallantry with which the latter
fought, in a close and bloody action, that on the whole they
gained the advantage, forced the assailants to retire, and had
the satisfaction to preserve Mantineia with all its citizens and
property. Xenophon extols 3 (and doubtless with good reason}
1

Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, 15, 16.
The words-ov<r'Tvx-h,ua'Tos "YE'YEV'f/,ulvov ~v Koplv9't' 'To(s l?r?r<v<rwallude to something which we have no means of making out. It is possible
that the Corinthians, who were at peace with Thebes and had been illused by Athens (vii. 4, 6-ro), may have seen with displeasure, and even
molested, the Athenian horsemen while resting on their territory.
2 Polybius, ix. 8.
3 Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, 15, 16, 17.
Plutarch (De Gloria Athen. p. 346 D-E) recounts the general fact of
this battle and the rescue of l\1antineia; yet with several inaccuracies which
we refute by means of Xenophon.
Diodorus (xv. 84) mentions the rescue of Mantineia by the unexpected
arrival of the Athenians; but he states them as being 6ooo soldiers, that is.
hoplites, under Hegelochus; and he says nothing about the cavalry battle.
Hegesilaus is named by Ephorus (ap. Diog. Laert, ii. 54-compare
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the generous energy of the Athenians, in going forth hungry
and fatigued. But we must recollect that the Theban cavalry
had undergone yet more severe hunger and fatigue-that
Epaminondas would never have sent them forward in such
-condition, had he expected any serious resistance ; and that
they probably dispersed to some extent, for the purpose of
plundering and seizing subsistence in the fields through which
they passed, so that they were found in disorder when the
Athenians sallied out upon them. The Athenian cavalry-commander Kephisodorus, 1 together with Gryllus (son of the
historian Xenophon), then serving with his brother Diodorus
among the Athenian horse, were both slain in the battle.
memorable picture at Athens by· the contemporary painter
Euphranor, commemorated .both the battle and the personal
gallantry of Gryllus, to whose memory the Mantineians also
paid ·distinguished honours.
Here were two successive movements of Epaminondas,
both well conceived, yet both disappointed by accident, without
:any omission of his own. He had his forces concentrated at
Tegea, while his enemies on their side, returning from Sparta,
formed a united camp in the neighbourhood of Mantineia.
They comprised Lacedoemonians, Eleians, Arcadians, Ach<eans,
and Athenians; to the number in all, of 2o,ooo foot and 2000
horse, if we could trust rhe assertion of Diodorus ; 2 who also
gives the numbers of Epaminondas as 3o,ooo foot and 3000
horse. Little value can be assigned to either of these
estimates ; nor is it certain which of the two armies was the
more numerous. But Epaminondas saw that he had now no
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Xenoph. De Vectigal. iii. 7) as the general of the entire force sent out by
Athens on this occasion, consisting of infantry as well as cavalry. The
infantry must have come up somewhat later.
Polybius also (ix. 8), though concurring in the main with Xenophon,
<liffers in several details. I follow the narrative of Xenoph· 'n.
1 Harpokration v. K71cf><O'Oiiwpos, Ephorus ap. Diogen. Laert." ii. 53;
Pausan. i. 3, 4; viii. 9, 8; viii. II, 5·
There is confusion, on several points, between this cavalry battle near
Mantineia-and the great or general battle, which speedily followed it,
wherein Epaminondas was slain. Gryllus is sometimes said to have been
-slain in the battle of Mantineia, and even to have killed Epaminondas with
his own hand. It would seem as if the picture of Euphranor represented
<:>ryllus in the act of killing the The ban commander ; and as if the latter
tradition of Athens as well as of Thebes, .erroneously bestowed upon that
Theban commander the name of Epaminondas.
See this confusion discussed. and cleared up, in a good article on the
Battle of Mantineia, by Arnold Schafer, pp. 58, 59, in the Rheinisches
Museum fi\r Philologie (1846-Fiinftcr Jahrgang, Erstes Heft).
2 Diodor. xv. 84.
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chance left for striking a blow except through a pitched battle,
nor did he at all despair of the result. 1 He had brought out
his northern allies for a limited time ; which time they were
probably not disposed to prolong, as the season of harvest was
now approaching. Moreover his stock of provisions was barely
sufficient; 2 the new crop being not yet gathered in, while the
crop of the former year was probably almost exhausted. He
took his resolution therefore to attack the enemy forthwith.
But I cannot adopt the view of Xenophon, that such
resolution was forced upon Epaminondas against his own will,
by a desperate position, rendering it impossible for him to get
away without fighting-by the dis'appoihtment of finding so few
.Hies on his own side, and so many assembled against himand by the necessity of wiping off the shame of his two recent
failures (at Sparta and at Mantineia) or perishing in the
attempt. 3 This is an estimate· of the position of Eparninondas,
not consistent with the facts narrated by Xenophon himself.
It could have been no surprise to the Theban general that the
time had arrived for ordering a battle. With what other view
had he come into Peloponnesus? Or for what other purpose
could he have brought so numerous an army ? Granting that
he expected greater support in Peloponnesus than he actually
found, we cannot imagine him to have hoped that his mere
presence, without fighting, would suffice to put down enemies
courageous as well as powerful. Xenophon exaggerates the
importance of the recent defeats (as he terms them) before
Sparta and Mantineia. These were checks or disappointments
rather than defeats. On arriving at Tegea, Epaminondas had
found it practicable (which he could n"t have known beforehand) to attempt a coup de main, first against Sparta, next
against Mantineia. Here were accidental opportunities which
his genius discerned and turned to account. Their success, sonear to actual attainment, would have been a prodigious point
gained ; 4 but their accidental failure left him not worse off
than he was before. It remained for him then, having the
1
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enemy before him in the field, and no further opportunities of
striking at them unawares by side-blows, to fight them openly;
which he and all around him must have contemplated, from
their first entrance into Peloponnesus, as the only probable
way of deciding the contest.
The army of Epaminondas, far from feeling that sentiment
of disappointed hope and stern necessity which Xenophon
ascribes to their commander, were impatient to fight under his
orders, and full of enthusiastic alacrity when he at last proclaimed his intention. He had kept them within the walls of
Tegea, thus not only giving them better quarters and fuller
repose, but also concearing his proceedings from the enemy;
who on their side were encamped on the border of tht()
Mantineian territory. Rejoicing in the prospect of going forth
to battle, the horsemen and hoplites of Epaminondas all put
themselves in their best equipment. The horsemen whitened
their helmets-the hoplites burnished up their shields, and
sharpened their spears and swords. Even the rustic and halfarmed Arcadian villagers, who had nothing but clubs in place
<Jf sword or spear, were eager to share the dangers of the
Thebans, and inscribed upon their shields (probably nothing
but miserable squares of wood) the Theban ensign. 1 The best
spirit and confidence animated all the allies, as they quitted
the gates of Tegea, and disposed themselves in the order of
march commanded by Epaminondas.
The lofty Mantinico-Tegeatic plain, 2ooo feet above the level
of the sea (now known as the plain of Tripolitza)-" is the
1 X en. Hellen. vii. 5, 20. llpo86p.ws p.€v tA.<viCovvro ol l-mri!s Tct!Cpdv.,, IC<A<6uvros tiC<ivov· breypd.povro 8€ /Cal rwv 'Ap!Cdowv lnrA.ira•, p61raA.a txovr<s,
&s e.,fjaioL lJVTES" 7Tf1.VTES Of n/COVWVTO /Cal A.6-yxas !Cal p.axaipas, !Cal lA.ap.7rp61JOVTO -rO.s lt.u1rlOas.

There seems a sort of sneer in these latter words, both at the Arcadians
and The bans. The Arcadian club-men are called IJ1rA.ira•; and are represented as passing themselves off to be as good as. Thebans.
Sievers (Geschicht. p. 342) and Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Gr. c. 40, p. 200)
follow Eckhel in translating this passage to mean that " the Arcadian
hoplites inscribed upon their shields the figure of a. club, that being the
ensign of the Thebans." I cannot think that this interpretation is the best
-at least until some evidence is produced, that the Theban symbol on the
shield was a club. Xenophon does not disdain on other occasions to speak
sneeringly of the Theban hoplites-see vii. 5, rz. The mention, of
J\6-yxas !Cal p.axcdpas, immediately afterwards, sustains the belief that
p61raA.a txov'Tes .• immediately before, means "men armed with clubs;'' the
natural sense of the words. ·
·
The horsemen are said to have " whitened their ·helmets (or headpieces)." Hence I presume that these head-pieces were not made of metal,
but of wood or wicker-work. Compare Xen. Hellen; ii. 4, 25.
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greatest of that cluster of valleys in the centre of Peloponnesus,
each of which is so closely shut in by the intersecting
mountains that no outlet is afforded to the waters except
through the mountains themselves." 1 Its length stretches
from north to south, bordered by the mountain ranges of
Mrenalus on the west, and of Artemisium and Parthenion on
the east. It has a breadth of about eight miles in the broadest
part, and of one mile in the narrowest. Mantineia is situated
near its northern extremity, Tegea near its southern; the direct
distance between the two cities, in a line not much different
from the north and south, being about ten English miles. The
f~ntier line between their two domains was formed by a
P'f:uliarly narrow part of the valley, where a low ridge projecting
from the range of Mrenalus on the one side, and another from
Artemisium on the opposite, contract the space and make a sort
of defensible pass near four miles south of Mantineia; 2 thus
about six miles distant from Tegea. It was at this position,
covering the whole Mantineian territory, that the army opposed
to Epaminondas was concentrated ; the main Lacedremonian
force as well as the rest having now returned from Sparta. 3
Epaminondas having marched out from Tegea by the northern
gate, arrayed his army in columns proper for advancing towards
the enemy; himself with the Theban columns forming the
van. His array being completed, he at first began his forward march in a direction straight towards the enemy. But
presently he changed his course, turning to the left towards the
Mrenalian range of mountains, which forms the western border
of the plain, and which he probably reached somewhere near
the site of the present Tripolitza. From thence he pursued his
march northward, skirting the flank of the mountain on the
side which lies over against or fronts towards Tegea; 4 until at
1

See Colonel Leake's Travels in the Morea, vol.·iii. ch. 24, p. 45·
Three miles from Mantineia (Leake, ib. p. 51-94) "a low ridge of rocks,
which, advancing into the plain from a projecting part of the M<enalium,
formed a natural division between the districts of Tegea and Mantineia."
Compare the same work, vol. i. ch. 3, pp. roo, n2, n4, and the recent
valuable work of Ernst Curtius, Peloponnesos (Gotha, r85r), p. 232-247.
Gel! says that a wall has once been carried across the plain at this boundary
{Itinerary of the Morea, p. 14I-I43).
3 See the indications oft he locality of the battle in Pausanias, viii. II, 4,
5 ; and Colonel Leake-as above referred to.
4 Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, 2!.
Tripolitza is reckoned by Colonel Leake as about three miles and a half
from the site of Tegea; Mr. Dod well states it as about four miles, and
Gell's Itinerary of the J\1orea much the same.
Colonel Leake reckons about eight miles from 'I'ripolitza to Mantineia.
2
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length he neared the enemy's position, upon their right flank.
He here halted, and caused his columns to face to the right ;
thus forming ·a line, or phalanx of moderate depth, fronting
towards the enemy. During the march, each lochus or
company had marched in single file with the lochage or captain
(usually the strongest and best soldier in it) at the head;
though we do not know how many of these lochages marched
• abreast, or what was the breadth of the column. When the
phalanx or front towards the enemy was formed, each lochage
was of course in line with his company, and at its left hand ;
while the Thebans and Epaminondas himself were at the left
of the whole line. In this position, Epaminondas gave the
0
order to ground arms. 1
The enemy, having watched him ever since he had left Tegea
and formed his marching array, had supposed at first that he
was coming straight up to the front of their position, and thus
expected a speedy battle. But when he turned' to the left
towards the mountains, so that for some time he did not
approach sensibly nearer to their position, they began to fancy
that he had no intention of fighting on that day. Such belief,
having been once raised, still continued, even though, by
advancing along the skirts ofthemountain, he gradually arrived
very close upon their right flank. They were further confirmed
in the same supposition, when they saw his phalanx ground
arms ; which they construed as an indication that he was
about to encamp on the spot where he stood. It is probable
that Epaminondas may have designedly simulated some other
preliminaries of encampment, since his march from Tegea
seems to have been arranged for the purpose partly of raising
such false impression in his enemies, partly of getting upon
their right flank instead of their front. He completely succeeded in his object. The soldiers on the Lacedremonian side,
believing that there would be no battle until the next day,
suffered their ranks to fall into disorder, and scattered about
the field. Many of the horsemen even took off their breastplates and unbridled their horses. And what was of hardly less
consequence-that mental preparation of the soldier, whereby
Gell states it as two hours and three minutes, Dod well as two hours and five
minutes:......or seven miles·.
Colonel Leake, Travels in Morea, vol. i. p. 88-xoo; Gell's Itinerary,
p. 141 ; Dodwell's Travels, vol. ii. p. 418-422.
It would seem that Epaminondas, in this latter half of his march, must
have followed nearly the road from Mantineia to Pallantium. Pallantium
was situated west by south from Tegea •
. l. Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, 22.
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he was wound up for the moment of action, and which provident
commanders never omitted, if possible, tq inflame by a special
harangue at the moment-was allowed to slacken and run
down.l So strongly was the whole army persuaded of the
intention of Epaminondas to encamp, that they suffered him
not only without hindrance, but even without suspicion, to
make all his movements and dispositions preparatory to
immediate attack.
Such improvidence is surprisini, when we recollect that the
ablest commander and the best troops in Greece were so close
upon the right of their position. It is to be in part explained,
p~obably, by the fact that the Spartan headship was now at an
end, and that there was no supreme chief to whom the whole
body of Lacedremonian allies paid deference. If either of the
kings· of Sparta was present-a point not distinctly ascertainable
-he would have no command except over the Lacedremonian
troops. In the entire allied army, the Mantineians occupied
the extreme right (as on a former occasion, because the battle
was in their territory, 2 and because the Lacedremonians had
lost their once-recognised privilege), together with the other
Arcadians. On the right-centre and centre were the Lacedremonians, Eleians, and Achreans ; on the extreme left, the
Athenians. 3 There was cavalry on both the wings; Athenian
on the left-Eleian on the right ; spread out with no more
than the ordinary depth, and without any intermixture of light
infantry along with the horsemen.4
In the phalanx of Epaminondas, he himself with the The bans
and Bceotians was on the left ; the Argeians on the right ; the
Arcadians, Messenians, Eubceans, Sikyonians and other allies
in the centre. 5 It was his purpose to repeat the same general
1 Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, 22. Kal -yap o~, &s 1rpos 'Tcf lipet ~-ylvETo, ~7r<l
almj) 7J .pd>..a-y~, u1r0 'Tols i!>f;71>..ols l8no 'Tct /!,.>..a· &U'TE elKdU'871

i~E'Td871

O'TpaTo7reOevo}J.b/(p.

ToiJ'TO a~ 1rOt1}cras, ti\urre p.Ev -rWv 7ri\El(J''TWJI 'Tl'OJ...Ep.lwv

'TtJV iv 'Ta'is ljtuxa'is 1rp0s p.dX'1" 1rapaU'J<evf,v, f>..vU'< o~ 'TtJV ~~~ Ta'is crvvTd~<CTIV,
2
Thucyd. v. 67 ; Pausanias, viii. 9, 5 ; viii. ro, 4·
3 Diodor. xv. 85.
That the Athenians were on the left, we also know from Xenophon
(Hell. vii. 5, 24), though he gives no complete description of the arrange·
ment of the allies on either side.
4
Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, 23.
5 Here again, we know from Xenophon that the Thebans were on the
left ; but the general arrangement of the other {;Ontiogents we obtain only
from Diodorus (xv. 85).
The Tactica of Arrian, also (xi. 2) inform us that Epamioondas formed
his attacking column, at Leuktra, of the Thebans-at Mantineia, of all the
Breotians.
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plan of attack which had succeeded so perfectly at Leuktra ;
to head the charge himself with his Bceotians on the left against
the opposing right or right-centre, and to bear down the enemy
on that side with irresistible force, both of infantry and cavalry;
while he kept back his right and centre, composed of less trustworthy troops, until the battle should have been thus wholly
or partially decided. Accordingly, he caused the Bceotian
hoplites-occupying the left of his line in lochi or companies,
with the lochage or captain at the left extremity of each-to
wheel to the right and form in column fronting the enemy,
in advance of his remaining line. The The ban lochages thus
became placed immediately in face of the enemy, as the heads
of a column of extraordinary depth ; all the hoplites of ea~h
lochus, and perhaps of more than one lochus, being ranged in
file behind them. 1 What the actual depth was, or what was
the exact number of the lochus, we do not know. At Leuktra
Epaminondas had attacked with fifty shields of depth ; at
Mantineia, the depth of his column was probably not less.
Himself, with the chosen Theban warriors, was at the head of
it, and he relied upon breaking through the enemy's phalanx at
whatever point he charged; since their files would hardly be
more than eight deep, and very inadequate to resist so overwhelming a shock. His column would cut through the phalanx
of the enemy, like the prow of a trireme impelled in sea-fight
against the midships of her antagonist.
It was apparently only the Bceotian hoplites who were thus
formed in column, projected forward in advance ; while the
remaining allies were still left in their ordinary phalanx or
lines. 2 Epaminondas calculated, that when he should have
About the practice of the Thebans, both at and after the battle of
Leuktra, to make their attack with the left, see Plutarch, Qmest. Roman.
p. 282 D.
.
l Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, 22.
'E7rei '}'E p.{Jv, 7rapa'}'a'}'dJV Tots ~"'l K~pws
'lr'Opeuof.J.Jvovs i\.&xovs els p.'-roo7rov, luxvpOv ~7roLf}a'aTo TO 1repl ~avT'Ov ~p./3oAov,.
TOTe 01] &vaA.af3e'iv 1rU.pa'Yf'Eli\.as .,.a, O?ri\a, 7rye'i-ro· oi oe 7]KoAoV8ovv.
0

•

•

•

..

'0 OE Tb lf'Tprhevp.a &v-r:['11"pqtpov tfJlf7rEp '1"pt'hp7J 7rpOlT~'}'E, vop.[(wv, 3'11"?1 ~p.fjall.d!v

OtaH:61JI•t•, otacf>8•pe'tv 3ll.ov 'Tb 'TWV ~vav'Tiwv lT'Tpci'T<vp.a, &c.
2 I agree with Folard (Traite de Ia Colonne, p. lv.-lxi. prefixed to the
translation of Polybius) in considering ~p.{3oll.ov to be a column-rather than
a wedge tapering towards the front. And I dissent from Schneider's
explanation, who says-" Epaminondas phalangem contrahit sensim et
colligit in frontem, ut cunei sen rostri navalis formam efficeret. Copire
igitur ex utroque Jatere explicatre transeunt in frontem ; hoc est, 7rap&.'}'<W
<ls p.~Tw71'ov." It appears to me that the troops which Epaminondas caused
to wheel into the front and to form the advancing column, consisted only of
the left or Theban division, the best troops in the army_,.r;; p.tv llfxvpo.,.&..,.rp
7rap<lTK<vci.(<'TO lt'}'wvi(e<T8at, .,.b oe lt.0"8<velf'Ta'Tc>V 71'6ppw lt71'~0"'1"7J<T,•v: More-
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once broken through the enemy's phalanx at a single point, the
rest would either take flight, or become so dispirited, that
his allies coming up in phalanx could easily deal with them.
Against the cavalry on the enemy's right, which was
marshalled only with the ordinary depth of a phalanx ofhoplites
(four, six, or perhaps eight deep 1 ), and without any light
infantry intermingled with the ranks-the Theban general
opposed on his left his own excellent cavalry, Theban and
Thessalian, but in strong and deep column, so as to ensure to
them also a superior weight of attack. He further mingled in
their ranks some active footmen, darters and slingers, of whom
he had many from Thessaly and the Maliac Gulf. 2
There remained one other precaution to take. His deep
Theban and Bceotian column, in advancing to the charge,
would be exposed on its right or unshielded side to the attack
of the Athenians, especially the Athenian cavalry, from the
enemy's left. To guard against any such movement, he posted,
upon some rising ground near his right, a special body of
reserve, both horse and foot, in order to take the Athenians in
the rear if they should attempt it.
All these fresh dispositions for attack, made on the spot,
must have occupied time, and caused much apparent movement. To constitute both the column of infantry, and the
column of cavalry for attack on his left-and to post the body
of reserve on the rising ground at his right against the Athenians
-were operations which the enemy from their neighbouring
position could not help seeing. Yet they either did not heed,
or did not understand, what was going on. 3 Nor was it until
Epaminondas, perceiving all to be completed, actually gave the
word of command "to take up arms," that they had any
suspicion of the impending danger. As soon as they saw him
in full march moving rapidly towards them, surprise and
tumultuous movement pervaded their body. The scattered
hoplites ran to their places ; the officers exerted every effort to
over, the whole account ofXenophon implies that Epaminondas made the
attack from his own left against the enemy's right, or right-centre. He was
afraid that the Athenians would take him in flank from their own left.
1 Compare a similar case in Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 13, where the Grecian
cavalry, in the Asiatic army of Agesilaus, is said to be drawn up tlnnr•p <Pcf.il.a:y~ br! TEuucf.pwv, &c.
2 These 1re(ol ii,w7r!roL-light-armed footmen intermingled with the ranks
of the cavalry-are numbered as an important item in the military establishment of the Syracusan despot Gel on (I-Ierodot. vii. I 58).
3 Perhaps Epaminondas may have contrived in part to conceal what was
going on by means of cavalry movements in his front. Something of the
kind seems alluded to by Polyrenus (ii. 3, 14).
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establish regular array ; the horsemen hastened to bridle their
horses and resume their breast-plates. I And though the space
dividing the two armies was large enough to allow such mischief
to be partially corrected-yet soldiers thus taken unawares,
hurried, and troubled, were not in condition to stand the terrific
shock of chos~n Theban hoplites in deep column.
The grand force of attack, both of cavalry and infantry.
which Epaminondas organised on his left, was triumphant in
both its portions. His cavalry, powerfully aided by the intermingled darters and light troops from Thessaly, broke and
routed the enemy's cavalry opposed to them, and then restraining themselves from pursuit, turned to fall upon the phalanx of
infantry. Epaminondas on his part with his Theban column
came into close conflict with the Mantineian and Lacedremonian line of infantry, whom, after a desperate struggle of
shield, spear, and sword, he bore down by superior force and
weight. He broke through the enemy's line of infantry at this
point, compelling the Lacedremonians opposed to him, after a
brave and murderous resistance, to turn their backs and take
to flight. The remaining troops of the enemy's line, seeing
the best portio!? of their army defeated and in flight, turned
and fled also. The centre and right of Epaminondas, being
on a less advanced front, hardly came into conflict with the
enemy until the impression of his charge had been felt, and
therefore found the troops opposed to them already wavering
and disheartened. The Achrean, Eleian, and other infantry on
that side, gave way after a short resistance; chiefly, as it would
appear, from contagion and alarm, when they saw the Lacedremonians broken. The Athenians, however, especially the
cavalry, on the left wing of their own army, seem to have
been engaged in serious encounter with the cavalry opposite to
them. Diodorus affirms them to have been beaten, after .a.
gallant fight, 2 until the Eleian cavalry from the right came to
their aid. Here, as on many other points, it is difficult to
reconcile his narrative with Xenophon, ";ho plainly intimates
that the stress of the action fell on the Theban left and Lacedremonian right and centre-and from whose narrative we should
rather have gathered, that the Eleian cavalry, beaten on their
own right, may have been aided by the Athenian cavalry from
the left; reversing the statement of Diodorus.
Xen. Hellen. vii. 5, 22,
Diodor. xv. 85.
The orator A!:schin&s fought amone the Athenian hoplites on this occasion
(A£schin&s, Fals. Leg. p. 300,c, 53).
1

2
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In regard to this important battle, however, we cannot grasp
with confidence anything beyond the capital determining
feature and the ultimate result. 1 The calculations of Epaminondas were completely realised. The irresistible charge, both
Q[ infantry and cavalry, made by himself with his left wing,
not only defeated the troops immediately opposed, but caused
the enemy's whole army to take flight. It was under these
victorious circumstances, and while he was pressing on the
retiring enemy at the head of his Theban column of infantry,
that he received a mortal wound with a spear in the breast.
He was, by habit and temper, always foremost in braving
danger, and on this day probably exposed himself preeminently, as a means of encouraging those around him, and
ensuring the success of his own charge, on which so much
depended; moreover, a Grecian general fought on foot in the
ranks, and carried the same arms (spear, shield, &c.) as a
private soldier. Diodorus tells us that the Lacedremonian
infantry were making a prolonged resistance, when Epaminondas put himself at the head of the Thebans for a fresh
and desperate effort ; that he stepped forward, darted his
javelin, and slew the Lacedremonian commander; that having
killed several warriors, and intimidated others, he forced them
to give way; that the Lacedremonians, seeing him in advance
Q[ his comrades, turned upon him and overwhelmed him with
1 The remark made by Polybius upon this battle deserves notice.
He
states that the description given of the battle by Ephorus was extremely incorrect and absurd, arguing great ignorance both of the ground where it was
fought and of the possible movements of the armies. He says that Ephorus
had displayed the like incompetence also in describing the battle of
Leuktra; in which case, however, his narrative was less misleading,
because that battle was simple and easily intelligible, involving movements
only of one wing of each army. But in regard to the battle of Mantineia
(he says), the misdescription of Ephorus was of far more deplorable effect;
because that battle exhibi'ted much complication and generalship, which
Ephorus did not at all comprehend, as might be seen by any one who
measured the ground and studied the movements reported in this narrative
(Polybius, xii. 25).
Polybius adds that Theopompus and Timreus were as little to be trusted
in the description of land-battles as Ephorus. Whether this remark has
special application to the battle of Mantineia, I do not clearly make out.
·He gives credit however to Ephorus for greater judgement and accuracy, in
the description of naval battles.
Unfortunately, Polybius has not given .us his own description of this
battle of Mantineia. He only says enough to make us feel how imperfectly
we know its details. There is too much reason to fear that the account
which we now read in Diodorus may be borrowed in large proportion from
that very narrative of Ephorus here so much disparaged.
·
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darts, some of which he avoided, others he turned off with his
shield, while others, after they had actually entered his body
and wounded him, he plucked out and employed them in
repelling the enemy. At length he received a mortal wound
in his breast with a spear. 1 I cannot altogether omit to notice
these details ; which once passed as a portion of Grecian
history, though they seem rather the offspring of an imagination fresh from the perusal of the Iliad than a recital of an
actual combat of Thebans and Lacedaomonians, both eminent
for close-rank fighting, with long spear and heavy shield. The
mortal wound of Epaminondas, with a spear in the breast, is
the only part of the case which we really know. The handle
of the spear broke, and the point was left sticking in his breast
He immediately fell, and as the enemy were at that moment
in retreat, fell into the arms of his own comrades. There was
no dispute for the possession of his body, as there had been
for Kleombrotus at Leuktra.
The news of his mortal wound spread like wild-fire through
his army; and the effect produced is among the most extraordinary phaonomena in all Grecian military history. I give it
in the words of the contemporary historian. "It was thus
(says Xenophon) that Epaminondas arranged his order of
attack; and he was not disappointed in his expectation. For
having been victorious, on the point where he himself charged,
he caused the whole army of the enemy to take flight. But
so soon as he fell, those who remained had no longer any
power even of rightly using the yictory. Though the phalanx
of the enemy's infantry was in full flight, the Theban hoplites
neither killed a single man more, nor advanced a step beyond
the actual ground of conflict. Though the enemy's cavalry
was also in full flight, yet neither did the Theban horsemen
continue their pursuit, nor kill any more either of horsemen or
of hoplites, but fell back through the receding enemies with
the timidity of beaten men. The light troops and peltasts,
who Had been mingled with the Theban cavalry and had aided
in their victory, spread themselves over towards the enemy's
left with the security of conquerors; but there (being unsup1 Diodor. xv. 87.
Cornelius Nepos (Epam. c. 9) seems to copy the
same authority as Diodorus, though more sparing of details. He does not
seem to have read Xenophon.
'
I commend the reader again to an excellent note of Dr. Arnold, on
Thucydides, iv. I I ; animadverting upon similar. exaggerations and
embellishments of Diodorus, in the description of the conduct of Brasidas
at Pylus.
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ported by their own horsemen) they were mostly cut to pieces
by the Athenians." 1
Astonishing as this recital is, we cannot doubt that it is
literally true, since it contradicts the sympathies of the reciting
witness. Nothing but the pressure of undeniable evidence
could have constrained Xenophon to record a scene so painful
to him as the Laced~monian army beaten, in full flight, and
rescued from destruction only by the untimely wound of the
Theban general. That Epaminondas would leave no successor
either equal or second to himself, now that Pelopidas was no
more-that the army which he commanded should be incapable
of executing new movements or of completing an unfinished
campaign-we can readily conceive. But that on the actual
battle-field, when the moment of dangerous and doubtful
struggle had been already gone through, and when the soldier's
blood is up, to reap his reward in pursuit of an enemy whom
he sees fleeing before him-that at this crisis of exuberant
impatience, when Epaminondas, had he been unwounded,
would have found it difficult to restrain his soldiers from
excessive forwardness, they should have become at once
paralysed and disarmed on hearing of his fall-this is what we
could not have believed, had we not found it attested by a
witness at once contemporary and hostile. So striking a proof
has hardly ever been rendered, on the part of soldiers towards
their general, of devoted and absorbing sentiment. All the
hopes of this army, composed of such diverse elements, were
centred in Epaminondas; all their confidence of success, all
their security against defeat, were derived from the idea of
acting under his orders ; all their power, even of striking down
a defeated enemy, appeared to vanish when those orders were
withdrawn. We are not indeed to speak of such a proceeding
with commendation. Thebes and her allied cities had great
reason to complain of their soldiers, for a grave dereliction of
military duty, and a capital disappointment of well-earned
triumph-whatever may be our feelings about the motive.

s,

1 Xen. Hellen. vii.
25. T~v !J.EV a~ rtvp.{Joll.~v oiJ-rws brodwo.-ro, Kal OUI(
E!J;eVuen T1]s €A1T[0os· Kpa7-hcra.s ')'cl.p, Ti 7rpouE{3a.At:J.', 8A.ov ~'lrol"'}ue
<{Je{ryetv -rO TWv ~vaV'rl"'v. ,E1rel '}'E p.fJV J~eEivos l7rEG'Ev, oi Aot1rol oUOE Ti7 vlK?1
opO.&s ETl ~ovvarf8'1]11'0.P XP1irfat1'8al, all.ll.a tpv-yOOrf'I]S fJ.fP aho'is -riis hav-rias
cp&.Aayyas, obOJvo:. O:rrlwrelva.v oi chr.i\t'·nu, obO~ 7rpo7]i\9oJI ~It ToV xwpfov ~vBq.
?] uvp.{3oA1} l-yEvtTo· cf>v')'&VTWV 0, aVTo"is Ka~ TWv l1rw€wv, &7rEKTEtvav p.fv aVO~
ol [1r7rE'is Otc{JIWJI'TES oii'TE L1T1r€as oi/B' chri\ha.s, tfu1'7rep ~f .q-rTdJp.evot 7req>o/3T]fdvws
Ka~ pJw oi li.JJ.l1T7r0l Hal oi 11'EA:Tat1Taf,
[w7reVuw, lt.cf>{KUV'T'O p.fv chrl ToV eVwviJp.ov, &Js Kpa.ToiJwres•
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Assuredly the man who would be most chagrined of all, and
whose dying moments must have been embittered if he lived
to hear it-was Epaminondas himself. But when we look at
the fact simply as a mark and measure of the ascendency
established by him over the minds of his soldiers, it will be
found hardly paralleled in history. I have recounted, a few
pages ago, the intense grief displayed by the Thebans and
their allies in Thessaly over the dead body of Pelopidas 1 on
the hill of Kynoskephalre. But all direct and deliberate
testimonies of attachment to a dead or dying chief (and doubtless these too were abundant on the field of Mantineia) fall
short of the involuntary suspension of arms in the tempting
hour of victory.
That the real victory, the honours of the day, belonged to
Epaminondas and the Thebans, we know from the conclusive
evidence of Xenophon. But as the vanquished, being allowed
to retire unpursued, were only separated by a short distance
from the walls of Mantineia, and perhaps rallied even before
reaching the town-as the Athenian cavalry had cut to pieces
some of the straggling light troops-they too pretended to
have gained a victory. Trophies were erected on both sides.
Nevertheless the Thebans were masters of the field of battle;
so that the Lacedremonians, after some hesitation, were forced
to send a herald to solicit truce for the burial of the slain, and
to grant for burial such Theban bodies as they had in their
possession. 2 This was the understood confession of defeat.
The surgeons, on examining the wound of Epaminondas,
with the spear-head yet sticking in it, pronounced that he
must die as soon as that was withdrawn. He first inquired
whether his shield was safe ; and his shield-bearer, answering
in the affirmative, produced it before his eyes. He next asked
about the issue of the battle, and was informed that his own
army was victorious. 3 He then desired to see Iolaidas and
Daiphantus, whom he intended to succeed him as commanders; but received the mournful reply, that both of them
had been slain. 4 "Then (said he) you must make peace with
1

Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 33, 34·
The statement of Diodorus (xv. 87) on this point appears to me more
.
probable than that of Xenophon (vii. 5, 26).
The Athenians boasted much of this slight success with their cavalry, enhancing its value by acknowledging that all their allies had been defeated
around them (Plutarch, De Gloria A then. p. 350 A).
3 Diodor. xv. 88; Cicero,. De Finibus, ii. 30, 97; Epistol. ad Familiares,
v. 12, 5·
4 Plutarch, Apophthegm. Regum, p. 194 C; A!:lian, V. H. xii. 3·
2
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the enemy." He ordered the spear-head to be withdrawn, when
the efflux of blood speedily terminated his life.
Of the three questions here ascribed to the dying chief, the
third is the gravest and most significant. The death of these
two other citizens, the only men in the camp whom Epaminondas could trust, shows how aggravated and irreparable was
the Theban loss, not indeed as to number, but as to quality.
Not merely Epaminondas himself, but the only two men
qualified in some measure to replace him, perished in the
same field; and Pelopidas had fallen in the preceding year.
Such accumulation of individual losses must be borne in mind
when we come to note the total suspension of Theban glory
and dignity, after this dearly-bought victory. It affords emphatic evidence of the extreme forwardness with which their
leaders exposed themselves, as well as of the gallant resistance
which they experienced.
The death of Epaminondas spread rejoicing in the Lacedremonian camp proportioned to the sorrow of the Theban. To
more than one warrior was assigned the honour of having
struck the blow. The Mantineians gave it to their citizen
Machrerion; the Athenians, to Gryllus son of Xenophon; the
Spartans, to their countryman Antikrates.l At Sparta, distinguished honour was shown, even in the days of Plutarch, to
the posterity of Antikrates, who was believed to have rescued
the city from her most formidable enemy. Such tokens afford
precious testimony, from witnesses beyond all suspicion, to the
memory of Epaminondas.
Both Plutarch and Diodorus talk of Epaminondas being carried back to
the camp. But it seems that there could hardly have been any camp.
Epaminondas had marched out only a few hours before from Tegea. A
tent may have been erected on the field to receive him. Five centuries
afterwards, the Mantineians showed to the traveller Pausanias a spot called
Skope near the field of battle, to which (they af:firmed) the wounded Epaminondas had been carried off, in great pain, and with his hand on his
wound-from whence he had looked with anxiety on the continuing battle
(Pausan. viii. II, 4).
1 Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 35 ; Pausanias, i. 3, 3 ; viii. 9, 2-5 ; viii. I I, 4;
ix. I$, 3·
The reports however which Pausanias gives, and the name of Machrerion
which he heard both at Mantineia and at Sparta, are confused, and are
hardly to be reconciled with the story of Plutarch.
Moreover, it would seem that the subsequent Athenians did not clearly
distinguish between the first battle fought by the Athenian cavalry,
immediately after their arrival at Mantineia, when they rescued that town
from being surprised by the Thebnns and Thessalians-and the general
action which followed a few days afterwards, wherein Epaminondas wp.s
slain.
.
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How the news of his death was received at Thebes, we have
no positive account. But there can be no doubt that the
sorrow, so paralysing to the victorious soldiers on the field of
Mantineia, was felt with equal acuteness, and with an effect not
less depressing, in the Senate-house and market-place of Thebes.
The city, the citizen-soldiers, and the allies, would be alike
impressed with the mournful conviction, that the dying injunction of Epaminondas must be executed. Accordingly, negotiations were opened and peace was concluded-probably at once,
before the army left Peloponnesus. The Thebans and their
Arcadian allies exacted nothing more than the recognition of
the statu quo/ to leave everything exactly as it was, without
any change or reactionary measure, yet admitting Megalopolis,
with the Pan-Arcadian constitution attached to it-and admitting also Messene as an independent city. Against this last
article Sparta loudly and peremptorily protested. But not one
of her allies sympathised with her feelings. Some indeed were
decidedly against her; to such a degree, that we find the
maintenance of independent Messene against Sparta ranking
shortly afterwards as an admitted principle in Athenian foreign
politics_! Neither Athenians, nor Eleians, nor Arcadians,
desired to see Sparta strengthened. None had any interest in
prolonging the war, with prospects doubtful to every one ;
while all wished to see the large armies now in Arcadia dismissed. Accordingly the peace was sworn to on these conditions. The autonomy· of Messene was guaranteed by all,
except the Spartans; who alone stood out, keeping themselves
without friends or auxiliaries, in the hope for better timesrather than submit to what they considered as an intolerable
degradation. 2
Under these conditions, the armies on both sides retired.·
Xenophon is right in saying, that neither party gained anything,
either city, territory, or dominion; though before the battle,
considering the magnitude of the two contending armies, every
one had expected that the victors, whichever they were, would
1 See the oration of Demosthen@s on behalf of the Megalopolitans (Orat.
xvi. s. Io, p. 204; s. 21, p. 206).
2 Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 35 ; Diodor. xv. 89 ; Polybius, iv. 33·
Mr. Fynes Clinton (Fasti Hellen. B.C. 361) assigns the conclusion of
peace to the succeeding year. I do not know however what ground there
is for assuming such an interval between the battle and the peace.
Diodorus appears to place the latter immediately after the former. This
would not count for much, indeed, against any considerable counter-probability; but the probability here (in my judgement) is rather in favour of
immediate sequence between the two events.
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become masters, and the vanquished, subjects. But his assertion-that "there was more disturbance, and more matter of
dispute, in Greece, after the battle than before it "-must be
interpreted, partly as the inspiration of a philo-Laconian sentiment, which regards a peace not accepted by Sparta as no
peace at all-partly as based on the circumstance, that no
definite headship was recognised as possessed by any state.
Sparta had once enjoyed it, and had set the disgraceful example
of suing out a confirmation of it from the Persian king at the
peace of Antalkidas. Both Thebes and Athens had aspired to
the same dignity, and both by the like means, since the battle
of Leuktra; neither of them had succeeded. Greece was thus
left without a head, and to this extent the affirmation of Xenophon is true. But it would not be correct to suppose that the
last expedition of Epaminondas into Peloponnesus was unproductive of any results-though it was disappointed of its great
and brilliant fruits by his untimely death. Before he marched
in, the Theban party in Arcadia (Tegea, Megalopolis, &c.) was
on the point of being crushed by the Mantineians and their
allies. His expedition, though ending in an indecisive victory,
nevertheless broke up the confederacy enlisted in support of
Mantineia; enabling Tegea and Megalopolis to maintain themselves against their Arcadian opponents, and thus leaving the
frontier against Sparta unimpaired. While therefore we admit
the affirmation of Xenophon-that Thebes did not gain by
the battle either city, or territory, or dominion-we must at
the same time add, that she gained the preservation of her
Arcadian allies, and of her anti-Spartan frontier, including
Messene.
This was a gain of considerable importance. But dearly
indeed was it purchased, by the blood of her first hero, shed on
the field of Mantineia; not to mention his two seconds, whom
we know only from qis verdict-Daiphantus and Iolaidas.l He
was buried on the field of battle, and a monumental column
was erected on his tomb.
Scarcely any character in Grecian history has been judged
with so much unanimity as Epaminondas. He has obtained a
tneed of admiration-from all, sincere and hearty-from some,
enthusiastic. Cicero pronounces him to be the first man of
Greece. 2 The judgement of Polybius, though not summed up
so emphatically in a single epithet, is delivered in a manner
Pausanias, viii. II, 4, 5·
Cicero, Tuscnlan. i. 2, 4; De Orator. iii. 34, 139·
trinceps, meo judicio, Grrecire," &c.
~'
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hardly less significant and laudatory. Nor was it merely
historians or critics who formed this judgement. The best men
of action, combining the soldier and the patriot, such as Timoleon and Philopcemen, 1 set before them Epaminondas as their
model to copy.
The remark has been often made, and suggests itself when·
ever we speak of Epaminondas, though its full force will be felt
only when we come to follow the subsequent history-that with
him the dignity and commanding influence of Thebes both
began and ended. His period of active political life "comprehends sixteen years, from the resurrection of Thebes into a free
community, by the expulsion of the Laced:oemonian harmost
and garrison, and the subversion of the ruling oligarchy-to
the fatal day of Mantineia (379-362 B.c.). His prominent and~
unparalleled ascendency belongs to the last eight years, from
the victory of Leuktra (371 B.c.). Throughout this wh<9le
period, both all that we know, and all that we can reasonably
divine, fully bears out the judgement of Polybius and Cicero,
who had the means of knowing much more. And this toolet it be observed-though Epaminondas is tried by a severe 1
canon; for the chief contemporary witness remaining is o11e
decidedly hostile. Even the philo-Laconian Xenophon finds
neither misdeeds nor omissions to reveal in the capital enemy
of Sparta-mentions him only to record what is honourableand manifests the perverting bias mainly by sup~ssing or
slurring over his triumphs. The man whose eloquence bearded
Agesilaus at the congress immediately preceding the battle
of Leuktra 2-who in that battle stripped Sparta of her glory,
and transferred the wreath to Thebes-who a few months afterwards, not only ravaged all the virgin territory of Laconia, but
cut off the best half of it for the restitution of independent
Messene, and erected the hostile Arcadian community of M~a
lopolis on its frontier-the author of these fatal disasters insp~res
in Xenophon such intolerable chagrin and antipathy, that in'the
first two he keeps back the name, and in the third, suppres~s
the thing done, But in the last campaign, preceding the batt),~
of Mantineia (whereby Sparta incurred no positive loss, an~
where the death of Epaminondas softened every predispositio
against him), there was no such violent pressure upon .th
fidelity of the historian. Accordingly, the concluding chapter\
1

Plutarch, Philopcemen, c. 3; Plutarch, Timoleon, c. 36.
See the inscription of four lines copied by Pausanias from the statue of
Epaminondas at Thebes (Paus. ix. 15, 6) : 2

·n!J.t::Tfpa.ts fJovAo.Ls '!1rO.pT1J p.Ev iK~tpa.To 06fav, &c.
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panegyric, 1

of Xenophon's ' Hellenica' contains a
ample and
unqualified, upon the military merits of the Theban general;
upon his daring enterprise, his comprehensive foresight, his care
to avoid unnecessary exposure of soldiers, his excellent discipline, his well-combined tactics, his fertility of aggressive
resource in striking at the weak points of the enemy, who content themselves with following and parrying his blows (to use a
simile of Demosthenes 2 ) like an unskilful pugilist, and only
succeed in doing so by signal aid from accident. The effort of
strategic genius, then for the first time devised and applied, of
bringing an irresistible force of attack to bear on one point
of the hostile line, while the rest of his army was kept comparatively back until the action had been thus decided-is
clearly noted by Xenophon, together with its triumphant effect,
at the battle of Mantineia; though the very same combination
on the field of Leuktra is slurred over in his description, as if it
were so commonplace as not to require any mention of the
chief with whom it originated. Compare Epaminondas with
Agesilaus-how great is the superiority of the first-even in the
narrative of Xenophon, the earnest panegyrist of the other !
How manifestly are we made to see that nothing except the
fatal spear-wound at Mantineia, prevented him from reaping
the fruit of a series of admirable arrangements, and from
becoming arbiter of Peloponnesus, including Sparta herself !
The military merits alone of Epaminondas, had they merely
belonged to a general of mercenaries, combined with nothing
praiseworthy in other ways-would have stamped him as a man
of high and original genius, above every other Greek, antecedent or contemporary. But it is the peculiar excellence of this
great man that we are not compelled to borrow from one
side of his character in order to compensate deficiencies in
another. 3 His splendid military capacity was never prostituted
to personal ends; neither to avarice, nor ambition, nor overweening vanity. Poor at the beginning of his life, he left at
the end of it not enough to pay his funeral expenses; having
despised the many opportunities for enrichment which his
position afforded, as well as the richest offers from foreigners. 4
Xenoph. Hellen. vii. 5, 8, 9·
Demosthenes, Philipp. I. p. 5r, s. 46.
The remark of Diodorus (xv. 88) upon Epaminondas is more emphatic·
than we usually find in him-napC. p.~v 7C.p ~Kcl.rrrq> rwv l(;~.;~.wv ~" "&v •vpot
-rrpo-rf.p7]p.a. -r1js 06~1JS, 1ra.p?t. BE ToV-rcp 1r&o-as 'Tfts &pertJ.s 7}6potup.ivas.
4 Polybius, xxxii. 8, 6.
Cornelius Nepos (Epaminondas, c. 4) gives
one anecdote, among several which he affirms to have found on record, of
large pecuniary presents tendered to, and repudiated by, Epaminondas ; an
1
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Of ambition he had so little, by natural temperament, that his~
friends accused him of torpor. But as soon as the perilous exposure of Thebes required it, he displayed as much energy in
her defence as the most ambitious of her citizens, without any
of that captious exigence, frequent in ambitious men, as to the
amount of glorification or deference due to him from his
countrymen. And his personal vanity was so faintly kindled,
even after the prodigious success at Leu.ktra, that we find him
serving in Thessaly as a private hoplite in the ranks, and in the
city as an ::edile or inferior street-magistrate, under the title
of Telearchus. An illustrious specimen of that capacity an'dl
good-will, both to command and to be commanded, which
Aristotle pronounces to form in their combination the characteristic feature of the worthy citizenJ He once incurred the
displeasure of his fellow-citizens, for his wise and moderate
policy in Achaia, which they were ill-judged enough to reverse.
We cannot doubt also that he was frequently attacked by
political censors and enemies-the condition of eminence in
every free state; but neither of these causes ruffled the dignified
calmness of his political course. As he never courted popularity by unworthy arts, so he bore unpopularity without
murmurs, and without any angry renunciation of patriotic duty. 2
The mildness of his antipathies against political opponents
at home was undeviating ; and, what is even more remarkable,
amidst the precedents and practice of the Grecian world, his
hostility against foreign enemies, Breotian dissentients, and
Theban exiles, was uniformly free from reactionary vengeance.
Sufficient proofs have been adduced in the preceding pages of
this rare union of attributes in the same individual; of lofty
disinterestedness, not merely as to corrupt gains, but as to the
anecdote recounted with so much precision of detail, that it appears to
deserve credit, though we cannot assign the exact time when the alleged
briber, Diomedon of Kyzikus, came to Thebes.
Plutarch (De Genio Socratis, p. 583 F) relates an incident about Jason
of Pherre tendering money in vain to Epaminondas, which cannot well have
happened before the liberation of the Kadmeia (the period to which
Plutarch's dialogue assigns it), but may have happened afterwards.
Compare Plutarch, Apophthegm. Reg. p. 193 C; and Plutarch's Life
of Fabius Maximus, c. 27.
1 Aristotel. Politic. iii. 2, ro.
2 Plutarch, Compare Alkibiad. and Coriolanus, c. 4·
'E11'el .,.& ')'• p/q
71.t11'ap7; p.no< 8epa11'evr<KOV 6x71.wv elva<, Kal MeTE71.A.os elxe :cal 'Ap<O"relons Kal

'E11'ap.ewwvoas· a71.71.a 'l'qJ Kara<J>povelv &s aA.n8ws iJiv oijp.6s ~O''l'L Kal oovvat Kal-.._,,
Ct.1JeA€cr9at ~eVptos, E~oO'Tpa~et(6p.evot Kal O:troxetpoTovo6p.evot ~eal KaTa0uca(6~evot
'troAA.d.KlS oUK Wp')'l(oP'TO To'is 'lT'oltlralS O.yvcvp,ovoVUlll, aA.?t.' 7]yd1TW11 alJ8lS !J.f'Ta~
p.ell.op.~vovs Kal Ot'I}A.71.cJ..,..,.ovro 11'apaKa71.ovvrwv.
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more seductive irritabilities of ambition, combined with a just
measure of attachment towards partisans, and unparalleled
gentleness towards enemies. His friendship with Pelopidas
was never disturbed during the fifteen years of their joint
political career ; an absence of jealousy signal and creditable to
both, though most creditable to Pelopidas, the richer, as well as
the inferior man of the two. To both, and to the harmonious
co-operation of both, Thebes owed her short-lived splendour and
ascendency. Yet when we compare the one with the other, we
not only miss in Pelopidas the transcendent strategic genius and
conspicuous eloquence, but even the constant vigilance and
prudence, which never deserted his friend. If Pelopidas had
had Epaminondas as his companion in Thessaly, he would
hardly have trusted himself to the good faith, nor tasted the
dungeon of the Phera:an Alexander; nor would he have rushed
forward to certain destruction, in a transport of frenzy, at the
view of that hated tyrant in the subsequent battle.
In eloquence, Epaminondas would doubtless have found
superiors at Athens ; but at Thebes, he had neither equal, nor
predecessor, nor successor. Under the new phase into which
Thebes passed by the expulsion of the Lacedremonians out of
the Kadmeia, such a gift was second in importance only to the
great strategic qualities; while the combination of both elevated
their possessor into the envoy, the counsellor, the debater, of
his country, 1 as well as her minister at war and commander-inchief. The shame of acknowledging Thebes as leading state
in Greece, embodied in the current phrases about Breotian
stupidity, would be sensibly mitigated, when her representative
in an assembled congress spoke with the flowing abundance of
the Homeric Odysseus, instead of the loud, brief, and hurried
bluster of Menelaus. 2 The possession of such eloquence,
amidst the uninspiring atmosphere of Thebes, implied far
greater mental force than a similar accomplishment would have
betokened at Athens. In Epaminondas, it was steadily associated with thought and action-that triple combination of
thinking, speaking, and acting, which Isokrates and other
1 See an anecdote about Epaminondas as the diplomatist and negotiator
on behalf of Thebes against Athens-~t/fator.o'Yov,uevos, &c. Athenreus, xiv.

'p. 65o E.
2 Homer, Iliad, iii.

210-220

(Menelaus and Odysseus)-

•AM' On· 87, TpWturcrtv O.yetpop.ivotaw ip.txBev,
"HToL JA,E:v MevEAa.os E7rt'Tpox<i01Jv ciyOpwe,
lla.Vpa. p.iv, ti.A>..O. ,.,.&.>..a. 'Aty€ws· bre\ oi11ToAVp.v9or, &c .
• • • • •A>.>..' On o.q.p· 07ra. T(! p.ey&.'A7]V ~IC uri}Oeo, iet (Odysseus),
Ka.l. ~rr£a. vtc/>0.5£uuw Eouc6Ta. xet~-teptncnv,
0VK€r' £1TnT· ·oavcrijt -y· Eptuuete JiporO~ O..A>..o~, &c.
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Athenian sophists 1 set before their hearers as the stock and
qualification for meritorious civic life. To the bodily training
and soldierlike practice, common to all Thebans, Epaminondas
added an ardent intellectual impulse and a range of discussion '
with the philosophical men around, peculiar to himself. He I
was not floated into public life by the accident of birth or I
wealth-nor hoisted and propped up by oligarchical clubs-nor
even determined to it originally by any spontaneous ambition
of his own. But the great revolution of 379 B.c., which
expelled from Thebes both the Lacedremonian garrison and the
local oligarchy who ruled by its aid, forced him forward by the
strongest obligations both of duty and interest; since nothing
but an energetic defence could rescue both him and every
other free Theban from slavery. It was by the like necessity
that the American revolution, and the first French revolution,
thrust into the front rank the most instructed and capable men
of the country, whether ambitious by temperament or not. As
the pressure of the time impelled Epaminondas forward, so it
also disposed his countrymen to look out for a competent
leader wherever he was to be found; and in no other living
man could they obtain the same union of the soldier, the
general, the orator, and the patriot. Looking through all
Grecian history, it is only in Perikles that we find the like
many-sided excellence; for though much inferior to Epaminondas as a general, Perikles must be held superior to him as
a statesman. But it is alike true of both-and the remark tends
much to illustrate the sources of Grecian excellence~that
neither sprang exclusively from the school of practice and
experience. They both brought to that school minds exercised
in the conversation of the most instructed philosophers and
sophists accessible to them-trained to varied intellectual combinations, and to a larger range of subjects than those that
came before the public assembly-familiarised with reasonings
which the scrupulous piety of Nikias forswore, and which the
devoted military patriotism of Pelopidas disdained.
On one point, as I have already noticed, the policy recommended by Epaminondas to his countrymen appears o.
questionable wisdom-his advice to compete with Athens fm
hansmarine and naval power. One cannot recognise in this
advice the same accurate estimate of permanent causes-the
same long-sighted view, of the conditions of strength to Thebes
and of weakness to her enemies,. which dictated the foundation
of Messene and Megalopolis. These two towns, when once
1

See vol. viii. ch.lxvii. of this History-cppov•7v, A.e-ym•; Kal.,..pci.TTE!v, &c.
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founded, took such firm root, that Sparta could not persuade
even her own allies to aid in effacing them ; a clear proof of
the sound reasoning on which their founder had proceeded.
What Epaminondas would have done-whether he would have
followed out maxims equally prudent and penetrating-if he
had survived the victory of Mantineia-is a point which we
cannot pretend to divine. He would have found himself then
on a pinnacle of glory, and invested with a plenitude of power,
such as no Greek ever held without abusing. But all that we
know of Epaminondas justifies the conjecture that he would
have been found equal, more than any other Greek, even to
this great trial; and that his untimely death shut him out from
a future not less honourable to himself, than beneficial to Thebes
and to Greece generally.
Of the private life and habits of Epaminondas we know
scarcely anything. We are told that he never married ; and we
find brief allusions, without any details, to attachments in which
he is said to have indulged. 1 Among the countrymen of Pindar, 2
devoted attachment between mature men and beautiful youths
was more frequent than in other parts of Greece. It was confirmed by interchange of mutual oaths at the tomb of Iolaus,
and was reckoned upon as the firmest tie of military fidelity in
the hour of battle. Asopichus and Kaphisodorus are named
as youths to whom Epaminondas was much devoted. The
first fought with desperate bravery at the battle of Leuktra, and
after the victory caused an image of the Leuktrian trophy to be
carved on his shield, which he dedicated at Delphi; 3 the second
perished along with his illustrious fJiend and chief on the field
of Mantineia, and was buried in a grave closely adjacent to
him. 4
It rather appears that the Spartans, deeply incensed against
their allies for having abandoned them in refere,nce to Messene,
began to turn their attention away from the affairs of Greece to
those of Asia and Egypt. · But the dissensions in Arcadia were
not wholly appeased even by the recent peace. The city of
1

Plutarch, Apophtheg. Reg. p. 192 E; Athenre. xiii. p. 590 C.
Hieronymus ap. Athenre. xiii. p. 602 A; Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 18;
Xenoph. Rep. Lacedremon. ii. 12.
See the striking and impassioned fragments of Pindar, addressed by him
when old to the youth Theoxenus of Tenedos, Fragm. 2 of the Skolia, in
Dissen's edition, and Boeckh's edition of Pindar, vol. iii. p. 6II, ap.
Athenreum, xiii. p. 6os C.
a See Theopompus, Frag. 182, ed. Didot, ap. Athenre. xiii. p. 605 A.
4 Plutarch, Pelopid. ut sup. ; Plutarch, Amatorius, p. 761 D ; compare
Xenoph. Hellen. iv. 8, 39·
2
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Megalopolis had been founded only eight years before by the
coalescence of many smaller townships, all previously enjoying
a separate autonomy more or less perfect. The vehement antiSpartan impulse, which marked the two years immediately
succeeding the battle of Leuktra, had overruled to so great a
degree the prior instincts of these townships, that they had lent
themselves to the plans of Lykomedes and Epaminondas for
an enlarged community in the new city. But since that period,
reaction had taken place. The Mantineians had come to be
at the head of an anti-Megalopolitan party in Arcadia; and
several of the communities which had been merged in Megalopolis, counting upon aid from them and from the Eleians,
insisted on seceding, and returning to their original autonomy.
But for foreign aid, Megalopolis would now have been in great
difficulty. A pressing request was sent to the Thebans, who
despatched into Arcadia 3ooo hoplites under Pammenes. This
force enabled the Megalopolitans, though not without measures
of considerable rigour, to uphold the integrity of their city, and
keep the refractory members in communion. 1 And it appears
1

Diodor. xv. 94·
I venture here to depart from Diodorus, wh" states that these 3000 men
wereAthmians, not Thebans; that the Megalopolitans sent to ask aid from
Atltens, and that the Atheniam sent these 3000 men under Pammenes.
That Diodorus (or the copyist) has here mistaken The bans for Athenians,
appears to me, on the following grounds :I. Whoever reads attentively the oration delivered by Demosthenes in the
Athenian assembly (about ten years after this period) respecting the propriety of sending an armed force to" defend Megalopolis against the threats
of Sparta-will see, I think, that Athens can never before have sent any
military assistance to Megalopolis. Both the arguments which Demosthenes
urges, and those which he combats as having been urged by opponents,
exclude the reality of any such previous proceeding.
2. Even at the time when the above-mentioned oration was delivered, the
Megalopolitans were still (compare Diodorus, xvi. 39) under special alliance
with, and guardianship of, Thebes-though the latter had then been so much
weakened by the Sacred War and other causes, that it seemed doubtful
whether she could give them complete protection against Sparta. But in
the year next after the battle of Mantineia, the alliance between Megalopolis
and Thebes, as well as the hostility between Megalopolis and Athens, was
still fre?her and more intimate. The Thebans (then in unimpaired power),
who ha,d fought for them ,in the preceding year-not the Athenians, who
had fought against them-would be the persons invoked for aid to Megalopolis; nor had any positive reverses as yet occurred to disable the Thebans
from furnishing aid.
3· Lastly, Pammenes is a Theban general, friend of Epaminondas. He
is mentioned as such not only by Diodoms himself in another place (xvi.
34), but also by Pausanias (viii. 27, 2), as the general who had been sent to
watch over the building of Megalopolis, by Plutarch (Plutarch, Pelopidas,
c. 26; Plutarch, Rei pub. Gerend. Prrecept. p. 805 F), and by Polyrenus
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that the interference thus obtained was permanently efficacious,
so that the integrity-of this recent Pan-Arcadian community
was no further disturbed.
The old king Agesilaus was compelled, at the age of eighty,
to see the dominion of Sparta thus irrevocably narrowed, her
influence in Arcadia overthrown, and the loss of Messene
formally sanctioned even by her own allies. All his protests,
and those of his son Archidamus, so strenuously set forth by
Isokrates, had only ended by isolating Sparta more than ever
from Grecian support and sympathy. Archidamus probably
never seriously attempted to execute the desperate scheme
which he had held out as a threat some two or three years
before the battle of Mantineia ; that the Lacedxmonians would
send away their wives and families, and convert their military
population into a perpetual camp, never to lay down arms until
they should have reconquered Messene or perished in the
attempt. 1 Yet he and his father, though deserted by all
Grecian allies, had not yet abandoned the hope that they might
obtain aid, in the shape of money for levying mercenary troops,
from the native princes in Egypt and the revolted Persian satraps
in Asia, with whom they seem to have been for some time in a
sort of correspondence. 2
About the time of the battle of Mantineia-and as it would
seem, for some years before-a large portion of the western
dominions of the Great Kin~ were in a state partly of revolt,
partly of dubious obedience. Egypt had peen for some years
in actual revolt, and under native princes, whom the Persians
had vainly endeavoured to subdue (employing for that purpose
the aid of the Athenian generals Iphikrates and Timotheus)
both in 374 and 371 B.c. Ariobarzanes, satrap of the region
near the Propontis and the Hellespont, appears to have revolted about the year 367-366 B.c. In other parts of Asia
Minor, too-Paphlagonia, Pisidia, &c.-the subordinate princes
or governors became disaffected to Artaxerxes. But their
disaffection was for a certain time kept down by the extraordinary ability and vigour of a Karian named Datames,
(v. r6, 3). We find a private Athenian citizen 11;1med Pammen~s, a goldsmith, mentioned in the oration of Demosthen@s against Meidias (s. 31,
p. 521); but no Athenian officer or public man of that time so named.
Upon these grounds, I cannot but feel convinced that Pammenes and his
troops were Thebans, and not Athenians.
I am happy to find mvself in concurrence with Dr. Thirlwal! on this point
(Hist. Gr. vol. v. ch. xliii. p. 368, note).
1 See Isokrates, Orat. vi. (Archidamus) s. 85-93·
2 Isokrates, Or. vi. (Archid.) s. 73·
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commander for the king in a part of Kappadokia, who gained
several important victories over them, by rapidity of movement
and well-combined stratagem. At length the services of
Datames became so distinguished as to excite the jealousy of
many of the Persian grandees; who poisoned the royal mind
against him, and thus drove him to raise the standard of revolt
in his own district of Kappadokia, under alliance and concert
with Ariobarzanes. It was in vain that Autophradates, satrap
of Lydia, was sent by Artaxerxes with a powerful force to
subdue Datames. The latter resisted all the open force of
Persia, and was at length overcome only by the treacherous
conspiracy of Mithridates (son of Ariobarzanes), who, corrupted
by the Persian court and becoming a traitor both to his father
Ariobarzanes and to Datames, simulated zealous co-operation,
tempted the latter to a confidential interview, and there
assassinated him.l
Still however there remained powerful princes and satraps in
Asia Minor, disaffected to the court ; Maus6lus prince of Kar.ia,
Orontes satrap of Mysia, and Autophradates satrap of Lydiathe last having now apparently joined the revolters, though he
had before been active in upholding the authority of the king.
It seems too that the revolt extended to Syria and Phrenicia,
so that all the western coast with its large revenues, as well as
Egypt, was at once subtracted from the empire. Tachos, native
king of Egypt, was prepared to lew.d assistance to this formidable
combination of disaffected commanders, who selected Orontes
as their chief; confiding to him their united forces, and sending
Rheomithres to Egypt to procure pecuniary aid. But the
Persian court broke the force of this combination by corrupting
both Orontes and Rheomithres, who betrayed their confederates,
and caused the enterprise to fail. Of the particulars we know
little or nothing. 2
1 Cornelius Nepos has given a biography of Datam@s at some length, re·
counting his military exploits and stratagems. He places Datam@s, in
point of military talent, above all barbari, except Hamilcar Barca and
Hannibal (c. 1). Polyrenus also (vii. 29) recounts several memorable pro·
ceedings of the same chief. Compare too Diodorus, xv. 91 ; and Xen.
Cyropred. viii. 8, 4·
We cannot make out with any certainty either the history, or the chro·
nology, of Datam@s. His exploits seem to belong to the last ten years of
Artaxerx~s Mnemon, and his death seems to have taken place a little before
the death of that prince ; which last event is to be assigned to 359-358 B. c.
See Mr. Fynes Clinton, Fast. Hell. ch. r8, p. 316, Appendix.
2 Diodor. xv. 91, 92; Xenophon, Cyropred. viii. 8, 4·
Our information about these disturbances in the interior of the Persian
empire is so scanty and confused, that few of the facts can be said to be
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Both the Spartan king Agesilaus, with 1000 Lacedcemonian
or Peloponnesian hoplites-and the Athenian general Chabrias
-were invited to Egypt to command the forces of Tachos; the
former on land, the latter at sea. Chabrias came simply as a
volunteer, without any public sanction or order from Athens.
But the service of Agesilaus was undertaken for the purposes
and with the consent of the authorities at home, attested by the
presence of thirty Spartans who came out as his counsellors.
The Spartans were displeased with the Persian king for having
sanctioned the independence of Messene ; and as the prospect
of overthrowing or enfeebling his empire appeared at this
moment considerable, they calculated on reaping a large
reward for their services to the Egyptian prince, who would in
return lend them assistance towards their views in Greece.
But dissension and bad judgement marred all the combinations
against the Persian king. Agesilaus, on reaching Egypt, 1 was
received with little respect. The Egyptians saw with astonishment, that one, whom they had invited as a formidable warrior,
was a little deformed old man, of mean attire, and sitting on the
grass with his troops, careless of show or luxury. They not
only vented their disappointment in sarcastic remarks, but also
declined to invest him with the supreme command, as he had
anticipated. He was only recognised as general of the mercenary land-force, while Tachos himself commanded in chief,
and Chabrias was at the head of the fleet. Great efforts were
made to assemble a force competent to act against the Great
King; and Chabrias is said to have suggested various stratagems
for obtaining money from the Egyptians. 2 The army having
been thus strengthened, Agesilaus, though discontented and
indignant, nevertheless accompanied Tachos on an expedition
against the Persian forces in Phcenicia; from whence they were
forced to return by the revolt of Nektanebis, cousin of Tachos,
who caused himself to be proclaimed king of Egypt. Tachos
was now full of supplications to Agesilaus to sustain him against
his competitor for the Egyptian throne; while Nektanebis also,
on his side, began to bid high for the favour of the Spartans.
With the sanction of the authorities at home, but in spite of the
certainly known. Diodorus has evidently introduced into the year 362-361
B.C. a series of events, many of them belonging to years before and after.
Rehdantz (Vit. Iphicrat. Chabr. et Timoth. p. 154-r6r) brings together all
the statements ; but unfortunately with little result.
1
Plutarch, Agesil. c. 36 ; Athenreus, xiv. p. 6r6 D; Cornelius Nepos
Agesil. c. 8.
"'
2
See Pseudo-Aristotel. CEconomic. ii. 25.
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opposition of Chabrias, Agesilaus decided in favour of Nektanebis, withdrawing the mercenaries from the camp of Tachos,l
who was accordingly obliged to take flight. Chabrias returned
home to Athens j either not choosing to abandon Tachos,
whom he had come to serve-or recalled by special order of
his countrymen, in consequence of the remonstrance of the
Persian king. A competitor for the throne presently arose in
the Mendesian division of Egypt. Agesilaus, vigorously maintaining the cause of Nektanebis, defeated all the efforts of his
·opponent. Yet his great schemes against the Persian empire
were abandoned, and nothing was effected as the result of his
Egyptian expedition except the establishment of N ektanebis j
who, having in vain tried to prevail upon him to stay longer,
dismissed him in the winter season with large presents, and with
a public donation to Sparta of 230 talents. Agesilaus marched
from the Nile towards Kyrene, in order to obtain from that
town and its port ships for the passage home. But he died on
the march, without reaching Kyrene. His body was conveyed
home by his troops, for burial, in a preparation of wax, since
honey was not to be obtained. 2
Thus expired, at an age somewhat above eighty, the ablest
and most energetic of the Spartan kings. He has enjoyed the
advantage, denied to every other eminent,Grecian leader, that
his character and exploits have been set out in the most favourable point of view by a friend and companion-Xenophon.
Making every allowance for partiality in this picture, there will
still remain a really great and distinguished character. We
find the virtues of a soldier, and the abilities of a commander,
combined with strenuous personal will and decision, in such
measure as to ensure for Agesilaus constant ascendency over
the minds of others, far beyond what was naturally incident
to his station j and that, too, in spite of conspicuous bodily
.deformity, amidst a nation eminently sensitive on that point.
Of the merits which Xenophon ascribes to him, some are the
fair results of a Spartan education j-his courage, simplicity of
life, and indifference to indulgences-his cheerful endurance
1 Diodorus (xv. 93) differs from Plutarch and others (whom I follow)· in
respect to the relations of Tachos and Nektanebis with Agesilaus; affirming
that Agesilaus supported Tachos, and supported him with success, against
Nektanebis.
Compare Cornelius Nepos, Chabrias, c. 2, 3·
We find Chabrias serving Athens in the Chersonese-in 359-358 B.C.
{Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 6_77, s. 204).
,
2 Diodor. xv. 93; Plutarch, Ages1L c, 38-40; Cornelius Nepos, Agesil.
c. 8.
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of hardship under every form. But his fidelity to engagements,
his uniform superiority to pecuniary corruption, and those
winning and hearty manners which attached to him all aroundwere virtues not Spartan, but personal to himself. We find in
him, however, more analogy to Lysander-a man equally above
reproach on the score of pecuniary gain-than to Brasidas or
Kallikratidas. Agesilaus succeeded to the throne, with a disputed
title, under the auspices and through the intrigues of Lysander ;
whose influence, at that time predominant both at Sparta and
in Greece, had planted everywhere dekarchies and harmosts
as instruments of ascendency for imperial Sparta-and, under
the name of Sparta, for himself. Agesilaus, too high-spirited
to comport himself as second to any one, speedily broke
through so much of the system as had been constructed to
promote the personal dominion of Lysander; yet without
following out the same selfish aspirations, or seeking to build
up the like individual dictatorship, on his own account. His
ambition was indeed unbounded, but it was for Sparta in the
first place, and for himself only in the second. The misfortune
was, that in his measures for upholding and administerill!S the
imperial authority of Sparta, he still continued that mixture of
domestic and foreign coercion (represented by the dekarchy
and the harmost) which had been introduced by Lysander;
a sad contrast with the dignified equality, and emphatic repudiation of partisan interference, proclaimed by Brasidas, as
the watchword of Sparta, at Akanthus and Tor6ne-and with
the still nobler Pan-Hellenic aims of Kallikratidas.
The most glorious portion of the life of Agesilaus was that
spent in his three Asiatic campaigns, when acting under the
miso-Persian impulse for which his panegyrist gives him so
much credit.! He was here employed in a Pan-Hellenic purpose, to protect the Asiatic Greeks against that subjection to
Persia which Sparta herself had imposed upon them a few years
before, as the price of Persian aid against Athens.
The Persians presently succeeded in applying the lessons of
Sparta against herself, and in finding Grecian allies to make
war upon her near home. Here was an end of the Pan-Hellenic
sentiment, and of the truly honourable ambition, in the bosom
of Agesilaus. He was recalled to make war nearer home. His
obedience to the order of recall is greatly praised by Plutarch
and Xenophon-in my judgement, with little reason, since he
had no choice but to come back. But he came back an altered
man. His miso-Persian feeling had disappeared, and had been
1 Xenoph. Encom. Ages. vii. 7·

El ~· ail 1<aA.~v 1eal p.Lrro7r~prrrw eiva1, &c.
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exchanged for a miso-Theban sentiment which gradually
acquired the force of a passion. As principal conductor of
the war between 394-387 B.c., he displayed that vigour and
ability which never forsook him in military operations. But
when he found that the empire of Sparta near home could not
be enforced except by making her the ally of Persia and the
executor of a Persian rescript, he was content to purchase such
aid, in itself dishonourable, by the still greater dishonour of
sacrificing the Asiatic Greeks. For the time, his policy seemed
to succeed. From 387 to 379 B.C. (that is, down to the time
of the revolution at Thebes, effected by Pelopidas and his
small band), the ascendency of Sparta on land, in Central
Greece, was continually rising. But her injustice and oppression stand confessed even by her panegyrist Xenophon ; and
this is just the period when the influence of Agesilaus was at
its maximum. Afterwards we find him personally forward in
sheltering Sphodrias from punishment, and thus bringing upon
his countrymen a war with Athens as well as with Thebes. In
the conduct of that war his military operations were, as usual,
strenu,pus and able, with a certain measure of success. But
on the whole, the war turns out unfavourably for Sparta. In
371 B.c., she is obliged to accept peace on terms very humiliating, as compared with her position in 387 B.c.; and the only
compensation which she receives, is, the opportunity of striking
the Thebans out of the treaty, thus leaving them to contend
single-handed against what seemed overwhelming odds. Of
this intense miso-Theban impulse, which so speedily brought
about the unexpected and crushing disaster at Leuktra, Agesilaus stands out as the prominent spokesman. In the days of
Spartan misfortune which followed, we find his conduct creditable and energetic, so far as the defensive position, in which
Sparta then found herself, allowed. And though Plutarch
seems displeased with him 1 for obstinacy in refusing to acknowledge the autonomy of Messene (at the peace concluded after
the battle of Mantineia) when acknowledged by all the other
Greeks-yet it cannot be shown that this refusal brought any
actual mischief to Sparta ; and circumstances might well have
so turned out, that it would have been a gain.
On the whole, in spite of the many military and personal
merits of Agesilaus, as an adviser and politician he deserves
little esteem. We are compelled to remark the melancholy
contrast between the state in which he found Sparta at his
accession, and that wherein he left her at his death-" Mar1

Plutarch, Agesil. c. 35·
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moream invenit, lateritiam reliquit." Nothing but the death
of Epaminondas at Mantineia saved her from something yet
worse ; though it would be unfair to Agesilaus, while we are
considering the misfortunes of Sparta during his reign, not to
recollect that Epaminondas was an enemy more formidable
than she had ever before encountered.
The efficient service rendered by Agesilaus during his last
expedition to Egypt had the effect of establishing firmly the
dominion of Nektanebis the native king, and of protecting that
country for the time from being re-conquered by the Persians ;
ap event that did not happen until a few years afterwards,
during the reign of the next Persian king. Of the extensive
revolt, however, which at one time threatened to wrest from
the Persian crown Asia Minor as well as Egypt, no permanent
consequence remained. The treachery of Orontes and Rheomithres so completely broke up the schemes of the revolters,
that Artaxerxes Mnemon still maintained the Persian empire
(with the exception of Egypt) unimpaired.
He died not long after the suppression of the revolt (apparently about a year after it, in 359-358 B.c.), having reigned
forty-five or forty-six years. 1 His d.eath was preceded by one
of those bloody tragedies which so frequently stained the
transmission of a Persian sceptre. Darius, the eldest son of
Artaxerxes, had been declared by his father successor to the
throne. According to Persian custom, the successor thus
declared was entitled to prefer any petition which he pleased ;
the monarch being held bound to grant it. Darius availed
himself of the privilege to ask for one of the favourite inmates
1

Diodorus, xv. 93·
There is a difference between Diodorus and the Astronomical Canon, in
the statements about the length of reign, and date of death, of Artaxerxi!s
Mnemon, of about two years-361 or 359 B.C. See Mr. Clinton's Fasti
Hellenici, Appendix, ch. 18, p. 316-where the statements are brought
together and discussed. Plutarch states the reign of Artaxerxes Mnemon
to have lasted 62 years (Plutarch, Artax. c. 33) ; which cannot be correct,
though in what manner the error is to be amended, we cannot determine.
An Inscription of Mylasa in Karia recognises the forty-fifth year of the
reign of Artaxerxes, and thus supports the statement in the Astronomical
Canon, which assigns to him forty-six years of reign. See Boeckh, Corp.
Inscr. No. 2691, with his comments, p. 470.
This same Inscription affords ground of inference respecting the duration
of the revolt ; for it shows that the Karian Mausolus recognised himself as
satrap, and Artaxerxes as his sovereign, in the year beginning November,
359 B. c., which corresponds with the forty-fifth year of Artaxerxi!s Mnemon.
The revolt therefcre must have been suppressed before that period : see
Sievers, Geschichte von Griechenland bis zur Schlacht von Mantineia,
p. 373, note.
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of his father's harem, for whom he had contracted a passion.
The request so displeased Artaxerxes that he seemed likely to
make a new appointment as to the succession ; discarding
Darius and preferring his younger son Ochus, whose interests
were warmly espoused by Atossa, wife as well as daughter of
the monarch. Alarmed at this prospect, Darius was persuaded
by a discontented courtier, named Teribazus, to lay a plot for
assassinating Artaxerxes; but the plot was betrayed, and the
King caused both Darius and Teribazus to be put to death.
By this catastrophe the chance of Ochus was improved, and
his ambition yet further stimulated. But there still remained
two princes, older than he-Arsames and Ariaspes. Both
these brothers he contrived to put out of the way; the one by
a treacherous deceit, entrapping him to take poison-the other
by assassination. Ochus thus 'stood next as successor to the
crown, which was not long denied to him ; for Artaxerxesnow very old, and already struck down by the fatal consummation respecting his eldest son Darius-did not survive the
additional sorrow of seeing his two other sons die so speedily
afterwards.l He expired, and his son Ochus, taking the name
of Artaxerxes, succeeded to· him without opposition; manifesting as king the same sanguinary dispositions as those by which
he had placed himself on the throne.
During the two years following the battle of Mantineia,
1

Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. 29, 30.; Justin, x. r-3.
Plutarch states that the lady whom the prince Darius asked for, was,
Aspasia of Phokrea-the Greek mistress of Cyrus the younger, who had
fallen into the hands of Artaxerxes after the battle of Kunaxa, and had
acquired a high place in the monarch's affections.
l:lut if we look at the chronology of the case; it will appear hardly possible
that the lady who inspired so strong a passion to Darius, in or about 36 r
B.C., as to induce him to risk the displeasure of his father-and so decided
a reluctance on the part of Artaxerxes to give her up-can have been the
person who accompanied Cyrus to Kunaxa .forty years before; for the
battle of Kunaxa was fought in 401 B.C. The chronological improbability
would be still greater, if we adopted Plutarch's statement that Artaxerxes
reigned 62 years ; for it is certain that the battle of Kunaxa occurred very
near the beginning of his reign, and the death of his son Darius near the end
of it.
Justin states the circumstances which preceded the death of Artaxerxes
Mnemon in a manner yet ,more tragical. He affirms that the plot against
the life of Artaxerxes was concerted by Darius in conjunction with several of
his brothers ; and that, on the plot being discovered, all these brothers,
together with their wives and children; were put to death. Ochus, on
coming to the throne, put to death a great number of his kinsmen and of
the principal persons about the court, together with their wives and children
-fearing a like conspiracy against himself.
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Athens, though relieved by the general peace from land-war,
appears to have been entangled in serious maritime contests
and difficulties. She had been considerably embarrassed by
two events ; by the Theban naval armament under Epaminondas, and by the submission of Alexander of Pher::e to
Thebes-both events belonging to 364-363 B.C. It was in
363-362 B.C. that the Athenian Timotheus-having carried on
war with eminent success against Olynthus and the neighbouring cities in the Thermaic Gulf, but with very bad success
against Amphipolis-transferred his forces to the war against
Kotys king of Thrace near the Thracian Chersonese. The
arrival of the Theban fleet in the Hellespont greatly distracted
the Athenian general, and served as a powerful assistance to
Kotys; who was moreover aided by the Athenian general
Iphikrates, on this occasion serving his father-in-law against his
country. 1 Timotheus is said to have carried on war against
Kotys with advantage, and to have acquired for Athens a large
plunder. 2 It would appear that his operations were of an
aggressive character, and that during his command in those
regions the Athenian possessions in the Chersonese were safe
from Kotys: for Iphikrates would only lend his aid to Kotys
towards defensive warfare; retiring from his service when he
began to attack the Athenian possessions in the Chersonese. 3
We do not know what circumstances brought about the
dismissal or retirement of Timotheus from the command. But
in the next year, we find Ergophilus as Athenian commander
in the Chersonese, and Kallisthenes (seemingly) as Athenian
commander against Amphipolis. 4 The transmarine affairs of
Athens, however, were far from improving. Besides that under
the new general she seems to have been losing strength near
the Chersonese, she had now upon her hands a new maritime
enemy-Alexander of Pherre. A short time previously, he
had been her ally against Thebes, but the victories of the
1 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 664, s. I 53·
2 The affirmation of Cornelius Nepos (Timotheus, c. I), that Timotheus
made war on Kotys with such success as to bring into the Athenian
treasury I 200 talents, appears extravagant as to amount; even if we accept
it as generally true.
3
Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 664, s. ISS·
4
See Rehdantz, Vita:: Iphicratis, Chabrire, et Timothei, p. ISI, and
above.
M. Rehdantz has put together, with great care and sagacity, all the
fragments of evidence respecting this obscure period ; and has elicited, as it
seem~ to me, the most probable conclusions deducible from such scanty
premises.
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The bans during the preceding year had so completely humbled
him, that he now identified his cause with theirs ; sending
troops to join the expedition of Epaminondas into Peloponnesus, 1 and equipping a fleet to attack the maritime allies of
Athens. His fleet captured the island of Tenos, ravaged
several of the other Cyclades, and laid siege to Peparethus.
Great alarm prevailed in Athens, and about the end of August
(362 B.c.), 2 two months after the battle of Mantineia, a fleet
was equipped with the utmost activity, for the purpose of
defending the insular allies, as well as of acting in the Hellespont. Vigorous efforts were required from all the trierarchs,
and really exerted by some, to accelerate the departure of this
fleet. But that portion of it which, while the rest went to the
Hellespont, was sent under Leosthenes to defend Peparethus
-met with a defeat from the ships of Alexander, with the loss
of five triremes and 6oo prisoners. 3 We are even told that
soon after this naval advantage, the victors were bold enough
to make a dash into the Peineus itself (as Teleutias had done
twenty-seven years before), where they seized both property on
shipboard and men on the quay, before there was any force
ready to repel them.4 The Thessalian marauders were ultimately driven back to their harbour of Pegasce; yet not without
much annoyance to the insular confederates, and some disgrace
to Athens. The defeated admiral Leosthenes was condemned
to death ; while several trierarchs-who, instead of serving in
person, had performed the duties incumbent on them by deputy
and by contract-were censured or put upon trial. 5
Not only had the affairs of Athens in the Hellespont become
worse under Ergophilus than under Timotheus, but Kallisthenes also, who had succeeded Timotheus in the operations
against Amphipolis, achieved no permanent result. It would
appear that the Amphipolitans, to defend themselves against
1 Xenoph. Hellen. vii. 5, 4·
2 We are fortunate enough to get this date exactly-the 23rd of themonth Metageitnion, in the archonship of Molon-mentioned by
Demosthenes adv. Polyklem, p. 1207, s. 5, 6.
8 Diodor. xvi. 95 ; Polyrenus, vi. 2, I.
4 Polyrenus, vi. 2, 2.
It must have been about this time (362-361 B.c.) that Alexander of
Pherre sent envoys into Asia to engage the service of Charidemus arid his
mercenary band, then in or near the Troad. His application was not
accepted (Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p. 675, s. 192).
5 Demosthenes, de Corona Trierarch. p. 1230, s. 9·
Diodorus further st\ttes that the Athenians placed Chares in comwand of
a fleet for the protection of the .t'Egean ; but that this admiral took 'himself
off to Korkyra, and did nothing but plunder the allies (Diodor. xvi. 95).
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Athens, had invoked the aid of the Macedonian king Perdikkas;
and placed their city in his hands. That prince had before
acted in conjunction with the Athenian force under Timotheus
against Olynthus; and their joint invasion had so much
weakened the Olynthians as to disable them from affording
aid to Amphipolis. At least, this hypothesis explains how
Amphipolis came now, for the first time, to be no longer a free
city; but to be disjoined from Olynthus, and joined with
(probably garrisoned by) Perdikkas, as a possession of Macedonia.1 Kallisthenes thus found himself at war under greater
disadvantages than Timotheus ; having Perdikkas as his enemy,
together with Amphipolis. Nevertheless, it would appear, he
gained at first great advantages, and reduced Perdikkas to the
necessity of purchasing a truce by the promise to abandon
the Amphipolitans. The Macedonian prince however, having
gained time during the truce to recover his strength, no longer
thought of performing his promise, but held Am phi polis against
the Athenians as obstinately as before. Kallisthenes had let
slip an opportunity which never again returned. After having
announced at Athens the victorious truce and the approaching
surrender, he seems to have been compelled, on his return, to
admit that he had been cheated into suspending operations, at
a moment when (as it seemed) Amphipolis might have been
conquered. For this misjudgement or misconduct he was put
upon trial at Athens, on returning to his disappointed countrymen; and at the same time Ergophilus also, who had been
summoned home from the Chersonesus for his ill-success or
bad management of the war against Kotys.2 The people were
much incensed against both ; but most against Ergophilus.
Nevertheless it happened that Kallisthenes was tried first, and
condemned to death. On the next day, Ergophilus was tried.
But the verdict of the preceding day had discharged the wrath
of the Dikasts, and rendered them so much more indulgent,
that they acquitted him. 3
Autokles was sent in place of Ergophilus to carry on war for
Athens in the Hellespont and Bosphorus. It was not merely
against Kotys that his operations were necessary. The
1
Compare Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 669, s. 174-176; and_
h:schines, Fals. Leg. p. 250, c. 14.
2
The facts as stated in the text are the most probable result, as it seems.
to me, derivable from .lEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 250, c. 14.
3
Aristotel. Rhetoric. ii. 3, 3·
Ergophilus seems to have been fined (Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 398, s~
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Prokonnesians, allies of Athens, required protection against
the attacks of Kyzikus; besides which, there was another
necessity yet more urgent. The stock of corn was becoming
short, and the price rising, not merely at Athens, but at many
of the islands in the .t'Egean, and at Byzantium and other
places. There prevailed therefore unusual anxiety, coupled
with keen competition, for the corn in course of importation from the Euxine. The Byzantines, Chalkedonians, and
Kyzikenes, had already begun to detain the passing corn-ships,
for the supply of their own markets; and nothing less than a
powerful Athenian fleet could ensure the safe transit of such
supplies to Athens herself. 1 The Athenian fleet, guarding the
Bosphorus even from the Hieron inwards (the chapel near the
junction of the Bosphorus with the Euxine), provided safe
'Convoy for the autumnal exports of this essential article.
In carrying on operations against Kotys, Autokles was
favoured with an unexpected advantage by the recent revolt
of a powerful Thracian named Miltokythes against that prince.
This revolt so alarmed Kotys, that he wrote a letter to Athens
in a submissive tone, and sent envoys to purchase peace by
various concessions. At the same time Miltokythes also first
sent envoys-next, went in person-to Athens, to present his
own case and solicit aid. He was however coldly received.
The vote of the Athenian assembly, passed on hearing the
case (and probably procured in part through the friends of
Iphikrates), was so unfavourable, 2 as to send him away not
merely in discouragement, but in alarm; while Kotys recovered
all his power in Thrace, and even became master of the Sacred
Mountain with its abundance of wealthy deposits. Nevertheless, in spite of this imprudent vote, the Athenians really
intended to sustain Miltokythes against Kotys. Their general
Autokles was recalled after a few months, and put upon his
trial for having suffered Kotys to put down this enemy unassisted. 3 How the trial ended or how the justice of the case
Demosthen. adv. Polyklem, p. 1207, s. 6.
Demosthenes cont. Aristokrat. p. 655, s. 122; cont. Polyklem, p.
12071

2

g.;-. M<A.TO/nJ8'f/s lnrlcrT'f/ Ko.,-uos. • • • ~')'pci.cp71 .,., 1rap' iJ,u.'iv >f~cp<crp.a
'TOtOUTOII, lit' 0~ M<A.ToKV81/S p.~ll &.1r 'i) A 8. cpo/3'f/8•ls /W.l vo,u.[cras vp.as ob
1rpocrlx••v ahriJ, KOTUS a~ ~""YKPC1.T~S 'TOV .,.. 6pous 'TOV i•pov Kal 'TWII 81/cravpwv
~'Y~JIETO.

The word h~M• implies that Miltokyth€s was at Athens in person.
The humble letter written by Kotys, in his first alarm at the revolt of
Miltokythes, is referred to by the orator, p. 658, s. 136, 137.
3 Demosthenes adv. Polykl. p. 1210, s. 16 ; Demosthenes cont.
Aristokrat. p. 655, s. 123.
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stood, we are unable to make out from the passing allusions of
Demosthenes.
Menon was sent as commander to the Hellespont to
supersede Autokles; and was himself again superseded after
a few months, by Timomachus. Convoy for the corn-vessels
out of the Euxine became necessary anew, as in the preceding
year; and was furnished a second time during the autumn
of 36r B.C. by the Athenian ships of war; 1 not merely for
provisions under transport to Athens, but also for those going
to ::Vfaroneia, Thasos, and other places in or near Thrace. But
affairs in the Chersonese became yet more unfavourable to
Athens. In the winter of 36r-36o B.c., Kotys, with the
co-operation of a body of Abydene citizens and Sestian exiles,
who crossed the Hellespont from Abydos, contrived to surprise
Sestos ; 2 the most impor~nt place in the Chersonese, and
the guard-post of the Hellespont on its European side, for all
vessels passing in or out. The whole Chersonese was now
thrown open to his aggressions. He made preparations for
attacking Eheus and Krithote, the two other chief possessions
of Athens, and endeavoured to prevail on Iphikrates to take
part in his projects. But that general, though he had assisted
Kotys in defence against Athens, refused to commit the more
patent treason involved in aggressive hostility against her. He
1 Demosthen. adv. Polyklem, p. 1212, s. 24-26; p. 1213, s. 27; p. 1225,
s. 7I.
2 Demosthenes cont. Aristokrat. p. 672, s. r87.
'E~e ")'i'x.p 'A{3Voov, ·Ti)s
or/JV li.1raVTa xp6vov VfJ.LV ~x8pas, ICal 38ev ;juav o1 ~1/0"TOV ICaTa"il.a{36vores, elJ
~nuorlw 'litt/3a•v•v, ~v elxe K6-rvs.
(He is speaking of Charidemus.)
The other oration of Demosthenes (adv. Polykl. p. 1212) contains distinct
intimation that Sestos was not lost by the Athenians until after November
361 B.C. Apollodorus the Athenian trierarch was in the town at that time,
as well as various friends whom he mentions ; so that Sestos must have
been still an Athenian possession in November 361 B.C.
It is lucky for some points of historical investigation, that the purpose of
this oration against Polykles (composed by Demosthenes, but spoken by
Apollodorus) requires great precision and specification of dates, even to
months and days. Apollodorus complains that he has been constrained to
bear the expense of a trierarchy, for four months beyond the year in which
it was incumbent upon him jointly with a colleague. He sues the person
whose duty it was to have relieved him as successor at the end of the year,
but who had kept aloof and cheated him. The trierarchy of Apollodorus
began in August 362 B.c., and lasted (not merely to Aug. 361 'B.c., its
legal term, but) to November 361 B.C.
Rehdantz (Vitre Iphicratis, Chabrire, &c. p. 144, note), in the valuable
chapters which he devotes to the obscure chronology of the period, has
overlooked this exact indication of the time after which the Athenians lost
Sestos. He supposes the loss to have taken place two or three years
earlier.
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even quitted Thrace, but not daring at once to visit Athens,
retired to Lesbos.l In spite of his refusal, however, the
settlers and possessions of Athens in the Chersonese were
attacked and imperilled by Kotys, who claimed the whole
peninsula as his own, and established toll-gatherers at Sestos
to levy the dues both of strait and harbour. 2
The fortune of Athens in these regions was still unpropitious. All her late commanders, Ergophilus, Autokles, Menon,
Timomachus, had been successively deficient in means, in
skill, or in fidelity, and had undergone accusation at home. 3
Timomachus was now superseded by Kephisodotus, a man of
known enmity towards both Iphikrates and Kotys. 4 But
Kephisodotus achieved no more than his predecessors, and
had even to contend against a new enemy, who crossed over
from Abydos to Sestos to reinforr& Kotys-Charidemus with
the mercenary division under his command. That officer,
since his service three years before under Timotheus against
Amphipolis, had been for some time in Asia, especially in the
Troad. He hired himself to the satrap Artabazus ; of whose
embarrassments he took advantage to seize by fraud the towns
of Skepsis, Kebren, and Ilium; intending to hold them as a
little principality. 5 Finding his position, however, ultimately
untenable against the probable force of the satrap, he sent a
letter across to the Chersonese, to the Athenian commander
Kephisodotus, asking for Athenian triremes to transport his
division across to Europe; in return for which, if granted, he
engaged to crush Kotys and reconquer the Chersonese for
Athens. This proposition, whether accepted or not, was
never realised; for Charidemus was enabled, through a truce
unexpectedly granted to him by the satrap, to cross over from
Abydos to Sestos without any Athenian ships. But as soon
as he found himself in the Chersonese, far from aiding Athens
to recover that peninsula, he actually took service with Kotys
against htr; so that Elreus and Krith6te, her chief remaining
posts, were in greater peril than ever. 6
Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 664,s. I55·
Demosthenes, cont. Aristokrat. p. 658, s. 136; p. 679, s. 2II.
What is said in the latter passage about the youthful Kersoblept@s, is
doubtless not less true of his father Kotys.
3 Demosthen. pro Phormione. p. 960, s. 64 ; Demosth. Fals. Leg.
p. 398, '· 2oo.
4 Demos1hen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 672, s. 184.
5 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 671, s. r83.
Compare Pseudo-Aristot.
(Economic ii. 30.
6 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. pp. 672, 673.
1

2
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The victorious prospects of Kotys, however, were now unexpectedly arrested. After a reign of twenty-four years he was
assassinated by two brothers, Python and Herakleides, Greeks
from the city of JEnus in Thrace, and formerly students under
Plato at Athens. They committed the act to avenge their
father; upon whom, as it would appear, Kotys had inflicted
some brutal insult, under the influence of that violent and
licentious temper which was in him combined with an energetic
military character. 1 Having made their escape, Python and
his brother retired to Athens, where they were received with
every demonstration of honour, and presented with the
citizenship as well as with golden wreaths; partly as tyrannicides, partly as having relieved the Athenians from an
odious and formidable enemy. 2 Disclaiming the warm eulogies
heaped upon him by various speakers in the assembly, Python
is said to have replied-" It was a god who did the deed; we
only lent our hands :" 3 an anecdote, which, whether it be
The orator reads a letter (not cited however) from the governor of
Krith6te, announcing the formidable increase of force which threatened the
place since the arrival of Charidemus.
1 Aristotle (Politic. v. 8, 12) mentions the act, and states that the two
young men did it to avenge their father. He does not expressly say what
Kotys had done to the father ; but he notices the event in illustration of the
general category-IToP.P.ul o' brt8odets '}'E'}'OV'1)V'ra< 1<al liti't TO e/s TO <rwp.a
ai~r:x.6ve<r8at Twv p.ov&.pxwv T<Vrls (compare what Tacitus says about mos
regius-Annal. vi. I). Aristotle immediately adds another case of cruel
mutilation inflicted by Kotys-'Ao&.p.as IJ' &.7Tfd'T'fl K6Tvos otil. 'TO ~IC'T}J.'fl81iva<
{nr) a.bToV ?TaLs tfJv, &s VfJpurJ.Llvos.

Compare, about Kotys, Theopompus, Fragm. 33, ed. Didot, ap. Athenre.
xii. pp. 53 I, 532.
Bi:ihnecke (Forschungen auf dem Gebiete der Geschichte, pp. 725, 726)
places the death of Kotys in 359 B. c.; and seems to infer from Athenreus
(vi. p. 248; xii. p. 531) that he had actual communication with Philip of
Macedon as king, whose accession took place between Midsummer 36oand
Midsummer 359 B.C. But the evidence does not appear to me to bear out
such a conclusion.
The story cited by Athenreus from Hegesander, about letters reaching
Philip from Kotys, cannot be true about this Kotys; because it seems impossible that Philip, in the first year of his reign, can have had any such
flatterer as Kleisophus ; Philip being at that time in the greatest political
embarrassments, out of which he was only rescued by his indefatigable
energy and ability. And the journey of Philip to Onokarsis, also mentioned by Athemeus out of Theopompus, does not imply any personal
communication with Kotys.
My opinion is, that the assassination of Kotys dates more probably in
360 B.C.
2 Demosthen<!s cont. Aristokrat. p. 66o, s. 142; p. 662, s. 150; p. 675,
s. 193· Plutarch, De Sui Laude, p. 542 E; Plutarch, adv. ·Koloten,
p. II26 B.
3 Plutarch, De Sui Laude, ut sup.
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truth or fiction, illustrates powerfully ~he Greek admiration of
tyrannicide.
The death of Kotys gave some relief to Athenian affairs in
the Chersonese. Of his children, even the eldest, Kersobleptes,
was only a youth : 1 moreover two other Thracian chiefs,
Berisades and Amadokus, now started up as pretenders to
Kersobleptes employed
shares in the kingdom of Thrace.
as his main support and minister the mercenary general
Charidemus, who either had already married, or did now
marry, his sister ; a nuptial connexion had been formed in
like manner by Amadokus with two Greeks named Simon and
Bianor-and by Berisades with an Athenian citizen named
Athenodorus, who (like Iphikrates and others) had founded a
city, and possessed a certain independent dominion, in or
near the Chersonese. 2 These Grecian mercenary chiefs thus
united themselves by nuptial ties to the princes whom they
served, as Seuthes had proposed to Xenophon, and as the
Italian Condottieri of the fifteenth century ennobled themselves by similar alliance with princely families-for example,
Sforza with the Visconti of .Milan. All these three Thracian
competitors were now represented by Grecian agents. But at
first, it seems, Charidemus on behalf of Kersobleptes was the
strongest. He and his army were near Perinthus on the
north coast of the Propontis, where the Athenian commander,
Kephisodotus, visited him, with a small squadron of ten
triremes, in order to ask for the fulfilment of those fair
promises which Charidemus had made in his letter from
Asia. But Charidemus treated the Athenians as enemies,
attacked by surprise the seamen on shore, and inflicted upon
them great damage. He then pressed the Chersonese severely
for several months, and marched even into the midst of it, to
protect a nest of pirates whom the Athenians were besieging
at the neighbouring islet on its western coast-Alopekonnesus.
At length, after seven months of unprofitable warfare (dating
from the death of Kotys), he forced Kephisodotus to conclude
with him a convention so disastrous and dishonourable, that
as soon as known at Athens, it was indignantly repudiated. 3
1
2

Demosthen. cont. Aristokr. p. 674, s. 193· fJ.ELpaH:6A.ll.to1', &c.
Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. pp. 623, 624, s. 8-12 ; p. 664, s. 153 (in
which passage K'I/5<<TT1!s may be fairly taken to mean any near connexion by
marriage). About Athenodorus, compare Isokrates, Or. viii. (de Pace)

s. 3I.

Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 674-676, s. 193-199.
In sect. 194, are the words ~KE 5~ K71<Ptu6ooTos <TTpO.T'l/"'fWP,
1rp'os &v avTI>s (Charidemus) g1re,wjte T~v emuToA.~v eKeiv71v, Kal a1 Tpt-f}pets,
3
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Kephisodotus, being recalled in disgrace, was put upon his
trial, and fined; the orator Demosthenes (we are told), who
had served as one of the trierarchs in the fleet, being among
his accusers.l
Among the articles of this unfavourable convention, one was
that the Greek city of Kardia should be specially reserved to
Charidemus himself. That city-eminently convenient from
its situation on the isthmus connecting the Chersonese with
Thrace-claimed by the Athenians as within the Chersonese,
yet at the same time intensely hostile to Athens-became his
principal station. 2 He was fortunate enough to seize, through
treachery, the person of the Thracian Miltokythes, who had
been the pronounced enemy of Kotys, and had co-operated
with Athens. But he did not choose to hand over this
important prisoner to Kersobleptes, because the life of
Miltokythes would thus have been saved; it not being the
custom of Thracians, in their intestine disputes, to put each
other to death. 3 We remark with surprise a practice milder
than that of Greece amidst a people decidedly more barbarous
and bloodthirsty than the Greeks. Charidemus accordingly
surrendered Miltokythes to the Kardians, who put the prisoner
aY,

g'T'

?)v lfli71A.a 'Ta Ti)s crw'T'I/plas a~Trf, Kal p.h cru-yxwpovvTos 'Ap'Ta{Jrf.(ou

ud,(ew tp.EAAov a.U'T&v.
The verb ~"e refers, in my judgement-not to the first coming out of
Kephisodotus from Athens to take the command, as Weber {Comment. ad
Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p. 460) and other commentators think, but-to
the coming of Kephisodotus with ten triremes to Perinthus, near which
place Charidemus was, for the purpose of demanding fulfilment of what the
latter had promised: see s. 196. When Kephisoclotus came to him at
~erinthus ('ll'ap6v'Tos Toil O''Tpct'T'I/f'Ov-7rpbs 1w 'TtW imrJ"ToA.~v bre7r6p.rpELs. 195) to make this demand, then Chariclemus, instead of behaving honestly,
acted like a traitor and an enemy. The allusion to this antecedent letter
from Chariclemus to Kephisodotus, shows that the latter must have been on
the spot for some time, and therefore that 17~<• cannot refer to his first
coming out.
The term ~Tr'Ta p.f)vas (s. 196) counts, I presume, from the death of
Kotvs.
1 'Demosthen. cont.
Aristokrat. p. 676, s. 199; JEschines cont.
Ktesiphont. p. 384, c. 20.
Demosthenes himself may probably have been among the trierarchs called
before the Dikastery as witnesses to prove what took place at Perinthus and
Alopekonnesus (Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p. 676, s. 200) ; Euthykles,
the speaker of the discourse against Aristokrates, had been himself also
among the officers serving (p. 67 5, s. 196; p. 683, s. 223).
2 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 679, s. 209; p. 6S1, s. 216. Demosthen.
de Halonneso, p. 87, s. 42.
3 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 676, s. 201.
oOK iJvTos vop.lp.ou 'Tots
0p!f~lv aA.A.-f)A.ous a?rOK'TLVVVva.<, &c.
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with his son into a boat, took them a little way out to sea,
slew the son before the eyes of the father; and then drowned
the father himself.l It is not improbable that there may have
been some special antecedent causes, occasioning intense
antipathy on the part of the Kardians towards Miltokythes,
and inducing Charidemus to hand him over to them as an
acceptable subject for revenge. However this may be, their
savage deed kindled violent indignation among all the
Thracians, and did much injury to the cause of Kersobleptes
and Charidemus. Though Kephisodotus had been recalled,
and though a considerable interval elapsed before any successor
came from Athens, yet Berisades and Amadokus joined their
forces in one common accord, and sent to the Athenians
propositions of alliance, with request for pecuniary aid.
Athenodorus the general of Berisades, putting himself at the
head of Thracians and Athenians together, found himself
superior in the field to Kersobleptes and Charidemus; whom
he constrained to accept a fresh convention dictated by
himself. Herein it was provided, that the kingdom of Thrace
should be divided in equal portions between the three competitors ; that all three should concur in surrendering the
Chersonese to Athens ; and that the son of a leading man
named Iphiades at Sestos, held by Charidemus as hostage for
the adherence of that city, should be surrendered to Athens
also. 2
This new convention, sworn on both sides, promised to
Athens the full acquisition which she desired. Considering
the thing as done, the Athenians sent Chabrias as commander
in one trireme to receive the surrender, but omitted to send
the money requested by Athenodorus; who was accordingly
constrained to disband his army for want of pay. Upon this
Kersobleptes and Charidemus at once threw up their engagement, refused to execute the convention just sworn, and
constrained Chabrias, who had come without any force, to
revert to the former convention concluded with Kephisodotus.
Disappointed and indignant, the Athenians disavowed the
Demosthen~s cont. Aristokrat. p. 677, s. 201.
Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p. 677, s. 202-204.
Aristotle (Politic. v. 5, 9) mentions the association or factionofiphiad~s
as belonging to Abydos, not to Sestos. Perhaps there may have been an
Abydene association now exercising influence at Sestos ; at least we are
told, that the revolution which deprived the Athenians of Sestos, was
accomplished in part by exiles who crossed from Abydos ; something like
the relation between Argos and Corinth in the years immediately preceding
the peace of Antalkidas.
1

2
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act of Chabrias, in spite of his high reputation. They sent
ten envoys to the. Chersonese, insisting that the convention
of Athenodorus should be re-sworn by all the three Thracian
competitors-Berisades, Amadokus, Kersobleptes; if the third
declined, the envoys were instructed to take measures for
making war upon him, while they received the engagements
of the other two. But such a mission, without arms, obtained
nothing from Charidemus and Kersobleptes, except delay or
refusal ; while Berisades and Amadokus sent to Athens bitter
complaints respecting the breach of faith. At length, after
some months-just after the triumphant conclusion of the
expedition of Athens against Eubrea (35 8 B.c. )-the Athenian
Chares arrived in the Chersonese, at the head of a considerable
mercenary force. Then at length the two recusants were
compelled to swear anew to the convention of Athenodorus,
in the presence of the latter as well as of Berisades and
Amadokus. 1 And it would appear that before long, its conditions were realised. Charidemus surrendered the Chersonese,
of course including its principal town Sestos, to Athens; 2 yet
1
Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 678, s. 205, 206; p. 68o, s. 2II, 212.
The arrival of Chares in the Hellespont is marked by Demosthenes as
immediately following the expedition of Athens to drive the Thebans out
of Eubcea., which took place about the middle of 358 B.C.
2 We see that Sestos must have been surrendered on this occasion,
although Diodorus describes it as having been conquered by Chares five
years afterwards, in the year 353 B.c. (Diod. xvi. 34). It is evident from
the whole tenor of the oration of Demosthenes, that Charidemus did
actually surrender the Chersonese at thi's time. Had he still refused to
surrender Sestos, the orator would not have failed to insist on the fact
emphatically against him. Besides, Demosthenes says, comparing the
conduct of Philip towards the Olynthians, with that of Kersobleptes
tO\Yards Athens-fKe'i'vos fKelvoLS norlOcuav obxl T?1JilKaVr' &:7r€liwKev, 1}vltc'
a:rro(fTEpeiv ob1Ce8' oT6s T' ?jv, &rrrr•p bp.'iv K•prro/3AE'IrT'1/S X•pp6V'1/0'0V (p. 656,
s. 128). This distinctly announces that the Chersonese was given back to
Athens, though reluctantly and tardily, by Kersobleptes. Sestos must
have been given up along with it, as the principal and most valuable post
upon all accounts. If it be true (as Diodorus states) that Chares in 353
B. c. took Sestos by siege, slew the inhabitants of military age and reduced
the rest to slavery-we must suppose the town again to have revolted
between 358 and 353 B.C. ; that is, during the time of the Social War·
which is highly probable. But there is much in the statement of Diodoru~
which I cannot distinctly make out ; for he says that Kersobleptes in 353
B. c., on account of his hatred towards Philip, surrendered to Athens all the
cities in the Chersonese except Kardia. That had already been done in
358 B.C., an.d without any reference,to Philip; and if after surrendering the
Chersonese m 358 B. c., Kersobleptes had afterwards reconquered it so as
to have it again in his possession in the beginning of 353 B. C.-it'seems
unaccountable that Demosthenes should say nothing about the reconquest
in his oration against Aristokrates, where he is trying to make all point~
possible against Kersobleptes.
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he retained for himself Kardia, 1 which was affirmed (though
the Athenians denied it) not to be include9 in the boundaries
of that peninsula. The kingdom of Thrace was also divided
between Kersobleptes, Berisades, and Amadokus; which triple
division, diminishing the strength of each, was regarded by
Athens as a great additional guarantee for her secure possession
of the Chersonese. 2
It was thus that Athens at length made good her possession
of the Chersonese against the neighbouring Thracian potentates. And it would seem that her transmarine power, with its
dependencies and confederates, now stood at a greater height
than it had ever reached since the terrible reverses of 405 B.C.
Among them were numbered not only a great number of the
JEgean islands (even the largest, Eubcea, Chios, Samos, and
Rhodes), but also various continental possessions : Byzantium
-the Chersonese-Maroneia 3 with other places on the southern
coast of Thrace-and. Pydna, Methane, and Potid::ea, with
most of the region surrounding the Thermaic Gulf. 4 This last
portion of empire had been acquired at the cost of the Olynthian fraternal alliance of neighbouring cities, against which
Athens too, as well as Sparta, by an impulse most disastrous
for the future independence of Greece, had made war with an
inauspicious success. The Macedonian king Perdikkas, with
a just instinct towards the future aggrandisement of his dynasty,
had assisted her in thus weakening Olynthus; feeling that the
towns on the Thermaic Gulf, if they formed parts of a strong
Olynthian confederacy of brothers and neighbours, reciprocally
attached and self-sustaining, would resist Macedonia more
effectively, than if they were half-reluctant dependencies of
Athens, even with the chances of Athenian aid by sea. The
aggressive hand of Athens against Olynthus, indeed, between
1

Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p. 681, s. 216.
Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p. 623, s. 8; p. 654, s. 121. The
chronology of these events as given by Rehdantz (Vitre Iphicratis, Chabrire,
&c. p. 147) appears to me nearly correct, in spite of the strong objection
expressed against it by Weber (Prolegg. ad Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. p.
lxxiii.)-and more exact than the chronology of Bohnecke, Forschungen,
p. 727, who places the coming out of Kephisodotus as general to the
Chersonese in 358 B.c., which is, I think, a full year too late. Rehdantz
does not allow, as I think he ought to do, for a certain interval between
Kephisodotus and the Ten Envoys, during which Athenodorus acted for
Athens.
3 Demosthen. cont. Polyklern. p. 1212, s. 26.
4 Dernosthen. Philippic. I. p. 41, s. 6.
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368-363 B.c., was hardly less mischievous, to Greece generally,
than that of Sparta had been between 382-380 B.C. Sparta had
crushed the Olynthian confederacy in its first brilliant promise
-Athens prevented it from rearing its head anew. Both conspired to break down the most effective barrier against Macedanian aggrandisement ; neither was found competent to
provide any adequate protection to Greece in its room.
The maximum of her second empire, which I have remarked
that Athens attained by the recovery of the Chersonese, 1
lasted but for a moment. During the very same year, there
occurred that revolt among her principal allies, known by the
name of the Social War, which gave to her power a fatal shock,
and left the field comparatively clear for the early aggressions
of her yet more formidable enemy-Philip of Macedon. That
prince had already emerged from his obscurity as a hostage in
Thebes, and had succeeded his brother Perdikkas, slain in a
battle with the Illyrians, as king (360-359 B.c.). At first, his
situation appeared not merely difficult, but almost hopeless.
Not the most prescient eye in Greece could have recognised,
in the inexperienced youth struggling at his first accession
against rivals at home, enemies abroad, and embarrassments of
every kind-the future conqueror of Chceroneia, and destroyer
of Grecian independence. How, by his own genius, energy,
and perseverance, assisted by the faults and dissensions of his
Grecian enemies, he attained this inauspicious eminence will
be recounted presently.

In 403 B.c., after the surrender of Athens, Greece was under
the Spartan empire. Its numerous independent city-communities were more completely regimented under one chief
than they had ever been before, Athens and Thebes being
both numbered among the followers of Sparta.
But the conflicts already recounted (during an interval of
forty-four years-404-403 B.c. to 360-359 B.c.) have wrought
the melancholy change of leaving Greece more disunited, and
more destitute of presiding Hellenic authority, than she had
1
I have not made any mention of the expedition against Eubcea
(whereby Athens drove the Theban invaders out of that island), though
it occurred just about the same time as the recovery of the Chersonese.
That expedition will more properly come to be spoken of in a future
chapter. But the recovery of the Chersonese was the closing event of a
series of proceedings which had been going on for four years ; so that I
could hardly leave that series unfinished.
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been at any time since the Persian invasion. Thebes, Sparta,
and Athens, had all been engaged in weakening each other ;
in which, unhappily, each has been far more successful than
in strengthening herself. The maritime power of Athens is
now indeed considerable, and may be called very great, if compared with the state of degradation to which she had been
brought in 403 B.c. But it will presently be seen how unsubstantial is the foundation of her authority, and how fearfully
she has fallen off from that imperial feeling and energy which
ennobled her ancestors under the advice of Perikles.
It is under these circumstances, so untoward for defence, that
the aggressor from Macedonia arises.

CHAPTER LXXXI
SICILIAN AFFAIRS AFTER THE DESTRUCTION OF THE ATHENIAN
ARMAMENT BEFORE SYRACUSE

IN the sixtieth chapter of this work, I brought down the
history of the Grecian communities in Sicily to the close of the
Athenian siege of Syracuse, where Nikias and Demosthenes
with nearly their entire armament perished by so lamentable a
fate. I now resume from that point the thread of Sicilian
events, which still continues so distinct from those of Peloponnesus and Eastern Greece, that it is inconvenient to include
both in the same chapters.
If the destruction of the great Athenian armament (in
September 413 B.c.) excited the strongest sensation throughout
every part of the Grecian world, we may imagine the intoxication of triumph with which it must have been hailed in Sicily.
It had been achieved (Gylippus and the Peloponnesian allies
aiding) by the united efforts of nearly all the Grecian cities in
the island-for all of them had joined Syracuse as soon as her
prospects became decidedly encouraging; except Naxus and
Katana, which were allied with the Athenians-and Agrigentum,
which remained neutral.l Unfortunately we know little or
nothing of the proceedings of the Syracusans, immediately
following upon circumstances of so much excitement and
interest. They appear to have carried on war against Katana,
where some fugitives from the vanquished Athenian army contributed to the resistance against them. 2 But both this city
1

Thucyd. vii. so--58.

2

Lysias, Orat. xx. (pro Polystrato) s. 26, 27.
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and Naxus, though exposed to humiliation and danger as allies
of the defeated Athenians, contrived to escape without the loss
of their independence. The allies of Syracuse were probably
not eager to attack them, and thereby to aggrandise that city
further ; while the Syracusans themselves also would be sensible
e>f great exhaustion, arising from the immense efforts through
which alone their triumph had been achieved. The pecuniary
burdens to which they had been obliged to submit--known to
Nikias during the last months of the siege,l and fatally misleading his judgement-were so heavy as to task severely their
powers of endurance. After paying, and dismissing with appropriate gratitude, the numerous auxiliaries whom they had been
Jbliged to hire-after celebrating the recent triumph, and
:iecorating the temples, in a manner satisfactory to the exJberant joy of the citizens, 2-there would probably be a general
:iisposition to repose rather than to aggressive warfare. There
.vould be much destruction to be repaired throughout their
:erritory, poorly watched or cultivated during the year of the
;iege.
In spite of such exhaustion, however, the sentiment of exlsperation and vengeance against Athens, combined with
~ratitude towards the Laced::emonians, was too powerful to be
)alked. A confident persuasion reigned throughout Greece that
!\.thens 3 could not hold out for one single summer after her late
:errific disaster; a persuasion founded greatly on the hope of a
arge auxiliary squadron to act against her from Syracuse and
1er other enemies in Sicily and Italy. In this day of Athenian
iistress, such enemies of course became more numerous.
!!:specially the city of Thurii in Italy, 4 which had been friendly
:o Athens and had furnished aid to Demosthenes in his
)xpedition to Sicily, now underwent a change, banished three
mndred of the leading philo-Athenian citizens (among them the
·hetor Lysias), and espoused the Peloponnesian cause with
Lrdour. The feeling of reaction at Thurii, and of vengeance
Lt Syracuse, stimulated the citizens of both places to take
Lctive part in an effort promising to be easy and glorious, for
he destruction of Athens and her empire. And volunteers
vere doubtless the more forward, as the Persian satraps of the
;ea-board were now competing with each other in invitations
o the Greeks, with offers of abundant pay.
Accordingly, in the summer of the year 412 B.c. (the year
1

3
4

2
Thucyd. vii. 48, 49·
Diodor. xiii. 34·
Thucyd. viii. 2 : compare vii. 55·
Thucyd. vii. 33-57; Dionysius Halikarn. Judie. de Lysiii, p. 453·
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following the catastrophe of the Athenian armament), a Sicilian I
squadron of twenty triremes from Syracuse and two from
Selinus, under the command of Hermokrates, reached Peloponnesus and joined the Laceda:monian fleet in its expedition I
across the JEgean to Miletus. Another squadron of ten ,
triremes from Thurii, under the Rhodian Dorieus, and a :
further reinforcement from Tarentum and Lokri, followed soon
after. It was Hermokrates who chiefly instigated his countrymen to this effort. 1 Throughout the trying months of the
siege, he had taken a leading part in the defence of Syracuse,
seconding the plans of Gylippu~ with equal valour and
discretion. As commander of the Syracusan squadron in the
main fleet now acting against Athens in the JEgean (events
already described in my sixty-first chapter), his conduct was
not less distinguished. He was energetic in action, and
popular in his behaviour towards those under his command;
but what stood out most conspicuously as well as most
honourably, was his personal incorruptibility. While the
Peloponnesian admiral and trierarchs accepted the bribes of
Tissaphernes, conniving at his betrayal of the common cause
and breach of engagement towards the armament, with indifference to the privations of their own unpaid seamen-Hennokrates and Dorieus were strenuous in remonstrance, even to
the extent of drawing upon themselves the indignant displeasure of the Peloponnesian admiral Astyochus, as well as of·
the satrap himself.2 They were the more earnest in performing this duty, because the Syracusan and Thurian triremes
were manned by freemen in larger proportion than the remaining fleet. 3
The sanguine expectation, however, entertained by Hermokrates and his companions in crossing the sea from Sicilythat one single effort would gloriously close the war-was far
from being realised. Athens resisted with unexpected energy;
the Lacedaomonians were so slack and faint-hearted, that they !
even let slip the golden opportunity presented to them by the
usurpation of the Athenian Four Hundred. Tissaphernes was
discovered to be studiously starving and protracting the war
for purposes of his own, which Hermokrates vainly tried to
counter-work by a personal visit and protest at Sparta. 4
Accordingly the war trailed on with fluctuating success, and
even renovated efficiency on the part of Athens ; so that the
Syracusans at home, far from hearing announced the accom1
8

Thncyd. viii. 26, 35, 9I.
Thucyd. viii. 84.
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plishment of those splendid anticipations under which their
squadron had departed, received news generally unfavourable,
and at length positively disastrous. They were informed that
their seamen were ill-paid and distressed; while Athens, far
from striking her colours, had found means to assemble a fleet
at Samos competent still to dispute the mastery of the .tEgean.
They heard of two successive naval defeats, which the Peloponnesian and Syracusan fleets sustained in the Hellespont 1
(one at Kynossema-4rr B.C.-a second between Abydos and
Dardanus-410 B.c.); and at length of a third, more decisive
and calamitous than the preceding-the battle of Kyzikus
(409 B.c.), wherein the Lacedcemonian admiral Mindarus was
slain, and the whole of his fleet captured or destroyed. In
this defeat the Syracusan squadron were joint sufferers. Their
seamen were compelled to burn all their triremes without
exception, in order to prevent them from falling into the hands
of the enemy; and were left destitute, without clothing or
subsistence, on the shores of the Propontis amidst the satrapy
of Pharnabazus. 2 That satrap, with generous forwardness,
took them into his pay, advanced to them clothing and
provision for two months, and furnished them with timber
from the woods of Mount Ida to build fresh ships. At
Antandrus (in the Gulf of Adramyttium, one great place of
export for Idcean timber), where the re-construction took place,
the Syracusans made themselves so acceptable and useful to
the citizens, that a vote of thanks and a grant of citizenship
was passed to all of them who chose to accept it. 3
In recounting this battle, I cited the brief and rude despatch,
addressed to the Lacedremonians by Hippokrates, surviving
second officer of the slain Mindarus, describing the wretched
condition of the defeated armament-" Our honour is gone.
Mindarus is slain. The men are hungry. We know not
what to do." 4 This curious despatch has passed into history,
because it was intercepted by the Athenians, and never
reached its destination. But without doubt the calamitous
state of facts, which it was intended to make known, flew
rapidly, under many different forms of words, both to Peloponnesus and to Syracuse. Sad as the reality was, the first
impression made by the news would probably be yet sadder;
since the intervention of Pharnabazus, whereby the sufferers
1

Thucyd. viii. 105 ; Xen. Hellen. i. I, 7·
3 Xen. Hellen. i. I, 23-26.
Xen. Hellen. i. I, 19.
4 Xen. Hellen. i. I, 23. ~EppEL Ta Kctll.ci.
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were so much relieved, would hardly be felt or authenticated
until after some interval. At Syracuse, the event on being
made known excited not only powerful sympathy with the
sufferers, but also indignant displeasure against Hermokrates
and his colleagues; who~having instigated their countrymen
three years before, by sanguine hopes and assurances, to
commence a foreign expedition for the purpose of finally
putting down Athens-had not only achieved nothing, but
had sustained a series of reverses, ending at length in utter
ruin, from the very enemy whom they had pronounced to be
incapable of further resistance.
It was under such sentiment of displeasure, shortly after the
defeat of Kyzikus, that a sentence of banishment was passed
at Syracuse against Herm'okrates and his colleagues. The
sentence was transmitted to Asia, and made known by Hermokrates himself to the armament, convoked in public meeting,
While lamenting and protesting against its alleged injustice and
illegality, he entreated the armament to maintain unabated
good behaviour for the future, and to choose new admirals for
the time, until the successors nominated at Syracuse should
arrive. The news was heard with deep regret by the trierarchs,
the pilots, and the maritime soldiers or marines; who,
attached to Hermokrates from his popular manner, his constant
openness of communication with them, and his anxetiy to collect
their opinions, loudly proclaimed that they would neither
choose, nor serve under, any other leaders. 1 But the admirals
repressed this disposition, deprecating any resistance to the
decree of the city. They laid down their command, inviting
any man dissatisfied with them to prefer his complaint at once
publicly, and reminding the soldiers of the many victories and
glorious conflicts, both by land and sea, which had knit them
together by the ties of honourable fellowship. No man stood
forward to accuse them; and they consented, on the continued
request of the armament, to remain in command, until .their
three successors arrived~Demarchus, Myskon, and Potamis.
They then retired amidst universal regret ; many of the trierarchs even binding themselves by oath, that on returning to
Syracuse they would procure their restoration. The change of
commanders took place at Miletus. 2
Though Hermokrates, in his address to the soldiers, would
doubtless find response when he invoked the remembrance
of past victories, yet he would hardly have found the like
response in a Syracusan assembly. For if we review the
l
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proceedings of the armament since he conducted it from
Syracuse to join the Peloponnesian fleet, we shall find that on
the whole his expedition had been a complete failure, and that
his assurances of success against Athens had ended in nothing
but disappointment. There was therefore ample cause for the
discontent of his countrymen. But on the other hand, as far
as our limited means of information enable us to judge, the
sentence' of banishment against him appears to have been
undeserved and unjust. For we cannot trace the ill-success of
Hermokrates to any misconduct or omission on his part ; while
in regard to personal incorruptibility, and strenuous resistance
to the duplicity of Tissaphernes, he stood out as an honourable
exception among a body of venal colleagues. That satrap,
indeed, as soon as Hermokrates had fallen into disgrace, circulated a version of his own, pretending that the latter, having
asked money from him and been refused, had sought by
calumnious means to revenge such refusal.l But this story,
whether believed elsewhere or not, found no credit with the
other satrap Pharnabazus ; who warmly espoused the cause of
the banished general. presenting him with a sum of money
even unsolicited. This money Hermokrates immediately
employed in getting together triremes and mercenary soldiers
to attomplish his restoration to Syracuse by force. 2 We shall
presently see how he fared in this attempt. Meanwhile we
may remark that the sentence of banishment, though in itself
unjust, would appear amply justified in the eyes of his countrymen by his own subsequent resort to hostile measures against
them.
The party opposed to Hermokrates had now the preponderance in Syracuse, and by their influence probably the sentence
against him was passed, under the grief and wrath occasioned
by the defeat of Kyzikus. Unfortunately we have only
the most scanty information as to the internal state of
Syracuse during the period immediately succeeding the Athenian siege ; a period of marked popular sentiment and peculiar
interest. As at Athens under the pressure of the Xerxeian
invasion-the energies of all the citizens, rich and poor, young
and old, had been called forth for repulse of the common
enemy, and had been not more than enough to achieve it. As
at Athens after the battle of Salamis and Plat::ea, so at Syracuse
after the destruction of the Athenian besiegers-the people,
elate with the plenitude of recent effort, and conscious that
the late successful defence had been the joint work of all, were
1
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in a state of animated democratical impulse, eager for the
utmost extension and equality of political rights. Even before
the Athenian siege, the government had been democratical; a
fact, which Thucydides notices as among the causes of the
successful defence, by rendering the citizens unanimous in
resistance, and by preventing the besiegers from exciting
intestine discontent.! But in the period immediately after the
siege, it underwent changes which are said to have rendered it
still more democratical. On the proposition of an influential
citizen named Diokles, a commission of Ten was named, of
which he was president, for the purpose of revising both the
constitution and the legislation of the city. Some organic alterations were adopted, one of which· was, that the lot should be
adopted, instead of the principle of election, in the nomination
of magistrates. Furthermore, a new code, or collection of
criminal and civil enactments, was drawn up and sanctioned.
We know nothing of its details, but we are told that its
penalties were extremely severe, its determination of offences
minute and special, and its language often obscure as well as
brief. It was known by the name of the Laws of Diokles, the
chief of the Committee who had prepared it. Though now
adopted at Syracuse, it did not last long ; for we shall find in
five or six years the despotism of Dionysius extinguishing it,
just as Peisistratus had put down the Solonian legislation at
Athens. But it was again revived at the extinction of the
Dionysian dynasty, after the lapse of more than sixty years; .
with comments and modifications. by a committee, among
whose members were the Corinthians Kephalus and Timoleon.
It is also said to have been copied in various other Sicilian J
cities, and to have remained in force until the absorption of all j
Sicily under the dominion of the Romans. 2
We have the austere character of Diokles illustrated by a
story (of more than dubious credit, 3 and of which the like is
recounted respecting other Grecian legislators), that having 1
inadvertently violated one of his own enactments, he enforced j
the duty of obedience by falling on his own sword. But 1
unfortunately we are not permitted to know the substance of 1
his laws, which would have thrown so much light on the
sentiments and position of the Sicilian Greeks. Nor can we
distinctly make out to what extent the political constitution of
Syracuse was now changed. For though Diodorus tells us
that the lot was now applied to the nomination of magistrates,
2
Thucyd. vii. 55·
Diodor. xiii. 33-35·
s Compare Diodor. xiii. 75-about the banishment of Diokles.
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yet he does not state whether it was applied to all magistrates,
or under what reserves and exceptions-such, for example, as
those adopted at Athens. Aristotle too states that the Syracusan people, after the Athenian siege, changed their constitution from a partial democracy into an entire democracy.
Yet he describes Dionysius, five or six years afterwards, as
pushing himself up to the despotism by the most violent
demagogic opposition ; and as having accused, disgraced, and
overthrown certain rich leaders then in possession of the
functions of government.! If the constitutional forms were
rendered more democratical, it would seem that the practice
cannot have materially changed, and that the persons actually
in leading function still continued to be rich men.
The war carried on by the Syracusans against N axos and
Katana, after continuing more than three years, 2 was brought
to a close by an enemy from without, even more formidable
than Athens. This time, the invader was not Hellenic, but
Phrenician-the ancient foe of Hellas, Carthage.
It has been already recounted, how in the same eventful
year (48o B.c.) which transported Xerxes across the Hellespont to meet his defeat at Salamis, the Carthaginians had
poured into Sicily a vast mercenary host under Hamilkar, for
the purpose of reinstating in Himera the despot Terillus,
lwho had been expelled by Theron of Agrigentum. On that
:occasion, Hamilkar had been slain, and his large army
defeated, by the Syracusan despot Gelon, in the memorable
battle of Himera. So deep had been the impression left by
lt'l-)is defeat, that for the seventy years which intervened between
So-410 B.c., the Carthaginians had never again invaded the
land. They resumed their aggressions shortly after the
estruction of the Athenian power before Syracuse ; which
tme event had also stimulated the Persians, who had been
ept in restraint while the Athenian empire remained unopaired, again to act offensively for the recovery of their
ominion over the Asiatic Greeks. The great naval power of
.thens, inspiring not merely reserve but even alarm to
arthage, 3 had been a safeguard to the Hellenic world both at
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its eastern and its western extremity. No sooner was that
safeguard overthrown, tlian the hostile pressure of the foreigner,
began to be felt, as well upon Western Sicily as on the eastern~
coast of the JEgean.
·
From this time forward for two centuries, down to the con- i
elusion of the second Punic war, the Carthaginians will be 1
found frequent in their aggressive interventions in Sicily, and
upon an extensive scale, so as to act powerfully on the destinies
of the Sicilian Greeks. Whether any internal causes had
occurred to make them abstain from intervention during the
preceding generations, we are unable to say. The history of
this powerful and wealthy city is very little known. We make
out A few facts, which impart a general idea both of her
oligarchical government and of her extensive colonial possessions, but which leave us in the dark as to her continuous
history. Her possessions were most extensive, along the coast
of Africa both eastward and westward from her city; comprehending also Sardinia and the Balearic Isles, but (at this time,
probably) few settlements in Spain. She had quite enough to
occupy her attention elsewhere, without meddling in Sicilian
affairs; the more so, as her province in Sicily was rather a
dependent ally than a colonial possession. In the early
treaties made with Rome, the Carthaginians restrict and even
interdict the traffic of the Romans both with Sardinia and
Africa (except Carthage itself), but they grant the amplest
licence of intercourse with the Carthaginian province of Sicily;
which they consider as standing in the same relation to
Carthage as the cities of Latium stood in to Rome. 1 While
the connexion of Carthage with Sicily was thus less close, it
O.vEA7rHTTov aVTa'i's, O.AA'
1r0ll.w ~li.Owrnv, &c.
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Polybius, iii. 22, 23, 24.
He gives three separate treaties (either wholly or in part) between th
Carthaginians and Romans. The latest of the three belongs to the days o
Pyrrhus, about 278 B.C. ; the earliest to 508 B.C. The intermediate treat
is not marked as to date by any specific evidence, but I see no ground fm
supposing that it is so late as 345 B.C., which is the date assigned to it by
Casaubon, identifying it with the treaty alluded to by Livy, vii. 27. ;
cannot but think that it is more likely to be of earlier date, somewher
between 48o-410 B.C. This second treaty is far more restrictive than tht
first, against the Romans ; for it interdicts them from all traffic either wit!
Sardinia or Africa, except the city of Carthage itself; the first treat
permitted such trade under certain limitations and conditions. The secon•
treaty argues a comparative superiority of Carthage to Rome, which woul·
rather seem to belong to the latter half of the fifth century B.c., than to t'
latter half of the fourth.
1
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would appear that her other dependencies gave her much
trouble, chiefly in consequence of her own harsh and extortionate dominion.
All our positive information, scanty as it is, about Carthage
and her institutions, relates to the fourth, third or second
centuries B.c.; yet it may be held to justify presumptive conclusions as to the fifth century B.c., especially in reference to
the general system pursued. The maximum of her power was
attained before her first war with Rome, which began in
264 B.C. ; the first and second Punic wars both of them greatly
reduced her strength and dominion. Yet in spite of such
reduction we learn that about I so B.c., shortly before the third
Punic war, which ended in the capture and depopulation of the
city, not less than 7oo,ooo souls 1 were computed in it, as
occupants of a fortified circumference of above twenty miles,
covering a peninsula with its isthmus. Upon this isthmus its
citadel Byrsa was situated, surrounded by a triple wall of its
own, and crowned at its summit by a magnificent temple of
h:sculapius. The numerous population is the more remarkable, since Utica (a considerable city, colonised from Phrenicia
more anciently than even Carthage itself, and always independent of the Carthaginians, though in the condition of an
inferior and discontented ally) was within the distance of seven
miles from Carthage 2 on the one side, and Tunis seemingly
not much farther off on the other. Even at that time, too, the
Carthaginians are said to have possessed 300 tributary cities in
Libya. 3 Yet this was but a small fraction of the prodigious
empire which had belonged to them certainly in the fourth
century B.c., and in all probability also between 480-410 B.C.
That empire extended eastward as far as the Altars of the
Philreni, near the Great Syrtis-westward all along the coast to
the Pillars of Herakles and the western coast of Morocco.
~ The line of coast south-east of Carthage, as far as the bay
called the Lesser Syrtis, was proverbial (under the name of
~ Byzacium and the Emporia) for its fertility. Along this
extensive line were distributed indigenous Libyan tribes, living
by agriculture; and a mixed population called Liby-Phrenicians,
formed by intermarriage and coalition of some of these tribes
either with colonists from Tyre and Sidon, or perhaps with a

sr.

1 Strabo, xvii. pp. 832, 833; Livy, Epitome, lib.
Strabo gives the circumference as 360 stadia, and the breadth of the
'sthmus as 6o stadia. But this is noticed by Barth as much exaggerated
Wanderungen auf der KUste des Mittel meers, p. 85).
3 Strabo, ut sup.
2 Appian. Reb. Punic. viii. 75·
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Canaanitish population akin in race to the Phrenicians, yet of
still earlier settlement in the country. 1 These Liby-Phrenicians
dwelt in towns, seemingly of moderate size and unfortified, but
each surrounded by a territory ample and fertile, yielding large
produce. They were assiduous cultivators, but generally unwarlike, which latter quality was ascribed by ancient theory to
the extreme richness of their soil. 2 Of the Liby-Phrenician
towns the number is not known to us, but it must have been
prodigiously great, since we are told that both Agathokles and
Regulus in their respective invasions. captured no less than
zoo. A single district, called Tuska, is also spoken of as
having so towns. 3
A few of the towns along the coast-Hippo, Utica, Adrumetum, Thapsus, Leptis, &c.-were colonies from Tyre, like
Carthage herself. With respect to Carthage, therefore, they
stood upon a different footing from the Liby-Phrenician towns,
either maritime or in the interior. Yet the Carthaginians contt·ived in time to render every town tributary, with the exception
of Utica. They thus derived revenue from all the inhabitants
of this fertile region, Tyrian, Liby-Phrenician, and indigenous
Libyan; and the amount which they imposed appears to have
been exorbitant. At one time, immediately after the first
Punic war, they took from the rural cultivators as much as
one-half of their produce, 4 and doubled at one stroke the
tribute levied upon the towns. The town and district of
Leptis paid to them a tribute of one talent per day, or 365
talents annually. Such exactions were not collected without
extreme harshness of enforcement, sometimes stripping the
tax-payer of all that he possessed; and even tearing him from
1 This is the view of Movers, sustained with much plausibility, in his
learned and instructive work-Geschichte der Phcenizier, vol. ii. part ii .. )
p. 435-455· See Diodor. xx. 55·
\
· 2 Livy xxix. 25.
Compare the last chapter of the history of Herodotus..
3 Diodor. xx. 17; Appian, viii. 3, 68.
j
4 Colonel Leake observes, with respect to the modern Greeks, who work ~
on the plains of Turkey, upon the landed property of Turkish proprietors ·
-"The Helots seem to have resembled the Greeks, who labour on the
Turkish farms in the plains of Turkey, and who are bound to account to
their masters for one-half of the produce of the soil, as Tyrtreus says of the
Messenians of his tirne-

vncnrEp Ovot p.ey&.Aot.~ 0.x6E.a'l. Tec.pOp..EVOC.
AccrrrofJ"15votut. cjJEpovTe~, O:va.yKa.i')]~ Vr.O Avypij~,
"Hf.Lt.Ol} n-civ, Ocruov K.O.p7r0v O.povpa. cJ>ipEL.

(Tyrtreus, F'rag.

s,

ed. Schneid.)

The condition of the Greeks in the mountainous regions is not s9 hard"
(Leake, Peloponnesiaca, p. 168).
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his family to be sold in person for a slave. 1 Accordingly the
general sentiment among the dependencies towards Carthage
was one of mingled fear and hatred, which rendered them
eager to revolt on the landing of any foreign invader. In
some cases the Carthaginians seem to have guarded against
such contingencies by paid garrisons : but they also provided
a species of garrison from among their own citizens ; by
sending out from Carthage poor men, and assigning to them
lots of land with the cultivators attached. This provision for
poor citizens as emigrants (mainly analogous to the Roman
colonies), was a standing feature in the Carthaginian political
system, serving the double purpo'se of obviating discontent
among their town population at home, and of keeping watch
over their dependencies abroad. 2
In the fifth century B.c., the Carthaginians had no apprehension of any foreign enemy invading them from seaward; an
enterprise first attempted in 316 B.c., to the surprise of every
one, by the boldness of the Syracusan Agathokles. Nor were
their enemies on the land side formidable as conquerors,
though they were extremely annoying as plunderers. The
Numidians and other native tribes, half-naked and predatory
horsemen, distinguished for speed as well as for indefatigable
activity, so harassed the individual cultivators of the soil, that
the Carthaginians dug a long line of ditch to keep them off.3
1

Polybius, i. 72; Livy, xxxiv. 62.
Movers (Geschichte der Phcenizier, ii. 2, p. 455) assigns this large
assessment to Leptis Magna; but the passage of Livy can relate only to
Leptis Parva, in the region called Emporia.
Leptis Magna was at a far greater distance from Carthage, near the
Great Syrtis.
Dr. Barth (Wandenmgen durch die Klistenlander des Mittellandischen
Meers, p. 81-146) has given a recent and valuable examination of the site
of Carthage and of the neighbouring regions. On his map, however, the
territory called Emporia is marked near the Lesser Syrtis, 200 miles from
Carthage (Pliny, II. N. v. 3). Yet it seems certain that the name Emporia
must have comprised the territory south of Carthage and approaching very
near to the city; for Scipio African us, in his expedition from Sicily,
directed his pilots to steer for Emporia. He intended to land very near
Carthage; and he actually did land on the White Cape, near to that city
but on the north side, and still nearer to Utica. This region north of
Carthage was probably not included in the name Emporia (Livy, xxix.
25-27)2 Aristotel. Politic. ii. 8, 9 ; vi. 3, 5·
~ Appian, viii. 32, 54, 59; Phlegon. Trail. de Mirabilibus, c. 18.
Elif.taxos liJ </>'1/<TtV lv ITept"'-y+i<Tet, Kapx718ovlovs 1reptTa<j>peuovTas T~v lolav
l7rapxla.v, EVpE'iV OpVuG'owras Bbo ctKeAeToVs Ev crop@ KELJJ.Evovs, &c.
. The line of trench however was dug apparently at an early stage of the
Carthaginian dominion ; for the Carthaginians afterwards, as they grew
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But these barbarians did not acquire sufficient organisation to
act for permanent objects, until the reign of Masinissa and the
second Punic war with Rome. During the fifth and fourth
centuries B.c., therefore (prior to the invasion of Agathokles ),
the warfare carried on by the Carthaginians was constantly
aggressive and in foreign parts. For these purposes they
chiefly employed foreign mercenaries, hired for the occasion
from Italy, Gaul, Spain, and the islands of the Western
Mediterranean, together with conscripts from their Libyan
dependencies. The native Carthaginians, 1 though encouraged
by honorary marks to undertake this military service, were
generally averse to it, and sparingly employed. But these
citizens, though not often sent on foreign service, constituted a
most formidable force when called upon. No less than forty
thousand hoplites went forth from the gates of Carthage to
resist Agathokles, together with one thousand C?-valry, and two
thousand war-chariots. 2 An immense public magazine-of
arms, muniments of war of all kinds, and provisions-appears
to have been kept in the walls of Byrsa, the citadel of
Carthage. 3 A chosen division of 2500 citizens, men of wealth
and family, formed what was called the Sacred Band of
Carthage, 4 distinguished for their bravery in the field as well as
for the splendour of their arms, and the gold and silver plate
which formed part of their baggage. We shall find these
citizen troops occasionally employed on service in Sicily; but
most part of the Carthaginian army consists of Gauls, Iberians,
Libyans, &c., a mingled host got together for the occasion,
discordant in language as well as in customs. Such men had
never any attachment to the cause in which they foughtmore powerful, extended their possessions beyond the trer.ch ; as we see
by the passages of Appian above referred to.
• Movers (Gesch. der Phceniz. ii. 2, p. 457) identifies this trench with the
one which Pliny names near Theme on the Lesser Syrtis, as having been
dug by order of the second Africanus-to form a boundary between the
Roman province of Africa, and the dominion of the native kings (Pliny,
H. N. v. 3). But I greatly doubt such identity. It appears to me that
this last is distinct from the Carthaginian trench.
1 A Carthaginian citizen wore as many rings as he had served campaigns
(Aristotel. Politic. vii. 2, 6).
2 Diodor. xx. 10.
3 Appian, viii. So.
Twenty thousand panoplies, together with an
immense stock of weapons and engines of siege, were delivered up to the
perfidious manceuvres of the Romans, a little before the last siege of
Carthage.
See Botticher, GeschiChte der Carthager, p. 20-25.
4 Diodor. xvi. 8.
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seldom, to the commanders under whom they served; while
they were often treated by Carthage with bad faith, and recklessly abandoned to destruction. 1 A military system such as
this was pregnant with danger, if ever the mercenary soldiers
got footing in Africa ; as happened after the first Punic war,
when the city was brought to the brink of ruin. But on
foreign service in Sicily these mercenaries often enabled
Carthage to make conquest at the cost only of her money,
without any waste of the blood of her own citizens. The
Carthaginian generals seem generally to have relied, like
Persians, upon numbers-manifesting little or no military
skill; until we come to the Punic wars with Rome, conducted
under Hamilkar Barca and his illustrious son Hannibal.
Respecting the political constitution of Carthage, the facts
known are too few, and too indistinct, to enable us to comprehend its real working. The magistrates most conspicuous in
rank and precedence were, the two Kings or Suffetes, who
presided over the Senate. 2 They seem to have been renewed
annually, though how far the same persons were re-eligible or
actually re-chosen, we do not know; but they were always
selected out of some few principal families or gentes. There
is reason for believing that the genuine Carthaginian citizens
were distributed into three tribes, thirty curice, and three
hundred gentes-something in the manner of "the Roman
patricians. From these gentes emanated a Senate of three
hundred, out of which again was formed a smaller council or
committee of thirty prindpes representing the curice; 3 sometimes a still smaller, of only ten pritzcipes. These little
councils are both frequently mentioned in the political proceedings of Carthage; and perhaps the Thirty may coincide
with what Polybius calls the Gerusia or Council of Ancientsthe Three Hundred, with that which he calls the Senate. 4
1 See the striking description in Livy, of the motley composition of the
Carthaginian mercenary armies, where he bestows just admiration on the
genius of Hannibal, for having always maintained his ascendency over
them, and kept them in obedience and harmony (Livy, xxviii. l2).
Compare Polybius, i. 65-67, and the manner in which lmilkon abandoned
his mercenaries to destruction at Syracuse (Diodor. xiv. 75-77).
2 There were in like manner two Suffetes in Gades and each of the
other Phcenician colonies (Livy, xxviii. 37). Cornelius Nepos (Hannibal,
c. 7) talks of Hannibal as having been made king (rex) when he was
invested with his great foreign military command, at twenty-two years of
age. So Diodorus (xiv. 54) talks about Imilkon, and Herodotus (vii. r66)
about Hamilkar.
3 See Movers, Die Phi:inizier, ii. I, p. 483-499.
4 Polybius, x. 18 ; Livy, xxx. l6.
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Aristotle assimilates the two Kings (Suffetes) of Carthage to
the two Kings of Sparta-and the Gerusia of Carthage also to
that of Sparta; 1 which latter consisted of thirty members,
including the Kings who sat in it. But Aristotle does not
allude to any assembly at Carthage analogous to what Polybius
calls the Senate. He mentions two Councils, one of one
hundred members, the other of one hundred and four; and
certain Boards of Five-the Pentarchies. He compares the
Council of one hundred and four to the Spartan Ephors ; yet
again he talks of the Pentarchies as invested with extensive
functions, and terms the Council of one hundred the greatest
authority in the state. Perhaps this last Council was identical
with the assembly of one hundred Judges (said to have been
chosen from the Senate as a check upon the generals employed),
or Ordo J udicum; of which Livy speaks after the second Punic
war, as existing with its members perpetual, and so powerful
that it overruled all the other assemblies and magistracies of
the state. Through the influence of Hannibal, a law was
passed to lessen the overweening power of this Order of
Judges ; causing them to be elected only for one year, instead
of being perpetual. 2
These statements, though coming from valuable authors,
convey so little information and are withal so difficult to reconcile, that both the structure and working of the political machine
at Carthage may be said to be unknown. 3 But it seems clear
that the general spirit of the government was highly oligarchical;
that a few rich, old, and powerful families divided among themselves the great offices and influence of the state; that they
maintained themselves in pointed and even insolent distinction
from the multitude; 4 that they stood opposed to each other in
bitter feuds, often stained by gross perfidy and bloodshed ; and
that the treatment with which, through these violent partyYet again Polybius in another place speaks of the Gerontion at Carthage
as representing the aristocratical force, and as opposed to the 1rl.7)8os or
It would seem that by rep6wr<ov he must mean the same
people (vi.
as the assembly called in another passage (x. rS) lvoyKA')-ros.
·
1 Aristotel. Politic. ii. 8, 2.
2 Livy, xxxiii. 46.
Justin (xix. 2) mentions the roo select Senators set
apart as judges.
3 Heeren (Ideen i.\ber den Verkehr der Alten Welt, part ii. p. 138, 3rd
edit.) and Kluge (in his Dissertation, Aristoteles de Politi& Carthaginiensium,
Viratisl. 1824) have discussed all these passages with ability. But their
materials do not enable them to reach any certainty.
4 Valerius Max. ix. 5, 4·
" Insolentire inter Carthaginier,sem et Campanum senatum quasi remulatio fuit. Ille enim separato a plebe balneo
lnvabatur, hie diverso foro utebatur.''

sn.
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antipathies, unsuccessful generals were visited, was cruel in the
extreme.l It appears that wealth was one indispensable qualification, and that magistrates and generals procured their
appointments in a great measure by corrupt means. Of such
corruption, one variety was, the habit of constantly regaling the
citizens in collective banquets of the curice or the political
associations; a habit so continual, and embracing so wide a
circle of citizens, that Aristotle compares these banquets to
the phiditia or public mess of Sparta. 2 There was a Demos or
people at Carthage, who were consulted on particular occasions,
and before whom propositions were publicly debated in cases
where the Suffetes and the small Council were not all of one
mind. 3 How numerous this Demos was, or what proportion of
the whole population it comprised, we have no means of knowing. But it is plain, that whether more or less considerable, its
multitude was kept under dependence to the rich families by
stratagems such as the banquets, the lucrative appointments
with lots of land in foreign dependencies, &c. The purposes
of government were determined, its powers wielded, and the
great offices held'-Suffetes, Senators, Generals, or Judges-by
the members of a small number of wealthy families; and the
chief opposition which they encountered, was from their feuds
against each other. In the main, the government was conducted with skill and steadiness, as well for internal tranquillity,
as for systematic foreign and commercial aggrandisement.
Within the knowledge of Aristotle, Carthage had never suffered
either the successful usurpation of a despot, or any violent
intestine commotion. 4
1 Diodor. xx. 10; xxiii. 9; Valer. Max. ii. 7, r.
2 Aristotel. Politic. iii. 5, 6.
These banquets must have been settled, daily proceedings-as well as
multitudinous, in order to furnish even apparent warrant for the comparison
which Aristotle makes with the Spartan public mess. But even granting
the analogy on these external points-the intrinsic difference of character
and purpose between the two must have been so great that the comparison
seems not happy.
Livy (xxxiv. 6r) talks of the ci•·cu!i et convivia at Carthage ; but this is
probably a general expression, without particular reference to the public
banquets mentioned by Aristotle.
3 Aristotel. Polit. ii. 8, 3·
4 Aristot. Polit. ii. 8, r.
He briefly alludes to the abortive conspiracy of
Hanno (v. 6, 2), which is also mentioned in Jus tin (xxi. 4). Hanno is said
to have formed the plan of putting to death the Senate, and making himself
despot. But he was detected, and executed under the severest tortures ·
all his family being put to death along with him.
'
Not only is it very difficult to make out Aristotk:'s statements about the
Carthaginian government-but some.of them are even contradictory. One
N2
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The first eminent Carthaginian leader brought to our notice,
is Mago (seemingly about 530-500 B.c.), who is said to have
mainly contributed to organise the forces, and extend the
dominion of Carthage. Of his two sons, one, Hasdrubal,
perished after a victorious career in Sardinia ; 1 the other,
Hamilkar, commanding at the battle of Himera in Sicily, was
there defeated and slain by Gel on, as has been already recounted.
After the death of Hamilkar, his son Giskon was condemned to
perpetual exile, and passed his life in Sicily at the Greek city of
Selinus. 2 But the sons of Hasdrubal still remained at Carthage,
the most powerful citizens in the state; carrying on hostilities
against the Moors and other indigenous Africans, whom they
compelled to relinquish the tribute which Carthage had paid,
down to that time, for the ground whereon the city was
situated. This family are said indeed to have been so
powerful, that a check upon their ascendency was supposed
to be necessary ; and for that purpose the select One Hundred
Senators sitting as Judges were now nominated for the first
time. 8 Such wars in Africa doubtless tended to prevent the
Carthaginians from further interference in Sicily, during the
interval between 480-410 B.c. There were probably other
causes also, not known to us-and down to the year 413 B.c.,
the formidable naval power of Athens (as has been already
remarked) kept them on the watch even for themselves. But
now, after the great Athenian catastrophe before Syracuse,
apprehensions from that quarter were dissipated; so that
Carthage again found leisure, as well as inclination, to seek in
Sicily both aggrandisement and revenge.
It is remarkable that the same persons, acting in the same
quarrel, who furnished the pretext or the motive for the recent
invasion by Athens, now served in the like capacity as prompters
to Carthage. The inhabitants of Egesta, engaged in an unequal
war with rival neighbours at Selinus, were in both cases the
soliciting parties. They had applied to Carthage first, without
of these (v. 10, 3) has been pointed out by M. Barthelemy St. Hilaire, who
proposes to read ~v Xa.li.I<7/o6vt instead of ~v Kapx11o6vt. In another place (v. 10,
4) Aristotle calls Carthage Uv Kapx11o6vt o1Jp.oi<pa.Tovp.evy) a state democratically governed; which cannot be reconciled with what he says in ii. 8,
respecting its government.
Aristotle compares the Council of 104 at Carthage to the Spartan Ephors.
But it is not easy to see how so numerous a.body could have transacted the
infinite diversity of administrative and other business performed by the five
Ephors..
.
2 Diodor. xiii.
1 Justm, x1x. I.
s Jus tin, xix. 2.
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success,I before they thought of sending to invoke aid from
Athens. This war indeed had been for the time merged and
forgotten in the larger Athenian enterprise against Syracuse ;
but it revived after that catastrophe, wherein Athens and her
armament were shipwrecked. The Egest~ans had not only
lost their protectors, but had incurred aggravated hostility
from their neighbours, for having brought upon Sicily so
formidable an ultramarine enemy. Their original quarrel with
Selinus had related to a disputed portion of border territory.
This point they no longer felt competent to maintain, under
their present disadvantageous circumstances. But the Selinuntines, confident, as well as angry, were now not satisfied with
success in their original claim. They proceeded to strip the
Egest~ans of other lands indisputably belonging to them, and
seriously menaced the integrity as well as the independence of
the city. To no other quarter could the Egest~ns turn, with
any chance of finding both will and power to protect them,
except to Carthage. 2
The town of Egesta (non-Hellenic or at least only semiHellenic) was situated on or near the northern line of Sicilian
coast, not far from the western cape of the island, and in the
immediate neighbourhood of the Carthaginian settlementsMotye, Panormus (now Palermo), and Soloeis or Soluntum.
Selinus also was near the western cape, but on the southern
coast of Sicily, with its territory conterminous to the southern
portion of Egesta. When therefore the Egest~an envoys
presented their urgent supplications at Carthage for aid, proclaiming that unless assisted they must be subjugated and
become a dependency of Selinus-the Carthaginians would
not unreasonably conceive, that their own Sicilian settlements
would be endangered, if their closest Hellenic neighbour were
allowed thus to aggrandise hersel£ Accordingly they agreed
to grant the aid solicited ; yet not without much debate and
hesitation. They were uneasy at the idea of resuming military
operations in Sicily-which had been laid aside for seventy
years, and had moreover left such disastrous recollections 3-at
1 moment when Syracusan courage stood in high renown, from
the recent destruction of the Athenian armament. But the
I Diodor. xii. 82.
It seems probable that the war which Diodorus mentions to have taken
J!ace in 452 B. c., between the Egestreans and Lilybreans-was really a war
Jetween Egesta and Selinus (see Diodor. xi. 86-with Wesseling's note).
lilybreum as a town attained no importance until after the capture of
Vfoty~ by the elder Dionysius in 396 B. c.
3 Diodor. xiii. 43.
2 Diodor. xiii. 43·
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recollections of the Gelonian victory at Himera, while they
suggested apprehension, also kindled the appetite of revenge;
especially in the bosom of Hannibal, the grandson of that
general Hamilkar who had there met his death. Hannibal was
at this moment King, or rather first of the two Suffetes, chief
executive magistrate of Carthage, as his grandfather had been
seventy years before. So violent had been the impression
made upon the Carthaginians by the defeat of Himera,
that they had banished Giskon, son of the slain general
Hamilkar and father of Hannibal, and had condemned him to
pass his whole life in exile. He had chosen the Greek city of
Selinus, where probably Hannibal also had spent his youth,
though restored since to his country and to his family consequence-and from whence he brought back an intense antipathy
to the Greek name, as well as an impatience to wipe off by a
signal revenge the dishonour both of his country and of his
family. Accordingly, espousing with warmth the request of
the Egestreans, he obtained from the Senate authority to take
effective measures for their protection. 1
His first proceeding was to send envoys to Egesta and
Selinus, to remonstrate against the encroachments of the
Selinuntines ; with further instructions, in case remonstrance
proved ineffectual, to proceed with the Egestreans to Syracuse,
and there submit the whole dispute to the arbitration of the
Syracusans. He foresaw that the Selinuntines, having superiority
of force on their side, would refuse to acknowledge any arbitration; and that the Syracusans, respectfully invoked by one
party but rejected by the other, would stand aside from the
1

Diodor. xiii. 43·

{3a<J't}l.evovTa.

Jeov, Nal '1Tp0s

KaTe<J'T1)<J'av <J'TpaT1)oybv Tbv 'Avv[fJav, KaT?t v6p.ous T6TE

oe i)v uloovbs p.ev Tov 1rpbs N)l.oova 'lrDAEp.tJ(]'avTos 'Ap.[)l..
'Ip.Epq. 'TEJ\.€V'T~(J'aVTOS, vlbs oe
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The banishment of Giskon, and that too for the whole of his life, deserves notice, as a point of comparison between the Greek republics and
Carthage. A defeated general in Greece, if he survived his defeat, was not
unfrequently bani3hed, even where there seems neither proof nor probability
that he had been guilty of misconduct, or misjudgement, or omission. But
I do not recollect any case in which, when a Grecian general thus apparently
innocent was not merely defeated but slain in the battle, his son was
banished for life, as Giskon was banished by the Carthaginians. In appreciating the manner in which the Grecian states, both democratical and
oligarchical, dealt with their officers, the contemporary republic of Carthage
is one important standard of comparison. Those who censure the Greeks,
will have t<:> find stronger terms of condemnation when they review the
proceedings of the Carthaginians.
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quarrel altogether. It turned out as he had expected. The
Selinuntines sent envoys to Syracuse, to protest against the
representations from Egesta and Carthage; but declined to
refer their case to arbitration. Accordingly, the Syracusans
passed a vote that they would maintain their alliance with
Selinus, yet without impeachment of their pacific relations
with Carthage ; thus leaving the latter free to act without
obstruction. Hannibal immediately sent over a body of troops
to the aid of Egesta : sooo Libyans or Africans ; and 8oo
Campanian mercenaries, who had been formerly in the pay
and service of the Athenians before Syracuse, but had quitted
that camp before the final catastrophe occurred.!
In spite of the reinforcement and the imposing countenance
of Carthage, the Selinuntines, at this time in full power and
prosperity, still believed themselves strong enough to subdue
Egesta. Under such persuasion, they invaded the territory
with their full force. They began to ravage the country, yet
at first with order and precaution ; but presently, finding no
enemy in the field to oppose them, they became careless, and
spread themselves about for disorderly plunder. This was the
moment for which the Egest<eans and Carthaginians were
watching. They attacked the Selinuntines by surprise, defeated
them with the loss of 1000 men, and recaptured the whole
booty. 2
The war, as hitherto carried on, was one offensive on the
part of the Selinuntines, for the purpose of punishing or
despoiling their ancient enemy Egesta. Only so far as was
necessary for the defence of the latter, had the Carthaginians
yet interfered. But against such an interference the Selinuntines, if they had taken a prudent measure of their own force,
would have seen that they were not likely to achieve any
conquest. Moreover, they might perhaps have obtained peace
now, had they sought it; as a considerable minority among
them, headed by a citizen named Empedion, 3 urgently recommended: for Selinus appears always to have been on more
friendly terms with Carthage than any other Grecian city in
Sicily. Even at the great battle of Him era, the Selinuntine troops
had not only not assisted Gel on, but had actually fought in the
Carthaginian army under Hamilkar; 4 a plea, which, had it been
pressed, might probably have had weight with Hannibal. But
this claim upon the good-will of Carthage appears only to have
rendered them more confident and passionate in braving her
1
2

Diodor. xiii. 43, 44•
Diodor. xiii. 59·

2
4

Diodor. xiii. 44.
Diodor. xiii. 55 ; xi.

2!.
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force and in prosecuting the war. They sent to Syracuse to
ask for aid, which the Syracusans, under present circumstances,
promised to send them. But the promise was given with little
cordiality, as appears by the manner in which they fulfilled it,
as well as from the neutrality which they had professed so
recently before ; for the contest seemed to be aggressive on
the part of Selinus, so that Syracuse had little interest in
helping her to conquer Egesta.
Neither Syracusans nor
Selinuntines were prepared for the immense preparations, and
energetic rapidity of movement, by which Hannibal at once
altered the character, and enlarged the purposes, of the war.
He employed all the ensuing autumn and winter in collecting
a numerous host of mercenary troops from Africa, Spain,
and Campania, with various Greeks who were willing to take
service. 1
In the spring of the memorable year 409 B.c., through the
exuberant wealth of Carthage, he was in a condition to leave
Africa with a great fleet of sixty triremes, and I5oo transports
or vessels of burthen; 2 conveying an army, which, according
to the comparatively low estimate of Timceus, amounted to
more than Ioo,ooo men; while Ephorus extended the number
to zoo,ooo infantry, and 4000 cavalry, together with muniments
of war and battering machines for siege. With these he steered
directly for the western Cape of Sicily, Lilybceum; taking care,
however, to land his troops and to keep his fleet on the
northern side of that cape, in the bay near Motye-and not
to approach the southern shore, lest he should alarm the
Syracusans with the idea that he was about to prosecute his
voyage farther eastward along the southern coast towards their _
city. By this precaution, he took the best means for prolonging
the period of Syracusan inaction.
The Selinuntines, panic-struck at the advent of an enemy so
much more overwhelming than they had expected, sent pressing
messengers to Syracuse to accelerate the promised help.
They had made no provision for standing on the defensive
against a really formidable aggressor. Their walls, though strong
enough to hold out against Sicilian neighbours, had been
1
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neglected during the long-con-tinued absence of any foreign
besieger, and were now in many places out of repair. Hannibal
left them no time to make good past deficiencies. Instead
of wasting his powerful armament (as the unfortunate Nikias
had done five years before) by months of empty flourish and
real inaction, he waited only until he was joined by the troops
from Egesta and the neig11bouring Carthaginian dependencies,
and then marched his whole force straight from Lilybxum to
Selinus. Crossing the river Mazara in his way, and storming
the fort which lay near its mouth, he soon found himself under
the Selinuntine walls. He distributed his army into two parts,
each provided with battering machines and moveable wooden
towers; and then assailed the walls on many points at once,
choosing the points where they were most accessible or most
dilapidated. Archers and slingers in great numbers were
posted near the walls, to keep up a discharge of missiles and
chase away the defenders from the battlements. Under cover
of such discharge, six wooden towers were rolled up to the
foot of the wall, to which they were equal or nearly equal in
height, so that the armed men in their interior were prepared to
contend with the defenders almost on a level. Against other
portions of the wall, battering-rams with iron heads were driven
by the combined strength of multitudes, shaking or breaking
through its substance, especially where it showed symptoms of
neglect or decay. Such were the methods of attack which
Hannibal now brought to bear upon the unprepared Selinuntines. He was eager to forestall the arrival of auxiliaries, by
the impetuous movements of his innumerable barbaric host,
the largest seen in Sicily since his grandfather Hamilkar had
been defeated before Himera. Collected from all the shores
of the western Mediterranean, it presented soldiers heterogeneous in race, in arms, in language-in everything, except
bravery and common appetite for blood as well as plunder. 1
The dismay of the Selinuntines, when they suddenly found
themselves under the sweep of this destroying hurricane, is not
to be described. It was no part of the scheme of Hannibal to
impose conditions or grant capitulation ; for he had promised
the plunder of their town to his soldiers. The only chance of
the besieged was, to hold out with courage of desperation,
until they could receive aid from their Hellenic brethren on
the southern coast-Agrigentum, Gela, and especially Syracuse
-all of whom they had sent to warn and to supplicate. Their
.armed population crowded to man the walls, with a resolution
1
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worthy of Greeks and citizens ; while the old men and the
females, though oppressed with agony from the fate which
seemed to menace them, lent all the aid and encouragement
in their power. Under the sound of trumpets, and every
variety of war-cry, the assailants approached the walls, encountering everywhere a valiant resistance. They were repulsed
again and again, with the severest loss. But fresh troops came
up to relieve those who were slain or fatigued ; and at length,
after a murderous struggle, a body of Campanians forced their
way over the walls into the town. Yet in spite of such temporary advantage, the heroic efforts of the besieged drove them
out again or slew them, so that night arrived without the
capture being accomplished. For nine successive days was
the assault thus renewed with undiminished fury; for nine
successive days did this heroic population maintain a successful
resistance, though their enemies were numerous enough to
relieve each other perpetually-though their own strength was
every day failing-and though not a single friend arrived to
their aid. At length, on the tenth day, and after terrible loss
to the besiegers, a sufficient breach was made in the weak part
of the wall, for the Iberians to force their way into the city.
Still however the Selinuntines, even after their walls were
carried, continued with unabated resolution to barricade and
defend their narrow streets, in which their women also assisted,
by throwing down stones and tiles upon the assailants from the
house-tops. All these barriers were successively overthrown,
by the unexhausted numbers, and increasing passion, of the
barbaric host; so that the defenders were driven back from all
sides into the agora, where most of them closed their gallant
defence by an honourable death. A small minority, among
whom was Empedion, escaped to Agrigentum, where they
received the warmest sympathy and the most hospitable
treatment. 1
Resistance being thus at an end, the assailants spread themselves through the town in all the fury of insatiate appetites
-murderous, lustful, and rapacious. They slaughtered indiscriminately elders and children, preserving only the grown
women as captives. The sad details of a town taken by
storm are to a great degree the same in every age and nation ;
but the destroying barbarians at Selinus manifested one
peculiarity, which marks them as lying without the pale of
Hellenic sympathy and sentiment. They mutilated the bodies
of the slain; some were seen with amputated hands strung
1
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together in a row and fastened round their girdles ; while
others brandished heads on the points of their spears and
javelins.l The Greeks (seemingly not numerous) who served
under Hannibal, far from sharing in these ferocious manifestations, contributed somewhat to mitigate the deplorable fate of
the sufferers. Sixteen thousand Selinuntines are said to have
been slain, five thousand to have been taken captive ; while
two thousand six hundred escaped to Agrigentum. 2 These
figures are probably under, rather than above, the truth. Yet
they do not seem entitled to any confidence; nor do they
give us any account of the entire population in its different
categories-old and young-men and women-freemen and
slaves-citizens and metics. We can only pretend to appreciate
this mournful event in the gross. All exact knowledge of its
details is denied to us.
It does little honour either to the generosity or to the
prudence of the Hellenic neighbours of Selin us, that this unfortunate city should have been left to its fate unassisted. In
vain was messenger after messenger despatched, as the defence
became more and more critical, to Agrigentum, Gela, and
Syracuse. The military force of the two former was indeed
made ready, but postponed its march until joined by that of
the last; so formidable was the account given of the invading host. Meanwhile the Syracusans were not ready. They
thought it requisite, first, to close the war which they were
prosecuting against Katana and Naxus-next, to muster a large
and carefully-appointed force. Before these preliminaries were
finished, the nine days of siege were past, and the death-hour
of Selinus had sounded. Probably the Syracusans were misled
by the Sicilian operations of N ikias, who, beginning with a long
interval of inaction, had then approached their town by slow
blockade, such as the circumstances of his case required.
Expecting in the case of Selinus that Hannibal would enter
upon the like elaborate siege-and not reflecting that he was at
the head of a vast host of miscellaneous foreigners hired for
the occasion, of whose lives he could afford to be prodigal,
while Nikias commanded citizens of Athens and other Grecian
states, whom he could not expose to the murderous but
thorough-going process of ever-renewed assault against strong
walls recently erected-they were thunderstruck on being
informed that nine days of carnage had sufficed for the capture.
The Syracusan soldiers, a select body of 3ooo, who at length
joined the Geloans and Agrigentines at Agrigentum, only
1
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arrived in time to partake in the general dismay everywhere
diffused. A joint embassy was sent by the three cities to
Hannibal, entreating him to permit the ransom of the captives,
and to spare the temples of the gods; while Empedion went at
the same time to sue for compassion on behalf of his own
fugitive fellow-citizens. To the former demand the victorious
Carthaginian returned an answer at once haughty and characteristic-" The Selinuntines have not been able to preserve
their freedom, and must now submit to a trial of slavery. The
gods have become offended with them, and have taken their
departure from the town." 1 To Empedion, an ancient friend
and pronounced partisan of the Carthaginians, his reply was
more indulgent. All the relatives of Empedion, found alive
among the captives, were at once given up; moreover permission was granted to the fugitive Selinuntines to return, if
they pleased, and re-occupy the town with its lands, as tributary
subjects of Carthage. At the same time that he granted such
permission, however, Hannibal at once caused the walls to
be razed, and even the town with its temples to be destroyed. 2
\Vhat was done about the proposed ransom, we do not hear.
Having satiated his troops with this rich plunder, Hannibal
now quitted the scene of bloodshed and desolation, and marched
across the island to Himera on its northern coast. Though
Selinus, as the enemy of Egesta, had received the first shock
of his arms, yet it was against Himera that the grand purpose
of his soul was directed. Here it was that Hamilkar had lost
both his army and his life, entailing inexpiable disgrace upon
the whole life of his son Giskon : here it was that his grandson
intended to exact full vengeance and requital from the grandchildren of those who then occupied the fated spot. Not only
was the Carthaginian army elate with the past success, but a
number of fresh Sikels and Sikans, eager to share in plunder
.as well as to gratify the antipathies of their race against the
1 Diodor. xiii. 59·
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The ruins, yet remaining, of the ancient temples of
Selin us, are vast and imposing ; characteristic as specimens of Doric art
-during the fifth and sixth centuries B.C. From the great magnitude of the
fallen columns, it 'has been supposed that they were overthrown by an
earthquake. But the ruins afford distinct evidence, that these columns
have been first undermined, and then overthrown by crow-bars.
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Grecian intruders, flocked to join it ; thus making up the
losses sustained in the recent assault. Having reached Himera,
and disposed his army in appropriate positions around, Hannibal
proceeded to instant attack, as at Selinus ; pushing up his
battering machines and towers against the vulnerable portions
of the walls, and trying at the same time to undermine them.
The Himerceans defended themselves with desperate bravery ;
and on this occasion the defence was not unassisted, for 4ooo
allies, chiefly Syracusans, and headed by the Syracusan Diokles,
had come to their city as a reinforcement. For a whole day
they repelled with slaughter repeated assaults. No impression
being made upon the city, the besieged became so confident in
their own valour, that they resolved not to copy the Selinuntines
in confining themselves to defence, but to sally out at daybreak the next morning and attack the besiegers in the field.
Ten thousand gallant men-Himerceans, Syracusans, and other
Grecian allies-accordingly marched out with the dawn; while
the battlements were lined with old men and women as anxious
spectators of their exploits. The Carthaginians near the walls,
who, preparing to renew the assault, looked for nothing less
than a sally, were taken by surprise. In spite of their great
superiority of number, and in spite of great personal bravery,
they fell into confusion, and were incapable of long resisting
the gallant and orderly charge of the Greeks. At length they
gave way and fled towards the neighbouring hill, where
Hannibal himself with his body of reserve was posted to cover
the operations of assault. The Greeks pursued them fiercely
and slaughtered great numbers (6ooo according to Timceus,
but not less than 2o,ooo, if we are to accept the broad statements of Ephorus), exhorting each other not to think of
making prisoners. But in the haste and exultation of pursuit,
they became out of breath, and their ranks fell into disorder.
In this untoward condition, they found themselves face to face
with the fresh body of reserve brought up by Hannibal, who
marched down the hill to receive and succour his own defeated
fugitives. The fortune of the battle was now so completely
turned, that the Himerceans, after bravely contending for some
time against these new enemies, found themselves overpowered
and driven back to their own gates. Three thousand of their
bravest warriors, however, despairing of their city and mindful
of the fate of Selinus, disdained to turn their backs, and
perished to a man in obstinate conflict with the overwhelming
numbers of the Carthaginians. 1
1
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Violent was the sorrow and dismay in Himera, when the
flower of her troops were thus driven in as beaten men, with
the loss of half their numbers. At this moment there chanced
to arrive at the port a fleet of twenty-five triremes, belonging
to Syracuse and other Grecian cities in Sicily; which triremes
had been sent to aid the Peloponnesians in the LEgean, but
had since come back, and were now got together for the special
purpose of relieving the besieged city. So important a reinforcement ought to have revived the spirit of the Himerreans.
It announced that the Syracusans were in full march across the
island, with the main force of the city, to the relief of Himera.
But this good news was more than countervailed by the statement, that Hannibal was ordering out the Carthaginian fleet
in the Bay of Motye, in order that it might sail round Cape
Lilybreum and along the southern coast into the harbour of
Syracuse, now defenceless through the absence of its main
force. Apparently the Syracusan fleet, in sailing from Syracuse
to Him era, had passed by the Bay of Motye, observed maritime
movement among the Carthaginians there, and picked up these
tidings in explanation. Here was intelligence more than sufficient to excite alarm for home in the bosom of Diokles and the
Syracusans at Him era; especially under the despondency now
reigning. Diokles not only enjoined the captains of the fleet
to sail back immediately to Syracuse, in order to guard against
the apprehended surprise, but also insisted upon marching
back thither himself by land with the Syracusan forces, and
abandoning the further defence of Himera. He would in his
march home meet his fellow-citizens on their march outward,
and conduct them back along with him. To the Himerreans,
this was a sentence of death, or worse than death. It plunged
them into an agony of fright and despair. But there was no
safer counsel to suggest, nor could they prevail upon Diokles
to grant anything more than means of transport for carrying
off the Himerrean population, when the city was relinquished
to the besiegers. It was agreed that the fleet, instead of sailing
straight to Syracuse, should employ itself in carrying off as
much of the population as could be put on board, and in
depositing them safely at Messene; after which it would return
to fetch the remainder, who would in the mean time defend
the city with their utmost force.
Such was the only chance of refuge now open to these unhappy Greeks, against the devouring enemy without. Immediately the feebler part of the population-elders, women, and
children-crowding on board until the triremes could hold no
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more, sailed away along the northern coast to Messene. On
the same night, Diokles also marched out of the city with his
Syracusan soldiers ; in such haste to get home, that he could
not even tarry to bury the numerous Syracusan soldiers who
had been just slain in the recent disastrous sally. Many of the
Himerreans, with their wives and children, took their departure
along with Diokles, as their only chance of escape; since it
was but too plain that the triremes would not carry away all.
The bravest and most devoted portion of the Himerrean
warriors still remained, to defend their city until the triremes
came back. After keeping armed watch on the walls all night,
they were again assailed on the next morning by the Carthaginians, elate with their triumph of the preceding day and with
the flight of so many defenders. Yet notwithstanding all the
pressure of numbers, ferocity, and battering machines, the
resistance was still successfully maintained ; so that night
found Himera still a Grecian city. On the next day, the
triremes came back, having probably deposited their unfortunate cargo in some place of safety not so far off as
Messene. If the defenders could have maintained their walls
until another sunset, many of them might yet have escaped.
But the good fortune, and probably the physical force, of these
brave men was now at an end. The gods were quitting
Himera, as they had before quitted Selinus. At the moment
when the triremes were seen coming near to the port, the
Iberian assailants broke down a wide space of the fortification
with their battering-rams, poured in through the breach, and
overcame all opposition. Encouraged by their shouts, the
barbaric host now on all sides forced the walls, and spread
themselves over the city, which became one scene of wholesale
slaughter and plunder. It was no part of the scheme of
Hannibal to interrupt the plunder, which he made over as a
recompense to his soldiers. But he speedily checked the
slaughter, being anxious to take as many prisoners as possible,
and increasing the number by dragging away all who had
taken sanctuary in the temples. A few among this wretched
pop1:1lation may have contrived to reach the approaching
triremes ; all the rest either perished or fell into the hands of
the victor.l
It was a proud day for the Carthaginian general when he
stood as master on the ground of Himera ; enabled to fulfil
the duty, and satisfy the exigencies, of revenge for his slain
grandfather. Tragical indeed was the consummation of this
1
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long-cherished purpose. Not merely the walls and temples
(as at Selinus), but all the houses in Himera, were razed
to the ground. Its temples, having been first stripped of
their ornaments and valuables, were burnt. The women and
children taken captive were distributed as prizes among the
soldiers. But all the male captives, 3ooo in number, were conveyed to the precise spot where Hamilkar had been slain, and
there put to death with indignity, 1 as an expiatory satisfaction
to his lost honour. Lastly, in order that even the hated name
of Himera might pass into oblivion, a new town called Therma
(so designated because of some warm springs) was shortly afterwards founded by the Carthaginians in the neighbourhood. 2
No man can now read the account of this wholesale massacre
without horror and repugnance. Yet we cannot doubt, that
among all the acts of Hannibal's life, this was the one in which
he most gloried ; that it realised in the most complete and
emphatic manner, his concurrent inspirations of filial sentiment,
religious obligation, and honour as a patriot; that to show
mercy would have been regarded as a mean dereliction of
these esteemed impulses ; and that if the prisoners had been
even more numerous, all of them would have been equally
slain, rendering the expiatory fulfilment only so much the
more honourable and efficacious. In the Carthaginian religion,
human sacrifices were not merely admitted, but passed for the
strongest manifestation of devotional fervour, and were especially
resorted to in times of distress, when the necessity for propitiating the gods was accounted most pressing. Doubtless
the feelings of Hannibal were cordially shared, and the
plenitude of his revenge envied, by the army around him. So
different, sometimes so totally contrary, is the tone and
direction of the moral sentiments, among different ages and
nations.
In the numerous wars of Greeks against Greeks, which we
have been unfortunately called upon to study, we have found
few or no examples of any considerable town taken by storm.
So much the more terrible was the shock throughout the
Grecian world, of the events just recounted; Selin us and
1
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1-Iimera, two Grecian cities of ancient standing and uninterrupted prosperity-had both of them been stormed, ruined,
and depopulated, by a barbaric host, within the space of three
months.l No event at all parallel had occurred since the sack
of Miletus by the Persians after the Ionic revolt (495 B.c. 2),
which raised such powerful sympathy and mourning in Athens.
The war now raging in the LEgean, between Athens and Sparta
with their respective allies, doubtless contributed to deaden,
throughout Central Greece, the impression of calamities sustained
by Greeks at the western extremity of Sicily. But within that
island the sympathy with the sufferers was most acute, and
aggravated by terror for the future. The Carthaginian general
had displayed a degree of energy equal to any Grecian officer
throughout the war, with a command of besieging and battering
machinery surpassing even the best equipped Grecian cities.
The mercenaries whom he had got together were alike terrible
from their bravery and ferocity; encouraging Carthaginian
ambition to follow up its late rapid successes by attacks against
the other cities of the island. No such prospects indeed were
at once realised. Hannibal, having completed his revenge at
Himera, and extended the Carthaginian dominion all across
, the north-west corner of Sicily (from Selinus on the southern
sea to the site of Himera or Therma on the northern), dismissed his mercenary troops and returned home. Most of
them were satiated with plunder as well as pay, though the
Campanians, who had been foremost at the capture of Selinus,
thought themselves unfairly stinted, and retired in disgust. 3
Hannibal carried back a rich spoil, with glorious trophies, to
Carthage, where he was greeted with enthusiastic welc()me and
admiration. 4 .
•
/
Never was there a time when the Greek cities in,.Sicily-and
Syracuse especially, upon whom the others wou~ greatly rest
in the event of a second Cartha.ginian invasion had stronger
motives for keeping themselves in a condit" n of efficacious
defence. Unfortunately, it was just at this noment that a new
cause of intestine discord burst upon yracuse; fatally impairing her strength, and proving in its COjOSeguences destructive
to her liberty. The banished Syracusa,.n general Hermokrates
had recently arrived at Messene in Sicily; where he appears to
have been, at the time when the rug. tives came from Himera.
It has already been mentioned t
he, with two colleagues,
had commanded the Syracusan ontingent serving with the
1
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Peloponnesians under Mindarus in Asia. After the disastrous
defeat of Kyzikus, in which Mindarus was slain and every ship
in the fleet taken or destroyed, sentence of banishment was
passed at Syracuse against the three admirals. Hermokrates
was exceedingly popular among the trierarchs and the officers;
he had stood conspicuous for incorruptibility, and had conducted himself (so far as we have means of judging) with
energy and ability in his command. The sentence, unmerited
by his behaviour, was dictated by acute vexation for the loss of
the fleet, and for the disappointment of those expectations
which Hermokrates had held out ; combined with the fact
that Diokles and the opposite party were now in the ascendent
at Syracuse. When the banished general, in making it known
to the armament, complained of its injustice and illegality, he
obtained warm sympathy, and even exhortations still to retain
the command, in spite of orders from home. He forbade
them earnestly to think of raising sedition against their common
city and country; 1 upon which the trierarchs, when they took
their last and affectionate lea:ve of him, bound themselves by
oath, as soon as they should return to Syracuse, to leave no
means untried for procuring his restoration.
The admonitory words addressed by Hermokrates to the •
forwardness of the trierarchs, would have been honourable to
his patriotism, had not his own conduct at the same time been
worthy of the worst enemies of his country. For immediately
on being superseded by the new admirals, he went to the
satrap Pharnabazus, in whose favour he stood high ; and
obtained from him a considerable present of money, which he
employed in collecting mercenary troops and building ships, to
levy war•against hip opponents in Syracuse and procure his
own restorotion. 2 ffhus strengthened, he returned from Asia
to Sicily, an'd, reached the Sicilian Messene rather before the
capture of
·mda by the Carthaginians. At Messene he
caused five fre ,ltriremes to be built, besides taking into his
pay Iooo of the e~pelled Himeneans. At the head of these
troops, he attempt
to force his way into Syracuse, under
concert with his frie1 .ds in the city, who engaged to assist his
admission by arms.
ossibly some of the trierarchs of his
armament, who had be • re sworn to lend him their aid, had
now returned and were a ong this body of interior partisans.
The moment was well chosen for such an enterprise. As
1
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the disaster at Kyzikus had exasperated the Syracusans against
Hermokrates, so we cannot doubt that there must have been
a strong reaction against Diokles and his partisans, in consequence of the fall of Selinus unaided, and the subsequent
abandonment of Himera. What degree of blame may fairly
attach to Diokles for these misfortunes, we are not in a
condition to judge. But such reverses in themselves were
sure to discredit him more or less, and to lend increased
strength and stimulus to the partisans of the banished Hermokrates. Nevertheless that leader, though he came to the gates
of Syracuse, failed in his attempt to obtain admission, and was
compelled to retire ; upon which he marched his little army
across the interior of the island, and took possession of the
dismantled Selinus. Here he established himself as the chief
of a new settlement, got together as many as he could of the
expelled inhabitants (among whom probably some had already
come back along with Empedion), and invited many fresh
colonists from other quarters. Re-establishing a portion of
the demolished fortifications, he found himself gradually
strengthened by so many new-comers, as to place at his
command a body of 6ooo chosen hoplites-probably independent of other soldiers of inferior merit. With these troops
he began to invade the Carthaginian settlements in the neighbourhood, Motye and Panormus.l Having defeated the forces
of both in the field, he carried his ravages successfully over
their territories, with large acquisitions of plunder. The
Carthaginians had now no army remaining in Sicily; for
their immense host of the preceding year had consisted only
of mercenaries levied for the occasion, and then disbanded.
These events excited strong sensation throughout Sicily.
The valour of Hermokrates, who had restored Selinus and
conquered the Carthaginians on the very ground where they
had stood so recently in terrific force, was contrasted with the·
inglorious proceedings of Diokles at Himera. In the public
assemblies of Syracuse, this topic, coupled with the unjust
sentence whereby Hermokrates had been banished, was
emphatically set forth by his partisans; producing some
reaction in his favour, and a still greater effect in disgracing
his rival Diokles. Apprised that the tide of Syracusan opinion
was turning towards him, Hermokrates made renewed preparations for his return, and resorted to a new stratagem for
the purpose of smoothing the difficulty. He marched from
Selinus to the ruined site of Himera, informed himself of the
1
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spot where the Syracusan troops had undergone their
murderous defeat, and collected together the bones of his
slain fellow-citizens ; which (or rather the unburied bodies)
must have lain upon the field unheeded for about two years.
Having placed these bones on cars richly decorated, he
marched with his forces and conveyed them across the island
from Himera to the Syracusan border. Here as an exile he
halted ; thinking it suitable now to display respect for the law
-though in his previous attempt he had gone up to the very
gates of the city, without any similar scruples. But he sent
forward some friends with the cars and the bones, tendering
them to the citizens for the purpose of being honoured with due
funeral solemnities. Their arrival was the signal for a violent
party discussion, and for an outburst of aggravated displeasure
.against Diokles, who had left the bodies unburied on the field
of battle. "It was to Hermokrates (so his partisans urged)
.and to his valiant efforts against the Carthaginians, that the
recovery of these remnants of the slain, and the opportunity of
.administering to them the funereal solemnities, was now owing.
Let the Syracusans, after duly performing such obsequies,
testify their gratitude to Hermokrates by a vote of restoration,
.and their displeasure against Diokles by a sentence of banishment." 1 Diokles with his partisans was thus placed at great
.disadvantage. In opposing the restoration of Hermokrates,
he thought it necessary also to oppose the proposition for
welcoming and burying the bones of the slain citizens. Here
the feelings of the people went vehemently against him ; the
bones were received and interred, amidst the respectful
.attendance of all ; and so strong was the reactionary sentiment
generally, that the partisans of Hermokrates carried their
proposition for sentencing Diokles to banishment. But on
the other .hand, they could not so far prevail as to obtain
the restoration of Hermokrates himself. The purposes of the
latter had been so palpably manifested, in trying a few months
before to force his way into the city by surprise, and in now
presenting himself at the frontier with an armed force under
his command-that his re-admission would have been nothing
less than a deliberate surrender of the freedom of the city to a
.(lespot. 2
Having failed in this well-laid stratagem for obtaining a vote
1
2

Diodor. xiii. 63, 75·
{
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of consent, Hermokrates saw that his return could not at that
moment be consummated by open force. He therefore retired
from the Syracusan frontier; yet only postponing his purposes
of armed attack until his friends in the city could provide for
him a convenient opportunity. We see plainly that his own
party within had been much strengthened, and his opponents
enfeebled, by the recent manceuvre. Of this a proof is to be
found in the banishment of Diokles, who probably was not
succeeded by any other leader of equal influence. After a
certain interval, the partisans of Hermokrates contrived a plan
which they thought practicable, for admitting him into the city
by night. Forewarned by them, he marched from Selinus at
the head of 3000 soldiers, crossed the territory of Gela, 1 and
reached the concerted spot near the gate of Achradina during
the night. From the rapidity of his advance, he had only a
few troops along with him ; the main body not having been
able to keep up. With these few, however, he hastened to the
gate, which he found already in possession of his friends, who
had probably (like Pasimelus at Corinth 2) awaited a night on
which they were posted to act as sentinels. Master of the gate,
Hermokrates, though joined by his partisans within in arms,
thought it prudent to postpone decisive attack until his own main
force came up. But during this interval, the Syracusan authorities
in the city, apprised of what had happened, mustered their full
military strength in the agora, and lost no time in falling upon
the band of aggressors. After a sharply contested combat,
these aggressors were completely worsted, and Hermokrates
himself slain with a considerable proportion of his followers.
The remainder having fled, sentence of banishment was passed
upon them. Several among the wounded, however, were reported by their relatives as slain, in order that they might
escape being comprised in such a condemnation. 3
1
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Xenophon (Hellen. i. 3, 13) states that Hermokrat~s, 1/ll'l <J>e6-ywv ~"
::i.vpaKovuwv, was among those who accompanied Pharnabazus along with the
, envoys intended to go to Susa, but who only went as far as Gordium in
Phrygia, and were detained by Pharnabazus (on the requisition of Cyrus}
for three years. This must have been in the year 407 B.C. Now I cannot
reconcile this with the proceedings of Hermokmt~s as described by Diodorus:
~ his coming to the Sicilian Mess~n~-his exploits near Selinus-his variou&
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Thus perished one of the most energetic of the Syracusan
citizens; a man not less effective as a defender of his country
against foreign enemies, than himself dangerous as a formidable
enemy to her internal liberties. It would seem, as far as we
can make out, that his attempt to make himself master of his
country was powerfully seconded, and might well have succeeded. But it lacked that adventitious support arising from
present embarrassment and danger in the foreign relations of
the city, which we shall find so efficacious two years afterwards
in promoting the ambitious projects of Dionysius.
Dionysius-for the next coming generation the most formidable name in the Grecian world-now appears for the first time
in history. He was a young Syracusan of no consideration from
family or position, described as even of low birth and low
occupation ; as a scribe or secretary, which was looked upon
as a subordinate, though essential, function.! He was the son
of Hermokrates-not that eminent person whose death has
been just described, but another person of the same name,
whether related or not, we do not know. 2 It is highly probable
that he was a man of literary ability and instruction, since we
read of him in after-days as a composer of odes and tragedies;
and it is certain that he stood distinguished in all the talents for
military action-bravery, force of will, and quickness of discernment. On the present occasion, he espoused strenuously the
party of Hermokrates, and was one of those who took arms in
the city on his behalf. Having distinguished himself in the
battle, and received several wounds, he was among those given
attempts to procure restoration to Syracuse :-all of which must have
occurred in 408-407 B.c., ending with the death of Hermokrat~s.
It seems to me impossible that the person mentioned by Xenophon as ,
accompanying Pharnabazus into the interior can have beeu the eminent
Hermokrat~s.
Whether it was another person of the same name-or
whether Xenophon was altogether misinformed-I will not take upon me
to determine. There were really two contemporary Syracusans bearing '
that name, for the father of Dionysius the despot was named Hermokrates.
Polybius (xii. 25) states that Hermokrates fought with the Lacedoemonians at A3:gospotami. He means the eminent general so called; who
however cannot have been at lEgospotami in the summer or autumn of
405 B.C. There is some mistake in the assertion of Polybius, but I do not
know how to explain it.
1 Diodor. xiii. 96; xiv. 66.
Isokrat~s, Or. v. Philipp. s. 73-Dionysius, 7roil.il.o17TOS .tv ~vpa.KOI1"iwv
1<a.l 'ref, "fEVEI 1<al Tjl 00~11 Kal 'rOtS /l.il.l\ots li.7rai1"&V, &c.
Demosthenes, adv. Leptinem. p. so6, s. 178. "fpap.p.a'rEWS, C,s cpaut, &c.
Polybius (xv. 35), ~" 0'1/f.'O'riiC~S Kal 'ra7r<LV~S {mo6eu•ws opp.'1/e.ts, &c.
Compare Polyrenus, v. 2, 2.
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii. 2, 24. t.wvf;utos o 'Epp.o~<pchovs. Diodor. xiii. 91.
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out for dead by his relations. 1 In this manner he escaped the
sentence of banishment passed against the survivors. And
when, in the course of a certain time, after recovering from his
wounds, he was produced as unexpectedly living-we may
presume that his opponents and the leading men in the city
left him unmolested, not thinking it worth while to re-open
political inquisition in reference to matters already passed and
finished. He thus remained in the city, marked out by his
daring and address to the Hermokratrean party, as the person
most fit to take up the mantle, and resume the anti-popular
designs, of their late leader. It will presently be seen how the
chiefs of this party lent their aid to exalt him.
::\1eanwhile the internal condition of Syracuse was greatly
enfeebled by this division. Though the three several attempts
of Hermokrates to penetrate by force or fraud into the city had
all failed, yet they had left a formidable body of malcontents
behind; while the opponents also, the popular government and
its leaders, had been materially reduced in power and consideration by the banishment of Diokles. This magistrate was
succeeded by Daphnreus and others, of whom we know nothing,
except that they are spoken of as rich men and representing
the sentiments of the rich-and that they seem to have manifested but little ability. Nothing could be more unfortunate
than the weakness of Syracuse at this particular juncture : for
the Carthaginians, elate with their success at Selinus and
Him era, and doubtless also piqued by the subsequent retaliation
of Hermokrates upon their dependencies at Motye and
Panormus, were just now meditating a second invasion of Sicily
on a still larger scale. Not uninformed of their projects, the
Syracusan leaders sent envoys to Carthage to remonstrate
against them, and to make propositions for peace. But no
satisfactory answer could be obtained, nor were the preparations
discontinued. 2
In the ensuing spring, the storm gathering from Africa burst
with destructive violence upon this fated island. A mercenary
force had been got together during the winter, greater than that
which had sacked Selin us and Him era; 3oo,ooo men, according to Ephorus-1 2o,ooo, according to Xenophon and Tim reus.
Hannibal was again placed in command; but his predominant
impulses of family and religion having been satiated by the
, ~reat sacrifice of Himera, he excused himself on the score of
old age, and was only induced to accept the duty by having his
relative Imilkon named as colleague. By their joint efforts, the
1
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immense host of Iberians, Mediterranean islanders, Campanians,
Libyans, and Numidians, was united at Carthage, and made
ready to be conveyed across, in a fleet of I 20 triremes, with no
less than I500 transports.! To protect the landing, forty
Carthaginian triremes were previously sent over to the Bay of
Motye. The Syracusan leaders, with commendable energy
and watchfulness, immediately despatched the like number of
triremes to attack them, in hopes of thereby checking the
further arrival of the grand armament. They were victorious,
destroying fifteen of the Carthaginian triremes, and driving the
rest back to Africa; yet their object was not attained ; for
Hannibal himself, coming forth immediately with fifty fresh
triremes, constrained the Syracusans to retire. Presently
afterwards the grand armament appeared, disembarking its
motley crowd of barbaric warriors near the western cape of
Sicily.
Great was the alarm caused throughout Sicily by their arrival.
All the Greek cities either now began to prepare for war, or
pushed with a more vigorous hand equipments previously begun,
since they seem to have had some previous knowledge of the
purpose of the enemy. The Syracusans sent to entreat
assistance both from the Italian Greeks and from Sparta.
From the latter city, however, little was to be expected, since
her whole efforts were now devoted to the prosecution of the
war against Athens ; this being the year wherein Kallikratidas
commanded, and when the battle of Arginus::e was fought.
Of all Sicilian Greeks, the Agrigentines were both the most
frightened and the most busily employed. Conterminous as
they were with Selinus on their western frontier, and foreseeing
that the first shock of the invasion would fall upon them, they
immediately began to carry in their outlying property within the
walls, as well as to accumulate a stock of provisions for enduring blockade. Sending for Dexippus, a Laced::emonian then in
Gela as commander of a body of mercenaries for the defence of
that town, they engaged him in their service, with 15oo hoplites;
reinforced by Soo of those Campanians who had served with
Hannibal at Himera, but had quitted him in disgust. 2
Agrigentum was at this time in the highest state of prosperity
and magnificence; a tempting prize for any invader. Its
population was very great ; comprising, according to pne
account, 2o,ooo citizens among an aggregate total of 2oo,ooo •
males-citizens, metics, and slaves; according to another
1
2

Diodor. xiii. So; Xenoph. Hellen. i. 5,
Diodor. xiii. 81-84. '
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account, an aggregate total of no less than Soo,ooo persons ; 1
numbers unauthenticated, and not to be trusted further than as
indicating a very populous city. Situated a little more than
two miles from the sea, and possessing a spacious territory
highly cultivated, especially with vines and olives, Agrigentum
carried on a lucrative trade with the opposite coast of Africa,
where at that time no such plantations flourished. Its temples
and porticos, especially the spacious temple of Zeus Olympius
-its statues and pictures-its abundance of chariots and
horses-its fortifications-its sewers-its artificial lake of nearly
a mile in circumference, abundantly stocked with fish-all
these placed it on a par with the most splendid cities of the
Hellenic world. 2 Of the numerous prisoners taken at the
defeat of the Carthaginians near Himera seventy years before,
a very large proportion had fallen to the lot of the Agrigentines,
and had been employed by them in public works contributing
to the advantage or ornament of the city. 3 The hospitality of
the wealthy citizens-Gellias, Antisthenes, and others-was
carried even to profusion. The surrounding territory was celebrated for its breed of horses, 4 which the rich Agrigentines vied
with each other in training and equipping for the chariot-race.
At the last Olympic games immediately preceding this fatal
Carthaginian invasion (that is at the 93rd Olympiad-4o8 B.c.),
the Agrigentine Exrenetus gained the prize in a chariot-race.
On returning to Sicily after his victory, he was welcomed by
many of his friends, who escorted him home in procession with
300 chariots, each drawn by a pair of white horses, and all
belonging to native Agrigentines. Of the festival by which the
wealthy Antisthenes celebrated the nuptials of his daughter,
we read an account almost fabulous. Amidst all this wealth
and luxury, it is not surprising to hear that the rough duties of
military exercise were imperfectly kept up, and that indulgences,
not very consistent with soldierlike efficiency, were allowed to
the citizens on guard.
Such was Agrigentuni in May 406 B.c., when Hannibal and
Imilkon approached it with their powerful army. Their first
propositions, however, were not of a hostile character. They
invited the Agrigentines to enter into alliance with Carthage;
ot if this were not acceptable, at any rate to remain neutral and
at peace. Both propositions were declined. 5
Besides paving taken engagements with Gela and Syracuse,
1
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the Agrigentines also felt a confidence, not unreasonable, in the
strength of their own walls and situation. Agrigentum with its
citadel was placed on an aggregate oflimestone hills, immediately
above the confluence of two rivers, both flowing from the
north ; the river Akragas on the eastern and southern sides of
the city, and the H ypsas on its western side. Of this aggregate
of hills, separated from each other by clefts and valleys, the
northern half is the loftiest, being about 1 roo feet above the
level of the sea-the southern half is less lofty. But on all
sides, except on the south-west, it rises by a precipitous ascent;
on the side towards the sea, it springs immediately out of the
plain, thus presenting a fine prospect to ships passing along the
coast. The whole of this aggregate of hills was encorrt\>assed
by a continuous wall, built round the declivity, and in some
parts hewn out of the solid rock. The town of Agrigentum
was situated in the southern half of the walled enclosure. The
citadel, separated from it by a ravine, and accessible only by
one narrow ascent, stood on the north-eastern hill ; it was the
most conspicuous feature in the place, called the Athemeum, and decorated by temples of Athene and of Zeus
Atabyrius. In the plain under the southern wall of the city
stood the Agrigentine sepulchres.!
Reinforced by 8oo Campanian mercenaries, with the 1500
other mercenaries brought by Dexippus from Gela-the
Agrigentines awaited confidently the attack upon their walls,
which were not only in far better condition than those of
Selinus, but also unapproachable by battering machines or
moveable towers, except on one part of the south-western
side. It was here that Hannibal, after reconnoitring the town
all round, began his attack. But after hard fighting without
success for one day, he was forced to retire at nightfall; and
even lost his battering train, which was burnt during the night
by a sally of the besieged. 2 Desisting from further attempts
1 See about the 'topography of Agrigentum-Seyfert, Akragas, pp. 21, 32,
40 (Hamburg 1845).
The modern town of Girgenti stands on one of the hills of this vast
aggregate, which is overspread with masses of ruins, and round which the
traces of the old walls may be distinctly made out, with considerable remains
of them in some particular parts.
Compare Polybius, i. 18; ix. 27.
Pindar calls the town '11"oTap.l<f T' 'AKpd')'aVTL-Pyth. vi. 6; lepov otwt]p.a
'11"oTap.ov-OJymp. ii. 10.
z Diodor. xiii. 85.
VIe read of a stratagem in Polyrenus (v. 10, 4), whereby Imilkon is said
to have enticed the Agrigentines, in one of their sallies, into incautious
pursuit, by a simulated flight ; and thus to have inflicted upon them a
serious defeat.
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on that point, Hannibal now ordered his troops to pull down
the tombs; which were numerous on the lower or southern
side of the city, and many of which, especially that of the
despot Theron, were of conspicuous grandeur. By this measure
he calculated on providing materials adequate to the erection
of immense mounds, equal in height to the southern wall, and
sufficiently close to it for the purpose of assault. His numerous
host had made considerable progress in demolishing these
tombs, and were engaged in breaking down the monument of
Theron, when their progress was arrested by a thunderbolt
falling upon it. This event was followed by religious terrors,
suddenly overspreading the camp. The prophets declared
that the violation of the tombs was an act of criminal sacrilege.
Every night the spectres of those whose tombs had been
profaned manifested themselves, to the affright of the soldiers
on guard; while the judgement of the gods was manifested in
a violent pestilential distemper. Numbers of the army perished,
Hannibal himself among them; and even of those who escaped
death, many were disabled from active duty by distress and
suffering. Imilkon was compelled to appease the gods, and to
'calm the agony of the troops, by a solemn supplication according to the Carthaginian rites. He sacrificed a child, considered
·as the most propitiatory of all offerings, to Kronus; and cast
into the sea a number of animal victims as offerings to
, Poseidon. 1
: These religious rites calmed the terrors of the army, and
' · litigated, or were supposed to have mitigated, the distemper;
e> that Imilkon, while desisting from all further meddling with
1e tombs, was enabled to resume his batteries and assaults
gainst the walls, though without any considerable success.
!e also dammed up the western river Hypsas, so as to turn
1e stream against the wall; but this manceuvre produced no
ffect. His operations were presently interrupted by the
rrival of a powerful army which marched from Syracuse,
mder Daphmeus, to the relief of Agrigentum. Reinforced in
cs road by the military strength of Kamarina and Gela, it
mounted to 3o,ooo foot and sooo horse, on reaching the
iver Himcra, the eastern frontier of the Agrigentine territory;
chile a fleet of thirty Syracusan triremes sailed along the coast
) second its efforts. As these troops neared the town, Imilkon
lespatched against them a body of Iberians and Campanians; 2
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who however, after a strenuous combat, were completely defeated, and driven back to the Carthaginian camp near the
city, where they found themselves under the protection of the
main army. Daphn:.eus, having secured the victory and inflicted
severe loss upon the enemy, was careful to prevent his troops
from disordering their ranks in the ardour of pursuit, in the
apprehension that Imilkon with the main body might take
advantage of that disorder to turn the fortune of the dayas had happened in the terrible defeat before Himera, three
years before. The routed Iberians were thus allowed to get
back to the camp. At the same time the Agrigentines,
witnessing from the walls, with joyous excitement, the Jl.ight
of their enemies, vehemently urged their generals to lead them
forth for an immediate sally, in order that the destruction of
the fugitives might thus be consummated. But the generals
were inflexible in resisting such demand; conceiving that the
city itself would thus be stripped of its defenders, and that
Imilkon might seize the occasion for assaulting it with his
main body, when there was not sufficient force to repel them.
The defeated Iberians thus escaped to the main camp; neither.
pursued by the Syracusans, nor impeded, as they passed near1
the Agrigentine walls, by the population within.
·
Presently Daphn:.eus with his victorious army reached Agrigentum, and joined the citizens; who flocked in crowds, along
with the Laced:.emonian Dexippus, to meet and welcome them.
But the joy of meeting, and the reciprocal congratulations on
the recent victory, were fatally poisoned. by general indignation
for the unmolested escape of the defeated Iberians; occasioned
by nothing less than remissness, cowardice, or corruption (so
it was contended), on the part of the generals-first the.
,Syracusan generals, and next the Agrigentine. Against tht
former, little was now said, though much was held in reserve,
as we shall soon hear. But against the latter, the discontent
of the Agrigentine population burst forth instantly and impetuously. A public assembly being held on the spot, the Agrigentine generals, five in number, were put under accusation.
bears the name of Il Campo Cartaginese, raising some presumption that it
was once occupied by the Carthaginians. Evidently, the troops sent ou'
by Imilkon to meet and repel Daphnreus, must have taken post to th
eastward of Agrigentum, from which side the Syracusan army of relie
was approaching. Seyfert (Akragas, p. 41) contests this point, an
supposes that they must have been on the westertz side i misled by t~
analogy ofthe Roman siege in 262 B.C., when the Carthaginian relievi1
army under Hanno were coming· from the westward-from Hera]·
{Polyb. i. rg).
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Among many speakers who denounced them as guilty of
treason, the most violent of all was the Kamarimean Meneshimself one of the leaders, seemingly of the Kamarimean contingent in the army of Daphmeus. The concurrence of Menes,
carrying to the Agrigentines a full sanction of their sentiments,
wrought them up to such a pitch of fury, that the generals,
when they came to defend themselves, found neither sympathy
nor even common fairness of hearing. Four out of the five
were stoned and put to death on the spot ; the fifth, Argeius,
was spa;red only on the ground of his youth ; and even the
Laced::emonian Dexippus was severely censured. 1
How far, in regard to these proceedings, the generals were
really guilty, or how far their defence, had it been fairly heard,
would have been valid-is a point which our scanty information
does not enable us to determine. But it is certain that the
arrival of the victorious Syracusans at Agrigentum completely
altered the relative position of affairs. Instead of further
assaulting the walls, Imilkon was attacked in his camp by
Daphn::eus. The camp, however, was so fortified as to repel
all attempts, and the siege from this time forward became
only a blockade; a contest of patience and privation between
the city and the besiegers, lasting seven or eight months from
the commencement of the siege. At first Daphn::eus, with his
own force united to the Agrigentines, was strong enough to
harass the Carthaginians and intercept their supplies, so that
the greatest distress began to prevail among their army. The
Campanian mercenaries even broke out into mutiny, crowding,
with clamorous demands for provision and with menace of
deserting, round the tent of I milk on; who barely pacified
them by pledging to them the gold and silver drinking-cups
of the chief Carthaginians around him, 2 coupled with entreaties
that they would wait yet a few days. During that short
interval, he meditated and executed a bold stroke of relief.
The Syracusans and Agrigentines were mainly supplied by
1

Diodor. xiii. 87.
The youth of Argeius, combined with the fact of his being in high
command, makes us rather imagine that he was of noble birth : compare
Thucydid. vi. 38-the speech of Athenagoras.
2 Mention is again made, sixty-five years afterwards, in the description
of the war of Timoleon against the Carthaginians-of the abundance of
gold and silver drinking-cups, and rich personal ornaments, carried by
the native Carthaginians on military service (Diodor. xvi. 8r ; Plutarch,
Timoleon, c. 28, 29).
There was a select body of Carthaginians-a Sacred Band-mentioned
1 these later times, consisting of 2500 men of distinguished bravery as well
1\of conspicuous position in the city (Diodor. xvi. So; xx. ro).
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sea from Syracus~; from whence a large transport of provisionships was now expected, under convoy of some Syracusan
triremes. Apprised of their approach, Imilkon silently brought
out forty Carthaginian triremes from Motye and Panormus,
with which he suddenly attacked the Syracusan convoy, noway
expecting such a surprise. Eight Syracusan triremes were
destroyed, the remainder were driven ashore, and the whole
fleet of transports fell into the hands of Imilkon. Abundance
and satisfaction now reigned in the camp of the Carthaginians,
while the distress, and with it the discontent, was transferred
to Agrigentum. The Campanian mercenaries in the service
of Dexippus began the mutiny, complaining to him of their
condition. Perhaps he had been alarmed and disgusted at
the violent manifestation of the Agrigentines against their
generals, extending partly to himself also. At any rate, he
manifested no zeal in the defence, and was even suspected
of having received a bribe of fifteen talents from the Carthaginians. He told the Campanians that Agrigentum was no
longer tenable for want of supplies; upon which they immediately retired, and marched away to Messene, affirming that
the time stipulated for their stay had expired. Such a secession
struck every one with discouragement. The Agrigentine
generals immediately instituted an examination, to ascertain
the quantity of provision still remaining in the city. Having
made the painful discovery that there remained but very little,
they took the resolution of causing the city to be evacuated
by its population during the coming night.l
A night followed, even more replete with woe and desolation
than that which had witnessed the flight of Diokles with the
inhabitants of Himera from their native city. Few scenes can
be imagined more deplorable than the vast population of
Agrigentum obliged to hurry out of their gates during a
December night, as their only chance of escape from famine
or the sword of a merciless enemy. The road to Gela was
beset by a distracted crowd, of both sexes and of every age
and condition, confounded in one indiscriminate lot of suffering.
No thought could be bestowed on the preservation of property
or cherished possessions. Happy were they who could save
their lives; for not a few, through personal weakness or the
'immobility of despair, were left behind. Perhaps here and
there a citizen, combining the personal strength with the filial
piety of .i.Eneas, might carry away his aged father with the
household gods on his shoulders; but for the mos~ part, the
l

Diodor. xiii. 88.
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o!d, the sick, and the impotent, all whose years were either
too tender or too decrepit to keep up with a hurried flight,
were of necessity abandoned. Some remained and slew themselves, refusing even to survive the loss of their homes and
the destruction of their city; others, among whom was the
wealthy Gellias, consigned themselves to the protection of the
temples, but with little hope that it would procure them safety.
The morning's dawn exhibited to Imilkon unguarded walls,
a deserted city, and a miserable population of exiles huddled
together in disorderly flight on the road to Gela.
For these fugitives, however, the Syracusan and Agrigentine
soldiers formed a rear-guard sufficient to keep off the aggravated
torture of a pursuit. But the Carthaginian army found enough
to occupy them in the undefended prey which was before
their eyes. They rushed upon the town with the fury of men
who had been struggling and suffering before it for eight
months. They ransacked the houses, slew every living person
that was left, and found plunder enough to satiate even a
ravenous appetite. Temples as well as private dwellings were
alike stripped, so that those who had taken sanctuary in them
became victims like the rest; a fate which Gellias only avoided
by setting fire to the temple in which he stood and perishing
in its ruins. The great public ornaments and trophies of the
city-the bull of Phalaris, together with the most precious
statues and pictures-were preserved by Imilkon and sent
home as decorations to Carthage. 1 While he gave up the
houses of Agrigentum to be thus gutted, he still kept them
standing, and caused them to serve as winter-quarters for the
repose of his soldiers, after the hardships of an eight months'
siege. The unhappy Agrigentine fugitives first found shelter
and kind hospitality at Gela; from whence they were afterwards,
by permission of the Syracusans, transferred to Leontini.
I have described, as far as the narrative of Diodorus permits
us to know, this momentous and tragical portion of Sicilian
history; a suitable preface to the long despotism of Dionysius.
It is evident that the seven or eight months (the former of
these numbers is authenticated by Xenophon, while the latter
is given by Diodorus) of the siege or blockade must have
contained matters of the greatest importance which are not
mentioned, and that even of the main circumstances which
brought about the capture, we are most imperfectly informed.
But though we cannot fully comprehend its causes, its effects
are easy to understand. They were terror-striking and harrowing
1
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in the extreme. When the storm which had beaten down
Selin us and Him era was now perceived to have extended its desolation to a city so much more conspicuous, among the wealthiest
and most populous in the Grecian world-when the surviving
Agrigentine population, including women and children, and
the great proprietors of chariots whose names stood recorded
as victors at Olympia, were seen all confounded in one common
fate of homeless flight and nakedness-when the victorious
host and its commanders took up their quarters in the deserted
houses, ready to spread their conquests farther after a winter
of repose-there was hardly a Greek in Sicily who did not
tremble for his life and property.l Several of them sought
shelter at Syracuse, while others even quitted the island
altogether, emigrating to Italy.
Amidst so much anguish, humiliation, and terror, there
were loud complaints against the conduct of the Syracusan
generals under whose command the disaster had occurred.
The censure which had been cast upon them before, for not
having vigorously pursued the defeated Iberians, was now
revived, and aggravated tenfold by the subsequent misfortune.
To their inefficiency the capture of Agrigentum was ascribed,
and apparently not without substantial cause. For the town
was so strongly placed as to defy assault, and could only be
taken by blockade; now we discern no impediments adequate
to hinder the Syracusan generals from procuring supplies of
provisions; and it seems clear that the surprise of the Syracusan
storeships might have been prevented by proper precautions;
upon which surprise the whole question turned, between
famine in the Carthaginian camp and famine in Agrigentum. 2
The efficiency of Dexippus and the other generals, in defending Agrigentum (as depicted by Diodorus), stands sadly
inferior to the vigour and ability displayed by Gylippus before
Syracuse, as described by Thucydides. And we can hardly
wonder that by men in the depth of misery, like the Agrigentines
-or in extreme alarm, like the other Sicilian Greeks-these
generals, incompetent or treasonable, should be regarded as
the cause of the ruin.
Such a state of sentiment, under ordinary circumstances,
would have led to the condemnation of the generals and to the
nomination of others, with little further result. But it became
Diodor. xiii. 91.
Diodor. xiii. 88.
Xenophon confirms the statement of Di6dorus, that Agrigentum was taken
by famine (Hellen. i. 5, 21 ; ii. 2, 24).
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of far greater import, when combined with the actual situation
of parties in Syracuse. The Hermokratean opposition partyrepelled during the preceding year with the loss of its leader,
yet nowise crushed-now reappeared more formidable than
ever, under a new leader more aggressive even than Hermokrates himself.
Throughout ancient as well as modem history, defeat and
embarrassment in the foreign relations have proved fruitful
causes of change in the internal government. Such auxiliaries
had been wanting to the success of Hermokrates in the preceding year. But alarms of every kind now overhung the city
in terrific magnitude, and when the first Syracusan assembly
was convoked on returning from Agrigentum, a mournful
silence reigned ; 1 as in the memorable description given by
Demosthenes of the Athenian assembly held immediately after
the taking of Elateia. 2 The generals had lost the confidence of
their fellow-citizens; yet no one else was forward, at a juncture
so full of peril, to assume their duty, by proffering fit counsel
for the future conduct of the war. Now was the time for
the Hermokratean party to lay their train for putting down
the government. Dionysius, though both young and of mean .
family, was adopted as leader in consequence of that audacity
and bravery which even already he had displayed, both in the
fight along with Hermokrates and in the battles against the
Carthaginians. Hipparinus, a Syracusan of rich family who
had ruined himself by dissolute expenses, was eager to renovate
his fortunes by seconding the elevation of Dionysius to the
despotism: 3 Philistus (the subsequent historian of Syracuse),
rich, young, apd able, threw himself ardently into the same
cause; and doubtless other leading persons, ancient Hermokrateans and others, stood forward as partisans in the conspiracy.
But it either was, from the beginning, or speedily became, a.
movement organised for the purpose of putting the sceptre into
1
2
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Demosthenes de Coronft, p. 286, s. 220.
This comparison is made by M. Brunet de Presle, in his valuable
historical work (Recherches sur les Etablissemens des Grecs en Sicile,
Part ii. s. 39, p. zrg).
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Hipparinus was the father of Dian, respecting whom more hereafter.
Plato, in his warm sympathy for Dian, assigns to Hipparinus more of an
equality of rank and importance·with the elder Dionysius, than the subsequent facts justify (Plato, Epistol. viii. p. 353 A; p. 355 F).
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the hands of Dionysius, to whom all the rest, though several
among them were of far greater wealth and importance, served
but as satellites and auxiliaries.
Amidst the silence and disquietude which reigned in the
Syracusan assembly, Dionysius was the first who rose to address
them. He enlarged upon a topic suitable alike to the temper
of his auditors and to his own views. He vehemently denounced the generals as having betrayed the security of Syracuse to the Carthaginians-and as the persons to whom the
ruin of Agrigentum, together with the impending peril of every
man around, was owing. He set forth their misdeeds, real or
alleged, not merely with fulness and acrimony, but with a ferocious violence outstripping all the limits of admissible debate,
and intended to bring upon them a lawless murder, like the
death of the generals recently at Agrigentum. "There they
sit, the traitors ! Do not wait for legal trial or verdict, but lay
hands upon them at once, and inflict upon them summary
justice." 1 Such a brutal exhortation, not unlike that of the
Athenian Kritias, when he caused the execution of Therainenes, in the oligarchical senate, was an offence against law as
well as against parliamentary order. The presiding magistrates
reproved Dionysius as a disturber of order, and fined him, as
they were empowered by law. 2 But his partisans were loud in
his support. Philistus not only paid down the fine for him on
the spot, but publicly proclaimed that he would go on for the
whole day paying all similar fines which might be imposed-and
incited Dionysius to persist in such language as he thought
proper. That which had begun as illegality, was now aggravated into open defiance of the law. Yet so enfeebled was the
authority of the magistrates, and so vehement the cry against
them, in the actual position of the city, that they were unable
either to punish or to repress the speaker. Dionysius pursued
1 Diodor. xiii. 91.
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In the description given by Thucydidl!s (vi. 32-39) of the debate in the
Syracusan assembly (prior to the arrival of the Athenian expedition) in
which Hermokrates and Athenagoras speak, we find the magistrates
interfering to prevent the continuance of a debate which had become very
personal and acrimonious ; though there Was nothing in it at all brutal, nor
any exhortation to personal violence or infringement of the law.
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his harangue in a tone yet more inflammatory, not only
accusing the generals of having corruptly betrayed Agrigentum,
but also denouncing the conspicuous and wealthy citizens
generally, as oligarchs who held tyrannical sway-who treated the
many with scorn, and made their own profit out of the misfortunes
<Jf the city. Syracuse (he contended) could never be saved,
unless men of a totally different character were invested with
authority; men, not chosen from wealth and station, but of
humble birth, belonging to the people by position, and kind in
their deportment from consciousness of their own weakness. 1
His bitter invective against generals already discredited,
together with the impetuous warmth of his apparent sympathy
for the people against the rich, were both alike favourably
received. Plato states that the assembly became so furiously
exasperated, as to follow literally the lawless and blood-thirsty
inspirations of Dionysius, and to stone all these generals, ten in
number, on the spot, without any form of trial. But Diodorus
simply tells us, that a vote was passed to cashier the generals,
and to name in their places Dionysius, Hipparinus, and others. 2
This latter statement is, in my opinion, the more probable.
Diodor. xiii. gr.
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Diodor. xiii. 92. -rrapauTll<a TaOs J.<~v t'Au<Te Ti)s &pxi)s, €·r€pous 1!);
eY'Ae-ro ITTP""'l'Yo6s, ~v oTs 1<ctl -rov tJ.tovVO"tov. Some little time afterwards,
Diodorus further mentions that Dionysius accused before the public
assembly, and caused to be put to death, Daphnreus and Demarchus (xiii.
g6): now Daphnreus was one of the generals (xiii. 86-88).
If we assume the fact to have occurred as Plato affirms it, we cannot easily
explain how something so impressive and terror-striking came to be transformed into the more commonplace statement of Diodorus, by Ephorus,
Theopompus, Hermeias, Tim<eus, or Philistus, from one of whom probably
his narrative is borrowed.
But if we assume Diodorus to be correct, we can easily account for the
erroneous belief in the mind of Plato. A very short time before this scene
at Syracuse, an analogous circumstance had really occurred at Agrigentum.
The assembled Agrigentines, being inflamed against their generals for what
they believed to be slackness or treachery in the recent fight with the
Carthaginians, had stoned four of them on the spot, and only spared the
fifth on the score of his youth (Diodor. xiii. 87).
I cannot but think that Plato confounded in his memory the scene and
proceedings at Syracuse with the other events, so recently antecedent, at
Agrigentum. His letter (from which the above citation is made) was
written in his old age-fifty years after the event.
This is one inaccuracy as to matter of fact, which might be produced in
02
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Such was the first stage of what we may term the despot's
progress, successfully consummated. The pseudo-demagogue
support of the views of those who reject the letters of Plato as spurious,
though Ast does not notice it, while going through the letters seriatim,
and condemning them not only as un-Platonic but as despicable compositions. After attentively studying both the letters themselves, and
his reasoning, I dissent entirely from Ast's conclusion. The first letter,
that which purports to come not from Plato, but from Dian, is the only one
against which he seems to me to have made out a good case (see Ast, Ueber
Platon's Leben und Schriften, p. 504-530). Against the others, I cannot
think that he has shown any sufficient ground for pronouncing them to be
spurious, and I therefore continue to treat them as genuine, following the
opinion of Cicero and Plutarch. It is admitted by Ast that their authenticity
was not suspected in antiquity, as far as our knowledge extends. Without
considering the presumption hence arising as conclusive, I think it requires
to be countervailed by stronger substantive grounds than those which Ast
has urged.
Among the total number of thirteen letters, those relating to Dian and
Dionysius (always setting aside the first letter)-that is the second, third,
fourth, seventh, eighth, and thirteenth-are the most full of allusions to fact
and details. Some of them go very much into detail. Now had they been
the work of a forger, it is fair to contend that he could hardly avoid laying
himself more open to contradiction than he has done, on the score of
inaccuracy and inconsistency"with the supposed situation. I have already
mentioned one inaccuracy which I take to be a fault of memory, both conceivable and pardonable. Ast mentions another, to disprove the authenticity
of the eighth letter, respecting the son of Dion. Plato, in this eighth letter,
speaking in the name of the deceased Dion, recommends the Syracusans to
name Dian's son as one of the members of a tripartite kingship, along with
Hipparinus (son of the elder Dionysius) and the younger Dionysius. This
(contends Ast, p. 523) cannot be correct, because Dian's son died before his
father. To make the argument of Ast complete, we ought to be sure that
Dian had only one son ; for which there is doubtless the evidence of
Plutarch, who, after having stated that the son of Dian, a youth nearly
grown up, threw himself from the roof of the house and was killed, goes
on to say that Kallippus, the political enemy of Dion, founded upon this
misfortune a false rumour which he circulated-ws b Alwv lf.,.c"s 'Jieyovws
r,:YvwKE 'TOll Ll.<ovvcrlov l<ail.eiv , A'll"oil.il.ox:pci.T'l/11 x:al 'II"OLELCJ'8a< li<a5oxov
(Plutarch, Dion, c. 55, 56: compare also c. 21-Tov 'll"a<lifov). But since
the rumour was altogether false, we may surely imagine that Kallippus,
taking advantage of a notorious accident which had just proved fatal to
the eldest son of Dian, may have fabricated a false statement about the
family of Dian, though there might be a younger boy at home. It is not
certain that the number of Dian's children was familiarly known among the
population of Syracuse; nor was Dian himself in the situation of an
assured king, able to transfer his succession at once to a boy not yet adult.
And when we find in another chapter of Plutarch's Life of Dion (c. 31),
that the son of Dian was called by Timaeus, Areta:us-and by Timonides,
Hippm·inus-this surely affords some presumption that there were two sons,
and not one son called by two different names.
I cannot therefore admit that Ast has proved the eighth Platonic letter to
be inaccurate in respect to matter of fact. I will add that the letter does not
mention the name of Dian's son (though Ast says it calls him Hippmimts);
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Dionysius outdoes, in fierce professions of antipathy against the
rich, anything that we read as coming from the real demagogues, Athenagoras at Syracuse, or Kleon at Athens. Behold
him now sitting as a member of the new Board of Generals,
at a moment when the most assiduous care and energy, combined with the greatest unanimity, were required to put the
Syracusan military force into an adequate state of efficiency.
It suited the policy of Dionysius not only to bestow no care
or energy himself, but to nullify all that was bestowed by his
colleagues, and to frustrate deliberately all chance of unanimity.
He immediately began a systematic opposition and warfare
against his colleagues. He refused to attend at their Board,
or to hold any communication with them. At the frequent
assemblies held during this agitated state of the public mind,
he openly denounced them as engaged in treasonable correspondence with the enemy. It is obvious that his colleagues,
men newly chosen in the same spirit with himself, could not as
yet have committed any such treason in favour of the Carthaginians. But among them was his accomplice Hipparinus; 1
while probably the rest also, nominated by a party devoted to
him personally, were selected in a spirit of collusion, as either
thorough-going partisans, or worthless and incompetent men,
and that it does specify the three partners in the tripartite kingship suggested
(though Ast says that it only mentioned two).
::VIost of Ast's arguments against the authenticity of the letters, however,
are founded, not upon alleged inaccuracies of fact, but upon what he
maintains to be impropriety and meanness of thought, childish intrusion
of philosophy, unseasonable mysticism and pedantry, &c. In some of his
criticisms I coincide, through by no means in all. But I cannot accept
them as evidence to prove the point for which he contends-the spuriousness of the letters. The proper conclusion from his premises appears to
me to be, that Plato wrote letters which, when tried by our canons about
letter-writing, seem awkward, pedantic, and in bad taste. Dionysius of
Halikarnassus (De adm. vi dicend. in Demosth. p. 1025-!044), while
emphatically extolling the admirable composition of Plato's dialogues, does
not scruple to pass an unfavourable criticism upon him as a speech writer;
referring to the speeches in the Symposion as well as to the funeral harangue
in the 1\Ienexenus. Still less need we be afraid to admit, that Plato was
not a graceful letter-writer.
That Plato would feel intensely interested, and even personally involved,
in the quarrel between Dionysius II. and Dion, cannot be doubted. That
he would write letters to Dionysius on the subject-that he would anxiously
seek to maintain influence over him, on all grounds-that he would manifest
a lofty opinion of himself and his own philosophy-is perfectly natural and
credible. And when we consider both the character and the station of
Dionysius, it is difficult to lay down beforehand any assured canon as to
the epistolary tone which Plato would think most suitable to address him.
1
Plutarch, Dion, c. 3·
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easy for him to set aside. At any rate his calumnies, though
received with great repugnance by the leading and more intelligent citizens, found favour with the bulk of the assembly, predisposed at that moment from the terrors of the situation to
suspect every one. The new Board of Generals being thus
discredited, Dionysius alone was listened to as an adviser. His
first and most strenuous recommendation was, that a vote
should be passed for restoring the exiles; men (he affirmed)
attached to their country, and burning to save her, having
already refused the offers of her enemies; men who had been
thrown into banishment by previous political dispute, but who,
if now generously recalled, would manifest their gratitude by
devoted patriotism, and serve Syracuse far more warmly than
the allies invoked from Italy and Peloponnesus. His discredited
colleagues either could not, or would not, oppose the proposition; which, being warmly pressed by Dionysius and all his
party, was at length adopted by the assembly. The exiles
accordingly returned, comprising all the most violent men who
had been in arms with Hermokrates when he was slain. They
returned glowing with party-antipathy and revenge, prepared to
retaliate upon others the confiscation under which they themselves had suffered, and looking to the despotism of Dionysius
as their only means of success. 1
The second step of the despot's progress was now accomplished. Dionysius had filled up the ranks of the Hermokratean party, and obtained an energetic band of satellites, whose
hopes and interests were thoroughly identified with his own.
Meanwhile letters arrived from Gela, entreating reinforcements,
as Imilkon was understood to be about to march thither.
Dionysius, being empowered to conduct thither a body of zooo
hoplites with 400 horsemen, turned the occasion to profitable
account. A regiment of mercenaries, under the Lacedremonian
Dexippus, was in garrison at Gela ; while the government of
the town is said to have been oligarchical, in the hands of the
rich, though with a strong and discontented popular opposition.
On reaching Gela, Dionysius immediately took part with the
latter; originating the most violent propositions against the
governing rich, as he had done at Syracuse. Accusing them of
treason in the public assembly, he obtained a condemnatory
vote under which they were put to death and their properties
confiscat~d. With the funds so acquired, he paid the arrears
due to the soldiers of Dexippus, and doubled the pay of his
own Syracusan division. These measures procured for him
1
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immense popularity, not merely with all the soldiers, but also
with the Geloan Demos, whom he had relieved from the
dominion of their wealthy oligarchy. Accordingly, after passing
a public vote, testifying their gratitude, and bestowing upon
him large rewards, they despatched envoys to carry the formal
expression of their sentiments to Syracuse. Dionysius resolved
to go back thither at the same time, with his Syracusan soldiers;
and tried to prevail on Dexippus to accompany him with his
own division. This being refused, he went thither with his
Syracusans alone. To the Geloans, who earnestly entreated
that they might not be forsaken when the enemy was daily
expected, he contented himself with replying that he would
presently return with a larger force. 1
A third step was thus obtained. Dionysius was going back
to Syracuse with a testimonial of admiration and gratitude
from Gela-with increased attachment on the part of his own
soldiers, on account of the double pay-and with the means of
coining and circulating a new delusion. It was on the day of
a solemn festival that he reached the town, just as the citizens
were coming in crowds out of the theatre. Amidst the bustle
of such a scene as well as of the return of the soldiers, many
citizens flocked around him to inquire, What news about the
Carthaginians? '"Do not ask about your foreign enemies
(was the reply of Dionysius); you have much worse enemies
within among you. Your magistrates-these very men upon
whose watch you rely during the indulgence of the festivalthey are the traitors who are pillaging the public money, leaving
the soldiers unpaid, and neglecting all necessary preparation, at
a moment when the enemy with an immense host is on the
point of assailing you. I kriew their treachery long ago, but I
have now positive proof of it. For Imilkon sent to me an
envoy, under pretence of treating about the prisoners, but in
reality to purchase my silence and connivance; he tendered
to me a larger bribe than he had given to them, if I would
consent to refrain from hindering them, since I could not be
induced to take part in their intrigues. This is too much. I
am come home now to throw up my command. While my
colleagues are corruptly bartering away their country, I am
willing to take my share as a citizen in the common risk,
but I cannot endure to incur shame as an accomplice in their
treachery."
Such bold allegations, scattered by Dionysius among the
crowd pressing round him-renewed at length, with emphatic
1
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formality, in the regular assembly held the next day-and
concluding with actual resignation-struck deep terror into the
Syracusan mind. He spoke with authority, not merely as one
fresh from the frontier exposed, but also as bearing the grateful
testimonial of the Geloans, echoed with enthusiasm by the
soldiers whose pay he had recently doubled. His assertion
of the special message from Imilkon, probably an impudent
falsehood, was confidently accepted and backed by all these
men, as well as by his other partisans, the Hermokratean party,
and most of all by the restored exiles. What defence the
accused generals made, or tried to make, we are not told. It
was not likely to prevail, nor did it prevail, against the positive
deposition of a witness so powerfully seconded. The people,
persuaded of their treason, were incensed against them, and
trembled at the thought of being left, by the resignation of
Dionysius, to the protection of such treacherous guardians
against the impending invasion .. Now was the time for his
partisans to come forward with their main proposition : " Why
not get rid of these traitors, and keep Dionysius alone? Leave
them to be tried and punished at a more convenient season ;
but elect him at once general with full powers, to make head
against the pressing emergency from without. Do not wait
until the enemy is actually assaulting our walls. Dionysius is
the man for our purpose, the only one with whom we have
a chance of safety. Recollect that our glorious victory over
the 3oo,ooo Carthaginians at Himera was achieved by Gelon
acting as general with full powers." Such rhetoric was
irresistible in the present temper of the assembly-when the
partisans of Dionysius were full of audacity and acclamationwhen his opponents were discomfited, suspicious of each other,
and without any positive scheme to propose-and when the
storm which had already overwhelmed Selinus, Himera, and
Agrigentum, was about to burst on Gela and Syracuse. A
vote of the assembly was passed, appointing Dionysius general
of the city, alone, and with full powers ; 1 by what majority we
do not know.
The first use which the new general-plenipotentiary made of
his dignity, was to propose, in the same assembly, that the pay
of the soldiers should be doubled. Such liberality (he said)
would be the best means of stimulating their zeal; while in
regard to expense, there need be no hesitation ; the money
might easily be provided.
Thus was consummated the fourth, and most important, act
1
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of the despot's progress. A vote of the assembly had been
obtained, passed in constitutional forms, vesting in Dionysius
a single-handed power unknown to and above the lawsunlimited and unrcsponsible. But he was well aware that the
majority of those who thus voted had no intention of permanently abnegating their freedom-that they meant only to
create a temporary dictatorship, under the pressing danger of
the moment, for the express purpose of preserving their freedom
against a foreign enemy-and that even thus much had been
obtained by impudent delusion and calumny, which subsequent
reflection would speedily dissipate. No sooner had the vote
passed than symptoms of regret and alarm became manifest
among the people. What one assembly had conferred, a
second repentant assembly might revoke.l It therefore now
remained for Dionysius to ensure the perpetuity of his power
by some organised means ; so as to prevent the repentance, of
which he already discerned the commencement, from realising
itself in any actual revocation. For this purpose he required
a military force extra-popular and anti-popular; bound to
himself and not to the city.
He had indeed acquired
popularity with the Syracusan as well as with the mercenary
soldiers, by doubling and ensuring their pay.
He had
energetic adherents, prepared to go all lengths on his behalf,
especially among the restored exiles. This was an important
basis, but not sufficient for his objects without the presence
of a special body of guards, constantly and immediately
available, chosen as well as controlled by himself, yet acting
in such vocation under the express mandate and sanction
of the people. He required a further vote of the people,
legalising for his use such a body of guards.
But with all his powers of delusion, and all the zeal of his
partisans, he despaired of getting any such vote from an
assembly held at Syracuse. Accordingly, he resorted to a
manceuvre, proclaiming that he had resolved on a march to
Leontini, and summoning the full military force of Syracuse
(up to the age of forty) to march along with him, with orders
for each man to bring with him thirty days' provision.
1 Diodor. xiii. 95·
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Leontini had been, a few years before, an independent city;
but was now an outlying fortified post, belonging to the
Syracusans ; wherein various foreign settlers, and exiles from
the captured Sicilian cities, had obtained permission to reside.
Such men, thrown out of their position and expectations
as citizens, were likely to lend either their votes or their
swords willingly to the purposes of Dionysius. While he thus
found many new adherents there, besides those whom he
brought with him, he foresaw that the general body of the
Syracusans, and especially those most disaffected to him,
would not be disposed to obey his summons or accompany
him.l For nothing could be more preposterous, in a public
point of view, than an outmarch of the whole Syracusan force
for thirty days to Leontini, where there was neither danger to
be averted nor profit to be reaped; at a moment too when the
danger on the side of Gela was most serious, from the formidable Carthaginian host at Agrigentum.
Dionysius accordingly set out with a force which purported,
ostensibly and according to summons, to be the full military
manifestation of Syracuse; but which, in reality, comprised
mainly his own adherents. On encamping for the night near
to Leontini, he caused a factitious clamour and disturbance to
be raised during the darkness around his own tent-ordered
fires to be kindled-summoned on a sudden his most intimate
friends-and affected to retire under their escort to the citadel.
On the morrow an assembly was convened, of the Syracusans
and residents present, purporting to be a Syracusan assembly;
Syracuse in military guise, or as it were in Comitia Centuriata
-to employ an ancient phrase belonging to the Roman
republic. Before this assembly Dionysius appeared, and threw
himself upon their protection ; affirming that his life had been
assailed during the preceding night-calling upon them empha·
tically to stand by him against the incessant snares of his enemies
-and demanding for that purpose a permanent body of guards.
His appeal, plausibly and pathetically turned, and doubtless
warmly seconded by zealous partisans, met with complete
success. The assembly-Syracusan or quasi-Syracusan, though
held at Leontini-passed a formal decree, granting to Dionysius
1
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a body-guard of 6oo men, selected by himself and responsible
to him alone. 1 One speaker indeed proposed to limit the
guards to such a number as should be sufficient to protect him
against any small number of personal enemies, but not to render
him independent of, or formidable to, the many. 2 But such
precautionary refinement was not likely to be much considered,
when the assembly was dishonest or misguided enough to pass
the destructive vote here solicited; and even if embodied in
the words of the resolution, there were no means of securing
its observance in practice. The regiment of guards being once
formally sanctioned, Dionysius heeded little the limit of
number prescribed to him. He immediately enrolled more
than Iooo men, selected as well for their bravery as from their
poverty and desperate position. He provided them with the
choicest arms, and promised to them the most munificent pay.
To this basis of a certain permanent, legalised, regiment of
household troops, he added further a sort of standing army,
composed of mercenaries hardly less at his devotion than the
guards properly so called. In addition to the mercenaries
already around him, he invited others from all quarters, by
tempting offers ; choosing by preference outlaws and profligates.
and liberating slaves for the purpose. 3 Next, summoning from
Gela Dexippus the Laced~monian, with the troops under his
command, he sent this officer away to Peloponnesus-as a man
not trustworthy for his purpose and likely to stand forward on
behalf of the freedom of Syracuse. He then consolidated all
the mercenaries under one organisation, officering them anew
with men devoted to himself.
This fresh military levy and organisation was chiefly accomplished during his stay at Leontini, without the opposition
which would probably have arisen if it had been done at
Syracuse; to which latter place Dionysius marched back, in
an attitude far more imposing than when he left it. He now
entered the gates at the head not only of his chosen body-guard,
but also of a regular army of mercenaries, hired by and
dependent upon himself. He marched them at once into the
islet of Ortygia (the interior and strongest part of the city,
commanding the harbour), established his camp in that
1
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.acropolis of Syracuse, and stood forth as despot conspicuously
in the eyes of all. Though the general sentiment among the
people was one of strong repugnance, yet his powerful military
force and strong position rendered all hope of opel) resistance
.desperate. And the popular assembly--convoked under the
pressure of this force, and probably composed of none but his
partisans-was found so subservient, as to condemn and
-execute, upon his requisition, Daphnreus and Demarchus;
These two men, both wealthy and powerful in Syracuse, had
been his chief opponents, and were seemingly among the very
generals whom he had incited the people to massacre on the
spot without any form of trial, in one of the previous public
.assemblies. 1 One step alone remained to decorate the
ignoble origin of Dionysius, and to mark the triumph of the
Hermokratean party by whom its elevation had been mainly
brought about. He immediately married the daughter of
Hermokrates; giving his own sister in marriage to Polyxenus,
the brother of that deceased chief. 2
Thus was consummated the fifth or closing act of the
<l.espot's progress, rendering Dionysius master of the lives
and fortunes of his fellow-countrymen. The successive stages
-of his rise I have detailed from Diodorus, who (excepting a hint
-or two from Aristotle) is our only informant. His authority is
<On this occasion better than usual, since he had before him
not merely Ephorus and Timreus, but also Philistus. He is,
moreover, throughout this whole narrative at least clear and
.consistent with himself. We understand enough of the political
strategy pursued by Dionysius, to pronounce that it was
.adapted to his end with a degree of skill that would have
.greatly struck a critical eye like Machiavel ; whose analytical
.appreciation of means, when he is canvassing men like
Dionysius, has been often unfairly construed as if it implied
sympathy with and approbation of their end. We see that
Dionysius, in putting himself forward as the chief and
'representative of the Hermokratean party, acquired the means
-of employing a greater measure of fraud and delusion than an
exile like Hermokrates, in prosecution of the same ambitious
purposes. Favoured by the dangers of the state and the agony
-of the public mind, he was enabled to simulate an ultrademocratical ardour both in defence of the people against the
Tich, and in denunciation of the unsuccessful or incompetent
generals, as if they were corrupt traitors. Though it would
seem that the government of Syracuse, in 406 B.c., must have
1
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been strongly democratical, yet Dionysius in his ardour for
popular rights treats it as an anti-popular oligarchy; and tries
to acquire the favour of the people by placing himself in
the most open quarrel and antipathy to the rich. Nine years
before, in the debate between Hermokrates and Athenagoras
in the Syracusan assembly, the former stood forth, or at least
was considered to stand forth, as champion of the rich ; while
the latter spoke as a conservative democrat, complaining of
conspiracies on the part of the rich. In 406 B.c. the leader
of the Hermokratean party has reversed this policy, assuming
a pretended democratical fervour much more violent than that
of Athenagoras. Dionysius-who took up the trade of what
is called a demagogue on this one occasion, simply for the
purpose of procuring one single vote in his own favour, and
then shutting the door by force against all future voting and
all correction-might resort to grosser falsehood than Athenagoras ; who, as an habitual speaker, was always before the
people, and even if successful by fraud at one meeting, was
nevertheless open to exposure at a second.
In order that the voting of any public assembly shall be
really available as a protection to the people, its votes must
not only be preceded by full and free discussion, but must
also be open from time to time to re-discussion and correction.
That error will from time to time be committed, as well by the
collective people as by particular fractions of the people, is
certain ; opportunity for amendment is essential. A vote
which is understood to be final, and never afterwards to be
corrigible, is one which can hardly turn to the benefit of the
people themselves, though it may often, as in the case of
Dionysius, promote the sinister purposes of some designing
protector.

CHAPTER LXXXII
SICILY DURING THE DESPOTISM OF THE ELDER DIONYSIUS
AT SYRACUSE
THE proceedings, recounted at the close of my last chapter,
whereby Dionysius erected his despotism, can hardly have
occupied less than three months; coinciding nearly with the
first months of 405 B.c., inasmuch as Agrigentum was taken
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about the winter solstice of 406 s.c.l He was not molested
during this period by the Carthaginians, who were kept
inactive in quarters at Agrigentum, to repose after the hardships of the blockade; employed in despoiling the city of its
moveable ornaments, for transmission to Carthage-and in
burning or defacing, with barbarous antipathy, such as could
not be carried away. 2 In the spring Imilkon moved forward
towards Gela, having provided himself with fresh siegemachines. He ensured his supplies from the Carthaginian
territory in his rear. Finding no army to oppose him, he
spread his troops over the territory both of Gela and of
Kamarina, where· much plunder was collected and much
property ruined. He then returned to attack Gela, and
established a fortified camp by clearing some plantationground near the river of the same name, between the city and
the sea. On this spot stood, without the walls, a colossal
statue of Apollo, which Imilkon caused to be carried off and
sent as a present to Tyre.
Gela was at this moment defended only by its own citizens,
for Dionysius had called away Dexippus with the mercenary
troops. Alarmed at the approach of the formidable enemy
who had already mastered Agrigentum, Himera, and Selinus
-the Geloans despatched pressing entreaties to Dionysius for
aid; at the same time resolving to send away their women and
children for safety to Syracuse. But the women, to whom the
idea of separation was intolerable, supplicated so earnestly to
be allowed to stay and share the fortunes of their fathers and
husbands, that this resolution was abandoned. In expectation
l Xen. Hellen.
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The year meant here is an Olympic year, from Midsummer to Midsummer ; so that the middle months of it would fall in the first quarter of
the Julian year.
If we compare however Xen. Hellen. i. 5, 21 with ii. 2, 24, we shall see
that the indications of time cannot both be correct ; for the acquisition of
the despotism by Dionysius followed immediately, and as a consequence
directly brought about, upon the capture of Agrigentum by the Carthaginians.
It seems to me that the mark of time is not quite accurate in either one
passage or the other. The capture of Agrigentum took place at the close
of B.C. 406; the acquisition of the despotism by Dionysius, in the early
months of 405 B.C., as Diodorus places them. Both events are in the same
Olympic year, between Midsummer 406 ,B.C. and Midsummer 405 B.C.
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<Jther. Compare Dodwell, Chronolog. Xenoph. ad ann. 407 B.C.
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of speedy relief from Dionysius, the defence was brave and
energetic. While parties of the Geloans, well acquainted with
the country, sallied out and acted with great partial success
against the Carthaginian plunderers-the mass of the citizens
repelled the assaults of Imilkon against the walls. His
battering machines and storming parties were brought to bear
on several places at once; the walls themselves-being neither
in so good a condition, nor placed upon so unassailable an
eminence, as those of Agrigentum-gave way on more than
one point. Yet still the besieged, with obstinate valour,
frustrated every attempt to penetrate within ; re-establishing
during the night the breaches which had been made during
the day. The feebler part of their population aided, by every
means in their power, the warriors on the battlements ; so the
defence was thus made good until Dionysius appeared with
the long-expected reinforcement. It comprised his newlylevied mercenaries, with the Syracusan citizens, and succours
from the Italian as well as from the Sicilian Greeks; amounting in all to so,ooo men, according to Ephorus-to 3o,ooo
foot, and 1ooo horse, as Timreus represented. A fleet of
fifty ships of war sailed round Cape Pachynus to co-operate
with them off Gela.l
Dionysius fixed his position between Gela and the sea,
opposite to that of the Carthaginians, and in immediate
communication with his fleet. His presence having suspended
the assaults upon the town, he became in his turn the aggressor ;
employing both his cavalry and his fleet to harass the Carthaginians and intercept their supplies. The contest now assumed
a character nearly the same as had taken place before Agrigentum, and which had ended so unfavourably to the Greeks.
At length, after twenty days of such desultory warfare,
Dionysius, finding that he had accomplished little, laid his
plan for a direct attack upon the Carthaginian camp. On the
side towards the sea, as no danger had been expected, that
camp was unfortified ; it was there, accordingly, that Dionysius
resolved to make his principal attack with his left division,
consisting principally of Italiot Greeks, sustained by the
Syracusan ships, who were to attack simultaneously from
seaward. He designed at the same time also to strike blows
from two other points. His right division, consisting of
Sicilian allies, was ordered to march on the right or western
side of the town of Gela, and thus fall upon the left of the
Carthaginian camp ; while he himself, with the mercenary
1
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troops which he kept specially around him, intended to
advance through the town itself, and assail the advanced or
central portion of their position near the walls, where their
battering machinery was posted. His cavalry were directed to
hold themselves in reserve for pursuit, in case the attack
proved successful ; or for protection to the retreating infantry,
in case it failed. 1
Of this combined scheme, the attack upon the left or
seaward side of the Carthaginian camp, by the Italiot division
and the fleet in concert, was effectively executed, and promised
at first to be successful. The assailants overthrew the bulwarks,
forced their way into the camp, and were only driven out by
extraordinary efforts on the part of the defenders; chiefly
Iberians and Campanians, but reinforced from the other
portions of the army, which were as yet unmolested. But
of the two other divisions of Dionysius, the right did not
attack until long after the moment intended, and the centre
never attacked at all. The right had to make a circuitous
march, over the Geloan plain round the city, which occupied
longer time than had been calculated ; while Dionysius with
the mercenaries around him, intending to march through the
city, found themselves so obstructed and embarrassed that
they made very slow progress, and were yet longer before they
could emerge on the Carthaginian side. Probably the streets,
as in so many other ancient towns, were crooked, narrow, and
irregular ; perhaps also, further blocked up by precautions
recently taken for defence. And thus the Sicilians on the
right, not coming up to the attack until the Italians on the
left had been already repulsed, were compelled to retreat;
after a brave struggle, by the concurrent force of the mair,
Carthaginian army. Dionysius and his mercenaries, coming
up later still, found that the moment for attack had passed
altogether, and returned back into the city without fighting
at all.
Whether the plan or the execution was here at fault-or
both the one and the other-we are unable certainly to
determine. There will appear reasons for suspecting that
Dionysius was not displeased at a repulse which should
discourage his army, and furnish an excuse for abandoning
Gela. After retiring again within the walls, he called together
his principal friends to consult what was best to be done. All
were of opinion that it was imprudent to incur further hazard
for the preservation of the town. Dionysius now found himself
1
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in the same position as Diokles after the defeat near Himera,
and as Daphmeus and the other Syracusan generals before·
Agrigentum, after the capture of their provision-fleet by the·
Carthaginians. He felt constrained to abandon Gela, taking
the best means in his power for protecting the escape of the inhabitants. Accordingly, to keep the intention of flight secret,
he sent a herald to Imilkon to solicit a burial-truce for the
ensuing day; he also set apart a body of zooo light troops,
with orders to make noises in front of the enemy throughout
the whole night, and to keep the lights and fires burning, so
as to prevent any suspicion on the part of the Carthaginians.l
Under cover of these precautions, he caused the Geloan
population to evacuate their city in mass at the commencement
of night, while he himself with his main army followed at
midnight to protect them. All hurried forward on their march
to Syracuse, turning to best account the hours of darkness.
On their way thither lay Kamarina-Kamarina the immoveable,!?
as it was pronounced by an ancient oracle or legend, yet on
that fatal night seeming to falsify the epithet. Not thinking
himself competent to defend this city, Dionysius forced ~ll the
Kamarimean population to become partners in the flight of the
Geloans. The same heart-rending scene, which has already
been recounted at Agrigentum and Himera, was now seen
repeated on the road from Gela to Syracuse; a fugitive
multitude, of all ages and of both sexes, free as well as slave,.
destitute and terror-stricken, hurrying they knew not whither,
to get beyond the reach of a merciless enemy. The flight to
Syracuse, however, was fortunately not molested by any
pursuit. At daybreak the Carthaginians, discovering the
abandonment of the city, immediately rushed in and took
possession of it. As very little of the valuable property within
it had been removed, a rich plunder fell into the hands of the
conquering host, whose barbarous hands massacred indiscriminately the miserable remnant left behind ; old men, sick,
and children, unable to accompany a flight so sudden and so
rapid. Some of the conquerors further satiated their ferocious
instincts by crucifying or mutilating these unhappy prisoners.3
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Amidst the sufferings of this distressed multitude, however,
and the compassion of the protecting army, other feelings
also were powerfully aroused. Dionysius, who had been so
unmeasured and so effective in calumniating unsuccessful
generals before, was now himself exposed to the same arrows.
Fierce were the bursts of wrath and hatred against him, both
among the fugitives and among the army. He was accused of
having betrayed to the Carthaginians, not only the army, but
also Gela and Kamarina, in order that the Syracusans, intimidated by these formidable neighbours so close to their borders,
might remain in patient servitude under his dominion. It was
remarked that his achievements for the relief of Gela had been
unworthy of the large force which he brought with him ; that
the loss sustained in the recent battle had been nowise
sufficient to compel, or even to excuse, a disgraceful flight ;
that the mercenaries especially, the force upon which he most
relied, had not only sustained no loss, but had never been
brought into action ; that while his measures taken against
the enemy had thus been partial and inefficient, they on their
side had manifested no disposition to pursue him in his flight
-thus affording a strong presumption of connivance between
them. Dionysius was denounced as a traitor by all-except
his own mercenaries, whom he always kept near him for
security. The Italiot allies, who had made the attack and
sustained the main loss during the recent battle, were so
incensed against him for having left them thus unsupported,
that they retired in a body, and marched across the centre of
the island home to Italy.
But the Syracusans in the army, especially the horsemen,
the principal persons in the city, had a double ground of anger
against Dionysius ; partly from his misconduct or supposed
treachery in this recent enterprise, but still more from the
despotism which he had just erected over his fellow-citizens.
This despotism, having been commenced in gross fraud, and
consummated by violence, was now deprived of the only
plausible colour which it had ever worn-since Dionysius had
been just as disgracefully unsuccessful against the Carthaginians,
as those other generals whom he had denounced and superseded. Determined to rid themselves of one whom they hated
at once as a despot and as a traitor, the Syracusan horsemen
watched for an opportunity of setting upon Dionysius during
the retreat, and killing him. But finding him too carefully
guarded by the mercenaries who always surrounded his person,
. they went off in a body, and rode at their best speed to
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Syracuse, with the full purpose of re-establishing the freedom
of the city, and keeping out Dionysius. As they arrived before
any tidings had been received of the defeat and flight at Gela,
they obtained admission without impediment into the islet of
Ortygia ; the primitive interior city, commanding the docks
and harbour, set apart by the despot for his own residence
and power. They immediately assaulted and plundered the
house of Dionysius, which they found richly stocked with gold,
silver, and valuables of every kind. He had been despot but
a few weeks; so that he must have begun betimes to despoil
others, since it seems ascertained that his own private property
was by no means large. The assailants not only plundered
his house with all its interior wealth, but also maltreated his
wife so brutally that she afterwards died of the outrage. 1
Against this unfortunate woman they probably cherished a
double antipathy, not only as the wife of Dionysius, but also
as the daughter of Hermokrates. They at the same time
spread abroad the news that Dionysius had fled never to
return; for they fully confided in the disruption which they
had witnessed among the retiring army, and in the fierce
wrath which they had heard universally expressed against him. 2
After having betrayed his army, together with Gela and
Kamarina, to the Carthaginians, by a flight without any real
ground of necessity (they asserted)-he had been exposed,
disgraced, and forced to flee in reality, before the just displeasure of his own awakened fellow-citizens. Syracuse was
now free; and might, on the morrow, reconstitute formally
her popular government.
Had these Syracusans taken any reasonable precautions
against adverse possibilities, their assurances would probably
have proved correct. The career of Dionysius would here
have ended. But while they abandoned themselves to the
plunder of his house and brutal outrage against his wife, they
were so rashly confident in his supposed irretrievable ruin, and
in their own mastery of the insular portion of the city, that they
neglected to guard the gate of Achradina (the outer city) against
his re-entry. The energy and promptitude of Dionysius proved
too much for them. Informed of their secession from the army,
and well knowing their sentiments, he immediately divined their
projects, and saw that he could only defeat them by audacity and
suddenness of attack. Accordingly, putting himself at the head
of his best and most devoted soldiers-roo horsemen and 6oo
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foot-he left his army and proceeded by· a forced march to
Syracuse; a distance of 400 stadia, or about 45 English miles.
He arrived there about midnight, and presented himself, not at
the gate of Ortygia, which he had probably ascertained to be in
possession of his enemies, but at that of Achradina; which
htter (as has been already mentioned) formed a separate
fortification from Ortygia, with the Nekropolis between them.l
Though the gate was shut, he presently discovered it to be
unguarded, and was enabled to apply to it some reeds gathered
in the marshes on his road, so as to set it on fire and burn it.
So eager had he been for celerity of progress, that at the
moment when he reached the gate, a part only of his division
were with him. But as the rest arrived while the flames were
doing their work, he entered, with the whole body, into
Achradina or the outer city. Marching rapidly through the
streets, he became master, without resistance, of all this portion
Q[ the city, and of the agora, or market-place, which formed its
chief open space. His principal enemies, astounded by this
alarming news, hastened out of Ortygia into Achradina, and
tried to occupy the agora. But they found it already in
possession of Dionysius; and being themselves very few in
number, having taken no time to get together any considerable
armed body, they were overpowered and slain by his mercenaries.
Dionysius was thus strong enough to vanquish all his enemies,
who entered Achradina in small and successive parties, without
any order, as they came out of Ortygia. He then proceeded
to attack the houses of those whom he knew to be unfriendly to
his dominion, slew such as he could find within, and forced the
rest to seek shelter in exile. The great body of the Syracusan
horsemen-who but the evening before were masters of the city,
and might with common prudence have maintained themselves
in it-were thus either destroyed or driven into banishment.
As exiles they established themselves in the town of JEtna. 2
Thus master of the city, Dionysius was joined on the ensuing
day by the main body of his mercenaries, and also by the
Sicilian allies, who had now completed their march. The
1 Diodor. xiii. II3.
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illustrating the siege of the town by the Athenians ; also to a third plan,
.at the end of vol. xi., representing Syracuse as it stood at the close of the "
Jife of Dionysius, with his additions. .
·
2 Diodor. xiii. 113.
Compare Xenoph. Hellen. ii. 3, 5·
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miserable sufferers from Gela and Kamarina, who looked upon.
him with indignation as their betrayer-went to reside at
Leontini; seemingly as companions of the original Leontine
citizens, who had been for some time domiciliated at Syracuse~
but who no longer chose to remain there under Dionysius.
Leontini thus became again an independent city.1
Though the disasters at Gela had threatened to ruin
Dionysius, yet he was now, through his recent victory, more
master of Syracuse than ever ; and had more completely trodden
down his opponents. The horsemen whom he had just
destroyed and chased away, were for the most part the rich
and powerful citizens of Syracuse. To have put down such
formidable enemies, almost indispensable as leaders to any
party which sought to rise against him, was the strongest of all
negative securities for the prolongation of his reign. There
was no public assembly any longer at Syracuse, to which he
had to render account of his proceedings at Gela and Kamarina,
and before which he was liable to be arraigned-as he himself
had arraigned his predecessors who had commanded at Himera
and Agrigentum. All such popular securities he .had already
overridden or subverted. The superiority of force, and intimidation of opponents, upon which his rule rested, were now
more manifest and more decisive than ever.
Notwithstanding such confirmed position, however, Dionysius.
might still have found defence difficult, if Imilkon had
marched on with his victorious army, fresh from the plunder of
Gela and Kamarina, and had laid energetic siege to Syracuse.
From all hazard and alarm of this sort, he was speedily relieved,
by propositions for peace, which came spontaneously tendered
by the Carthaginian general. Peace was concluded between
them, on the following terms : I. The Carthaginians shall retain all their previous possessions, and all their Sikanian dependencies, in Sicily. They
shall keep, besides, Selinus, Himera, and Agrigentum. The
towns of Gela and Kamarina may be re-occupied by their
present fugitive inhabitants; but on condition of paying tribute
to Carthage, and destroying their walls and fortifications.
1 Xenophon (Hellen. ii. 3, 5) states that "the Leon tines, co-residents at
Syracuse, revolted to their own city from Dionysius and the Syracusans. ''
This migration to Leontini seems a part of the same transaction as what
" Diodorus notices (xiii. 113). Leontini, recognised as independent by the
peace which speedily followed, is mentioned again shortly afterwards as
independent (xiv. 14). It had been annexed to Syracuse before the
Athenian siege.
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z. The inhabitants of Leontini and Messene, as well as all
the Sikel inhabitants, shall be independent and autonomous.
3· The Syracusans shall be subject to Dionysius.l
4· All the captives, and all the ships, taken on both sides,
shall be mutually restored.
Such were the conditions upon which peace was now concluded. Though they were extremely advantageous to Carthage,
assigning to her, either as subject or as tributary, the whole of
the southern shore of Sicily-yet as Syracuse was, after all, the
great prize to be obtained, the conquest of which was essential
to the security of all the remainder, we are astonished that
Imilkon did not push forward to attack it, at a moment so
obviously promising. It appears that immediately after the
conquest of Gela and Kamarina, the Carthaginian army was
visited by a pestilential distemper, which is said to have
destroyed nearly the half of it, and to have forbidden future
operations. The announcement of this event however, though
doubtless substantially exact, comes to us in a way somewhat confused. 2 And when we read, as one of the articles
Diodor. xiii. 114.
Diodor. xiii. 114.
Diodorus begins this chapter with the words-At611"ep iJ?l'o -rwv 1rpa"))-

1

2

p.cl TCJJV

0.va.'YIC0.(6p.€VOS

'lp.[A.KWV,

~1r€tJ.lf!EV els ~VpO.KO{)(tas K-f}pvKa,
'Aup.~vws 0, lnraKoVua.vTos ToV

'1To.paKaA.Wv ToVs -ijT'TTJt-tJvovs 8tai\VtTatT8at.

Awvvulov, -r~v elp~ V'l/V ~1rl -ro'iu5e l6ev-ro, &c.
Now there is not the smallest matter of fact either mentioned or indicated
before, to which the word 5t67rep can have reference. Nothing is mentioned
but success on the part of the Carthaginians, and disaster on the part of
the Greeks; the repulse of the attack made by Dionysius upon the Cartha·
ginian camp-his retreat and evacuation of Gela and Kamarina-the
occupation of Gela by the Carthaginians-the disorder, mutiny, and partial
dispersion of the army of Dionysius in its retreat-the struggle within the
walls of Syracuse. There is nothing in all this to which 5ui11'<p can refer.
But a few lines farther on, after the conditions of peace have been specified,
Diodorus alludes to the terrible disease (iJ11'o -rfis v&uov) which laid waste
the Carthaginian army, as if he had mentioned it before.
I find in Niebuhr (Vortriige tiber alte Geschichte, vol. iii. pp. 212, 213)
the opinion expressed, that here is a gap in Diodorus "intentionally disguised in the MSS., and not yet noticed by any editor." Some such conclusion seems to me unavoidable. Niebuhr thinks, that in the lost portion
of the text, it was stated that Imilkon marched on to Syracuse, formed the
siege of the place, and was there visited with the terrific pestilence to which
allusion is made in the remaining portion of the text. This also is nowise
improbable; yet I do not venture to assert it-since the pestilence may
possibly have broken out while Imilkon was still at Gela.
Niebuhr further considers, that Dionysius lost the battle of Gela through
miserable generalship-that he lost it by design, as suitable to his political JO!:
projects-and that by the terms of the subsequent treaty, he held the
territory round Syracuse only under Carthaginian supremacy.
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[n the treaty, the express and formal provision that "The
Syracusans shall be subject to Dionysius "-we discern plainly,
that there was also an additional cause for this timely overture,
so suitable to his interests. There was real ground for those
bitter complaints against Dionysius, which charged him with
having betrayed Gela and Kamarina to the Carthaginians in
order to assure his own dominion at Syracuse. The Carthaginians, in renouncing all pretensions to Syracuse and
recognising its autonomy, could have no interest in dictating
its internal government. If they determined to recognise by
formal treaty the sovereignty as vested in Dionysius, we may
fairly conclude that he had purchased the favour from them by
some underhand service previously rendered. In like manner
both Hiketas and Agathokles-the latter being the successor,
and in so many points the parallel of Dionysius, ninety years
afterwards-availed themselves of Carthaginian support as one
stepping-stone to the despotism of Syracuse.l
The pestilence, however, among the Carthaginian army is
said to have been so terrible as to destroy nearly the half of
their numbers. The remaining half, on returning to Africa,
either found it already there, or carried it with them; for the
mortality at and around Carthage was not less deplorable than
in Sicily. 2
It was in the summer of 40 5 B.c. that this treaty was con eluded,
which consigned all the Hellenic ground on the south of Sicily
to the Carthaginian dominion, and Syracuse with its population
to that of Dionysius. It was in September or October of the
same year that Lysander effected his capture of the entire
Athenian fleet at .iEgospotami, destroyed the maritime ascendency and power of Athens, and gave commencement to the
Laced::emonian empire, completed by the actual surrender of
Athens during the ensuing year. The Dekarchies and Harmosts,
planted by Lysander in so many cities of the central Hellenic
world, commenced their disastrous working nearly at the same
time as the despotism of Dionysius in Syracuse. This is a point
to be borne in mind, in reference to the coming period. The
new position and policy wherein Sparta now became involved,
imparted to her a sympathy with Dionysius such as in earlier
times she probably would not have felt; and which contributed materially, in a secondary way, to the durability
of his dominion, as well by positive intrigues of Laced::eUlonian agents, as by depriving the oppressed Syracusans
1
2

Justin, xxii. 2; Plutarch, Timoleon, c.
Diodor. xiii. I 14.

2,

7, 9·
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-of effective aid or countenance from Corinth or other part:
of Greece. 1
The period immediately succeeding this peace was one o
distress, depression, and alarm, throughout all the south o
Sicily. According to the terms of the treaty, Gela anc
Kamarina might be re-occupied by their fugitive population
yet with demolished walls-with all traces of previous opulenc(
.and comfort effaced by the plunderers-and under the necessitJ
of paying tribute to Carthage. The condition of A.grigentum
Selinus, and Himera, now actually portions of Carthaginiar
territory, was worse; especially Agrigentum, hurl'ed at one blm1
from the loftiest pinnacle of prosperous independence. No fret
Hellenic territory was any longer to be fou:nd between Capt
Pachynus and Cape Lilybreum, beyond the Syracusan frontier
Amidst the profound discouragement of the Syracusan mind
the withdrawal from Sicily of the terror-striking Carthaginiar
.army would be felt as a relief, and would procure credit f01
Dionysius. 2 It had been brought about under him, thougr
not as a consequence of his exploits ; for his military operationf
against Imilkon at Gela had been completely unsuccessful (an(
even worse); and the Carthagiriians had suffered· no harrr
-except frcim the pestilence. White his partisans had thus 2
plea for extolling him as the saviour of the city, he alsc
;gathered strength in other ways out of the recent events. He
had obtained a formal recognition of his government from the
Carthaginians ; he had destroyed or banished the chief Syra-cusan citizens opposed to his dominion, and struck terror into
the rest ; he had brought back all his mercenary troops and
guards, without loss or dissatisfaction. He now availed himself
.of his temporary strength to provide precautions for perpetuity,
before the Syracusans should recover spirit, or obtain a favour·
.able opportunity, to resist.
Diodor. xiv. IO.
The valuable support lent to Dionysius by the Spartans is emphatically
-denounced by Isokrates, Orat. iv. (Panegyric.) s. 145; Orat. viii. (De
Pace) s. 122.
2 Plato, while he speaks of Dionysius and Hipparinus on this occasion as
the saviours of Syracuse, does not insist upon extraordinary valour and
.ability on their parts, but assigns the result mainly to fortune and the favour
<Jf the gods (Plato, Epistol. viii, p. 353 B; p. 355 F).
His letter is written with a view of recommending a compromise at Syra<:use, between the party of freedom, and the descendants of Dionysius and
Hipparinus; he thus tries to set up as good a case as he can, in favour oJ
the title of.both the two latter to the gratitude of the Syracusans.
He reluctantly admits how much Dionysius the elder afterwards abused
!the confidence placed in him by the Syracusans (p. 353 C).
1
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His first measure was to increase the fortifications of the
islet called Ortygia, strengthening it as a position to be held
'separately from Achradina and the remaining city. He constructed a new wall, provided with lofty turrets and elaborate
defences of every kind, immediately outside of the mole which
connected this islet with Sicily. On the outside of this new
wall, he provided convenient places for transacting business,
porticos spacious enough to shelter a considerable multitude,
and seemingly a djstinct strong fort, destined for a public
magazine of corn.l It suited his purpose that the trade of the
town should be carried on, and the persons of the traders con·
gregated, under or near the outer walls of his peculiar fortress.
As a further means of security, he also erected a distinct citadel
or acropolis within the islet and behind the new wall. The
citadel was close to the Lesser Harbour or Portus Lakkius.
Its walls were so extended as to embrace the whole of this
harbour, closing it up in such a way as to admit only one ship
at a time, though there was room for sixty ships within. He
was thus provided with an almost impregnable stronghold, not
only securing him against attack from the more numerous
population in the outer city, but enabling him to attack them
whenever he chose-and making him master, at the same time,
of the grand means of war and defence against foreign enemies.
To provide a fortress in the islet of Ortygia, was one step
towards perpetual dominion at Syracuse; to fill it with devoted
adherents, was another. For Dionysius, the instruments of
dominion were his mercenary troops and body-guards; men
chosen by himself from their aptitude to his views, identified
with him in interest, and consisting in large proportion not
merely of foreigners, but even of liberated slaves. To these
men he now proceeded to assign a permanent support and
residence. He distributed among them the houses in the islet
or interior stronghold, expelling the previous proprietors, and
permitting no one to reside there except his own intimate
partisans and soldiers. Their quarters were in the islet, while
he dwelt in the citadel-a fortress within a fortress, sheltering
his own person against the very garrison or standing army,
by means of which he kept Syracuse in subjection. 2 Having

1

1
That this was the position of the fortified korrea publica at Syracuse,
we see from Livy, xxiv. 21. I think we may presume that they were begun
at this time by Dionysius, as they form a natural part of his scheme.
2
Diodor. xiv. 7·
The residence of Dionysius in the acropolis, and the quarters of his
mercenaries without the acropolis, but still within Ortygia-are noticed in
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provided houses for his soldiers, by extruding the residents in
Ortygia- he proceeded to assign to them a comfortable maintenance, by the like wholesale dispossession of proprietors,
and re-appropriation of lands, without. He distributed anew
the entire Syracusan territory; reserving the best lands, and
the best shares, for his own friends and for the officers iri
command of his mercenaries-and apportioning the remaining
territory in equal shares to all the inhabitants, citizens as well
as non-citizens. By this distribution the latter became henceforward citizens as well as the former ; so far at least, as any
man could be properly called a citizen under his despotism.
Even the recently enfranchised slaves became new citizens and
proprietors as well as the rest.l
Respecting this sweeping change of property, it is mortifying
to have no further information than is contained in two or
three brief sentences of Diodorus. As a basis for entire redivision of lands, Dionysius would find himself already
possessed of the property of those Syracusan Horsemen or
Knights whom he had recently put down or banished. As
a matter of course, their property would be confiscated, and
would fall into his possession for re-assignment. It would
doubtless be considerable, inasmuch as these Horsemen were
for the most part wealthy men. From this basis, Dionysius
enlarged his scheme to the more comprehensive idea of a
general spoliation and re-appropriation, for the benefit of his
partisans and his mercenary soldiers. The number of these
last we do not know; but on an occasion not very long afterwards, the mercenaries under him are mentioned as amounting
to about Io,ooo. 2 To ensure landed properties to each of
these men, together with the monopoly of residence in
Ortygia, nothing less than a sweeping confiscation would
suffice. How far the equality of share, set forth in principle,
Plato's account of his visit to the younger Dionysius (Plato, Epistol. vii.
p. 350; Epist. iii. p. 315).
1 Diodor. xiv. 7·
Tijs ll< xdJpa.s T~V p.<v &plrTT71V l~eil.&p.wos lllwp~rra.TO
-lois T€ <j>(i\OIS Ka.l TOtS l<p' T/'"y<p.ov(a.s TETa.-yp.EVOIS" T~V IJ' /l.ll.l\.71V lp.EplrTH
l7rli1"71S Uv'l' TE Ka.l '11"071. iTp, rTVp.?rEpiJ\a.fJwv Trfi TWV 11"0AITWV ov&p.a.n

ToVs 7}A.ev8Epwp.Evovs Oo6Aovs, ot.s fKdAet VE07roA(Tas. ll.t€0w1le 0€ K«l -rCts
oltdas To"is ~xAots, 7ri\:fw -rWv Ev -rij N-hcrcp· -raVras 0€ To'is cpLAols Kal
Tols p.<rrOo<j>&po•s lfiwp~rra.To. 'E.,.el IJ~ Ti't Kc:Ti't T~v Tvpa.vvllla. 1<a.ll.ws €oOKEI

&c.
Diodor. xiv. 78.
·
So also, after the death of the elder Dionysius, Plutarch speaks of his
military force as having been fJa.pfJ&.pwv JLVpla.vllpov <j>vll.a.~e~v (Plutarch, Dion.
c. ro ). These expressions however have little pretence to numerical
accuracy.
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2
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vas or could be adhered to in practice, we cannot say. The
naxim of allowing residence in Ortygia to none but friends
.nd partisans, passed from Dionysius into a traditional obser·ance for future anti-popular governments of Syracuse. The
~oman consul Marcellus, when he subdued the city near two
:enturies afterwards, prescribed the rule of admitting into the
slet none but Romans, and of excluding all native Syracusan
·esidents. 1
Such mighty works of fortification, combined with so exten;ive a revolution both in property and in domicile, cannot have
)een accomplished in less than a considerable time, nor withmt provoking considerable resistance in detail. Nor is it to
)e forgotten that the pecuniary cost of such fortifications must
1ave been very heavy. How Dionysius contrived to levy the
noney, we do not know. Aristotle informs us that the conributions which he exacted from the Syracusans were so
!xorbitant, that within the space of five years, the citizens had
)aid into his hands their entire property; that is, 20 per cent.
>er annum upon their whole property. 2 To what years this
;tatement refers, we do not know; nor what was the amount
>f contribution exacted on the special occasion now before
zs. But we- may justly infer from it that Dioriysius would no~
;cruple to lay his hand heavily upon the Syracusans for the
~urpose of defraying the cost of his fortifications ; and that
he simultaneous burthen of large contributions would thus
:orne to aggravate the painful spoliation and transfers of
>roperty, and the still more intolerable mischiefs of a numerms standing army domiciled as masters in the heart of the
:ity. Under such circumstances, we are not surprised to learn
hat the discontent among the Syracusans was extreme, and
hat numbers of them were greatly mortified at having let slip
he favourable opportunity of excluding Dionysius when the
forsemen were actually for a moment masters of Syracuse,
>efore he suddenly came back from Gela. 3
Whatever might be the extent of indignation actually felt,
here could be no concert or manifestation in Syracuse, under
. watchful despot with the overwhelming force assembled in
)rtygia. But a suitable moment speedily occurred. Having
ompleted his fortress and new appropriation for the assured
1aintenance of the mercenaries, Dionysius resolved to attempt
1
2
1

Cicero in Verrem, v. 32, 84; 38, g8.
Aristotel. Politic. v. g, 4· Kai 7} elucpopCt.

1f'Evre ')'Ctp
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Diodorus, xiv. 7.
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a conquest of the autonomous Sikel tribes in the interior of the
island, some of whom had sided with Carthage in the recent
war. He accordingly marched out with a military force, consisting partly of his mercenary troops, partly of armed Syracusan citizens, under a commander named Dorikus. While
he was laying siege to the town of Erbessus, the Syracusan
troops, finding themselves assembled in arms and animated
with one common sentiment, began to concert measures for
open resistance to Dionysius. The commander Dorikus, in
striving to repress these manifestations, lifted up his hand to
chastise one of the most mutinous speakers ; 1 upon which the
soldiers rushed forward in a body to defend him. They slew
Dorikus, and proclaimed themselves again with loud shouts
free Syracusan citizens; calling upon all their comrades in the
camp to unite against the despot. They also sent a message.
forthwith to the town of .tEtna, inviting the immediate junction
of the Syracusan Horsemen, who had sought shelter there in
their exile from Dionysius. Their appeal found the warmest
sympathy among the Syracusan soldiers in the camp, all of
whom declared themselves decisively against the despot, and
prepared for every effort to recover their liberty.
So rapidly did this sentiment break out into vehement and
unanimous action, that Dionysius was too much intimidated
to attempt to put it down at once by means of his mercenaries.
Profiting by the lesson which he had received, after the return
march from Gela, he raised the siege of Erbessus forthwith, and
returned to Syracuse to make sure of his position in Ortygia,
before his Syracusan enemies could arrive there. Meanwhile
the latter, thus left full of joy and confidence, as well as
masters of the camp, chose for their leaders those soldiers who.
had slain Dorikus, and found themselves speedily reinforced
by the Horsemen, or returning exiles from .tEtna. Resolved
to spare no effort for liberating Syracuse, they sent envoys to ,
Messene and Rhegium, as well as to Corinth, for aid ; while
they at the same time marched with all their force to Syracuse,
imd encamped on the heights of Epipohe. It is not clear
whether they remained in this position, or whether they were
enabled, through the sympathy of the population, to possess
themselves further of the outer city Achradina, and with its
appendages Tycha and Neapolis. Dionysius was certainly cut
off from all communication with the country; but he maintained himself in his impregnable position in Ortygia, now,
1 Diodor. xiv. 7.
Compare an occurrence very similar, at Mend~ in'
Thrace (Thucyd. iv. 130).
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exclusively occupied by his chosen partisans and mercenaries.
If he even continued master of Achradina, he must have been
prevented from easy communication with it. The assailants
extended themselves under the walls of Ortygia, from Epipolre
to the Greater as well as to the Lesser Harbour. 1 A considerable naval force was sent to their aid from Messene and
Rhegium, giving to them the means of blocking him up on
the sea-side ; while the Corinthians, though they could grant
no further assistance, testified their sympathy by sending
Nikoteles as adviser.2 The leaders of the movement proclaimed Syracuse again a free city, offered large rewards for
the head of Dionysius, and promised equal citizenship to all
the mercenaries who should desert him.
. Several of the mercenaries attracted by such offers, as well
1 as intimidated by that appearance of irresistible force which
1 characterises the first burst of a popular movement, actually
( came over and were well received. Everything seemed to
1 promise success to the insurgents, who, not content with the
1 slow process of blockade, brought up battering machines, and
~ vehemently assaulted the walls of Ortygia.
Nothing now
< saved Dionysius except those elaborate fortifications which he
t had so recently erected, defying all attack. And even though
s sheltered by them, his position appeared to be so desperate,
r that desertion from Ortygia every day increased. He himself
t began to abandon the hope of maintaining his dominion ;
< discussing with his intimate friends the alternative, between
1 death under a valiant but hopeless resistance, and safety pur< chased by a dishonourable flight. There remained but one
< means of rescue ; to purchase the immediate aid of a body of
1200 mercenary Campanian cavalry, now in the Carthaginian
service, and stationed probably at Gela or Agrigentum. His
brother-in-law Polyxenus advised him to mount his swiftest
horse, to visit in person the Campanians, and bring them to
the relief of Ortygia. But this counsel was strenuously resisted by two intimate friends-Heloris and Megakles-who
t both impressed upon him, that the royal robe was the only
a honourable funeral garment, and that, instead of quitting his
( post at full speed, he ought to cling to it until he was dragged
c away by the leg. 3 Accordingly Dionysius determined to hold
r

1

2 Diodor. xiv. 10.
Diodor. xiv. 8.
Diodor. xiv. 8 ; xx. 78. Isokratt's, Or. vi. (Archidamus) sect. 49·
IL It appears that Timreus the historian ascribed this last observation to
i Philistus ; and Diodorus copies Timreus in one of the pass~es above re·
ferred to, though not in the other. But Philistus himself m his history
3
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out, without quitting Ortygia; sending private envoys to the
Campanians, with promises of large pay if they would march
immediately to his defence. The Carthaginians were probably under obligation not to. oppose this, having ensured
to Dionysius by special article .of treaty the possession of
Syracuse.
To gain time for their arrival by deluding and disarming the
assailants, Dionysius affected to abandon all hope of prolonged
defence, and sent to request permission to quit the city, along
with his private friends and effects. Permission. was readily
granted to him to depart with five· triremes. But as soon as
this evidence of success had been acquired,. the assailants
without abandoned themselves to extravagant joy and confidence, considering Dionysius as already subdued, and the
siege as concluded. Not merely was all further attack suspended, but the forces were in a great measure broken up.
The Horsemen were disbanded, by a proceeding alike unjust
and ungrateful, to be sent back to JEtna ; while the hoplites
dispersed about the country to their various lands and properties. The same difficulty of keeping a popular force long
together for any military operation requiring time, which had
been felt when the Athenians besieged their usurpers Kylon
and Peisistratus in the acropolis, 1 was now .experienced in
regard to the siege of Ortygia. Tired with the length of the
siege, the Syracusans blindly abandoned themselves to the
delusive . assurance held out by Dionysius;. without taking
heed to maintain their force. and efficiency undiminished,
until his promised departure should be converted into a
reality. In this unprepared and disorderly condition, they
were surprised by the sudden arrival of the Campanians, 2
asserted that the observation had been made by another person (Plutarch,
Dion. c. 35).
·
·
The saying seems to have been remembered and cited long afterwards in
Syracuse; but cited as having been delivered by Dionysius himself, not as
addressed to him (Livy, xxiv. 22).
Isokrat&s, while recording the saying, represents it as having been delivered when the Carthaginians were pressing Syracuse hardly by siege ; •
having in mind doubtless the siege or. blockade undertaken by I milk on seven
years afterwards. But I apprehend this to be a misconception. The story
seems to suit better to the earlier occasion named by Diodorus.
1 Herodotus, v. 7I; Thucydides, i. I12.
2 It is said that the Campanians, on their way to Syracuse, passed by
Agyriurn; and deposited their baggage in the care of Agyris the despot of
that town (Diodor. xiv. 9). But if we look at the position of Agyrium onJ
the map, it seems difficult to understand how mercenaries corning from the
Carthaginian territory, and in great haste to reach Syracuse, can have
·passed anywhere near to it.
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who, attacking and defeating them with considerable loss,
forced their way through to join Dionysius in Ortygia. At
the same time, a reinforcement of 300 fresh mercenaries
reached him by sea. The face of affairs was now completely
changed. The recent defeat produced among the assailants
not only discouragement, but also mutual recrimination and
quarrel. Some insisted upon still prosecuting the siege of
Ortygia, while others, probably the friends of the recently
dismissed Horsemen, declared in favour of throwing it up
altogether and joining the Horsemen at JEtna; a resolution,
which they seem at once to have executed. Observing his
opponents thus enfeebled and torn by dissension, Dionysius
sallied out and attacked them, near the suburb called Neapolis
or Newtown, on the south-west of Achradina. He was victorious, and forced them to disperse. But he took great pains
to prevent slaughter of the fugitives, riding up himself to
restrain his own troops; and he subsequently buried the slain
with due solemnity. He was anxious by these proceedings to
conciliate the remainder ; for the most warlike portion of his
opponents had retired to JEtna, where no less than 7ooo
hoplites were now assembled along with the Horsemen.
Dionysius sent thither envoys to invite them to return to
Syracuse, promising the largest amnesty for the past. But it
was in vain that his envoys expatiated upon his recent forbearance towards the fugitives and decent interment of the
slain. Few could be induced to come back, except such as
had left their wives and families at Syracuse in his power.
The larger proportion, refusing all trust in his word and all
submission to his command, remained in exile at JEtna. Such
as did return were well treated, in hopes of inducing the rest
gradually to follow their example.!
Thus was Dionysius rescued from a situation apparently
desperate, and re-established in his dominion ; chiefly through
the rash presumption (as on the former occasion after the
retreat from Gela), the want of persevering union, and the
absence of any commanding leader, on the part of his
antagonists. His first proceeding was to dismiss the newlyarrived Campanians. For though he had to thank them mainly
for his restoration, he was well aware that they were utterly
faithless, and that on the first temptation they were likely to
turn against him. 2 But he adopted other more efficient means
1

Diodor, xiv. 9·
Diodor. xiv. 9· The subsequent proceedings of the Campanians
justified his wisdom in dismissing them. They went to Entella (a town
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for strengthening his dominion in Syracuse, and for guarding
against a repetition of that danger from which he had so recently
escaped. He was assisted in his proceedings by a Lacedremonian envoy named Aristus, recently despatched by the
Spartans for the ostensible purpose of bringing about an
amicable adjustment of parties at Syracuse. While Nikoteles,.
who had been sent from Corinth, espoused the cause of the
Syracusan people, and put himself at their head to obtain for
them more or less of free government-Aristus, on the contrary,
lent himself to the schemes of Dionysius. He seduced the people
away from Nikoteles, whom he impeached and caused to be
slain. Next, pretending himself to act along with the people,
and to employ the great ascendency of Sparta in defence of
their freedom, 1 he gained their confidence, and then betrayed
them. The despot was thus enabled to strengthen himself
more decisively than before, and probably to take off the
effective popular leaders thus made known to him ; while the
mass of the citizens were profoundly discouraged by finding
Sparta enlisted in the conspiracy against their liberties.
Of this renovated tide of success Dionysius took advantage,
to strike another important blow. During the season of
harvest, while the citizens were busy in the fields, he caused the
houses in the city to be searched, and seized all the arms found
therein. Not satisfied with thus robbing his opponents of the
means of attack, he further proceeded to construct additional
fortifications round the islet of Ortygia, to augment his standing
army of mercenaries, and to build fresh ships. Feeling more
than ever that his dominion was repugnant to the Syracusans,
and rested only on naked force, he thus surrounded himself
with precautions probably stronger than any other Grecian
despot had ever accumulated. He was yet further strengthened
by the pronounced and active support of Sparta, now at the
among the dependencies of Carthage, in the south·western portion of Sicily
-Diod. xiv. 48), where they were welcomed and hospitably treated by the
inhabitants. In the night they set upon the Entellan citizens by surprise,
put them all to death, married their widows and daughters, and kept
possession of the town for themselves.
'
1 Diodor. xiv. 10.
'A1rtlfTEtl\.av (ol AaK<Iiatp.6vtat) ~AptlfTov, l'xvlipa Twv
~7rt¢avwv, .ls lvpaKo6tfas, T~ p.~v 1\.6"1'1' 7rpOlf7rota6p.<vot KaTaA&'IT<i'v T~v
liuvalfT<lav, TP li' alo.718•l'f lf'IT<VIiovT<s ab~~lfat T~v Tvpavvllia • 1jl\.7rt(ov "!UP
lfV"tl<aTalfl<fVci.(ovTfS T~V apx~v, 07r~I<OOV ~~EtV · Tbv /:uovVlftOV litu 'TUS
<b<n<lflas. '0 li' ~AptlfTos KaTa'IT)\.<Vlfas <ls lvpaKOVlfas, Kal To/ ·Tvpcl.vvcp
;..ci.Opa 'IT<pl 'TOVTWV lita)\.<x8•ls, 'TOVS 'T€ lvpaKOvlflovs avalf<lwv, Nti<OTti\.7/V Thv

Koplv~wv lu,Ei~ev,
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7rpoliovs, Thv p.<v Tvpavvov •lfxvphv KanlfT7/lf<, lita li< T7IS 1rpa~•ws TaVT'IjS
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maximum of her imperial ascendency; and by the presence
of the mighty Lysander at Syracuse as her ambassador to
countenance and exalt him. 2 T.he Spartan alliance however
did not prevent him from enrolling among his mercenaries a
considerable fraction of the Messenians, the bitter enemies of
Sparta ; who were now driven out of N aupaktus and Kephallenia
with no other possession left except their arms 3-and whose
restoration to Peloponnesus by Epaminondas, about thirty
years afterwards, has been described in a preceding chapter.
So large a mercenary force, while the people at Syracuse
were prostrate and in no condition for resistance, naturally
tempted Dionysius to seek conquest as well as plunder beyond
the border. Not choosing as yet to provoke a war with
Carthage, he turned his arms to the north and north-west of
the Syracusan territory; the Grecian (Chalkidic or Ionic) cities,
Naxus, Katana, and Leontini-and the Sikels, towards the
centre of Sicily. The three Chalkidic cities were the old
enemies of Syracuse, but Leontini had been conquered by the
Syracusans even before the Athenian expedition, and remained
as a Syracusan possession until the last peace with the Carthaginians, when it had been declared independent. Naxus and
Katana had contrived to retain their independence against
Syracuse, even after the ruin of the Athenian armament under
Nikias. At the head of a powerful force, Dionysius marched
out from Syracuse first against the town of .IEtna, occupied by
a considerable body of Syracusan exiles hostile to his dominion.
Though the place was strong by situation, 4 yet these men, too
feeble to resist, were obliged to evacuate it; upon which he
proceeded to attack Leontini. But on summoning the inhabitants to surrender, he found his propositions rejected, and
every preparation made for a strenuous defence ; so that he
could do nothing more than plunder the territory around, and
then advanced onward into the interior Sikel territory, towards
Enna and Erbita.
His march in this direction, however, was little more than a
feint, for the purpose of masking his real views upon N ax us and
Katana, with both which cities he had already opened intrigues.
Arkesilaus, general of Katana, and Prokles, general of N axus,
were both carrying on corrupt negotiations for the purpose of
1
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selling to him the liberty of their native cities. Until the
negotiations were completed, Dionysius wished to appear as
if turning his arms elsewhere, and therefore marched against
Enna. Here he entered into conspiracy with an Ennrean
citizen named Aeimnestus, whom he instigated to seize the
sceptre of his native town-by promises of assistance, on condition of being himself admitted afterwards. Aeimnestus made
the attempt and succeeded, but did not fulfil his engagement to
Dionysius : who resented this proceeding so vehemently, that
he assisted the Ennreans in putting down Aeimnestus, delivered
him as prisoner into their hands, and then retired, satisfied with
such revenge, without further meddling. He next marched
against Erbita, before which he passed his time with little or
no result, until the bribes promised at Naxus and Katana had
taken effect.
At length the terms were fully settled. Dionysius was admitted at night by Arkesilaus into Katana, seized the city, disarmed the inhabitants, and planted there a powerful garrison.
Naxus was next put into his hands, by the like corruption on
the part of Prokles ; who was rewarded with a large bribe, and
with the privilege of preserving his kinsmen. Both cities were
given up to be plundered by his soldiers; after which the walls
as well as the houses were demolished, and the inhabitants sold
as slaves. The dismantled site of Katana was then assigned to
a body of Campanian mercenaries in the service of Dionysius,
who however retained in his possession hostages fo~ their
fidelity; 1 the site of Naxus, to the indigenous Sikels in the
neighbourhood. These captures struck so much terror into the
Leontines, that when Dionysius renewed his attack upon them,
they no longer felt competent to resist. He required them to
surrender their city, to remove to Syracuse, and there to reside
for the future as citizens ; which term meant, at the actual time,
as subjects of his despotism. The Leontines obeyed the
requisition, and their city thus again became an appendage
of Syracuse.2
These conquests of Dionysius, achieved mainly by corrupting
the generals of Naxus and Katana, were of serious moment,
and spread so mu~h alarm among the Sikels of the interior,
that Archonides, the Sikel prince of Erbita, thought it prudent
to renounce his town and soil; withdrawing to a new site
beyond the Nebrode mountains, on the northern coast of the
island, more out of the reach of Syracusan attack. Here, with ,,
his mercenary soldiers and with a large portion of his people
1
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who voluntarily accompanied him, he founded the town of
Alresa. 1
Strengthened at home by these successes abroad, the sanguine
despot of Syracuse was stimulated to still greater enterprises.
He resolved to commence aggressive war with the Carthaginians.
But against such formidable enemies, large preparations were
indispensable, defensive as well as offensive, before his design
could be proclaimed. First, he took measures to ensure the
defensibility of Syracuse against all contingencies. Five
Grecian cities on the south of the island, one of them the
second in Sicily, had already undergone the deplorable fate of
being sacked by a Carthaginian host ; a calamity, which might
possibly be in reserve for Syracuse also, especially if she herself
provoked a war, unless the most elaborate precautions were
taken to render a successful blockade impossible.
Now the Athenian blockade under Nikias had impressed
valuable lessons on the mind of every Syracusan. The city had
then been well-nigh blocked up by a wall of circumvallation
carried from sea to sea ; which was actually more than half
completed, and would have been entirely completed, had the
original commander been Demosthenes instead of Nikias. The
prodigious importance of the slope of Epipolre to the safety of the city had been demonstrated by the most unequivocal evidence. In a preceding volume, I have already described the
site of Syracuse and the relation of this slope to the outer
city called Achradina. Epipolre was a gentle ascent west of
Ac_hradina. It was bordered, along both the north side and
the south side, by lines of descending cliff, cut down pre1cipitously, about twenty feet deep in their lowest part. These
lines of cliff nearly converged at the summit of the slope,
called Euryalus; leaving a narrow pass or road between
elevated banks, which communicated with the country both
north and west of Syracuse. Epipolre thus formed a triangle
upon an inclined plane, sloping upward from its base, the
outer wall of Achradina, to its apex at Euryalus; and having
its two sides formed, the one by the northern, the other
by the southern, line of cliffs. This apex formed a post of
the highest importance, commanding the narrow road which
approached Epipolre from its western extremity or summit,
and through which alone it was easy for an army to get on
This Archonid~s may probably have been son of the
who, having taken active part as an ally of Nikias
and the Athenian invaders against Syracuse, died just before Gylippus
reached Sicily (Thucyd. vii. r).
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the declivity of Epipohe, since the cliffs on each side were
steep, though less steep on the northern side than on the
southern.! Unless an enemy acquired possession of this
slope, Syracuse could never be blocked up from the northern
sea at Trogilus to the Great Harbour ; an enterprise, which
Nikias and the Athenians were near accomplishing, because
they first surprised from the northward the position of Euryalus,
and from thence poured down upon the slope of Epipohe. I
have already described how the arrival of Gylippus deprived
them of superiority in the field at a time when their line
of circumvallation was already half finished-having been
carried from the centre of Epipolx southward down to the
Great Harbour, and being partially completed from the same
point across the northern half of Epipolx to the sea at Trogilus;
how he next intercepted their farther progress, by carrying out,
from the outer wall of Achradina, a cross-wall traversing their
intended line of circumvallation and ending at the northern
cliff; how he finally erected a fort or guard-post on the summit
of Euryalus, which he connected with the cross-wall just mentioned by a single wall of junction carried down the slope of
Epipolx. 2
Both the danger which Syracuse had then incurred, and the
means whereby it had been obviated, were fresh in the recollection of Dionysius. Since the Athenian siege, the Syracusans
may perhaps have preserved the fort erected by Gylippus near
Euryalus; but they had pulled down the wall of junction, the
cross-wall, and the outer wall of protection constructed between
the arrival of Nikias in Sicily and his commencement of the
siege, enclosing the sacred precinct of Apollo Temenites. The r
outer city of Syracuse was thus left with nothing but the wall of 1
Achradina, with its two suburbs or excrescences, Tyche and
Neapolis. Dionysius now resolved to provide for Syracuse a
protection substantially similar to that contrived by Gylippus,
yet more comprehensive, elaborate, and permanent. He
·carried out an outer line of defence, starting from the sea near
the port called Trogilus, enclosing the suburb called Tyche
(which adjoined Achradina to the north-west), and then ascend1 See the Dissertation of Saverio Cavallari-Zur Topographie von
Syrakus (Gi:ittingen, r845), p. 22.
2 See, for a further exposition of these points, my account of the siege
of Syracuse by the Athenians, vol. vii. ch. lix., lx.-aud the Appendix
at the end of that volume, illustrated by two plans of the city and its
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ing westward, along the brink of the northern cliff of Epipolre,
to the summit of that slope at Euryalus. The two extremities
thus became connected .together-not as in the time of
Gylippus, 1 by a single cross-wall carried out from the city-wall
to the northern cliff, and then joined at an angle by another
single wall descending the slope of Epipolre from Euryalus, but
-by one continuous new line bordering the northern cliff down
to the sea. And the new line, instead of being a mere single
wall, was now built under the advice of the best engineers, with
lofty and frequent towers interspersed throughout its length, to
serve both as means of defence and as permanent quarters for
soldiers. Its length was thirty stadia (about 3! English miles);
it was constructed of large stones carefully hewn, some of them
four feet in length. 2 The quarries at hand supplied abundant
materials, and for the labour necessary, Dionysius brought
together all the population of the city and its neighbourhood,
out of whom he selected 6o,ooo of the most effective hands to
work on the wall. Others were ordered to cut the stones in
the quarry, while 6ooo teams of oxen were put in harness to
draw them to the spot. The work was set out by furlongs and
by smaller spaces of xoo feet each to regiments of suitable
number, each under the direction of an overseer. 3
As yet, we have heard little about Dionysius except acts of
fraud, violence, and spoliation for the purpose of establishing
his own dominion over Syracuse, and aggrandising himself by
new conquests on the borders. But this new fortification was
a work of different import. Instead of being, like his forts and
walls in Ortygia, a guardhouse both of defence and aggression
merely for himself against the people of Syracuse-it was a
valuable protection to the people, and to himself along with
them, against foreign besiegers. It tended much to guarantee
Syracuse from those disasters which had so recently befallen
Agrigentum and the other cities. Accordingly, it was exceedingly popular among the Syracusans, and produced between
them and Dionysius a sentiment of friendship and harmony
such as had not before been seen. Every man laboured at the
work not merely with good-will, but with enthusiasm ; while the
despot himself displayed unwearied zeal, passing whole days
on the spot, and taking part in all the hardship and difficulty.
He showed himself everywhere amidst the mass, as an un-
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guarded citizen, without suspicion or reserve, in marked contrast
with the harshness of his previous demeanour, 1 proclaiming
rewards for the best and most.rapid .workmen; he also provided
attendance or relief. for those whose strength gave way. Such
was the emulation thus inspired, that the numbers assembled,
often toiling by night as well as by day, completed the whole
wall in .the space of twenty days. The fort at Euryalus, which
formed the termination of this newly-constructed line of wall,
is probably not to be understood as comprised within so short
a period of execution; at least in its complete consummation.
For the. defences provided at this fort (either now or at a later
period) were prodigious in extent as well as elaborate in workmanship ; and the remains of them exhibit, .even to modem
observers, the most complete specimen preserved to us of
ancient fortification. 2 To bring them into such a condition
must have occupied a longer time than twenty days. Even as
to the wall, perhaps, twenty days is rather to be understood as
indicating the time required for the essential continuity of its
line, leaving towers, gates, &c., to be added afterwards.
To provide defence for Syracuse against a besieging army,
however, was only a small part of the extensive schemes of
Dionysius. What .he meditated was aggressive war against the
Carthaginians ; for which purpose, he not only began to accumulate prepar{ltions of every kind on the most extensive scale,
but also modified .his policy both towards the Syracusans and
towards the other Sicilian Greeks.
Towards the Syracusans his conduct underwent a material
change. The cruelty and oppression which had hitherto marked
his dominion was discontinued ; he no longer put men to death,
or sent them into .banishment, with the same merciless hand as
before. In place of such tyranny, he now substituted comparative Il)ildness, forbearance, and conciliation. 3 Where the
system had before been so fraught with positive maltreatment
to many and alarm to all, the mitigation of it must have been
sensibly as well .as immediately felt. And when we make pre1 Diodor. xiv. 18.
Ka66Aov 3€ o:rroe£;evos Tb Tijs ltpxiis {3J.pos, l8tW...71v
abTbv ltire3elKvve, &c.
·
Compare cap. 45 and cap. 47-p.tcroiii"Tes TO {3J.pos Tiis Twv ~owlKwv
i'lrtKpaTelas, &c.
2 According to the testimony of Saverio Cavallari, the architect under
whose directions the excavations were made in 1839, whereby these remains
were first fully disclosed (Zur Topographie von Syrakus, p. 21).
3 Diodor. xiv. 45·
'A1rE'Tl6eTo -yap -1/ll'l/ 'TO 'lrtKpbv Tijs Tvpo.vvl3os, Kal
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sent. to our minds the relative position of Dionysius and the
Syracusans, we shall see that the evil inflicted by his express
order by no means represented the whole amount of evil which
they suffered. He occupied the impregnable fortress of Ortygia,
with the entire harbour, docks, and maritime means of the city.
The numerous garrison in his pay, and devoted to him, consisted in great part of barbaric or non-Hellenic soldiers and of
liberated slaves, probably also non-Hellenic. The Syracusans
resident in the outer city and around were not only destitute of
the means of defensive concert and organisation, but were also
disarmed. For these mercenaries either pay was to be provided
from the contributions of the citizens, or lands from their properties ; for them, and for other partisans also, Dionysius had
enforced spoliations and transfers of land and house-property
by wholesale. 1 Now, while the despot himself was inflicting
tyrannical sentences for his own purposes, we may be sure that
these men, the indispensable. instruments of his tyranny, would
neither of themselves be disposed to respect the tranquillity of
the other citizens, nor be easily constrained to do so. It was
not, therefore, merely from the systematic misrule of the chief
that the Syracusans had to suffer, but also from the insolence
and unruly appetites of the subordinates. And accordingly
they would be doubly gainers, when Dionysius, from anxiety
to attack the Carthaginians, thought it prudent to soften the
rigour of his own proceedings ; since his example, and in case
of need his interference, would restrict the licence of his own
partisans. The desire for foreign conquest made it now his
interest to conciliate some measure of good-will from the Syracusans; or at least to silence antipathies which might become
embarrassing if they broke out in the midst of a war. And
he had in this case the advantage of resting on another antipathy, powerful and genuine in their minds. Hating as well
as fearing Carthage, the Syracusans cordially sympathised in
the aggressive schemes of Dionysius against her; which held
out a prospect of relief from the tyranny under which they
groaned, and some chance. of procuring a restoration of the
arms snatched from them. 2
Towards the Sicilian Greeks, also, the conduct of Dionysius
was mainly influenced by his anti-Carthaginian projects, which
made him eager to put aside, or at least to defer, all possibilities of war in other quarters. The inhabitants of Rhegium,
.. on the Italian side of the Strait of Messina, had recently manifested a disposition to attack him. They were of common
2 Diodor. xiv. 45·
1 Diodor. xiv. 7·
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Chalkidic origin with Naxus and Katana, the two cities which
Dionysius had recently conquered and enslaved. Sixteen years
before, when the powerful Athenian armament visited Sicily
with the ostensible view of protecting the Chalkidic cities against
Syracuse, the Rhegines, in spite of their fellowship of race, had
refused the invitation of Nikias 1 to lend assistance, being then
afraid of Athens. But subsequent painful experience had taught
them, that to residents in or near Sicily, Syracuse was the more
formidable enemy of the two. The ruin of Naxus and Katana,
with the great extension of Syracusan dominion northward, had
filled them with apprehension from Dionysius, similar to the
fears of Carthage, inspired to the Syracusans themselves by the
disasters of Agrigentum and Gela. Anxious to revenge their
enslaved kinsmen, the Rhegines projected an attack upon
Dionysius before his power should become yet more formidable ;
a resolution, in which they were greatly confirmed by the instigations of the Syracusan exiles (now driven from JEtna and the
other neighbouring cities to Rhegium), confident in their assurances that insurrection would break out against Dionysius at
Syracuse, so soon as any foreign succour should be announced
as approaching. Envoys were sent across the strait to Messene,
soliciting co-operation against Dionysius, upon the urgent plea
that the ruin of Naxus and Katana could not be passed over,
either in generosity or in prudence, by neighbours on either
side of the strait. These representations made so much impression on the generals of Messene, that without consulting
the public assembly, they forthwith summoned the military
force of the city, and marched along with the Rhegines towards
the Syracusan frontier-6o6o Rhegine and 4000 Messenian
hoplites-6oo Rhegine and 400 Messenian horsemen-with so
Rhegine triremes. But when they reached the frontiers of the
Messenian territory, a large portion of the soldiers refused to
follow their generals farther. A citizen named Laomedon
headed the opposition, contending that the generals had no
authority to declare war without a public vote of the city, and
that it was imprudent to attack Dipnysius unprovoked. Such
was the effect of these remonstrances, that the Messenian soldiers
returned back to their city; while the Rhegines, believing themselves to be inadequate to the enterprise single-handed, went
home also. 2
Apprised of the attack meditated, Dionysius had already led
his troops to defend the Syracusan frontier. But he now reconducted them back to Syracuse, and listened favourably to
1
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propositions for peace which speedily reached him, from
Rhegium and Messene.l He was anxious to conciliate them
for the present, at all price, in order that the Carthaginians,
when he came to execute his plans, might find no Grecian allies
to co-operate with them in Sicily. He acquired an influence
in Messene, by making to the city large concessions of conterminous territory ; on which side of the border, or how acquired,
we do not know. He further endeavoured to open an intimate
connexion with Rhegium by marrying a Rhegine wife; with
which view he sent a formal message to the citizens, asking
permission to contract such an alliance, accompanied with a
promise to confer upon them important benefits, both in territorial aggrandisement and in other ways. After a public debate,
the Rhegines declined his proposition. The feeling in their
city was decidedly hostile to Dionysius, as the recent destroyer
of Naxus and Katana; and it appears that some of the speakers
expressed themselves with contemptuous asperity, remarking
that the daughter of the public executioner was the only fit
wife for him. 2 Taken by itself, the refusal would be sufficiently
galling to Dionysius. But when coupled with such insulting
remarks (probably made in public debate in the presence of
his own envoys, for it seems not credible that the words should
have been embodied in the formal reply or resolution of the
assembly 3 ), it left the bitterest animosity; a feeling, which we
shall hereafter find in full operation.
Refused at Rhegium, Dionysius ·sent to prefer a similar
request, with similar offers, at the neighbouring city of Lokri;
where it was favourably entertained. It is remarkable that
Aristotle comments upon this acquiescence of the Lokrians as
an act of grave imprudence, and as dictated only by the anxiety
of the principal citizens, in an oligarchical government, to seek
for aggrandisement to themselves out of such an alliance. The
request would not have been granted (Aristotle observes) either
in a democracy or in a well-balanced aristocracy. The marital
connexion now contracted by Dionysius with a Lokrian female,
Doris the daughter of a citizen of distinction named Xenetus,
produced as an ultimate consequence the overthrow of the
oligarchy of Lokri. 4 And even among the Lokrians, the
2 Diodor. xiv. 44, ro6, 107.
1 Diodor. xiv. 40.
Diodorus, where he first mentions the answer, does not give this
remark as comprised in it ; though he afterwards alludes to it as having been
said to be (<l>«<rl) so comprised (xiv. 44-107).
4 Aristot. Po lit. v. 6, 7.
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request was not granted without opposition. A citizen named
Aristeides (one of the companions of Plato), whose daughter
Dionysius had solicited in marriage, returned for answer
that he would rather see her dead than united to a despot.
In revenge for this bitter reply, Dionysius caused the sons of
Aristeides to be put to death. 1
But the amicable relations which Dionysius was at so much
pains to establish with the Greek cities near the Strait of
Messene, were destined chiefly to leave him free for preparations against Carthage ; which preparations he now commenced
on a gigantic scale. Efforts so great and varied, combined not
merely with forecast but with all the scientific appliances then
available, have not hitherto come before us throughout this
history. The terrible effect with which Hannibal had recently
employed his battering machines against Selinus and Himera,
stimulated Dionysius to provide himself with the like implements in greater abundance than any Greek general had ever
before possessed. He collected at Syracuse, partly by constraint, partly by allurement, all the best engineers, mechanists,
armourers, artisans, &c., whom Sicily or Italy could furnish.
He set them upon the construction of machines and other
muniments of war, and upon the manufacture of arms offensive
as well as defensive; with the greatest possible assiduity. · The
arms provided were of great variety; not merely such as were
suitable for Grecian soldiers, heavy or light, but also such as
were in use among the different barbaric tribes round the
Mediterranean, Gauls, Iberians, Tyrrhenians, &c., from whom
Dionysius intended to hire mercenaries ; so that every different
soldier would be furnished, on arriving, with the sort of weapon
which had become habitual to him. All Syracuse became a
bustling military workshop-not only the market-places, porticos, palrestrre, and large private houses, but also the forechambers and back-chambers of the various temples. Dionysius distributed the busy multitude into convenient divisions,
each with some eminent citizen as superintendent. Visiting
them in person frequently, and reviewing their progress, he
recompensed largely, and invited to his table, those who produced the greatest amount of finished work. As he further
offered premiums for inventive skill, the competition of ingeels 3l.f')'OVS a/ obrrfat {pXOV'Tat, /Cal (~EU'TL 'II"O!EW liTL ~ 6tAWU'L TOlS ')'Vwp{p.ots
p.uA"-ov, /Cal IC1JOEVEW liT'f' 8tAOVU'L. .Cuo Kal 1! AoKpwv 'II"OALT<fa a'll"t/;lwro fK
-ri)s 7rpos J:;.wvvrrwv K1Jo•fas· 1\ lv 07JJ.l.O«pa-rl<f obK &.v l')'lv•-ro, oM' &.v lv
aptrTTOKpaT{'f E(} J.l.EJ.l.L')'J.l.tll'[/•
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nious mechanists originated several valuable warlike novelties ;
especially the great projectile engine for stones and darts,
called Catapulta, which was now for the first time devised.
We are told that the shields fabricated during this season of
assiduous preparation were not less than 14o,ooo in number,
and the breast-plates 14,ooo, many of them unrivalled in workmanship, destined for the body-guard and the officers. Helmets,
spears, daggers, &c., with other arms and weapons in indefinite
variety, were multiplied in corresponding proportion. 1 The
magazines of arms, missiles, machines, and muniments of war
in every variety, accumulated in Ortygia, continued stupendous
in amount through the whole life of Dionysius, and even down
to the downfall of his son. 2
If the preparations for land-warfare were thus stupendous;
those for sea-warfare were fully equal, if not superior. The
docks of Syracuse were filled with the best ship-builders,
carpenters, and artisans ; numerous wood-cutters were sent to
cut ship-timber on the well-clothed slopes of 1Etna and the
Calabrian Apennines ; teams of oxen were then provided to
drag it to the coast, from whence it was towed in rafts to ·
Syracuse. The existing naval establishment of Syracuse comprised 110 triremes; the existing docks contained 150 shiphouses, or covered slips for the purpose either of building or
housing a trireme. But this was very inadequate to the conceptions of Dionysius, who forthwith undertook the construction
of 16o new ship-houses, each competent to hold two vesselsand then commenced the building of new ships of war to the
number of 200; while he at the same time put all the existing
vessels and docks into the best state of repair. Here too, as
in the case of the catapulta, the ingenuity of his architects
enabled him to stand forth as a maritime inventor. As yet,
the largest ship of war which had ever moved on the Grecian
or Mediterranean waters, was the trireme, which was rowed by
three banks or tiers of oars. It was now three centuries since
the first trireme had been constructed at Corinth and Samos
by the inventive skill of the Corinthian Ameinokles ; s it was
not until the period succeeding the Persian invasion that even
triremes had become extensively employed; nor had any larger
vessels ever been thought of. The Athenians, who during the
1 Diodor. xiv. 42, 43·
The historian Philistus had described with much minuteness these warlih
' preparations of Dionysius. Diodorus has probably abridged from him
(Philisti Fragment. xxxiv. ed. Marx and ed. Didot).
~ Plutarch, Timoleon, c. 13.
a Thucyd. i. 13.
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interval between the Persian invasion and their great disaster
at Syracuse had stood pre-eminent and set the fashion in all
nautical matters, were under no inducement to build above the
size of the trireme. As their style of manreuvring consisted of
rapid evolutions and changes in the ship's direction, for the purpose of striking the weak parts of an enemy's ship with the beak
of their own-so, if the size of their ship had been increased,
her capacity for such nimble turns and movements would have
been diminished. But the Syracusans had made no attempt
to copy the rapid evolutions of the Athenian navy. On the
contrary, when fighting against the latter in the confined
harbour of Syracuse, 1 they had found every advantage in
their massive build of ships, and straightforward impact of
'bow driven against bow. For them, the larger ships were the
mote suitable and efficient; so that Dionysius or his naval
architects, full of ambitious aspirations, now struck out the
plan of building ships of war with four or five banks of oars
instead of three ; that is, quadriremes, or quinqueremes, instead
of triremes.2 Not only did the Syracusan despot thus equip a
naval force equal in number of ships to Athens in her best
days; but he also exhibit"ed ships larger than Athens had ever
possessed, or than Greece had ever conceived.
In all these offensive preparations against Carthage, as in
the previous defences on Epipolre, the spontaneous impulse of
the Syracusans generally went hand in hand with Dionysius.s
Their sympathy and concurrence greatly promoted the success
of his efforts, for this immense equipment against the common
enemy. Even with all this sympathy, indeed, we are at a loss
to understand, nor are we at all informed, how he found money
to meet so'prodigious an outlay.
After the material means for war had thus been completed
-an operation which can hardly have occupied less than two
or three years-it remained to levy men. On this point, the
ideas of Dionysius were not less aspiring. Besides his own
numerous standing force, he enlisted all the most effective
among the Syracusan citizens, as well as from cities in his
dependency. He sent friendly addresses, and tried to acquire
popularity, among the general body of Greeks throughout the
.island. Of his large fleet, one-half was manned with Syracusan
rowers, marines, and officers ; the other half with seamen
, 1
. 3
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enlisted from abroad. He further sent envoys both to Italy and
to Peloponnesus to obtain auxiliaries, with offers of the most
liberal pay. From Sparta, now at the height of her power,
and courting his alliance as a means of perpetuity to her own
empire, he received such warm encouragement, that he was
enabled to enlist no inconsiderable numbers in Peloponnesus;
while many barbaric or non-Hellenic soldiers from the western
regions near the Mediterranean were hired also. 1 He at length
succeeded, to his satisfaction, in collecting an aggregate army,
formidable not less from numbers and bravery, than from
elaborate and diversified equipment. His large and wellstocked armoury (already noticed) enabled him to furnish
each newly-arrived soldier, from all the different nations, with
native and appropriate weapons. 2
When all his preparations were thus complete, his last step
was to celebrate his nuptials, a few days previous to the active
commencement of the war. He married, at one and the same
time, two wives-the Lokrian Doris (already mentioned), and
a Syracusan woman named Aristomache, daughter of his partisan
Hipparinus (and sister of Dion, respecting whom much will occur
hereafter). The first use made of one among his newly-invented
quinquereme vessels, was to sail to Lokri, decked out in the
richest ornaments of gold and silver, for the purpose of conveying Doris in state to Ortygia. Aristomache was also
brought to his house in a splendid chariot with four white
horses. 3 He celebrated his nuptials with both of them in his
house on the same day; no one knew which bed-chamber he
visited first ; and both of them continued constantly to live
with him at the same table, with equal dignity, for many years.
He .had three children by Doris, the eldest of \vhom was
Dionysius the younger ; and four by Aristomache ; but the
latter was for a considerable time childless; which greatly
chagrined Dionysius. Ascribing her barrenness to magical
incantations, he put to death the mother of his other wife
Doris, as the alleged worker of these mischievous influences.4
It was the rumour at Syracuse that Aristomache was the most
beloved of the two. But Dionysius treated both of them
well, and both of them equally ; moreover his son by Doris
succeeded him, though he had two sons by the other. His
nuptials were celebrated with banquets and festive recreations,
wherein all the Syracusan citizens as well as the soldiers
I' partook.
The scene was probably the more grateful to
1
1
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Dionysius, as he seems· at this moment,· when every man's
mind was full of ·vindictive impulse and expected victory
against Carthage, to have enjoyed a real short-lived popularity,
and to have been able to move freely among the people ; without that fear of assassination which habitually tormented his
life even in his inmost privacy and bed-chamber-and that
extremity of suspicion which did not except either his wives
or his daughters. 1
After a few days devoted to such fellowship and festivity,
Dionysius convoked a public assembly, for the purpose of
formally announcing the intended war. He reminded the
Syracusans that the Carthaginians were common enemies to
Greeks in general, but most of all to the Sicilian Greeks-as
recent events but too plainly testified. He appealed to their
generous sympathies on behalf of the five Hellenic cities, in
the southern part of the island, which had lately undergone
the miseries of capture by the generals of Carthage, and were
still groaning under her yoke. Nothing prevented Carthage
(he added) from attempting to extend her dominion over the
rest of the island, except the pestilence under which she had
herself been suffering in Africa. To the Syracusans, this ought
to be an imperative stimulus for attacking her at once, and
rescuing their Hellenic brethren, before she had time to recover.2
These motives were really popular and impressive. There
wa.s besides another inducement, which weighed with Dionysius
to hasten the war, though he probably did not dwell upon it
in his public address to the Syracusans. He perceived that
various Sicilian Greeks were migrating voluntarily with their
properties into the territory 'pf Carthage ; whose dominion,
though ha'teful and oppressive, was, at least while untried,
regarded by many with less terror than his dominion when
actually suffered. By commencing hostilities at once, he
expected not only to arrest such emigration, but to induce
such Greeks as were actually subjects of Carthage to throw
off her yoke and join him.s
Loud acclamations from the Syracusan assembly hailed the
proposition for war with Carthage ; a proposition, which only
converted into reality what had been long the familiar expectation of every man. And the war was rendered still more
popular by the permission, which Dionysius granted forthwith, to plunder all the Carthaginian residents and mercantile
l
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property either in Syracuse or in any of his dependent cities.
We are told that there were not only several domiciliated
Carthaginians at Syracuse, but also many loaded vessels belonging to Carthage in the harbour, so that the plunder was
lucrative. 1 But though such may have been the case in
ordinary times, it seems hardly credible, that under the actual
circumstances, any Carthaginian (person or property) can have
been at Syracuse except by accident ; for war with Carthage
had been long announced, not merely in current talk, but in
the more unequivocal language of overwhelming preparation.
Nor is it easy to understand how the prudent Carthaginian
Senate (who probably were not less provided with spies at
Syracuse than Dionysius was at Carthage 2) can have been so
uninformed as to be taken by surprise at the last moment,
when Dionysius sent thither a herald formally declaring war ;
which herald was not sent until after the licence for private
plunder had been previously granted. He peremptorily
required the Carthaginians to relinquish their dominion over
the Greek cities in Sicily, 3 as the only means of avoiding war.
To such a proposition no answer was returned, nor probably
expected. But the Carthaginians were now so much prostrated
(like Athens in the second and third years of the Peloponnesian
war) by depopulation, suffering, terrors, and despondency,
arising out of the pestilence which beset them in Africa, that
they felt incompetent to any serious effort and heard with
alarm the letter read from Dionysius. There was however no
alternative, so that they forthwith despatched some of their
ablest citizens to levy troops for the defence of their Sicilian
possessions. 4
·
The first news that reached them was indeed appalling.
Diodor. xiv. 46.
There were also Greeks, and seemingly Greeks of some consideration,
who resided at Carthage and seemed to have continued resident there
throughout the war between the Carthaginians and Dionysius (Diodor. xiv.
77). We should infer, from their continuing to reside there, that the Car·
thaginians did not retaliate upon them the plunder now authorised by
Dionysius against their countrymen resident at Syracuse ; and further, it
affords additional probability that the number of Carthaginians actually
plundered at Syracuse was not considerable.
For instances of intermarriage, and inter-residence, between Carthage and
Syracuse, see Herodot. vii. 166; Livy, xxiv. 6.
Phrenician coins have been found in Ortygia, bearing a Phrenician
inscription signifying The Island-which was the usual denomination of
l Ortygia (Movers, Die Phonizier, ii. z, p. 327).
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Dionysius had marched forth with his full power, Syracusan as
well as foreign, accumulated by so long a preparation. It
was a power, the like of which had never been beheld in
Greece ; greater even than that wielded by his predecessor
Gelon eighty years before. If the contemporaries of Gelon
had been struck with awe 1 at the superiority of his force to
anything that Hellas could show elsewhere, as much or more
would the same sentiment. be felt by those who surrounded
Dionysius. More intimately still was a similar comparison,
with the mighty victor of Himera, present to Dionysius himself. He exulted in setting out with an army yet more imposing, against the same enemy, and for the same purpose
of liberating the maritime cities of Sicily subject to Carthage; 2
cities whose number and importance had since fearfully
augmented.
. These subject-cities, from Kamarina on one side of the
island to Selinus and Himera on the other, though there were
a certain number of Carthaginian residents established there,
had no effective standing force to occupy or defend them on
the part of Carthage ; whose habit it was to levy large mercenary
hosts for the special occasion and then to disband them afterwards. Accordingly, as soon as Dionysius' with his powerful
army passed the Syracusan border, and entered upon his march
westward along the southern coast of the island, proclaiming
himself as liberator-the most intense anti-Carthaginian manifestations burst forth at once, at Kamarina, Gela, Agrigentum,
Selinus, and Himera. These Greeks did not .merely copy the
Syracusans in plundering the property of all Carthaginians
found among them, but also seized their persons, and put them
to death with every species of indignity and torture. A frightful retaliation now took place for the cruelties recently committed by the Carthaginian armies, in the sacking of Selinus,
Agrigentum, and the other conquered cities. 3 The Hellenic
1 Herodot. vii. 145. TC. ~~ rll\owos Trp1ryp.u.-ru. p.e"'f&'A.u. ill.l"'fe-ro <ivu.•, ob~it
p.wv 'El\li.7)Vtl<wv .-row ob Trol\ll.ov p.l(w· Compare c. 16o-r62.

2 Herodot. vii. 158. .Gelon's speech to the Lacedremonians who come
to solicit his aid against Xerxes.
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war-practice, in itself sufficiently rigorous, was aggravated into
a merciless and studied barbarity, analogous to that which had
disfigured the late proceedings of Carthage and her western
mercenaries. These "Sicilian vespers," which burst out
throughout all the south of Sicily against the Carthaginian
residents, surpassed even the memorable massacre known
under that name in the thirteenth century, wherein the Angevine knights and soldiers were indeed assassinated, but not
tortured. Diodorus tells us that the Carthaginians learnt from
the retaliation thus suffered, a lesson of forbearance. It will not
appear, however, from their future conduct, that the lesson
was much laid to heart ; while it is unhappily certain, that
such interchange of cruelties with less humanised neighbours,
contributed to lower in the Sicilian Greeks that measure of
comparative forbearance which characterised the Hellenic
race in its own home.
Elate with this fury of revenge, the citizens of Kamarina,
Gela, Agrigentum, and Selinus joined Dionysius on his march
along the coast. He was enabled, from his abundant stock of
recently fabricated arms, to furnish them with panoplies and
weapons ; for it is probable that as subjects of Carthage they
had been disarmed. Strengthened by all these reinforcements,.
he mustered a force of 8o,ooo men, besides more than 3000
cavalry; while the ships of war which accompanied him along
the coast were nearly 2oo, and the transports, with stores and
battering machines, not less than soo. With this prodigious
army, the most powerful hitherto assembled under Grecian
command, he appeared before the Carthaginian settlement of
Motye, a fortified seaport in a little bay immediately north of
Cape Lilybreum.l
Of the three principal establishments of Carthage in SicilyMotye, Panormus (Palermo), and Soloeis-Motye was at once
the nearest to the mother-city, 2 the most important, and the
most devoted. It was situated (like the original Syracuse in
Ortygia) upon a little islet, separated from Sicily by a narrow·
strait about two-thirds of a mile in breadth, which its citizens
had bridged over by means of a mole, so as to form a regular,
though narrow footpath. It was populous, wealthy, flourishing, and distinguished for the excellence both of its private
houses and its fortifications. Perceiving the approach of
Dionysius, and not intimidated by the surrender of their
neighbours and allies, the Elymi at Eryx, who did not dare to
resist so powerful a force-the Motyenes put themselves in the·
2
1 Diodor. xiv. 47·
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best condition of defence. They broke up their mole, and
again insulated themselves from Sicily, in the hope of holding
out until relief should be sent from Carthage. Resolved to
avenge upon Motye the sufferings of Agrigentum and Selinus,
Dionysius took a survey of the place in conjunction with his
principal engineers. It deserves notice, that this is among the
earliest sieges recorded in Grecian history wherein we read of
a professed engineer as being directly and deliberately called
on to advise the best mode of proceeding. 1
Having formed his plans, he left his admiral Leptines with a
portion of the army to begin the necessary works, while he
himself with the remail)der laid waste the neighbouring
territory dependent on or allied with Carthage. The Sikani
and others submitted to him; but Ankyrre, Soloeis, Panormus,
Egesta, and Entella, all held out, though the citizens were confined to their walls, and obliged to witness, without being able
to prevent, the destruction of their lands. 2 Returning from
this march, Dionysius pressed the siege of Motye with the
utmost ardour, and with all the appliances which his engineers
could devise. Having moored his transports along the beach,
and hauled his ships of war ashore in the harbour, he undertook the laborious task of filling up the strait (probably of no
great depth) which divided Motye from the main island ; s-or
at least as much of the length of the strait as was sufficient to
march across both with soldiers and with battering engines,
and to bring them up close against the walls of the city. The
numbers under his command enabled him to achieve this
enterprise, though not without a long period of effort, during
which the Carthaginians tried more than once to interrupt his
proceedings. Not having a fleet capable of contending in
pitched battle against the besiegers, the Carthaginian general
Imilkon tried two successive manceuvres. He first sent a
squadron of ten ships of war to sail suddenly into the harbour
·Of Syracuse, in hopes that the diversion thus operated would
·Constrain Dionysius to detach a portion of his fleet from Motye.
Though the attack, however, was so far successful as to destroy
rrnany merchantmen in the harbour, yet the assailants were
l
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beaten off without making any more serious impression, or
creating the diversion intended.l Imilkon next made an
attempt to surprise the armed ships of Dionysius, as they lay
hauled ashore in the harbour near Motye. Crossing over from
Carthage by night, with roo ships of war, to the Selinuntine
coast, he sailed round Cape Lilybreum, and appeared at daybreak off Motye. His appearance took every man by surprise.
He destroyed or put to flight the ships on guard, and sailed
into the harbour prepared for attack while as yet only a few
of the Syracusan ships had been got afloat. As the harbour
was too confined to enable Dionysius to profit by his great
superiority in number and size of ships, a great portion of his
fleet would have been now destroyed, had it not been saved by
his numerous land-force and artillery on the beach. Showers
of missiles, from this assembled crowd, as well as from the
decks of the Syracusan ships, prevented I milk on from advancing far enough to attack with effect. The newly-invented
engine called the catapulta, of which the Carthaginians had as
yet had no experience, was especially effective; projecting
large masses to a great distance, it filled them with astonishment and dismay. While their progress was thus arrested,
Dionysius employed a new expedient to rescue his fleet from
the dilemma in which it had been caught. His numerous
soldiers were directed to haul the ships, not down to the
harbour, but landward, across a level tongue ofland, more than
two miles in breadth, which separated the harbour of Motye
from the outer sea. Wooden planks were laid so as to form a
pathway for the ships ; and in spite of the great size of the
newly-constructed quadriremes and quinqueremes, the strength
and ardour of the army sufficed for this toilsome effort of
transporting eighty ships across in one day. The entire fleet,
double in number to that of the Carthaginians, being at length
got afloat, Imilkon did not venture on a pitched battle, but
returned at once back to Africa. 2
Though the citizens of Motye saw from the walls the mournful spectacle of their friends retiring, their courage was nowise
abated. They knew well that they had no mercy to expect ;
that the general ferocity of the Carthaginians in their hour of
victory, and especially the cruel treatment of Greek captives
even in Motye itself, would now be retaliated ; and that their
only chance lay in a brave despair. The road across the
strait having been at length completed, Dionysius brought up
•""his engines and began his assault. While the catapulta with
l
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its missiles prevented defenders from showing themselves on
the battlements, battering-rams were driven up to shake or
overthrow the walls. At the same time large towers on wheels
were rolled up, with six different stories in them one above the
other, and in height equal to the houses. Against these means
of attack the besieged on their side elevated lofty masts above
the walls, with yards projecting outwards. Upon these yards
stood men protected from the missiles by a sort of breastwork,
and holding burning torches, pitch, and other combustibles,
which they cast down upon the machines of the assailants.
Many machines took fire in the wood-work, and it was not
without difficulty that the conflagration was extinguished.
After a long and obstinate resistance, however, the walls were
at length overthrown or carried by assault, and the besiegers '
rushed in, imagining the town to be in their power. But the
indefatigable energy of the besieged had already put the houses
behind into a state of defence, and barricaded the streets, so
that a fresh assault, more difficult than the first, remained to be
undertaken. The towers on wheels were rolled near, but
probably could not be pushed into immediate contact with the
houses in consequence of the ruins of the overthrown wall
which impeded their approach. Accordingly the assailants
were compelled to throw out wooden platforms or bridges from
the towers to the houses, and to march along these to the
attack. But here they were at great disadvantage, and suffered
severe loss. The Motyenes, resisting desperately, prevented
them from setting firm foot on the houses, slew many of them
in hand-combat, and precipitated whole companies to the
ground, by severing or oversetting the platform. For several
days this desperate combat was renewed. Not a step was <
gained by the besiegers, yet the unfortunate Motyenes became
each day more exhausted, while portions of the foremost
houses were also overthrown. Every evening Dionysius recalled his troops to their night's repose, renewing the assault
next morning. Having thus brought the enemy into an
expectation that the· night would be undisturbed, he on one
fatal night took them by surprise, sending the Thurian Archylus with a chosen body of troops to attack the foremost
defences. This detachment, planting ladders and climbing up
by means of the half-demolished houses, established themselves
firmly in a position within the town before resistance could
be organised. In vain did the Motyenes, discovering tiJN'
stratagem too late, endeavour to dislodge them. The mau)
force of Dionysius was speedily brought up across the artificial
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earthway to confirm their success, and the town was thus
carried, in spite of the most gallant resistance, which continued
even after it had become hopeless. 1
The victorious host who now poured into Motye, incensed
not merely by the length and obstinacy of the defence, but also
by antecedent Carthaginian atrocities at Agrigentum and elsewhere, gave full loose to the sanguinary impulses of retaliation.
They butchered indiscriminately men and women, the aged
and the children, without mercy to any one. The streets were
thus strewed with the slain, in spite of all efforts on the part
of Dionysius, who desired to preserve the captives that they
might be sold as slaves, and thus bring in a profitable return.
But his orders to abstain from slaughter were not obeyed, nor
could he do anything more than invite the sufferers by proclamation to take refuge in the temples; a step, which most of
them would probably resort to uninvited. Restrained from
further slaughter by the sanctuary of the temples, the victors
now turned to pillage. Abundance of gold, silver, precious
vestments, and other marks of opulence, the accumulations of
a long period of active prosperity, fell into their hands; and
Dionysius allowed to them the full plunder of the town, as a
recompense for the toils of the siege. He further distributed
special recompenses to those who had distinguished themselves; roo minfe being given to Archylus, the leader of the
successful night-surprise. All the surviving Motyenes he sold
into slavery; but he reserved for a more cruel fate Daimenes
and various other Greeks who had been taken among them.
These Greeks he caused to be crucified ; 2 a specimen of the
Phrenician penalties transferred by example to their Hellenic
•neighbours n.nd enemies.
The siege of Motye having occupied nearly all the summer,
Dionysius now re-conducted his army homeward. He left at
the place a Sikel garrison under the command of the Syracusan
Biton, as well as a large portion of his fleet, 120 ships, under
the command of his brother Leptines ; who was· instructed to
watch for the arrival of any force from Carthage, and to employ
himself in besieging the neighbouring towns of Egesta and
Entella. The operations against these two towns however had
little success. The inhabitants defended themselves bravely,
and the Egestfeans were even successful, through a wellplanned nocturnal sally, in burning the enemy's camp, with
wny horses, and stores of all kind in the tents. Neither of
ihe two towns was yet reduced, when, in the ensuing spring,
1
2
\
Diodor. xiv. 51, 52, 53·
Diodor. xiv. 53·
I
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Dionysius himself returned with his main force from. Syracuse.
He reduced the inhabitants of Halikyre to submission, but
effected no other permanent conquest, nor anything more than
devastation of- the neighbouring territory dependent upon
Carthage.l
·
Presently the face of the war was changed by the arrival of
Imilkon from Carthage. Having been elevated to the chief
magistracy of the city, he now brought with him an over. whelming force, collected as well from the subjects in Africa as
from Iberia and the Western Mediterranean. It amounted,
even in the low estimate of Timreus, to Ioo,ooo men, reinforced
afterwards in Sicily by 3o,ooo more-and in the more ample
computations of Ephorus, to 3oo,ooo foot, 4000 horse, 400
chariots of war, 400 ships of war, and 6oo transports carrying
stores and engines .. Dionysius had his spies at Carthage, 2 even
among men of rank and politicians, to apprise him of all
movements or public orders. But Imilkon, to obviate knowledge of the precise point in Sicily where he intended to land,
gave to the pilots sealed instructions, to be opened only when
they were out at sea, indicating Panormus (Palermo) as the
place of rendezvous. 3 The transports made directly for that
port, without nearing the land elsewhere; while lmilkon with
the ships of war approached the harbour of Motye and
sailed from thence along the coast to Panormus. He probably
entertained the hope of intercepting some portion of the
Syracusan fleet. But nothing of the kind was found practicable; while Leptines on his side was even fortunate enough
to be able to attack, with thirty triremes, the foremost vessels
of the large transport-fleet on their voyage to Panormus. He
destroyed no less than fifty of them, with sooo men, and zoo
chariots of war ; yet the remaining fleet reached the port in
safety, and were there joined by Imilkon with the ships of war.
The land-force being disembarked, the Carthaginian general
led them to Motye, ordering his ships of war to accompany him
along the coast. In his way he regained Eryx, which was at
Diodor. xiv. 54was brother ofDionysius (xiv. 102 ; xv. 7), though he afterwards
married the daughter of Dionysius-a marriage not condemned by Grecian
sentiment.
2 Jus tin. xx. 5·
One of these Carthaginians ofrank, who, from political
enmity to Hanna, wrote letters in Greek to communicate information to
Dionysius, was detected and punished as a traitor. On this occasion, the
Carthaginian senate is said to have enacted a law, forbidding all citizens.,
learn Greek-either to write it or to speak it.
3 Diodor. xiv. 54 ; Polyrenus, v. IO, I.
,
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heart Carthaginian, having only been intimidated into submission to Dionysius during the· preceding year. He then
attacked Motye, which he retook, seemingly after very little
resistance. It had held out obstinately against the Syracusans
a few months before, while in the hands of its own Carthaginian inhabitants, with their families and properties around
them ; but the Sikel garrison had far less motive for stout
defence. 1
Thus was Dionysius deprived of the conquest which had
cost him so much blood and toil during the preceding summer.
We are surprised to learn that he made no effort to prevent its
re-capture, though he was then not far off, besieging Egestaand though his soldiers, elate with the successes of the preceding year, were eager for a general battle. But Dionysius,
deeming this measure too adventurous, resolved to retreat to
Syracuse. His provisions were failing, and he was at a great
distance from allies, so that defeat would have been ruinous.
He therefore returned to Syracuse, carrying with him some of
the Sikanians, whom he persuaded to evacuate their abode in
,' the Carthaginian neighbourhood, promising to provide them
with better homes elsewhere. Most of them however declined
1
his offers; some (among them, the Halikyreans) preferring to
resume their alliance with Carthage. Of the recent acquisitions
nothing now remained to Dionysius beyond the Selinuntine
boundary; but Gela, Kamarina, Agrigentum, and Selinus had
been emancipated from Carthage, and were still in a state
of dependent alliance with him; a result of moment-yet
seemingly very inadequate to the immense warlike preparations
' whereby it had been attained. Whether he exercised a wise
discretion in declining ·to fight the Carthaginians, we have not
sufficient information to determine. But his army appear to
ha'!e been dissatisfied with it, and it was among the causes of
the outbreak against him shortly afterwards at Syracuse. 2
Thus left master of the country, Imilkon, instead of trying
to reconquer Selinus and Himera, which had probably been
impoverished by recent misfortunes-resolved to turn his arms
against Messene in the north-east of the island; a city as yet
fresh and untouched-so little prepared for attack that its walls
were not in good repair-and moreover at the present moment
yet further enfeebled by the absence of its horsemen in the
army of Dionysius. 3 Accordingly, he marched along the
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northern coast of Sicily, with his fleet coasting in the samt
direction to co-operate with him. He made terms wit!
Kephalredium and Therma, captured the island of Lipara, anc
at length reached Cape Pelorus, a few miles from Messen€
His rapid march and unexpected arrival struck the Messenian.
with dismay. Many of them; conceiving defence to be impossiblt
against so numerous a host, sent away their families and their
valuable ,property to Rhegium or elsewhere. On the whole, however, a spirit of greater confidence prevailed, arising in part from
an ancient prophecy preserved among the traditions of the town,
purporting that the Carthaginians should one day carry water
in Messene. The interpreters affirmed that "to carry water"
meant, of course, "to be a slave;" hence the Messenians,
persuading themselves that this portended defeat to Imilkon,
sent out their chosen military force to meet him at Pelorus,
and oppose his disembarkation. The Carthaginian commander
seeing these troops on their ·march, ordered his fleet to sail
forward into the harbour of the city, and attack it from seaward
during the absence of the defenders. A north wind so
favoured the advance of the ships, that they entered the harbou·
full sail, and found the city on that side almost unguarded
The troops who had marched out towards Pelorus hastened back
but were too late; 1 while Imilkon himself also, pushing forwarc
by land, forced his way into the town over the neglected part~
of the wall. Messene was taken ; and its unhappy populatior
fled in all directions for their lives. Some found refuge in thf
neighbouring cities ; others ran to the hill-forts of the Messeniar
territory, planted as a protection against the indigenous Sikels .
while about 200 ofthem near the harbour, cast themselves intc
the sea, and undertook the arduous task of swimming across to
1
the Italian coast, in which fifty of them succeeded. 2
Though Imilkon tried in vain to carry by assault some ot
the Messenian hill-forts, which were both strongly placed and
gallantly defended-yet his capture of Messene itself was an
event both imposing and profitable. It deprived Dionysius of
an important ally, and lessened his facilities for obtaining
succour from Italy. But most of all, it gratified the antiHellenic sentiment of the Punic general and his army, counterbalancing the capture of Motye in the preceding year. Having
Compare another example of inattention to the state of their walls, on the
part of the Messenians (xix. 65).
I Kleon and the Athenians took Tor8nS by a similar manreuvre (Thucyd(
v. 2).
.
2 Diodor. xiv.. 57·
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.aken scarce any captives, Imilkon had nothing but unconscious
;tone and wood upon which to vent his antipathy. He
Jrdered the town, the walls, and all the buildings, to be
1tterly burnt and demolished; a task, which his numerous
1ost are said to have executed so effectually, that there
remained hardly anything but ruins without a trace of human
residence.! He received adhesion and reinforcements from
most of the Sikels 2 of the interior, who had been forced to
submit to Dionysius a year or two before, but detested his
dominion. To some of these Sikels, the Syracusan despot had
assigned the territory of the conquered N axians, with their city
probably unwalled, But anxious as they were to escape from
him, many had migrated to a point somewhat north of Naxusto the hill of Taurus, immediately over the sea, unfavourably
celebrated among the Sikel population as being the spot where
the first Greek colonists had touched on arriving in the island.
Their migration was encouraged, multiplied, and organised,
under the auspices of Imilkon, who prevailed upon them to
construct, upon the strong eminence of Taurus, a fortified post
which formed the beginning of the city afterwards known as
fauromenium. 3 Magon was sent with the Carthaginian fleet
to assist in the enterprise.
Meanwhile Dionysius, greatly disquieted at the capture of
Messene, exerted himself to put Syracuse in an effective
position of defence on her northern frontier. Naxus and
Katana being both unfortified, he was forced to abandon them,
and he induced the Campanians whom he had planted in
Katana to change their quarters to the strong town called LEtna,
-on the skirt of the mountain so named. He made Leontini
his chief position ; strengthening as much as possible the
fortifications of the city as well as those of the neighbouring
·country forts, wherein he accumulated magazines of provisions
1
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It would appear, however, that the demolition of Mess~n@ can hardly have
.eeen carried so far in fact as Imilkon intended ; since the city reappears
shortly afterwards in renewed integrity.
2 Diodor. xiv. 59-76.
3 Diodor. xiv. 59·
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from the fertile plains around. He had still a force of 3o,ooo
foot and more than 3ooo horse; he had also a fleet of 18o ships
of war-triremes and others. During the year preceding, he
had brought out both a land-force and a naval force much
superior to this, even for purposes of aggression; ho~ it happened
that he could now command no more, even for defence and at
home-or what had become of the remainder-we are not told.
Of the 18o ships of war, 6o were only manned by the extraordinary proceeding of liberating slaves. Such sugden and
serious changes in the amount of military force from year to
year, are perceptible among Carthaginians as well as Greeksindeed throughout most part of Grecian history ;-the armies
being got together chiefly for special occasions, and then
dismissed. Dionysius further despatched envoys to Sparta,
soliciting a reinforcement of 1ooo mercenary auxiliaries. 1
Having thus provided the best defence· that he could throughout the territory, he advanced forward with his main land-force
to Katana, having his fleet also moving in co-operation,
immediately off shore.
Towards this same point of Katana the Carthaginians were
now moving, in their march against Syracuse. Magon was
directed to coast along with the fleet from Taurus (Tauromenium)
to Katana, while Imilkon intended himself to march with the
land-force on shore, keeping constantly near the fleet for the
purpose of mutual support. But his scheme was defeated by
a remarkable accident. A sudden eruption took place from
.tEtna ; so that the stream of lava from the mountain to the sea
forbade aU possibility of marching along the shore to Katana,
and constrained him to make a considerable circuit with his
army on the land-side of the mountain. Though he accelerated
his march as much as possible, yet for two days or more he was
unavoidably cut off from the fleet; which under the command
of Magon was sailing southward towards Katana.
Dionysius availed himself of this circumstance to advance
beyond Katana along the beach stretching northward, to meet
Magon in his approach, and attack him separately. The
Carthaginian fleet was much superior in number, consisting of
soo sail in all; a portion of which, however, were not strictly
ships of war, but armed merchantmen-that is, furnished with
brazen bows for impact against an enemy, and rowed with oars.
But on the other hand., Dionysius had a land-force close at
hand to co-operate with his fleet; an advantage, which in ancient~
naval warfare counted for much, serving in case of defeat as a
1

Diodor. xiv. 58.
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refuge to the ships, and in case of victory as intercepting or
abridging the enemy's means of escape. Magon, alarmed
when he came in sight of the Grecian land-force mustered on
the beach, and the Grecian fleet rowing up to attack himwas nevertheless constrained unwillingly to accept the battle.
Leptines, the Syracusan admiral-though ordered by Dionysius
to concentrate his ships as much as possible, in consequence
, of his inferior numbers-attacked with boldness, and even with
I temerity; advancing himself with thirty ships greatly before
· the rest, and being apparently farther out to sea than the enemy.
His bravery at first appeared successful, destroying or damaging
the headmost ships of the enemy. But their superior numbers
presently closed round him, and after a desperate combat,
fought in the closest manner, ship to ship and hand to hand,
he was forced to sheer off, and to seek escape seaward. His
main fleet, coming up in diso~der, and witnessing his defeat,
were beaten also, after a strenuous contest. All of them fled,
either landward or seaward as they could, under vigorous
pursuit by the Carthaginian vessels ; and in the end, no less
than roo of the Syracusan ships, with 2o,ooo men, were
numbered as taken, or destroyed. Many of the crews, swimming or floating in the water on spars, strove to get to land to
the protection of their comrades. But the Carthaginian small
craft, sailing very near to the shore, slew or drowned these
unfortunate men, even under the eyes of friends ashore who
could render no assistance. The neighbouring water became
strewed, both with dead bodies and with fragments of broken
ships. As victors, the Carthaginians were enabled to save
many of their own seamen, either on board of damaged ships,
or swimming for their lives. Yet their own loss too was severe;
and their victory, complete as it proved, was dearly purchased.1
Though the land-force of Dionysius had not been at all
engaged, yet the awful defeat of his fleet induced him to give
immediate orders for retreating, first to Katana and afterwards
yet farther to Syracuse. As soon as the Syracusan army had
evacuated the adjoining shore, Magon towed all his prizes to
land, and there hauled them up on the beach; partly for repair,
wherever practicable-partly as visible proofs of the magnitude
of the triumph for encouragement to his own armament.
Stormy weather just then supervening, he was forced to haul
his own ships ashore also for safety, and remained there for
·Several days refreshing the crews. To Keep the sea under
~uch weather would have been scarcely practicable; so that if

l
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Dionysius, instead of retreating, had continued to occupy the
shore with his unimpaired land-force, it appears that the
Carthaginian ships would have been in the greatest danger;
constrained either to face the storm, to run back a considerable
distance northward, or to make good their landing .against a
formidable enemy, without being able to wait for the arrival of
Imilkon.l The latter, after no very long interval, came up, so
that the land-force and the navy of the Carthaginians were now
again in co-operation. While allowing his troops some days of
repose and enjoyment of the victory, he sent envoys to the
town of JEtna, inviting the Campanian mercenary soldiers to
break with Dionysius and join him. Reminding them that
their countrymen at Entella were living in satisfaction as a
dependency of Carthage (which they had recently testified by
resisting the Syracusan invasion), he promised to them an '
accession of territory, and a share in the spoils of the war, to
be wrested from Greeks who were enemies of Campanians not
less than of Carthaginians. 2 The Campanians of JEtna would
gladly have complied with his invitation, and were only
restrained from joining him by the circumstance that they had
given hostages to the despot of· Syracuse, in whose army also
their best soldiers were now serving.
Meanwhile Dionysius, in marching back to Syracuse, found
his army grievously discontented. Withdrawn from the scene
of action without even using their arms, they looked forward to
nothing better than a blockade at Syracuse, full of hardship and
privation. Accordingly many of them protested against retreat,
conjuring him to lead them again to the scene of action, that
they might either assail the Carthaginian fleet in the confusion
of landing, or join battle with the advancing land-force under
Imilkon. At first, Dionysius consented to such · change of
scheme. But he was presently reminded that unless he
hastened back to Syracuse, Magon with the victorious fleet
might sail thither, enter the harbour, and possess himself of the
city; in the same manner as Imilkon had recently succeeded
at Messene. Under these apprehensions he renewed his
original order for retreat, in spite of the. vehement protest of
1 Diodor. xiv. 6o, 6r.
Compare the speech of Theodllrus at Syracuse J
afterwards (c. 68), from which we gather a more complete idea of what
1,
passed after the battle.
·
2 Diodor. xiv. 6r. Kalt<a6ol\ov ll~ Tiilv'Ell.l\.f,v"'"'YEIIQsll.'lrellElt<vve wol\lp.toll !
bw&.pxov .,.;;,, lfil.ll."'" '6viiiv.
These manifestations of anti-Hellenic sentime_nt, among the variouneighbours of the Sicilian Greeks, are important to notice, though they ar
not often brought before us.
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is Sicilian allies ; who were indeed so incensed that most of
1em quitted him at once. 1
Which of the two was the wiser plan, we have no sufficient
1eans to determine. But the circumstances seem not to have
een the same as those preceding the capture of Messene ; for
iagon was not in a condition to move forward at once with the
eet, partly from his loss in the recent action, partly from the
tormy weather; and might perhaps have been intercepted in
1e very act of landing, if Dionysius had moved rapidly back to
1e shore. As far as we can judge, it would appear that the
omplaints of the army against the hasty .retreat of Dionysius
~sted on highly plausible grounds.
He nevertheless persisted,
and reached Syracuse with his army not only much discouraged, but greatly diminished by the desertion of allies. He
lost no time in sending forth envoys to the Italian Greeks and
to Peloponnesus, with ample funds for engaging soldiers, and
urgent supplications to Sparta as well as to Corinth. 2 Polyxenus his brother-in-law, employed on this mission, discharged
his duty with such diligence, that he came back in a comparatively short space of time, with thirty-two ships of war under
the command of the Lacedcemonian Pharakidas.8
Meanwhile Imilkon, having sufficiently refreshed his troops
after the naval victory off Katana, moved forward towards
Syracuse both with the fleet and the land-force. The entry of
his fleet into the Great Harbour was ostentatious and imposing;
far above even that of the second Athenian armament, when
Demosthenes first exhibited its brilliant but short-lived force. 4
Two hundred and eight ships of war first rowed in, marshalled
tn the best order and adorned with the spoils of the captured
3yracusan ships. These were followed by transports, soo of
:hem carrying soldiers, and 1000 others either empty or
bringing stores and machines. The total number of vessels,
we are told, reached almost zooo, covering a large portion of
the Great Harbour. 5 The numerous land-force marched up
about the same time; Imilkon establishing his head-quarters
2
Diodor. xiv. 61.
Diodor. xiv. 61.
Diodor. xiv. 63.
Poly~nus (v. 8, 2) recounts a manceuvre of Lepti1zes, practised in bringing
back a Lacedremonian reinforcement from Sparta to Sicily, on his voyage
1long the Taren tine coast. Perhaps this may be the Lacedremonian division
intended.
• ,Thucyd. vii. 42; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 21; Diodor. xiii. I I,
./ ( Diodor. xiv. 62. The text of Diodorus is here so perplexed as to
:equire conjectural alteration, which Rhodomannus has supplied ; yet not so
ts to remove all that is obscure. The word •luO•op.evo.< still remains to be
:xplained or corrected.
1
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in the temple of Zeus Olympius, nearly one English mile and a
half from the city. He presently drew up his forces in order
of battle, and advanced nearly to the city walls; while his ships
of war also, being divided into two fleets of 100 ships each,
showed themselves in face of the two interior harbours or docks
(on each side of the connecting strait between Ortygia and the
mainland) wherein the Syracusan ships were safely lodged.
He thus challenged the Syracusans to combat on both
elements ; but neither challenge was accepted.
Having by such defiance further raised the confidence of his
own troops, he first spread them over the Syracusan territory,
and allowed them for thirty days to enrich themselves by
unlimited plunder. Next he proceeded to establish fortified
posts, as essential to the prosecution of a blockade which he
foresaw would be tedious. Besides fortifying the temple of
the Olympian Zeus, he constructed two other forts; one at j
Cape Plemmyrium (on the southern entrance of the harbour, ,
immediately opposite to Ortygia, where Nikias had erected a
post also), the other on the Great Harbour, midway between
Plemmyrium and the temple of the Olympian Zeus, at the little
bay called Daskon. He further encircled his whole camp, near
the last-mentioned temple, with a wall; the materials of which
were derived in part from the demolition of the numerous
tombs around; especially one tomb, spacious and magnificent,
commemorating Gelon and his wife Damarete. In these various
fortified posts he was able to store up the bread, wine, and
other provisions which his transports were employed in procuring from Africa and Sardinia, for the continuous subsistence
of so mighty an host. 1
·
It would appear as if Imilkon had first hoped to taketh(
city by assault ; for he pushed up his army as far as the ver;
walls of Achradina (the outer city). He even occupied tht
open suburb of that city, afterwards separately fortified under
the name of Neapolis, wherein were situated the te)Uples of
Demeter and Persephone, which he stripped of their rich
treasures. 2 But if such was his plan, he soon abandoned it,1

Diodor. xiv. 63.
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2 Diodor. xiv. 63. Ka.Te:>..&./3eTo o€ Ka.l TO Tijs 'Axpa.owijs 11'pod<TTEtov, Ka.l
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Cicero (in Verrem, iv. 52, 53) distinctly mentions the temples of Demeter,
and Persephone, and the statue of Apollo Temenites, as among the cha~ cteristic features of Neapolis; which proves the identity of Neapolis wir
what Diodorus calls the suburb of Achradina. This identity, recognised b)
Serra di Falco, Colonel Leake, and other authors, is disputed by Saverio
Cavallari, on grounds which do not appear to me sufficient.
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and confined himself to the slower process of reducing the city
by famine. His progress in this enterprise, however, was by
no means encouraging. We must recollect that he was not,
like Nikias, master of the centre of Epipolre ; able from thence
to stretch his right arm southward to the Great Harbour, and
his left arm northward to the sea at Trogilus. As far as we are
able to make out, he never ascended the southern cliff, nor got
upon the slope of Epipolre:; though it seems that at this time
there was no line of wall along the southern cliff, as Dionysius
had recently built along the northern. The position of Imilkon
was confined to the Great Harbour and to the low lands
adjoining, southward of the cliff of Epipolre; so that the communications of Syracuse with the country around remained
partially open on two sides-westward, through the Euryalus at
the upper extremity of Epipolre-and northward towards Thapsus and Megara, through the Hexapylon, or the principal gate
in the new fortification constructed by Dionysius along the
northern cliff of Epipolre. The full value was now felt of that
recent fortification, which, protecting Syracuse both to the north
and west, and guarding the precious position of Euryalus,
materially impeded the operations of Imilkon. The city was
thus open, partially at least on two sides, to receive supplies by
land. And even by sea means were found to introduce provisiOns. Though Imilkon had a fleet so much stronger that
the Syracusans did not dare to ·offer pitched battle, yet he
found it difficult to keep such constant watch as to exclude
their storeships, and ensure the arrival of his own. Dionysius
md Leptines went forth themselves from the harbour with
trmed squadrons to accelerate and protect the approach of
·heir supplies ; while several desultory encounters took place,
:lOth of land-force and of shipping, which proved advantageous
,o the Syracusans, and greatly raised their spirits.
One naval conflict especially, which occurred while Dionysius
was absent on his cruise, was of serious moment. A corn-ship
belonging to Imilkon's fleet being seen entering the Great
Harbour, the Syracusans suddenly manned five ships of war,
mastered it, and hauled it into their own dock. To prevent
~uch capture, the Carthaginians from their station sent out
forty ships of war j upon which the Syracusans equipped their
whole naval force, bore down upon the forty with numbers
decidedly superior, and completely defeated them. They
:;aptured the admiral's ship, damaged twenty-four others, and
· See Colonel Leake, Notes on Syracuse, p. 7-10; Cavallari, zur Topo·
p-aphie von Syrakus, p. 20.
·
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pursued the rest to the naval station; in front of which they
paraded, challenging the enemy to battle. 1 As the challenge
was not accepted, they returned to their own dock, towing in
their prizes in triumph.
This naval victory indicated, and contributed much to
occasion, that turn in the fortune of the siege which each future
day still further accelerated. Its immediate effect was to fill
the Syracusan public with unbounded exultation. "Without
Dionysius we conquer our enemies ; under his command we
are beaten; why submit to slavery under him any longer? "
Such was the burst of indignant sentiment which largely pervaded the groups and circles in the city ; strengthened by the
consciousness that they were now all armed and competent to
extort freedom-since Dionysius, when the besieging enemy
actually appeared before the city, had been obliged, as the less
of two hazards, to produce and re-distribute the arms which he
had previously taken from them. In the midst of this discontent, Dionysius himself returned from his cruise. To soothe
the prevalent temper, he was forced to convene a public
assembly; wherein he warmly extolled the recent exploit of
the Syracusans, and exhorted them to strenuous confidence,
promising that he would speedily bring the war to a close. 2
It is possible that Dionysius, throughout his despotism, may
have occasionally permitted what were called public assemblies;
but we may be very sure, that, if ever convened, they were mere
matters of form, and that no free discussion or opposition to
his will was ever tolerated. On the present occasion, he
anticipated the like passive acquiescence ; and after having
delivered a speech, doubtless much applauded by his own
partisans, he was about to dismiss the assembly, when a citizen
named Theodorus unexpectedly rose. He was a Horseman or
Knight-a person of wealth and station in the city, of high
character and established reputation for courage. Gathering
boldness from the time and circumstances, he now stood
forward to proclaim publicly ·that hatred of Dionysius, and
anxiety for freedom, which so many of his fellow-citizens
around had been heard to utter privately and were well known
to feeJ.3
l

Diodor. xiv. 63, 64.

2

Diodor. xiv. 64.
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Diodorus in his history gives us a long harangue (whether
composed by himself, or copied from others, we cannot tell) as
pronounced by Theodorus. The main topics of it are such as
we should naturally expect, and are probably, on the whole,
genuine. It is a full review, and an emphatic denunciation, of
the past conduct of Dionysius, concluding with an appeal to
the Syracusans to emancipate themselves from his dominion.
"Dionysius (the speaker contends, in substance) is a worse
enemy than the Carthaginians; who, if victorious, would be
satisfied with a regular tribute, leaving us to enjoy our properties and our paternal polity. Dionysius has robbed us of both.
He has pillaged our temples of their sacred deposits. He has
slain or banished our wealthy citizens, and then seized their
properties by wholesale, to be transferred to his own satellites.
He has given the wives of these exiles in marriage to his barbarian soldiers. He has liberated our slaves, and taken them
into his pay, in order to keep their masters in slavery. He has
garrisoned our own citadel against us, by means of these slaves,
together with a host of other mercenaries. He has put to death
every citizen who ventured to raise his voice in defence of the
laws and constitution. He has abused our confidence-once,
unfortunately, carried so far as to nominate him general-by
employing his powers to subvert our freedom, and rule us
according to his own selfish rapacity in place of justice. He
has further stripped us of our arms; these, recent necessity has
compelled him to restore-and .these, if we are men, we shall
now employ for the recovery of our own freedom." 1
"If the conduct of Dionysius towards Syracuse has been
1 Diodor. xiv. 65.
OliTos Of, TA p.~v lep?t. tJ'u}..:l,aas, ToVs ~~ T~v lBtwTWv
wl\o6rovs Clp.a 'Ta'is -rWv K€1CTTJtdvwv \}'vxa'is &cpeA6p.evos, ToVs ol~eETas p.ur8oOoTe'i brl Ti)s "Tci>V o<rnro"Tci>v aovA.Elar. • • • •
c. 66. 'H p."<v -yd.p ¢.Kp07roA.ts, oovA.wv li11"A.ots T1Jpovp.~v1J, Ka"Td. Tijs ,.&A.ews
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thus infamous, it has been no better towards the Sicilian Greeks
generally. He ·betrayed Gela and Kamarina, for his own purposes, to the Carthaginians. He suffered Messene to fall into
their hands without the least help. He reduced to slavery, by
gross treachery, our Grecian brethren and neighbours of Naxus
and Katana; transferring the latter to the non-Hellenic Campanians, and destroying the former. He might have attacked
the Carthaginians immediately after their landing from Africa
at Panormus, before they had recovered from the fatigue of the
voyage. He might have fought the recent naval combat near
the port of Katana, instead of near the beach north of that
town; so as to ensure to our fleet, if worsted, an easy and sure
retreat. Had he chosen to keep his land-force on the spot, he
might have prevented the victorious Carthaginian fleet from
approaching land, when the storm came on shortly after the
battle; or he might have attacked them, if they tried to
land, at the greatest advantage. He has conducted the war,
altogether, with disgraceful incompetence; not wishing sincerely, indeed, to get rid of them as enemies, but preserving
the terrors of Carthage, as an indirect engine to keep Syracuse
in subjection to himself. As long as we fought with him, we
have been constantly unsuccessful; now that we have come to
fight without him, recent experience tells us that we can beat
the Carthaginians, even with inferior numbers.
"Let us look out for another leader (concluded Theodorus)
in place of a sacrilegious temple-robber whom the gods have
now abandoned. . If Dionysius will consent to relinquish his
dominion, let him retire from the city with his property unmolested; if he will not, we are here all assembled, we are
possessed of our arms, and we have both Italian and Peloponnesian allies by our side. The assembly will determine
whether it will choose leaders {rom our own citizens-or from
our metropolis Corinth-or from the Spartans, the presidents
of all Greece."
Such are the main points of the long harangue ascribed to
Theodorus ; the first occasion, for many years, on which t.he
voice of free speech had been heard publicly in Syracuse.
Among the charges advanced against Dionysius, which go to
impeach his manner of carrying on the war against the Carthaginians, there are several which we can neither· admit nor
reject, from our insufficient knowledge of the facts. But the
enormities ascribed to him in his dealing with the Syracusans ..
-the fraud, violence, spoliation, and bloodshed, whereby he"«
had first ac4uired, and afterwards upheld, his dominion over
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them-these are assertions of matters of fact, which coincide
in the main with the previous narrative of Diodorus, and which
we have no ground for contesting.
Hailed by the assembly with great sympathy and acclamation,
this harangue seriously alarmed Dionysius. In his concluding
words, Theod6rus had invoked the protection of Corinth as
well as of Sparta, against the despot, wholl\ with such signal
courage' he had thus ventured publicly to arraign. Corinthians
as well as Spartans were now lending aid in the defence, under
the command of Pharakidas. That Spartan officer came forward to speak next after Theod6rus. Among various other
sentiments of traditional respect towards Sparta, there still
prevailed a remnant of the belief that she was adverse to
despots ; as she really had once been, at an earlier period of
her history.I Hence the Syracusans hoped, and even expected,
that Pharakidas would second the protest of Theod6rus, and
stand forward as champion of freedom to the first Grecian city
in Sicily. 2 Bitterly indeed were they disappointed. Dionysius
had established with Pharakidas relations as friendly as those
of the Thirty tyrants of Athens with Kallibius the Lacedremonian harmost in the acropolis. 8 Accordingly Pharakidas in
his speech not only discountenanced the proposition just made,
but declared himself emphatically in favour of the despot;
intimating that he had been sent to aid the Syracusans and
Dionysius against the Carthaginians-not to put down the
dominion of Dionysius. To the Syracusans this declaration
was a denial of all hope. They saw plainly that in any attempt
to emancipate themselves, they would have against them not
merely the mercenaries of Dionysius, but also the whole force
of Sparta, then imperial and omnipotent ; represented on the
present occasion by Pharakidas, as it had been in a previous
year by Aristus. They were condemned to bear their chains
in silence, not without unavailing curses against Sparta.
Meanwhile Dionysius, thus powerfully sustained, was enabled
to ride over the perilous and critical juncture. His mercenaries
crowded in haste round his person-having probably been sent
for, as soon as the voice of a free spokesman was heard. 4 And
1
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he was thus enabled to dismiss an assembly, which had seemed
for one short instant to threaten the perpetuity of his dominion,
and to promise emancipation for Syracuse.
During this interesting and momentous scene, the fate of
Syracuse had hung upon the decision of Pharakidas : for
Theodorus, well aware that with a besieging enemy before the
gates, the city could not be left without a supreme authO'rity,
had conjured the Spartan commander, with his Lacedremonian
and Corinthian allies, to take into his own hands the control
and organisation of the popular force. There can be little
doubt that Pharakidas could have done this, if he had been so
disposed, so as at once to make head against the Carthaginians
without, and to restrain, if not to put down, the despotism
within.
Instead of undertaking the tutelary intervention
solicited by the people, he threw himself into the opposite scale,
and strengthened Dionysius more than ever, at the moment of
his greatest peril. The proceeding of Pharakidas was doubtless conformable to his instructions from home, as well as to
the oppressive and crushing policy which Sparta, in these days of
her unresisted empire (between the victory of .iEgospotami and
the defeat of Knidus), pursued throughout the Grecian world.
Dionysius was fully sensible of the danger which he had thus
been assisted to escape. Under the first impressions of alarm,
he strove to gain something like popularity; by a conciliatory
language and demeanour, by presents adroitly distributed, and
by invitations to his table.l Whatever may have been the
success of such artifices, the lucky turn, which the siege was
now taking, was the most powerful of all aids for building up
his full power anew.
It was not the arms of the Syracusans, but the wrath of
Demeter and Persephone, whose temple (in the suburb of
Achradina) Imilkon had pillaged, that ruined the besieging
army before Syracuse. So the piety of the citizens interpreted
that terrific pestilence which now began to rage among the
multitude of their enemies without. The divine wrath was
indeed seconded (as the historian informs us 2 ) by physical
,u.~v ,u.urBo<f.H~pot avv~Opa.,u.ov "'rphs <rhv
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causes of no ordinary severity. The vast numbers of the host
were closely packed together ; it was now the beginning of
autumn, the most unhealthy period of the year ; moreover this
summer had been preternaturally hot, and the low marshy ground
near the Great Harbour, under the chill of morning contrasted
with the burning sun of noon, was the constant source of
fever and pestilence. These unseen and irresistible enemies
fell with appalling force upon the troops of Imilkon ; especially
upon the Libyans, or native Africans, who were found the most
susceptible. The intense and varied bodily sufferings of this
distemper-the rapidity with which it spread from man to man
-and the countless victims which it speedily accumulatedappear-to have equalled, if not surpassed, the worst days of the
pestilence of Athens in 429 B.C. Care and attendance upon
the sick, or even interment of the dead, became impracticable;
so that the whole camp presented a scene of deplorable agony,
aggravated by the horrors and stench of 15o,ooo unburied
bodies.1 The military strength of the Carthaginians was completely prostrated by such a visitation. Far from being able to
make progress in the siege, they were not even able to defend
themselves against moderate energy on the part of the Syracusans ; who (like the Peloponnesians during the great plague
of Athens) were themselves untouched by the distemper. 2
Such was the wretched spectacle of the Carthaginian army,
clearly visible from the walls of Syracuse. To overthrow it by
a vigorous attack, was an enterprise not difficult; indeed, so
sure, in the opinion of Dionysius, that in organising his plan of
operation, he made it the means of deliberately getting rid of
some troops in the city who had become inconvenient to him.
Concerting measures for a simultaneous assault upon the
Carthaginian station both by sea and land, he entrusted eighty
ships of war to Pharakidas and Leptines, with orders to move
at daybreak; while he himself conducted a body of troops out
of the city, during the darkness of night ; issuing forth by
Epipolre and Euryalus (as Gylippus had formerly done when
1
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2 Thucyd. ii. 54·
When the Roman general Marcellus was besieging Syracuse in 212 B.c.,
a terrific pestilence, generated by causes similar to that of this year, broke
~out. All parties, Roman, Syracusans, and Carthaginians, suffered from it
considerably; but the Carthaginians worst of all ; they are said to have all
perished (Livy, xxv. 26).
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he surprised Plemmyrium 1), and making a circuit until he
came, on the other side of the Ana pus, to the temple of Kyane;
thus getting on the land-side or south-west of the Carthaginian
position. He first despatched his horsemen, together with a
regiment of Iooo mercenary foot-soldiers, to commence the
attack. These latter troops had become peculiarly obnoxious
to him, having several times engaged in revolt and disturbance.
Accordingly, while he now ordered them up to the assault in
conjunction with the horse, he at the same time gave secret
directions to the horse, to desert their comrades and take
flight. Both his orders were obeyed. The onset having been
made jointly, in the heat of combat, the horsemen fled, leaving their comrades all to be cut to pieces by the Carthaginians. 2
We have as yet heard nothing about difficulties arising to
Dionysius from his mercenary troops, on whose arms his dominion
rested ; and what we are here told is enough merely to raise
curiosity without satisfying it. These men are said to have been
mutinous and disaffected; a fact, which explains, if it does not
extenuate, the gross perfidy of deliberately inveigling them to
destruction, while he still professed to keep them under his
command.
In the actual state of the Carthaginian army, Dionysius
could afford to make them a present of this obnoxious division.
His own attack, first upon the fort of Polichne, next upon that
near the naval station at Daskon, was conducted with spirit
and success. While the defenders, thinned and enfeebled by
the pestilence, were striving to repel him on the land-side, the
Syracusan fleet came forth from its docks in excellent spirits
and order to attack the ships at the station. These Carthaginian ships, though afloat and moored, were very imperfectly
manned. Before the crews could get aboard to put them on
their defence, the Syracusan triremes and quinqueremes, ably
rowed and with their brazen beaks well directed, drove against
them on the quarter or mid-ships, and broke through the line
of their timbers. The crash of such impact was heard afar
off, and the best ships were thus speedily disabled. 3 Following
up their success, the Syracusans jumped aboard, overpowered
1 Thucyd. vii. 22, 23.
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the crews, or forced them to seek safety as they could in flight.
The distracted Carthaginians being thus pressed at the same
time by sea and by land, the soldiers of Dionysius from the landside forced their way through the entrenchment to the shore,
where forty pentekonters were hauled up, while immediately
near them were moored both merchantmen and triremes.
The assailants set fire to the pentekonters ; upon which the
flames, rapidly spreading under a strong wind, communicated
presently to all the merchantmen and triremes adjacent.
Unable to arrest this terrific conflagration, the crews were
obliged to leap overboard; while the vessels, severed from their
moorings by the burning of the cables, drifted against each
other under the wind, until the naval station at Daskon became
one scene of ruin. 1
Such a volume of flame, though destroying the naval
resources of the Carthaginians, must at the same time have
driven off the assailing Syracusan ships of war, and probably
also the assailants by land. But to those who contemplated it
from the city of Syracuse, across the breadth of the Great
Harbour, it presented a spectacle grand and stimulating in the
highest degree; especially when the fire was seen towering
aloft amidst the masts, yards, and sails of the merchantmen.
The walls of the city were crowded with spectators, women,
children, and aged men, testifying their exultation by loud shouts,
and stretching their hands to heaven,-as on the memorable
day, near twenty years before, when they gained their final
victory in the same harbour, over the Athenian fleet. Many
lads and elders, too much excited to remain stationary, rushed
into such small craft as they could find, and rowed across the
harbour to the scene of action, where they rendered much
service by preserving part of the cargoes, and towing away
some of the enemy's vessels deserted but not yet on fire. The
evening of this memorable day left Dionysius and the Syracusans victorious by land as well as by sea; encamped near
the temple of Olympian Zeus which had so recently been
occupied by Imilkon. 2 Though they had succeeded in forcing
the defences of the latter both at Polichne and at Daskon, and
in inflicting upon him a destructive defeat, yet they would not
aim at occupying his camp, in its infected and deplorable
condition.
On two former occasions during the last few years, we have
.seen the Carthaginian armies decimated by pestilence-near
Agrigentum and near Gela-previous to this last and worst
1
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calamity. Imilkon, copying the weakness of Nikias rather than
the resolute prudence of Demosthenes, had clung to his insalubrious camp near the Great Harbour, long after all hope of
reducing Syracuse had ceased, and while suffering and death to
the most awful extent were daily accumulating around him.
But the recent defeat satisfied even him that his position was
no longer tenable. Retreat was indispensable; yet nowise
impracticable-with the brave men, Iberians and others, in his
army, and with the Sikels of the interior on his side-had he
possessed the good qualities as well as the defects of Nikias,
or been capable of anything like that unconquerable energy
which ennobled the closing days of the latter. Instead of
taking the best measures available for a retiring march, Imilkon
despatched a secret envoy to Dionysius, unknown to the
Syracusans generally; tendering to him the sum of 300 talents
which yet remained in the camp, on condition of the fleet and
army being allowed to sail to Africa unmolested. Dionysius
would not consent, nor would the Syracusans have confirmed
any such consent, to let them all escape; but he engaged to
permit the departure of Imilkon himself with the native
Carthaginians. The sum of 300 talents was accordingly sent
across by night to Ortygia; and the fourth night ensuing was
fixed for the departure of Imilkon and his Carthaginians, with- .
out opposition from Dionysius. During that night forty of
their ships, filled with Carthaginians, put to sea and sailed in
silence out of the harbour. Their stealthy flight, however,
did not altogether escape the notice of the Corinthian seamen
in Syracuse; who not only apprised Dionysius, but also manned
some of their own ships and started in pursuit. They overtook
and destroyed one or two of the slowest sailers ; but all the
rest, with Imilkon himself, accomplished their flight to Carthage. 1
Dionysius-while he affected to obey the warning of the
Corinthians, with movements intentionally tardy and unavailing-applied himself with earnest activity to act against the
forsaken army remaining. During the same night he led out
his troops from the city to the vicinity of their camp. The
flight of Imilkon, speedily promulgated, had filled the whole
army with astonishment and consternation. No commandno common cause-no bond of union-now remained among
.this miscellaneous host, already prostrated by previous misfortune. The Sikels in the army, being near to their own
territory and knowing the roads, retired at once, before day-~
break, and reached their homes. Scarcely had they passed, l
1
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when the Syracusan soldiers occupied the roads, and barred
the like escape to others. Amidst the general dispersion of
the abandoned soldiers, some perished in vain attempts to
force the passes, others threw down their arms and solicited
mercy. The Iberians alone, maintaining their arms and order
with unshaken resolution, sent to Dionysius propositions to
;ransfer to him their service ; which he thought proper to
accept, enrolling them among his mercenaries. All the remaining host, principally Libyans, being stripped and plundered by
his soldiers, became his captives, and were probably sold as
slaves. 1
The heroic efforts of Nikias, to open for his army a retreat
in the face of desperate obstacles, had ended in a speedy death
as prisoner at Syracuse-yet without anything worse than the
usual fate of prisoners of war. But the base treason of I milk on,
though he ensured a safe retreat home by betraying the larger
portion of his army, earned for him only a short prolongation
of life amidst the extreme of ignominy and remorse. When he
·anded at Carthage with the fraction of his army preserved, the
·ity was in the deepest distress. Countless family losses,
nflicted by the pestilence, added a keener sting to the
unexampled public loss and humiliation now fully made
lffiown. Universal mourning prevailed;. all public and private
)usiness was suspended, all the temples were shut, while the
authorities and the citizens met Imilkon in sad procession on
the shore. The defeated commander strove to disarm their
wrath, by every demonstration of a broken and prostrate spirit.
Clothed in the sordid garment of a slave, he acknowledged
himself as the cause of all the ruin, by his impiety towards the
gods; for it was they, and not the Syracusans, who had been
his real enemies and conquerors. He visited all the temples,
with words of atonement and supplication--replied to all the
inquiries about relatives who had perished under the distemper
-and then retiring, blocked up the doors of his house, where
he starved himself to death. 2
Yet the season of misfortune to Carthage was not closed by
his decease. Her dominion over her Libyan subjects was
always harsh and unpopular, rendering them disposed to rise
against her at any moment of calamity. Her recent disaster in
Sicily would have been in itself perhaps sufficient to stimulate
them into insurrection; but its effect was aggravated by their
·esentment for the deliberate betrayal of their troops serving
under Imilkon, not one of whom lived to come back. All the
1
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various Libyan subject-towns had on this matter one common
feeling of indignation ; all came together in congress, agreed to
unite their forces, and formed an a:rmy which is said to have
reached I zo,ooo men. They established their head-quarters
at Tunes (Tunis),
town within short distance of Carthage
itself, and were for a certain time so much stronger in the field,
that the Carthaginians were obliged to remain within their
walls. For a moment it seemed as if the star of this great
commercial city was about to set for ever. The Carthaginians
themselves were in the depth of despondency, believing themselves to be under the wrath of the goddesses Demeter and
her daughter Persephone ; who, not content with the terrible
revenge already taken in Sicily, for the sacrilege committed by
Imilkon, were still pursuing them into Africa. Under the
extreme religious terror which beset the .city, every means were
tried to appease the offended goddesses. Had it been supposed
that the Carthaginian gods had been insulted, expiation would
have been offered by the sacrifice of human victims-and
those too the most precious, such as beautiful captives, or
children of conspicuous citizens. But on this occasion, the
insult had been offered to Grecian gods, and atonement was
to be made according to the milder ceremonies of Greece.
The Carthaginians had never yet instituted in their city any
worship of Demeter or Persephone ; they now established
temples in honour of these ·goddesses, appointed several of
their most eminent citizens to be priests, and consulted the
Greeks resident among them, as to the form of worship most
suitable to be offered. After having done this, and cleared
their own consciences, they devoted themselves to the preparation of ships and men for the purpose of carrying on the war.
It was soon found that Demeter and Persephone were not
implacable, and that the fortune of Carthage was returning.
~he insurgents, thoqgP! itt U:rst irresistible, presently f~ll into
d1scord among the{hselves about the command. Havmg no
fleet, they became straitened for want of provisions, while
C.arthage was well' suppliyd. by ~sea from Sardinia. . ·From these
and similar causesl their numerous P,ost gradually melted away,
and rescued the Carthaginians from alarm at the point where
they were ·always ~e!J.kest. Th~' relations of command and
submission, between Oarth.age and her Libyan subjects, were
established as they had previously stood, leaving her to recover
.~
slowly from her disastrous reverses. 1
But though the power of Cart~age in Africa was thus restored,
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in Sicily it was reduced to the lowest ebb. It was long before
she could again make head with effect against Dionysius, who
was left at liberty to push his conquests in another direction,
against the Italiot Greeks. The remaining operations of his
reign-successful against the Italiots, unsuccessful against
Carthage-will come to be recounted in my next succeeding
chapter.
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BATTLE OF MANTINEIA.

BLACK LINE-March of Epaminondas from Tegea.
BLACK-Army of Epaminondas as formed for attack.
SHADED LINE-Opposing Army: Mantineians. Lacedcemonians, Athenians, Eleians. &c.
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